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PREFACE.

This volume is committed .to the American people, in

the firm assurance that the invaluable facts which it records

will be grateful to every patriotic and pious heart. In it,

as from the richest mines, has been brought out the pure

gold of our history. Its treasures have been gathered and

placed in this casket for the instruction and benefit of the

present and future. We have a noble historic life ; for our

ancestors were the worthies of the world. We have a

noble nation, full of the evidences of the moulding presence

of Christian truth, and of the power and goodness of

Divine wisdom in rearing up a Christian republic for all

time. That this was the spirit and aim of the early

founders of our institutions the facts in this volume

fully testify.

The field through which the reader will walk, in this

work, must give wider expansion to his political views,

quicken the pulses of his loyalty, add to his conscious dig-

nity as an American citizen, strengthen his confidence in

our future, and impart a higher tone to his piety.

The single object of the compiler was to link, in a con-

nected form, the golden chain of our Christian history, and

to reveal the basis on which our institutions stand.

The documents and facts are authentic, and have been

collected, witl\ laborious diligence, from standard historical

works and from the poHtical and Christian annals of the

nation. The volume is the voice of the best and wisest

men of the republic. It must, therefore, have weight

with the American people, and be a political and Christian

thesaurus and text-book to the scholar, the teacher, the
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patriot, the politician, the statesman^ the jurist, the legis-

lator, the divine, and, in a word, to all classes of American

citizens.

The work is not speculative or theoretical, but a series

of facts to unfold and establish the Christian life and

character of the civil institutions of the United States, in

the light of which every American citizen can trace to its

source the true glory of the nation, and learn to appreciate

its institutions and to venerate and imitate the great and

good men who founded them.

It has been a delightful task of patriotism and piety to

the compiler to prepare the volume, and to lay it as a

grateful oflFering upon the common altar of his country

and of Christianity.

The work has been the labor of years, performed in

various States of the Union, and in the capital of the

nation, within sight of the tomb of Washington, during

the most eventful year of the Rebellion ; and its last pages

were prepared for the press in Philadelphia, where so many
of the sacired scenes of the Revolution transpired. The

volume, therefore, has in its preparation a national feature,

and the reader will be impressed with the importance and

appositeness of the facts to the present time.

It is also the ardent hope of the compiler that the facta

and principles recorded in this volume, and in which, in

our early struggle, all denominations of Christians uttered

with such harmony their convictions that the only sure and

stable basis of our civil institutions was in the Christian

religion, may contribute to strengthen the union of patriot-

ism and piety in all parts of the country, to save the nation

from the perils of a wicked rebellion, and be the brightest

hope of the future.

Care has been taken to give each author credit for his

thoughts and language, though in a few instances it may
have been overlooked. It was not the desire nor the de-

sign of the compiler to elaborate his own views,—though
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they are found in the volume,—^but to give those of the

great leading minds of the republic, both past and present.

His grateful acknowledgments are tendered to the

Librarians of the Young Men's Mercantile Library Asso-

ciation, and of the Mechanics' Institute Libraries of Cin-

cinnati ; of the State Library of Ohio ; of the Historical and

Astor Libraries of New York; of the Mercantile Library

and Library Association of Philadelpliia ; of the Libraries

of Congress, and of the Interior Department ; to the Chief

Clerk in the Department of State, for access to the manu-

script papers of Washington ; to Peter Force, of Washing-

ton City, for frequent examinations of his large and invalu-

able collection of books and periodicals illustrative of the

early history of our country ; and to tlie Honorable Thomas
Corwin, of Ohio, for numerous visits to his valuable library.

His thanks are due also to the late Honorable Samuel

W. Parker, of Indiana, for the frequent use of his large

political and historical library, and to the late Judge John

McLean, of Ohio, who imparted to the compiler valuable

suggestions in reference to the preparation of the work.

The Introduction to the work is written by Rev. Byron

Sunderland, D.D., pastor for the last twelve years of the

First Presbyterian Church of Washington City, and Chap-

lain to the Senate of the United States in the Thirty-

Seventh Congress. Its high Christian tone and sentiment,

it^ finished literary excellence, and the important truths it

so forcibly enunciates will render it well worthy the atten-

tion of the reader.

The volume is committed to the blessing of God and to

the judgment and favor of the American people, in humble

trust that it may aid in preserving and perpetuating to

future generations the Union of the States, the integrity of

the best government ever instituted by the wisdom of men,

and the nationaUty of the American Republic.
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INTRODUCTION.

The story of Christianity in America is one of the most

astonishing chapters in the annals of the world. The events of

Providence in reserving and preparing the country of these

United States to be the theatre of its development and triumph,

constitute one of the most remarkable passages of modern

history.

This is a Christian nation, first in name, and secondly because

of the many and mighty elements of a pure Christianity which

have given it character and shaped its destiny from the begin-

ning. It is pre-eminently the land of the Bible, of the Chris-

tian Church, and of the Christian Sabbath. It is the land ofgreat

and extensive and oft-repeated revivals of a spiritual religion,

—

the land of a free conscience and of free speech,—the land of

noble charities and of manifold and earnest efforts for the ele-

vation and welfare of the human race. The chief security and

glory of the United States of America has been, is now, and

will be forever, the prevalence and domination of the Christian

Faith.

The materialist may find in other a^'^pects of our country many
grounds of complacency. Compared with other nations, we
have had a wonderful career. The marvels of the republic

stand thick along the line of our advancement. Whether wo
consider the colonial period, or that of the Revolution, or those

of subsequent times, our growth in numbers, in territory, in

wealth and power, has been almost unparalleled. The spirit of

our Government and its institutions is singularly ada])tcd to

secure the general peace and happiness of human society. Our
example has long been an object of jealousy and fear to tho

oppressors of man. Our country has thrown open an asylum

to the unfortunate from every quarter of the globe. AH tae

kindreds of the earth have been welcome to repose beneath the

shadow of our Tree, which in less than a single century li;:s

spread its branches across the continent. And if our civil

11
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polity has not realized all the possible blessings of a free govern-

ment, the reason lies less in the genius of the economy than in the

acknowledged imperfections of human nature itself. In addition

to these things, Providence has signally favored the nation in

its geographical position, the fertility of its soil, the plenty of

its seasons, and the salubrity of its climate. The vigor of the

people has found ample scope in utilizing the physical resources

of the country, by all the industries and arts of agriculture,

manufacture, and commerce; while in conducting the educa-

tional and intellectual interests of society, no modern nation in

the same space of time has contributed more to the great ele-

ments of that higher civilization towards which the world is

everywhere slowly but surely tending. These are sources of

just satisfaction to every friend and lover of his country. But
they are, meanwhile, considerations which fall far below those

great moral and spiritual principles in the absence of which no

state on earth can perpetuate its existence.

The true theory of national life and prosperity is clearly un-

folded in the revealed word of God. The secret of all stability

and enduring greatness in human governments, as with indivi-

dual men, is to be found alone in the quickening power of the

Christian Faith. This only, imbuing and pervading the mind

and heart of human society, can organize and preserve to the

body politic its highest and most untroubled fortunes. Falli-

bility and corruption inhere indeed in the materials of every

commonwealth,—the result of which is a liability to continual'

change. Growth succeeded by decay, and decay forcing an-

other growth, is the philosophy of national vicissitude, as it ia

also the great fact of the physical creation. " One generation

passeth away, and another generation cometh," and therefore

the permanence of empire must rest in the ideas of a people.

If then there be in such ideas no greS^t enduring principle of

spiritual life, there can be no perpetuity of national existence.

If there be no grand, sublime, and imperishable thought, filling

the soul of a people with its fire and fashioning their progress

after its pattern, there can be no sense in which they may
escape the inevitable mutations of tlit* world, or avoid the fate

of so many that have gone before them.

The most powerful empires of the past have perished because

they were wanting in a principle strong enough and spiritual

enough to resist the self-destructive energies of human nature.
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The pagan world could not furnish such a principle. It was

in neither their philosophy nor their religion. It is not in the

power of man unaided to discover and apply such a principle.

Nothing short of divine wisdom and^power can actualize among

the nations that principle of spiritual life which not only origin*

ates but preserves the substance of social and civil welfare.

Christianity is the divine method of imparting this principle to

men and nations, and the only method revealed from Heaven for

regulating our present state, and, after this, conferring upon us

the lasting awards of a glorious immortality. The doctrines of

Christianity form a system of perfect and saving truth, its

duties comprise the sum of all genuine beneficence, while its

ascendency over the human soul is eflfectually secured by the

regeneration of no less than the infinite Spirit of God.

The dispensation of this Spirit has been distinctly and con-

stantly affirmed in our country, and the people have been

instructed to expect " times of refreshing from the presence of

the Lord," not more in the early and latter rains of heaven than in

the silent but reformatory processes of our moral and religiom

oondition. , The Author of human nature is that same God who
must re-supply its wasting energy, and diffuse in human society

the life and light of truth, by turning men from the way of

transgression unto "the wisdom of the just." According to this

belief, there is a direct and immediate connection between the

human soul and the Divine Spirit; and wherever the sacred in-

fluence falls, there human beings are sure to " walk in newness

of life," supporting and stimulating all that is precious and

invaluable in the temporal and eternal well-being of mankind.

This doctrine, which lies equally removed from the superstition

of ignorance and from the levity of unbelief, has been more

thoroughly explained and more widely disseminated among the

people of America than anywhere else on the face of the earth.

And it is due to the influence of evangelical religion among all

classes of society, more than to all other considerations together,

that our prosperity has been so great and our progress so un-

exampled. " Ye are the light of the world. Ye are the salt of

the earth." This is the description of men whose views and

conduct are the result of the inspiration of Jesus Christ. All

time attests its truth. " Righteousness exalteth a nation, while

sin is a reproach to any people," and must, if persisted in, pave

the way to their flnsd destruction. This divine maxim has
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been exemplified in all the old seats of human population, 'and

is borne onward in the spirit of prophetic admonition from age

to age. The voice of history is lifted in repeated accents of

solemn warning, and rolls ^n thunder-blasts its own great lesson

upon the ear of nations.

But while, without doubt, there has been, and is now, the

presence of an evangelical power in this republic, that has left

its impress and its influence upon our institutions and our

society, and has reared so many sacred monuments for the

gratitude and the admiration of mankind, it cannot and ought

not to be denied that the nation as it stands to-day is far

below that moral and religious condition which constitutes the

essential safety, prosperity, and honor of any people. It is

sadly true that a very large proportion of the population are

strangers to the genuine spirit of the Christian religion, and

almost, if not altogether, unacquainted even with the history

of its facts and the extent of its influence in the land of our

inheritance. The standing complaint of human degeneracy

remains against us. Causes have been operating—and of late

years with fearful rapidity and strength—to produce a state of

moral obliquity and practical atheism among us, appalling in

magnitude and of alarming consequence. It has become of

late quite customary to sneer at the puritanism of our fathers,

and to speak with contempt of the severity of their manners and

the bigotry of their faith. This impious treatment, by the pre-

sent corrupters of society, of a generation of men whose lofty

principles and illustrious virtues they seem utterly unable to

comprehend, is well adapted not only to arouse the deepest in-

dignation, but also to excite the most lively concern. There are

two quarters from which these evil influences chiefly proceed.

A class of men without conscience, and reckless of all moral

restraint, have gained ascendency in public favor, and assume

from their prominent position to mould and direct the public

sentiment of the nation. Their general influence upon the

public morals has been like the wind of the desert,—poisonous,

withering, and destructive. Another and very large class of

men moving in the lower walks of life form a significant element

of our American population, whose hard and vicious instincts,

gratified without compunction and paraded everywhere in the

most offensive manner, would seem to render them wellnigh

incapable of reformation. Apparently insensible to all the
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nobler sentiments of public morality and virtue, and ever ready

to perform their congenial part in the general demoralization,

they demand that all the higher classes shall pander to their

depraved appetites, as the price of their patronage and support.

In this reciprocal play of the baser passions the common prin-

ciples of morality are daily sacrificed, and the strong and the

weak join hands in carrying down the nation to the very verge

of ruin. No man can observe the conditions of society in our

country, and the obvious impulses of human conduct, without

feeling that the perils against which the fathers warned us, and

which have been so faithfully and constantly pointed out by the

ministers of religion, have, notwithstanding, increased at a fear-

fid rate, without seeing that the most alarming departures from

the standard of individual rectitude and social integrity have

occurred among us within the century that is past.

And, while every period has exhibited the signs of public de-

generacy, none in our history presents more fearful proofe of

the impiety and obduracy of great masses of the people. We
have abandoned, in a great measure, the faith and practice of

our ancestors, in putting aside from their lawful supremacy the

Christian ordinances and doctrines. The natural result is, that

we have corrupted our ways in all the circles of society and in

all the pursuits of life. We have become as a field rank with

the growth of all the vices and heaped with the pollution of

mighty crimes. The rigid training of former times through

fisunily government, discipline, and instruction has been greatly

relaxed, if not in many cases wholly neglected. Indeed, there

are multitudes of parents in the land who from physical and

moral causes are totally unfit to have the care of the children

to whom they have given birth: so that a generation of human
beings is growing up in one of the most favored regions of the

globe, whose preparation for the responsibilities of their age

and mission has been sadly at fault, and whose precocity in

levity, mischief, and insubordination already equals the vitiating

examples that are set before them. The education of the nation

is going forward with rapid strides, but it is in a lamentable

degree under the auspices of immorality and irreligion, alike in

the high and the low places of the community. The unblush-

ing venality and brazen wickedness of a large portion of the

conductors of the public press and of the public men of the

oountry have strongly tended to demoVaJize the nation, to
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undermine the foundations and destroy the influence of Chris-

tian discipline, and to turn the mind and heart of many to infi-

delity and licentiousness. The same baleful spirit has moved
upon the fountains of human learning and science, and so secu-

larized the philosophy of the times as to have set the high

Cetculty of human reason at variance with the sacred majesty of

religion, and to have plunged thousands upon thousands of our

young men into a sea of splendid sophistry and subtlety and

all the ruinous speculation of a proud but vain imagination.

Meanwhile, from the hearts of multitudes the dignity of honest

labor and the dictates of a sober and frugal economy have died

out, on the one hand increasing pauperism and crime and lend-

ing to misfortune the aggravation of human improvidence,

and on the other fostering habits of false show, and thus in-

creasing the temptation to deception, fraud, peculation, and all

the dishonesties of the most high-pampered extravagance and

excess. Moreover, the wanton neglect or abuse of our provi-

dential blessings, and the unconscious apostasy from every

sentiment of purity and virtue, have served greatly to defile

and degrade the mind of a large portion of the community,

and fill the centres of population with a low and vulgar

herd, who throng the open temples of obscenity and infamy.

Thus the materials are prepared for human guilt and wretched-

ness, whose catalogue of crimes and woes exhausts the power

of language to express them. Beyond all this, political con-*

troversy and partisan strife for the reins and spoils of power,

conducted without principle, and reeking with abuse, have

taken so fierce a form as often to have driven the best men
from the arena and left the worst upon the field. The selfish

and profligate stand forward to control the nominatious and

elections to office, and afterwards gamble with its duties and

obligations without shame and without remorse. Nor is this

all. Our wrongs to the Indian and the African, continued

from the beginning, have brutalized the temper, darkened

the understanding, and perverted the judgment of the nation

in regard to the plainest principles of common humanity and

justice. The tide of emigration from the Old World has borne

to our shores a large element of the foreign-born, who speedily

become imbued with our native and inexorable prejudice in this

respect. Thus, while we claim to be a free government, we
have cherished institutions in our midst which are a mockery
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of the name of liberty and have become our standing ehame
and curse in .the sight of the whole world. Involved in a

criminality so grave, we have not failed to exhibit its usual con-

comitants,—arrogance and self-conceit. Our vast facilities of pro-

duction, trade, and transportation have filled us with high notions

of our superiority, and at the same time degraded us to dispo-

sitions of covetousness and cruelty. And from the long period

of our tranquillity we have come at length to a pitch of wicked-

ness that has culminated in one of the most gigantic and deso-

lating civil wars the world has ever seen. Our unparalleled

liberty has degenerated into dissolute indulgence ; we have been

so long without the burdens of government as to have almost

forgotten the price of our birthright and to have cast away the

only safeguards of its continuance; w^ have proved ourselves un-

worthy of our inheritance, in our contempt of that virtue which

alone affords protection to society, in our blind disregard of the

Christian foundations on which alone the great interests of a

nation can permanently rest. Thus, at last, a majority of the

people,have grown wholly unmindful of the authority and pre-

rogative of Grod, and of the duties we owe to him and to his

creatures. The true life and soul of Christianity has been to a

great degree emasculated, and the very titles of Jehovah and

the tokens of his awful majesty in the earth have become to

multitudes among us as idle and unmeaning as the Grecian

myths, used, indeed, to furbish a paragraph with classic ele-

gance or round a period with sonorous emphasis, but completely

divested of those great, grand, solemn, and glorious thoughts

which never can dwell with vulgarity, profanation, and irreve-

rence.

Now, if, under such conditions, Christianity should resume

her sway and bring the masses of the nation back to the pure

and simple virtues and to the stern and heroic spirit which

marked the age of our Revolutionary fathers, it will prove to

be a moral miracle equal to her first triumphs in apostolic days.

Tet to this object all good men should devote their energies and

their prayers. In the firm conviction that virtue must finally be

supreme, and that a wise and beneficent Providence has designed

this continent to be the theatre of the yet more glorious con-

quests of Christianity, it is the mission and the duty of all friends

of evangelical truth to combine in the attempt to hold and appro-

priate this country, with its resources, monuments, and inoti-

3
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tutions, for an empire devoted to the spread of God's kingdom
in the earth, and the universal reign of Jesus Christ.

And it is high time that we had begun to see our duty and

to feel our obligation. God's great "judgments are already in

the land:" shall not its inhabitants begin "to learn righteous-

ness"? The associated moral and spiritual power of a Chris-

tian people ought now to be making itself felt in every pai^t of

the land and in all that concerns the existence and welfare of

the country. It is the settled conviction of many of the most

intelligent and purest minds that the time has come when the

Christian people of America should take into their own hands

the work of reclaiming the government and wielding its power

more decisively for the glory of God and the highest good of

- human nature, and that fcjr this purpose the true and the good

should sternly separate themselves from all connection with the

openly vicious and corrupt, and from all countenance and sup-

port of those whose life and example will not bear the scrutiny

of common decency and morality. And if in a representative

government Uke ours there must be political divisions, and a

conflict of the suffrages of the people, let there be a Christian

party,—a party that will not sustain by their sympathy or their

votes men who are known to be in sentiment and life, by pre-

cept and example, unchristian and untrue to the great principles

of the Christian faith ; for the highest treason of which man-

kind are capable is treason against the authority and law of the

Divine government itself; and the most deadly enemies to

human government are they who, with a great pretence of

loyalty, are nevertheless daily insulting the majesty of Him who

has power to destroy nations at his will.

The fountain of political turbulence and corruption un-

doubtedly lies in the primary assemblies of the people, as con-

ducted upon the principle of party caucus, which for a long

period has amounted to little else than a system of chicanery

and venality too humiliating to describe. This kind of impo-

sition upon the free action of American citizenship has been

carried to such an extent as wellnigh to neutralize the title of

suffrage itself, and make of the boasted ballot-box a mockery of

American privilege. For the caucu^s, then, let the Clvurch be

substituted,—not any one sect or denomination of Christisuis,

but the whole Church catholic,—^not with a view to exciting

mutual jealousies and creating hostile prejudices, but standing
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OH the platform of Cliristian character supposed to be exempli-

fied in the sincere adherents of every Christian Church. Let the

weight of every vote tell what is the conviction, the intelligent,

sober, and matured judgment, of the Christian mind of this

nation as to the vcdue to our country of personal integrity and

upright manhood. If it were well established that such would

be the policy of the truly Christiaji portion of the people in

all the Christian churches of the country, the very fact

would carry with it a moral influence which even the most

brazen and unscrupulous politician could not altogether de-

spise or resist. And in connection with this position it must

be seen that our Christian duty requires us also to set our

faces as a flint against the current of social and moral degra-

dation which flows in the popular fashions, tastes, customs,

and amusements of the day,—in the factitious and dishonest

principles of business life,—in the whole circle of immoral

and dangerous practices and pursuits which ensnare the mul-

titude and draw them on to ruin. We must be more dili-

gent and faithful with the early years of childhood. Chris-

tian parents must resume the discipline and religious training

over their sons and daughters which prevailed in the earlier

and purer days of the republic. And all the departments of

government must be filled with men who will administer their

power for the suppression of whatever is deleterious in its influ-

ence, and for the encouragement of whatever is of a beneficent

and elevating tendency. The Church of Christ must purge

itself of worthless members, who now, through the laxity of

discipline, continue a scandal and a reproach, cumbering its pro-

gress and dragging down its sacred name into the dust. All the

educational and eleemosynary institutions and organizations of

the times should be pervaded by the ruling spirit of the Chris-

tian faith, and quickened and animated by the living principle

of evangelical purity and power. In the liberal professions

and in all the stations of political prominence from which de-

cidedly Christian men have been pushed aside partly through

their own timidity and partly by the audacity of bold and

scheming demagogues, there must be made an earnest and perse-

vering effort to establish the tried and faithful representatives

of a higher morality and a more stainless character. In all

these respects the evils of our delinquency have been multiply-

ing from year to year. Christian men have been unwilling or
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afraid to tinite upon the distinctive principles of a common
Christianity, and have shrunk from the sacrifice, scarcely ready

to suffer whatever of temporary defeat, expense, or reproach it

might cost, and tamely submitting to be overruled by the bold-

ness, the assiduity and energy of the evil-minded who assume to

control and dictate the public policy and manners of the nation.

In this way we have been swiftly sinking into the grossest per-

versions of ethical truth and the obligations of duty. We have

confounded almost every distinction in morals ;
'* we have put

good for evil, and evil for good ; we have called bitter sweet,

and darkness light." In the unrestrained freedom of our expe-

rience, with no bonds and no restrictions of government or law

that we could feel sensibly resting upon us, and permitted alike

under divine and human authority to live in our lusts and to

develop in monstrous proportions the sentiment of individual

importance, we have come to exhibit little real regard for

magistrates of our own choosing, and scarcely less disrespect

for the very existence and form of civil government itself. Our

very thoughts have been dissolved in the infatuation of personal

sovereignty, until oaths and compacts, written charters and

constitutions confirmed by the highest sanctions possible to man,

are ruthlessly violated, rebellion is inaugurated, and we are

brought to the very door of anarchy itself. It could not be

otherwise with a people who have in the name of liberty struck

at the vital interests of one whole race of men, and through

these have aimed an impious blow at the prerogatives of God
himself.

And now the day of vindication and of vengeance has burst

upon us. The storm which uncovers the social and moral

heart of the nation reveals the melancholy fact of a wide-

spread demoralization amid the deepest corruption and the

grossest profligacy of great multitudes of the people. Re-

bellion in favor of perpetuating a system of human bondage

is held by many to be the crowning glory of men. Sedi-

tion, treachery, perjury, violence, and blood are counted as

deeds of fame to immortalize their authors and abettors.

Meanwhile, there are not wanting those who, utterly un-

principled, in the guise of pretended friendship, are gloating

over the scene, and, like the fabled harpies of Tartarus, are

plucking their gorge from the miseries of the nation, already

reeling in the agonies of a mortal conflict. This is the spectacle
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which America presents to the world at the present moment.

And were it not relieved hy some brighter hues of Christian

hope, by the spirit of an earnest and patriotic ardor, by tho

stupendous and heroic sacrifices of ^lundreds of thousands of

men and women who freely lay all they possess on the altar of

their country, and, finally, by the consciousness of the rectitude

of our cause, our firm reliance on providential direction, and the

assurance of the glorious purposes of (rod to be accomplished

through this dreary and dreadful passage of the nation's history,

it would be indeed the darkest and the saddest chapter yet

recorded in the book of time.

Of what avail, then, is it for the enemies of a spiritual religion

to attempt to delude us with the vain pretence that the true

progress of mankind implies the rejection of the Bible as the

divinely inspired word of God, and the denial of its authority

in the affairs of men, and that in the onward march of civil-

ization the dogmas of the Christian Church have become obso-

lete,—that the human mind has outgrown its restrictions, and

can no longer be controlled by its discipline or instructed by its

counsels? and of what avail is it, by mocking at the sober habits

and simple virtues of a purer age, to prepare society for tho

frightful scenes of its own dissolution? Here still are the great

and solemn realities of life, here are the giant evils with which

men have to grapple, and which, in despite of all the levities

and impieties of an epicurean philosophy, cannot be treated as

idle, dreams, the vagrant fancies of a distempered mind. And
in the efibrt to ignore both the mischiefs and the remedy of our

subverted moral condition by the scoffing infidelity and the

specious skepticism of our times, the nation with all its treasure

has already been brought to the verge of destruction.

Every intelligent man knows it; every honest man confesses

it. And yet the signals of evil omen are not removed. The
spirit that humbles a nation before the God of heaven and sup-

plies the conditions of the Divine interposition for our salvation

has been strangely wanting to the people; while men are every-

where found among us who leave no means unused to bring the

religion of our fathers into contempt, and to cut the nation loose

from all her moorings in the ancient faith of martyrs and apos-

tles. The men that do this, whether in the refuse that reeks

from the daily press, or in the more pretentious eloquence of the

forum, or in the more elaborate and finished chapters of the pe-
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riodical, or in the more prurient and high-wrought pages of fic-

tion that curse and corrupt the literature of the day, are the

deadly enemies of the human soul not only in its relations to the

present life, but also in its aspirations for the life to come. They
are likewise the malignant and felonious torch-bearers of infi-

delity, setting the temple of our American greatness on fire,

giving our heritage to the flames, and lighting a mighty people

into the abyss of self-destruction.

Whoever, therefore, contributes his labor to raise a barrier

against so vast and deplorable a calamity to ourselves and the

Avorld, whoever lifts his voice like a trumpet in admonition and

warning of the danger, and especially whoever can succeed in

recalling the mind of the nation to the Christian annals of the

republic, in bringing back to the freshly opened fountains of the

early inspiration the weary and exhausted body of the people,

that they may once more be refreshed and strengthened, once

more commune with the great principles, sentiments, achieve-

ments, and characters of former times, and be imbued with a sense

of the value and importance of their recognition and imitation,

will have rendered a noble service, and may justly be regarded

as a public benefactor. For the facts of our past history, inspired

by the faith of the Christian religion, authenticated and sup-

ported as they are by unquestionable proofs, comprise a body of

evidence which no well-regulated mind can resist as to the

divinity of the Christian religion itself and the reality of a

superintending Providence over all the affairs of men. At the

same time, they serve to acquaint us with the very purest and

loftiest sentiments of the most illustrious men of America in

every generation, and with an unbroken chain of testimony in

regard to the influence of Christianity upon our national destiny

from the beginning until now. And all this appears in con-

nection with the history of most tragic and trying times, and is

put forth in terms of thrilling eloquence, of stirring pathos, and

of startling energy, kindling the soul to the sublimest fervor of

grand and heroic enthusiasm. We shall find in this story of well-

attested occurrences and events all the elements that can move
the human heart to its profoundest depths,—the wise and steady

counsels of the great and good men that adorned the secular

professions and pursuits,—the ringing trumpet-voice of the Chris-

tian ministry ever calling the host to the march or the conflict,

—

the beauty and tenderness of woman, roused, amid the sweetness
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and charms of her gentler nature, as by some supernatural im-

pulse, to all the high and lofty aims of truth and liberty, and

imparting everywhere to the breast of manhood a portion of her

own unspeakable endurance and devotion,—the sublime unity of

the Christian faith, in which were joined Catholic and Protestant,

Churchman and Dissenter, clergyman and layman, the members

of all parties and the parties of all creeds, as if animated by one

spirit and glowing with one thought,—the great idea of civil and

religious liberty for all the tribes of men. Surely in these great

outlines of essential unity there is enough to gratify and inspirit

our generation upon the review of the records of those who have

preceded us. It only needs to collect these scattered materials

into one volume of available size and proportions to furnish to the

American people one of the richest and most useful manuals of

political and Christian information ever published in any country.

Such an attempt is made in the present volume, so far as is

known the only work of the kind ever prepared for popular use

and general circulation. The author and compiler, the Bev. B.

F. Morris, a Protestant clergyman, for many years a successful

pastor and preacher of the gospel in the great Valley of the

West, and during the last year a pastor in Washington City,

having mingled largely with all classes of the people and

become extensively acquainted with many of the leading minds

and most prominent and distinguished men of the nation both

living and dead, and being peculiarly qualified also by extensive

travel and observation throughout our country, and apparently

moved to it by a natural aptitude for such a work and an earnest

desire to serve the cause of Christianity and civil liberty, some

ten years since conceived the idea of collecting from the national

archives, and the various other sources of information in the

country, the important and deeply interesting materials relating

to Christianity in our history which are presented in this

volume. In accomplishing this work he has not sought to express

at length any opinions or speculations of his own, except so far

as to give order, arrangement, and connection to the rich and

copious materials thus brought together. Nor has it been his

design, as the title of the work might possibly suggest, to give

a complete account of the Christian Church in this country, or

even a compendium of American ecclesiastical or theological his*

tory (which ivould properly be a distinct work in itself, and is

held in reserve for some powerful pen of future times), but rather
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to show how the spirit of Christianity has entered into the found-

ations and elements of oar national existence, and how it has

affected our civil and political history and given shape and

structure to our institutions,—to exhibit the relations it has borne

to the state and the impulse it has given to the actors in the

great drama of American colonization and independence, the

support it affords to the civil institutions of the American people,

and its general influence upon their fortunes and their destiny.

The conspicuity and moral grandeur of these great lessons are

most powerfully and abundantly illustrated. No man can ponder

them as presented here without discovering that they furnish an

effectual antidote to the skeptical tendencies and moral laxities

of the age, and without breathing an earnest prayer that all the

people may become familiar with these great memorials of the

past, these solemn and sublime tributes of a mighty nation to

the one inspiring principle of their prosperity and greatness, and

may learn to cherish it with increasing vigilance and care as the

only solid foundation of their present peace or their future hope.

In undertaking a work of this magnitude years ago, how little

could the author have anticipated that the period assigned in

Providence for the consummation of his labor should be one in

which the errors, follies, and sins of the nation have culminated

in the awful storm that now desolates the land, and at a time

when it may be hoped that the American people, chastened and

sobered through so bitter an experience, will be more disposed

to avail themselves of the opportunity to review the sacred monu-

ments of the past, to mark their departures from the ways of

wisdom, and to return to the only path of safety and of honor

!

Had the author been gifted with a foreknowledge of the events

of the past few years, he could scarcely have set himself to per-

form a task more fitting to the exigency of the time or better

adapted to promote the reformation which the present judgments

of God must produce as the only alternative of our sure and

swift destruction. No analysis of the book is here required. It

will speak for itself in thundor-tones. As the common manual

of the people, it should be in the hands of every individual in

all our borders, and, if diligently perused and faithfully im-

proved, who can tell but, under the blessing of God, it may
become the morning star of the mightiest day of national regeno-

ration the world has yet beheld ? B. Sunderland.
Wabhiuqtok, D.G., April 16, 186S.
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The history and genius of the civil institutions of the United

States must ever be a subject of profound thought and interest

to the American citizen. Their establishment and progress to

completed forms of government, and their influence and fruits

upon thirty millions of people and on the nations of the earth,

constitute a new era in the science of civil government and the

progress of human liberty, and commend them to the reverent

study of the statesman, the patriot, the Christian, and the

citizen.

The institutions of the North American republic had their

birth and baptism from the free inspirations and genius of the

Christian religion. This fact has given to the state its political

power and moral glory, and shed new light on the benign nature

and adaptation of the Christian system to secure the highest

political prosperitj^ to a nation.

"Christianity is the principal and all-pervading element,

the deepest and most solid foundation, of all our civil institu-

tions. It is the religion of the people,—the national religion;

25
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but we have neither an established church nor an established

religion. An established church implies a connection between

church and state, and the possession of civil and political as

well as of ecclesiastical and spiritual power by the former.

Neither exist in this country; for the people have wisely judged

that religion, as a general rule, is safer in their hands than in

those of rulers. In the United States there is no toleration; for

all enjoy equality in religious freedom, not as Siprivilege granted,

but as a right secured by the fundamental law of our social

compact. Liberty of conscience and freedom of worship are

not chartered immunities, but rights and duties founded on the

constitutional republication of rejison and revelation."

The theory and faith of the founders of the civil and political

institutions of the United States practically carried out these

statements. They had no state church or state religion, but

they constituted the Christian religion the underlying founda-

tion and the girding and guiding element of their systems of

civil, political, and social institutions. This proposition will be

confirmed by the following summary of historic facts, which

have an extended record in the various chapters of this volume.

First. The Christian inspirations and purpose of the founders

and fathers of the republic.

It was a popular legend of the ancients, which gave to their

laws, literature, and religion a sacred solemnity and power, that

the founders of empires received immediate inspiration from

the gods, and that their systems of government came from

the responses of the deities who presided in their temples of

religion. This myth, in a Christian sense, was a grand and

glofious fact with the wise and skilful workmen who, under

God, created and completed the civil institutions of the United

States.

No claim to special inspiration from heaven is set up for the

fathers of our republic. It would, however, be a violence to

historic truth not to affirm and admit that they were under

the special and constant guidance of an overruling Providence.

The Bible, as the divine charter of their political rights, as well

as of their hopes of immortality, they reverently studied, and

on it laid the corner-stone of all their compacts and institutions.

The Mosaic system of political jurisprudence, which "contains

more consummate wisdom and common sense than all the legis-

lators and political writers of the ancient nations/' the founders
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of the American republic thoroughly understood, and incor-

porated its free spirit and democratic principles into their

organic institutions.

Secondly. The Christian men who formed our civil institu-

tions were trained and prepared for their work in scenes of

conflict in which the truest ideas of liberty and religion were

developed.

Great ideas, and the forward movements of the ages, have re-

ceived their inspiration and impetus from civil and religious

agitations and revolutions. This fact has its historic analogy

in the conflicts that preceded the planting of a Christian re-

public on tlie North American continent. "The whole of the

sixteenth century was a period of active preparation for future

times; and all that is great in modern science may be said to

have received its foundation in the agitations that grew out of

that period of the world. It forms one of the grandest and

richest eras in human history." Whilst it was an age replete

with the most splendid triumphs in science and literature, it was

pre-eminent, also, for its elaboration and vindication of the

fundamental principles of civil and religious liberty.

The persecutions of the Puritans in England for non-con-

formity, and the religious agitations and conflicts in Germany by

Luther, in Geneva by Calvin, and in Scotland by Knox, were the

preparatory ordeals for qualifying Christian men for the work

of establishing the civil institutions on the American continent.

"God sifted," in these conflicts, "a whole nation, that he might

send choice grain over into this wilderness;" and the blood and

persecution of martyrs became the seed of both the church

and the state.

It was in these schools of fiery trial that the founders of the

American republic were educated and prepared for their grand

Christian mission, and in which their faith and characters

became strong and earnest with Christian truth. They were

trained in stormy times, in order to prepare them to elaborate

and establish the fundamental principles of civil and religious

liberty and of just systems of civil government.

Brewster, and Winthrop, and Roger Williams, and Penn, and

George Calvert, and Oglethorpe, and Otis, and Adams, and

Jefferson, and Washington, with their illustrious co-laborers,

could trace their true political parentage to Pym, and Hamp-
den, and Wickliffe, and Milton, and Cromwell, and to the ages
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in which they vindicated the principles of liberty, and sealed,

many of them, their faith by martyrdom.

Thirdly. Thus inspired and prepared, the Christian men of

Puritan times and of the Keyolution presented and developed

the true symbol of civil government.

A nation, in the embodied form and spirit of its institutions,

is the symbol of some one leading idea. This rules its civil

administration, directs its social crystallization, and forms its

political, martial, and moral character.

The Hebrew commonwealth was the symbol of a theocratic

government. Its rituals of religion and liberty maintained the

form and diffused the spirit of freedom and of a true republican

government. Its nationality, growing out of peculiar and local

causes, after ages of historic grandeur, passed away. It was the

first and the last type of a national theocratic republic.

The Roman empire, in its colossal unity and form, was the

symbol of law, of the stately grandeur of a strong government,

of the reign of military rule and conquest. Its fabled origin,

and the mythical communion of its founder (Numa) with the

divinities, gave a rigid religious cast to its civil and military in-

stitutions and transactions. The science of Roman jurisprudence

educated the citizens of the empire in the cardinal virtues of

loyalty and patriotism. Religion is a Roman word, signifying

obligation to the government. A Roman citizen could no more
be disloyal to his country than to the gods. This conviction

gave to the government a religious character, and made it in-

vincible in war and strong in governmental authority and in-

fluence. Cicero, in one of his addresses, refers to the religious

element of the Roman empire in these words:—" However much
we may be disposed to exalt our advantages, it is, nevertheless,

certain that we have been surpassed in . population by the

Spaniards, in physical force by the Gauls, in shrewdness and

cunning by Carthage, in the fine arts by Greece, and in mere

native talents by some of our Italian fellow-countrymen ; but in

the single point of attention to religion we have excelled all

other nations, and it is to the favorable influence of this circum-

stance upon the character of the people that I account for our

success in acquiring the political and military ascendency we
now enjoy throughout the world."

This pervading religious element produced, also, the loftiest

martial enthusiasm in the Roman citizen. "The attachment of
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the Roman soldier," says Gibbon, " was inspired by the united

influence of religion and honor." In union with these civil and

martial virtues in Roman citizens, the symbol of their govern-

ment resulted in producing and blending some of the milder

virtues of social and domestic life. Female character was

formed on the most finished models of pagan excellence;

chastity was a golden virtue; and to educate sons for statesmen

or soldiers was the highest aipbitipn of the most illustrious

ladies of Rome.
The symbol of the Greek republic was the ideal and the

actual of Beauty. "The Greek," says a writer, " saw the world

almost only on the side of beauty. His name for it was Kos-

mo8,. divine order and harmony." This idea, in the mind of

the Greek, was developed in artistic creations, and in the orna-

mental more than the useful. The fine arts—^literature, paint-

ing, statuary, music, poetry, and oratory—were the natural and

genial results of the Grecian symbol. It gave to the Greek

religion and government the same ideal features, making the

first a realm peopled with gods, and the second a system of but

little political force or permanency. The Greek democracies

were subject to sudden changes, and were wrecked amid the

wild and tumultuous waves of liberty. "It was said of the

popular assemblies of Athens that if every Athenian were

a Socrates, still every Athenian assembly would be a mob,"

The political and civil institutions of the Greeks accomplished

less, perhaps, for liberty and the rights of man than any other

ancient republic.

The symbol of the British empire, from its earliest history

till the present, was national aggrandizement and selfishness,

originating in the feudal system. The landed estates became

invested in a few, who grew into an aristocracy of wealth, of

social caste, and of political power. The people were reduced

to vassals, and had but few political rights and privileges.

This aristocracy of wealth and of social position converted the

government into a system of political selfishness and of na-

tional aggrandizement, at the expense, often, of international

justice, honor, and right. Commerce, and territorial expansion,

and the perpetuity of its nobility with all their hereditary

privileges, have ever been the leading purposes of the British

government. The prestige and unlimited power of this symbol

of the empire of Great Britain have realized the words of
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Webster, who, alluding to the gigantic nationality of the em-

pire, said that she " had dotted the surface of the whole globe

with her possessions and military posts, whose morning drum-

beats, following the sun, and keeping company with the hours,

circle the earth daily with one continued and unbroken strain

of the martial airs of England."

The symbol of the French empire is glory. This has ever

been the star of destiny that has ruled the nation and converted

its institutions into a mission of martial glory. The great evil

of this symbol of the French empire was, that it displaced the

moral basis on which every nation must permanently rest.

Atheism, practical and theoretical, has ruled the French em-

pire, and its fatal power has more than once threatened the

very life of the nation. *' Open the annals of the French nation,"

said Lamartine, " and listen to the last words of the political

actors of the drama of our liberty. One would think that God

was eclipsed from the soul,—that his name was unknown in the

language. The republic of these men without a God has been

quickly stranded. The liberty won by so much heroism and so

much genius has not found in France a conscience to shelter it,

a God to avenge it, a people to defend it against the atheism

which is called glory. AH ended in a soldier. An atheistic

republic cannot be heroic."

The founders of the Christian republic of North America

adopted the symbol of civil and religious liberty as the great

idea and end of all their civil institutions. They had the most

glorious conceptions of the genius of the Christian religion, not

only as a system of spiritual doctrines, but as designed and

adapted to create and carry on the best and freest forms of civil

government. They held to the faith that civil government was

an ordination of God, and that its administration ought to harmo-

nize with the law and will of God as revealed in the Bible. This

great object was kept before the minds of the founders and fathers

of the republic, and their beau-id^cd of civil government was
that which was found in the Christian religion. As the fruits

of this symbol, or leading idea and purpose, contrast the

Christian republic of North America with the fruits of ancient

and modern nations.

" What is the spirit," says Grimke', " of the civil and political

institutions of America? Is it not free, magnanimous, and
wise, frank and courteous, generous and just, in a degree far
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surpassing that of ancient Greece ? Who would suffer, much
less institute, a comparison between our natiorial government

and the council of Amphictyon, or between our State systems

and the compound of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy

to be found in the Greciau States? As fountains of noble

thoughts and high aspirations after public power, duty, and

happiness, far above the triumphs of antiquity, who does not

look with a virtuous pride, with grateful exultation, on the

Senate of the United States, on the Chamber of National Re-

presentatives, and on the Supreme Court of the United States?

If the system of the Grecian excelled that of other ancient

states in its fitness to develop intellectual and moral freedom

and power, who will not acknowledge, in the civil and political

institutions of our country, a far superior capacity for the same

ends ? What is there in the constitution or administration of

the Greek governments that can fill the soul of a freeman with

such a sense of his own dignity, power, and duty as our written

constitutions, the jury system, and the laws of evidence, the

scheme of representation, the responsibility of rulers, and the

independence of the judiciary ? And what, in the most glorious

age of Greece, was comparable to the genius and past fruits of our

government and coiintry,—so august, magnanimous, and bene-

volent in the eyes of the world,—and to the prospect before

us, not of selfishness, ambition, and violence, at home or abroad,

but of harmony, virtue, wisdom, culture, at home ; abroad, of

duty, of usefulness, and love to all the nations of the earth?"

Fourthly. The Christian religion has a clear and full recog-

nition in the civil constitutions and state papers of the fathers

of the republic.

Official records express the faith and theory of those who
form and administer the civil institutions of a nation. The

fathers and founders of the American republic, being Christian

men and designing to form a Christian republic, would be

expected to imbue their state papers and their civil constitu-

tions with the spirit and sentiments of the Christian religion.

This fact is historic in the civil institutions of the country,

and gives to its official documents a Christian feature and

influence which belong only to American constitutions and

American political annals. During the Revolution, the States

assumed their separate sovereignties and formed State constitu-

tions. These civil charters, as this work will show, were full
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and explicit in their incorporation of the fundamental doctrines

of the Christian religion, and their constitutions prohibited

men from holding office who did not publicly assent to their

fiEdth in the being of a God, the divinity of the Bible, and in

the distinctive evangelical truths of Christianity.

The state papers of the Continental Congress were also full

of the spirit and sentiments of the Christian system. Under

the great seal of state, official documents were sent out to the

nation and the world which affirmed the "merits and mediation

of Jesus Christ to obtain forgiveness and pardon for sins," and

prayed "that pure and undefiled religion may be universally

diflfused ;" " that vice and irreligion may be banished, and virtue

and piety established by grace ;" " that the nation may be made
a holy nation, and that the religion of our divine Bedeemer, with

all its benign influences, may cover the earth as the waters do

the sea ;" " that God would grant to his Church the plentiful

effiisions of divine grace, and pour out his Holy Spirit upon all

ministers of the gospel;" "that he would establish the inde-

pendence of these United States upon the basis of religion and

virtue," and "diflfuse and establish habits of sobriety, order,

morality, and piety;" that he would "take under his guardian-

ship all schools and seminaries of learning, and make them
nurseries of virtue and piety, and cause pure religion and

virtue to flourish," and that he would "fill the world with his

glory." All their bills of rights, and remonstrances against the

usurpations of the British government, glowed with the fervid

and impassioned sentiments of liberty and religion, and their

high Christian tone and diction form a rich part of the Chris-

tian political literature of the republic.

Fifthly. The popular utterances of the Christian men who
formed our civil institutions declare the Christian religion to

be the symbol of the republic.

Puritan divines and lawgivers, and the statesmen and patriots

of the -Revolution, unite their testimony on this point. They
affirmed, in every form, the indissoluble union of religion and

liberty. They uttered no such political atheism as " liberty first

and religion afterwards;" but, maintaining the divine origin

of both, they constituted their indissoluble union in the system

of civil government which they formed. In the pulpit, before

popular assemblies, in the forums of public justice, before the

tribunes of the people, in the halls of legislation, in the public
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press,—^in tracts, essays, books, printed sermons and orations,

—

did the men of Puritan and Keyolutionary times utter their

great thoughto, and declare the union of liberty and religion.

A divine enthusiasm glowed in all their popular utterances, that

swept with electric energy through the public mind and con-

science, and which prepared the people for liberty, independ-

ence, and a Christian nationality. This historic fact will be

conclusively established in the present volume.

Sixthly. The revolution for liberty, independence, and consti-

tutional government had its source in religion, and was the cause

of its energy and final victory.

History, as it records the events of ages, and the progress

of nations to higher conditions of freedom and prosperity

through revolutions, declares that " religion has been the com-

panion of liberty in all her conflicts and in all her battles."

The American Revolution adds another grand illustration of

this great historic truth. That splendid victory for liberty

and constitutional governments was not won by numbers, nor

military genius, nor by armies and navies, nor by any com-

bination of human means, but only through liberty intensified

and made heroic through religion. This was the breath of its

life, and. carried it sublimely on till victory crowned our arms

and our banners waved over a free republic. It was the inspi-

rations of religion that girded our heroes for war, that guided

our statesmen in civil councils, that fired and filled the hearts

of the people with hope and courage, and gave to all the scenes

of that grand conflict a Christian beauty, power, and glory.

Its influence flowed from every source. The cradle-songs of

childhood ; the home scenes of prayer and piety ; the common
and academic schools of the country; the Christian colleges

of the republic ; the literature of the age ; the songs of patriot-

ism and religion ; the eloquence of the forum and the pulpit
;

the councils of civil cabinets and the military camps; public

men and private citizens of ail classes, became the medium of

diffusing the religious spirit and power of the Revolution. This

fact induced Washington to say, '* I am sure that there never was

a people who had more reason to acknowledge a divine interpo-

sition in their affairs than those of the United States ; and I

should be pained to believe that they have forgotten that agency

which was so often manifested during the Revolution, or that

ihey fiftiled to consider the omnipotence of that Ood who is

3
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alone able to protect them. He most be worse than an infidd

that lacks faith, and more than wicked that has not gratitude

enough to acknowledge his obligations."

Seventhly. The Christian annals of the republic declare that

religion was the ruling influence and moral power of the

i-epublic.

The historic grandeur and moral significance of the civil and

political annals of the American nation consist in their Chris-

tian spirit and declarations. The inspirations and ideas of civil

and religious liberty which they embody ; the fundamental and

inalienable rights of human nature which they announce and

defend ; the eternal laws of civil and political science which they

affirm ; the basis ofjust and orderly organic governments, and the

civil structures which have risen and rest upon it, and which the

annals of the republic present and unfold ; the Christian nation-

ality which they historically declare, and which they have contri-

buted to form; the spirit and language in which the annais of the

nation are written, and which permeate the state papers of the

republic from the Puritan to the Revolutionary era, and in some

good degree from the era of the Revolution to the present time
;

the philosophy and language of American history and American

literature, whether poetic, scientific, educational, political, or

religious,—all these constitute the facta and moral glory of the

annals of the nation, and unite in recording and presenting

them in a Christian form and spirit. Divest American annals

of this their grandest and most important feature, and their

value and glory would vanish.

The reverent and careful student of the annals of the Ame-
rican republic will find them imbued with the "benign, mascu-

line, thoughtful spirit of the Christian religion." This feature

gives them an interest, influence, and importance, a political

and moral pre-eminence, over the annals of every other nation,

whether ancient or modern.

Eighthly. Christian monuments and altars of religion and

liberty.

Nations which are rich in historic grandeur have numerous

memorials whose inspirations and influences aid in the diffusion

of a healthy public sentiment and in the formation of a true

nationality. They educate the people to admire and imitate

the heroic virtues of the men and scenes of moral or martial

glory which the memorials are designed to commemorate and
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perpetuate. The custom is coeval with time, and has a divine

sanction. The annals of the Hebrew commonwealth reccHrd

the consecration of numerous altars, places, and temples to

religion and liberty. These were the symbols of their faith,

and from them flowed beneficent and copious influences to form

the intense religious nationality of that remarkable people, and

to mould all their institutions* It was a divine injunction, as

well as a work of piety and patriotism, for the Hebrew people

to "walk about Zion, and go round about; tell the towers

thereof; mark well her bulwarks ; consider her palaces ;" that

they might tell it to future generations that " \hS& God was our

God."

The annals of American piety and patriotism have many
similar memorials. A republic, the outgrowth of the Christian

religion, whose history glows with the manifest preseoce and
providences of God, and whose freedom is baptized with the

sufferings and blood of martyred patriots and saints, would

hallow many memorials of historic associations and grandeur.

The American republic is rich in the monuments of piety and

patriotism, and their influences and associations have had, and

continue to have, the highest historic value and instruction for

every American citizen, and are fraught with some of the

noblest and purest lessons of religion and liberty. Their geniai

and inspiring power has been diffusive and beneficent in in-

fusing fresher love for our civil institutions, and deepening and

strengthening that intense enthusiasm ibr our freedom and free

institutions which is characteristic of every loyal American.

American history, in the Christian and patriotic scenes, achieve-

ments, and men which it records, is peculiarly grand and rich

in this element and influence of our national sentiment and

power. The altars of religion, the monuments of nature and

art, the scenes of martial and moral glory, the halls of consti-

tutional freedom, and the temples of legislation and organized

civil governments, around all of which cluster memorable asso-

ciations and glowing inspirations, are eminently worthy of

record, and should be reverently studied by every patriot

and Christian.

Ninthly, The Christian faith and character, personal and

political, of most of the men who originated and constructed our

civil institutions, affirm the presiding genius and power of the

Christian religion.
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Sacred history, and the institutions which it unfolds, have their

life and glory from the good and great men whom the providence

and Spirit of God raised up and qualified for their varied and im-

portant missions. " In nothing does the superiority of the Bible

over all other books appear more manifest than in its graphic

and inimitable delineation^ of human character. From first to

last it opens to our view, besides poets and orators, a magnificent

succession of living characters,—kings and statesmen, heroes

and patriarchs, prophets and apostles," who constituted the

glory of the age and nation in which they acted, and whose

character and influence are a rich part of the political and

moral wealth of the world.

The American republic, like the Hebrew commonwealth, has

its chief glory from the good and great men who have adorned

its civic and Christian history, and were the active agents in

building up the organic forms of the social and political life of

the republic. The Puritans, and the men of colonial history,

were stalwart, noble Christian men. The men antecedent to

and actors in the eventful drama of the Revolution were, most

of them, men whose minds were illuminated by divine influ-

ences, and whose characters and lives bore the superscription

and the image of Christ. All were not public professors of the

Christian religion, but almost all acknowledged its divinity and

necessity to the existence, welfare, and" stability of the state.

Their Christian faith and characters not only constitute the

enduring glory of our republic, but are also the sources of the

Christian features of our civil institutions.

The true and lasting fame of the American nation—its poli-

tical and moral glory—consists in the eminent and illustrious

characters which have, in each successive age of the republic,

adorned the state and directed its political destinies. Trained

in a Christian school and formed under Christian influences, and

deriving their ideas of civil and religious liberty from the

Bible, their practical faith led them to adopt it as the rule of

life and to consult it as the source of their civil and political

views and principles, as well as of their religious belief and

hopes. The monument of these men of Puritan and Revolu-

tionary times is in the great Christian ideas and truths they

elaborated and incorporated into the civil institutions of the

iiation, and in the Christian virtues, public and private, which

they bore as the fruits of their Christian faith.
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The leaders of our Bevolution were men of whom the simple

truth is the highest praise. They were singularly sagacious,

sober, thoughtful, wise. Lord Chatham spoke only the truth

when he said to Franklin of the men who composed the first

Colonial Congress, " The Congress is the most honorable assem-

bly of statesmen since those of the ancient Greeks and Eomans
in the most virtuous times. They were most of them profound

scholars, and studied the history of mankind that they might

know men. They were so familiar with the lives and thoughts

of the wisest and best minds of the past, that a classic aroma

hangs about their writings and their speeches ; and they were ^

profoundly convinced of what statesmen know and mere poli-

ticians never perceive,—that ideas are the life of a people,

—

that the conscience, not the pocket, is the real citadel of a

nation."

"Events," says a living American divine, "march in the

train and keep step to the music of that divine Logos which

was, and is, and is to come. In order to act the right part in

them, and in order to understand them when they do come to

pass, our intelligence must be in vital sympathy with that of

their invisible Author and Arbiter. The divine purpose which

is forcing its way into existence, and preparing for itself a local

habitation and a name, must be reproduced in our own con-

sciousness and embodied in our own life. This is the only way
for men to become coworkers with the Most High in executing

his sovereign behests.

" This is the ancient method by which from age to age mighty

nations, and all the elect spirits of the race, have comprehended

their heaven-appointed missions, fulfilled their tasks, and ren-

dered themselves illustrious in human annals. This is the

secret of that sacred enthusiasm which transformed Eastern ^

shepherds and nomads of the desert into venerable patriarchs,

seers, warriors, and kings, which changed fishermen into apos-

tles and evangelists, and which is able still to bless the world -

with heroes, saints, and martyrs.

" It is the prevalence of some divine idea in the soul, actuating

the whole being and illuminating the path of life. Let a man
grasp, in honest conviction, a real thought of God, and spend

bis days in striving to realize it, and he is on the highway to

glory, honor, and immortality. Let a whole people grasp, in

honest conviction, some sacred cause, some principle of im-
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mortal justice, and consecrate themselves to the work of vindi-

cating that cause and enthroning that principle, and we have

the grandest spectacle ever witnessed on earth."

The grandeur of such a spectacle was seen in the faith and

purpose of the fathers and founders of the American republic.

These men, as well as the people, did grasp a great and " real

thought of God," and devoted themselves to its glorious realiza-

tion ; and the result was the vindication of eternal right and jus-

tice, and the creation and establishment of civil institutions in

conformity to the principles and teachings of the Christian

religion. It is in the light of this great historic fact that the

faith and labors of the Puritans and the men of the Bevolution

are to be read and studied.

This summary of the Christian facts and principles which

belong to the history, formation, and progress of the ciyil

institutions of the American republic impresses the patriotic and

pious duty of giving diligent attention and study to the annals

of our nation and the origin and genius of our institutiwis.

The ancient republics regarded it as a high political necessity

and duty to educate their citizens into the history and spirit of

their peculiar institutions. " The young men of the Roman em-

pire," says Gibbon, " were so devoted to the study of the genius

and structure of Roman law and government, that the cele-

brated Institutes of Justinian were addressed to the youth of

his dominion who had devoted themselves to the science of

Roman jurisprudence, and they had assurances from the reign-

ing emperor that their skill and ability would in time be

rewarded by an adequate share in the government of the re-

public."

" The Greek citizen," says Grimk6, " was subjected, from the

cradle to the grave, to the fvU^ undivided, never-varying in-

fluence of the pecidiar institutions of his own country. The
spirit of those institutions was forever living and moving around
him,—was constantly acting upon him at home and abroad, in

the family, at the school, in the temple, on national occasions.

That spirit was unceasicgly speaking to his eye and ear; it was
his very breath of life; his soul was its habitation, till the

battle-field or the sea, banishment, the dungeon, or the hem-
lock, stripped him equally of his country and his life."

If these duties were so faithfully discharged by the people of

the ancient republic8| how much higher and more imp<H'taai
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that the American people should know the history and nature

of the civil institutions of their Christian republic, and live

under their constant and full power," and thus be qualified to

discharge with fidelity and conscientiousness all the duties of an

American citizen I

" Be assured," says Grimk6 (changing a word of the passage),

"if the American citizen rightly comprehends the genius of

Christianity, the spirit of our institutions, the character of the

age in which he lives, he must be deeply imbued with the

benign, masculine, thoughtful spirit of religion. Let me com-

mend to the profound study of every American citizen the

institutions of their country, and the noble illustrations of them
to be found in the writings of our historians and statesmen,

judges, orators, scholars, and divines. Let me commend to

their reverence, gratitude, and imitation the character of

Washington, the noblest personification of patriotic duty, dig-

nity, and usefulness that men ever have seen. Let me com-

mend to them to enter with a deep seriousness, yet with &
glowing enthusiasm, into the spirit of their institutions and of

the age in which they live."

Nothing would have a happier influence on the public men
and politics of our day, nothing raise, expand, and purify

them, nothing would so exalt their conceptions and aims, or give

them higher significance or greater weight, than a thorough and

candid study of the Christian fedth, characters, and actions of

the great and good men who founded our civil institutions and

watched over their history and development.

This duty, if faithfully discharged, would unfold the divine

source of our civilization and system of civil government, give

a higher appreciation of the inheritance received from our

fathers, and a fipmer purpose to preserve and transmit them,

unimpaired, in their original purity and glory, to future ages

and generations.

This study would impress the fisu;t stated by Sir William

Jones, a great English jurist, who said, with great truth and

beauty, that "we live in the midst of blessings till we are

utterly insensible of their greatness and of the source from

whence they flow. We speak of our civilization, our arts, our

freedom, our laws, and forget entirely how large a share is due

to Christianity. Blot Christianity out of the pages of man'a

history, and what would his laws have been ? what his civili-
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zation ? Christianity is mixed up with our very being and our

daily life; there is not a familiar object around us which does

not wear a diflFerent aspect because the life of Christian love is

on it,—^not a law which does not owe its gentleness to Chris-

tianity,—not a custom which cannot be traced, in all its holy,

healthful parts, to the gospel."

CHAPTER II.

OOD IM BISTOBT—^VIEWS OF DIYIirK PKOTIDSVCI BT TABI0V8 AUTB0B8—^SBTTLE-

XBXT OF THB AMBBIOAN COBTIVBNT—^DISCOYKBED BT COLUMBUS—^FIBST BBA
OF COLONIZATION—PBEFABATOBT MBAHS OF THB SIXTEENTH CENTUBT—BBU-
OIOUS ACTS AND CHABACTEB OF COLUMBUS—HIS FOBMAL CONSECBATION OF

THB CONTINENT TO CHBIST—^HIS WILL

—

WEBSTEB's TIBW OF COLUMBUS.

GrOD in human history is the key that solves the problem of

human destiny and sheds a true and satisfactory light on the

pathway and progress of nations. " In history," says D'Aubi-

gn6, " God should be acknowledged and proclaimed. The his-

tory of the world should be set as the annals of the govern-

ment of the Sovereign of the universe. God is ever present on

that vast theatre where successive generations of men and

nations struggle. The history of the world, instead of present-

ing a confused chaos, appears as a majestic temple, in which the

invisible hand of God himself is at work, and which rises to his

glory above the rock of humanity.
" Shall we not recognize the hand of God in those grand

manifestations, those great men, those mighty nations which

arise and start as it were from the dust of* the earth, and

communicate a new form and destiny to the human race?

Shall we not acknowledge him in those great heroes who
spring from, society at appointed epochs,—who display a

strength and an activity beyond the ordinary limits of human-

ity, and around whom, as around a superior and mysterious

power, nations and individuals gladly gather? And do not

those great revolutions which hurl kings from their thrones

and precipitate whole nations to the dust,—do they not all

declare aloud a God in history ? Who, if not God ? What a

startling fact, that men brought up amid the elevated ideaa
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of Christianity regard as mere superstition that divine inter-

vention in human affairs which the very heathen have uni-

versally admitted!"

That great scholar and Christian philosopher of Germany,

the Chevalier Bunsen, says, in his " Philosophy of Human His-

tory," " The noblest nations have ever believed in an immutable

moral order of the world, constitutJed by divine wisdom and

regulating the destinies of mankind. The truly philosophical

historian mitat believe that there is an eternal order in the

government of the world, to which all might and power are to

become and do become subservient; that truth, justice, wisdom,

and moderation are sure to triumph ; and that when the con-

trary appears to be the case, the fault lies in our mistaking the

middle for the end. There must be a solution for every com-

plication, as certainly as a dissonance cannot form the conclu-

sion of a musical composition. In other words," says Bunsen,

''the philosopher who will understand and interpret history

must believe that God, not accident, governs the world."

" The principles that govern human affairs," says Bancroft,

"extending like a path of light from century to century, become

the highest demonstration of the superintending providence of

God. Universal history does but seek to relate the sum of all

God's works of providence. The wheels of providence are not

turned about by blind chance, but they are full of eyes round

about, and they are all guided by the Spirit of God." " Provi- •

dence is the light of history, and the soul of the world. God is

in history, and all history has a unity because God is in it."

No era in human history is more signally and sublimely

marked with the manifest providence and presence of God than

that of the discovery and Christian colonization of the North

American continent.

In 1492, Columbus hailed the opening of the New World
with a song of praise, and by a solemn act of prayer conse-

jcrated it to God. In 1498, six years later, Cabot, an English

navigator, discovered Newfoundland, and sailed along the coasts

of the American continent. Columbus and Cabot were both

Roman Catholics, and made their discoveries under the auspices

of Ferdinand of Spain and Henry VIII. of England, who were

Koman Catholic sovereigns. It was more than a hundred years

subsequent that any serious attempts were made to colonize the

countries discovered by the Spanish and English navigators.
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" The intervening century/' says a writer, " was in many
respects the most important period of the world ; certainly the

most important in modern times. More marked and decided

changes, affecting science, religion, and liberty, occurred in that

period than had occurred in centuries before; and all these

changes were just such as to determine the Christian character

of this country.

" Meantime, God held this vast land in reserve, as the great

field on which the experiment was to be made in favor of civil

and religious liberty. He suffered not the foot of Spaniard,

or Portuguese, or Frenchman, or Englishman, to come upon

it, until the changes had been wrought in Europe which

would make it certain that it would always be a land of reli-

gious freedom. The changes then wrought, the advances then

made, related to science and the arte, to religion, to the princi-

ples of liberty. The whole of the sixteenth century was a

period of active preparation for future times, and all that is

great in modern science and art may be said to have received

its foundation in the agitations that grew out of that period

of the world. The twelve decades, from 1480 to 1600, form

one of the grandest and richest eras in the history of humanity.

It was in that period that the foundation of our liberty was

laid,—in that period that it became sure that this would be

a land of civil and religious freedom. England during all

that time was a great laboratory in which these principles

were brought out ; and from the views which prevailed at the

time of Henry VII,, and which had prevailed for ages, it

required one whole century to advance the world to that

position which was maintained by Pym and Hampden and

Milton, and was seen in the principles of Winthrop, and

Robinson, and Brewster, of George Calvert, of Roger Williams,

and of William Penn. Scarcely any thing has occurred in his-

tory' which is more remarkable or which has been more certainly

indicative of the designs of Providence."
" Columbus came," says Irving, " as a religious man, an admi-

ral of Christ, to find the continent, not for its material trea-

sures, but because it held souls which he wished to bring as. a

trophy to the feet of Christ."

" A deep religious feeling mingled with his meditations and

gave them at times a tinge of superstition, but it was of a

sublime and lofty kind. He looked upon himself as being in
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the hand of Heaven, chosen from among men for the accom-

plishment of its high purpose; he read, as he supposed, his

contemplated discoveries foretold in the mystic revelations of

the prophets. The ends of the earth were to be brought toge-

ther, and all nations and tongues and languages united under

the banner of the Redeemer. This was to be the triumphant

consummation of his enterprise, bringing the unknown regions

of the earth into communion with Christian Europe,—carry-

ing the light of the true faith into benighted and pagan

lands, and gathering their countless nations under the holy

dominion of the Church. One of his principal objects was

undoubtedly the propagation of the Christian faith. Columbus

now considered himself about to effect this great work,—to

spread the light of revelation to the very ends of the earth,

and thus to be the instrument of accompliahing one of the

sublime predictions of Holy Writ.
" Whenever he made any great discovery, he celebrated it by

solemn thanks to God. The voice of prayer and melody of

praise rose from his ship when they first beheld the New World,

and his first act on landing was to prostrate himself upon the

earth and return thanksgiving. All his great enterprises were

undertaken in the name of the Holy Trinity, and he partook

of the communion before his embarkation. His conduct was

characterized by the grandeur of his vieVrs and the magna-

nimity of his spirit. Instead of scouring the newly-found

countries, like a grasping adventurer, eager only for imme-

diate gain, as was too general with contemporaneous disco-

verers, he sought to ascertain their soil and productions, their

rivers and harbors: he was desirous of colonizing and culti-

vating them, conciliating and civilizing the natives, intro-

ducing the useful arts, subjecting every thing to the control

of law, order, and religion, and thus of founding regular and

prosperous empires." In his will Columbus enjoins on his son'

Diego, or whoever might inherit aft^r him, "to spare no parns

in having and maintaining in the island of Hispaniola four got)d

professors of theology, to the end and aim of their studying and

laboring to convert to our holy faith the inhabitants of the

Indias; and, in proportion as by Gods will the revenue of the

estate shall increase, in the same degree shall the number of

teachers and devout persons increase, who are to strive to make

Christians of the natives."
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'' The great epitaph/' said Webster, " commemorative of the

character and the worth, the discoveries and the glory, of

Columbus, was that he had given a new world to the crovms

of CastUe and Aragon. This is a great mistake. It does not

come up to all the great merits of Columbus. He gave the

territory of the Southern hemisphere to the crowns of Castile

and Aragon ; but, as a place for the plantation of colonies, as a

place for the habitation of men, a place to which laws and relir

gion, and mannei's and science, were to be transferred, as a

place where the creatures of God should multiply and fill the

earth under friendly skies and with religious hearts, he gave it

to the whole world, he gave it to universal man I From this

seminal principle, and from a handful, a hundred saints, blessed

of God and ever honored of men, landed on the shores of Ply-

mouth and elsewhere along the coast, united with the settle-

ment of Jamestown, has sprung this great people."

CHAPTER III.

FUKITAN BETTLSMVNT—0BIGINATK8 IN BBLIGIOUS 1C0TIVB8—P&EYIOUB AGES

PBBPABATOBT—PILGBXM8 EMIG&ATl TO HOLLAND—1C0TIYB8 POB LIATING

SNQLAND

—

WBBBTBB'S YIBW OP THB EMBABKATION—80J0UBN IN HOLLAND

—

BMIGBATION TO THB NEW WOBLD—^FABBWBLL SCENES—BOBINSON, THE PASTOR

—HZ8 FAREWELL WORDS—ARRIVAL AT PLYMOUTH ROCK—CHRISTIAN CONSE-

CRATION or THB CONTINENT—MRS. SIGOURNEY*S POETRY ON THB PILGRIMS

—

XACAULAY'S VIEW OF THB CHRISTIAN CHARACTER OF THB PILGBIMS—TBBIR

OWN DECLARATIONS

—

^WEBSTBR'S REMARK.

The Puritan settlement on the American continent, around

which cluster the grandest associations and results, dates from

the 22d of December, 1620, one hundred and twenty-eight

years after a Christian navigator had greeted the New World

with a song of praise, and consecrated it to Christ in prayer.

The motives that began this memorable era in American his-

tory were intensely religious. It opened a new chapter in the

progress of events and in the history of colonizing countries.

Hitherto, conquest, ambition, worldly glory, had often marked

the settlement of newly discovered territory. God now
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changes the scene, and, for the first time in the history of

the world, the colonization of a new and great continent begins

from the purest and profoandest religious convictions and

principles.

Previous ages had been preparatory to this new and import-

ant Christian era. Europe had been shaken and sifted by the

conflicts of the Eeformation. In England, Christian ideas and

the principles of a purer and freer Christianity had, through

Wickliffe's translation of the Bible, been generally diffused, and

that book was the forerunner of coming revolutions. There

was, in the providence of God, a peculiar fitness in the times to

train and prepare Christian men for the great work of laying

the foundation of a Christian empire in a new continent. They
lived in an age of superior light, in which literature, philosophy,

and the arts and sciences had enlightened and elevated the

English nation; they were educated in schools of learning

where the word of God had enthroned its power and diffused

its light, and which created in their souls a longing desire for

the simple forms of worship; their Christian faith was tried and

strengthened in the furnace of persecution, in which it grew

bolder for truth and freedom. Under such influences were the

Puritan men educated and prepared for their Christian mission

on the American continent. Their labors, as future ages showed,

received the crowning and abundant blessing of God.

Under the convictions of a strong Christian faith, the Puri-

tans, in 1608, bade farewell to England, where they had been

persecuted for their pure faith and simple forms of Christian

worship, and emigrated to Holland, where they hoped to find a

permanent asylum. The love of country, the ties of home and

kindred, the prospect of suffering, trials, and unnumbered pri-

vations, did not deter them from this Christian enterprise ;

—

"jpbr their desires were set on the ways of Ood, and to enjoy his

ordinances. But they rested on hisprovidence, and knew whom
they had believed"

" The embarkation of the Pilgrims for Holland," says Web-
ster, "is deeply interesting from its circumstances, and also as

a mark of the character of the times, independently of its con-

nection with names now incorporated with the history of em-

pires. Theirs was not the flight of guilt, but virtue. It was

an humble and peaceable religion flying from causeless oppres-

sion. It was conscience attempting toescape from the arbitrary
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'^rse, and expressions of deep

waking. "Never/' says
' ^ on earth lived more

\n we, the church

lately, the mind

presence with us,

^vind being fair, they

Ml ; "when truly doleful

.111 parting; to see what

md amongst them; what

)»ithy speeches pierced each

• >utch strangers that stood on

. iiin from tears. Yet comfort-

. lively and true expressions of

\\iQ tide, which stays for no man,

:.us loth to depart, their reverend

^ knees, and they all with him, with

I them with most fervent prayers to

; and then, with mutual embraces and

• ve of one another, which proved their

, on the deck of the ship, their pastor

—

.0 them the following farewell charge:

—

!i')W quickly to part from one another; and

• to see your faces on earth any more, the (rod

•\V8 ; but whether the Lord has appointed that

you, before God and his blessed angels, that you

I'lriher than you have seen me follow the Lord

If God reveals any thing to you by any other

1 his, be as ready to receive it as ever you were to

v truth by my ministry, for I am verily persuaded

.: us more truth yet to break forth from his Holy Word.

you to take heed what you receive as truth ; examine

utv it, and compare it with the scriptures of truth before

oive it."

•• farewell scenes closed, they set sail for the shores of the

/ World. "That embarkation," saysChoate, "speaks to the

:on as with the voices and melodies of an immortal hymn,

hich dilates and becomes actualized into the auspicious going

lorth of a colony whose planting has changed the history of the
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world,—^a noble colony of devoted Chi'istians,—educated, firm

men, valiant soldiers, and honorable women,—^a colony on the

commencement of whose heroic enterprise the selectest in-

fluences of religion seemed to be descending visibly, and beyond

whose perilous path was hung the rainbow and the western star

of empire."

"The Mayflower sought our shores," says Webster, "under

no high-wrought spirit of commercial adventure, no love of

gold, no mixture of purpose warlike or hostile to any human
being. Like the dove from the ark, she had put forth only to

find rest. Solemn supplications on the shore of the sea in

Holland had invoked for her, at her departure, the blessings of

Providence. The stars which guided her were the unobscured

constellations of civil and religious liberty. Her deck was the

altar of the living God. Fervent prayers on bended knees

mingled morning and evening with the voices of the ocean and

the sighing of the winds in her shrouds. Every prosperous

breeze, which, gently filling her sAils, helped the Pilgrims on-

ward in their course, awoke new anthems of praise; and when

the elements were wrought into fury, neither the tempest, toss-

ing their fragile bark like a feather, nor the darkness and

howling of the midnight storm, ever disturbed, in man or

woman, the firm and settled purpose of their souls to undergo

all and to do all that the meekest patience, the boldest resolu-

tion, and the highest trust in Grod could enable human beings

to endure or to perform.
" That Mayflower was a flower destined to be of perpetual

bloom 1 Its verdure will stand the sultry blasts of sunmier

and the chilling winds of autumn. It will defy winter ; it will

defy all climate, and all time, and will continue to spread its

petals to the world, and to exhale an ever-living odor and fra-

grance to the last syllable of recorded time."

On the 16th of September, 1620, they set sail from Souths

ampton, and, after a stormy and perilous voyage, they fell in

with land on the American coast on the 9th of November,

"the which being made and certainly known to be it, they were

not a little joyfuL On their voyage they would set apart whole

days of fasting and prayer, to obtain from heaven a good success

in their voyage, especially when the weather was much against

them, whereunto they had remarkable answers ; so much so
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that the sailors were astonished, and said they were the first

sea-fasts ever held in the world."

On the 22d of December, 1620, the Puritans, one hundred"

and one in number, landed from the Mayflower, and planted

their feet on the Rock of Plymouth, and began a new era in

the history of the world. The day and the rock became canon-

ized in American history, and emblems of the grandest Chris-

tian ideas and associations. The first act of the Puritans, after

landing, was to kneel down and offer their thanksgiving to God,

and by a solemn act of prayer, and in the name and for the

sake of Christ, to take possession of the continent. They thus

repeated the Christian consecration which Columbus, more than

a century before, had given to the New World, and so twice in

the most formal and solemn manner was it devoted to Christ

and Christian civilization. The seed thus planted bore an

abundant harvest of Christian fruits, which have blessed the

nation and enriched the world. How significant and sublime

the lessons that gather round and flow from Plymouth Rock

!

How does it speak for God and of God ! How grandly does it

proclaim the Christian faith and fruits of those great and good

men who, in prayer and faith, planted a Christian empire in the

New Wor^d, and started a Christian nation on a noble career of

progress and greatness

!

" And can ye deem it strange

That from their planting such a branch should bloom
As nations envy ? Should a germ embalm'd
With prayer's pure tear-drops strike no deeper root

Than that which mad Ambition's hand doth strew

Upon the winds to reap the winds again ?

Hid by its veil of wat^s from the hand
Of greedy Europe, their bold vine spread forth

In giant strength.

" Its early clusters, crushed

In England's wine-press, gave the tyrant host

A draught of deadly wine. ye who boast

In your free veins the blood of sires like these,

Lose not their lineaments. Should Mammon cling

Too close around your heart,—or wealth beget

That bloated luxury which eats the core

From manly virtue,—or the tempting world

Make faint the Christian purpose in your soul,

—

Turn ye to Plymouth's beach ; and, on that rock.

Kneel in their footprints, and renew the vow
They breathed to God." Mrs. Sioovftmrr.

4
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The Christian life\and character of the Puritans have the

following description from the pen of England's historian,

Macaulay :

—

"The Puritans were men whose minds derived a peculiar

character from the daily contemplation of superior beings and

eternal interests. Not content with acknowledging in general

terms an overruling Providence, they habitually ascribed every

event to that great Being for whose power nothing was too

vast, for whose inspection nothing was too minute. To know
him, to serve him, to enjoy him, was with them the great end

of existence. They rejected with contempt the ceremonious

homage which other sects substituted for the worship of the

soul. Instead of catching occasional glimpses of the Deity

through an obscuring veil, they aspired to gaze full on the

intolerable brightness, and to commune with him face to face.

Hence originated their contempt for terrestrial distinctions.

The difference between the greatest and meanest of mankind
seemed to vanish when compared with the boundless interval

which separated the whole race from Him on whom their own
eyes were constantly fixed.

"They recognized no title to superiority but God's favor; and,

confident of that favor, they despised all the accon^lishments

and all the dignities of the world. If they were unacquainted

with the works of philosophers and poets, they were deeply

read in the oracles of God. If their names were not found in

the registers of heralds, they felt assured that they were re-

corded in the book of life. Their palaces were houses not made
with hands ; their diadems, crowns of glory which should not fade

away. On the rich and the eloquent, on nobles and priests, they

looked down with (comparative) contempt ; for they esteemed

themselves rich in more precious treasures, and eloquent in a

more sublime language; nobles by the right of an earlier creation,

and priests by the imposition of a mightier hand. The very

meanest of them was a being to whose fate a mysterious and

terrible importance belonged,—on whose slightest action the

spirits of light and darkness looked with anxious interest,—^who

had been destined, before heaven and earth were created, to

enjoy a felicity when heaven and earth should pass away. For

his sake the Almighty had proclaimed his will by the pen of

the evangelist and the harp of the prophet. He had been

rescued by no common deliverer from the grasp of no common
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foe. He had been ransomed by the sweat of no vulgar agony,

by the blood of no earthly sacrifice. It was for him the sun

had been darkened, that the rocks had been rent, that the dead

had arisen, that all nature had shuddered at the sufferings of

an expiring Qod.
" Thus the Puritan was made of two different men : the one

all self-abasement, penitence, gratitude, passion; the other,

stern, calm, inflexible, sagacious. He prostrated himself in the

dust before his Maker, but set his foot on the neck of his king.

In his devotional retirement, he prayed with groans and tears;

but when he took his seat in the council, or girt on his swprd

for war, these workings of the soul had left no perceptible

trace behind them. The intensity of their feelings on one

subject made them tranquil on all others."

This description, in substance, corresponds with what the

New England Puritans say of themselves. "We give our-

selves," say they, " to the Lord Jesus Christ, and the word of

his grace, for the teaching, ruling, and sanctifying of us, in

matters of worship and conversation ; resolving to cleave unto

him alone for life and glory, and to reject all contrary ways,

canons, and constitutions of men in his worship."
" Our fathers," says Webster, " had that religious sentiment,

that trust in Providence, that determination to do right, and to

seek, through every degree of toil and suffering, the honor of God,

and the preservation of their liberties, which we shall do well to

cherish, to imitate, to equal, to the utmost of our ability."

CHAPTER IV,

OBB28TIAK SIGNIFICANCE 0¥ THE PUBITAN BETTLBHEKT—CIVIL OOVEERIIBNT

INSTITUTED IN THE HATFLOWER—THE CHARTEB—VIEWS OF BANCROFT AND
OTHERS—SYNOD OF NEW ENGLAND CHURCHES—DEFINE CIVIL GOVERNMENT

—

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF NEW ENGLAND, BT MATHER

—

CHARTERS EXPRESS CHRISTIAN OBJECTS OF THE SETTLEMENT

—

^WEBSTER'4

VIEWS OF THE CIVIL GOVEBNMENT OF THE PVBITANS

—

CHOATE's VIEW—BAM-

croft's view OF Calvin's influence.

The noblest significance of the Puritan settlement of the

North American continent consists in its Christian origin and aim.

As the design of Columbus was to ''subject every thing to law,
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order, and religion," so the Puritans began practically to exe-

cute this great work. Their first act was to institute a form

of civil government in conformity with the revealed will of

God, and under whose benign legislation they were to enjoy all

the rights and privileges of civil and religious freedom. The
form of government was instituted in the cabin of the May-
flower, before they landed on Plymouth Kock, and signed and

ratified under the solemnity of prayer and the most sacred

sanctions of the Christian religion. That charter of a godly

government is as follows :

—

" In the name of God, Amen. We whose names are under-

written, the loyal subjects of our dread sovereign lord, King
James, by the grace of God, of Great Britain, France, and Ire-

land, defender of the faith, &c., having undertaken, for the

glory of God, and advancement of the Christian faith, and honor

of our king and country, a voyage to plant the first colony on

the northern part of Virginia, do, by these presents, solemnly

and mutually, in the presence of God and one another, covenant

and combrne ourselves together into a civil body politic, for our

better ordering and preservation, and furtherance of the ends

aforesaid ; and by virtue hereof to enact, constitute, and frame

such just and equal laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions, and

offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most meet and

convenient for the general good of the colony; unto which we
promise all due submission and obedience. In witness whereof,

we have hereunto subscribed our names, at Cape Cod, the 11th

of November, in the year of the reign of our sovereign lord,

King James, of England, France, and Ireland the eighteenth,

and of Scotland the fifty-fourth, Anno Domini 1620."

" This Constitution," said Webster, "invokes a religious sanc-

tion and the authority of God on their civil obligations ; for it

was no doctrine of the Puritans that civil obedience is a mere

matter of expediency."

"This," says Bancroft, '' was the birth of constitutional liberty.

In the cabin of the Mayflower humanity recovered its rights,

and instituted governments on the basis of equal rights, for the

general good. As the Pilgrims landed, their institutions

were already perfected. Democratic liberty and independent

Christian worship at once existed in America."

"The compiict of the Puritans," said John Quincy Adams,

"is a full demonstration that the nature of civil governments,
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abstracted from the political institutions of their native country,

had been an object of their serious meditation."

"Thou little Mayflower," said Carlyle, "hadst in thee a veri-

table Promethean spark, the life-spark of the largest nation on

our earth ! Honor to the brave and true ! They verily carry

fire from heaven, and have a power that themselves dream not

of. Let all men honor Puritanism, since God has honored it."

"This compact was the first in the world," says Hall, the his-

torian of the Puritans, " entered into by freemen, preserving

the liberties of each, and guaranteeing to all equal privileges

and rights. It was the germ of the first true republic on earth.

The great idea, so novel, so startling to the world, so directly

opposed to the divine right of kings and prelates, under whose

sway the world had so long groaned in bondage,—the great idea

of such a republic, as founded in the nature and inalienable

rights of man, the Pilgrims derived from the gospel scheme of

a Christian church. ' For this stupendous discovery, which is

now so simple that we wonder it could ever have been overlooked,

we are wholly indebted to the diligent search which the Puri-

tans made into the great principles of the rights of conscience,

and into the true scriptural model of a Christian church."

The charter of freedom formed in the Mayflower is a solemn,

dignified, republican state paper, worthy of the founders of a

free Christian republic. '* Good authorities have pronounced

it to have been the germ of American Constitutions." " It con-

tained," says Pitkin, " the elements of those forms of govern-

ment peculiar to the New World."

The synod of the New England churches met at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, September 30, 1648, and defined the nature of

civil government, the functions of the civil magistrate, and the

duties of the citizens, as follows '••

—

" I. God, the Supreme Lord and King of all the world, hath

ordained civil magistrates to be under him, over the people, and

for his own glory and the public good ; and to this end hath

armed them with the power of the sword for the defence and

encouragement of them that do well, and for the punishment of

evil-doers.

" II. It is lawful for Christians to accept and execute the office

of magistrate when called thereunto. In the management

whereof, as they ought especially to maintain piety, justice, and

peace, according to the wholesome laws of each Commonwealth,'
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80 for that end they may lawfully now, under the New Testa^

raent, wage war upon just and necessary occasions.

" III. They who, upon pretence ofChristian liberty, shall oppose

any lawful power, or the lawful exercises of it, resist the ordi-

nances of God ; and for their publishing such opinions or maintain-

ing of such practices as are contrary to the light of nature, or the

known principles of Christianity, or to the power of godliness,

or such erroneous opinions and practices as either in their own
nature, or in tho manner of publishing or maintaining them, are

destructive to the external peace and order which Christ hath

established in the church, they may be called to account and

proceeded against by the censure of the church and by the

power of the civil magistrate ; yet in such diflFerences about the

doctrines of the gospel, or the ways of the worship of God, as

may befall men exercising a good conscience, manifesting it in

their conversation, and holding the foundation and duly observ-

ing the rules of peace and order, there is no warrant in the

magistrate to abridge them of their liberty.

" IV. It is the duty of the people to pray for magistrates, to

honor their persons, to pay them tribute and other dues, to obey

their lawful commands, and to be subject to their authority for

conscience's sake. Infidelity or indiflFerence does not make void

the magistrate s just and legal authority, nor free* the people

from their due obedience to him. From which ecclesiastical per-

sons are not exempted ; much less has the Pope any power or

jurisdiction over them in their dominions, or over any of their

people ; and least of all to deprive them of their dominions and

lives, if he shall judge them to be heretics, or upon other pre-

text whatsoever."

Civil government on the basis of the Bible and the free prin-

ciples of a pure Christianity was not the only object that the

Puritans had in view in coming to the New World. They had

also the great and good end of extending and establishing the

kingdom of Christ, and of bringing the whole continent under

the reign of Christianity and filling it with its saving blessings.

Hence a grand part of the mission of the Puritans was to

christianize and civilize the native Indians, who were the sole

possessors of the North American continent.

Cotton Mather, in his work on New England, makes the

following statements as to the motives and reasons that moved
the Puritans to come to the New World :

—
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" The God of heaven served, as it were, a summons upon the

spirits of his people in the English nation, stirring up the. spirits

of thousands which never saw the faces of each other, with a

most unanimous inclination to leave the pleasant accommoda-

tions of their native country, and go over a terrible ocean into

a more terrible desert, for the pure enjoyment of all his ordi-

nances. It is now fit that the reasons of this undertaking

should be more exactly made known unto posterity ; especially

unto the posterity of those who were the undertakers, lest they

come at length to forget and neglect the true interests of New
England. Wherefore I shall transcribe some of them from a

manuscript wherein they were tendered unto consideration.

"general CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PLANTATION OF NEW
ENGLAND.

"First. It will be a service unto the church of great conse-

quence, to carry the gospel into those parts of the world and

raise a bulwark against the kingdom of Antichrist, which the

Jesuits labor to rear up in all parts of the world.

" Secondly. All other churches of Europe have been brought

under desolations ; and it may be feared that the like judgments

are coming upon us ; and who knows but God has provided this

place to be a refuge for many whom he means to save out of the

general destruction?

" Thirdly. The land grows weary of her inhabitants, inasmuch

that man, which is the most precious of all creatures, is here

(in Europe) more vile and base than the earth he treads upon.

Children, neighbors, and friends, especially the poor, are counted

the greatest burdens ; which, if things were right, would be

counted the chiefest of earthly blessings.

" Fourthly. We are grown to that intemperance in all excess

of riot, as no mean establishment will suffice a man to keep sail

with his equals, and he that fails in it must live in scorn and

contempt. Hence it comes to pass that all arts and trades are

carried in that deceitful manner and unrighteous course, as it is

almost impossible for a good, upright man to maintain his con-

stant charge and live comfortably in them.

' Fifthly. The schools of learning and religion are so corrupted

as (beside the unsupportable charge of education) most children,

even the best, wittiest, and of the fairest hopes, are perverted, *
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corrupted, and utterly overthrown by the multitudes of evil

examples and licentious behavior in these seminaries.

" Sixthly. The whole earth is the Lord's garden, and he hath

given it to the sons of Adam, to be tilled and improved by them:

why then should we stand starving here for places of habitation,

and in the mean time suffer whole countries, as profitable for the

use of man, to be waste without improvement?

"Seventhly. What can be a better and nobler work, and more

worthy of a Christian, than to erect and support a reformed

particular church in its infancy, and unite our forces with such

a company of faithful people, as by timely assistance may grow

stronger and prosper, but for want of it may be put to great

hazards, if not wholly ruined?
" Eighthly. If any such as are known to be godly, and live

in wealth and prosperity here, shall forsake all this to join

with this reformed church, and with it run the hazard of a

hard and mean condition, it will be an example of great use,

both for removing of scandal and to give more life unto the

faith of God's people in their prayers for the plantation, and

also to encourage others to join the more willingly in it."

In 1629, an Emigrant Aid Society was formed in England to

promote the more rapid settlement of the North American

Colonies; and in the instructions to John Endicott, who was to

conduct the emigration, it is declared that the purpose is " for

propagating of the gospel in these things we do profess above
ALL to be our ayme in settling this plantacion."

In 1643, a confederation between the colonies of Massa-

chusetts, New Plymouth, Connecticut, and New Haven was
formed, in which it is affirmed that " wee all came into these

parts of America with the same end and ayme, namely, to

advance the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ, and to enjoy the

liberties thereof with puritie and peace, and for preserving and

propagating the truth and liberties of the gospel."

In the charter granted to Massachusetts, in 1640, by Charles L,

the Colonies are enjoined by " their good life and orderly con-

versation to winne and invite the natives of the country to the

knowledge of the only true God and Saviour of mankind, and

the Christian faith which, in our royal intention and the adven-

turer's free possession, is the principal end of this plantation."

In 1658, John Eliot, pastor of Eoxbnry, Massachusetts, and

afterwards a devoted and distinguished missionary, completed
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the translation of the entire Bible, including the Old and New
Testaments, for the use of the Indians. This fact having been

communicated to the corporation established in London for the

propagation of the gospel among the Indians of New England,

that body declared, that " wee conceive" (the printing of the

work) *' will not only be acceptable unto God, but very proffit-

able to the poor heathen, and will much tend to the promotion

of the sperituall part of this worke amongst them. And there-

fore wee offer it not only as our^ owne, but as the judgment

of others, that the New Testament bee first printed in the

Indian language."

The New Testament was, accordingly, printed at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, in 1660; and its preface contained the follow-

ing " Epistle Dedicatory :"

—

To the High and Mighty PRINCE, CHARLES the Second, by

the Grace of God KING of England^ Scotland, France, and

Ireland, Defender of the faith, &c. The Commissioners of

the Vnited Colonies in New England wish increase of all

happiness, &c.

" The people of these four colonies (confederate for mutual

defence in the time of the late distractions of our dear native

country), your Majestie's natural born subjects, by the Favor

and Grant of Your Royal Father and Grandfather of Famous
Memory, put themselves upon this great and hazardous under-

taking, of planting themselves at their own Charge in these

remote ends of the Earth, that, without offence or provocation

to our dear Brethren and Countrymen, we might enjoy the

liberty to Worship Go^, which our own Consciences informed

us was not only Right, but Duty; As also that we might (if it

80 pleased God) be instrumental to spread the light of the

Gospel, the knowledge of the Son of God our Saviour, to the

poor barbarous Heathen, which by His late Majesty, in some

of our patents, is declared to be His principal aim.

"Our Errand hither hath been Endeavours and Blessings;

many of the wild Indians being taught, and understanding

the Doctrine of the Christian Religion, and with much affection

attending Such Preachers as* are sent to teach them. Many
of their Children are instructed to Write and Reade, and some

of them have proceeded further, to attain the knowledge of the
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Latine and Greek tongues, and are brought up with our English

youth in University-learning. There are divers of them that

can and do reade some parts of the Scripture, and some Cate-

chisms, which was formerly Translated into their own Lan-

guage, which hath occasioned the undertaking of a greater

Work, viz. : The Printing of the whole Bible, which (being

Translated by a painful Labourer [Eliot] amongst them, who
was desirous to see the Work accomplished in his dayes) hath

already proceeded to the finishing of the New Testament, which

we here humbly present to Your Majesty, as the first fruits and

accomplishment of the Pious Design of your Royal Ancestors.

"And we do most humbly beseech your Majesty, that a

matter of so much Devotion and Piety, tending so much to the

Honour of God, may Sufi'er no disappointment. As this Book

was begun, and now finished, in the first year of your Establish-

ment ; which doth not only presage the happy success of your

Highness' Government, but will be a perpetual Monument, that,

by your Majestie's Favour, the Gospel of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ was first made known to the Indians."

" Our ancestors," said Webster, " estiiblished their system of

government on morality and religious sentiment. Moral habits,

they believed, cannot be safely trusted on any other foundation

than religious principles, nor any government be secure which

is not supported by moral habits. Living under the heavenly

light of revelation, they hoped to find all the social dispositions,

all the duties which men owe to each other and to society,

enforced and performed. Whatever makes good men makes

good citizens. Our fathers came here to enjoy their religion.

\ free and unmolested ; and, at the end of two centuries, there is

nothing of which we can express a more deep and earnest con-

viction than of the inestimable importance of that religion to

man, in regard to this life, and that which is to come. Let us

not forget the religious character of our origin. Our fathers

were brought hither by their high veneration of the Christian

religion. They journeyed by its light and labored in its hope.

They sought to incorporate it with the elements of their society,

and to difiuse its influences through all their institutions,—civil,

political, social, and educational. Let us cherish their senti-

ments, and extend their influence still more and more, until the

full conviction that that is the happiest society which partakes
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in the highest degree of the mild and peaceful spirit of Chris-

tianity." A set of men more conscientious in their doings,

or simpler in their manners, or nobler in their character, or

purer in their life and doctrines, never founded a common-

wealth.

" There was," says Choate, " one influence on the history

of the Puritans, whose permanent and varied effects on its doc-

trines and destiny is among the most striking in the whole

history of opinion. I mean its contact with the republican

reforms of the continent, and particularly those of Geneva. I

ascribe to the five years of Geneva an influence that has

changed the condition of the world. I seem to myself to trace

to it, as an influence on the English race, a new theology, a

new politics, another tone of character, the opening of another

era of time and liberty. I seem to myself to trace to it a

portion, at least, of the great civil war of England, the repub-

lican constitution framed in the cabin of the Mayflower, the

divinity of Jonathan Edwards, the battle of Bunker Hill, and

the independence of America."

Eeferring to the same influence, Bancroft says that " the

genius of Calvin infused enduring elements into the institu-

tions of Geneva, and made it, for the modern world, the im-

pregnable fortress of popular liberty, the fertile seed-plot of

democracy. He that will not honor the memory and respect

the influence of Calvin knows but little of the origin of Ame-
rican liberty."

" Of the Puritans it may be said," remarks Judge Story, " with

as much truth as of any men that have ever lived, that they

acted up to their principles, and followed them out with an un-

faltering firmness. They displayed at all times a downright

honesty of heart and purpose. In simplicity of life, in godly

sincerity, in temperance, in humility, and in patience, as well as

in zeal, they seemed to belong to the apostolical age. Their wis-

dom, while it looked on this world, reached far beyond it in its

aim and objects. They valued earthly pursuits no farther than

they were consistent with religion. Amidst the temptations of

human grandeur, they stood unmoved, unshaken, unseduced.

Their scruples of conscience, if they sometimes betrayed them

into difficulties, never betrayed them into voluntary sin. They
possessed a moral courage which looked present dangers in the

face as though they were distant and doubtful, seeking no
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escape, and indulging no terror. When, in defence of their faith,

of what they deemed pure and undefiled religion, we see them

resign their property, their preferments, their friends, and their

homes ; when we see them submitting to banishment and igno-

miny, and even to death ; when we see them in foreign lands, on

inhospitable shores, in the midst of sickness and famine, in

desolation and disaster, still true to themselves, still confident

in God 8 providence, still submissive to his chastisements, still

thankful for his blessings, still ready to exclaim, in the language

of Scripture, 'We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed;

we are perplexed, but not in despair
;

persecuted, but not for-

saken ; cast down, but not destroyed ;' when we see such things,

where is the man whose soul does not melt within him at the

sight ? Where shall examples be sought or found, more fully

to point out what Christianity is and what it ought to accom-

plish?

"What better origin could we desire than from men of cha-

racters like these ? men to whom conscience was every thing, and

worldly prosperity nothing ; men whose thoughts belonged to

eternity rather than to time ; men who, in the near prospect of

their sacrifices, could say, as our forefathers did say, ' When we
are in our graves, it will be all one whether we have lived in

plenty or in penury, whether we have died in a bed of down,

or locks of straw. Only this is the advantage of the mean con-

dition, THAT THERE IS MORE FREEDOM TO DIE, and the leSS COm-

fort any have in the things of this world, the more liberty they

have to lay up treasures in heaven.' Men who, in answer to

the objections urged by the anxiety of friendship, that they

might perish by the way, or by hunger, or the sword, could an-

swer, as our forefathers did, ' We may trust God's providence

for these things ; either he will keep these evils from us, or will

dispose of them for our good, and enable us to bear them/

Men who, in still later days, in their appeal for protection to the

throne, could say with pathetic truth and simplicity, as our fore-

fathers did, * That we might enjoy divine worship, without human
mixtures, without offence to God, man, our own consciences, with

leave, but not without tears, we departed from our country,

kindred, and fathers' houses, into this Patmos, in relation where-

unto we do not say, "our garments are become old by reason of

the very long journey," but that ourselves, who came away in our
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Strength, are, by reason of our long absence, many of us become

gray-headed, and some of us stooping for age/
" If these be not the sentiments of lofty virtue, if they breathe

not the genuine spirit of Christianity, if they speak not high

approaches towards moral perfection, if they possess not an

enduring sublimity, then indeed have I illy read the human
heart ; then indeed have I strangely mistaken the inspirations of

religion."

^ CHAPTER V.

CHBI8TIAX COLONIZATION OP THE VARIOUS COLONIES—THEIR TIBWS OF CIVIL

LIBERTY—^TUEIR LOCAL OOVERNMENT—MASSACHUSETTS COLONY—FORMS OF

CIVIL OOVERNMENT—CHRISTIANITY THE SOUL OF THEIR CIVIL SYSTEMS

COLONY OF CONNECTICUT—GOVERNMENT INSTITUTED BY THB CHURCH—WIH-

THROP

—

Bancroft's picture of the colony—rbodb island colony—
ROQER WILLIAMS—CIVIL GOVERNMENT OF RHODE ISLAND—NEW HAMPSHIRB
colony—PICTURE OF THB NEW ENGLAND COLONIES—ITS CHRISTIAN BEAUTY

AND INTEREST.

"The discovery of America," said Webster, "its colonization

by the nations of Europe, the history and progress of the colo-

nies, from their establishment to the time when the principal

of them threw off their allegiance to the respective states by
which they had been planted, and founded governments of their

own, constitutes one of the most interesting portions of the

annals of man. The Reformation of Luther broke out, kindling

up the minds of men afresh, leading to new habits of thought,

and awakening in individuals energies before unknown even to

themselves. The religious controversies of this period changed

society as well as religion." All the colonies, educated under the

genius of Christianity and indoctrinated into the knowledge of

the principles of just civil governments, laid the basis of their

civil systems on the Bible, and made its truths the corner-stone

of all their institutions. The fundamental doctrine of the men
who planted each colony was, that the legislation of the Bible

must be supreme and universal. They rejected as heretical the

idea that civil governments could be rightly instituted, or wisely

administered, without Christianity. Hence their institutions

and their civilization began under the auspices of Heaven, and
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at once assumed the form of Christian order, and rose into

Christian symmetry and completeness; their local democracies, in

township, county, and colony, became the nurseries of freedom,

and schools of science and art in civil government, and in which

each independent colony was in process of preparation for

w<n*king out the grand results of freedom, and the establishment

of a Christian nation on the American continent.

" Our fathers brought with them from England not merely a

vague spirit of personal liberty, but certain ideas of the method

of liberty in civil life. Taking the germ from certain Saxon

institutions in England, they gave to it in the colonies a de-

velopment which it had never had in the mother-country. The

township in New England and the churches were the germs and

prototypes of the sovereignty of states. It is De Tocqueville who
says that the institutions of America are but the unfolding and

larger application of the forms and principles of the townships

of New England. New England townships are yet the purest,

if not the only, specimens of absolute democracy in the world.

The New England method was to reserve to the individual

every right possible, consistently with the good of his neighbor;

to retain in the town every particle of authority possible, con-

sistently with the welfare of the state, and to yield to the Great

and General Court, as the legislature was named, and to the

executive, only such powers as were necessary for the welfare

of the whole commonwealth. Thus the colonial governments

-were broad at the base. Authority was restricted to a few

things at the top, but grew in breadth as it came near to the

people. This was not an accident. It was the studious eflFort

of sturdy and wise men to keep for the individual just as much
personal liberty as was consistent with an equal liberty in all

his fellows."

"The settlement of New England," says Trumbull, "purely

for the purposes of religion and the propagation of civil and

religious liberty, is an event which has no parallel in the his-

tory of modern ages. The piety, self-denial, suffering, patience,

perseverance, and magnanimity of the first settlers of the coun-

try are without a rival. The happy and extensive conse-

quences of the settlements which they made, and of the senti-

ments which they were careful to propagate to their posterity,

to the Church, and to the world, admit of no description. They
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are still increasing, spreading wider and wider, and appear

more and more important."

Massachusetts,

As an independent colony, was the first and most memorable

of the Puritan family. Its Christian history and bold enun-

ciation and vindication of the pure doctrines of Christianity, and

their incorporation into forms of civil government and social

life, is one of the most remarkable and instructive chapters iu

the Christian history of the world.

Charles II. reascended the throne of England in 1660, when
the New England colonies had largely increased in population,

prosperity, and political power. Grown strong in Christian

faith, and in a fervent love for liberty, the people of Massachu-

setts enjoyed too much freedom for the despotic feelings and

principles of the king. Hence, on the restoration of Charles II.,

they feared that their freedom would be abridged and their

rights taken from them. The people of the commonwealth sent

to the king a formal and a frank address. It was full of Chris-

tian sentiment and faith, and declared their purpose to submit

to the government of the king in all things not conflicting with

their duties to the King of kings.

They prayed for the continuance of civil and religious liber-

ties. "Your servants are true men, fearing God and the king.

We could not live without the public worship of God ; and that

we, therefore, might enjoy divine worship, without human
mixtures, we, not without tears, departed from our country,

kindred, and fathers' houses. To enjoy our liberty, and to

walk according to the faith and order of the gospel, was the

cause of our transporting ourselves, our wives, our little ones,

and our substance, choosing the pure Christian worship, with a

good conscience, in this remote wilderness, rather than the

pleasures of England with submission to the impositions of the

hierarchy, to which we could not yield without an evil con-

science."

These professions of good faith and loyalty failed to secure

the favor of Charles II. He demanded a surrender of their

charter, and with it their independence as a free Christian

commonwealth. The remonstrances against these usurpations

are suggestive memorials of their Christian faith and firmness, and

a vindication of the axiom that " resistance to tyrants is obedi-
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ence to God." In their address to Charles IL, 1664, they

declare that they were "resolved to act for the glory of God,

and for the felicities of his people ;" and that, "having now above

thirty years enjoyed the privilege of government within them-

selves, as their undoubted right in the sight of God and man,

to be governed by rulers of our own choosing, and laws of cur

own, is the fundamental privilege of our charter."

This contest was a time of trial and of danger to their civil

liberties, and they said their hope was in God alone. A day of

fasting and humiliation was appointed, and the peoplo pros-

trated themselves in humiliation and prayer before God, and

implored his interposition. The civil court, when convened for

the administration of business, spent a portion of each day in

prayer,—^six elders praying, and a miniatsr preaching a sermon.

"We must," said Uiey, "as well consider God's displeasure as

the king's, the interests of ourselves and of God's things, as

his majesty's prerogative; for our liberties are of concernment,

and to be regarded as to preservation."

"Religion," says Bancroft, "had been the motive of settle-

ment; religion was now its counsellor. The fervors of the

most ardent devotion were kindled; a more than usually

solemn form of religious observance was adopted ; a synod of

all the churches in Massachusetts was convened to inquire into

the causes of the dangers to New England liberty, and the mode
of removing the evils." " Submission," said they, " would be an

offence against the majesty of Heaven. Blind obedience to the

pleasure of the king cannot be without great sin, and incurring

the high displeasure of the King of kings. Submission would

be contrary unto that which has been the unanimous advice of

the ministers, given after a solemn day of prayer. The minis-

ters of God in New England have more of the spirit of John the

Baptist in them, than now, when a storm hath overtaken them,

to be reeds shaken with the wind. The priests were to be the

first that set their foot in the water, and there to stand till the

danger be past. Of all men, they should be an example to the

Lord's people, of faith, courage, and constancy.

"The civil liberties of New England are part of the inherit-

ance of their fathers; and shall we give that inheritance away?
Is it objected that we shall be exposed to great suffering?

Better suffer than sin. It is better to trust the God of our

fathers than to put confidence in princes. If we suffer because
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we daxe not comply with the wills of men, against the will of

Grod, we suffer in a good cause, and shall be accounted martyrs

in the next generation and at the great day."

These were the noble utterances of Christian men and legis-

lators, and display the nature of the principles which governed

them in times of trial. They stood firm to their Christian

faith and civil rights, and demonstrated the inseparable union

between Christianity and civil liberty. These principles, main-

tained with such Christian heroism, were reproduced in the

scenes of the Eevolution, and contributed to the creation of a

new and independent empire.

This Christian commonwealth declared that those "who
should go about to subvert and destroy the Christian faith and

religion by broaching and maintaining damnable heresies, as

denying the immortality of the soul or the resucrection of the

body, or denying that Christ gave himself a ransom for oar

sins, or shall deny the moraKty of the 4th Commandment, or

shall deny the ordinance of the civil magistrate, shall be ban-

ished."

"Were a council," said Wise, in 1669, "called of vl\ the

learned heads of the whole universe, could they dictate better

laws and advise better measures for the aAjuirement of learn-

ing, the increase of virtue and good religion, than are in the

royal province of Massachusetts? If we take a survey of the

whole land, we shall find religion placed in the body politic as

the soul in the body natural. That is, the whole soul is in the

whole body while it is in every part."

Connecticut

Unfolds, in its Christian colonization and civil institutions, the

benign and beautiful fruits of the Christian religion. The aim

of the crown and of the colonists in planting Connecticut wan

to establish and extend the reign of the.Christian religion.

For this purpose, the General Assembly of the Colony were

instructed to govern the people "so as their good life and

orderly conversation may win and invite the natives of the

country to the knowledge and obedience of the only true God
and Saviour of mankind, and the Christian faith; which, in our

royal intentions and the adventurer's free possession, is the only

and principal end of this plantation."

The first organization of civil society and government was
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made, in 1639, at Quinipiack, now tlie beautiful city of New
Haven. The emigrants, men of distinguished piety and ability,

met in a large barn, on the 4th of June, 1639, and, in a very

formal and solemn manner, proceeded to lay the foundations of

their civil and religious polity.

The subject was introduced by a sermon from Mr. Daven-

port, the pastor, from the words of Solomon, ''Wisdom hath

builded her house, she hath hewn out her seven pillars." After

a solemn invocation to Almighty God, he proceeded to repre-

sent to the Plantation that they were met to consult respecting

the setting up of civil government according to the will of God,

and for the nomination of persons who, by universal consent,

were in all respects the best qualified for the foundation-work

of a church. He enlarged on the great importance of thorough

action, and exhorted every man to give his vote in the fear of

God. A constitution was formed, which was characterized as

" the first example of a written constitution; as a distinct organic

act, constituting a government and defining its powers." The

preamble and resolutions connected with its formation are as

follows :

—

" Forasmuch as it hath pleased the Almighty God, by the

wise disposition of his divine providence, so to order and dispose

of things that we, the inhabitants of Windsor, Hartford, and

Wethersfield, are now cohabiting and dwelling in and upon the

river of Connecticut, and the lands thereunto adjoining, and'

well knowing where a people are gathered together the word
of God requireth that, to maintain the peace and union of

such a people, there should be an orderly and decent govern-

ment established according to God, to order and dispose of the

aflfairs of the people at all seasons as occasion should require;

do, therefore, associate and conjoin ourselves to be as one public

State or Commonwealth, and do enter into combination and

confederation to maintain and preserve the liberty and purity

of the gospel of our Lord Jesus, which we now profess, as also

the discipline of the churches, which, according to the truth of

said gospel, is now practised amongst us; as also in our civil

afiairs to be guided and governed according to such laws, rules,

orders, and decrees as shall be made.
" I. That the Scriptures hold forth a perfect rule for the

direction and government of all men in all duties which they
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are to perform to God and men, as well in families and com-

monwealths as in matters of the church.
" 11. That as in matters which concerned the gathering and

ordering of a church, so likewise in all public offices which

concern civil order,—as the choice of magistrates and officers,

making and repealing laws, dividing allotments of inheritance,

and all things of like nature,—they would all be governed by

those rules which the Scripture held forth to them.
'* III. That all those who had desired to be received free

planters had settled in the plantation with a purpose, reso-

lution, and desire that they might be admitted into church

fellowship according to Christ.

" IV. "That all the free planters held themselves bound to

establish such civil order as might best conduce to the securing

of the purity and peace of the ordinance to themselves, and

their posterity according to God."

When these resolutions had been passed, and the people had

bound themselves to settle civil government according to the

divine word, Mr. Davenport proceeded to state what men they

must choose for civil rulers according to the divine word, and

that they might most effectually secure to themselves and their

posterity a just, free, and peaceable government. After a full

discussion, it was unanimously determined

—

"V. That church members only should be free burgesses;

and that they only should choose magistrates among themselves,

to have power of transacting all the public civil affairs of the

plantation, of making and repealing laws, dividing inheritances,

deciding of differences that may arise, and doing all things and

businesses of a like nature."

That civil officers might be chosen and government proceed

according to these resolutions, it was necessary that a church

should be formed. Without this there could be neither free-

men nor magistrates. Accordingly, in the most formal and

solemn manner, a church was formed, with its proper officers.

After this, those who constituted the church elected Theophilus

Eaton governor of the civil commonwealth, and others to the

offices of magistrates, secretary, and marshal.

The governor was then charged by the Eev. Mr. Davenport,

in the most solemn manner, as to his duties, from Deut. i. 16, 17:

—"And I charged your judges at that time, saying, Hear the

causea between your brethren, and judge righteously between
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every man and his brother, and the stranger that is with him.

Ye shall not respect persons in judgment, but ye shall hear the

small as well as the great; ye shall not be afraid of the face

of man; for the judgment is God's: and the cause that is too

hard for you, bring it unto me, and I will hear it."

The General Court, established under this constitution,

ordered,

—

" That God's word should be the only rule for ordering the

aflFairs of government in this commonwealth."

In 1662, Winthrop, whose father had been Governor of

Massachusetts Colony, obtained from Charles II. a charter for

the colony of Connecticut, which gave the largest civil liberty

to the colonists, and contained the great American doctrine of

popular sovereignty. Winthrop was a truly godly magistrate,

combining learning, piety, and practical wisdom with superior

administrative talents. He was for fourteen consecutive years

governor of the colony.

" Religion," says Bancroft, "united with the pursuits of agri-

culture to give to the land the aspect of salubrity; religiousknow-

ledge was carried to the highest degree of refinement, alike in its

application to moral duties, and to the mysterious questions on

the nature of God, of liberty, and of the soul. Civil freedom was

safe under the shelter of a masculine morality, and beggary

and crime could not thrive in the midst of the severest manners.

The government was in honest and upright hands ; the state

was content with virtue and single-mindedness; and the public

welfare never suffered at the hands of plain men." Under this

Christian government " Connecticut was long the happiest state

in the world." " The contentment of Connecticut was full to

the brim. In a public proclamation, under the great seal of the

colony, it told the world that its days, under the charter, were

the ' halcyon days of peace.'
"

" In an age," says Trumbull, "when the light of freedom was

but. just dawning, the illustrious men of the colony of Con-

necticut, by voluntary compact, formed one of the most free and

happy constitutions of government which mankind have ever

adopted. Connecticut has ever been distinguished by the free

spirit of its government, the mildness of its laws, and the

general difiusion of knowledge among all classes of its inhabit-

ants. They have been no less distinguished for their industry,

economy, purity of manners, prosperity, and spirit of enter-
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prise. For more than a century and a half they have had no

rival as to the steadiness of their government, their internal

peace and harmony, their love and high enjoyment of domestic,

civil, and religious order and happiness. They have ever stood

among the most illuminated, fervent, and boldest defenders of

the civil and religious rights of mankind."

Ehode Island

Became a distinct colony in 1662, by the grant of a charter

from Charles II. This charter gave the utmost Christian lib-

erty in the exercise of the rights of conscience in religion.

The object of colonizing Rhode Island is thus expressed in

the charter :
—" The colonists are to pursue with peace and loyal

minds their sober, serious, and religious intentions of godly

edifying themselves and one another in the holy Christian faith

and worship, together with the gaining over the conversion of

the poor ignorant Indians to the sincere profession and obedience

of the same faith and worship."

Roger Williams, a Baptist minister, and among the first emi-

grants to the colony of Massachusetts, was the founder of the

Rhode Island Colony. Having seen and felt the evils of an

intolerant spirit in matters of religion, he obtained a charter

that granted freedom in religious matters to all denominations.

"No person," declared the charter, "within the said colony, at

any time hereafter, shall be in any wise molested or punished,

disquieted or called in question, for any difference in opinion in

matters of religion ; every person may at all times freely and

fully enjoy his own judgment and conscience in matters of reli-

gious concernments." This organic law was confirmed by the

first legislative Assembly declaring, in 1665, that "liberty to

all persons as to the worship of God had been a principle main-

tained in the colony from the very beginning thereof; and it

was much in their hearts to preserve the same liberty forever."

In 1680 the same fundamental law was re-enacted :
—" We leave

every man to walk as God persuades his heart : all our people

enjoy freedom of conscience.".

" Roger Williams," says Bancroft, " asserted the great doc-

trine of intellectual liberty. It became his glory to found a

state upon that principle, and to stamp himself upon its rising

institutions so deeply that the impress can never be erased with-

out the tot-al destruction of the work. He was the first person
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in modern Christendom to assert in its plenitude the doctrine

of the liberty of conscience, the equality of opinions before the

law ; and in its defence it was the harbinger of Milton, the

precursor and the superior of Jeremy Taylor. Williams would

permit persecutions of no opinion, of no religion, leaving heresy

unharmed by law, and orthodoxy unprotected by the terrors

of penal statutes." He had the honor of enunciating that fun-

damental principle of the Bible and of American institutions,

" that the civil power has no jurisdiction over the conscience,"

a doctrine which, Bancroft says, " secures him an immortality

of fame, as its application has given religious peace to the Ame-
rican world."

The colony thus founded on a Christian basis enjoyed a Chris-

tian democracy, and this original charter of civil and religious

liberty continued as the organic government of Rhode Island

till 1842, " the oldest constituted charter in the world. No-
where in the world were life, liberty, and property safer than in

Rhode Island."

" Rhode Island," says Arnold, in his history of that common-
wealth, "was a State whose founders had been doubly tried in

the purifying fire; a State which more than any other has

exerted, by the weight of its example, an influence to shape the

I>olitical ideas of the present day, whose moral power has been

in the inverse ratio with its material importance ; of which an
eminent historian of the United States has said, that, had its

territory ' corres^ponded to the importance and singularity of

the principles of its early existence, the world would have been

filled with wonder at the phenomena of its history.'"

New Hampshire,

In 1679, was separated from Massachusetts and organized as an

independent province. The colonists, having been so long a
part of the Christian commonwealth of Maf>sachu3etts, consti-

tuted their institutions on the same Christian basis. Its legisla-

ture was Christian, and the colony greatly prospered and in-

creased in population. It nourished a class of Christian men
who loved liberty, and who have ever exerted a prominent in-

fluence on the civil and religious interests of the American
nation.

January 1, 1680, a royal decree declared New Hampshire
an independent province ; and the policy of the king was to
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smooth the way to an unjust and an unconstitutional govern-

ment. The colonists, in their remonstrances, declared that the

policy " struck liberty out of existence, by denying them the

choice of their own rulers ; and they viewed the loss of liberty

as a precursor to an invasion of their prosperity." A civil as-

sembly was convened, and a solemn public &st proclaimed and

observed to propitiate the favor of Heaven, and the continuance

of their," precious and pleasant things."

In an address to the king, the colonists of New Hampshire

say, "that your petitioners' predecessors removed themselves,

and some of us, into this remote region and howling wilderness,

in pursuance of the glorious cause proposed, viz. : The glory of

God, the enlarging of his majesty's dominions, and spreading the

gospel among the heathen."

The influence and results of the Christian constitutions and

governments of New England are stated by Rev. John Wise,

in a work on the Government of the New England Churches, as

follows :

—

"1. Legislative power (that civil omnipotence) is doing very

great things for religion, by their proclamations, and all penal

laws enacted for the crushing of immorality and vice, and all

their wise and exact precepts for the support of justice and piety.

They are opening many civil channels, whereby they are con-

veying judgment, justice, and righteousness down our streets

from the great fountain. Nay, this great and dread assembly

puts awe upon all mankind. And the more daring and despe-

rate are kept within compass, from a sense of this most terrible

seat of thunder hanging over their "heads, and upon every affront

ready to break in strokes of vengeance and woes upon them,

especially if they grow beyond the reach of common law.

" 2. The executive power, or ministers of the law, are like a

standing camp to awe, and a flying army to beat off, the enemy

:

they have their spies and scouts out in every quarter to observe

his motions and break his measures, namely, in the innumerable

number of all sorts of civil officers ; and thus by the sword of

justice they hunt down sin and impiety in the land. They are

a terror to evil-doers, and a praise to them that do well ; for the

civil authority, by their wise and just precepts, their personal

and noble examples and zealous administrations, outdo Plato

himself, with all his moral reasons ; for they can turn a Sodom
into a Sion, and keep Sion to be Sion, evident by the history
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and chronicles of several governments of God's ancient people.

For chief rulers, by their good or bad measures, can make or

mar, kill or cure, a nation in a moral sense."

CHAPTER VI.

CHRISTIAN EDrCATIOR—ITS IMPORTANCS TO THE CIVIL STATS—POLICT OV THB
PURITANS SCHOOLS ESTABLISHED THB EARLY SCHOOL LAWS—HARVARD
COLLEOE POUNDED—CHRISTIAN FACTS CONNECTED WITH ITS ESTABLISHMENT

—

TALE COLLEOE CHRISTIAN HISTORY—INFLUENCE OF THESE COLLEGES ON THB
STATE—STATEMENT OP THEIR RESULT—JUDGE STORY'S VIEWS—BANCR0PT*S
IBWS.

Education, next to the Christian religion, is an indispensable

element of republican institutions, the basis upon which all free

governments must rest.

" The state must rest upon the basis of religion, and it must

preserve this basis, or itself must fall. But the support which

religion gives to the state will obviously cease the moment
religion looses its hold upon the popular mind. The very fact

that the state must have religion as a support for its own au-

thority demands that some means for teaching religion be em-

ployed. Better for it to give up all other instruction than that

religion should be disregarded in its schools. The state itself

has a more vital interest in this continued influence of religion

over its citizens than in their culture in any other respect."

Christian education, from the very beginning of the New
England colonies, engaged the attention of the Puritans, and

ample provisions were made for the instruction of all the chil-

dren and youth in every branch of human and divine know-

ledge. This, indeed, was one object they had in coming to the

New World. Cotton Mather, in presenting the considerations

for the plantation of the colonies, says :

—

"The schools of learning and religion are so corrupted as

(besides the unsupportable charge of education) most children,

even the best and wittiest, and of the fairest hopes, are per-

verted, corrupted, and utterly overthrown by the multitude of

evil examples and licentious behavior in these seminaries."

John Eliot, the apostle to the Indians, in a prayer before the
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Civil Court, in Massachusetts, in 1646, uttered the following

sentiments :

—

"Lord! for schools everjrwhere among us I That our schools

may flourish ! That every member of this Assembly may go home
and procure a good school to be encouraged in the town where

he lives ! That before we die we may be so happy as to see a

good school encouraged in every plantation in the country
!"

In 1644, the Christian colonists, "to the end that all learning

may not be buried in the graves of our forefathers, ordered,"

that every township, "after the Lord hath increased them
to fifty householders, shall appoint one to teach all children

to read and write ; and where any town shall increase to the

number of one hundred families, they shall set up a grammar
school ; the master thereof being able to instruct youth so far

as they may be fitted for the university."

"One of the earliest legislative acts of the Massachusetts

colony was the following:—'Forasmuch as the good education

of children is of singular behoofe and benefit to any common-
wealth ; and whereas parents and masters are too indulgent and

negligent of their duty in that kind,

—

" 'It is therefore ordered by this courte and authority thereof,

that the selectmen of every towne, in the several precincts and

quarters where they dwell, shall have a vigilent eye over theire

brethren and neighbours ; to see, first, that none of them shall

sufier so much barbarisme in any of their familyes, as not to

endeavor to teach, by themselves or others, theire children and

apprentices, so much learning as may inable them perfectly to

read the English tongue, and knowledge of the capitall lawes/
"

As early as 1635, free schools were commenced in Boston.

The union of the Massachusetts and New Hampshire colonies

continued till 1680, and during this time the example of Boston

was rapidly followed by smaller towns in both colonies. " In

the subject of schools both rulers and ministers felt a deep in-

terest, and schoolmasters were a commodity in great demand,

and eagerly sought." As early as 1644, one town devoted a

portion of its lands to the support of schools ; but, before the

lands could be productive, they raised in various ways the sum
of twenty pounds to hire a schoolmaster.

The following was passed by the General Court, in the year

1647, for the promotion of common education:

—

**It is therefore ordered by this courte and authority thereof,
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That every townesliipp within this jurisdiction, after that the

Lord hath increased them to the number of fifty howsholders,

shall then forthwith appointe one within theire towne, to teach

all such children as shall resorte to him, to write and read

;

whose wages shall be paid either by the parents or masters of

such children, or by the inhabitants in generall, by way of

supplye, as the major parte of those who order the prudentials

of the towne shall appointe.

*^And it w further ordered, That where any towne shall

increase to the number of one hundred families or howsholders,

they shall sett up a grammar schoole, the masters thereof being

able to instruct youths so far as they may bee fitted for the

university."

In 1636, the colonists began at Cambridge, Massachusetts,

the first college on the American continent. Its commencement

was as follows :

—

*'The magistrates led the way by a subscription among them-

selves of two hundred pounds, in books for the library. The

comparatively wealthy followed with gifts of twenty and thirty

pounds. The needy multitude succeeded, like the widow of old,

casting their mites into the treasury. A number of sheep was

bequeathed by one man; a quantity of cotton cloth, worth nine

shillings, presented by another; apewter flagon, worth ten shil-

lings, by a third; a fruit-dish, a sugar-spoon, a silver-tipt jug,

one great set, and one smaller trencher set, by others"

"The ends," says Cotton Mather, " for which our fathers chiefly

erected a college were that scholars might there be educated

for the service of Christ and his churches, in the work of the

ministry, and that the youth might be seasoned in their tender

years with such principles as brought their blessed progenitors

into this wilderness. There is no one thing of greater concern-

ment to these churches, in present and after times, than the

prosperity of that society. We cannot subsist without a

college."

A college, accordingly, was established in 1636, and in 1638

Rev. John Harvard, a learned and wealthy minister, died, and

by his will gave one-half of his property and his entire library

to the college at Boston ; and hence it is called Harvard College,

and now, also, Cambridge University.

According to the rules for the government of this college,

the president or professor, on being inaugurated, must first
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"repeat his oath to the civil government; then he must declare

his belief in the scriptures of the Old -and New Testaments,

and promise to open and explain the Scriptures to his pupils

with integrity and faithfulness, according to the best light God
shall give him." He also must promise "to promote true piety

and godliness by his example and instruction."

"The rector or president shall also cause the Scriptures daily,

except on the Sabbath mornings and evenings, to be read by the*

students at the times of prayer in the school; and upon the

Sabbath he shall either expound practical theology, or cause

the non-graduating students to repeat sermons; so that, through

the blessing of God, it may be conducive to their establishment

in the principles of the Christian Protestant religion.

"The exercises of the students had the aspect of a theological

rather than a literary institution. They were practised tvnce

a day in reading the Scriptures, giving an account of their pro-

ficiency in practical and spiritual truths, accompanied by theo-

retical observations on the language and logic of the sacred

writings. They were carefully to attend God's ordinances, and

be examined on their profiting; commonplacing the sermons,

and repeating them publidy in the hail. In every year and

every week of the college course, every class was practised in

the Bible and catechetical divinity"

Rev. Thomas Shepard, D.D., a learned divine, and laborious

minister of God, conceived the design of procuring voluntary

contributions of corn—money being out of the question—from

all parts of New England, for the purpose of maintaining poor

students. He laid the following memorial before the commis-

sioners of the united colonies of Massachusetts, Plymouth, Con-

necticut, and New Haven, which met at Hartford, in 1644.

"To the Honored Commissioners:

—

"Those whom God hath called to attend the welfare of re-

ligious commonwealths have been prompt to extend their care

for the good of public schools, by means of which the common-

wealth may be furnished unto knowing and understanding men
in all callings, and the church with an able minister in all

places; without which it is easy to see how both these estates

may decline and degenerate into gross ignorance, and, conse-

quently, into great and universal profaneness. May it please

you, therefore, among other things of common concernment

and public benefit, to take into your consideration some way of
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comfortable maintenance for that school of the prophets that

now is established .... If, therefore, it were recommended by
you to the freedom of every family that is able and willing to

give, throughout the plantations, to give but the fourth part

of a bushel of corn, or something equivalent thereto," Ac
This memorial was received, and its policy cordially carried

out by the commissioners, who recommended to the deputies of

the several General Courts, and to the elders within the four

colonies, to 'call for a voluntary contribution of one peck of corn,

or twelve pence in money, or its equivalent in other commodities,

from every family,—^a recommendation which was adopted and

very generally responded to.

The constitution of Massachusetts, of 1780, thus refers to

Harvard College :
—" Whereas our wise and pious ancestors, so

early as the year 1636, laid the foundation of Harvard College,

in which university many persons of great eminence have, by

the blessing of God, been initiated into those arts and sciences

which qualified them for public employment, both in Church

and State; and whereas the encouragement of arts and sci-

ences, and all good literature, tends to the honor of God, the

advantage of the Christian religion, and the great benefit of

this and the other United States of America, it is declared,

that the President and Fellows of Harvard College," Ac.

At New Haven, Connecticut, the second successful efiFort was

made to found a permanent college of learning. Common
schools, where the elements of education were widely diffused

among the rising population, did not satisfy the enlarged views

of literary men, and the plan of an institution of higher pre-

tensions and more extended scope occupied the thoughts of

the first settlers of Connecticut.

After various consultations, chiefly in reference to the interests

*of the Church, and confined in a great measure to the liberal

and enlightened clergy of the times, a definite proposition was

at length submitted with regard to the establishment of a col-

lege in New Haven. The following resolution is the earliest

record on the subject :

—

"At a GeneralCourt, held at Guilford, June 28th, a.d. 1652,

Voted, the matter about a college at New Haven was thought to

be too great a charge for us of this jurisdiction to undergo alone,

especially considering the unsettled state of New Haven town,

being publicly declared, from the deliberate judgement of the
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most understanding men, to be a place of no comfortable

subsistence for the present inhabitants there. But, if Connec-

ticut do join, the planters are generally willing to bear their

just proportion for erecting and maintaining of a college there."

In 1700, ten of the principal ministers in the colony were

nominated and agreed upon, by a general consent, both of the

ministers and people, to stand as trustees or undertakers to

found, erect, and govern a college. They soon met at Branford,

and laid the foundation of Yale College. Each member brought

a number of books and presented them to the body, and, laying

them on the table, said :
—"/ give these books for the found-

ing of a college in this colony." The object of a college at New
Haven was stated by a large number of ministers and lay-

men, who petitioned the Colonial Assembly for a charter. They
said that, "from a sincere regard to, and zeal for upholding

the Protestant religion by a succession of learned and orthodox

men, they had proposed that a collegiate school should be

erected in this colony, wherein youth should be instructed in

all parts of learning, to qualify them for public employment in

Church and civil State."

The legislature of the cqjony promptly responded to the ap-

plication, and a charter was granted, in which it was said,

—

" Whereas, several well-disposed and public-spirited persons,

out of their sincere regard to, and zeal for upholding and

propagating the Christian Protestant religion by a succession

of learned and orthodox men, have expressed by petition

their earnest desire that full liberty and privilege be granted

unto certain undertakers for the founding, suitably endowing

and ordering a Collegiate School within his Majesty's Colony

of Connecticut, wherein youth may be instructed in the arts

and sciences, who, through the blessing of Almighty God,
,

may be fitted for public employment both in Church and State.

To the intent, therefore, that all due encouragement be given to

such pious resolutions, and that so necessary and religious an

undertaking may be set forward and well managed, be it

enacted," &c.

The charter being granted, at a meeting of the collegiate

undertakers, held at Saybrook, November 11, a.d. 1701, they

sent out the following circular :

—

" Whereas, it was the glorious public design of our now blessed

fathers in their removal from Europe into these parts of Ame-
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rica, both to plant, and (under the Divine blessing) to propagate

in this wilderness, the blessed Reformed Protestant religion,

. in the purity of its order and worship, not only to their poste-

rity, but also to the barbarous natives ; in which great enterprise

they wanted not the royal commands and favor of his Majesty

King Charlea the Second to authorize and invigorate them.

" We, their unworthy posterity, lamenting our past neglect of

this grand errand, and sensible of the equal obligations better

to prosecute the same end, are desirous in our generation to

be serviceable thereunto. Whoreunto the religious and liberal

education of suitable youth is, under the blessing of God, a chief

and most probable expedient

:

"Therefore, that we might not be wanting in cherishing the

present observable and pious disposition of many well-minded

people to dedicate their children and substance unto God in

such a good service, and being ourselves with sundry other reve-

rend elders, not only desired by our godly people to undertake, as

Trustees, for erecting, forming, ordering, and regulating a Col-

legiate School, for the advancement of such an education ; but

having also obtained of our present religious government both

full liberty and assistance by their donation to such use ; tokens,

likewise, that particular persons will not be wanting in their

beneficence ; do, in duty to God and the weal of our country,

undertake in the aforesaid design.

"For the orderly and effectual management of this affair, we
agree to, and hereby appoint and confirm, the following rules :

—

"1st. That the Rector take special care, as of the moral be-

haviour of the students, at all times, so with industry to in-

struct and ground them well in theoretical divinity; and to

that end shall take effectual measures that the said students be

weekly caused memoriter to recite the Assembly's Catechism

in Latin ; and he shall make, or cause to be made, from time to

time, such explanations as may (through the blessing of God) be

most conducive to their establishment in the principles of the

Christian Protestant rehgion.

" 2d. The Rector shall also cause the Scriptures daily (ex-

cept on the Sabbath), morning and evening, to be read by the

students, at the times of prayer in the school, according to the

hiudable order and usage of Harvard College, making exposi-

tions upon the same ; and upon the Sabbath shall either expound

practical theology, or cause the non-graduating students to repeat
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sermons ; and in all other ways, according to his best discre-

tion, shall at all times studiously endeavor, in the education of

the students, to promote the power and purity of religion and

the best edification of these New England churches."

Rev. Henry B. Smith, of the Union Theological Seminary at

New York, in behalf of the Society for the Promotion of Col-

legiate and Theological Education at the. West, presents the

following view of the history and fruits of the colleges at Cam-
bridge and New Haven :

—

'' For our encouragement it may be said that no people ever

began its institutions under better auspices or with ampler

promise. This we owe, under God, to the pious zeal of our

Pilgrim Fathers, many of them eminent in learning as well as

faith. John Cotton, of Boston, had been the head-lecturer and

dean of Immanuel College in Cambridge, England. John

Newton, of Ipswich, afterwards of Boston, was oflFered a fellow-

ship in the same college. John Davenport, of New Haven, was
termed a 'universal scholar.' Thomas Hooker, of Hartford,

was a fellow of Cambridge, and was here called the ' light of

the Western churches.* Thomas Thatcher, of Weymouth, com-

posed a Hebrew lexicon. Charles Chauncey, president of Har-

vard, had been Professor of Greek in Cambridge, England.

Cotton Mather was the author of three hundred and eighty-two

publications, including the 'Magnalia.'

" Established under such auspices, it is no wonder that all

our earlier colleges, and, following in their train, most of the later,

have been animated by the conviction that institutions of learning

are needed by Christianity, and should have this faith as the

basis of all their instructions. The earliest were not so much
colleges as schools for the training of the ministry. The Pil-

grims, when they numbered only five thousand families, founded

the University of Cambridge, in 163G, with its perennial motto,

* Christo et Ecclesiae ;' and Cotton Mather says that this university

was 'the best thing they ever thought of.' In 1696, there were

one hundred and sixteen pastors in the one hundred and twenty-

nine churches, and one hundred and nine of these were from

Harvard. Harvard has educated one thousand six hundred and

seventy-three ministers: three hundred and fifty-one are still

living. Yale College dates from 1700, and in its earlier years

the Assembly's Catechism in Greek was read by the freshmen

;

the sophomores studied Hebrew; the juniors, sophomores, and
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the seniors, both at Harvard and Yale, were thoroughly in-

structed in divinity in the admirable compend of Wollebius.

"Yale has given to our churches one thousand six hundred

and sixty-one ministers, of whom seven hundred and forty-one

are still living. In the State of Connecticut, down to 1842,

out of nine hundred and forty-seven ministers, only thirty-three

were not graduates. Princeton was started in 1741, one of the

fruits of the great revival, and by the New Side of that day.

Dartmouth was a missionary school &om its inception in 1769;

and its catalogue gives the names of more than seven hundred

ministers, a quarter-part of all its graduates. And almost all

of our later colleges are the fruit of Christian beneficence, and

their foundations have been laid with the prayers of our churches;

and He who heareth prayer has breathed upon them his divine

blessing, and through their influence sanctified our youth for

•the service of Christ and his Church. They have aspired to

realize that ideal of education which Milton had in vision when
he said, ' The end of learning is to repair the ruins of our first

parents by regaining to know God aright, and out of that

knowledge to love him, to imiUte him, to be like him, as

we may the nearest by possessing our souls of true virtue,

which, being imited to the heavenly grace of fiuth, makes up

the highest perfection.'
*'

" Yale College," says Lossing, " aside from its intrinsic worth

as a seminary of learning, is remarkable for the great number
of the leading men of the Revolution who were educated within

its walls. That warm and consistent patriot. President Daggett,

gave a poHtical tone to the establishment favorable to the re-

publican cause, and it was regarded as the nursery of Whig
principles during the Revolution. When New Haven was in-

vaded by Tryon, Yale College was marked for special vengeance;

but the invaders retreated hastily, without burning the town.

There were very few among the students, during our war for

independence, who were imbued with tory principles, and they

were generally, if known, rather harshly dealt with."

"Among the most striking acts of the legislation of the Puri-

tans," says Judge Story, " are those which respect the cause of

learning and education. Within ten short years after their first

settlement, they founded the University of Cambridge, and en-

dowed it with the sum of four hundred pounds,—a sum which,

considering their means and their wants, was a most generous
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benefaction. Perhaps no language could more significantly

express the dignity of their design than their own words.

'After God had carried us safe to New England/ said they,

' and we had builded our houses, provided necessaries for our

households, reared convenient places for God's worship, and

settled the civil government, one of the next things we longed

for, and looked after, was to advance learning and perpetuate

it to posterity, dreading to leave an illiterate ministry to the

churches when our present ministers shall lie in the dust.' The

truest glory of our forefathers is in that system of public in-

struction which they instituted by law, and to which New Eng-

land owes more of its character, its distinction, and its pros-

perity than to all other causes. If this system be not altogether

without example in the history of other nations (as I suspect

it to be in its structure and extent), itjs, considering the age

and means of the projectors, £0i extraordinary instance of wise

legislation, and worthy of the most profound statesmen of any

times. At the distance of centuries, it stands alone and un-

rivalled. It was on this system of public instruction that our

fathers laid the foundation for the perpetuity of our institutions,

and for that growth of sound morals, industry, and public

spirit, which has never yet been wanting in New England, and,i

we may fondly hope, will forever remain her appropriate praise.

" I know not what more munificent donation any government

can bestow than by providing instruction at public expense,

not as a scheme of charity, but of municipal policy. If a pri-

vate person deserves the applause of all good men, who founds

a single hospital or college, how much more are they entitled to

the appellation of public benefactors who by the side of every

church in every village plant a school of letters I Other monu-

ments of the art and genius of man perish; but these, from their

very nature, seem absolutely immortal."
" In these measures," says Bancroft, " especially in the laws

establishing common schools, lies the secret of the success and

character of New England. Every child, as it was born into the

world, was lifted from the earth by the genius of the country,

and in the statutes of the land received, as its birthright| a

pledge of the public care for its morals and its mind."
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CHAPTER Vn.

COLOMSATIOX OF PKNNBTLYANIA

—

^PSNH's OHAKAOTSB—^BI8 FBAHl OV OOTim!!*

MINT—BA8SD ON TBI BIBLS->0HRI8TIAII LBGI8LATI0N—BAlfCmorT'8 YlfW
or PINK—HIS COLONY A NBW BRA IN LIBBETT—MBAN8 OF BDVCATION

—

COLONIIATION OF NBW YORK—ITS COMMBRCIAL SPIRIT—^ASSUMBS A ORRIS-

TIAN CBARAOTBR—THB DUTCH RBFORMBD CHURCH—PURITAH AND PRBSBT-

TBRIAN SBTTLBMBNTS—BPIBCOPAL CHURCH—^THB HUGURN0T8—CHRISTIAN
LRGISLATION OF THB COLONY—^BDUCATION—A SCHOOL RBLIC—NBW JBRSBT

COLONY—CHRISTIAN STANDARD IN LBQISLATION—COLONY OF DBLAWARB—ITS

CHRISTIAN SBTTLBMBNT.

In 1682, another important era in the Christian colonization

of the North American continent "was inaugurated. William

Penn was singularly qualified to be the founder of a Christian

commonwealth. He had been educated under the influence

of the gospel. He had studied the origin of government, the

nature of civil liberty, and the rights of man, in the light of

the pure word of God, and formed the purpose of founding a

Christian empire on the free and peaceful precepts of Christian-

ity. He had a firm faith in the great American idea that

man, educated by Christianity, was capable of self-government.

Finding no place in Europe to try the experiment of a Christian

government, he resolved to seek it in America.

The settlement of the province of Pennsylvania by William

Penn formed a new era in the liberties of mankind. It afforded

a resting-place where the conscientious and oppressed people

of Europe might repose, and enjoy the rights of civil and reli-

gious freedom which mankind had derived as an inheritance

from the Creator.

He obtained from Charles II. a grant of territory that now
embraces the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Dela-

ware. He was legally inducted to the governorship of this

immense domain, in England, by the officers of the crown, and

in 1682 arrived in the New World and assumed the ^ivil

government of the colony. He avowed his purpose to be to

institute a civil government on the basis of the Bible and to

administer it in the fear of the Lord. The acquisition and

government of the colony, he said, was '' so to serve the truth
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and the people of the Lord, that an example may be set to the

nations."

The frame of government which Penn completed in 1682 for

the government of Pennsylvania was derived from the Bibl^.

He deduced from various passages " the origination and descent

of all human power from God; the divine right of govern-

ment, and that for two ends,—^first, to terrify evil doers;

secondly, to cherish those who do well;" so that government,
"

he said, "seems to me to be a part of religion itself,"
—"a

thing sacred in its institutions and ends." " Let men be good,

and the government cannot be bad." " That, therefore, which

makes a good constitution must keep it,—namely, men of wis-

dom and virtue,—qualities that, because they descend not with

worldly inheritance, must be carefully propagated by a virtuous

education of youth."

The first legislative act, passed at Chester, the seventh of

the twelfth month, December, 1682, announced the ends of a
true civil government. The preamble recites, that, " Whereas
the glory of Almighty God and the good of mankind is the

reason and end of government, and, therefore, government

in itself is a venerable ordinance of God, and forasmuch as it

is principally desired and intended by the proprietary and

governor, and the freemen of Pennsylvania and territories

thereunto belonging, to make and establish such laws as shall

best preserve true Christian and civil liberty, in opposition to

all unchristian, licentious, and unjust practices, whereby God
may have his due, Csesar his due, and the people their due,

from tyranny and oppression."

The frame of government contained the following article on

religious rights :

—

" That all persons living in this province who confess and

acknowledge the one almighty and eternal (Jod to be the crea-

tor, upholder, and ruler of the world, and who hold themselves

obliged in conscience to live peaceably and justly in civil

society, shall in no wise be molested or prejudiced for their

religious persuasion or practice in matters of feith and wor-

ship ; nor shall they be compelled at any time to frequent or

maintain any religious worship, place, or ministry whatso-"

ever."

William Penn, when about planting his colony and establish^
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ing his government in Pennsylvania^ in 1682, caused the follow-

ing law to be made :

—

" To the end that looseness, irreligion, and atheism may not

creep in under the pretence of conscience in this province, be it

further enacted by the authority aforesaid, That, according to

the good example of the primitive Christians, and for the ease

of the creation, every first day of the week, called the Lord's

day, people shall abstain from their common toil and labor,

that, whether masters, parents, children, or servants, they may
better dispose themselves to read the Scriptures of truth at

home or to frequent such meetings of religious worship abroad,

as may best suit their respective persuasions."

" In the judgment of this Quaker patriarch and legislator,"

says Bancroft, " government derived neither its obligations nor

powers &om man. Grod was to him the beginning and the end

of government. He thought of government as a part of reli-

gion itself. Christians should keep the helm and guide the

vessel of state."

His object also was to carry the Christian religion to the

natives. This Christian design is expressed in the charter

granted by Charles II. It says, " Whereas our trusty and

beloved William Penn, out of a commendable desire to enlarge

the British empire, as also to reduce the savages, by just and

gentle measures, to the love of civil society and the Christian

religion, hath humbly besought our leave to translate a colony."

This purpose was expressed by Penn in the petition he sent to

the king. He says he "should be able to colonize the pro-

vince, which might enlarge the British empire, and promote the

glory of God by the civilization and conversion of the Indian

tribes." He urged all who proposed to join the colony "to have

especial respect to the will of God."

He continued to act as Governor of Pennsylvania till June,

1684, when he returned to England. Before his embarkation,

he uttered these farewell words to the colony, as his parting

benediction :—" I bless you in the name and power of the Lord

;

and may God bless you with his righteousness, peace, and
plenty, all the land over. Oh that you would eye God in all,

through all, and above all the works of his hand."

One of the great features of the Christian polity of Penn was

his faith and fair dealings with the Indians. Every rood of

land he obtained by honest purchase, and his integrity and
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frankness won for him and his colony the confidence and friend-

ship of the Indian race. Treaties of mutual advantage were

entered into between them, in which it was covenanted that

as long as the grass grew and the waters ran, the links in

the chain of their mutual friendship should be kept bright

and strong. His transactions with the Indian tribes were

marked with Christian integrity, and added new lustre to his

fame.

Penn, as the wise founder of a civil commonwealth, provided

measures for the general diffusion of the blessings of a Chris-

tian education.

" Let men," he says, " be good, and the government cannot

be bad. That, therefore, which makes a good constitution must

keep it,—namely, men of wisdom and virtue, qualities that, as

they descend not with worldly inheritance, must be carefully

propagated by a virtuous education of the youth."

One of the last acts of William Penn on leaving the country

for England was to grant a charter to the public school in

Philadelphia, in order to secure good school-instruction equally

to all tiie children of the community. On the seal of this

institution he placed the motto, "Good instruction is bet-

ter THAN RICHES ;" with the impressive adage, " Love ye one

another."

The Christian Colonization op New York
Is cotemporaneous with its first settlement. Commerce and

Christianity are always in genial sympathy and co-operation ;

and as commerce, from the beginning of the colony in 1609,

was a leading motive of the first settlers, so the Christian reli-

gion pioneered its way side by side with commerce. As early

as 1613, four years after the discovery of Manhattan by Hud-
son, Holland merchants had established several trading-posts,

and in 1623 measures were taken to found an agricultural and

Christian settlement. The first emigrants were those who had

fled from the severity of religious persecution in the seven-

teenth century in the French Belgic provinces, and came with

a faith tried in a fiery furnace.

The East India Company, formed in 1621, stipulated that
** where emigrants went forth under their auspices, and that of

the States-General of Holland, it should be tiieir duty to send

out a schoolmaster, being a pious member of the church, whose
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office it was to instruct the children, and preside in their reli-

gious meetings on the Sabbath and other days, leading in the

devotions, and reading a sermon, until the regular ministry

8hould be established over them. An individual was often desig-

nated as a Zickentrooster, (comforter of the sick,) who for his

spiritual gifts was adapted to edify and comfort the people."

In 1633 the first minister came over, and associated with him

was a schoolmaster, who organized a church school. The intro-

duction, at this early period of the settlement of the colony,

of the church and school combined, cannot, therefore, be claimed

as the peculiar distinction of the Puritan emigrants, as the

direct aim and the provision made in the early settlements

by the Dutch was to extend and preserve in the midst of them
the blessings of education and religion.

The Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church of New York was the

first founded in North America, and dates from the first settle-

ment on Manhattan Island. The first religious meetings were

held in a temporary building, till in 1626 an emigrant, in build-

ing a horse-mill, provided a spacious room above for the congre-

gation. At an interview, in 1642, between a famous navigator,

De Vries, and the Governor of the Colony, the former remarked
" that it was a shame that the English when they visited Man-
hattan saw only a mean barn in which we worshipped. The first

they built in New England, after their dwelling-houses, was a

fine church: we should do the same." This led to the erection

of a new and spacious church-edifice.

In a letter written on the 11th of August, 1628, by Rev.

Jonas Michaellus, the first minister of the Dutch Reformed

Church in the United States, there is found the following state-

ment :

—

" We have established the form of a church, and it has been

thought best to choose two elders for my assistance, and for

the proper consideration of all such ecclesiastical matters as

might occur. We have had at the first administration of the

Lord's Supper full fifty communicants, not without great joy

and comfort for bo many,—Walloons and Dutch ; of whom a por-

tion made their first confession, and others exhibited their church

certificates. We administer the Holy Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper once in four months.
" We must have no other object than the glory of God in build-

ing up his kingdom and the salvation of many souls. As to the
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natives of this country, I find them entirely savage and wild,

proficient in all wickedness, who serve nobody but the devil.

Let us then leave the parents in their condition, and begin with

the children who are stiU young, and place them under the in-

struction of some experienced and godly schoolmaster, where

they may be taught especially in the fundamentals of our Chris-

tian religion. In the mean time it must not be forgotten to pray

to the Lord, with ardent and continual prayers, for his blessing."

In 1636, the Puritans of New England began to add largely

to the New York colony. In ten years after the Puritan emi-

gration began, " there were so many at Manhattan as to require

preachers who could speak in English as well as Dutch." " Whole

towns," says Bancroft, " had been settled by New England men,

who had come to America to serve Grod with a pure conscience,

and to plant New England liberties in a congregational way."

The colony of New York, after being under the jurisdiction

of the Dutch for fifty years, passed, in 1664, to that of England.

This political revolution secured a rapid colonization from

various quarters. *' English, Irish, Scotch, French, and Dutch,

chiefly Presbyterians and Independents," now began to emigrate

to the colony of New York. The Episcopalians claimed "that

the province was subject to the ecclesiastical government of the

Church of England, and that theirs was the religion of the

state." The Duke of York, afterwards James II., maintained

an Episcopal chapel in New York at hie own private expense.

" Ministers," said Andros, the civil Grovernor of the colony, in

1683, " are scarce, and religion wanes." " There were about

twenty churches, of which half were destitute of ministers.

But the Presbyterians and Independents, who formed the most

numerous and thriving portions of the inhabitants, were the

only class of the people who showed .much willingness to pro-

cure and support ministers."

The seventeenth century, constituting an important era of

Christian colonization of the New World, brought to the North

American colonies the rich Christian contribution £rom the

Huguenots of France. All the colonies gave them a heart-

welcome as refugees from a frenzied and cruel religious perse-

cution. They were ardent lovers of liberty, and declared that,

with " their ministers, they had come to adore and serve Cod
with freedom." These Christian exiles were warmly welcomed

to the colony of New York, and became one of the richest
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portions of the population. In 1662 they had become so nume-

rous that the colonial laws and official papers were published in

French as well as in Dutch and English. The French church

in the city of New York became the metropolis of Calvinism,

where the Huguenot emigrants out of the city came to worship.

" The character of the first Huguenot settlers," says Dr. De
Witt, " was eminently worthy, both here and in other parts of

the State and the United States. An interesting fact is related

concerning the first settlers of New Rochelle, in Westchester

county. When they entered the forests, and with toilful labor

engaged in clearing and cultivating the fields, they resolved, in

the spirit of deep piety which they brought with them, to unite

with their brethren in New York in the public worship of the

Sabbath, though at a distance of twenty miles. Such was their

reverence for the sanctification of the Sabbath that they would

take up their march on foot in the afternoon of Saturday, and

reach New York by midnight, singing thehymns of Clement Marol

by the way. Engaging in the worship of the Sabbath, they

remained till after midnight, and then took their march in return

to New Rochelle, relieving the toil of the way by singing

Marot's hymns." " Happy and proud," says Bancroft, " in the

religious liberty they enjoyed, they ceased not to write to their

brethren in France of the grace which God had shown them."

In 1665, the colonial legislature of New York passed the fol-

lowing act in reference to Christianity and its ordinances :

—

"Whereas, The public worship of God is much discredited

for want of painful [laborious] and able ministers to instruct

the people in the true religion, it is ordered that a church shall

be built in each parish, capable of holding two hundred persons;

that ministers of every church shall preach every Sunday, and

pray for the king, queen, the Duke of York, and the royal

family; and to marry persons after legal publication of license."

It was also enacted that " Sunday is not to be profaned by
travelling, by laborers, or vicious persons," and "church-wardens
to report twice a year all misdemeanors, such as swearing,

profaneness. Sabbath-breaking, drunkenness, fornication, adul-

tery, and all such abominable sins." "Persons were punished

with death who should in any wise deny the true God or his

attributes." These were the laws of the colony of New York
until 1683.

The following paper will show better the attention that thci
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early settlers of New York paid to edacation, and is an amasing

relic of colonial antiquity. It belongs to the ancient local his-

tory of Flatbush,. Long Island :

—

Abt. 1. The school shall begin at 8 o'clock and go outt att

11; shall begin again att 1 o'clock and ende att 4. The bell

shall bee rung beefore the school begins.

Art. 2. When school opens, one of the children shall readc

the morning prayer as it stands in the catechism, and close

with the prayer before dinner; and inn the afternoon the same.

The evening school shall begin with the Lord's prayer and close

by singing a psalm.

Art. 3. Hee shall instruct the children inn the common
prayers and the questions and answers off the catechism on

Wednesdays and Saturdays, too enable them too say them

better on Sunday inn the church.

Art. 4. Hee shall bee bound too keep his school nine months

in succession, from September too June, one year with another,

and shall always bee present himself.

Art. 5. Hee shall bee choirister off the church; ring the bell

three tymes before service, and reade a chapter off the Bible inn

the church between the second and third ringinge off the bell;

after the third ringinge he shall reade the ten commandments
and the twelve articles off ffaith and then sett the psalm. In

the aftcrnoone after the third ringinge off the bell hee shall reade

A short chapter or one off the psalms off David as the congre-

gatione are assemblinge; afterwards he shall again sett the

psalm.

Art. 6. When the minister shall preach at Broockland or

Utrecht he shall be bounde to reade twice before the congre-

gatione from the booke used for the purpose. Hee shall heare

the children recite the questions and answers off the catechism

on Sunday and instruct them.

Art. 7. Hee shall provide a basin off water for the baptism,

ffor which hee shall receive twelve stuyvers in wampum ffor

every baptism from parents or sponsors. Hee shall furnish

bread and wine ffor communion att the charge off the church.

Uee shall also serve as messenger ffor the consistories.

Art. 8. Hee shall give the funerale invitations and toll the

bell; and ffor which hee shall receive for persons off fifteen years

off age and upwards twelve guilders; and ffor persons under
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fift^n, eight guilders ; and iff hee shall cross the river to New
York hee shall have ffour guilders more.

[The compensation of the schoolmaster was as follows:]

1st. Hee shall receive ffor a speller or reader three guilders

a quarter ; and ffor a writer ffour guilders ffor the daye school.

Inn the evening ffour guilders for a speller or reader, and five

guilders ffor a writer per quarter.

2nd. The residue off his salary shall bee ffour hundred guild-

ers in wheat (of wampum value) deliverable at Broockland

Fferry with the dwellinge, pasturage and meadowe appurtain-

inge to the school.

Done and agreede on inn consistorie, in the presence off the

Honourable Constable and Overseers, this 8th daye off October,

1682.

Constable and Overseers. The Qmsistorie.

Cornelius Berrian, Casparits Vanztjren,

Rykiere Aertsen, Minister.

Jak Remsek.
'

Adri^ew Ryerse,

Cornelius Barent Van-
[derwyok.

I agree to the above articles, and promise to observe them.

Johannes Von Echkellen.

New Jersey

Became an independent colony in 1664. " Its moral character

was moulded by New England Puritans, English Quakers, and

Dissenters from Scotland." An association of church-members

from the New Haven colony resolved with one heart " to carry

on their spiritual and town affairs according to Godly Govern-

ment;" and in 1668 the colonial legislative Assembly, under

Puritan influence, transferred the chief features of the New
England codes to the statute-book of New Jersey. New Jersey

increased in population and prosperity under the genial presence

of Christian institutions, and became distinguished for intelli-

gence, industry, and enterprise. ^'The people," says Bancroft,

"rejoiced under the reign of God, confident that he would
beautify the meek with salvation."

The Christian teachings of the Quakers, in union with Pres-

byterian and Anabaptist influences, made New Jersey, in its

colonial structure, a model Protestant republic. " These were

interwoven into the earliest elements of the political society of
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New Jersey, and constitute one of the beautiful historical inci-

dents of the age. The people have always enjoyed a high repu-

tation for piety, industry, economy, and good morals." They

received and practised such Christian lessons as the following,

given by their friends in England, in 1681 ;

—

''Friends that are gone to make plantations in America,

keep the plantations in your own hearts, that your own vines

and lilies be not hurt. You that are governors and judges, you

should be eyes to the blind, feet to the lame, and fathers to the

poor, that you may gain the blessing of those who are ready to

perish, and cause the widow's heart to sing for gladness. If you

rejoice because your hand hath gotten much, if you say to the

fine gold, Thou art my confidence, you will have denied the God
that is above. The Lord is ruler among nations ; he will crown

his people with dominion."

The high standard of Christian morality in the colony of New
Jersey was indicated by the motto on the provincial seal,

—

''Bighteousness exaUeth a nation" A proclamation made by

Governor Basse, in 1697, contains the following Christian

record :
—"It being very necessary for the good and prosperity

of this province that our principal care be, in obedience to the

laws of God, to endeavor as much as in us lyeth the extirpa-

tion of all sorts of looseness and profanity, and to unite in the

fear and love of God and one another, that, by the religious and

virtuous carriage and behavior of every one in his respective

station and calling, the blessing of Almighty God may accom-

pany . our honest and lawful endeavors, I do therefore, by and

with the advice of the Council of this province, strictly prohibit

cursing, swearing, immoderate drinking. Sabbath-breaking, and

all sorts of lewdness and profane behavior in word and action

;

and do strictly charge and conmiand all justices of the peace,

8heri&, constables, and all other ofiioers within the province,

that they take due care that all laws made and provided for

the suppression of vice and encouraging of religion and virtue,

particularly the observance of the Lord's day, be duly put into

execution."

Delaware

Had a Christian colonization. Gustavus Adolphus, of the royal

family of Sweden, projected an enterprise to aid in the Chris-

tian settlement of the New World. Its object, though in part

.
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commercial, was declared to be for the benefit of the " whole

Protestant world." In 1637, two vessels, fitted out by the

Government of Sweden, carried out a band of emigrants with

their Christian teachers, and in the spring of 1638 they sailed

into Delaware Bay and began the Christian colonization of that

region. In 1640 the colony received Christian emigrants from

New England. It continued a political connection with the

colony of Pennsylvania till 1704, when it became an independ-

ent commonwealth.

CHAPTER VIIL

OOLOHIZATION OP VIBGINIA—CHA&TBB^—ITS CHBI8TIAN 0BJSCT8—^PBBACHIB«

or TBI G08PBL BKJOIXBD—INDIAX8 TO BB OBBISTIAMIZXD—OOLLBOB IN8T1-

TUTBD-WBPPBBSON's BBMABKB—^ACTS OP 0BBI8TIAN LX0I8LATI0H—XPI8C0-

PACT B8TABLI8BBD—COLONIZATIOH OP MABTLAHD—LOBD BALTIMOBB—CHAB-

TBB—BBLIGI0U8 TOLXBATIOH BBC0MB8 THB PUNDAMXNTAL LAW OP AMXBIOAM
00NSTITUTI0N8—00L0BI8ATI0B OP 80DTH OABOLINA—CHABTBB—PBAMB OP

OOVBBBMBIIT POBMXD BT LOCKB—COLONIZATIOH OP NOBTH OABOLIMA—BIBLB

THB BA8I8 OP THBIB IN8TITUTIOM8--OHBI8TIAN IK8TBUCTION8 TO CIVIL DB-

LBOATB8—<COLONIZATIOB OP GBOBOIA—OGLBTHOBPB—^THB WB8LBT8—CHBI8-
TIAN BLBMBNT IN GBOBGIA—LB880N8 OP THB COLONISATION OP THB CONTI-

NBNT—BBMABKABLB PBOPHBCT OP AN BNGLI8H BI8H0P—A NBW 8CBNB OP

PBOVIDINCB OPBNBD IN THB 8BTTLBMBNT OP AMBBICA.

The Colonization of Virginia

Began in 1607, fourteen years previous to the Puritan settle-

ment in New England, and seventy-five before William Penn
gave to Pennsylvania the basis of a Christian government. In

April, 1606, James, King of England, granted to a colony

forming to emigrate to America a charter for the possession of

those territories lying on the sea-coast between the 34th and

45th degrees of north latitude, and all the islands within a hun-

dred miles of those shores. That charter declared the design

of the colonists to be ''to make habitation and plantation and

to deduce a colony of sundry of our people into that part of

Americacommonly called Virginia; and thatso noble aworkmay,
by the providence of Almighty God, hereafter tend to the glory

of his divine majesty in propagating of the Christian religion

to such people as yet live in darkness and in miserable ignorance

of the true knowledge and worship of God, and may, in time,
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bring the infidels and savages living in those parts to human
civility and a quiet government."

It IB, moreover, in the Virginia charter of 1609 declared

''that it shall be necessary for all such as inhabit within the

precincts of Virginia to determine to live together in the fear

and true worship of Almighty God, Christian peace, and civil

quietness ;" and that " the principal effect which we [the crown]

can desire or expect of this action is the conversion and reduc-

tion of the people in those parts unto the true worship of Grod

and the Christian religion."

In a code of laws for the government of the Virginia colony,

which the king assisted to frame, were "enjoined the preaching

of the gospel in America, and the performance of divine wor-

ship in conformity with the doctrines and rites of the Church

of England." In 1619, twelve years after the first settle-

ment of Virginia, "The King of England having formerly

issued his letters to the bishops of the kingdom, for collecting

money to erect a college in Virginia for the education of Indian

children, nearly fifteen hundred dollars had been already paid to

this benevolent and pious design, and Henrico had been selected

as a suitable place for the seminary. The Virginia Company
granted ten thousand acres of land to be laid off for the Univer-

sity at Henrico. The first design was to erect and build a col-

lege in Virginia for the training up and educating infidel

[Indian] children in the true knowledge of God." The princi-

pal design of William and Mary College was to instruct and
christianize the Indians.

Jefferson, in his "Notes on Virginia," says, "The purposes

of the institution would be better answered by maintaining a

perpetual mission among the Indian tribes, the object of which,

besides instructing them in the principles of Christianity, as

the founder required, should be to collect their traditions, laws,

customs, languages, and other circumstances which might lead

to a discovery of their relation with one another or descent

from other nations. When these objects are accomplished with

one tribe, the missionary might pass to another."

"The colony of Virginia consisted of Church-of-England

men, and many of their first acts related to provision for the

Church. The ministers were considered, not as pious and cha-

ritable individuals, but as officers of state, bound to promote

the true faith and aid sound morality \)y authority of the com*
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mnnity by which they were paid, and to which they were held

responsible for the performance of their duty. The very first

act of the Assembly required every settlement in which the

people worship God to build a house to be appropriated exclu-

sively for that purpose ; the second act imposed a penalty of a

pound of tobacco for absence from divine service on Sunday

;

and another act prohibited any man from disposing of his

tobacco until the minister's portion was paid.

When the population had increased to fifty thousand, in

1668, there were " nearly fifty Episcopal parishes, with as many
glebes, church-edifices, and pastors. Episcopacy waa established

by law; attendance was enforced by penalties: even the sacra-

mental services of the Church were legally enjoined upon the

people ; every thing wore the appearance of a very strict reli-

gious economy." The Christian religion was the underlying

basis and the pervading element of all the social and civil in-

stitutions of the Virginia eolony.

In 1662, the Assembly of Virginia passed an act to make
permanent provision for the establishment of a college. The

preamble of the act establishing it recites "that the want of

able and faithful ministers in this country deprives us of those

great blessings and mercies that always attend upon the service

of God;" and the act itself declares " that for the advancement

of learning, education of youth, supply of the ministry, and

promotion of piety, there be land taken up and purchased for a

college and free school, and that with all convenient speed there

be buildings erected upon it for the entertainment of students

and scholars." In 1693 the College of William and Mary was

founded.

Maryland

Began her colonial settlement in 1632, under the auspices of

Lord Baltimore, a British nobleman and a Roman Catholic.

His object was to " people a territory with colonists of his own
religious faith, and to erect an asylum in North America for

the Catholic religion." He obtained a charter from Charles I.,

in which it was declared that the "grantee was actuated by a

laudable zeal for extending the Christian religion and the terri-

tory of the British empire ; and if any doubt should ever arise

concoming the true meaning of the charter, there should be no

construction of i1> derogatory to the Christian religion."
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The first band of colonists, consisting of two hundred men
of rank, led by Leonard Calvert, brother of Lord Baltimore,

sailed from England in November, 1632, and landed on the coast

of Maryland early in 1633. As soon as they landed, the gover-

nor erected a cross, and took possession of the country "for our

Lord Jesus Christ, and for our sovereign lord the King of Eng-
land." " To every emigrant fifty acres of land were given in

absolute fee; and the recognition of Christianity as the esta-

blished faith of the land, with an exclusion of the political pre-

dominance or superiority of any particular sect or denomination

of Christians was enacted." The colonists " soon converted a

desolate wilderness into a flourishing commonwealth enlivened

by industry and adorned by civilization."

Religious toleration was, from the beginning, proclaimed as

one of the fundamental laws of the colony. The Assembly,

mostly of the Eoman Catholic faith, passed, in 1650, a memo-
rable Christian act, entitled, an "Act concerning Religion."

The preamble declared that "the enforcement of the conscience

had been of dangerous consequence in those countries where it

had been practised;" and therefore it was ordained "that no^

person professing to believe in Jesus Christ should be molested

on account of their faith, or denied the free exercise of their par-

ticular modes of worship." This act of religious toleration was
as honorable to the first Catholic colony as it was a fitting

tribute to the genius and sanction of the Christian religion. " It

was the earliest example," says Judge Story, "of a legislator

inviting his subjects to the free indulgence of religious opinion."

"With all that was excellent and grand and far-reaching

in the principles of the Pilgrims, and with all the mighty

influences of the religion of the Pilgrims in its bearing on the

liberties of this nation,—^ultimately infinitely more far-reach-

ing than those which had gone out from Maryland,— still,

it cannot be denied that the principles adopted in that colony

were in advance of those which were held by the settlers of

either Plymouth or Jamestown ; and though coming short of

those held by Roger Williams and William Penn, yet they were

such as the age, in its progress, was carrying to that result."

This beneficent and fundamental law exerted a highly favorable

influence on the prosperity of the Maryland colony, and largely

increased its population. It was, in time, incorporated in the

legislation of the less tolerant colonies, and finally became the
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supreme law in all the State ConstitutioDB, as well as in the

Constitution of the United States.

South Cakolina

Began her colonial existence and history under the auspices

of the Christian religion. In 1662, a company of emigrants,

generally grandees of England and courtiers of Charles II.,

obtained a charter and settled in South Carolina. In the

charter, it was stated that the colonists, " excited with a laud-

able and pious zeal for the propagation of the gospel, have

begged a certain country in the parts of America, riot yet culti-

vated and planted, and only inhabited by some barbarous people,

who have no knowledge of Gk)d."

In 1669, a second charter was obtained, and the outlines of

its government, under the title of "the Fundamental Constitu-

tion of Carolina," was drawn up by John Locke, the great

Christian philosopher, who declared that Christianity had "God
for its Author, salvation for its end, and truth without any

mixture of error for its matter." In that constitution it is

declared that

—

"Since the natives of the place, who will be concerned in our

plantations, are utterly strangers to Christianity, whose idolatry,

ignorance, or mistake gives us no right to expel or treat them

ill, and those who remove from other parts to plant there will

undoubtedly be of diflferent opinions concerning matters of re-

ligion, the liberty whereof they will expect to have allowed them,

and it will not be reasonable on this account to keep them out

;

that civil peace may be maintained amidst, the diversity of

opinions, and our agreement and compact with all men ihay be

duly and faithfully observed ; the violation whereof, upon what

pretence soever, cannot be, without great offence to Almighty

God, and great scandal to the true religion which we profess

;

and also that Jews, heathens, and other dissenters from the

purity of the Christian religion may not be scared and kept at

a distance from it, but, by having opportunity of acquainting

themselves with the truth and reasonableness of its doctrines

and the peaceableness and inoffensiveness of its professors, may
by good usage and persuasion, and all those convincing methods

of gentleness and meekness suitable to the rules and designs of

the gospel, be won over to embrace and unfeignedly to receive

the truth : therefore any seven or more persons, agreeing in
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any rdtguntf shall oonstitute a Church or profession, to which

they shall give some name, to distinguish it from others/'

In the terms of communion of every such Church oxprofeasion,

it was required that the three following articles should appear :

—

that there is a Grod ; that public worship is due from all men to

this Supreme Being; and that every citizen shall, at the command
of the civil magistrate, deliver judicial testimony with some form

of words indicating a recognition of divine jtcstice and human
responsHnLity, Only the acknowledged members of some Church

or profession were capable of becoming freemen of Carolina, or

of possessing any estate or habitation within the province ; and

all persons were forbidden to revile, disturb, or in any way per-

secute the members of any religious association sJlowed by

law. What was enjoined to freemen was permitted to slaves,

by an article which declared that ''since charity obliges us to

wish well to the souls of all men, and religion ought to alter

nothing in any man's civil estate or right, it shaU he lawful for

slaves, as well as others, to enter themselves and be of what
Church or profession any of them shall think best and thereof

be as fully members as any freeman."

In another of the articles of ''the Fundamental Constitution" it

was declared that "whenever the country should be sufficiently

peopled and planted, the provincial parliament should enact regu-

lations for the building of churches, and the public maintenance

of divines, to be employed in the cause of religion according to

the canons of the Church of England ;" "which, being the only

true and orthodox and the national religion of all tiie king's

dominions, is so also of Carolina ; and therefore it alone shall

be allowed to receive public maintenance by grant of parlia-

ment."

After twenty years of experiment, the form of government

instituted by Locke was abolished. The French Protestants,

and Dissenters from England, became the ruling power, and

established a more just and liberal system of government.

The Huguenots formed an important part of the colony of

South Carolina.

The same lovely picture of piety as in the New York colony

was presented by these Christian refugees who had settled in.

South Carolina. ''There it was," says Bancroft, "that these

Calvinist exiles could celebrate their worship, without fear, in. the

onidst of the forests, and mingle the voice of their psalms witk
T
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the murmur of the winds which sighed among the mighty oaks.

Their church was in Charleston. They repaired thither every

Sunday from their plantations, which were scattered in all direc-

tions on the banks of the Cooper." The descendants of these

Christian colonists became distinguished in American history,

and exerted a prominent influence in achieving the independ-

ence of the nation. American patriotism, eloquence, oratory,

and jurisprudence are adorned by many noble names, descend-

ants of the Huguenots.

I^'oRTH Carolina,

From the beginning of her colonial history, laid the basis of

her institutions on Christianity. The first permanent settle-

ments were made by fugitives from Virginia, who sought refuge

from the rigid, intolerant laws of that colony, which bore so

heavily on all that could not conform to the ceremonies of the

established Church. When the Puritans were driven from

Virginia, some eminently pious people settled along the sea-

board, where they might be free from the oppression of intoler-

ant laws and bigoted magistrates. About the year 1707, a

colony of Huguenots located on the Trent River, and one of

Palatines at Newborn, each maintaining the peculiar religious

services of the fatherland. The Quakers were, like other sects,

compelled to flee from the severe laws passed against them in

Virginia, and sought refuge in Carolina. As early as 1730,

scattered families of Presbyterians from the north of Ireland

were found in various parts of the colony. In 1736 a colony

of Presbyterians came from the province of Ulster, Ireland,

and made a permanent settlement. Subsequently several other

colonies of Presbyterians came from Ireland, and settled in dif-

ferent sections of the colony. These Presbyterian bands rapidly

increased, and formed numerous large congregations, which mul-

tiplied into other congregations ; and thus the colony became

thoroughly Christian, and the people imbued with a fervent love

of liberty.

In 1746 and 1747 a large emigration of Scotch came into the

colony of North Carolina. In the efforts of Prince Charles

Edward to obtain the crown of England, the Scotch were in

sympathy with him. George 11. granted pardon to a large

number on condition of their emigration and taking the oath of

' allegiance. This is the origin of the Scotch settlements in North
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Carolina. A large number who had taken up arms for the Pre-

tender preferred exile to death or to subjugation in their native

land, and during the years 1746 and 1747 emigrated with their

families and those of many of their friends, to North Carolina,

In the course of a few years, large companies of industrious

Highlanders joined their countrymen.

This Christian people, both in Scotland and this country, con-

tended "that obligation to God was above all human control,

and for the government of their conscience in all matters of

morality and religion the Bible is the storehouse of information,

—acknowledging no Lord of the Conscience but the Son of God,

the head of the Church, Jesus Christ, and the Bible as his divine

communication for the welfare and guide of mankind."

The Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, who formed so large a pro-

portion of the people of North Carolina, and moulded its reli-

gious and political character, were eminently pious and ardent

lovers of liberty. " Their religious principles swayed their

political opinions ; and in maintaining their form of worship and

their creed they learned republicanism before they emigrated to

America."

The religious creed of these Christian emigrants formed a

part of their politics so far as to lead them to decide that no

law of human government ought to be tolerated in opposition

to the expressed will of God. Their ideas of religious liberty

have given a coloring to their political notions on all subjects,

—

have been, indeed, the foundation of their political creed. The
Bible was their text-book on all subjects of importance, and

their resistance to tyrants was inspired by the free principles

which it taught and enforced.

The following instructions to the delegates of Mecklenburg

county exhibit the sentiments of the people on the Christian

religion as the basis of civil government. It bears date Sep-

tember 1, 1776. The first Provincial Congress of North Caro-

lina was then in session.

"13th. You are instructed to assent and consent to the

establishment of the Christian religion, as contained in the

Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, to be the religion of

the state, to the utter exclusion forever of all and every other

(feisely so called) religion, whether pagan or papal ; and that a

full and free and peaceable enjoyment thereof be secured to all

and every constituent member of the state, as their individual
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right as freemen, without the imposition of rites and ceremonies,

whether claiming civil or ecclesiastical power for their source

;

and that a confession and profession of the religion bo ests^

blished shall be necessary in qualifying any person for public

trust in the state.

" 14th. You are also to oppose the establishment of any mode
of worship to be supported to the oppression of the rights of

conscience, and at the destruction of private judgment."

This political paper declares that the people of North Caro-

lina believed the Bible, and from it drew their principles of

morals, religion, and politics. To abjure the Christian religion

would have been, with them, to abjure freedom and immortality.

They asserted in every political form the paramount authority

of the Christian religion as the sole acknowledged religion of

the state and community.

These Christian men, and others like them, constituted the

celebrated Mecklenburg Convention of North Carolina con-

vened in 1776. The convention was composed largely of Presby-

terians, the most distinguished ofwhom were ministers. The dele-

gates met on the 15th of May, 1775, and during their sittings

news arrived of the battle of Lexington. Every delegate felt

the value and importance of the prize of liberty, and the awfiil

and solemn crisis which had arrived. Every bosom swelled

with indignation at the malice, inveteracy, and insatiable revenge

developed in the late attack at Lexington.

After a full and free discussion of various subjects, it was

unanimously

—

" 2. Hesolved, That we, the citizens of Mecklenburg county,

do hereby dissolve the political bands which have connected us

with the mother-country, and hereby absolve ourselves from

allegiance to the British crown, and abjure all political connec-

tion, contract, and association, with that nation which has wan-

tonly trampled on our rights and liberties, and inhumanly shed

the innocent blood of American patriots at Lexington.
" 3. Besolved, That we do hereby declare ourselves a ftw

and independent people,—that we are, and of right ought to

be, a sovereign and self-governing association, under the control

of no power other than that of God and the general govern-

ment of the Congress ; to the maintenance of which independ-

ence we solemnly pledge to each other our mutual co-operation,

our lives^ our fortunes, and our most sacred honor."
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This declaration of independence preceded the one made by
Congress in 1776 more than a year, and is a noble monument
of the patriotism and piety of the people of North Carolina.

The colony of North Carolina is particularly distinguished

for the large number of able and patriotic ministers who were

diligent laborers in the fields of intellectual and Christian cul-

ture and in sowing broadcast the seeds of liberty and of future

independence. The annals of Biblical learning and of freedom

are adorned with the names of Campbell, Hall, Hunter, McAden,
Craighead, Alexander, McWhorter, McCane, Petillo, and others,

who were master-workmen in their department of Christian

labor, and ardent and fearless patriots. These men were the

pioneers of freedom and independence, and in all the measures

preparatory to the coming revolution they were the foremost

leaders.

The Coloky of Georgia

Has a suggestive Christian history. James Oglethorpe, a mem-
4)er of the British Parliament, imbued with the philanthropic

spirit of the gospel, obtained in 1732 a charter from George II.

to establish a colony in North America. He had in. former

years devoted himself to the benevolent work of relieving multi-

tudes in England who were imprisoned for debt and suffering

in loathsome jails. Actuated by Christian motives, he desired

to see these poor sufferers placed in an independent condition,

and projected a colony in America for that purpose. "For
them, and for persecuted Protestants," says Bancroft, "he
planned an asylum and a destiny in America, where former

poverty would be no reproach, and where the simplicity of piety-

could indulge the spirit of devotion without fear of persecution

from men who hated the rebuke of its example." This Chris-

tian enterprise enlisted "the benevolence of England; the

charities of an opulent and enlightened nation were to be con-

centrated on the new plantation ; the Society for Propagating

the Gospel in Foreign Parts sought to promote its interests; and

Parliament showed its good will by contributing ten thousand

pounds."

In January, 1732, Oglethorpe, with one hundred and twenty

emigrants, landed in America, and on the basis of the Christian

religion laid the future commonwealth of Georgia^ The Chris-

tian liberality and philanthropy of the founder of the colony
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spread its fame far and wide ; for it was announced that the

rights of citizenship and all the immunities of the colony "would

be extended to all Protestant emigrants from any nation of

Europe, desirous of refuge from persecution, or willing to under-

take the religious insti'uction of the Indians." The Moravians,

or United Brethren,—a denomination of Christians founded by

Count Zinzendorf, a German nobleman of the fifteenth century,

—were invited to emigrate to the colony of Georgia. They

accepted the invitation, and arrived in the winter of 1736.

Their object was to Christianize and convert the Indians, and to

aid in planting the institutions of .the New World on the basis

of Christianity. The journal of John Wesley during the

voyage exhibits • the godly manner of the emigrants. " Our
common way," says he, "of living was this. From four of the

morning till five, each of us used private prayer. From five to

seven we read the Bible together, carefully comparing it (that

we might not lean to our own understanding) with the writings

of the earliest ages. At eight were public prayers. At four were

the evening prayers,—when either the second lesson was ex-

plained, or the children were catechized and instructed before

the congregation. From five to six we again used private

prayer. At seven I joined with the Germans in their public

service. At eight we met again, to exhort and instruct one

another. Between nine and ten we went to bed, where neither

the roaring of the sea nor the motion of the ship could take

away the refreshing sleep which God gave us." What a Chris-

tian way of spending the time, for emigrants sailing over the

mighty deep to aid in founding a Christian empire on the shores

of a new world

!

When these Christian emigrants touched the shore, their first

act was "to kneel and return thanks to God for their having

safely arrived in Georgia." "Our end in leaving our native

country," said they, "is not to gain riches and honor, but singly

this,—to live wholly to the glory of God." Their object was

"to make Georgia a religious colony, having no theory but

devotion, no ambition but to quicken the sentiment of piety."

The Christian founder of the commonwealth of Georgia car-

ried his Christian principles into all the official transactions of

the colony. The survey and division of the lots in the city of

Savannah were conducted under the sanctions of religion. On
the 7th of July, 1733, the emigrants met in a body upon the
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bluff of the river, before Oglethorpe's tent, and, having returned

thanks to Almighty God and joined in prayer for his blessing

to rest upon the cx)lony and city they were about to found, they

proceeded to lay out the lots and divide them in a Christian

manner. They felt and said, "Except the Lord keep the city,

the watchman waketh but in vain."

Under the administration of Oglethorpe, the colony greatly

prospered and increased in numbers. " His undertaking will

succeed," said Johnson, Grovernor of South Carolina; "for he

nobly devotes all his powers to serve the poor and rescue them

from wretchedness." " He bears a great love to the servants

and children of Grod," said the pastor of a Moravian church.

"He has taken care of us to the utmost of his ability. God has •

so blessed us with his presence and his regulations in the land,

that others would not in many years have accomplished what he

has brought about in one."

In 1734, after a residence of fifteen months in Georgia, Ogle-

thorpe returned to England. He succeeded in obtaining ad-

ditional patronage for the colony, and in October, 1736, set sail

with three hundred emigrants, and after a long and. stormy

voyage they reached the colony of Georgia in February, 1736,

where they were joined a few days after by a band of Christian

emigrants from the highlands of Scotland.

These colonists were • accompanied by John and Charlas

Wesley, the founders of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Their purpose was to aid Oglethorpe in his philanthropic labors

and to convert the Indians to Christianity. Charles Wesley
held the office of Secretary for Indian Affairs, and also that of a

chaplain to Governor Oglethorpe.

Rev. Mr. Stevens, a historian of Georgia, says that "John
Wesley established a school of thirty or forty children, and

hired a teacher, in which he designed to blend religious instruc-

tion with worldly wisdom ; and on Sunday afternoon Mr. Wes-
ley met them in the church before evening service, and heard

the children recite their catechism, questioned them as to what
they had learned in the Bible, instructed them still further in

^

the Bible, endeavoring to fix the truth in their understandings

as well as in their memories. This was a regular part of their

Sunday duties; and it shows that John Wesley, in the parish of

Christ's Church, in Savannah, had established a Sunday-school

nearly fifty years before Robert Raikes originated his noble-
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scheme of Sunday-instruction in Gloucester, England, and

eighty years before the first school in America on Mr. Baikes's

plan was established in New York."

George Whitefield visited Georgia, and preached with wonder-

ful eloquence and zeal, and labored with apostolic faith and

perseverance in founding an Orphan Asylum, a "Bethesda,"

a " House of Mercy," for orphan children. His fame and

influence soon spread over the colonies, and wherever he

went tens of thousands of people hung with breathless interest

on his preaching. He made a number of voyages to Eng-

land and back to America, and died in Newburyport, Massa-

chusetts, in 1770. In consequence of his Christian services

to Georgia, and especially his eflforts for the orphans, the

legislature of the colony proposed to remove his remains to

Savannah and to bury them at public cost. Dr. Franklin

wrote to Dr. Jones, of Georgia, on the subject as follows:—"I cannot forbear expressing the pleasure it gives me to

see an account of the respect paid to Whitefield's memory,

by your Assembly. I knew him intimately upwards of thirty

years: his integrity, disinterestedness, and indefatigable zeal

in prosecuting every good work / have never seen equalled^ I

shall never see excelled." And such was the eiFect of White-

field's preaching in Philadelphia that Franklin said, "It was

wonderful to see the change soon made in the manner of our

inhabitants. From being thoughtless or indifferent about

religion, it seemed as if all the world were growing religious,

so that one could not walk through the town in an evening

without hearing psalms sung in different families in every

street."

"It is a matter of great interest," says the historian of

Georgia, " that religion was planted with the first settlers, and

that the English, the Salzburgers, the Moravians, the Methodists,

the Presbyterians, and the Israelites severally brought with them

the ministers or the worship of their respective creeds. The
Christian element of colonization—that without which the others

are powerless to give true and lasting elevation—entered largely

into the colonization of Georgia, and did much for her pros-

perity and glory. No colony can point to a leader or founder

in whose character meet more eminent qualities or more en-

during worth than in that of James Oglethorpe, the father of

Georgia."
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These Christian facts in the colonial history of our country

suggest the following lessons :

—

1. The faith of the Puritans, and of the founders of the

various colonies, in the divine origin and authority of civil

government.

They held firmly to the declarations of the Bible, that

"there is no power but of God: the powers that be are ordained

of God. Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the

ordinance of God." And the doctrine of the divine origin of civil

government led these Christian men to regard the civil ruler

as the "minister of Gkxi to the people for good; and that he

that ruleth should rule in the fear of God." This true and

noble faith in reference to civil government and the character

of the men who administered it placed the entire administra-

tion of government under the direction of Gk>d and in harmony
with his will. The results of this faith and practice will always

be in perfect harmony with the just ends of government and

with the highest political and moral propriety of a nation. This

grand idea was one that was always supreme in the minds and
purposes of the Puritan and other colonial legislators in respect

to civil government. They ever regarded government as from

God; and this view invested it with all the dignity and

authority of a divine institution.

" The first settlers," says Lord Brougham, "of all the colonies,

were men of irreproachable character. Many of them fled from

persecution; others on account of honorable poverty; and all

of them with their expectations limited to the prospect of a

bare subsistence in freedom and peace. All idea of wealth or

pleasure was out of the question. The greater part of them

viewed their emigration as a taking up the cross, and bounded

their hopes of riches to the gifts of the Spirit, and their ambi-

tion to the desire of a kingdom beyond the grave. A set of

men more conscientious in their doings, or simpler in their

manners, never founded an empire. It is indeed the peculiar

glory of North America that, with very few exceptions, its

empire was founded in charity and peace."

2. The subordination of civil government to the power of the

Christian religion.

" They looked upon their commonwealths as institutions for

the preservation of the Churches, and the civil rulers as both

members and fathers of them." Hence it was a favorite doctrine
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with the first settlers of the colonies of Massachusetts and Con-

necticut, that all freemen and civil rulers must be in communion

with the Churches, and so promote the interest and spread of

Christianity.

This doctrine had an eminent advocate in the celebrated John

Cotton, the first minister of Boston.

"The government," says he, "might be considered as a

theocracy, wherein the Lord was judge, lawgiver, and king ; that

the laws which he gave Israel might be adopted so far as they

were of a moral and perpetual equity ; that the people might

be considered as God's people in covenant with him ; that none

but persons of approved piety and eminent gifts should be

chosen rulers." At the desire of the court, he compiled a

system of laws, which were considered by the legislative body

as the general standard.

The same isuci was stated by President Stiles, of Yale College,

in 1783. "It is certain," said he, "that civil dominion was but

the second motive, religion the primary one, with our ances-

tors in coming hither and settling this land. It was not so

much their design to establish religion for the benefit of the

state, as civil government for the benefit of religion, and as sub-

servient and even necessary towards the peaceable and un-

molested exercise of religion,—of that religion for which they

fled to these ends of the earth. They designed, in thus laying

the foundations of a new stat«, to make it a model for the glorious

kingdom of Christ."

Eev. John Norton, in 16G1, declared, in an election sermon,

that they came into this wilderness to live under the ordei^ of

tlie gospel; "that our policy may be a goqiel policy^ and may be

(.complete according to the Scriptures, answering fully to the

word of God: this is the work of our generation, and the very

work we engaged for in this wilderness ; this is the scope and

end of it, that which is written vpon the forehead of New
England, viz., the complete walking in the faith of the gospel

according to the order of the gosjyeL'

3. The end and operations of civil government to propagate

and subserve the Christian religion.

"The Pilgrims," says Rev. R. S. Storrs, "would have held that

state most imperfect which contented itself and complacently

rested in its own advancement and special prosperities, without

seeking to benefit others around it.. They esteemed that pro-
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gress to be radically wanting in greatness and value which was

a mere progress in power and wealth and in physical success

;

which gained no results of great character and culture, and

blossomed out to no wealthy fruits of enlarged Christian know-

ledge. The moral, to them, was superior to the physical ; the

attainments of Christian wisdom and piety, above accumulations

of worldly resources ; the alliance of the soul with God, through

faith, above the conquest and mastery of nature. And to these

they held the state to be tributary, as they held all things else that

existed on the earth,—the very earth itself and its laws. Not a

mere police establishment was the state, on their theory, accom-

plishing its office in protecting its subjects and punishing crimi-

nals. It was to them a place and a power of the noblest edu-

cation ; a teeming nursery of all good influences and heavenly

growths, from which letters, charities, and salvation should

proceed, and in which they should perpetually be nourished.

Philanthropic endeavors, and missionary enterprises, were to be

its results, the proofs of its prosperity, the real and im-

perishable rewards of its founders. It existed in order that cha-

racters might be formed, commanding, large, and full of light,

whose record should make all history brighter, whose influence

should link the earth with the skies. And they expected the

Millennium itself, with its long eras of peace and of purity, of

tranquil delight and illuminated wisdom, to spring as the last

and crowning fruitage from the states they were founding, and

from others like them."

4. The position and influence of the ministers of the gospel

in the civil affairs of the state.

They were consulted on all matters pertaining to the civil

affairs of the New England colonies, and had the controlling

influence in forming and directing the civil government. The
very first written code of laws for Massachusetts, under the

charter of 1629, was drawn up by a minister. And the in-

struction of the civil court, appointed to frame the laws of the

commonwealth, was to make them " as near the law of God as

they can." " They had great power in the people's heart," says

Winthrop. " Religion ruled the state through its ministers."

Ministers were selected as agents to obtain charters and

petition the king and Parliament, as well as to direct the cha-

racter of the civil government at home. "The clergy were

generally consulted on civil matters, and the suggestions they
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gave from the pulpit on election-days and other special occaaions

were enacted into laws."

Before the Declaration of Independence, the Bishop of St.

Asaph, in England, published a discourse, in which are found

the following remarkable passages in reference to the North

American colonies :

—

" It is difficult," says he, " for man to look into the destiny

of future ages: the designs of Providence are vast and com-

plicated, and our own powers are too narrow to admit of much
satisfaction to our curiosity. But when we see so many great

and powerful causes constantly at work, we cannot doubt of their

producing proportional eflFects.

*' The colonies in North America have not only taken root

and acquired strength, biU seem hastening with an accelerated

progress to such a pofwerfuL state as may introduce a new and
important change in human affairs.

" Descended from ancestors of the most improved and en-

lightened part of the Old World, they receive as it were by in-

heritance all the improvements and discoveries of their mother-

country. And it happens fortunately for them to commence
their flourishing state at a time when the human understanding

has attained to the free use of its powers and has learned to act

with vigor and certainty. And let it be well understood what
rapid improvements, what important discoveries, have been

made, in a few years, by a few countries, with our own at the

head, which have at last discovered the right method of using

their faculties.

" May we not reasonably expect that a number of provinces

possessed of these advantages and quickened by mutual emula-

tion, with only the progress of the human mind, should very

considerably enlarge the boundaries of science? It is difficult

even to imagine to what height of improvement their discoveries

may extend.

^^And perhaps they Tnay make as considerable advances in

the arts of civil government and the conduct of life. May they

not possibly be more successful than their mother-country has

been in preserving that reverence and authority which are due

to the laws,—to those who make them, and to those who exe-

cute them? May not a method be invented of procuring

some tolerable share of the comforts of life to those inferior

useful ranks of men to whose industry we are indebted for the
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whole? Time and discipline may discover some means to cor-

rect the extreme inequalities between the rich and the poor, so

dangerous to the innocence and happiness of both. They may,

fortunately, be led by habit and choice to despise that luxury

which is considered with us the true enjoyment of wealth.

They may have little reUsh for that ceaseless hurry of amuse-

ments which is pursued in this country without pleasure, exer-

cise, or employment. And perhaps, after trying some of our

follies and caprices, and rejecting the rest, they may be led by

reason and experiment to that old simplicity which was first

pointed out by nature, and has produced those models which

we still admire in arts, eloquence, and manners.
" The diversity of the new scenes and new situations, which

so many growing states must necessarily pass through, may
introduce changes in the fluctuating opinions and manners of

men which we can form no conception of; and not only the

gracious disposition of Providence, but the visible preparation

of causes, seems to indicate strong tendencies towards a general

improvement."

John Adams, in contemplating the Christian colonization of

the American continent, uttered the following views of the

design of Providence:—"I always consider," said he, "the

settlement of America with reverence and wonder, as the open-

ing of a grand scheme and design of Providence for the illumi*

nation of the ignorant and the emancipation of the slavish part

of mankind aJl over the earth."
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CHAPTER IX.

CnaiSTIAH 8TATKS5IKN OF THE KETOLUTION— KBPKESENTATIVB MEN OF DIF-

FBEBNT AGES— THBTB INFLUENCE—VIEWS OF TBE MEN OF THE BEYOLIJTIOX

ON THE CHEI8TIAN BELIOION—OTI0—^WAEEEN—SAMUEL ADAMS—^HAHOOOX

—

JOHN ADAMS—SHERMAN—WITHER8P00N— FRANKLIN—JEFFERSON—MADISON

—JAY—BOUDINOT— LIVINGSTON— TRUMBULL—WASHINGTON, AND OTHERS—
THEIR STATE PAPERS—LORD CHATHAM'S EULOGY—^WEBSTER'S VIEW—VIEWS

OF TUB STATESMEN OF THE REVOLUTION ON AMERICAN SLAVERY— JOHN

QUINCY ADAMS*S VIEW OF THE BIBLE—GENERAL JACESON'S VIEWS OF CHRIS-

TIANITY—HENRY clay's VIEWS—DANIEL WEBSTER'S VIEWS—CONTRAST OF

CHRISTIAN AND INFIDEL STATESMEN.

Wise and good men are God's workmen in laying the

foundations and in completing the structures of human
society. Every great and important era in history has been

distinguished by the providential appearance and the suc-

cessful labors of superior men, whose minds have been illumi-

nated and whose steps have been guided by divine wisdom,

and who have given progress to the interests of liberty and

religion. As representative men,—men of pod, ordained and

prepared for their special mission,— contemplate Moses, the

man of Providence, whose wisdom and genius have moulded

the civil and religious institutions of all Christian nations;

Paul, whose Christian faith, inspired writings, and heroic iife

have kindled the fires of freedom and truth among the nations

of the earth, and exerted a boundless influence upon the intel-

lectual and spiritual elevation and regeneration of the world

;

Luther, who by his masterly intellect and genius, his invincible

Christian faith, iron will, indomitable energy, richness of learning,

and earnest devotion to truth, has liberated the human intel-

lect from the shackles of ecclesiastical and civil despotism, and

put into ceaseless activity agencies and influences which are

working out the emancipation of nations and the moral regene-

ration of the world; Calvin, the profound thinker and theologian,
*' who," says Bancroft, " infused enduring elements into the

institutions of Geneva, and made it for the modern world the

impregnable fortress of popular freedom, the fertile seed-plot

of democracy. He spread the fires of freedom in Scotland and
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carried the seeds of civil liberty and revolution to New Eng-

land;" Wickliffe, the Oxford professor, and the translator of the

Bible into the English language, who planted the seeds of the

English Reformation, and started influences that resulted in

Puritan emigration and the founding of a Christian nation on

the American continent; Wesley, who by his practical wis-

dom and piety, and his sanctified genius, revived ''Christianity

in earnest," and put into intense and benevolent activity Chris-

tian and educational forces which are working effectually among
the nations for their deliverance from error, ignorance, and

despotism; Washington,— the defender of his country, the

founder of a Christian republic,—whose fame and influence are

as boundless as the world, and whose great example, illustrious

life, profound practical wisdom, and unaffected piety have

made him the ornament of the race and the benefactor of the

world. These men were men of God, and divinely endowed

and prepared for their great Christian work in giving the

blessings of civil and religious liberty to nations.

'* The affairs of men," says Lord Brougham, "the interests and

history of nations, the relative value of institutions as discovered

by their actual working, the merit of different systems of policy

as tried by their effects, are all very imperfectly examined with-.

out a thorough knowledge of the individuals who administered

the systems and presided over the management of public con-

cerns. The history of empires is indeed the history of men,

—not only of the nominal rulers of the people, but of the leadini::

persons who exerted a sensible influence over the destinies of

their fellow-creatures, whether the traces of that influence re-

sided in themselves, or, as in the case of lesser minds, their

power was confined to their own times."

The men of the Eevolution had been, under the providenee

of God, trained and qualified for their great work. The Chris-

tian conflicts in Europe antecedent to American colonization,

their Christian ancestors who had established their civil and

social institutions on the Bible, the Christian schools in whicli

they had been educated, and the purity and manly vigor of the

Christian faith which had formed their character and directed

their conduct,—these agencies had been at work to qualify the

men who wrought the American Eevolution and instituted our

present forms of civil government. An outline sketch of the faith

atid declarations of the men who founded our civil institutions.
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in relation to the Christian religion and its necessity to civil

government, will be recorded in ^e present chapter.

James Otis,

Of Massachusetts, was among the first and foremost champions

of freedom. He was educated, under Christian influences, by

Eev. Jonathan Eussell, minister of his paxish, and in this Chris-

tian school caught the indomitable spirit of resistance to des-

potism. "Otis," said John Adams, "is a flame of firo,"—^refer-

ring to a speech he made in Boston, in 1761, against the oppression

of <he British Government. " With a promptitude of classical

allusions, a depth of research, a rapid summary of historical

events and dates, a profusion of legal authorities, a prophetic

glance of his eyes into futurity, and a rapid torrent of impetu-

ous eloquence, he hurried all before him. American independ*

ence was then and there born. The seeds of patriots and heroes

to defend the vigorous youth were there and then sown. In

fifteen years—i.e. in 1776—^he grew up to manhood and de-

clared himself free."

"There can be," said Otis, "no prescriptions old enough

to supersede the law of nature, and the grant of Almighty

God, who has given all men a right to be free. Government

springs from the necessities of our nature, and has an everlasting

foundation in the unchangeable will of God. The first principle

and great end of government being to provide for the best good

of all the people, this can be done only by a supreme legislature

and executive, ultimately in the people, or the whole commu-
nity, where God has placed it.

" The right of every man to his life, his liberty, no created

being can rightfully contest. They are rights derived from

the Author of nature,—^inherent, inalienable, and indefeasible

by any law, compacts, contracts, covenants, or stipulations which

man can devise. God made all men naturally equal."

Joseph Wabeen

Was as eminent for his virtues as for his intense patriotism.

He fell a martyr to liberty at Bunker Hill, the 17th of June,

1775. He combined in a remarkable degree the qualities

requisite for excellence in civil pursuits, with a strong taste for

the military. He was educated at Cambridge University, and

had in high perfection the gift of eloquence. His fine accom-
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plisliments as an orator, a patriot, and a professional and lite-

rary man were crowned with the virtues of religion. "There

is hardly one/' says Sparks, " whose example exercised a more

inspiring and elevating influence upon his countrymen and the

world than that of the brave, blooming, generous, self-devoted

martyr of Bunker Hill. Such a character is the noblest spec-

tacle which the moral world affords. It is declared by a poet

to be a spectacle worthy of the gods. The friends of liberty,

from all countries and throughout all time, as they kneel upon

the spot that was moistened by the blood of Warren, will find

their better feelings strengthened by the influence of the place,

and will gather from it a virtue in some degree allied to hifi

own,"

On the morning of the battle of Bunker Hill, at a meeting

of the Committee of Safety, Elbridge Gerry earnestly requested

him not to expose his person. " I am aware of the danger,"

replied Warren; "but I should die with shame if I were to

remain at home in safety while my friends and fellow-citizens

are shedding their blood and hazarding their lives in the

cause." "Your ardent temper," replied Gerry, "will carry you
forward into the midst of peril, and you will probably fall."

" I know that I may fall," replied Warren ;
" but where is the

man who does not think it glorious and beautiful to die for

his country?"

"Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori."

" In the private walks of life," said an orator who pronounced

a eulogy on Warren in Boston, April 8, 1776, at the reinter-

ment of his remains, " he was a pattern for mankind. In public

life, the sole object of his ambition was to acquire the conscience

of virtuous enterprises : amor patrice was the spring of his ac-

tions, and mens consda recti was his guide. And on this security

he was, on every occasion, ready to sacrifice his health, his

interest, and his ease to the calls of his country. When the-

liberties of his country were attacked, he appeared an early

champion in the contest ; and though his knowledge and abili-

ties would have insured riches and preferment (could he have-

stooped to prostitution), yet he nobly withstood the fascinating:

charm, tossed fortune back her plume, and pursued the inflex-

ible purpose of his soul in guiltless competence. The greatness

of his soul shone even in the moment of death. In fine, to com-

plete the great character^ like Harrington he wrote, like (Xcero'
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he spoke, and like Wcift lie died. The wime aod the virbJM

of 'Warren shall remain immortal." . /

In an oration delivered in Boston, March 6, 1772, Warren,

after discussing the principles of liberty, closes as follows :

—

''If you with united zeal and fortitude oppose the torrent

of oppression ; if you feel the true fire of patriotism burning in

your breasts; if you from your souls despise the most gaudy
dress that slavery can wear ; if you really prefer the lonely cot-

tage (whilst blest with liberty) to gilded palaces surrounded with

tlie ensigns of slavery,—^you may have the fullest assurances that

tyranny, with her whole accursed train, will hide their hideous

heads in confusion, shame, and despair. If you perform your

part, you must have the strongest confidence that the same
ALMIGHTY Beinq who protected your venerable and pious fore-

fathers, who enabled them to turn a barren wilderness into a

fruitful field, who so often made bare his arm for their salvation,

will be still mindful of you, their offspring.

" May this almiqhty Being graciously preside in all our

councils. May he direct us to such measures as he himself will

approve and be pleased to bless. May we ever be a people

favored of God. May our land be a land of liberty, Uie

seat of virtue, the asylum of the oppressed, a name and a
praise in the whole earth, until the last shock of time shall

bury the empires of the world in one common undistinguished

ruin."

Samuel Adams,

A true Christian statesman and hero, wise, ardent, fearless,

and influential, was " a member of the church, and in a rigid

community was an example of moral^ and the scrupulous ob-

servance of every ordinance. Evening and morning his house

was a house of prayer; and no one more revered the Christian

Sabbath." He was among the foremost patriots of the Revolu-

tion, and one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence.

After that act had been passed, he stood on the steps of the

Continental State-House, on the Ist of August, 1776, in Phila-

delphia, and, before thousands of patriots, delivered an oration,

in which are the following passages :

—

" The time at which this attempt on our liberties was made,

when we were ripened into maturity, had acquired a knowledge

of war, and were free from intestine enemies,—^the gradual ad-
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Tancefi of our oppressors, enabling us to prepare for oar defence,

—^the unusual fertility of our lands,—^the sucoese which at first

attends our feeble arms, producing unanimity among our friends

and reducing our internal foes to acquiescence,—these are

strong and palpable assurances lixat Providence is yet gracious

unto our Zion, that it will turn away our captivity.

" These are instances of, I would say, an almost astonishing

providence in our favor ; so that we may truly say that it is not our

arm that has saved us. The hand of Heaven appears to have led

us on to be, perhaps, humble instruments and means in the great

providential dispensation which is completing. Brethren and
fellow-countrymen, if it was ever granted to mortals to trace

the designs of Providence and interpret its manifestations in

favor of its cause, we may, with humility of soul, cry out,

' Not unto us, not unto us, but to thy name be the praise.'

" My countrymen, from the day on which an accommodation

takes place between England and America on any other terms

than as independent states, I shall date the ruin of this coun-

try. We are now, to the astonishment of the world, three

millions of souls united in one common cause. This day we
are called on to give a glorious example of what the wisest and

best of men were rejoiced to view only in speculation. This

day presents the world with the most august spectacle that its

annsJs ever unfolded,—^millions of freemen voluntarily and

deliberately forming themselves into a society for the common
defence and common happiness. Immortal spirits of Hampden,

Locke, and Sidney ! will it not add to your benevolent joys to

behold your posterity rising to the dignity of men, and evinc-

ing to the world the reality and expediency of your systems,

and in the actual enjoyment of that equal liberty which you

were happy, when on earth, in delineating and recommending

to mankind I"

Patbiok Hbnby,

The passionate and eloquent orator of liberty and the Revolu-

tion, was a profound believer in the divinity of Christianity, and

declared its necessity to nations and governments as well as to

the salvation and happiness of the soul. In April, 1775, he

uttered the following Christian sentiments :

—

" He had no doubt that that Ood who, in former ages, had

hardened Pharaoh's heart, that he might show his power and
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glory in ihe redemption of his chosen people, for similar pur*

poses had permitted the flagrant outrages which had occurred

throughout the continent. It was for them now to determine

whether they were worthy of divine interference,—^whether they

would accept the high hoon now held out to them by Heaven;

—

that, if they would, though it might lead them through a sea

of blood, they were to remember that the same God whose

power divided the Bed Sea for the deliverance of Israel still

reigned in all his gbry, unchanged and unchangeable,—^was

still the enemy of the oppressor and the friend of the oppressed,

—that he would cover them from their enemies by a pillar of

doud by day, and guide them through the night by a pillar of

fire."

In an impassioned burst of patriotism, he exclaimed, '' We
must fight. I repeat it, sir, we must fight. An appeal to

arms and the God of hosts is all that is left us. Nor shall

we fight our batUes alone. That Grod who presides over the

destinies of nations will raise up friends for us."

In reference to resolutions against the scheme of taxing the

colonies, passed by the Virginia legislature in 1765, he stated,

" Whether they will prove a blessing or a curse will depend on

the use which our people make of the blessings which a gra-

dous God hath bestowed on us. If they are wise, they will be

great and happy. If they are of a contrary character, they

will be miserable. Btghteousnea^ aUme oan exalt them aa a
nation.*' Beader, whoever thou art, remember this, and in thy

sphere practise virtue thyself, and enc(iurage it in others.

" He was," says Wirt, his biographer, " a sincere Christian.

His favorite religious works were Doddridge's Rise and Progress

of Beligion in the Soul, Butler's Analogy of Beligion Natural

and Bevealed, and Jenyns's Views of the Internal Evidences

of the Christian Beligion." " Here," said he to a friend

(holding up the Bible), '' is a book worth more than all other

books that were ever printed."

His last will bears this testimony, to his childrqp and his

countrymen, to the truth and importance of religion :
—

'' I have

now disposed of all my worldly property to my family : there

is one thing more I wish I could give them, and that is the

Christian religion. If they bad this, and I had not given them
one shilling, they would be rich ; and if they had it not, and I

had given them all the world, they would be poor."
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John Hancook,

The son of a clergyman of Braintree, Massacliasetts, was dis-

tinguished for his patriotism, piety, and benevolence. His

great wealth and eminent talents were consecrated to his coun-

try. He was President of the Congress of 1776, and his name,

in a bold, broad hand, standi first on the Declaration of Inde-

pendence. Early in the struggle for independence and freedom

he inspired his patriot companions with such stirring Christian

words as these :

—

"I have the most animating confidence that the present

noble struggle for liberty will terminate gloriously for America,

And let us play the men for our (Jod, and for the cities of our Qod

:

while we are using the means in our power, let us humbly commit
our righteous cause to the great Lord of the Universe, who
loveth righteousness and hateth iniquity. And, having secured

the approbation of our hearts by a faithful and unwearied dis-

charge of our duty to our country, let us joyfully leave our

concerns in the hands of Him who raiseth up and putteth down
the empires and kingdoms of the earth as he pleaseth, and,

with cheerful submission to his sovereign will, devoutly say,

'Although the fig tree shall not blossom, neither shdUfruit be in

the vines ; the labor of the olive shall fail, and the fijdd shoiXL

yield no meat; the flock shall be cut offfrom the fold, and there

shall be no herd in the stall : yet we wUl rejoice in the Lord, we
wHl joy in the God of our salvation.'

"

John Adams,

The orator of the Revolution, signer of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, the first Vice-President and second President of the

United States, was a firm believer in Christianity. He was early

trained in its heavenly lessons, being the son of a deacon of the

Congregational Church, of which he himself became a member.
" His faith and soul clung to the Christian religion as the hope

of himself and his country." In every position, he exerted

his great powers to extend its beneficent reign. He was a faith-

ful attendant on the public worship of God at home and when
attending to his public duties abroad. JeflFerson said of Adams
that " a man more perfectly honest never came from the hands

of the Creator."

"The Christian religion," Adams said," as I understand it, is
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the brightness of the glory and the express portrait of the charac-

ter ofthe eternal, self-existent, independent, benevolent, all-power-

ful, and all-merciful Creator, Preserver and Father of the oniversei

the first good, the first perfect, and the first fair. It will last as

long as the world. Neither savage nor civilized man, without a
revelation, could have discovered or invented it." ** Religion

and virtue are the only foundations, not only of republicanism

and of all free governments, but of social felicity under all gov-

ernments and in all the combinations of human society. Science,

liberty, and religion are the choicest blessings of humanity

:

without their joint influence no society can be great, flourishing,

or happy."

Mr. Adams was the first minister to England after peace was

established. On the 9th of June, 1785, he was presented to the

court of Great Britain, and made to the Queen of England the

following address :

—

'^ Permit me, madam, to recommend to your majesty's royal

goodness a rising empire and an infant virgin world. Another

Europe, madam, is rising in America. To a philosophical mind

like your majesty's, there cannot be a more pleasing oontemplar

tion than the prospect of doubling the human species and aug-

menting at the same time their prosperity and happiness. It

will in future ages be the glory of these kingdoms to have

planted that country and to have sown there those seeds of

science, of liberty, of virtue, and, permit me, madam, to add, of

FIETT, which alone constitute the prosperity of nations and the

happiness of the human race."

When the Declaration of Independence was passed, Adams
wrote to his wife as follows :

—

*' The fourth day of July, 1776, will be a memorable epoch in

the history of America. I am apt to believe that it will be cele-

brated by succeeding generations as the great anniversary fes-

tival. It ought to be commemorated as the day of deliverence,

by solemn acts of devotion to Almighty God. It ought to be

solemnized with pomp, shows, games, sports, guns, bells, bon-

fires, and illuminations, from one end of the continent to the

other, from this time forward forever.
'' You will think me transported with an enthusiasm; but I am

not. I am well aware of the toil and blood and treasure that

it will cost us to maintain this declaration and support and de-

fend these States ; yet through all the gloom I can see the raya
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of light and glory. I can see that the end is worth more than

all the means^ and that posterity will triumph, although you
and I may rue it,—^which I hope we shall not."

EoBEET Treat Paikb,

A signer of the Declaration ot Independence, had studied

prayerfully and thoroughly the whole range of theology before

he entered upon the study of law. He was for a short time

chaplain in the army, and preached occasionally in Boston.
'' He was a decided, firm believer in the Christian revelation,

and was fully convinced of its divine origin. He received it as

a system of moral truth and righteousness given by Qod for the

instruction, consolation, and happiness of man. His intellec-

tual, moral, and religious character was strongly marked with

integrity."

Elbbidge Geebt,

Also a signer of the Declaration of Independence, and Vice-

President of the United States, was a statesman who recognized

the providence of Gkxl in human affiurs, and had faith in the

divinity of Christianity. In a letter to Samuel Adams, Decem*
ber 13, 1775, he says, " History can hardly produce such a

series of events as has taken place in &vor of American oppo^

sition. The hand of Heaven seems to have directed every occur-

rence. Had such an event as lately occurred at Essex happened

to Cromwell, he would have published it as a miracle in his

favor, and excited his soldiers to enthusiasm and bravery." " It

is the duty of every citizen," he said, ** though he had but one day

to live, to devote that day to the service of hia country." "May
that Omnipotent Being," (in addressing the Senate in 1814,)
" who with infinite wisdom and justice presides over the desti-

nies of nations, confirm the heroic patriotism which has glowed

in the breasts of the national rulers, and convince the enemy

that, whilst a disposition to peace on honorable and equitable

terms will ever prevail in their public councils, one spirit, ani-

mated by the love of country, will inspire every department of

the national government."

Matthew Thobnton,

A native of Ireland, was distinguished in the cause of liberty.

He was a signer of the Declaration of Independence, and the
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disciple and friend of Washington. " No man was more deeply

impressed with a belief in the existence and bounties of an over-

ruling Providence,—^which he strongly manifested by a practical

application of the strongest and wisest injunctions of the Chris-

tian religion. A believer in the divine mission of our Savior, he

followed the great principles of his doctrines."

Stephen Hopkins

Was a pure*minded patriot and Christian statesman. He signed

the Declaration of Independence, and bore a distinguished part in

securing our liberties and forming our free institutions. He
was a Quaker, and took an active interest in their church-affairs,

and opened his house for their religious worship. He was well

acquainted with the evidences of Christianity, and was frequently

heard to confound the cavils of. infidels and to establish the

divinity of the Christian religion.

William Ellery,

An ardent patriot, active and influential in Congress, and a signer

of the Declaration of Independence, was a Christian statesman.

" He studied the Scriptures with reverence and diligence ; feel-

ing their value, seeking for the truth, and aiming at the obe-

dience they require." He had firm faith in the justice and good-

ness of God. In the most gloomy periods of the Revolution, he

always ended his cheering addresses by saying, "Let us be hopeful

and trusting ; for ' the Lord reigneth.'

"

EooER Sherman

Was a wise legislator, an ardent and incorruptible patriot, and

a ripe Christian statesman. He had the unbounded confidence

of Congress, and was on the committee to draft the Declaration

of Independence. In Congress he advocated the Christian duty

and propriety of appointing days of fasting and prayer and

thanksgiving to Almighty God, and was the author of several

of those eminently Christian state papers. He had great influ-

ence in imbuing the public and legislative transactions of the

country with a scriptural sense of the need of God's presence

and blessing. Washington esteemed and revered him as an emi-

nent Christian and as a wise statesman. Adams said, " He was one

of the soundest and strongest pillars of the Revolution." In early

youth he made a public profession of religion, and for more than.
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a half-century he defended its doctrines and illustrated its vir-

tues. He applied Christian principles to every department of

society, and considered all governments sadly defective that

were not based on the moral teachings and principles of the

Bible.

At his funeral it was said by his pastor, Jonathan Edwards,

Jun., D.D., that, "whether we consider him as a politician or

a Christian, he was a great and good man. The words of David

concerning Abner may with great truth be applied on this oc-

casion:—'Know ye not that there is a great man fallen thid

day in Israel V He ever adorned the profession of Christianity

which he made in youth, was distinguished through life for

public usefulness, and died in prospect of a blessed immor-

tality." .

The predominant traits in Mr. Bherman's character were his

practical wisdom and his strong common sense. Mr. Jefferson,

on one occasion, when pointing out the various members of

Congress to a friend, said,
—"Tliat is Mr. Sherman, of Con-

necticut, a man whx> never said a foolish thing in hie life'*

He possessed a singular power of penetrating into the charac-

ters and motives of men, while the rectitude and integrity

of his own nature enabled him to acquire an extraordinary

influence. "Though a man naturally of strong passions, he

obtained a complete control over them, by means of his deep

religious spirit, and became habitually calm, sedate, and self-

Samuel Huntikoton

Acted a prominent part in achieving our independence, and was

a signer of the Declaration of Independence. " He was a firm

friend of order and religion, a member of the Christian Church,

and punctual in his devotions of the family. He was, occa-

sionally, the people's mouth to God when destitute of preaching.

As a professor of Christianity and a supporter of its institutions,

he was exemplary and devout."

William Williams

Was the son of Rev. Solomon Williams, who for fifty-four years

was the pastor of the Congregational church of Lebanon, Con-

necticut. "He was a man of piety, and from his early youth

amember of the church. In all relations and transactions of life
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he preserved an unblemished Christian character," His high

Christian character won for him the distinction of an honest poli-

tician. He signed the Declaration of Independence, and aided

in forming our free institutions.

Oliver Woloott

Has an honorable record in the annals of freedom. He was a

Christian statesman, and signed the charter of our independ-

ence. "His integrity was inflexible, his morals were strictly

pure, and his faith that of an humble Christian, untainted by

bigotry or intolerance."

Philip Livingston

Belonged to a family of eminent Christian celebrity. He was

a statesman of the highest order, consecrated himself to the

cause of his country, and exercised great influence in forming

our free institutions. He was a Arm believer in the Christian

religion, and an humble follower of our Divine Redeemer.

Richard Stockton

Was a true patriot, a ripe statesman, an eloquent orator, a pro-

found jurist, and an honor to the Christian Church. He signed

the Declaration of Independence, and aided greatly in our strug-

gle for freedom. His will attests his views of the truth and

importance of the Christian religion, in these words:—"As my
children will have frequent occasion of perusing this instrument,

and may be particularly impressed with the last words of their

father, I think proper here not only to subscribe to my entire

belief in the great leading doctrines of the Christian religion,

such as the being of a God, and the universal defection and de-

pravity of human nature, the divinity of the Person and the

completeness of the redemption purchased by the blessed Sa-

viour, the necessity of the operations of the Divine Spirit, of

divine faith accompanied with an habitual virtuous life, and the

universality of the Divine Providence, but also, in the bowels

of a father's affection, to charge and exhort them to remember

that the feai of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom."

John Witherspoon

Was a Christian patriot, and a learned minister of the gospel.

He was from Scotland, the land of learning and of liberty, and
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a descendant of John Knox, the Beformer. His great learning

attracted the attention of the friends of education, and he was
called to the presidency of Princeton College. Soon after his

arrival the scenes of the Bevolation opened, and the college was
suspended. "Under his auspices/' says Dr. Rogers, a cotem-

porary, " have been formed a large proportion of the clergy of

the Presbyterian Church, and to his instructions America owes

many of her most distinguished patriots and legislators. In the

civil councils of his adopted country he shone with equal lustre,

and his talents as a legislator and senator showed the extent

and the variety of the powers of his mind. His distinguished

abilities pointed him out to the citizens of New Jersey as one

of the most proper delegates to the convention which formed

their republican Constitution. In this assembly he appeared to

all the professors of law a9 profound a civilian as he had before

been known to be a philosopher and divine. Early in the year

1776 he was sent, as a representative of the people of New
Jersey, to the Congress of the United States. He was seven

years a member of that illustrious body, which, under Provi-

dence, in the face of innumerable difficulties and dangers, led us

on to the establishment of our independence. He was one of

the signers of the Declaration of Independence. While he was

thus engaged in serving his country in the character of a civi-

lian, he did not lay aside his ministry." He advocated the cause

of the country, with admirable simplicity, by his pen ; exalting

it in the pulpit by associating the interests of civil and religious

liberty, and zealously co-operating in its active vindication in

Congress. He was an eminent Christian statesman, as well as

a pious and learned divine. "If the pulpit of America," says

Headley, "had given only this one man to the Revolution, it

would deserve to be held in everlasting remembrance for the

service it rendered the country."

A sermon which Dr. Witherspoon preached at Princeton, on

the 17th of May, 1776, being the general fast appointed by the

Congress through the United Colonies, entitled " The Dominion

of Providence over the Passions of Men," was rich in profound

thought, and eloquent and just in its views of civil and religious

liberty. His object in the discourse was to show that public

calamities' and commotions, the ambition of mistaken princes,

and the passions and wickedness of men, are under the domi-

nion of God, and will be overruled for the advancement and esta^
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blishment of religion and liberty. The passage on which he

based this noble discourse was, ^^Surdy the wrath of man shaU

praise thee: the remainder of wrath ahaU thou restrain,"—
(Psalm Ixxvi. 10.) The following extracts are given :

—

"There is no part of Divine Providence in which a greater

beauty and majesty appears^ than when the Almighty Euler turns

the councils of wicked men into confasion, and makes them

militate against themselves." Thishe illustrates by many marked
events in sacred and profane history. And, applying the doctrine

of the discourse to the condition of the colonies struggling for

liberty, he says, " You may perceive what ground there is to

give praise to Gbd for his fevors already bestowed on us respect-

ing the public cause. It would be a criminal inattention not to

observe the singular interposition of Providence hitherto in

behalf of the American colonies. How many discoveries have

been made of the designs of the enemy in Britain and among
ourselves, in a manner as unexpected to us as to them, and in

such season as to prevent their effect ! What surprising suc-

cess has attended our encounters in almost every instance!

Has not the boasted discipline of regular and veteran soldiers

been turned into confusion and dismay before the new and

maiden courage of freemen in defence of their property and

rights ? In what great mercy has blood been spared on the side

of this injured country ! Some important victories have been

gained in the South, with so little loss that enemies will proba-

bly think it dissembled. The signal advantage we have gained

by the evacuation of Boston, and the shameful flight of the army
and navy of Britain, was brought on without the loss of a man.

To all this we may add, that the counsels of our enemies have

been visibly confounded, so that I believe I may say with truth

that there is hardly any step which they have taken but it has

operated strongly against themselves, and been more in our

favor than if they had followed a contrary course.

" While we give praise to God, the supreme disposer of all

events, for his interposition in our behalf, let us guard against

the dangerous error of trusting in or boasting of an arm of

flesh. I could earnestly wish that, while our arms are crowned

with success, we might content ourselves with a modest ascrip-

tion of it to the power of the Highest. The Holy Scriptures in

general, and the truths of the glorious gospel in particular, and

the whole course of Providence, seem intended to abase the
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pride of man and lay the vain-gloriotis in the dust. The trath

is, that, through the whole frame of nature and the whole sys*

tem of human life, that which promises most performs the least.

The flowers of finest colors seldom have the sweetest fragrance.

The trees of greatest growth or fairest form are seldom of the

greatest value or duration. Deep waters run with the least

noise. Men who think most are seldom talkative. And I

think it holds as much in war as in any thing, that every boaster

is a coward. I look upon ostentation and confidence to be a sort

of outrage upon Providence ; and when it becomes general and

infuses itself into the spirit of a people, it is the forerunner of

destruction.

*^ From what has been said you may learn what encouragement

you have to put your trust in God, and hope for his assistance

in the present important conflict. He is the Lord of Hosts,

great in might and strong in battle. Whoever has his coun-

tenance and approbation shall have the best at last. If your

cause is just, you may look with confidence to the Lord and
entreat him^to plead it as his own. I would neither have you
to trust in an arm of flesh, nor to sit with folded hands and

expect that miracles shall be wrought in your defence. In op-

position to it, I would exhort as Joab did the host of Israel, who
in this instance spoke like a prudent general and a pious man :—
'Be of good courage, and let us behave ourselves valiantly for

our people, and for the cities of our God ; and the Lord do that

which is good in his sight.' " (2 Sam. x. 12.)

" He is the best friend to American liberty who is the most

sincere and active in promoting true and undefiled religion, and

who sets himself with the greatest firmness to bear down pro*

fanity and immorality of every kind. Whoever is an avowed

enemy to God, I scruple not to call him an enemy to his country.

It is your duty in this important and critical season to exert

yourselves, every one in his proper sphere, to stem the tide of

prevailing vice, to promote the knowledge of Grod, the reverence

of his name and worship, and obedience to his laws. Your
duty to God, to your country, to your families, and to yourselves,

is the same. True religion is nothing else but an inward tem-

per and outward conduct suited to your state and circumstances

in Providence at any time. And as peace with Grod and con-

formity to him add to the sweetness of created comforts while

we possess them, so in times of difikulty and trial it is the man
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of piety and inward principle that we may expect to find the

TincoiTupted patriot, the uaeful citizen, and the invincible sol-

dier. God grant that in America true religion and civil liberty

may be inseparable, and that the nnjuat attempts to destroy the

one may in the issue tend to the support and establishment of

both."

In affixing his name to the Declaration of Independence, he

rose in that illustrious body of men and uttered the following

thrilling words :

—

" Mr. President :—^That noble instrument on your table, which

insures immortality to its author, should be subscribed this very

morning by every pen in the House. He who will not respond

to its accents, and strain every nerve to carry into efiFect its

provisions, is unworthy the name of freeman. Although these

gray hairs must descend into the sepulchre, I would infinitely

rather they should descend thither by the hand of the execu*

tioner, than desert at this crisis the sacred cause of my country."

The appeal was electric. Every member rose and affixed his

name to that immortal Declaration.

In a discourse he preached at a public thanksgiving, after

peace, from the text, "Salvation bdongeth unto the Lord," in

which he showed "what the United States of America owed to

Divine Providence in the course of the present war," he closed

with the following remarks :

—

"Those who are vested with civil authority ought also with

much care to promote religion and good morals among all under

their government. If we give credit to the Holy Scriptures, he

that ruleth must be just, ruling in the fear of God. Those

who wish well to a state ought to choose, to places of trust,

men of inward principle, justified by exemplary conversation.

Those who pay no regard to religion and sobriety, in the persons

whom they send to the legislature of any state, will soon pay

dear for their folly. Let a man's zeal, profession, or even prin-

ciples, as to political measures, be what they will, if he is with-

out personal integrity and private virtue as a man, he is not to

be trusted. I think we have had some instances of men who
have roared for liberty in taverns, and were most noisy in

public meetings, who yet have turned traitors in a little while.

If the people in general ought to have regard to the moral

.character of those whom they invest with authority, either

in the legislative, executive, or judicial branches, such as are so
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promoted may perceive what is and will be expected of them.

They are under the strongest obligations to promote rdiffion,

sobriety, industry, and even social virtue, among those who are

committed to their care. If you ask me what are the means

which civil rulers are bound to use for attaining these ends,

further than the impartial support and faithful guardianship of

the rights of conscience, I answer, that example itself is none of

the least. Those who are in high stations and authority are

exposed to continual observation ; and therefore their example

is better seen and hath greater influence than that of persons of

inferior rank. Reverence for the name of Grod, a punctual attend-

ance on the public and private duties of religion, as well as

sobriety and purity of conversation, are especially incumbent

on those who are honored with places of power and trust. But
I cannot content myself with this. It is certainly the duty of

magistrates to be a terror to evil-doers, and a praise to them

that do well."

"Let us cherish a love of piety, order, industry, purity. Let

us check every disposition to luxury, eflFeminacy, and the

pleasures of a dissipated life. Let us in public measures put

honor upon modesty and self-denial, which is the index of real

merit. And in our families let us do the best, by religious in-

struction, to sow the seeds which may bear fruit in the next

generation. Whatever state among us shall continue to make
piety and virtue the standard of public honor will enjoy the

greatest inward peace, the greatest national happiness, and in

every conflict will discover the greatest constitutional strength."

Benjamin Franklin,

The civilian, the philosopher, the patriot, the wise and virtuous

statesman, and signer of the Declaration of Independence, had

a profound reverence for the Christian religion and faith in its

divinity. He was, in his childhood and youth, trained in the

school of Puritan piety, and the foundation of his character and

eminent usefulness was formed by the teachings of a Christian

minister. In early life, he read Dr. Cotton Mather s little book,

entitled "Essays to Do Good," and in his old age he said, "All

the good I have ever done to my country or my fellow-creatures

must be ascribed to the impressions produced on my mind by

perusing that little work in my youth."
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In writing, in 1790, to Dr. Stiles, President of Yale College,

Dr. Franklin said,

—

"You desire to know something of my religion. Here is

my creed. I believe in one God, the Creator of the universe.

That he governs it by his Providence. That he ought to be

worshipped. That the most acceptable service we render him

is in doing good to his other children. That the soul of man
is immortal, and will be treated with justice in another life

respecting its conduct in this. These I take to be the funda-

mental points in all sound religion. As to Jesus of Nazareth,

my opinion of whom you particularly desire, I think the system

of morals, and his religion, as he left them to us, is the best

the world ever saw, or is likely to see. I apprehend it has

received various corrupting changes ; and I have, with most of

the present dissenters in England, some doubt as to his divinity,

though it is a question I do not dogmatize upon, having never

studied it, and think it needless to busy myself with it now,

when I soon will have an opportunity of knowing the truth,

with less trouble. I see no harm, however, in its being be-

lieved, if that belief has the good consequence, as probably it

has, of making his doctrines more respected and observed,

especially as I do not perceive that the Supreme takes it amiss,

by distinguishing the believers in his government of the world

with any peculiar marks of his displeasure. I shall only add,

respecting myself, that, having experienced the goodness of that

Being in conducting me prosperously through a long life, I

have no doubt of its continuance in the next, though without

the smallest conceit of meriting such goodness. My sentiments

on this subject you will see in the copy of an old letter enclosed,

which I wrote in answer to one from an old religionist (White-/

field) whom I had relieved in a paralytic case by electricity,

and who, being afraid I should grow proud upon it, sent me his

serious though rather impertinent caution.

" With great and sincere esteem and affection, I am, &c.,

"Benjamin Feankun."

LSTTBR FROM Dr. FrANKLIV TO RkT. GeOROE WhITBFIELD.

PiBLADBLPHIA, Ja&O 6, 1753.

Dear Sir:—
I reoeiyed your kind letter of the 2d inst, and am glad to hear that

you increase in strength : I hope you will continue mending until you
recover your former health and firmness. Let me know whether you
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BtiU use the cold bath, and what effect it has. As to the kindness you
mention, I wish it could have been of more serious .service to you ; but
if it had, the only thanks that I should desire are, that you would always

be ready to serve any otlier person that may need your assistance ; and
so let offices go round, for mankind are all of a family. For my own
part, when I am employed in serving others. I do not look upon myself
as conferring favors, but as paying debts. In my travels, and since my
settlement, I have received much kindness from men to whom I shall

never have an opportunity of making the least direct return, and
numberless mercies from God, who is infinitely above being benefited

by our services. These kindnesses from men I can, therefore, only

return to their fellow-men ; and I can only show my gratitude to God
by a readiness to help his other children and my brethren ; for I do not

think that thanks and compliments, though repeated weekly, can dis-

charge our real obligation to each other, and much less to our Creator.

You will see, in this my notion of good works, that I am far from
expecting to merit heaven by them. By heaven we understand a state

of happiness infinite in degree and eternal in duration. I can do
nothing to deserve such a reward. He that, for giving a draught of wat-er

to a thirsty person, should expect to be paid with a good plantation,

would be modest in his demands, compared with those who think they
deserve heaven for the little good they do on earth. Even the mixed
imperfect pleasures we ei\joy in this world are rather from God's good-
ness than our merit : how much more so the happiness of heaven I

^For my part, I have not the vanity to think I deserve it, the folly to-

expect, or the ambition to desire it, but content myself in submitting:

to the disposal of that God who made me, who has hitherto pre-

served and blessed me, and in whose fatherly goodness I may well con-
fide that he will never make me miserable, and that the affliction I may
at any time suffer may tend to my benefit.

The faith you mention has, doubtless, its uses in the world. I do not
desire to lessen it in any man, but I wish it were more productive of

good works than I have generally seen it. I mean real good works,

—

works of kindness, charity, mercy, and public spirit ; not in holyday-
keeping, sermon hearing or reading, performing church ceremonies,

or making long prayers, filled with flatteries and compliments, despised

even by wise men, and much less capable of pleasing the Deity.

The worship of God is a duty ; the hearing and reading may be use-

ful ; but if men rest in hearing and praying—as too many do—^it is as if

the tree should value itself on being watered and putting forth leaves,,

though it never produced any fruit.

Your good Master thought less of these outward appearances thaui

many of his modern disciples. He preferred the doers of the word to

the hearers ; the son that seemingly refused to obey his father and' yet

performed his commands, to him that professed his readiness but
neglected the work ; the heretical but charitable Samaritan, to the un-
charitable and orthodox priest and sanctified Levite ; and thosewho gave
food to the hungry, drink to the thirsty, and raiment to the naked^
entertainment to the stranger, and never heardof his name, he declares,

shall, in the last day, be accepted, when those who* qtj,. Losd,. Lord,.

9
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who yalae themselyes on their faith, though great enough to perform
miracles, but having neglected good works, shall be r^'ected.

Being your friend and servant,

Benjamin Franklin.

Thomas Paine wrote a little volume entitled " The Age of

Beason." He sent the manuscript to Dr. Franklin, and received

the following reply :

—

Dear Sir:—
I have read your manuscript with some attention. By the argument

which it contains against a particular Providence, though you allow a
general Providence, you strike at the foundations of all religion. For,

without the belief of a Providence that takes cognizance of, guards

and guides, and may favor particular persons, there is no motive to

'

worship a Deity, to fear its displeasure, or to pray for its protection. I

will not enter into any discussion of your principles, though you seem
to desire it.

At present I shall only give you my opinion that, though your reason-

ings are subtle, and may prevail with some readers, you will not succeed

so as to change the general sentiments of mankind on that subject;

and the consequence of printing this piece will be, a great deal of

odium duawn upon yourself, mischief to you, and no benefit to others.

He that spits against the wind spits in his own face. But were you to

succeed, do you imagine any good will be done by it? You yourself

may find it easy to live a virtuous life without the assistance afforded

by religion,—^you having a clear perception of the advantages of virtue

and the disadvantages of vice, and possessing a strength of resolution

sufficient to enable you to resist common temptations. But think how
great a portion of mankind consists of ignorant men and women and
of inexperienced, inconsiderate youth of both sexes, who have need of

the motives of religion to restrain them from vice, support their virtue,

and retain them in the practice of it till it becomes habitual, which is

the great point for its security. And perhaps you are indebted to her

originally, that is, to your religious education, for the habits of virtue

upon which you now justly value yourself.

You might easily display your excellent talents of reasoning upon a
less hazardous suly'ect, and thereby obtain a rank with our most distin-

guished authors. For among us it is not necessary, as among the Hot-
tentots, that a youth, to be raised into the company of men, should

prove his manhood by beating his mother.

I would advise you, therefore, not to attempt unchaining the tiger, *

but to bum this piece before it is seen by any other person ; whereby
you will save yourself a great deal of mortification from the enemies it

may raise against you, and perhaps a good deal of regret and repent-

ance. If men are so wicked mth religion, what would they be wUhoui

it? I intend this letter itself as a proof of my friendship, and there-

fore add no professions to it, but subscribe simply.

Yours, B. Franklin.
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A LECTURE ON THE PROVIDENCE OP OOD IN THE GOVERNMENT

OP THE WORLD.

BT BENJAMIN rBANKLIN.

I propoBe at this time to 4^<!0ui^® oi^ ^^® providence of God in thA

gOTemment of the world. It might be judged an afiVont should I go

about to proye this first principle, the existence of a Deity, and that he

is the creator of the universe, for that all mankind, in all ages, have

agreed in. I shall, therefore, proceed to observe that he must be a being

of infinite wisdom, as appears in his admirable order and disposition of

things,—^whetherwe consider the heavenly bodies, the stars and planet«,

and their wonderful regular motions ; or this earth, compounded of sucIl

an excellent mixture of all elements ; or the admirable structure of

animate bodies, of such infinite variety, and yet every one adapted to

its nature and waiy of life it is to be placed in, whether on earth, in the

air, or in the water, and so exactly that the highest and most exquisite

human reason cannot find a fault and say that this would have been

better so, or in such a manner ; which whoever considers attentively

and thoroughly will be astonished and swallowed up in admiration.

That the Deity is a being of great goodness, appears in his giving life

to so many creatures, each of which acknowledges it a benefit by their

unwillingness to leave it ; in his providing plentiful sustenance for them
all, and making those things most useful most common and easy to be

had ; such as water, necessary for almost every creature to drink ; air,

without which few could subsist ; the inexpressible benefits of light and

sunshine to almost all animals in general ; and to men the most useful

vegetables, such as com, the most useful of metals, as iron, &c., the

most useful of animals, as horses, oxen, and sheep, he has made the

easiest to raise or procure in quantity or numbers ; each of which par-

ticulars, if considered seriously and carefully, would fill us with the high-

est love and affection.

That he is a being of infinite power, appears in his being able to form

and compound such vast masses of matter as this earth, the sun, and
innumerable stars and planets, and give them such prodigious motion ;

and yet so to govern them in their greatest velocity as that they shall

not fly out of their appointed bounds, nor dash one against another

for their mutual destruction. But 'tis easy to conceive of his power
when we are convinced of his infinite knowledge and wisdom ; for if

weak and foolish creatures as we are, by knowing the nature of a few

things, can produce such wonderful effects, such as, for instance, by
knowing the nature only of nitre and seapsalt mixed we can make a

water which will dissolve the hardest iron, and by adding one ingredient

more can make another water which will dissolve gold and make the

most solid bodies fiuid ; and by knowing the nature of saltpetre, sul-

phur, and charcoal, those mean ingredients mixed, we can shake the

air in the most terrible manner, destroy ships, houses, and men at a dis-

tance, and in an instant overthrow cities, and rend rocks into a thou-

sand pieces, and level the highest mountains; what power must He
possess who not only knows the nature of every thing in the universe,
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but can make things of new natures with the greatest ease at his

pleasure ?

Agreeing^ then, that the world was at first made by a being of infinite

wisdom, goodness, and power, which being we call God, the state of

things existing at this time must be in one of these four following man-
ners, viz. :

—

1. Either he unchangeably decreed and appointed every thing that

comes to pass, and left nothing to the course of nature, nor allowed any
creature free agency.

2. Without decreeing any thing, he left all to general nature and
the events of free agency in his creatures, which he never alters or inter-

rupts ; or,

3. He decreed some things unchangeably, and left others to general

nature and the events of free agency, which also he never alters or

interrupts ; or,

4. He sometimes interferes by his particular providence, and sets aside

the effects which would otherwise have been produced by any of the

above causes.

I shall endeavor to show the first three suppositions to be inconsistent

with the common light of reason, and that the fourth is most agreeable

to it, and therefore most probably true.

In the first place : If you say he has in the beginning uncnangeably

decreed all things, and left nothing to nature or free agency, three

strange conclusions will nefbessarily follow. I. That he is now no more
a God. It is true, indeed, before he made such unchangeable decrees,

he was a being of power almighty ; but now, having determined every

thing, he has divested himself of all further power ; he has done, and has

no more to do ; he has tied up his hands, and has no greater power than

an idol of wood or stone ; nor can there be any more reason for praying

to him or worshipping of him than of such an idol, for the worshippers

can never be better for such a worship. Then, 2. He has decreed some
things contrary to the very notion of a wise and good being ; such as

that some of his creatures or children shall do all manner of injury to

others, and bring every kind of evil upon them without cause ; and that

some of them shall even blaspheme their Creator in the most horrible

manner ; and, which is still more highly absurd, that he has decreed

that the greatest part of mankind shall in all ages put up their earnest

prayers to him both in private and publicly in great assemblies, when
all the while he had so determined their fate that he could not possibly

grant them any benefits on that account, nor could such prayers be in

any way available. Why then should he ordain them to make such
prayers ? It cannot be imagined that they are of any service to him.
Surely it is not more difficult to believe that the world was made by a
God of wood or stone than that the God who made the world should be
such a God as this.

In the second place, if you say he has decreed nothing, but left all

things to general nature and the events of free agency^ which he never
alters or interrupts, then these conclusions will follow : he must either

utterly hide himself from the works of his own hands, and take no
notice at all of their proceeding? natural or moral, or he must be, as
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undoubtedly he is, a ppectator of every thing, for there can be no reason

or ground to suppose the first. I say there can be no reason to imagine
he would make so glorious a universe merely to abandon it. In this

case imagine the Deity looking on and beholding the ways of his crea-

tures. Some heroes in virtue he sees incessantly endeavoring the good
of others ; they labor through vast diflSculties, they suffer incredible

hardships and miseries to accomplish this end, in hopes to please a good
God, and attain his favors, which they earnestly pray for. What an-

swer can he make, then, within Himself but this ? Take the reward

chance may give you : I do not intermeddle in these affairs. He sees others

doing all manner of evil, and bringing by their actions misery and de-

struction among mankind : what can he say here, but this ?

—

If chance

rewardsy I shall not punish you, I am not to he concerned. He sees the just,

the innocent, and the beneficent in the hands of the wicked and violent

oppressor, and when the good are on the brink of destruction they pray

to him, Thouy God, art mighty and powerful to save: help us, we beseech thee!

He answers, / cannot help you ; it is none ofmy business, nor do I at all regard

those things. How is it possible to believe a wise and infinitely good being

can be delighted in this circumstance, and be utterly unconcerned what
becomes of the beings and things he has created ? for thus, we must be-

lieve him idle and inactive, and that his glorious attributes of power,

wisdom, and goodness are no more to be made use of.

In the third place. If you say he has decreed some things and left

others to the events of nature and free agency, which he never alters

nor interrupts, you un-Ood him, if I may be allowed the expression

:

he has nothing to do ; he can cause us neither good nor harm ; he is no
more to be regarded than a lifeless image, than Dagon or Baal, or Bel

and the Dragon, and, as in both the other suppositions foregoing, that

being which from its power is most able to act, from its wisdom knows
best how to act, and from its goodness would always certainly act best,

is in this opinion supposed to become the most inactive of all beings,

and remain everlastingly idle, an absurdity which, when considered, or

but barely seen, cannot be swallowed without doing the greatest violence

to common reason and all the faculties of the understanding.

We are then necessarily driven to the fourth supposition, that the

Deity sometimes interferes by his particular providence, and sets aside

the events which would otherwise have been produced by the course of

nature or by free agency of men ; and this is perfectly agreeable with

what we can know of his attributes and perfections. But, as some may
doubt whether it is possible there should be such a thing as free agency

in creatures, I shall just offer one short argument on that account, and
proceed to show how the duty of religion necessarily follows a belief of a
Providence. You acknowledge that Qod is infinitely powerful, wise,

and good, and also a free agent, and you will not deny that he has com*
municated to us a part of his wisdom, power, and goodness,—^that is, he
has made us in some degree wise, potent, and good. And is it then

impossible for him to communicate any part of his freedom, and make
us also in some degree free ? Is even his infinite power sufiSdent for

this? I should be glad to hear what reason any man can give for

thinking in that manner. It is sufficient for me to show that it is not
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impossible, and no man, I think, can show it is improbable. Much
more might be offered to demonstrate clearly that men are free agents

and accountable for their actions.

Lastly. If God does not sometimes interfere by his providence, it

is either because he cannot or because he will not. Which of these

positions will you choose ? There is a righteous nation grievously op-

pressed by a cruel tyrant: they earnestly entreat God to deliver them.
If you say he cannot, you deny his infinite power, which you at first ac-

knowledged. If you say he will not, you must directly deny his infinite

goodness. You are of necessity obliged to allow that it is highly rea-

sonable to believe a Providence, because it is highly absurd to believe

otherwise.

Now, if it is unreasonable to suppose it out of the power of the Deity

to help and favor us particularly, or that we are out of his hearing and
notice, or that good actions do not procure more of his favor than ill

ones, then I conclude that believing a Providence, we have the founda-

tion of all true religion ; for we should love and revere that Deity for

his goodness, and thank him for his benefits ; we should adore him for

his wisdom, fear him for his power, and pray to him for his favor and
protection. And this religion will be a powerful regulator of our actions,

give us peace and tranquillity in our own minds, and render us bene-

volent, useful, and beneficial to others.

The following maxim of FraDklin's is characteristic of the

man, and reveals, in brief words, the whole genius and theory of

giving stability and progress to free governments and to the

diffusion of liberty :

—

"A Bible and a newspaper in every house, a good school in

every district,—all studied and appreciated as they merit,—^are

the principal supports of virtue, morality, and civil liberty."

Thomas Jeffebson

Was the penman of the Declaration of Independence, and his

great abilities, genius, and ripe statesmanship have exerted a

moulding influence on the civil and political affairs of the na-

tion. "He poured the soul of the continent," said Dr. Stiles,

in 1782, "into the monumental act of Independence." His

views of the Christian religion have occasioned much discussion

among the Christian public, and he has generally been regarded

as an unbeliever in the divine inspiration of the Holy Scriptures.

The following facts and statements will shed light on his views

on this subject.

" I shall need" (he remarked, in his first message as President,)

"the favor of that Being in whose hands we are, who led our

fathers, as Israel of old, from their native land, and planted them
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in a country flowing with all the necessaries and comforts of life ;

who has covered our infancy with his providence, and our riper

years with his wisdom and power; and to whose goodness I ask

you to join with me in supplications that he will so enlighten the

minds of your servants, guide their counsels, and prosper their

measures, that whatsoever they do shall result in your good and

shall secure to you the friendship and approbation of all nations."

"Can the liberties of a nation," said he, "be thought secure,

when we have removed their only firm basis, a conviction in the

minds of the people that these liberties are the gifts of Gtxl ?

—

that they are not to be violated except with his wrath ? Indeed,

I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just, and

that his justice cannot sleep forever."

"Never," says a writer in the " National Magazine," "were a

man's religious sentiments more grossly misrepresented than

Jefferson's. He was not an atheist. He believed in God the

Creator of all things, in his overruling providence, infinite wis-

dom, goodness, justice, and mercy. He believed that God hears

and answers prayer, and that human trust in him is never mis-

placed nor disregarded. He believed in a future state of re-

wards and punishments. He believed in the Bible precepts and

moralities. No man in Washington ever gave so much to build

so many churdiee as Jefferson. He respected and cherished

the friendship of truly pious men. He never wrote, for the

public eye, one word against Christianity. Religiously, Jeffer-

son would now be classed with the liberal Unitarians."

Mr. Jefferson, in a letter of condolence to John Adams on the

death of his wife, in 1818, expressed his views of a future

life as follows:
—"It is some comfort to us both that the

term is not very distant at which we are to deposit in the same

cerement our sorrowing and suffering bodies, and to ascend in

essence to an ecstatic meeting with ihe friends we have loved

and lost, and whom we shall still love and never lose again.

God bless you and support you under your heavy affliction."

" Mr. Jefferson," says Eandall, "was a public professor of his

belief in the Christian religion. In all his most important early

state papers, such as his Summary View of the Bights of

British America, his portion of the Declaration made by Con-

gress on the causes of taking up arms, the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, the draft of a Constitution for Virginia, &c., there

are more or less, pointed recognitions of God and Providence.
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In his two inaugural addresses as President of the Uniteil States,

and in many of his annual messages, he makes the same recog-

nitions, clothes them on several occasions in the most explicit

language, substantially avows the God of his faith to be the God
of revelation, declares his belief in the eflScacy of prayer and

the duty of ascriptions of praise to the Author of all mercies,

and speaks of the Christian religion, as professed in his country,

as a benign religion, evincing the favor of Heaven.

"Had his wishes been consulted, the symbol borne on the

national seal would have contained our public profession of

Christianity as a nation.

"He contributed freely to the erection of Christian churches,

gave money to Bible societies and other religious objects, and

was a liberal and regular contributor to the support of the clergy.

He attended church with as much regularity as most members

of the congregation, sometimes going alone on horseback when
his family remained at home. He generally attended the Epis-

copal church, and, when he did so, always carried his prayer-book

and joined in the responses and prayers of the congregation."

The establishment of the University of Virginia occupied the

closing years of Jefferson's life. His wish was to make the in-

stitution rival the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge in Eng-

land, and afford opportunities for young men to become thoroughly

accomplished in every branch of learning. A part of his plan

was a theological seminary in connection with the university.

Rev. Mr. Tucker, of Virginia, in the Presbyterian synod, met
in 1859, said that "the establishment of a theological semi-

nary near the University of Virginia was carrying out the

original idea of Mr. Jefferson. He had seen in Mr. Jefferson's

own handwriting, the pains-taking style of the olden time, a sketch

of his plan. The University of Virginia was the crowning

glory of that great man's life, and he felt it his duty to vindicate

his memory, as he had it in his power to do, from any inten-

tion to exclude religious influences from the institution. He had

invited all denominations to establish theological schools around

the university, so that all might have the literary advantages

of the institution, without making it subservient to one denomi-

nation."

George Mason,

Of Virginia, was one of the purest and ablest of the men who
conducted the important events of the Revolution to a fortunate
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and triumphant issue. He was a man endowed by nature with

a vigorous understanding, which had been well cultivated by a

liberal education. In temperament he was like the younger

Cato, constitutionally stern, firm, and honest. His profound legal

learning, and his political views and public duties, as well as his

private life and character, were all under the guidance of virtue

and religion, which gave him an illustrious and influential posi-

tion in the cause of liberty and independence.

He was among the earliest and most distinguished of all the

champions of freedom and an independent constitutional govern-

ment; and no man exerted a greater influence on the fortunes of

the country. He was a member of the Convention of Virginia

which, on the 16th of May, 1776, declared that State independent,

and formed a State constitution ; and to him belongs the honor

of having drafted the first declaration of rights ever adopted

in America. It was made a part of the Constitution of Virginia,

where it yet remains. In this declaration of Mason's, main

seems to stand erect in all the majesty of his nature,—to assert

the inalienable rights and equality with which he has been

endowed by his Creator, and to declare the fundamental prin-

ciples by which all rulers should be governed and on which all

governments should rest. Three of the fundamental articles

are here inserted.

" 1. That all men are created equally free and independent, and

have certain inherent natural rights, of which they cannot, by

any compact, deprive or divest their posterity ; among xohieh

are the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of ac-

quiring and procuring property and pursuing and obtaining

happiness and safety.

"2. That all power is by God and nature vested in, and

consequently derived from, the people; that magistrates are

their trustees and servants, and at all times amenable to them.

"3. That government is, or ought to be, instituted for the

common benefit, protection, and security of the people, nation,

or community.
" 15. That no free government, or the blessings of liberty, can

be insured to any people, but by a firm adherence to justice,

moderation, temperance, frugality, and virtue, and by frequent

recurrence to fundamental principles.

"16. That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator,

and the manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason
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and convictioD, not by force and violence, and, therefore, thxU

all men skotUd enjoy the fullest toleration in the exercise of
religion^ according to the dictates of conscience, unpunished and
unrestrained by the magistrate; unless under color of religion

any man disturb the peojce or the safety of society ; and that

it is the mutual duty of all to practise Christian forbearance,

love, and charity towards each."
" If I can only live to see," said Mason, " the American Union

firmly fixed, and free government well established in our Western

world, and can leave to my children but a crust of bread and

liberty, I shall die satisfied, and say, with the Psalmist, ' Lord,

now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace.'

"

The following extract from Mr. Mason's last will and testa-

ment attests his passionate patriotism, and presents his view

of public life :

—

"I recommend it to my sons, from my own experience in life,

to prefer the happiness of independence and a private station

to the troubles and vexations of public business; but, if their own
inclinations or the necessity of the times should engage them

in public aflFairs, I charge them, on a father's blessing, never to

let the motives of private interest or ambition induce them to

betray, nor the terrors of poverty and disgrace, or the fear of

danger and death, deter them from asserting, the liberty of their

country, and endeavoring to transmit to their posterity those

sacred rights to which themselves were born."

This great man, whose soul was ever inflamed with liberty,

and whose masterly intellect illuminated the grand era of the

Eevolution with its clear and steady light, died in a ripe old

age, chastened and sanctified by providential afflictions in his

family, leaving a legacy of glory and virtue to his country.

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS,

Of New York, was an eminent statesman of the Eevolution,

and exerted a prominent influence in the formation of our re-

publican institutions. He was for many years in Congress and an

ambassador to France. During the terrific reign of atheism in

that country, he drew up a constitution for France, one article

of which was as follows :

—

"Eeligion is the solid basis of good morals: therefore educa-

tion should teach the precepts of religion and the duties of man
towards God. These duties are—internally, love and adoration;
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externally, devotion and obedience : therefore provision should

be made for maintaining divine worship as well as education.

But each haa a right to entire liberty aa to religious opinions,

for religion is the relation between God and man : therefore it

is not within the reach of human authority."

" The education of young citizens," another article declared,

" ought to form them to good manners, to accustom them to

labor, to inspire them with a love of order, and to impress them

with respect for lawful authority."

To a nobleman of France, Mr. Morris wrote, in June, 1792,
" I believe that religion is the only solid basis of morals, and

that morals are the only possible support of free governments."

In 1816, Mr. Morris was elected the first president of the

New York Historical Society. In his inaugural address he

presented his views of Christianity as follows :

—

" The reflection and experience of many years have led me
to consider the holy writings not only as most authentic and

instructive in themselves, but as the clue to all other history.

They tell us what man is, and they alone tell us what he is.

All of private and of public life is there displayed. From the

same pure fountain of wisdom we learn that vice destroys free-

dom, that arbitrary power is founded on public immorality,

and that misconduct in those who rule a republic, the necessary

consequence of general licentiousness, so disgusts and degrades

that, dead to generous sentiment, they become willing slaves.

" There must be religion. When that ligament is torn, society

is disjointed, and its members perish. The nation is exposed to

foreign violence and domestic convulsion. Vicious rulers,

chosen by a vicious people, turn back the current of corruption

to its source. Placed in a situation where they can exercise

authority for their own emolument, they betray their trust.

They take bribes. They sell statutes and decrees. They sell

honor and oflice. They sell conscience. They sell their country.

By this vile practice they become odious and contemptible.

" The most important of all lessons from the Scriptures is

the denunciation of the rulers of every state that rejects the

precepts of religion. Those nations are doomed to d^ath who
bury in the corruption of criminal desire the awful sense of an

existing God, cast off the consoling hope of immortality, and

seek refuge from despair in the dreariness of annihilation.

Terrible, irrevocable doom,— loudly pronounced, repeatedly,
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strongly exemplified in the sacred writings, and fully confirmed

by the long record of time I It is the clue which leads through

the intricacies of universal history. It is the principle of all

sound political science.

" Hail! Columbia! child of science, parent of useful arts, dear

country, hail! Be it thine to ameliorate the condition of

man. Too many thrones have been reared by arms, cemented

by blood, and reduced again to dust by sanguinary conflict

of arms. Let mankind enjoy at last the consolatory spec-

tacle of thy throne, built of industry on the basis of peace,

and sheltered under the wings of justice. May it be secured

by a piotis obedience to the divine toiU, which prescribes the

moral orbit of the empire with the same precision that his

wisdom and power have displayed in the wheeling millions of

planets round millions of suns, through the vastness of infinite

space."

Charles Cotesworth Pincknet

Was a distinguished Revolutionary officer of South Carolina,

and among the most brilliant lawyers of his age. His eminent

abilities and virtues induced Washington to proffer him several

of the highest places of trust in the Government,—Judge of the

Supreme Court, Secretary of War, and Secretary of State,—^all

of which he declined from private considerations. He was a

member of the convention which framed the Constitution of the

United States. He was profoundly read in legal learning, and

in his practice liberal and benevolent, never taking a fee from

the widow and orphan. His great talents and attainments

were sanctified and directed by the Christian religion, and his

character adorned by its virtues. He had practical faith in the

divinity of the Bible and its essential need to a republican

government, and for more than fifteen years before his death

he acted as President of the Bible Society in Charleston, an

office to which he was elected with unanimity by Christians of

every sect.

Benjamin Rush,

An eminent physician and philanthropist, and one of the im-

mortal men who signed the Declaration of Independence, was

as eminent as a Christian as he was distinguished for his influ-

ence in the councils of the country. John Adams declared
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him to be " one of the greatest and best of Christians." He
delighted in acts of Christian charities, and " esteemed the poor

his best patients; for God," said he, "is their paymaster. H©
was an earnest advocate of introducing and reading the Bible,

daily, as a common-schoor book, in all public schools and in

every seminary of learning. He wrote as follows on this im-

portant subject :

—

**The Bible as a School-Book.

" Before I state my arguments in favor of teaching children

to read by means of the Bible, I shall assume the five following

propositions :

—

"I. That Christianity is the only true and perfect religion, and

that in proportion as mankind adopt its principles and obey its

precepts, they will be wise and happy.
" II. That a better knowledge of this religion is to be ac-

quired by reading the Bible than in any other way.
" III. That the Bible contains more knowledge necessary to

man in his present state than any other book in the world.

" IV. That knowledge is most durable, and religious instruc-

tion most useful, when imparted in early life.

"V. That the Bible, when not read in schools, is seldom read

in any subsequent period of life.

" My arguments in favor of the use of the Bible as a school-

book are founded, first, in the constitution of the human mind.

The memory is the first faculty which opens in the minds of

children. Of how much consequence, then, .must it be to im-

press it with the great truths of Christianity before it is pre-

occupied with less interesting subjects! There is also a peculiar

aptitude in the minds of children for religious knowledge. I

have constantly found them, in the first six or seven years of

their Uvea, more inquisitive upon religious subjects than upon

any others; and an ingenious instructor of youth has informed

me that he has found young children more capable of receiving

just ideas upon the most difficult tenets of religion than upon

the most simple branches of human knowledge.
" There is a wonderful property in the memory, which enables

it, in old age, to recover the knowledge it had acquired in early

life, after it had been apparently forgotten for forty or fifty years.

Of how much consequence, then, must it be to fill the mind
with that species of knowledge, in childhood and youth, which,
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when recalled in the decline of life, will support the soul under

the infirmities of age and smooth the avenues of ^approaching

death! The Bible is the only book which is capable of afford-

ing this support to old age; and it is for this reason that we
find it resorted to with so much diligence and pleasure by such

old people as have read it in early life. I can recollect many
instances of this kind, in persons who discovered no attach-

ment to the Bible in the meridian of their lives, who have, not-

withstanding, spent the evening of them in reading no other

book.
" My second argument in favor of the use of the Bible in

schools, is founded upon an implied command of Gk>d, and upon

the practice of several of the wisest nations of the world. In

the sixth chapter of Deuteronomy we find the following words,

which are directly to my purpose:—'And thou shalt love the

Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and

with all thy might. And these words which I command thee

this day shall be in thine heart: and thou shalt teach them

diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them when thou

sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and

when thou liest down, and when thou risest up.'

" I have heard it proposed that a portion of the Bible should

be read every day by the master, as a means of instructing

children in it. But this is a poor substitute for obliging

children to read it as a school-book; for by this means we
insensibly engrave, as it were, its contents upon their minds;

and it has been remarked that children instructed in this way
in the Scriptures seldom forget any part of them. They have

the same advantage over those persons who have only heard

the Scriptures read by a master, that a man who has worked

with the tools of a mechanical employment for several years

has over the man who has only stood a few hours in the work-

shop and seen the same business carried on by other people."

Dr. Eush was an active friend of every philanthropic and

Christian reform. He was an earnest advocate of temperance,

and wielded his pen powerfully in its defence.

In an address to the people of the United States, in 1787,

Dr. Rush said,

—

" There is nothing more common than to confound the terms

of the American Bevolution with those of the late Ameri'

can War. The American War is over; but this is far from being
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the case with the American Bevolution. On the contrary,

nothing but the first act of the great drama is closed. It

remains yet to establish and perfect our new forms of govern-

ment, and to prepare the principles, morals, and manners of

our citizens for these forms of government, after they are

established and brought to perfection.

" To conform the principles, morals, and manners of our

citizens to our republican forms of government, it is absolutely

necessary that knowledge of every kind should be disseminated

through every part of the United States.

" For this purpose let Congress found a federal university. In

this university let every thing connected with government—such
as history, the law of nature and nations, the civil law, the

municipal laws of our country, and the principles of commerce
—^be taught by competent professors. Let masters be employed

likewise to teach gunnery, fortification, and every thing connected

with defensive and ofiensive war. Above all, let a professor of,

what is called in the European universities, economy, be esta-

blished in this federal seminary. His business should be to

unfold the principles and practice of agriculture and manufac-

tures of all kinds; and, to make his lectures more extensively

useful. Congress should support a travelling correspondent for

him, who should visit all the nations of Europe, and transmit to

him, from time to time, all the discoveries and improvements

that are made in agriculture and manufactures.

"Let every man exert himself in promoting virtue and know-

ledge in our country, and we shall soon become good republic-

ans. Every man in a republic is public property. His time

and talents, his youth and manhood, his old age, nay, more, his

life, his all, belong to his country."

Fisher Ames,

A distinguished lawyer, apure patriot, a fascinating orator, and an

eminent Christian statesman, was active and influential in giving

form and direction to the civil government of the United States.

As a representative in the legislature of Massachusetts, he

advocated the adoption of the Federal Constitution, and during

eight years, the whole of Washington's administration, was a

member of Congress from that State. His character as a patriot

rests on the highest grounds. He loved his country with equal

purity and fervor. This affection was the spring of all his efforts
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to promote her welfare. The glory of being a benefactor to a
great people he justly valued. In the character of Mr. Ames
the circle of the virtues seemed to be complete, and each virtue

in its proper place.

'' The objects of religion presented themselves with a strong

interest to his mind. The relation of the world to its Author,

and of this life to a retributory scene in another, could not be

contemplated by him without the greatest solemnity. The

religious sense was, in his view, essential in the constitution of

man. He placed a full reliance on the divine origin of Chris-

tianity. He felt it his duty and interest to inquire, and dis-

covered on the side of faith a fulness of evidence little short of

demonstration. At about thirty-five he made a public pro-

fession of his belief in the Christian religion, and was a regular

attendant on its services. In regard to articles of belief, his

conviction was confined to those leading principles about which

Christians have little diversity of opinion. He loved to view

religion on the practical side, as designed to operate by a few

simple and grand truths on the affections, actions, and habits

of men. He cherished the sentiment and experience of religion,

careful to ascertain the genuineness and value of impressions

and feelings by their moral tendency. His conversation and

behavior evinced the sincerity of his religious impressions. No
levity upon these subjects ever escaped his lips; but his manner

of recurring to them in conversation indicated reverence and

feeling. The sublime, the affecting character of Christ he

never mentioned without emotion."

This distinguished orator, in all his writings and speeches,

itnbued them with the pure and lofty sentiments of religion.

In an article, written in 1801 for a periodical in Boston, on

the subject of books for children, he thus speaks of the Bible, as

adapted to the tender years and opening minds of children :

—

"Why, then, should not the Bible regain the place it once

held as a school-book ? Its morals are pure, its examples cap-

tivating and noble. The reverence for the sacred book, that is

thus early impressed, lasts long, and probably, if not impressed

in infancy, never takes firm hold of the mind. One con-

sideration more is important. In no book is there so good

English, so pure, and so elegant; and by teaching all the mme
book, they will speak alike, and the Bible will justly remain the

standard of language as well as of faith."
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JoHK Hart,

A signer of the Declaration of Independence, and a fearless

patriot, was a munificent benefactor of the Baptist Church, and

always known as a sincere but unostentatious Christian.

James Smith

Was educated by Bev. Dr. Alison, and was an ardent and active

patriot, and one of the signers of the Declaration of Independ-

ence. ''He ever retained a veneration for religion and its

ministers, as well as his regular attention to public worship."

BOBEBT MOBBIS

Was the great financier of the Eevolution, a signer of the

Declaration of Independence, and a member of the convention

that framed the Constitution of the United States. It may be

truly said of him, as it was of the Eoman Curtius, that he

sacrificed himself for the safety of the commonwealth. He was

a great and good man. "The Americans owed, and still owe,

as much acknowledgment to the financial operations of Eobert

Morris as to the negotiations of Benjamin Franklin, or even to

the arms of George Washington."

Alexander Hamilton,

The intimate friend and companion of Washington, was a states-

man of the highest order, and had pre-eminent infln^ce in

terming the national Constitution and the present government.

He was educated by Bev. Hugh Knox, a Presbyterian minister,

to whom Hamilton was greatly attached. The fervent piety

of this gentleman gave a strong religious bias to his feelings.

When Hamilton was appointed aid-de-camp and secretary to

Washington, Knox wrote him as follows :

—

" We rejoice in your good character and advancement, which

is indeed tiie only just reward of merit. May you still live to

deserve more and more of America, and justify the choice and)

merit the approbation of the great and good Washington, a

name dear to the friends of the liberties of mankind ! Mark this

:

you must be the annalist and biographer, as well as the aid-de-

camp, of General Washington, and the historiographer of th»

American war. I aver, few men will be so well qualified to

write the history of the present glorious struggle. Qod only
10
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knows how it will terminate. But, however that will be, it will

be an interesting story."

'' Hamilton was stamped by the Divine hand with the impress

of genius. He had indeed a mind of immense grasp and un-

limited original resources." He uttered such views of moral

government as follows:

—

" The Supreme Intelligence who rules the world has consti-

tuted an eternal law, which is obligatory upon all mankind, prior

to any human institution whatever. He gave existence to man,

together with the means of preserving and beautifying that

existence, and invested him with an inviolable right to pursue

liberty and personal safety. Natural liberty is the gift of the

Creator to the whole human race. Civil liberty is only natural

liberty modified and secured by the sanctions of civil society.

It is not dependent on human caprice, but it is conformable to

the constitution of man, as well as necessary to the well-being of

society. The sacred rights of mankind are not to be rummaged
for among old parchments or musty records. They are written,

as with a sunbeam, in the whole volume of human nature, by the

hand of Divinity itself, and can never be erased or obscured by

]}uman power. This is what is called the law of nature, which,

.

being coeval with mankind and dictated by God himself, is, of

course, superior in obligation to any other. No human laws

are of any validity if contrary to this. It is binding over all

the globe, in all countries, and at all times."

In reference to the death of Washington, Hamilton said, " If

virtue can secure happiness in another world, he is happy.

This seal is now upon his glory. It is no longer in jeopardy

by the fickleness of fortune."

" It is difficult," says Fisher Ames, speaking of Hamilton,

after his death, " in the midst of such varied excellences, to say

in what particular the effect of his greatness was most mani-

fest. No man more promptly discerned truth ; no man more

clearly displayed it : it was not merely made visible ; it seemed

to come bright with illumination from his lips. He thirsted

only for that fame which virtue would not blush to confer, nor

time to convey to the end of his course. Alas I the great man
who was at all times the ornament of our country is withdrawn

to a purer and more tranquil region. May Heaven, the guard-

ian of our liberty, grant that our country may be firuitful of

Hamiltons and faithful to their glory."
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Charles Cabsoll,

The last survivor of the signers of the Declaration of Independ-

ence, was a member of the Eoman Catholic Church, and dis«

tinguished for his Christian patriotism and viitues. Lord

Brougham says, "He was emong the foremost to sign the cele-

brated Declaration of Independence. As he set his hand to the

instrument, some one said, 'There go some millions of pro-

perty;' but, as there were many of the same name, he was told

he might get clear. 'They will never know which to take.'

'Not so,' he replied, and instantly added—'of CarroUton.' He
was universally respected for his patriotism and virtues. He
had talents and acquirements which enabled him effectually to

help the cause he espoused. His knowledge was various, and

his eloquence was of a high order. It was like his character,

mild and pleasant,
—

^like his deportment, correct and faultless."

In the year 1826, after all save one of the band of patriots whose

signatures are on the Declaration of Independence bad de-

scended to the tomb, and the venerable Carroll alone remained

among the living, the government of the city of New York de-

puted a committee to wait on the illustrious survivor, and obtain

from him, for deposit in a public hall of the dty, a copy of the

Declaration of 1776, graced and authenticated anew with his

sign-manual The aged patriot yielded to the request, and affixed

with his own hand to a copy of the instrument the grateful,

solemn, and pious supplementary declaration which follows :

—

" Grateful to Almighty Gbd for the blessings which, through

Jesus Christ our Lord, he has conferred on my beloved country

in her emancipation, and in permitting me, under circumstances

of mercy, to live to the age of eighty-nine years, and to survive

the fiftieth year of American Independence, adopted by Congress

on the 4th of July, 1776, which I originally subscribed on the

2d day of August of the same year, and of which I am now the

last surviving signer, I do hereby recommend to the present

and future generations the principles of that important docu-

ment as the best inheritance their ancestors could bequeath to

them, and pray that the civil and religious liberties they have

secured to my country may be perpetuated to remotest poste-

rity and extended to the whole family of man,

"Chas. Carroll, of CarroUton.

"August 2, 1826."
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OKABUEa Teohbok

Was the Secretary of the Contiiiental OongreBa, a Qoaker by
birth aud education, and a man of distinguished virtue and in-

tegrity of character. He possefised in an eminent degree the

confidence of OongreBS, and was the active and stead&st friend

of the Christian religion. His selection as secretary has a his-

toric interest and singularity.

The Continental Congress first sat in the building then called

Carpenter's Hall, up the court of that name in Chestnut Street.

On the morning of the day that they first convened, their

future secretary, Charles Thomson, who resided at that time in

the Northern Liberties, and who afterwards so materially as-

sisted to launch our first-rate republic, had ridden into the city

and alighted in Chestnut Street. He was immediately accosted

by a messenger from Congress; they desired to speak with

him. He followed the messenger, and, entering the building,

he said he was struck with awe upon viewing the aspects of

so many great and good men impressed with the weight and

responsibility of their situation, on the perilous edge of which

they then were advancing. He walked up the aisle, and, bowing

to tiie president, desired to know their pleasure. "Congress re-

quest your services, sir, as their secretary." He took his seat at

tiiie desk, and never looked back until the vessel was securely

anchored in the haven of independence.

Geobob Wythe
Was a statesman and a jurist of the highest accomplishments,

and a signer of the Declaration of Independence. "His vir-

tues were of the purest kind, his integrity inflexible, and his

justice exact. It was his daily endeavor to live a Christian

life ; and he efiectually succeeded."

James Wilson,

A signer of the Declaration of Independence, and an emin^t
jurist and judge, was educated under Christian auspices by
Dr. Isaac Watts and Dr. Bobert Blair. He was an omar
ment to the American nation, and in public and private life

maintained the fietith and difiuaed the spirit and the principles

of Christianity.
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Samuel Chase

Was a signer of the Declaration of Independence, a member of

CJongress, and a Judge of the Supreme Court of the United States.

"Among his virtues may be included a heartfelt piety and a

firm belief in the great truths of Christianity. He partook of

the sacrament but a short time before his death, and said he

was at peace with all mankind."

EicHABD Hehby Lee

Was an accomplished orator of the Eevolution, a signer of the

Declaration of Independence, and a Christian statesman. "In
the vigor of his mind, amid the honors of the world and its en-

joyments, he publicly declared his belief in Jesus Christ as the

Saviour of men.

Fbancis LiaHTFooT Lee,

The brother of Eichard Henry, was an upright and virtuous

politician. He lived and died a Christian.

John Jay,

As a Christian legislator, statesman, and judge, exerted a large

and active influence in the Eevolution, and in founding and

admimstering the civil government of the United States. In

private and public life he was an eminent Christian. His

recognition of God and belief in the Christian religion were

striking elements of his character.

" Whoever," said he, " compares our present with our former

constitution will find abundant reasons to rejoice in the ex-

change, and readily admit that all the calamities incident to

this war will be amply compensated by the many blessings

flowing from this revolution.

"We should always remember that the many remarkable

and unexpected means and events by which our wants have

been supplied and our enemies repelled or restrained are

such strong and striking proofe of the interposition of Heaven,

that our having been hitherto delivered firom the threatened

bondage of Britain ought to be forever ascribed to its true

cause (the £ivor of God), and, instead of swelling our breasts

with arrogant ideas of our prowess and importance, kindle in

them a flame of gratitude and piety which may consume all

remains of vice and irreligion."
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During a most gloomy period of the Revolution, when New
York was in the hands of the British, and Washington was

retreating through New Jersey, with an almost naked army,

and the country desponding, Jay animated his countrymen with

such stirring words as the following :

—

" Under the auspices of divine Providence your forefathers

removed to the wilds and wilderness of America* By their

industry they made it a fruitful, and by their virtues a happy,

country; and we should still have enjoyed the blessings of

peace and plenty, if we had not forgotten the source from which

these blessings flowed, and permitted our country to be conta-

minated by the many shameful vices which have prevailed among

us. It is a well-known fact that no virtuous people were ever

oppressed, and it is also true that a scourge was never wanting

to those of an opposite character. Even the Jews, those favor-

ites of Heaven, met with the frowns whenever they forgot the

smiles of their benevolent Creator. They for their wickedness

were permitted to be scourged; and we for our wickedness are

scourged by tyrants as cruel and implacable as theirs. If we

turn from our sins, God will iutn from his anger. Then will

our arms be crowned with success, and the pride and power of

our enemies, like the pride and arrogance of Nebuchadnezzar,

will vanish away.
" Let a general reformation of manners take place ; let uni-

versal charity, public spirit, and private virtue be inculcated,

encouraged, and practised. Unite in preparing for a vigorous

defence of your country as if all depended on you. And when

you have done all these things, then rely on the good providence

of Almighty God for success, in full confidence that without his

blessing all our efibrts will inevitably faiL

" Rouse, then, brave citizens ! Do your duty like men, and

be persuaded that Divine Providence will not let this Western

World be involved in the horrors of slavery^ Consider that

from the earliest ages of the world religious liberty and reason

have been bending their course towards the setting sun. The

holy gospels are yet to be preached to these western regions

;

and we have the highest reason to believe that the Almighty

will not suffer slavery and the gospel to go hand in hand. It

cannot, it will not be."

In September, 1777, Jay, as Chief-Justice of the Supreme

Court of New York, delivered a charge to the Grand Jury of
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Ulster county, on the political condition of the country. It

was given at a time when the Assembly and Senate wqre con-

vening, and the whole system of government, established by the

Constitution of New York, about being put in motion. The
grand inquest was composed of the most respectable characters

in the county. In that charge are found the following Chris-

tian passages :

—

" Gentlemen :
—

^It aflFords me very sensible pleasure to con-

gratulate you on the dawn of that free, mild, and equal govern-

ment whidi now begins to rise and break from amidst those

clouds of anarchy, confusion, and licentiousness which the arbi-

trary and violent domination of the King of Great Britain had
spread throughout this and the other American States. This is

one of those signal instances in which Divine Providence has

made the tyranny of princes instrumental in breaking the chains

of their subjects, and rendering the most inhuman designs pro-

ductive of the best consequences to those against whom they

were • intended,—a revolution which, in the whole course of

its rise and progress, is distinguished by so many marks of the

divine favor and interposition that no doubt can remain of its

being finally accomplished. It was begun, and has been sup-

ported, in a manner so singular and, I may say, miraculous, that

when future ages shall read its history they will be tempted to

consider great part of it as fabulous. Will it not appear extra-

ordinary that thirteen colonies, divided by a variety of govern-

ments and manners, should immediately become one people,

and, though without funds, without magazines, without disci-

plined troops, in the fsice of their enemies, unanimously deter-

mine to be free, and, undaunted by the power of Great Britain,

refer their cause to the justice of the Almighty, and resolve to

repel force by force,—thereby presenting to the world an illus-

trious example of magnanimity and virtue scarcely to be paral-

leled? However incredible these things may in future appear,

we know them to be true, and we should always remember that

the many remarkable and unexpected means and events by

which our wants have been supplied and our enemies repelled

or restrained are such strong and striking proo& of the inter-

position of Heaven, that our having been hitherto delivered

from the threatened bondage of Britain ought, like the emanci-

pation of the Jews from Egyptian servitude, to be forever

ascribed to its true Cause, and, instead of swelling our breasts
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with arrogant ideas of our own prowess and importance, kindle

in them a flame of gratitude and piety which may consume all

remains of vice and irreligion.

"The Americans are the iSrst people whom Heaven has

favored with an opportunity of deliberating upon and choosing

the forms of government under which they should live. While

you possess wisdom to discern and virtue to appoint men of

worth and abilities to fill the offices of the state, you will be

happy at home and respected abroad. Your life, your liberties,

your property, will be at the disposal only of your Creator and

yourselves.

" Security under our Constitution is given to the rights of

conscience and private judgment. They are by nature subject

to no control but that of Deity, and in that free situation they

are now left. Every man is permitted to consider, to adore,

and to worship his 'Creator in the manner most agreeable to

his conscience. No opinions are dictated, no rules pf faith are

prescribed, no preference given to one sect to the prejudice of

others. The Constitution, however, has wisely declared that

the * liberty of conscience, thereby granted, shall not be so con-

strued as to excuse acts of licentiousness or justify practices

inconsistent with the peace or safety of the state/ In a word,

the convention by whom that Constitution was formed were

of opinion that the gospel of Christ, like the ark of God,

would not fall, though unsupported by the arm of flesh ; and

happy would it be for mankind if that opinion prevailed more
generally.

" But let it be remembered that whatever marks of wisdom,

experience, and patriotism there may be in the Constitution,

yet, like the beautiful symmetry, the just proportions, and

elegant forms of our first parents before their Maker breathed

into them the breath of life, it is yet to be animated^ and,

till then, may indeed excite admiration, but will be of no use.

From the people it must receive its spirit, and by them be

quickened. Let virtue, honor, the love of liberty and science,

be and remain the soul of the Constitution, and it will become
the source of great and extreme happiness to this and future

generations. Vice, ignorance, and want of vigilance will be the

only enemies that can destroy it. Against these provide, and

of these be forever jealous. Every citizen ought diligently to
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read and study the Constitution of his country, and teach the

rising generation to be free."

" Providence," said he, " has given to our people the choice

of their rulers, and it is the duty, as well as the privilege and

interest, of a Christian nation to select and prefer Christians

for their rulers."

Mr. Jay, from 1822 till his death in 1827, was President of

the Bible Society, and at each annual meeting delivered an

address. He demonstrated the divinity of the Bible, showed

its relations and results to civil government and human
society, and urged its universal circulation as the means to

illumine and regenerate the world. He was an active and

devout member of the Episcopal Church, but eminently liberal

and charitable in his Christian views. His life was a beautiful

exhibition of Christian faith, and his public career a noble

illustraition of the value of Christianity in forming the cha-

racter and acts of a Christian statesman. Webster said of this

eminent Christian jurist, that " when the ermine fell on him it

touched nothing less pure than itself."

He was eminently a man of prayer, and drew up a form, full

of spirituality and of Christian truths, as an extract will show

:

—" Enable me, merciful Father, to understand thy holy gos-

pels, and to distinguish the doctrines thereof from erroneous

expositions of them; and bless me with that fear of offending

thee, which is the beginning of wisdom. Let thy Holy Spirit

purify and unite me to my Saviour forever; and enable me to

cleave unto him as unto my very life, as indeed he is. Perfect

and confirm my faith, my trust, my hope of salvation in him,

and in him only.
*

" Give me grace to love and obey, and be thankful unto thee,

with all my heart, with all my soul, with all my mind, and

with all my strength, and to worship and to serve thee in

humility of spirit, and in truth. Give me grace also to love

my neighbor aa myself, and wisely and diligently to do the

duties incumbent on me according to thy holy will, and not

from worldly consideration. Condescend, merciful Father, to

grant, as far as proper, these imperfect petitions, these inade-

(juate thanksgivings, and to pardon whatever of sin hath min-

gled in them, for the sake of Jesus Christ, our blessed Lord and

Saviour, unto whom, with thee and the blessed Spirit, even one

God, be rendered all honor and glory, now and forever."
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In his dying hour, he was asked if he had any fourewell

counsels to leave his children. His reply was, " They have
THE Book."

Elias Boudinot

Acted a prominent part in the scenes of the Bevolution, and
was an able and active member of the Continental Congress.

He was a brilliant lawyer, an upright judge, a wise legislator,

and a true Christian statesman. His Christian feelings thus

found utterance on the propriety of observing the memory of

American independence :

—

*' The history of the world, as well sacred as profane, bears

witness to the use and importance of setting apart a day as a

memorial of great events, whether of a religious or a political

nature. No sooner had the great Creator of the heavens and
the earth finished his almighty work, and pronounced all very

good, but he set apart (not as anniversary, or one day in a

year, but) one day in seven, for the commemoration of his in-

imitable power in producing aU things out of nothing.

" The deliverance of the children of Israel from a state of

bondage to an unreasonable tyrant was perpetuated by eating

the paschal lamb, and enjoining it to their posterity as an annual

festival forever, with a ' remember this day, in which ye came

out of Egypt, out of the house of bondage.'

" The resurrection of the Saviour of mankind is commemo-
rated by keeping the first day of the week, not only as a certain

memorial of his first coming in a state of humiliation, but the

positive evidence of his future coming in glory.

• " Let U8, my friends and fellow-citizens, unite all our endea-

vors this day to remember with reverential gratitude to our

Supreme Benefactor all the wonderful things he has done for

us, in a miraculous deliverance from a second Egypt,—another

house of bondage. 'And thou shalt show thy son, on this day,

saying, This day is kept as a day of joy and gladness, because

of the great things the Lord has done for us, when we were

delivered from the threatening power of an invading foe. And
it shall be a sign unto thee upon thine hand, and for a memo-

I rial between thine eyes, that tie law of the Lord may be in thy

i mouth; for with a strong hand hast thou been delivered from

I thine enemies. Thou shalt therefore keep this ordinance, in its

season, from year to year forever.*
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"Who knows but the country for which we have fought

and bled may hereafter become a theatre of greater events

than have yet been known to mankind ? May these invigorating

prospects lead us to the exercise of every virtue, religious,

moral, and political. And may these great principles, in the

end, become instrumental in bringing about that happy state

of the world when from every human breast, joined by the

grand chorus of the skies, shall arise, with the profoundest reve-

rence, that divinely celestial anthem of universal praise, 'Glory'

to God in the highest; peace on earth; good will towards men.'

"

In 1816, Mr. Boudinot was elected the first President of the

American Bible Society. In accepting, he said, "I am not

ashamed to confess that I accept the appointment of President

of the American Bible Society as the greatest honor that could

be conferred on me this side of the grave." He served, also,

from 1812 till his death in 1821, as a member of the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. His great

wealth was consecrated to objects of Christian benevolence.

He gave a liberal sum to the New Jersey Bible Society, to pur-

chase spectacles for the aged poor to enable them to read the

Bible.

James Madison

Was an eminent statesman and civilian of the Revolution, and

was called the " Father of the Constitution." He was educated

at Princeton College, under Dr. John Witherspoon, the eminent

Christian scholar and patriot, who delighted to bear testimony

to " the excellency of his character." He remarked to Mr. Jef-

ferson, when they were colleagues in the Continental Congress,

that in the whole course of Mr. Madison's career at college "he

never knew him to say or do an indiscreet thing."

He was a friend to universal toleration in religious matters,

and objected to the word "toleration" in our constitutions,

because it implied an established religion. He labored to

remove the legal disabilities from the Baptists in Virginia, and

demonstrated that all men are equally entitled to the -free exer-

cise of religion according to the dictates of conscience.

The following paragraphs from his messages exhibit his views

on God as the Governor of nations :

—

"We have all been encouraged to feel the guardianship and

guidance of that almighty Being whose power regulates the
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destinies of nations, whose blessings have been so conspicuously

displayed to this rising republic; and to whom we are bound to

address our devout gratitude for the past, as weU as our fervent

supplications and best hopes for the future."

''Recollecting always that, for every advantage which may
contribute to distinguish our lot from that to whidi others are

doomed by the unhappy spirit of the times, we are indebted to

that Divine Providence whose goodness has been so remarkably

extended to this rising nation, it becomes us to cherish a devout

gratitude, and to implore from the same omnipotent source a

blessing on the consultations and measures about to be under-

taken for the welfare of our beloved country."

"Invoking the blessings of Heaven on our beloved country,

and on all the means that may be employed in vindicating its

rights and advancing its welfare."

Again, in 1812, after the war, he says, "The appeal was made,

in a just cause, to the just and all-powerful Being who holds in

his hands the chain of events and the destiny of nations." The
war "is stamped with that justice which invites the smiles of

Heaven on the means of conducting it to a successfiil termi-

nation." "We are under sacred obligation to transmit entire to

future generations that precious patrimony of national rights

and independence, which is held in trust by the present/rom the

goodness of Providence." "We may humbly repose our trust in

the smiles of Heaven on so righteous a cause."

In closing his last message, Madison sajrs, "May I not be

allowed to add to this gratifying spectacle, that the destined

career of my country will exhibit a government pursuing the

public good as its sole object, and regulating its means by those

great principles consecrated in its charter, and by those moral

principles to which they are so well allied ?—^a government, in

a word, whose conduct within and without may bespeak the most

noble of all ambitions,—^that of promoting peace on earth, and

good will to men."

James Monroe

Was an active patriot and statesman of Eevolutionary and of

more modern times, taking a leading part in the political affairs

of the nation, and was twice elected President. He has left

but little in reference to his views on the subject of religion.

The following sentences occur in his messages :

—
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" I enter on the trust with my fervent prayers to the Ahnighty,

that he will be graciously pleased to continue to us that protection

which he has already so conspicuously displayed in our fibvor."

"The fruits of the earth have been unususdly abundanti com-

merce has flourished, the revenue has exceeded the most fiAvor-

able anticipations, and peace and amity are preserved with for-

eign nations on conditions just and honorable to our country.

For these inestimable blessings we cannot be too grateful to that

Providence which watches over the destinies of nations."

"When we view the great blessings with which our country

has been favored, those which we now enjoy, and the means
which we possess of handing them down unimpaired to our

latest posterity, our attention is irresistibly drawn to the source

from whence tiiey flow. Let us, then, unite in ofiering our most

grateful acknowledgment for these blessings to the Divine

Author of all good."

"With a firm reliance on the protection of Almighty Gbd, I

shall forthwith commence the duties of the high trust to which
you have called me."

"Deeply impressed with the blessings which we enjoy, and

of which we have such manifold proo&, my mind is irresistibly

drawn to that Almighty Being, the great source from whence

they proceed, and to whom our most grateful acknowledgments

are due."

OlIVBB ElIiSWOBTH

Was an eminent statesman of the Bevolution, and by Washing-
ton appointed Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

Statei9. He was designed for the ministry, and studied theo-

logy under Dr. Bellamy, an eminent divine of Coimecticut.

In this Christian school his principles were received and his

character formed* " Amiable and exemplary in all the relations

of the domestic and social life and Christian character, pre-emi-

nently useful in all the offices he sustained; whose great talents,

under the guidance of inflexible integrity, consummate wisdom,

and enlightened sseal, placed him among the first of the illus-

trious statesmen who achieved our independence and established

the constitution of the American republic In all the public

stations which he ever filled he evinced an inflexible integrity,

the purest morality, and the most unshaken firmness and inde-

pendency."
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William Henry Drayton,

Of South Carolina, an eminent jurist and statesman, who
devoted his great learning and abilities to achieve our in-

dependence and to form our free institutions, in April,

1776, gave utterance, in an official paper, to the following senti-

ments :

—

'' I think it my duty to declare, in the awful seat of justice and

before Almighty God, that, in my opinion, the Americans can

have no safety but by the Divine favor, their own virtue, and

their being so prudent as not to leave it in the power of British

rulers to injure them. The Almighty created America to be

independent of Britain : let us beware of the impiety of being

backward to act as instruments in the Almighty's hand, now
extended to accomplish his purpose, and by the completion of

which alone America can be secure against the craft and insidious

designs of her enemies, who think her prosperity and
POWER ALREADY BY FAR TOO GREAT."

" In a word, our piety and political safety are so blended, that

to refuse our labors in this divine work is to refuse to be a

great, a free, a pious, and a happy people ! And now, having left

the important alternative, political happiness or wretchedness,

under God, in a great degree in your hands, I pray the Supreme

Arbiter of the affairs of men so to direct your judgment as

that you may act agreeably to what seems to be his will, re-

vealed in his miraculous works in behalf of America bleeding

at the altar of liberty."

Major-General Greene,

Of Revolutionary renown, was eminently distinguished in the

military service of his country, and was the confidential compa-

nion of Washington. He was as eminent for his virtues as for

his patriotism and devotion to his country. Alexander Hamil-

ton, in an eulogium on him, pronounced July 4, 1789, before the

Society of Cincinnati, says of him,

—

" The name of Greene will at once awaken in your minds the

image of whatever is noble and estimable in human nature.

As a man, the virtues of Greene are admitted ; as a patriot, he

held a place in the foremost rank ; as a statesman, he is praised

;

as a soldier, he is admired.

"But where, alas! is now this consummate general, this brave
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soldier, this discerning statesman, this steady patriot, this vir-

tuous citizen, this amiable man? Why could not so many
talents, so many virtues, so many bright and useful qualities

shield him from a premature grave ? It is not for us to scan,

but to submit to, the dispensations of Heaven.*'

" He was a great and good man," was the comprehensive?

eulogy passed upon him by Washington, when he heard the

news of General Greene's death. "Thus," says Washington,
'* some of the pillars of the Revolution fall. Others are mould-

ering by insensible degrees. May our country never want

props to support the glorious fabric."

•

Henby Knox,

Major-general in the American army during the Revolutionary

War, was the right hand of Washington, and one whose re-

sources for the emergencies of the war were infinite. His parentfi

were of Scottish descent, and educated him in that piety which

has ever distinguished the people of that country. He poR-

aessed a taste for literary pursuits, which he retained through life

;

and this, in union with his fine military genius and personal

qualities, constituted him an accomplished gentleman and an

able officer in the army and in the War Department, to which

he was appointed by Congress before the adoption of the Con-

stitution, and, after the government was organized, by Wash-
ington to the same office.

" The amiable virtues of the citizen and the man were as

conspicuous in the character of General Knox as the more
brilliant and commanding talents of the hero and statesman.

The afflicted and destitute were sure to share of his compassion

and charity. ' His heart was made of tenderness.' Mildness

ever beamed in his countenance; 'on his tongue were the words

of kindness. The poor he never oppressed ; the most obscure

citizen could never complain of injustice at his hands.'

''To these amiable qualities and moral excellencies of General

Knox we may justly add his prevailing disposition to piety.

With much of the manners of the gay world, and opposed as

he was to all superstition and bigotry, he might not appear, to

those ignorant of his better feelings, to possess religion and

devout aiFections. He was a firm believer in the natural antl

moral attributes of the Deity and his overruling and all-pre-

vailing providence."
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QlLBERT MOTHIEB LaFAYETTE

Deeerves an eminent place among American heroesi as the

champion of freedom and the friend of humanity. His chival-

rous and heroic devotion in the American cause constitutes a

romantic chapter in the history of the Bevolution. He was a

member of the Catholic Church, a friend of Christiajuty, and his

sentiments and life were of a high moral tone. His inspirations

of liberty, his just and rational views of the rights of all men,

and his devotion to humanity and a Christian civilization, en-

title Lafayette to be enrolled among the Christian champions of

freedom. In reference to American^ slavery he said that if he

had supposed he was fighting to perpetuate the system, he never

would have unsheathed his sword for American liberty in oar

Revolutionary struggle.

John Quincy Adams, in his eulogy on Lafsiyette, prepared at

the request of Congress, in 1834, says, "The self-devotion of

Lafeiyette in the cause of America was twofold. First, to the

maintaining a bold and seemingly desperate struggle against

oppression and for national existence. Secondly and chiefly,

to the principles of their declaration, which then first un-

frirled before his eyes the consecrated standard of human
rights.

''To the morai principle of political action, the sacrifices of

no other man were comparable to his. Youth, health, fortune,

the fiavor of the king, the enjoyment of ease and pleasure, even

the choicest blessings of domestic felicity,—^he gave them aU
for toil and danger in a distant land, and an almost hopeless

cause ; but it was the cause of justice, and of the rights of

human kind."

Mr. Clarkson, of England, describes Lafayette "as a man
who desired the happiness of the human race in consistence

with strict subservience to the cause of truth and the honor of

God."

At the close of the Bevolution, Congress appointed a com-

mittee to receive and, in the name of Congress, to take leave of

Lafayette, and to express to him their grateful and admiring

sense of his services. A memorable sentence of his reply is as

follows:

—

"May this immense temple of freedom ever stand a lesson to

oppressors, an example to the oppressed, a sanctuary for the
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rights of mankind ! And may these happy United States attain

that complete splendor and prosperity which will illustrate the

blessings of their Government, and for ages to come rejoice the

departed souls of its founders."

William Livingston

Was a Christian lawyer of New York, and afterwards distin-

guished as a Christian statesman and Governor of New Jersey.

In the earliest conflicts of the Revolution he said,

—

"Courage, Americans! liberty, religion, and science are on

the wing to these shores. The finger of God points out a

mighty empire to your sons. The savages of the wilderness

were never expelled to make room for idolaters and slaves.

The land we possess is the gift of Heaven to our fathers, and

Divine Providence seems to have decreed it to our latest poste-

rity. So legible is this munificent and celestial deed in past

events, that we need not be discouraged by the bickerings

between us and the parent country. The angry cloud will

soon be dispersed, and America advance to felicity and glory

with redoubled activity and vigor. The day dawns in which

the foundation of this mighty empire is to be laid by the esta-

blishment of a regular American Constitution.

"Let us, both by precept and example, encourage a spirit

of economy, industry, and patriotism, and that public integrity

which cannot fail to exalt a nation,—sefting our faces at tlue

same time like a flint against that dissoluteness of manners and

political corruption which will ever be the reproach of any

people. May the foundation of our infant state be laid in

virtue and the fear of God, and the superstructure will rise

gloriously and endure for ages. Then we may humbly expect

the blessing of the Most High, who divides to nations their

inheritance and separates the sons of Adam. While we are

applauded by the whole world for demolishing the old fabric,

rotten and ruinous as it was, let us unitedly strive to approve

ourselves master-builders, by giving beauty, strength, and sta-

bility to the new. May we, in all our deliberations and pro-

ceedings, be influenced by the great Arbiter of the fate of

nations, by whom empires rise and fall, and who will not

always suffer the sceptre of the wicked to rest on the lot of the

righteous, but in due time avenge an injured people on their

unfeeling oppressor and his bloody instrumehtsJ'
11
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Governor Livingston, in 1778, published the following views

on the liberty of conscience in matters of religion :

—

"If in our estimate of things we ought to be regulated by
their importance, doubtless every encroachment upon religion,

of all things the most important, ought to be considered as the

greatest imposition, and the unmolested exercise of it a propor-

tionate blessing.

"By religion I mean an inward habitual reverence for, and

devotedness to, the Deity, with such external homage, either

public or private, as the worshipper believes most acceptable to

him. According to this definition, it is impossible for human
laws to regulate religion without destroying it ; for they cannot

compel inward religious reverence, that being altogether mental

and of a spiritual nature ; nor can they enforce outward re-

ligious homage, because all such homage is either a man's own
choice, and then it is not compelled, or it is repugnant to it,

and then it cannot be religion.

"The laws of England, indeed, do not peremptorily inhibit a

man from worshipping God according to the dictates of his own
<5onscience, nor positively constrain him to violate it, by conform-

ing to the religion of the state. But they punish him for doing

the former, or, what amounts to the same thing, for omitting the

latter, and, consequently, punish him for his religion. For what

^re the civil disqualifications and the privation of certain privi-

leges he thereby incurs, but so many punishments ? And what

«lse is the punishment for not embracing the religion of others

but a punishment for practising one's own ? With how little

prc^riety a nation can boast of its freedom under such restraints

of religious liberty, requires no great, sagacity to determine.

They aflFect, it is true, to abhor the imputation of intolerandfe, and

applaud themselves for their pretended toleration and lenity.

As contra-distinguished, indeed, from actual prohibition, a per-

mission may doubtless be called a toleration ; for if a man is

permitted to enjoy his religion under whatever penalties or

forfeitures, he is certainly tolerated to enjoy it. But as far as

he pays for such enjoyment by suffering those penalties and
forfeitures, he as certainly does not enjoy it freely. On the

contrary, he is persecuted in the proportion that his privilege

is so regulated and qualified. I call it persecution, because it

is harassing mankind for their principles; and I deny that

such punishments derive any sanction from law, because the
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Wtidmoea of men are not the objects of human legislation.

And to trace this stupendous insult on the dignity of reason to

any other source than the abominable combinations of eikg-

GRAFT and PRIESTCRAFT (in everlasting indissoluble league to ex-

tirpate liberty and to erect on its ruin boundless and universal

despotism) would, I believe, puzzle the most assiduous inquirer.

For what business, in the name of common sense, has the magis-

trate (distinctly and singly appointed for our political and tem-

poral happiness) with our religion, which is to secure our

happiness spiritual and eternal ? And, indeed, among all the

absurdities chargeable upon human nature, it never yet entered

into the thoughts of any one to confer such authority upon

any other.

" In reality, such delegation of power, had it ever been made,

would be a mere nullity, and the compact by which it was

ceded altogether nugatory, the rights of conscience being im-

mutably persorud and absolutely inalieriable; nor can the state

or the community, as such, have any concern in the matter.

For in what manner doth it affect society what are the princi-

ples we entertain in our minds, or in what outward form we
think it best to pay our adoration to God?

" But, to set the absurdity of the magistrate's authority to

interfere in matters of religion in the strongest light, I would

&in know what religion it is that he has the authority to

establish? Has he a right to establish only the true religion?

or is any religion true because he does establish it? If the

former, his trouble is as vain as it is arrogant, because the true

religion, being not of this V)orld, wants not the princes of this

world to support it, but has, in fajd^ either languished or been

adidterated wherever they meddled with it.

" If the supreme magistrate, as such, has authority to esta-

blish any religion he thinks to be true, and the religion so

established is therefore right and ought to be embraced, it

follows, since all supreme magistrates have the same authority,

that all established religions are equally right and ought to

be embraced. The Emperor of China, therefore, as supreme

magistrate in his empire, has the same right to establish the

precepts of Confucius, and the Sultan in his the imposture of

Mahomet, as hath the King of Great Britain the doctrine of

Christ in his dominion. It results from these principles

that the reHgions of Confucius and Mahomet are equally true
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with the doctrine of our Saviour and his apoaUes, and equally

obligatory upon the respective subjects of China and Turkey

as Christianity is on those within the British realnii—a position

which, I presume, the most zealous advocate for ecclesiastical

domination would think it blasphemy to avow.
" The Ihglish ecdesiaaticai government^ therefore, is, and all

the RELiaioxjs ESTABLISHMENTS IK THE WORLD are manifest vio-

lations of the rights of privatejtdgmerd in matters of religion.

They are impudent outrages on common sense, in arrogating a

power of controlling the devotional operations of the mind and

external acts of divine homage not cognizable by any human
tribunal, and for which, we are accountable only to the great

Searcher of hearts, whose prerogative it is to judge them.

''In contract with this spiritual tyranny, how beautiAil

appears our catholic constitution in disdaiming all jurisdiction

over the souls of mm, and securing, by a never-to-be-repealed

section, the voluntary, unchecked, moral suasion of every indi-

vidual, and by his own self-directed intercourse with the Father

of spirits, either by devout retirement or puilic worship of his

own election I How amiable the plan of intrenching with the

sanctions of an ordinance, immutable and irrevocable, the

sacred rights of conscience, and reTVOunoing all discrimination

between men on account of their sentiments about the various

modes of church government or ,the different articles of their

faiihr

Jonathan Trumbull

Was, says Sparks, ''one of the firmest of patriots and best of

men." He was Governor of Connecticut nearly twenty years,

—elected with great unanimity, and continuing till the close

of the Eevolution. His services were of very great importance

throughout the whole war, not only in regulating the civil

affairs of Connecticut, but in keeping alive a military ardor

among the people. General Washington leaned on him as one

of his main pillars of support. The following extracts from

Governor Trumbull's letter to Washington will show the spirit

prevailing at that day, as well as the religious cast of his

mind :

—

" Suffer me to congratulate you on your appointment to be

general and commander-in-chief of the troops raised, or to be

raised, for the defence of American liberty. Men who have tasted
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of freedom, and who have felt their personal rights, are not

easily taught to bear with encroachments on either, or brought

to submit to oppression. Virtue ought always to be made the

object of government;, justice is firm and permanent.
" The honorable Congress have, with one united voice, ap-

pointed you to the high station you possess. The Supreme

Director of all events has caused a wonderful union of hearts

and counsels to subsist amongst us. Now, therefore, be strong

and very courageous. May the Grod of the armies of Israel

shower down the blessings of his divine providence on you,

give you wisdom and fortitude, cover your head in the dky of

battle and danger, and, by giving success, convince our enemies

of their mistaken measures, and that all their attempts to de-

prive the colonies of their inestimable constitutional rights and

liberties are injurious and vain."

"Washington replied as follows :

—

Cambridge, 18 Jaly, 1775.

Allow me to return you my sincere thanks for the kind wishes and
&vorable sentiments expressed in yours of the 13th instant. As the .

cause of our common country caUs us both to active and dangerous
duty, I trust that Divine Providence, which wisely orders the affairs of

men, will enable us both to discharge it with fidehty and success. The
uncorrupted choiceof a brave and free people has raised you to deserved

eminence.

Dr. Ezra Stiles, President of Yale College, in a sermon,

entitled "The United States elevated to Glory and
Honor," preached, May 7, 1783, before Governor Trumbull and

the General Assembly of Connecticut, paid the highest tribute

of praise to this pure patriot and exalted Christian statesman.

He said,

—

" Endowed with a singular strength of the mental powers,

with a vivid and clear perception, with a penetrating and com-

prehensive judgment, embellished with the acquisition of aca-

demical, theological, and political erudition, your excellency

became qualified for a very singular variety of usefulness in

life. We adore the God of our fathers, the God and Father

of the spirits of all flesh, that he hath raised you up for such a

time as this, and that he hath put into your heart a wisdom

which I cannot describe without adulation, a patriotism and

intrepid resolution, a noble and independent spirit, an uncon-

querable love of liberty, religion, and our country, and that
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grace by which you have been carried through the arduous

duties of a high office, never before acquired by an American

governor. Our enemies revere the names of Trumbull and

"Washington."

Gbokob Washinoton,

" First in war, first in peace, and first in the hearts of his

countrymen," was also first as a Christian hero and statesman.

His Christian faith and sentiments pervaded his life, formed

his character, guided all his private and public acts, and were

repeated and recorded in every variety of form in all his state

papers. He regarded Christianity not only as a divine system,

worthy of the confidence of all men, and essential to man's

happiness here and hereafter, but he profoundly felt, and every-

where taught, that all good government must be founded and

administered in conformity to its benign and heavenly precepts.

It is a suggestive fact that Washington, who led the armies

of the Revolution to final victory, who presided in the council

that formed the old Articles of Confederation, who was presi-

dent of the convention that formed the Constitution, and who
was the first President elected to administer the government,

was a devout Christian. He has had more to do in shaping

the destinies of the American Government and nation than all

others combined, and in every official act he diffused the spirit

and proclaimed, directly or indirectly, the principles of reli-

gion. ' This historical fact is unprecedented in the annals of the

world, and displays the guiding hand of God in raising up and

qualifying such a Christian leader for the American nation.

Washington opened and closed his administration with the fol-

lowing sentiments:

—

" It is impossible," said he, " to govern the universe without

the aid of a Supreme Being. Let us, therefore, unite in im-

ploring the Supreme Ruler of nations to spread his holy pro-

tection over these United States; to stop the machinations of

the wicked; to confirm our Constitution; to enable us, at all

times, to suppress internal sedition and put invasion to flight;

to perpetuate to our country that prosperity which his goodness

has already conferred, and to verify the anticipations of this

government's being a safeguard to human rights."

"The situation in which I now stand, for the last time, in the

midst of the representatives of the people of the United States,
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naturally recalls the period when the administration of the

present form of government commenced; and I cannot omit the

occasion to congratulate you and my country on the success of

the experiment, nor to repeat my fervent supplications to the

Supreme Buler of the Universe and Sovereign Arbiter of nations,

that his providential care may still be extended to the United

States; that the virtue and happiness of the people may be pre-

served; and that the government which they have instituted for

the protection of their liberties may be perpetual."

An appeal to the Gkxi of the Bible and of providence, from

such Christian statesmen, would be expected, on all suitable and

solemn occasions, in their state papers. These solemn appeals

are as follow:

—

"We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are

created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness. That to defend these rights

government was instituted. . . . We, therefore, the Representa-

tives in General Congress assembled, appealing to the Supreme
Ruler of the World for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in*

the name and by the authority of the good people of these

colonies, solemnly publish and declare that these United Colo-

nies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent States;

and for the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance on

Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives,

our fortunes, and our sacred honor."
" Our cause is just. Our union is perfect. Our internal

resources are great, and, if necessary, foreign assistance is

undoubtedly at hand. We gratefully acknowledge, as signal

instances of the Divine feivor towards us, that his providence

would not permit us to be called into this severe controversy

until we had grown up to our present strength, had previously

been exercised in warlike operations, and possessed of the

means of defending ourselves. With hearts fortified with these

animating reflections, we most solemnly, before God and the

world, declare that, exerting the utmost energies of those

powers which our 'beneficent Creator hath graciously bestowed

on us, the arms we have been compelled to assume we will, in de-

fiance of every hazard, with unabating firmness and perseverance,

employ for the preservation of our liberties; being with one

mind resolved to die freemen rather than live slaves.
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"With an humble confidence in the mercies of the supreme

and impartial Judge and Ruler of the Universe, we most

devoutly implore his divine goodness to protect us happily

through this great conflict, to dispose our adversaries to recon-

ciliation on reasonable terms, and thereby to reKeve the empire

from the calamities of civil war."

A manifesto by Congress, in 1778, closes as follows :

—

"We appeal to that God who searcheth the hearts of men
for the rectitude of our intentions, and in his holy presence

declare, as we are not moved by any light or hasty suggestions

of anger or revenge, so through every possible change of

fortune we will adhere to this our determination."

" Appealing to the Being who searches thoroughly the

heart," says a petition to the king in 1774, "we solemnly pro-

fess that our councils have been influenced by no other motives

than a dread of impending destruction. We doubt not the

purity of our intention and the integrity of our conduct will

justify us at that grand tribunal before which all mankind

must submit to judgment."
• "Appealing to Heaven for the justice of our cause, we deter-

mine to die or be free."

" If it were possible for men, who exercise their reason, to

believe that the Divine Author of our existence intended a

part of the human race to hold an absolute property in and

an unbounded power over others, marked out by his infinite

goodness and wisdom as • the objects of a legal domination

never rightfully resistible, however severe and oppressive, the

inhabitants of these colonies might at least require from the

Parliament of Great Britain some evidence that this dreadful

authority over them had been granted to that body."
" The Bills of Rights of the colonies sparkle with sentiments

of humanity, of right, of liberty. The papers and resolves of

the old colonial legislatures had in them that which fed the

deep love of liberty in the human soul. The remonstrances

addressed to the throne, the letters of eminent men, the declar-

rations of Congress, were all aglow with a divine enthusiasm."

All the state papers emanating from these Christian men
were not only replete with political wisdom, but were, in spirit

and sentiment, Christian. Lord Chatham, in the British Par-

liament, says of them,

—

" When your lordships look at the papers transmitted from
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America,—^when you consider their decency, firmness, and wis-

dom,—you cannot but respect their cause and wish to make it

your own. For myself, I must declare and avow that in all

my reading and observation,—and it has been my favorite study,

—I have read Thucydides, and have studied and admired the

master states of the world,—^that for solidity of reasoning, force

of sagacity, and wisdom of conclusion, under such a compli-

cation of difficult circumstances, no nation or body of men can

stand in preference to the General Congress in Philadelphia^ I

trust it is obvious to your lordships that all attempts to impose

servitude upon such men, to establish despotism over such a

mighty continental nation, must be vain, must be fatal."

Mr. "Webster said he never could read this splendid eulogy

on the men and state papers of the Revolutionary era without

weeping.

Webster also said, ''At that day there could not be found

convened on the surface of the globe an equal number of men
possessing such enlightened views of government or animated

by a higher and a more patriotic motive. They were men full

of the spirit of the occasion, imbued deeply with the general

sentiment of the country, of large comprehension, long foresight,

and of few words. They made no speeches for ostentation;

they sat with closed doors, and their great maxim was, ^faire.

sans dire,'

" They knew the history of the past, and were alive to all the

difficulties an^ all the duties of the present, and they acted from

the first as if the fiiture was all open before them. In such a

constellation it would be invidious to point out bright particular

stars. Let me only say, what none will consider injustice to

others, that George Washington was one of that number.
" The proceedings of this assembly were introduced by reli-

gious observances and devout supplications to the throne of

grace for the inspirations of wisdom and the spirit of good

counsel.

"Regarding the public characters who presided over our

affairs during the stormy period of the war, and those on whom
was devolved the yet more difficult and even more important

duty of creating a system of government for the republic they

have conducted to independence, we cannot refrain from a con-

viction that they were specially called to their high mission by

a wise and an all-beneficent Providence. The extraordinary
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intelligence and virtue displayed in the Continental Oon-

gress were recognized by sagacioos and dispassionate observers

throughout the world. Mirabeau, the great French statesman,

spoke of it as a company of demi-gods."

These great and good men, inspired with the sentiments of

religion and liberty, felt the* incompatibility of humsm slavery

with the Christian life and character of the civil institutions

which they founded, and on all suitable occasions declared it

to be their first and fervent desire and purpose to have it

removed and destroyed. *

The first G-eneral Congress assembled in 1774, two years

before the Declaration of Independence. Their first and main

work was the formation of the '^Association'* which formed a bond

of union between the colonies. The articles of the association

contain the following declarations on the subject of slavery :

—

''We do, for ourselves and the inhabitants of the several

colonies whom we represent, firmly agree and associate, under

the sacred ties of virtue, honor, and love of our country, as

follows :

—

"2. That we will neither import nor purchase any slave afber

the first day of December next, after which time we will wholly

discontinue the slave-trade, and will neither be concerned in

it ourselves, nor will we hire our vessels nor sell our commodi-

ties or manufactures to those who are concerned in it.

" 11. That a committee be chosen in every county, city, and

town, by those who are qualified to vote for representatives in

the legislature, whose business it shall be attentively to observe

the conduct of all persona touching the Association ; and when
it shall be made to appear, to the satisfaction of a majority of

any such committee, that any person within the limits of their

appointment has violated this Association, that such majority

do forthwith cause the truth of the case to be published in the

Gazette, to the end that all such foes to the rights of British

America may be publicly known, and universally contemned as

the ENEMIES OF AMERICAN LIBERTIES, and thenceforth we
respectively will break off all dealings with him or her.

" 14. And we do further agree and resolve that we will have

no trade, commerce, dealings, or intercourse whatever with any

colony or province in North America which shall not accede to,

or which shall hereafter molest, this Association, but will hold
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them as unworthy of the biohts of freemeKi and as inimical

to the liberties of this oountrj.
** The foregoing Association, being determined upon by the

GongresSi was ordered to be subscribed by the several members
thereof; and, therefore, we have hereunto set our respective

names accordingly.
'' In Congress, Philadelphia, October 20, 1774.

"Peyton Randolph, President.

" New Hampshire.—John Sullivan, Nathaniel Folsom.
'' Massaohttsetts Bay.—Thomas Cushing, Samuel Adams,

John Adams, Robert Treat Paine.

" Rhode Island.—Stephen Hopkins, Samuel Ward.
" OoNNEcncuT.—Eliphalet Dyer, Roger Sherman, Silas

Deane.
" New York.—Isaac Low, John Alsop, John Jay, James

Duane, Philip Livingston, William Floyd, Henry
Wisner, Simon Boerum.

" New Jersey.—James Kinsey, William Livingston, Ste-

phen Crane, Richard Smith, John D« Hart.

"Pennsylvania.—Joseph Qulloway, John Dickinson,

Charles Humphreys, Thomas, Mifflin, Edward Biddle,

John Morton, Greorge Ross.

" The lower counties, Newcastle, Ac.—Casar Rodney,

Thomas McKean, (George Read.
" Maryland.—Matthew Tilghman, Thomas Johnson, Jr.,

William Paca, Samuel Chase.

"Virginia.—^Richard Henry Lee, George Washington,

Patrick Henry, Jr., Richard Bland, Benjamin Harri-

son, Edmund Pendleton.

"North Carolina.—^William Hooper, Joseph Hawes,

Richard Caswell.

"South Carolina.—^Henry Middleton, Thomas Lynch,

Christopher Gadsden^ John Rutledge, Edward Rut-

ledge."

Societies having in view the abolition of slavery were formed

in a number of States, in the early period of the republic, in-

cluding Virginia and Maryland; and in 1794 a general con-

vention of delegates from all the abolition societies in the United

States was held in Philadelphia, to consult measures for the

removal of slavery ; and this general convention met annually
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for twelve years. To the first conventioii Dr. Bush was a dele-

gate, and chairinan of a eommittee to draft an address to the

people of the United States, which contained the following

condemnation of slavery :

—

''Many reasons concur in persuading us to abolish domestic

slavery in our country.

''It is inconsistent with the safety of the liberties of the

United States.

"Freedom and slavery cannot long exist together. An un-

limited power over the time, labor, and posterity of our fellow-

creatures necessarily unfits men for discharging the public

and private duties of citizens of a republic.

"It is inconsistent with sound policy, in exposing the states

which permit it to all those evils which insurrections and the

most resentful war have introduced into one of the richest islands

in the West Indies. •

"It is unfriendly to the present exertions of the inhabitants

of Europe in favor of liberty. What people will advocate free-

dom with a zeal proportioned to its blessings, while they view

the purest repubUc in the world tolerating in its bosom a body

of slaves?

" In vain has the tyranny of kings been rejected while we
permit in our country a domestic despotism which involves in

its nature most of the vices and miseries that we have endea-

vored to avoid.

"It is degrading to our rank as men in the scale of being.

Let us use our reason and social affections for the purposes for

which they were given, or cease to boast a pre-eminence over

animals that are unpolluted with our crimes.

"But higher motives to justice and humanity towards our

fellow-creatures remain yet to be mentioned.

"Domestic slavery is repugnant to the principles of Chris-

tianity. It prostrates every benevolent and just principle of

action in the human heart. It is rebellion against the authority

of a common Father. It is a practical denial of the extent and

efficacy of the death of a common Saviour. It is a usurpation

of the prerogatives of the great Sovereign of the universe, who
has solemnly claimed an exclusive property in the souls of men.

" But, if this view of the enormity of domestic slavery should

not affect us, there is one consideration more, which ought to

alarm and impress us, especially at the present juncture.
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"It is a violation of a divine precept of universal justice,

which has in no case jBScaped with impunity."

Congress gave countenance and encouragement to these abo-

lition societies, formed in various States of the ITnion,Nand as

late as 1809 the Speaker of the House of Eepresentatives, by

a resolution, was directed to return a letter of thanks to an

abolition convention for a gift of Clarkson's " History of Slavery,'*

which was ordered to be placed in the Congressional library.

The patriot and statesman, the philanthropist and Christian,

the politician and divine, the guardians of public liberty and

morality, were all united to exterminate this moral and political

evil from the republic. They deemed it a duty to imbue their

schools, colleges, churches, legislatures, and domestic circles

with the belief that slavery was a national crime, offensive to

God, and destructive to the safety, happiness, and prosperity

of the people.

Washington said, "There is,not a man living who wishes

more sincerely than I do to see a plan adopted for the abolition

of slavery ; but there is only one proper and effectual mode by

which it can be accomplished, and that is by legislative author-

ity ; and this, so &r as my suffrages will go, shall not be want-

ing."^ictter to Bobert Morris, April 12, 1786.

"I never mean, unless some particular circumstance should

compel me to it, to possess another slave by purchase,—^it being

among the first wishes of my heart to see some plan adopted

by which slavery in this country may be abolished by law."

—

Letter to John H. Mercer, 1786.

" There are in Pennsylvania laws for the gradual abolition of

slavery, which neither Virginia nor Msuryland have at present,

but which nothing is more certain than that they must have,

and at a period not remote"—Letter to John Sinclair.

Washington wrote to Lafayette as follows :

—

" The benevolence of your heart, my dear marquis, is so

conspicuous on all occasions that I never wonder at fresh proofs

of it ; but your late purchase of an estate in the colony of

Cayenne with a view of emancipating the slaves, ia a generous

and noble proof of your humanity. Would to God a like spirit

might difilise itself generally into the minds of the people of

this country
!"

Jefferson, the great apostle of democracy, declared, "The way,

I hope, is preparing, under the auspices of Heaven, for a total
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emancipation. The hour of emancipation is advancing in the

march of time. This enterprise is for the young, for those who
can follow it up and bear it through to its consummation. It

shall have all my prayers ; and these are the only weapons of

an old man. What execrations should the statesman be loaded

with who, permitting one half the citizens thus to trample on

the rights of the other, transforms the one into despots and the

other into enemies, destroying the morals of one part and the

ajnoT patrice of the other! And can the liberties of a nation

be thought secured, when we have removed their only firm basis,

a conviction in the minds of the people that their liberties are

the gift of God? Indeed, I tremble for my country when I

reflect that God is just, and that justice cannot sleep forever.

The Almighty has no attribute that can take sides with us in

such a contest."

Jefferson, writing from Paris, February, 1788, said,

—

"We must wait with patience the workings of an overruling

Providence, and hope that that is preparing the deliverance of

these [slaves] our suffering brethren. When the measure of

their tears shall be full, when their tears shall involve heaven

itself in darkness, doubtless a God of justice will awaken to

their distress, and, by diffusing light and liberty among their

oppressors, or at length by his exterminating thunder, manifest

his attention to things of this world, and that they are not left

to the guidance of blind &tality.

"I ajn very sensible of the honor you propose to me, of

becoming a member of the Society for the Abolition of the Slave-

Trade. Tou know that nobody ^shes more ardently to see an

abolition, not only of the trade, but of the condition of the

slave ; and certainly nobody will be more willing to encounter

every sacrifice for that object,"

Jefferson wrote to Edward Coles, of lUinoifl, August 25, 1814,

as follows :

—

" The love of justice and love of country plead equally the

cause of these people ; and it is a moral reproach to us that they

should have pleaded so long in vain, and should have produced

not a single effort—nay, I fear, not mudi serious wiUingneas—to

rdieve them and ourselves from our {^resent condition of moral

and political reprobation. It is an encouraging observation that

no good measure was ever proposed which, if duly pursued,

failed to prevail in the end. We have proof of this in the his-
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tory of the endeavors in the British Parliament to suppress that

very trade which brought this evil upon us. And you will be

supported by the religious precept, 'Be not weary in well-

doing/"

Lafayette said, '' While I am indulging in my views of Ame*
rican prospects and American liberty, it is mortifying to be told

that in that very country a large portion of the people are

slaves ! It is a dark spot on the face, of the nation. Such a

state of things cannot always exist.

''I see in the papers that there is a plan for the gradual

abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia. I would be

doubly happy of it for the measure in itself, and because a

sense of American pride makes me recoil at the observations of

diplomatists, and other foreigners, who gladly improve the un-

fortunate existing circumstances into a general objection to

our republican and, saving that deplorable evil, our matchless

system."

" I never," said Lafayette, on another occasion, " would have

drawn my sword in the cause of America, if I could have con-

ceived that thereby I was founding a land of slavery."

John Jay said, in 1780, ** An excellent law might be made out

of the Pennsylvania one for the gradual abolition of slavery.

Till America comes into this measure, her prayers to Heaven will

be impious. This is a strong expression, but it is just. I

believe Grod governs the world, and I believe it to be a maxim
in his as in our court, that those who ask for equity should

grant it."

"The word slaves," he said, "was avoided, probably on

account of the existing toleration of slavery, and its discordancy

with the principles of the Revolution, and from a consciousness

of its being repugnant to some of the positions in the Declara-

tion of Independence."

Monroe, in a speech in the Virginia Convention, said, " We
have found that this evil has preyed upon the very vitals of the

Union, and has been prejudicial to all the States in which it has

existed."

Henry Laurens, of South Carolina, for two years President

of the Continental Congress, wrote to his son, the 14th of Au-
gust, 1776, as follows :—

" You know, my dear son, I abhor slavery. I was bom in a
country where slavery had been established by British kings
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and Parliaments, as well as by the laws of that country, ages

before my existence. I found the Christian religion and slavery

growing together under the same authority and cultivation. I

nevertheless disliked it. In former days there was no combat-

ing the prejudices of men supported by interest. The day, I

hope, is approaching when, from principles of gratitude, as well

as justice, every man will strive to be foremost in showing his

readiness to comply with the Golden Eule."

Patrick Henry, the impassioned orator of the Revolution,

aflirmed, "Slavery is detested; we feel its fatal effects ; we de-

plore it with all the pity of humanity! It would rejoice my
very soul to know that every one of my fellow-beings was

emancipated. I believe the time will come when an oppor-

tunity will be offered to abolish this lamentable evil."

" Believe me, I honor the Quakers for their noble efforts to

abolish slavery. It is a debt we owe to the purity of our reli-

gion to show that it is at variance with that law that warrants

slavery."

In the Convention of Virginia, met to ratify the Constitution

of the United States, Patrick Henry argued " the power of

Congress, under the United States Constitution, to abolish slavery

in the States."

Randolph, in the Convention of Virginia, met to ratify the

Federal Constitution, said, "I hope that there are none here

who, considering the subject in the calm light of philanthropy,

will advance an objection dishonorable to Virginia, that, at the

moment they are securing the rights of their citizens, there is a

spark of hope that those unfortunate men now held in bondage

may, by the operation, of the General Government, be made
FREE."

John Marshall, the friend and biographer of Washington, a

distinguished member of Congress under the administrations of

Washington and Adams, and for forty years Chief-Justice of

the Supreme Court of the United States, saw with prophetic

sagacity the evils of slavery and its future results. In an in-

terview Harriet Martineau had with this venerable Christian

judge in 1835, he made the following statement, published in a

British magazine of that year. Marshall and Madison were

then the only surviving representatives of the old ideas of

Virginia on the subject of slavery. Miss Martineau says,

—

"When I knew the chief-justice, he was eighty-three,—^as
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bright-eyed and warm-hearted as ever, while as dignified a

judge as ever filled the highest seat in the highest court of any

country. He said he had seen Virginia the leading State for

half his life ; he had seen her become the second, and sink to

be (I think) the fifth. Worse than this, there was no arresting

her decline, if her citizens did not put an end to slavery ; and

he saw no signs of any intention to do. so, east of the moun-
tains at least. He had seen whole groups of estates, populous

in his time, lapse into waste. He had seen agriculture ex-

changed for human stock-breeding ; and he keenly felt the degra-

dation. The forest was returning over the fine old estates,

and the wild creatures which had not been seen for generations

were reappearing; numbers and wealth were declining, and

education and manners were degenerating. It would not have

surprised him to be told that on that soil would the main

battles be fought when the critical day should come which he

foresaw."

Madison, the father of the Constitution, '' thought it wrong
to admit in the Constitution the idea that there could be pro-

perty in man." "I object to the word slave appearing in a
Constitution which I trust is to be the charter of freedom to

unborn millions; nor would I willingly perpetuate the memory
of the fact that slavery ever existed in our country. It is a great

evil, and, under the providence of God, I look forward to some

scheme of emancipation which shall free us from it. Do not,

therefore, let us appear as if we regarded it perpetual, by using

in our free Constitution an odious word opposed .to every senti-

ment of liberty."

After the Constitution went into operation, Madison in Con-

gress said, on the question of abolishing the slave-trade,

—

" The dictates of humanity, the principles of the people, the

national safety and happiness, and prudent policy, require it of

us. It is to be hoped that by expressing a national disapproba-

tion of the trade we may destroy it, and save our country from

reproaches, and our posterity from the imbecility ever attendant

on a country filled with slaves."

Harriet Martineau in 1835 spent some days with Madison at

his residence in Virginia. She thus relates the opinions of

Madison on the subject of slavery :

—

" To Mr. Madison despair was not easy. He had a cheerful

and sanguine temper, and if there was one thing rather than
12
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another which he had leamed to consider secure, it was the Con-

Stitation which he had so large a share in making. Yet he told

me that he was nearly in despair, and that he had been quite

so till the Colonization Society arose. Bather than admit to

himself that the South must be laid waste by a servile war, or

the whole country by a civil war, he strove to believe that mil-

lions of negroes could be carried to Africa and so got rid of.

I need not speak of the weakness of such a hope. What con-

cerns us now is that he saw and described to me, when I was his

guest, the dangers and horrors of the state of society in which

he was living. He talked more of slavery than of all other

subjects together, returning to it morning, noon, and night. He
said that the clergy perverted the Bible, because it was alto-

gether against slavery ; that the colored population was increas-

ing faster than the white; and that the state of morals was
such as barely permitted society to exist. Of the issue of the

conflict, whenever it should occur, there could, he said, be no

doubt. A society burdened with a slave system could make no

permanent resistance to an unencumbered enemy ; and he was

astonished at the fanaticism which blinded some Southern men
to so clear a certainty.

"Such was Mr. Madison's opinion in 1835.*'

James Wilson, a leading member of the convention that

formed the Constitution of the United States, and in the ratifi-

cation convention of his State, speaking of the clause relating

to the power of Congress over the slave-trade, said,

—

"I regard this clause as laying the foundation for banishing

slavery out of this country. The new States which are to be

formed will be under the control of Congress in this particular,

and slavery will never be introduced among them. It presents

us with the pleasing prospect that the rights of mankind will be

acknowledged and established throughout the Union. If there

was no other feature in the Constitution but this one, it would

diflfuse a beauty over its whole countenance. Yet the lapse of

a few years, and Congress will have power to exterminate

slavery from within our borders."

Dr. Benjamin Franklin was the unwearied friend of emanci-

pation. He was President of the Pennsylvania Society for

promoting the abolition of slavery, and addressed the follow-

ing memorial to Congress on the subject, on behalf of the

society ;—
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Youi memorialists, particularly engaged in attending to the distresses

arising from slatert, believe it to be their indispensable duty to present

this subject to your notice. They have observed with real satisfaction

that many important and salutary powers are vested in you, for pro-

moting the welfare and securing the blessings of liberty to the people of

the United States; and as they conceive that these blessings ought

cheerfully to be administered, without distinction or color, to all de>

scriptions of people, so they indulge themselves in the pleasing expecta-

tion that nothing which can be done for the relief of the unhappy
objects of their care will be omitted or delayed.

From a persuasion that equal liberty was originally the portion of, and is

still the birthright of, all men, and influenced by the strong ties of hu-

manity and the principles of their institutions, your memorialists con-

ceive themselves bound to use all justifiable endeavors to loosxn ths
BONDS of slavkrt and promote a general ezvjoyment of the blessings of

freedom. Under these impressions, they earnestly entreat your atten-

tion to the subject of slavery; that you will be pleased to countenance

the RESTORATION TO LIBERTY of those Unhappy men who alone, in this

land of freedom, are degraded into perpetual bondage, and who, amid
the general joy of surrounding freemen, are groaning in servile subjec-

tion ; THAT rOU WILL DEVISE HEANS Or RSXOVINO THIS INCONSISTENCY OP

CHARACTER FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE } that you will promoto mcTcy
and justice towards this distressed race ; and that you will step to the

very verge of the power vested in you for discouraging every species of

traffic in the persons of our fellow-men.

Benjamin Franklin, President,
Philadelphia, Feb. 3, 1790.

Dr. Franklin was the personal friend of Granville Sharpe, who
was a member of the British Parliament, and devoted his life

to abolishing the slave-trade and to the promotion of universal

freedom. The following letter of this distinguished philanthro-

pist to Dr. Franklin is a rare and interesting paper touching

the subject of slavery as affected by the Constitution:

—

To His Excellency Dr. Franklin, President of the Pennsylvania
Society tor Promoting the Abolition of Slavery.

LXADENHALL STREET, LoiTDOir, 10th Jan'7, 1788.

Dear Sir:—
I ought long ago to have acknowledged the deep sense which I en-

tertain of my obligations to the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the

Abolition of Slavery, for the honor they have been pleased to confer

upon me by inserting my name in the number of their corresponding

members, as signified in your Excellency's letter of the 9th of July
last.

I read with particular satisfaction their excellent remonstrance
against slavery, addressed to the convention. If our most solemn and
unanswerable appeals to the consciences of men in behalf of humanity

.
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and common juBtice are disregarded, the crimes of slavery and slave-

dealing become crying sins, which presumptuously invite the divine

retribution ; so that it must be highly dangerous to the political exist-

ence of any state, that is duly warned, against ii\justice, to afford the

least sanction to such enormities by their legislative authority.

Having been always zealous of your government, I am the more sin-

cerely grieved to see the new Federal Constitution stained by the inser-

tion of two most exceptionable clauses of the kind above mentioned ; the

one in direct opposition to a most humane article ordained by the first

American Cojigress to be perpetually observed, and the other in equal

opposition to the express command of the Almighty not to deliver up
the servant that had escaped to his master ; and both clauses of the

9th Section of the 1st Article and the latter part of the 2d Section of

the 3d Article are so clearly null and void by their iniquity, that it

would be even a crime to regard them as law.

Though I have, indeed, too plainly proven myself a very unworthy
and dilatory correspondent, through the unavoidable impediments of

a variety of affairs and trusts which have been devolved upon me, yet

I must request your Excellency to inform the Pennsylvania Society

that I have never knowingly omitted any favorable opportunity of pro-

moting the great objects of their institution, and trust in God I never

shall. With true esteem and respect, dear sir,

Yours, &c.,

Granville Sharpk.

Thifl testimony of the fathert- and founders of our civil insti-

tutions, as briefly put on record in this volume, confirms the

declarations of Mr. Leigh in the convention of Virginia, in 1832,

who said,

—

"I thought, till very lately, that it was known to everybody

that during the Revolution, and for many years after, the aboli-

tion of slavery was a favorite topic with many of our ablest

statesmen, who entertained with respect all the schemes which

wisdom or ingenuity could suggest for its accomplishment."

Salmon P. Chase, in the Senate of the United States, in Feb-

ruary, 1854, declared the same fact in reference to the faith

and policy of the statesmen of the Revolution. He designated

that as the "era of enfranchisement," and said,

—

"It commenced with the earliest struggles for independence.

The spirit which inspired it animated the hearts and prompted

the efforts of Washington, of Jefferson, of Patrick Henry, of

Wythe, of Adams, of Jay, of Hamilton, of Morris,—^in short,

of all the great men of our early history. All these hoped,

all these labored, all these believed in the final deliverance of

the country from the curse of slavery. That spirit burned in

the Declaration of Independence, and inspired the provisions of
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the Constitution and of the Ordinance of 1787. Under its influ-

ence, when in full vigor, State after State provided for the

emancipation of slaves within their liifhts, prior to the adoption

of the Constitution."

In these notices of the men of the Revolution and their views

on the Christian religion, it is appropriate in this volume to record

the faith and declarations of four other eminent men, bom during

the Revolutionary struggle, and who have exerted a command-
ing influence on the legislation and politics of this country.

John Quincy Adams,

The sixth President of the United States, was an eminent

statesman and politician. Fifty years of his active life were

spent in the service of his country, with dignity, honor, and use-

fulness. "The fear of God," says Edward Everett, "was the

lost great dominant principle of his life and character. There

was the hiding of his power. Offices, and afiairs, and honors,

and studies, left room in his soul for faith. No man laid hold

with a firmer grasp of the realities of life, and no man dwelt

more steadily on the mysterious realities beyond life. He en-

tertained a profound reverence for sacred things. He attended

the public offices of social worship with a constancy seldom

witnessed in this busy and philosophic age. The daily and

systematic perusal of the Bible was an occupation with which

no other duty was allowed to interfere. The daily entry of his

journal, for the latter part of his life, begins with a passage

extracted &om Scripture, followed with his own meditations and

commentary; and, thus commencing the day, there is little doubt

that of his habitual reflections as large a portion was thrown

forward to the world of spirits as was retained by the passing

scenes. In all the private and public positions he occupied, he

displayed the principles of the Christian religion."

His inaugural address as President of the United States

says,

—

"'Except the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but

in vain.' With fervent supplications for his favor, to his over-

ruling providence I commit, with humble but fearle& confidence,

my own fate and the future destinies of my country.'"

His first message declares that " In taking a survey of the con-

cerns of our beloved country with reference to subjects interesting

to the common welfare, the first sentiment which impresses
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itself upon the mind is of gratitude to the Omnipotent Dis-

penser of all good, for the continuance of the signal blessings of

his providence, and especially for that health which to an un-

usual extent has prevailed within our borders, and for that

abundance which, in the vicissitudes of the seasons, has been

scattered with profusion over our land. Nor ought we less to

ascribe to him the glory that we are permitted to enjoy the

bounties of his hand in peace and tranquillity,—^peace with all

the other nations of the earth, in tranquillity among ourselves."

In the year 1809, Mr. Adams was appointed Minister Pleni-

potentiary of the United States to the court of St. Petersburg.

During his residence there he addressed to his eldest son, who
was then ten years old, a series of letters on the study of the

Bible. Extracts from these letters are here given embodying

the views of this statesman on the Bible and its influence. The
letters were written during the years 1811 and 1813. The ex-

tracts are given without reference to their dates.

" So great is my veneration for the Bible, and so strong my
belief that, when duly read and meditated upon, it is of all books

in the world that which contributes to make men good, wise,

and happy, that the earlier my children begin to read it, and

the more steadily they pursue the practice of reading it through-

out their lives, the more lively and confident will be my hopes

that they will prove useful citizens to their country, respectable

members of society, and a real blessing to their parents.

" I have, myself, for many years made it a practice to read

through the Bible once every year. My custom is to read four

or five chapters every morning, immediately after rising from

bed. It employs about an hour of my time, and seems to me
the most suitable manner of beginning the day.

" You know the difference between right and wrong. You
know some of your duties, and the obligation you are under of

becoming acquainted with them all. It is in the Bible you

must learn them, and from the Bible how to practise them.

Those duties are—^to God, to your feUow-crecUures, to yoursdf.
* Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with

all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength,

and thy neighbor as thyself.' On these two commandments
(Jesus Christ expressly says) *hang all the law and the pro-

phets.' That is to say that the whole purpose of divine revela-

tion is to inculcate them efficaciously upon the minds of men.
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*' Let US, then, search the Scriptures. The Bible contains the

revelation of the will of God ; it contains the history of the

creation of the world and of mankind. It contains a system

of religion and morality which we may examine upon its own
merits, independent of the sanction it receives from being the

word of God, In what light soever we regard it, whether with

reference to revelation, to history, to morality, or to literature,

it is an inexhaustible mine of knowledge and virtue.

" The first words of the Bible are, ' In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth.' This blessed and sublime

idea of Grod, the Creator of the universe,—this source of all

hun^an virtue and all human happiness, for which all the sages

and philosophers of Greece and Rome groped in darkness and

never found,—is revealed in the first verse of the book of Gene-

sis. I call this the source of all human virtue and happiness.
** Here, then, is the foundation of all morality,—the source of

all our obligations as accountable creatures. This idea of the

transcendent power of the Supreme Being is essentially con-

nected with that by which the whole duty of man is summed
up in obedience to his will.

"'And God said. Let there be light, and there was light.'

This verse only exhibits one of the efiects of that transcendent

power which the first verse discloses in announcing God as the

Creator of the world. The true sublimity is in the idea given

us of God. To such a God, piety is but a reasonable service.

''The moral character of the Old Testament, then, is that piety

to God is the foundation of all virtue, and that virtue is insepa-

rable from it, but that piety without the practice of virtue is

itself a crime and an aggravation of all iniquity. All the

virtues which were recognized by the heathens are inculcated

not only with more authority, but with more energy of argu-

ment and more eloquent persuasion, in the Bible, than in all

the writings of the ancient moralists.

" The sum of Christian morality, then, consists in piety to

Qodj and benevolence to manj—^piety manifested not by formal

solemnities and sacrifices of burnt-offerings, but by repentance,

by obedience, by submission, by humility, by the worship of the

heart; and benevolence not founded upon selfish motives, but

superior even to the sense of wrong or the resentment of

injuries.

" The whole system of Christian morality appears to have
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been set forth by its Divine Author in the Sermon on the

Mount. What I would impress upon your mind as infinitely

important to the happiness and virtue of your life is the gene-

ral spirit of Christianity, and the duties which result from it.

"The true Christian is the ^justum et tenacem propositi

virum of Horace. The combination of these qualities, so essen-

tial to the heroic cliaractery with those of meekness, lowliness of
heart, and brotherly love, is what constitutes that moral joe?*-

fection of which CLrist gave an example in his own life, and to

which he commended his disciples to aspire. Endeavor to dis-

cipline your own heart and to govern your conduct through

life by these principles thus combined. Be meek, be gentle^ be

kind, be aflfectionate to all mankind, not excepting your ene-

mies,—but never tame or abject. Never give way to the wishes

of impudence, or show yourself yielding or complying to pre-

judices, wrong-headedness, or intractability, which would lead

or draw you astray from the dictates of your conscience and

your sense of right. * Till you die, let not your integrity de-

part from you.' Build your house upon the Rock; and then let

the rain descend, and the floods come, and the winds blow, and

beat upon that house : it shall not fall, for it will be founded

upon a Rock. So promises your blessed Lord and Master."

" By admitting the Bible as a divine revelation, we have hopes

of future felicity inspired, together with a conviction of our

present wretchedness. The blood of the Redeemer has washed

out the pollution of our original sin, and the certainty of eternal

happiness in a future life is again secured to us in the primitive

condition of obedience to the will of God.
" Jesus Christ came into the world to preach repentance and

remission of sins, to proclaim glory to God in the highest, and

on earth peace, good will to man, and, finally, to bring life and

immortality to light in the gospel ; and all this is clear if we
consider the Bible as a divine revelation.

"Let us conclude by resuming the duties to God, to our

fellow-creatures, and to ourselves, which are derived as imme-

diate consequences from the admission of the Bible as divine

revelation. 1. Piety. From the first chapter of the Old Testa-

ment to the last of the New, obedience to the will of God is in-

culcated as including the whole duty of man. 2. Benevolence.

The love of our neighbor was forcibly taught in the Old Testa-

ment; but to teach it more effectually was the special object of
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Christ's mission upon earth. ' Love/ says St. Paul^ ' is the ful-

filling of the law.' But Christ says, ' A new commandment I

give unto you, that ye love one another ; as I have loved you^

that ye also love one another. By this shall all men know that yo

are my disciples, if ye have love one to another.' 3. Humility.

The profound sense of our infirmities which must follow from

the doctrine of original sin, and of its punishment inflicted

upon all human kind, necessarily inspires meekness and low-

liness of spirit. These two are commanded expressly by Jesus

Christ; and, as principles of morality, they are not only diflferenl

from the maxims of every other known system of ethics, but

in direct opposition to them.
" Of the ten commandments, emphatically so called for the

extraordinary and miraculous distinction with which they were

promulgated, the first four are religious laws. The fifth and

tenth are" properly and peculiarly moral, and the other four are

of the criminal department of municipal law. The unity of

the Godhead, the prohibition of making graven images for

worship, that of taking ' in vain' the name of the Deity, and
the injunction to observe the Sabbath as a day sanctified and

set apart for his worship, were all intended to inculcate that

reverence for the one only and true God, that profound and

penetrating sentiment of piety, which is the great and only im-

mediate foundation of all human virtue.

" Next to the duties towards the Creator, that of honoring

the earthly parents is enjoined. It is to them that every indi-

vidual owes the greatest obligations, and to them he is conse-

quently bound by the first and strongest of earthly ties. The
following commands are negative, and require all to abstain

from wrong-doing—1. In their persons ; 2. In their property;

3. In their conjugal rights; and 4. In their good name. The
tenth and closing commandment goes to the very source of all

human action, the heart, and positively forbids all those desires

which first prompt and lead to every transgression upon the

property and rights of our fellow-creatures. Vain indeed would

be the search among all the writings of profane antiquity—not

merely of that remote antiquity, but even in the most refined

and most philosophic ages of Greece and Rome—to find so broad^

80 complete, so solid a basis for morality as this decalogue laya

down."

As the life of Mr. Adams was closing, he was called to pre-
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Bide at the anniversary of the Bible Society of the city of

Washington. On taking the chair, he said,

—

" Fellow-citizens and members of the Bible Society :—In

taking the chair as the oldest Vice-President of the Society,

I deem myself fortunate in having the opportunity, at this stage

of a long life drawing rapidly to its close, to bear at this place,

the capital of our National Union, my solemn testimonial of

reverence and gratitude to that Book of books, the Holy Bible."

Mr. Adams died in the Capitol of the nation, on the 23d of

February, 1848, exclaiming, " This is the last of earth : I am
content."

Andrew Jackson,

The admired military hero and popular President, was a

thorough believer in the Christian religion and its evangelical

doctrines. He embraced the system of the gospel with a cordial

and a warm-hearted faith. He had a pious Presbyterian mother,

who in her -earliest years planted the seeds of divine truth

which in later life germinated into a practical faith and bore

the fruits of genuine piety.

In his public life at Washington, as President, he bore un-

varying testimony to the divinity of the Bible, as a book essential

to civil government and to the salvation of the soul. During

his eight years' residence at Washington as President, he was
regular in his attendance on the public worship of God, and

had a pew in the First Presbyterian Church. The Bible wa6 a

book which had a prominent place in the Presidential mansion

during his administration, and its perusal was his constant

habit and delight.

It was a long-cherished desire of his heart to make a public

profession of his faith in Christ and join himself to a Christian

church, but he was deterred, like most of our political and

public men, by the fear his motives would be misunderstood and

impugned. The following letter will explain his feelings on this

point. It was written to a friend in Boston.

Hervitacb, August 24, 1838.

Dear Sir :—I thank you kindly for the perusal of your pious uncle's

letter, which you were good enough to enclose for my perusal. Should
you live to see this pious divine, your uncle, present him my kind re-

gards, with my prayers for a long-continued life of usefulness and a

happy immortality. Say to him I would long since have made this
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solemn pubiie dedication to Almighty Gk>d, but knowing the wretchednees

of this world, and how prone many are to evil, and that the scoffer of

religion would have cried out, * Hypocrisy I he has joined the ChurchforpoUt^

cat effect,^—I thought it best to postpone this public act until my retire-

ment to the shades of private life, when no false imputations could be
made that might be injurious to religion. Please say to him I well re-

member the pleasure I had of taking him by the hand and receiving

his kind benediction, for -which I was grateful. It would give me plea-

sure now in retirement to receive and shake him by the hand. Present
our kind regards to your amiable family, and receive for yourself our
best wishes.

I remain, very respectfully, yours, etc.,

Andrew Jackson.

P.S.—I am 80 much debilitated that I can scarcely wield my pen.

A. J.

To Dr. Lawrence.

His faith in an overruling Providence was expressed to Con-

gress and the country in these words, which were in substance

repeated in all his messages :

—

His second inaugural address says,

—

" It 'is my fervent prayer to that Almighty Being before

whom I now stand, and who has kept us in his hands from the

infancy of our republic to the present day, that he wiU so over-

rule all my intentions and actions, and inspire the hearts of my
fellow-citizens, that we may be preserved from dangers of all

kinds, and continue forever a united and happy people."

His message of 1835 says, "Never in any former period

of our history have we had greater reason than we now have

to be thankful to Divine Providence for the blessings of health

and general prosperity,"

His message of 1836 :
—" Our gratitude is due to the Supreme

Ruler of the universe; and I invite you to unite with me in

offering to him fervent supplication that his providential care

may ever be extended to those who follow us. ... I shall not cease

to invoke that beneficent Being to whose providence we are

already so signally indebted, for the continuance of his blessings

on our beloved country."

•"For relief and deliverance, let us firmly rely on that kind

Providence which, I am sure, watches with peculiar care over

the destinies of our republic, and,on the intelligence and wis-

dom of our countrymen. Through His abundant goodness and

their patriotic devotion, our liberty and Union will be pre-

served."
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" May the Great Ruler of nations grant that the signal bless-

ings with which he has favored us may not, by the madness of

party or personal ambition, be los*t ; and may his wise provi-

dence bring those who have produced this crisis to see their

folly before they feel the misery of civil strife, and inspire a

returning veneration for the Union, which, if we may dare to

penetrate his designs, he has chosen as the only means of attain-

ing the high destinies to which we may reasonably aspire."

Commodore Elliott brought from Asia a sarcophagus, which

was presented, through the National Institute, to General Jack-

son. His answer is as follows :

—

HiBHirAOE, March 27, 1845.

Dear Sir:—
Your letter of tliclSth instant, together with a copy of the proceedings

of the National Institute, have been received. . . . With the warmest
sensations that can inspire a grateful hea^^t, I must decline accepting

the honor intended to be conferred. I cannot consent that my mortal

body shall be laid in a repository prepared for an emperor or a king.

My republican feelings and principles forbid it ; the simplicity of our

system of government forbids it. Every monument erected to per-

petuate the memory of our heroes and statesmen ought to bear evidence

of the economy and simplicity of our republican institutions and the

plainness of our republican citizens, who are the sovereigns ofour glorious

Union and whose virtue is to perpetuate it. True virtue cannot exist

where pomp and parade are the governing passions : it can only dwell

with the people,—the great laboring and producing classes, that form
the bone and sinew of our confederacy.

For these reasons, I cannot accept the honor you and the president

and directors of the National Institute intended to bestow. I cannot

permit my remains to be the first in these United States to be deposited

in a sarcophagus made for an emperor or a king. ... I have pre-

pared an humble depository for my mortal body beside that wherein

lies my beloved wife, where, without any pomp or parade, I have re-

quested, when my God calls me to sleep with my fathers, to be laid,—^for

both of us there to remain until the last trumpet sounds to call the dead
to judgment, when we, I hope, shall rise together, clothed with that

heavenly body promised to all who believe in our glorious Redeemer,
who died for us that we might live, and by whose atonement I hope fo(

a blessed immortality.
Andrew Jackson.

The sublime system of divinity so clearly taught in the Holy
Scriptures was the joy and rejoicing of his heart. He had a
firm faith in the providential government of God over nations^

men, and events. When rehearsing facts that had occurred in

his military or political life, he would pause and say, "It was
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the hand of God : Divine Providence ordered it so." " Such an

officer was cut down : he was a noble man. I felt his loss much

;

but it was the hand and counsel of God." In an address at a

dinner given in Georgetown, in honor of the hiero of the battle

of New Orleans, he closed by saying, '*But to Heaven and to

the bravery of our soldiers were we indebted for the victory

;

to Heaven and them let it be ascribed."

The following sketch of the religious feelings and dying

scenes of Andrew Jackson was written by the Rev. John S. C.

Abbott:—
" One Sunday morning in the year 1827, as General Jackson

and his wife were walking towards the little Hermitage church,

she entreated him to take a decided stand as a Christian and to

unite with the Church. He replied,

—

"'My dear, if I were to do that now, it would be said all over

the country that I had done it for the sake of political eflfect.

My enemies would all say so. I cannot do it now; but I pro-

mise you that when once more I am clear of politics I will join

the Church.'

"On the 23d of December, 1828, Mrs. Jackson died. It was a

terrible blow to her husband, who loved her with singular fervor

and constancy. He never quite recovered from the shock. His

spirit became very much subdued, and he gave up entirely the

use of profane language, to which he had been awfully addicted

^n his younger days.

"Mr. Nicholas P. Trist, of Virginia, was the private secretary

of President Jackson. On one occasion it seemed necessary for

him to enter the President's apartment after he had retired for

the night. He found the President in his night-dress, sitting at

a table with his wife's miniature propped up against some books

before him, and between him and the miniature lay his wife's

well-worn prayer-book, from which, according to his invariable

custom, he was reading a prayer before he slept.

"About this time there was a season of special religious inte-

rest in Washington. The pastor of the church which the

President attended, and from whom the writer has the anecdote,

called at the White House and entered into conversation with

the President upon the subject of personal religion. He replied,

'No man respects religion more than I do, or feels more

deeply its importance. I promised my wife that I would attend

to the salvation of my soul as soon as the election was over;
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but now the cares which engross me are so overwhelming, and

my cabinet in such a divided state, that I have not a moment's

time to think of any thing but the urgencies of the passing

hour. But I am resolved, so soon as I leave the Presidential

chair and retire to the seclusion of the Hermitage, to take up

in earnest the subject of religion.'

" It was the old excuse : Go thy way for this time, till I have

a convenient season. The hour of retirement came, and still

the general did not keep his promise. To one who addressed

him upon the subject, he wrote, in August, 1838, 'I would long

since have made this solemn dedication to Almighty God, but,

knowing the wretchedness of this world, and how prone many
are to evil, and that the scofiFer of religion would have cried out,

"Hypocrisy! he has joined the Church for political effect," I

thought it best to postpone this public act until my retirement

to the shades of private life, when no false imputations could

be made that might be injurious to religion.*

"About a year from this time, in 1839, there was a protracted

meeting at the Hermitage. General Jackson attended all the

services with deep solemnity. He was deeply impressed by the

last sermon, and urged the preacher, Rev. Dr. Edgar, of Nash-

ville, to go home with him. An engagement prevented this.

General Jackson, a sin-convicted man, with his eyes open to his

true condition, passed the evening and most of the night

in reading the Bible and in meditation and prayer. The
anguish and tears of that night eternity alone can reveal. With
the light of the morning peace dawned upon his soul. It was

communion Sabbath at the little Hermitage church. That very

day the general made a public profession of his faith in Christ.

The church was crowded to its utmost capacity, the very win-

dows being darkened with eager faces. As in great infirmity

he leaned upon his staff, giving his assent to the creed and cove-

nant of the Church, tears trickled freely down his furrowed

cheeks, and all were overcome with emotion.

"From this time until his death he spent most of Eis time

reading the Bible. Scott's Family Bible he read through twice,

and daily conducted family prayers, summoning all the house-

hold servants. On the 8th of June, 1845, the summons came
for the weary pilgrim, then seventy-eight years of age, to appear

before his final Judge. As he lay upon his dying bed, after

a severe spasm^ he swooned away, and all for a few momenta
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thought him dead. But he revived, and, raising his eyes,

said,

—

" 'My dear children, do not grieve for me. It is true, I am
going to leave you. I am well aware of my situation. I have

suffered much bodily pain ; but my sulBferings are but as nothing

compared with that which our blessed Saviour endured upon

that accursed cross, that we might all be saved who put our

trust in him.'

" He then took an aflfectionate leave of each one of his family,

tiiking them one by one by the hand and addressing to each

a few words of counsel. ' He then,' writes Dr. Efselman, who
was present, 'delivered one of the most impressive lectures

upon the subject of religion that I have ever heard. He spoke

for nearly half an h<far, and apparently with the power of inspi-

ration ; for he spoke with calmness, with strength, and even

with animation. In conclusion, he said, "My dear children and

friends and servants, I hope and trust to meet you in heaven,

both white and black." The last sentence he repeated,—" both

white and black."

'

" All present were in tears. ' Oh, do not cry,' said the general

:

'be good children, and wo will all meet in heaven.' These were

his last words. He ceased to breathe, and died without a strug-

gle or a pang. 'Major Lewis,' writes the biographer, ' removed

the pillows, drew down the body upon the bed, and closed the

eyes. Upon looking again upon the face, he observed that

the expression of pain which it had worn so long had passed

away. Death had restored it to naturalness and serenity. The
agod warrior slept./

"

During his last illness, to a friend he pointed to the family

Bible on the stand, and said,

—

"That book, sir, is the rock on which our republic rests. It

is the bulwark of our free institutions."

Henry Clay,

As an American statesman and a leading politician, wielded a

masterly and moulding influence in shaping the legislative and

political policy of his country. " His public life," says Dr. Robert*

C. Breckenridge, in an oration on the occasion of laying the

corner-stone of a monumentto Mr. Clay, "from thecommencement

of the practice of the law till his death, lasted about fifty-five

years,—^a public life hardly matched in its duration and splendor
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by any other in our annals. He lived over seventy-five years

:

three-quarters of a century more fruitful in events or more
decisive in their influence upon society had hardly ever oc-

curred in the history of mankind. It was about eight months

after the Continental Congress had issued from the city of Phi-

ladelphia the immortal Declaration of Independence, in the

name of the people of the United States, that the pious wife of

a faithful and laborious Baptist minister, far off in Virginia,

gave birth to Henry Clay. The language which he learned to

speak was replenished with the divine truth which pervades a

Christian household. The first words which he understood

were words which sunk into his heart forever,

—

Country,

Liberty, Independence. The first names he heard beyond

his father's household were names that wfll live forever,—the

name of his neighbor Henry, the prince of orators and patriots,

the name of his fellow-Virginian, Washington, the first of

mortals.

"God had bestowed on him a personal presence and bearing

as impressive as any mortal ever possessed. The basis of his

moral character was akin to that which lies at the foundation of

supreme moral excellence,—integrity and love of truth. His

was a high, fair, brave, upright nature. His intellectual cha-

racter, by which he will be chiefly known to posterity, was, as

all men acknowledge, of the highest order, clear, powerful, and

comprehensive : no subject seemed to be difficult under its

steady insight, and it embraced with equal readiness every de-

partment of human knowledge to which it became his duty to

attend. No genius was ever capable of a wider diversity of

use than his. And the vast and searching common sense

which was the most striking characteristic of his mind re-

vealed the purity, the truth, and the force with which the ulti-

mate elements of our rational nature dwelt and acted in his

noble understanding.
" Mr. Clay was the child of Christian parents, all the more

likely to be jealous of the heritage of God's love to their boy,

as they had little else to bestow upon him. His own repeated

declarations, made in the most public and solemn manner at

every period of his life, that he cherished the highest venera-

tion for the Christian religion, and the most profound convic-

tion of the divine mission of the Saviour of sinners, fully justify

the importance which I have attached to this element of bis
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destiny, even if he had not attested in his latter years the

sincerity of his life-long convictions, by openly professing his

faith in the Son of God and uniting himself with his professed

followers. He lived some years, and closed his days, in the com-

munion of the Protestant Episcopal Church, to which his vene-'

rable wife had long been attached. It was my fortune to have

personal knowledge, under circumstances which do not admit of

any doubt in my own mind, that, according to the measure of

the light he had, he was during a few years immediately pre-

ceding his death a penitent and believing follower of the divine

Eedeemer. It may be well allowed that the frank and habitual

avowal even of speculative faith in the Christian religion, by a

man of his character and position, was not without its value,

and was not free from reproach, during that terrible season of

unbelief which marked the close of the last century and

stretched forward upon the first quarter of the present. And
that the crowning efforts of his life were sustained by a sense

of Christian duty, and its last sufferings assuaged by the con-

solations of Christian hope, are facts too important, as they

relate to him, and too significant in their own nature, to be

omitted in any estimate of him. It is not, however, on ac-

count of such considerations as these that I reiterate with so

much emphasis the undeniable fact that Mr. Clay never was

an infidel, that he was always an avowed believer in true re-

ligion. But it is because such is my sense of the shallowness,

the emptiness, and the baseness of that state of the human
soul in which it can deny the God who created it and the

Saviour who redeemed it, and can empty itself of its own
highest impulses and disallow its own sublimest necessities,

that I have no conception how such a soul could be what this

man was, or do what he did. It is because I do understand

with perfect distinctness that belief in God, and belief in a

mission given to us by him, and to be executed with success

only by means of his blessing upon our efforts, must be a con-

viction, at once profound and enduring, in every soul that ia

great in itself, or that can accomplish any thing great.

Wonderful as Mr. Clay's career was, it would be a hundredfold

more wonderful to suppose that such a career was possible to a

scoffer and a skeptic."

Mr. Clay died in the city of Washington, on the 29th of June,

1852. Bev. Dr. Butler, chaplain of the Senate, delivered, in

IS
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the Senate-Chamber, a funeral sermon in the presence of the

President and Congress of the United States, in which he gave

the following just views of the character and principles of an
American statesman, and the views of Mr. Clay on the subject

of the Christian religion :

—

"A great mind, a great heart, a great orator, a great career,

have been consigned to history. I feel, as a man, the grandeur

of this career. But as an immortal, with this broken wreck of

mortality before me, with this scene as the ' end-all' of human
glory, I feel that no career is truly great but that of him who,

whether he be illustrious or obscure, lives to the future in the

present, and, linking himself to the spiritual world, draws from

God the life, the rule, the motive, and the reward of all his

labor. So would that great spirit which has departed say to

us, could he address us now. So did he realize, in the calm and

meditative close of life. I feel that I but utter the lessons which,

living, were his last and best convictions, and which, dead, would

be, could he speak to us, his solemn admonitions, when I say

that statesmanship is then only glorious when it is Chrisiian,

and that man is then only safe and true to his duty and his

soul, when the life which he lives in the flesh is the life of faith

in the Son of God. Great, indeed, is the privilege, and most

honorable and useful is the career, of a Christian American

statesman. He perceives that civil liberty came from the free-

dom wherewith Christ made its early martyrs and defenders

free. He recognizes it as one of the twelve manner of fruits

on the tree of life, which, while its lower branches furnish the

best nutriment of earth, hangs on its topmost boughs, which

wave in heaven, fruits that exhilarate the immortals. Recog-

nizing the 6ti\te as God's institution, he will perceive that his

own ministry is divine. Living consciously under the eye and

in the love and fear of God, 'redeemed by the blood of Jesus,'

sanctified by his Spirit, 'loving his law,' he will give himself,

in private and in public, to the service of his Saviour. He will

not admit that he may act on less lofty principles in public

than in private life, and that he must be careful of his moral

influence in the small sphere of home and neighborhood, but need

take no heed of it when it stretches over continents and crosses

seas. He will know that his moral responsibility cannot be

divided and distributed among others. When he is told thcit

adherence to the ptrictest moral and religious principles ia
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incompatible with a successful and eminent career, he will

denounce the assertion as a libel on the venerated fathers of

the republic,—a libel on the honored living and the illustrious

dead,—a libel against a, great and Christian nation,—^a libel

against God himself, who has declared and made 'godliness

profitable for the life that now is.' He will strive to make
laws the transcripts of the character, and institutions illustra-

tions of the providence, of God. He will scan with admiration

and awe the purposes of God in the future history of the world,

in throwing open this continent, from sea to sea, as the abode

of freedom, intelligence, plenty, prosperity, and peace, and feel

that in giving his energies with a patriot's love to the welfare

of his country he is consecrating himself, with a Christian zeal,

to the extension and establishment of the Eedeemer's kingdom.

Compared with a career like this, which is equally open to

those whose public sphere is large or small, how paltry are the

trades in patriotism, the tricks of statesmanship, the rewards of

successful baseness I This hour, this scene, the venerated dead,

the country, the world, the present, the future, God, duty,

heaven, hell, speak trumpet-tongued to all in the service of

their country, to beware how they lay polluted or unhallowed

hands
'upon the ark

Of her magnificent and awful cause.'

"Such is the character of that statesmanship which alone

would have met the full approval of the venerated dead. For

the religion which always had a place in the convictions of his

mind had also, within a recent period, entered into his expe-

rience and seated itself in his heart. Twenty years since, he

wrote, ' I am a member of no religious sect, and I am not a

professor of religion. I regret that I am not. I wish that I

was, and trust that I shall be. I have, and always have had,

a profound regard for Christianity, the religion of my fathers,

and for its rites, its usages and observances.' That feeling

proved that the seed sown by pious parents was not dead, though

stifled. A few years since, its dormant life was reawakened.

He was baptized in the communion of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, and during his sojourn in this city he was in fiill com-

munion with Trinity Parish. He avowed his full faith in the

great leading doctrines of the gospel, the fall and sinfulness of

man, the divinity of Christ, the reality and necessity of the
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atonement, the need of being born again by the Spirit, and

salvation through faith in a crucified Bedeemer. He said, with

much feeling, that he endeavored to, and trusted that he did,

repose his salvation upon Christ; that it was too late for him

to look at Christianity in the light of speculation,—that he had

never doubted of its truth, and that he now wished to throw

himself upon it as a practical and blessed remedy. Very soon

after this I administered to him the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper. It was a scene long to be ren^embered. There, in

that still chamber, at a weekday noon, the tides of life' flowing

all around us, three disciples of the Saviour—the minister of

God, the dying statesman, and his servant, a partaker of the

like precious faith—commemorated their Saviour's dying love.

He grew in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord and

Saviour Jesus Christ. Among the books which, in connection

with the word of (jod, he read most, were Jay's ' Morning and

Evening Exercises,' the ' Life of Dr. Chalmers,' and ' The Chris-

tian Philosopher Triumphant in Death.'

"

Mr. Cass, an eminent Christian statesman, whose life, private

and public, has illustrated- the virtues of the Christian religion,

and who in his official positions and public addresses has un-

folded its benign relations and influence on society and civil

states, was a co-Senator with Mr. Clay, and, in his remarks in

the Senate, on his character and death, said,

—

" I was often with him during his last illness, when the world

and the things of this world were fast fading away before him.

After his duty to his Creator and his anxiety for his family, his

first care was for his country, and his first wish for the preserva-

tion and perpetuation of the Constitution and Union,—dear

to him in the hour of death as they had ever been in the vigor

of life,—of the Constitution and Union, whose defence in the

last and greatest crisis of their peril had called forth all his

energies, and stimulated those memorable and powerful exer-

tions which he who witnessed can never forget, and which no

doubt hastened the final catastrophe a nation now deplores

with a sincerity and unanimity not less honorable to themselves

than to the memory of the object of their affections. And
when we shall enter that narrow valley, through which he has

passed before us, and which leads to the judgment-seat of

God, may we be able to say, through &ith in his Son our Sa-
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viour, and in the beautiful language of the hymn of the dying

Christian,—dying, but ever living and triumphant,

—

< The world recedes, it disappears!

Heaven opens on my eyes I my ears

With sounds seraphic ring

:

Lend, lend your wings I I mount—^I fly I

Grave I where is thy victory ?

Death i where is thy sting?'

*' Let me die the death of the righteous, and let my last end

he like his**

Daniel Webster's

Genius and influence on the political and legislative history of

the American republic has been, and is, pre-eminently pure

and powerful. As an American Senator, he was unequalled in

his profound views of the genius of our civil institutions, and

won for himself the title of the Great Expounder of the Consti-

tution. For forty years he occupied the highest eminence in

Congress and in the politics of the country, and acquired a fame

that will be enduring and historic. As a lawyer, a statesman,

a politician, an expounder of the Constitution, and a scholar,

Mr. Webster had no equal among modern statesmen. His

works constitute the richest treasures of the civil and political

literature of the republic, and are distinguished as profound

expositions of the genius of our institutions, and for their

classic beauty, eloquence, and purity. In the Senate of the

United States, before the Supreme Court of the United States,

and on political, literary, and commemorative occasions, he

vindicated the divinity of the Christian religion, and unfolded

its relations to civil society and government and to the present

and eternal well-being of man. The following declarations in

reference to the Christian religion will present his views on

this important subject.

In 1844, Mr. Webster made an elaborate argument before

the Supreme Court of the United States against the validity of

the will of Stephen Girard, of Philadelphia. Mr. Girard had,

by his immense wealth, founded an institution of learning for

the education of orphan children. A provision in the will con-

tained the following restriction :

—

" Secondly, I enjoin and require tha;t no ecclesiastic, missionary^
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or minister of any sect whatever shall ever hold or exercise any
station or duty whatever in the said College; nor shall any such

'

person ever be admittedfor any purpose, or as a visitor, within

the premises appropriated to the purposes of the said College.

" My desire is, that all the instructors and teachers in the

College shall take pains to instil into the minds of the scholars

the purest morality, so that on their entrance into active life

they may, from inclination and habit, evince benevolence towards

their feUow-creatures, and a love of truth, sobriety, and in*

dustry, adopting at the same time such religious tenets as their

matured reason may enable them to prefer."

The heirs-at-law of Stephen Girard tried the question of the

validity of the will. Mr. Webster was their lawyer, and made
a masterly argument against it and in favor of the Christian

religion. The speech produced a deep impression on the public

mind, and led to a meeting of the citizens of Washington,

belonging to different denominations, who passed the following

resolution:

—

" 1st. That, in the opinion of this meeting, the powerful and

eloquent argument of Mr. Webster, on the before-mentioned

clause of Mr. Girard's will, demonstrates the vital importance

of Christianity to the success of our free institutions, and

its necessity as the basis of all useful moral education; and

that a general diffusion of that argument among the people of

the United States is a matter of deep public interest."

The speech was published and widely circulated. The extracts

in this volume touch upon various fundamental features of the

Christian religion.

On the Christian ministry Mr. Webster said,

—

" Now, I suppose there is nothing in the New Testament more

clearly established by the Author of Christianity than the

appointment of a Christian ministry. The world was ^o be

evangelized, was to be brought out of darkness into light, by

the influences of the Christian religion spread and propagated

by the instrumentality of man. A Christian ministry was,

therefore, appointed by the Author of the Christian religion

himself, and it stands on the same authority as any other part

of religion. And after his resurrection, in the appointment of

the great mission to the whole human race, the Author of

Christianity commanded his disciples that they should ' go into

9il the world and preach the gospel to every creature.' This
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was one of his last commands ; and one of his last promises

was the assurance, ' Lo, I am with you always, even unto the

end of the world.' I say, therefore, there is nothing set forth

more authentically in the New Testament than the appointment

of a Christian ministry; and he who does not believe this does

not and cannot believe the rest.

" Why should we shut our eyes to the whole history of Chris-

tianity ? Is it not the preaching of the. njinister of the gospel

that has evangelized the more civilized part of the world?

Why do we at this day enjoy the rights and benefits of Chris-

tianity ourselves ? Do we not owe it to the instrumentality of

the Christian ministry ? And where was Christianity ever re-

ceived,—where were its truths ever poured into the humaji

heart,—where did its waters, springing up into everlasting life,

ever burst forth,—except in the track of the Christian ministry ?

Do we not aU know that wherever Christianity has been carried

and wherever it has been taught by human agency, that agency

was the agency of Christian ministers?"

On the Christian Sabbath Mr. Webster said,

—

" What becomes of the Christian Sabbath in a school thus

established? The observance of the Sabbath is a part of Chris-

tianity in all its forms. All Christians admit the observance of

the Sabbath. There can be no Sabbath in this college, there

can be no religious observance of the Lord's day ; for there are

•no means of attaining that end. Where can these little children

go to learn the truth, to reverence the Sabbath? They are just

as far from the ordinary observance of the Sabbath as if there

was no Sabbath day at all. And where there is no observance

of the Christian Sabbath, there will, of course, be no public

worship of God.
" As a part of my argument, I will read an extract from an

address of a large convention of clergymen and laymen, held

recently in Columbus, Ohio, to lead the public mind to a more

particular observance of the Sabbath, and which bears with

peculiar force upon this case :

—

"'It is alike obvious that the Sabbath exerts its salutary

power by making the population acquainted with the being,

perfections, and laws of God, with our relations to him as his

creatures, and our obligations to him as rational and account-

able subjects, and with our characters as sinners, for whom his

mercy has provided a Saviour, under whose government we
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live to be restrained from sin and reconciled to God, and fitted

by his word and Spirit for the inheritance above.

"'It is by the reiterated instruction and impression which the

Sabbath imparts to the population of a nation, by the moral

principle which it forms, by the conscience which it maintains,

by the habits of method, cleanliness, and industry it creates,

by the rest and renovated vigor it bestows on exliausted human
nature, by the lengthened life and higher health it affords, by
the holiness it inspires, and cheering hopes of heaven and the

protection and favor of God which its observance injures, that

the Sabbath is rendered the moral conservator of nations.
"

' The omnipresent influence which the Sabbath exerts, how-

ever, is by no secret charm or compendious action, upon masses

of unthinking minds; but it arrests the stream of worldly

thoughts, interests, and affections, stopping the din of business,

unlading the mind of its cares and responsibilities and the body

of its burdens, while God speaks to men, and they attend, and

hear, and fear, and learn to do his will.

"
' You might as well put out the sun and think to enlighten

the world with tapers, destroy the attraction of gravity and

think to wield the universe by human powers, as to extinguish

the moral illumination of the Sabbath, and break this glorious

mainspring of the moral government of God.'
"

On the relation of the Christian religion to morality, Mr.

Webster said, "This scheme of educixtion is derogatory to

Christianity, because it proceeds upon the assumption that

the Christian religion is not the only true foundation, or any

necessary foundation, of morals. The ground taken is that reli-

gion is not necessary to morality, that benevolence may be

insured by habit, and that all the virtues may flourish, and be

safely left to the chance of flourishing, without touching the

waters of the living spring of religious responsibility. With
him who thinks thus, what can be the value of the Christian

revelation ? So the Christian world has not thought ; for by

that Christian world, throughout its broadest extent, it has

been, and is, held as a fundamental truth that religion is the

only solid basis of morals, and that moral instruction not rest-

ing on this basis is only building upon sand."

On the importance of early religious instruction, Mr. Webster

said,

—

"This first great commandment teaches man that there is
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one, and only one, great First Cause,—one, and only one, proper

object of hunian* worship. This is the great, the ever fresh,

the overflowing fountain of all revealed truth. Without it,

human life is a desert, of no known termination on any side,

but shut in on all sides by a dark and impenetrable horizon.

Without the light of this truth, man knows nothing of his

origin and nothing of his end. And when the Decalogue was
delivered to the Jews, with this great announcement and com-

mand at its head, what said the inspired lawgiver ? That it

should be kept from children ?—that it should be revered as a
communication fit only for mature age? Far, far otherwise.

' And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be in

thy heart. And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy

children, and shalt talk of them when thou sittest in thy house,

and when thou walkest by the way, when thou liest down, and

.when thou risest up.'

*' There is an authority still more inspiring and awful. When
little children were brought into the presence of God, his disciples

proposed to send them away; but he said, 'Suflfer little children

to come unto me.' Unto me: he did not send them first to

learn the lessons in morals to the schools of the Pharisees or to

the unbelieving Sadducees, nor to read the precepts and lessons

phylacterized on the garments of the Jewish priesthood; ho

said nothing of different creeds or clashing doctrines ; but ho

opened at once to the youthful mind the everlasting fountain of

living waters, the only source of eternal truths :
—

' Suffer little

children to come unto me,' And that injunction is of perpetual

obligation. It addresses itself to-day with the same earnestness

and the same authority which attended its first utterance to the

Christian world. It is of force everywhere and at all times.

It extends to the ends of the earth, it will reach to the end of

time, always and everywhere sounding in the ears of men, with

an emphasis which no repetition can weaken, and with an

authority which nothing can supersede, 'Sufier little children

to come unto me.' And not only my heart and my judgment,

my belief and my conscience, instruct me that this great pre-

cept should be obeyed, but the idea is so sacred, the solemn

thoughts connected with it so crowd upon me, it is so utterly

at variance with this system of philosophical morality which

we have heard advocated, that I stand and speak here in fear of
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being influenced by my feelings to exceed the proper line of my
professional duty."

On the nature and purpose of true charity and its union with

the Christian religion, Mr. Webster said,

—

" There is nothing in the history of the Christian religion,

there is nothing in the history of English law, either before or

after the conquest ; there can be found no such thing as a school

of instruction in a Cliristian land, from which the Christian

religion has been, of intent and purpose, rigorously and oppro*

briously excluded, and yet such a school regarded as a chari-

table trust or foundation. A school of instruction for children,

from which the Christian religion and Christian teachers are ex-

cluded,—there is no such thing in the history of religion, there is

no such thing in the history of human laws, as a charity school

of instruction for children, from which the Christian religion

and Christian teachers are excluded, as unsafe and unworthy
intruders. There can be no charity in that man of education

that opposes Christianity.

"I maintain that in any institution for the instruction of

youth, where the authority of God is disowned, and the duties

of Christianity derided and despised, and its ministers shut out

from all participation in its proceedings, there can no more
charity, true charity exist, than evil can spring out of the

Bible, error out of truth, or hatred and animosity come forth

from the bosom of perfect love. No, sir ! No, sir ! If charity

denies its birth and parentage,—if it turns infidel to the great

doctrines of the Christian religion, if it turns unbeliever,—it is

no longer charity. This is no longer charity, either in a Chris-

tian sense, or in the sense of jurisprudence; for it separates

itself from the fountain of its own creation."

The faith of the Christian religion, which Mr. Webster had

through his whole public career maintained with such masterly

eloquence, was his stay in the last scenes of life. He died at

Marshfield, Massachusetts, October 24, 1852. On that day he

eaid, "All that is mortal of Daniel Webster will soon be no

more." He then prayed, in his full, clear, and strong voice,

ending with the petition, " Heavenly Father, forgive my sins,

and receive me to thyself, through Christ Jesus."

His physician repeated to him, " Though I walk through the

valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil : for thou art

with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me."
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Mr. 'Webster instantly rejoined "The fact I the fact I That

is what I want I Thy rod! thy rodl Thy staff! thy staff!".

His last words were, " I still live."

A few days before his death he drew up and signed the

following declaration of his religious faith, which was by his

direction inscribed on his tomb ;

—

" Lord, I believe : hdp thou mine urtbdief. Philosophical

argument, especially that drawn from the vastness of the uni-

verse in comparison with the insignificance of this globe, has

sometimes shaken my reason for the faith which is in me ; but

my heart has always assured and reassured me that the gospel

of Jesus Christ must be a divine reality. The Sermon on the

Mount cannot be a merely human production. This belief

enters into the very depth of my conscience. • The whole history

of man proves it.

"Daniel Webster."

. Lamartine, a French statesman and writer, presents the fol-

lowing view of infidel and Christian influences, contrasted, on

men and nations :

—

" I know—I sigh when I think of it—that hitherto the French

people have been the least religious of all the nations of Europe.

Is it because the idea of Gted—which arises from all the evi-

dences of nature and from the depths of reflection—being the

profoundest and weightiest idea of which human intelligence is

capable, and the French mind being the most rapid, but the most

superficial, the lightest, the most unreflective of all European

races, this mind has not the force and severity necessary to carry

far and long the greatest conception of the human understanding?
" Is it because our Governments have always taken upon them-

selves to think for us, to believe for us, and to pray for us? Is

it because we are, and have been, a military people, a soldier

nation, led by kings, heroes, ambitious men, from battle-field to

battle-field, making conquests and never keeping them, ravaging,

dazzling, charming, and corrupting Europe, and bringing home

the manners, vices, bravery, lightness, and impiety of the camp

to the fireside of the people?

" I know not; but certain it is that the nation has an immense

progress to make in serious thought if she wishes to remain free.

If we look at the characters, compared as regards religious sen-
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timents, of the great nations of Europe, America, even Asia, the

advantage is not for us. . The great men of other countries live

and die on the scene of history, looking up to heaven; our great

men appear to live and die, forgetting completely the only idea

for which it is worth living and dying : they live and die looking

at the spectator, or, at most, at posterity.

''Open the history of America, the history of England, and
the history of France ; read the great lives, the great deaths,

the great martyrdoms, the great words at the hour when the

ruling thought of life reveals itself in the last words of the

dying; and compare.
" Washington and Franklin fought, spoke, suflfered, always in

the name of God, for whom they acted ; and the Liberator of

America died, confiding to God the liberty of the people and his

own soul.

"Sidney, the young martyr of a patriotism guilty of nothing

but impatience, and who died to expiate his country's dream
of liberty, said to his jailer, *I rejoice that I die innocent

towards the king, but a victim resigned to the King on high,

to whom all life is due.'

" The Republicans of Cromwell only sought the way of God
even in the blood of battles. Their politics were their faith;

their reign, a prayer ; their death, a psalm. One hears, sees,

feels, that God was in all the movements of these great people,

"But cross the sea, traverse the Channel, come to our times,

open our unnals, and listen to the great words of the great

political actors of the drama of our liberty. One would think

that God was eclipsed from the soul, that his name was un-

known in the language. History will have the air of an atheist

when she recounts to posterity these annihilations rather than

deaths of celebrated men in the greatest year of France I The
victims only have a God; the tribune and lictors have none.

"Look at Mirabeau on the bed of death. 'Crown me with

flowers,' said he; 'intoxicate me with perfumes; let me die to

the sound of delicious music' Not a word of God, or of his soul.

Sensual philosopher, he desired only supreme sensualism, a last

voluptuousness in his agony.
" Contemplate Madame Roland, the strong-hearted woman of

the Revolution, on the cart that conveyed her to death. She

looked contemptuously on the besotted people who killed their

prophets and sibyls. Not a glance towards heaven I Only one

word for the earth she was quitting :
—

' Liberty I'
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"Approach the dungeon-door of the Girondins, Their last

night is a banquet; the only hymn, the Marseillaise!

" Follow Camille Desmoulins to his execution. A cool and
indecent pleasantry at the trial, and a long imprecation on the

road to the guillotine, were the two last thoughts of this dying

man on his W9.y to the last tribunal.

"Hear Danton on the platform of the scaflfold, at the distance

of a line from God and eternity. ' I have a good time of it

:

let me go to sleep.' Then to the executioner, * You will show

my head to the people: it is worth the trouble.' His faith,

annihilation; his last sigh, vanity I Behold the Frenchman of

this latter age I

" What must one think of the religious sentiment of a free

people whose great figures seem thus to march in procession to

annihilation, and to whom that terrible minister, death itself,

recalls neither the threatenings nor promises of God ?

"The republic of these men without a God has quickly been

stranded. The liberty won by so much heroism and so much
genius has not found in France a conscience to shelter it, a God
to avenge it, a people to defend it against that atheism which has

been called glory. All ended in a soldier and some apostate

republicans travestied into courtiers. An atheistic republican-

ism cannot be heroic. "When you terrify it, it bends ; when you

would buy it, it sells itself. It would be very foolish to immo-
late itself. Who would take any heed? The people ungrateful,

and God non-existent I So finish atheistic revolutions
!"
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CHAPTER X.

OflBISTIAN LEGISLATIOK OF T^E CONTINENTAL CONGRESS—EELIOION THE BASIf

OF CIVIL STATES—BBLIGI0U8 CONVICTIONS OF THE MEN WHO FORMED OUB
CIVIL INSTITUTIONS—BURJU'S VIEWS

—

WEBSTBE'S VIEWS—FIRST CONGRESS

—

FIRST PRATER IN CONGRESS—DESCRIBED BT ADAMS—DBSCRIBBD BT WEB-

% 8TER AND GOODRICH—LEGISLATION ON THE BIBLE—CONGRESS APPROPRIATES

MONET TO PURCHASE BIBLES-^CONGRESS SUPERINTENDS THE PRINTING OF AS

EDITION OF THE ENTIRE BIBLE—CORRESPONDBNCE ON THE SUBJECT—BIBLES

PRESENTED TO CONGRESS—LETTER OF THB VICE-PRESIDENT AND SPEAKER

—

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETT—RESOLXTTIONS OF CONGRESS TO PREVENT OFFICERS

OF THE GOVERNMENT FROM ATTENDING THEATRES, ETC.—ADDRESS OF CON-

GRESS TO THB PBOPLB—LEGISLATION ON THB SABBATH—DISCOURAGE ALL

DISSIPATION—CONTINENTAL CONGRESS A CHRISTIAN BODY—THB MORAL ENDS

OF CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

Plutarch declares that the great care of the legislators of the

republics of Greece and Rome was to inspire men with a sense

of the favor and displeasure of the gods, and that religion is the

cement of civil union, and the essential support of civil govern-

ment. " A city might as well be built," says he, " on the

air, without any earth to stand upon, as a commonwealth or a

kingdom be constituted or preserved without religion." " No
state," says an American writer, " ever yet existed without the

basis of some religion. The earliest state constitution of "which

we have any clear record is the Egyptian, and this was distinctly

a theocracy. The Hebrew state was at first theocratic ; and when
God gave the people a king, the religious element in their con-

stitution w|LS not withdrawn. The old kingdoms of Assyria,

Phenicia, Media and Persia, all made use of some special reli-

gion as auxiliary to their civil state."

The testimony of Polybius, an ancient writer and philo-

sopher, to the beneficial efiects which resulted from the system

of pagan superstition, in fortifying the sentiments of moral

obligation and supporting the sanctity of oaths, is so weighty

and decisive that it would be injustice not to insert it,—more

especially as it is impossible to attribute it to the influence of

credulity on the author himself, who was evidently a skeptic.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that all the benefits which
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might in any way flow from superstition are secured to an

incomparably greater degree by the belief of true religion.

"But among all the useful institutions," says Polybius, "that

demonstrate the superior excellence of the Eoman govern-

ment, the most considerable, perhaps, is the opinion which

people are taught to hold concerning the gods ; and that which

other men regard as an object of disgrace appears, in my judg-

ment, to be the very thing by which this republic is cherished

and sustained. I mean superstition, the Eoman religion, which

is impressed with all its terrors, and influences the private

actions of the citizens and the public administration of the

state, to a degree that can scarcely be excelled."

" In almost all of the distinguished states," said A. H. Everett,

in the Legislature of Massachusetts, " the principal care of the

community has been to provide for the support of religion. In

Egypt^ Palestine, and the Oriental nations, religion has always

been the main object of the government. In Greece it was

the only bond of union that held together the several members
of that illustrious commonwealth of states."

" Seeing therefore it doth appear," says the great and venerable

Hooker, "that the safety of states dependeth upon religion ; that

religion unfeignedly loved perfecteth men's abilities unto all kinds

of virtuous services in the commonwealth ; that men's desire is,

in general, to hold no religion but the true, and that whatever

good efiects do grow out of their religion, who embrace, instead

of the true, a false, the roots thereof are certain sparks of the .

light of truth intermingled with the darkness of error, because

no religion can wholly and only consist of untruths : we have

reason to think that all true virtues are to honor true religion as

their parent, and all well-ordered commonwealths to love her as

their chiefest stay."

Christianity is for all the wants of the civil state, as it is

for all the wants of the soul and immortality. Hence it "has

entered on a career of universal conquest : first the conquest

of men, then of customs, institutions, corporations, and goveni-

ments. She aims to carry out her spirit in the extremities even

of the living framework of society. Accordingly, Christianity

holds it to be as much the duty of the state to be born again

fiom a life of selfishness and ambition suad worldly glory, to a

life of universal love, and justice, and liberty, and devotion to

God and his service." A nation and a government thus regene-
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rated would realize John Milton's idea of a civil government,

that it should be "one huge christian personage, one
MIGHTY outgrowth AND STATURE OF AN HONEST MAN."

The American colonies had a profound conviction of the

essential need of religion as the only true basis of civil govern-

ment. They had been schooled in the faith and practice of the

Protestant religion, and when the time came for them to insti-

tute governments for themselves they were prepared to found

them, and carry them on according to the religion of the Bible.

**The people of the colonies," said Burke in the British Par-

liament, "are descendants of Englishmen. England is a nation

which still, I hope, respects, and formerly adored, freedom. The
colonists went from you when this part of your character was
most predominant; and they took this bias and direction the

moment they parted from your hands. They are, therefore, not

only devoted to liberty, but to liberty according to English

ideas and on English principles. Their governments are popu-

lar in a high degree. If any thing were wanting to this neces-

sary operation of the form of government, Religion^ would

have given it a complete effect. Religion—^always a principle

of energy in this new people—is no way worn out or impaired;

and their mode of professing is also one main cause of this free

spirit. The people are Protestants, and of that kind which is

most adverse to all implicit submission of mind and opinion.

This is a persuasion, sir, not only favorable to liberty, but built

upon it. The dissenting interests have sprung up in direct

opposition to all the ordinary powers of .the world, and could

justify that opposition only on a strong claim to natural liberty.

AH Protestantism, even the most cold and passive, is a sort of

dissent. But the religion most prevalent in our Northern

colonies is a refinement on the spirit of the principle of resist-

ance : it is the dissidence of dissent, and the protestantism of the

Protestant religion. This religion, under a variety of denomi-

nations, agreeing in nothing but in the communion of the spirit

of liberty, is predominant in most of the Northern Provinces.

The colonists left England when this spirit was high, and in the

emigrants was highest of all; and even the stream of foreignera

which has been constantly flowing into these colonies has, for

the greater part, been composed of dissenters of their own
countries, and have brought with them a temper and a cha-

racter &r from alien to that of the people with whom they
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mixed, A fierce spirit of liberty has grown up ; it has grown

up with the growth of your people, and increased with the

increase of their population and wealth,—a spirit that, un-

happily, meeting with an excess of power in England, which,

however lawful, is not reconcilable to any idea of liberty, much
less with theirs, has kindled this flame which is ready to

consume us."

This thorough education of the colonists in the Protestant

school of Christianity, from their earliest history down to the

Revolution, prepared the statesmen who instituted our forms

of government to found them on the principles of Christianity.

This policy but reflected the will of the people, as well as the

views and convictions of the men who framed our free insti-

tutions.

" That some religion," said Bishop McHvaine, " and that the

Christian religion, is recognized as the religion of this nation

and government, and as such is interwoven in its laws, and has

a legal preference, though not ' establishment' in technical lan-

guage, over whatever else has the name of religion, and espe-

cially over all forms of infidelity, all must admit. We are

thankful that our system of government, our common law, and

administration of justice, were instituted by men having the

wisdom to see how entirely the liberties and interests of this

nation are dependent on the teachings and keeping of the truths

and institutions of Christianity."

"There is nothing," says Webster, "we look for with more
certainty than this principle, that Christianity is a part of the

law of the land. Every thing declares this. The generations

which have gone before speak to it, and pronounce it from the

tomb. We feel it. All, all proclaim that Christianity, general,

tolerant Christianity, independent of sects and parties, that

Christianity to which the sword and the fagot are unknown,

general, tolerant Christianity, is the law of the land."

The statesmen of the Continental Congress, in their delibe-

rations, officially recognized the Christian religion, and incorpo-

rated its principles into their legislative acts. That body of

great men is thus spoken of by Webster. He says,

—

"No doubt the assembly of the first Continental Congress

may be regarded as the era at which the Union of these States

commenced. This event took place in Philadelphia, the city

distinguished by the great civil events of our early history, on
u
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the 6th of September, 1774, on which day the first Continental

Congress assembled. Delegates were present from New Hamp-
shire, Massachusetts, Ehode Island, Connecticut, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia^

North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia.

" Let this day be ever remembered I It saw assembled from

the several colonies those great men whose names have come
down to us and will descend to all posterity. Their proceed-

ings are remarkable for simplicity, dignity, and unequalled

ability. At that day, probably, there could have been convened

on no part of the globe an equal number of men possessing

greater talents and ability, or animated by a higher and more
patriotic motive. They were men full of the spirit of the

occasion, imbued deeply with the general sentiment of the

country, of large comprehension, of long foresight, and of few

words. They made no speeches for ostentation : they sat with

closed doors, and their great maxim was, ^fairt sans dire.'

They knew the history of the past, they were alive to all the

difficulties and all the duties of the present, and they acted

from the first as if the future were all open before them. In

such a constellation it would be invidious to point out the bright

particular stars. Let me only say—^what none can consider in-

justice to others—that Greorge Washington was one of the

number.

"This first Congress, for the ability which it manifested,

the principles which it proclaimed, and the characters which

composed it, makes an illustrious chapter* in American history.

Its members should be regarded not only individually, but in a

group; they should be viewed as living pictures, exhibiting

young America as it then was, and when the seeds of its public

destiny were beginning to start into life, well described by

our early motto as being full of energy and prospered by

Heaven :

—

' Kon sine Diis, animosus infans.'

"For myself, I love to travel back in imagination, to place my-
self in the midst of this assembly, this union of greatness and

patriotism, and to contemplate, as if I had witnessed, its pro-

found deliberations, and its masterly exhibitions both of tho

rights and wrongs of the country."

The proceedings of the Assembly were introduced by reli-
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giotis observances and devout supplications to the throne of

grace, for the inspiration of wisdom and the spirit of good

counsels.

The first act of the first session of the Continental Congress

was to pass the following resolution :

—

Tuesday, September 6, 1774.—Hewlved, That the Rev. Mr. DuchS be de-

sired to opea Congress to-morrow momiag with prayer, at Carpenter's

Hall, at nine o'clock.

Wednetday, Sepkimher 7, 1774^ A.M.—^Agreeable to the resolve of yester-

day, the meeting was opened with prayer by the Bev. Mr. Duch6.

John Adams, in a letter to his wife, thus describes that

scene :

—

" When the Congress first met, Mr. Cushing first made a

motion that it should be opened with prayer. It was opposed

by one or two, because we were so divided in religious senti-

ments—^some were Episcopalians, some Quakers, some Ana^
baptists, some Presbyterians, and some Congregationalists—that

we could not agree in the same act of worship. Mr. Samuel

Adams rose and said, ' he was no bigot, and could hear a prayer

from a gentleman of piety and virtue, who was at the same
time a friend to his country. He was a stranger in Phila-

delphia, but had heard that Mr. Duch€ deserved that character,

and therefore he moved that Mn Duch£, an Episcopalian clergy-

man, might be desired to read prayers to the Congress to-morrow

morning.' The motion was seconded, and passed in the affirma-

tive. Mr. Randolph, our President, waited on Mr. Duch^, and

received for answer that if his health would permit he certainly

would. Accordingly, next morning he appeared, with his clerk

and in his pontificals, and read the collect for the seventh day

of September, which was the thirty-first Psalm. You must re-

member that this was the first morning after we heard the

horrible rumor of the cannonade of Boston. I never saw a
greater effect produced upon an audience. It seemed as if

Heaven had ordained that Psalm to be read on that morning.

It has had an excellent eflfect upon everybody here. I must
beg you to read that Psalm." It is as follows :—

1. In thee, Lord, do I put my trust ; let me never be ashamed

:

deliver me in thy righteousness,

2. Bow down thine ear to me ; deliver me speedily : be thou my strong

rook» for a house of defence to save me.
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3. For thou art my rock and my fortress ; therefore for thy name's
»ake lead me, and guide me.

4. Pull me out of the net that they have laid privily for me : for thou

art my strength.

5. Into thine hand I commit my spirit : thou hast redeemed me, O
Lord God of truth.

6. I have hated them that regard lying vanities : but I trust in the

Lord.

7. I will be glad and rejoice in thy mercy : for thou hast considered

my trouble ; thou hast known my soul in adversities

;

8. And hast not shut me up into the hand of the enemy : thou hast

set my feet in a large room.

9. Have mercy upon me, O Lord, for I am in trouble : mine eye is

consumed with grief, yea, my soul and my belly.

10. For my life is spent with grief, and my years with sighing: my
strength faileth because of mine iniquity, and my bones are con-

sumed.
11. I was a reproach among all mine enemies, but especially among

my neighbors, and a fear to mine acquaintance : they that did see me
without fled from me.

12. I am forgotten as a dead man out of mind : I am like a broken
vessel.

13. For I have heard the slander of many: fear was on every side:

while they took counsel together against me, they devised to take away
my life.

14. But I trusted in thee, O Lord : I said, Thou art my God.

15. My times are in thy hand : deliver me from the hand of mine ene-

mies, and from them that persecute me.
16. Make thy face to shine upon thy servant : save me for thy mercies'

sake.

17. Let me not be ashamed, O Lord ; for I have called upon thee

:

let the wicked be ashamed, and let them be silent in the grave.

18. Let the lying lips be put to silence ; which speak grievous things

proudly and contemptuously against the righteous.

19. Oh how great is thy goodness, which thou hast laid up for them
that fear thee ; which thou hast wrought for them that trust in thee

before the sons of men I

20. Thou shalt hide them in the secret of thy presence from the pride

of man : thou shalt keep them secretly in a pavilion from the strife of

tongues.

21. Blessed be the Lord : for he hath showed me his marvellous kind<

ness in a strong city.

22. For I said in my haste, I am cut off from before thine eyes : never-

theless thou heardest the voice of my supplications when I cried unto
thee.

23. Oh love the Lord, all ye his saints : for the Lord preserveth the

faithful, and plentifully rewardeth the proud doer.

24. Be of good courage, and he shall strengthen your heart, all ye thai

hope in the Lord.
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" After this," says Adams, " Mr. Duch^, unexpectedly to every-

body^ struck out into an extemporaneous prayer, which filled the

bosom of every man present. I must confess I never heard a
better prayer, or one so well pronounced. Episcopalian as he is,

Dr. Cooper himself never prayed with such fervor, such ardor,

such earnestness and pathos, and in language so elegant and

sublime, for America, for the Province of Massachusetts, and

especially for the town of Boston."

In Adams's Diary, Sept. 7, 1774, the same scene is recorded :

—

" Went to Congress again ; heard Mr. Duch^ read prayers ; the'

collect for the 7th of the month was most admirably adapted,
—^though this was accidental, or, rather, providential. A prayer

which he gave us of his own composition was as pertinent, as

affectionate, as sublime, as devout, as I ever heard offered up to

Heaven. He filled every bosom present."

We give below the prayer as it is printed in Thatcher's
" Military Biography," under date of December, 1777.

Lord our heavenly Father, high and mighty King of kings and
Lord of lords, who dost from thy throne behold all the dwellers on
earth, and reignest with power supreme and uncontrolled over all the

kingdoms, empires, and governments ; look down in mercy, we beseech

thee, on these American States who have fled to thee from the rod of

the oppressor, and thrown themselves on thy gracious protection, de-

siring to be henceforth dependent only on thee ; to thee they havo
appealed for the righteousness of their cause ; to thee do they now look

up for that countenance and support which thou alone canst give ; take

them, therefore, heavenly Father, under thy nurturing care ; give them
wisdom in council, and valor in the field ; defeat the malicious designs

of our cruel adversaries ; convince them of the unrighteousness of their

cause, and if they still persist in their sanguinary purposes, oh, let the

voice of thine own unerring justice, sounding in their hearts, constrain

them to drop the weapons of war from their unnerved hands in the day
of battle. Be thou present, God of wisdom, and direct the councils

of this honorable assembly : enable them to settle things on the best

and surest foundation, that the scene of blood may be speedily closed,

that order, harmony, and peace may be effectually restored, and truth

and justice, religion and piety, prevail and flourish amongst thy people.

Preserve the health of their bodies and the vigor of their minds

;

shower down on them and the millions they here represent, such tempo-

ral blessings as thou seest expedient for them in this world, and crown

them with everlasting glory in the world to come. All this we ask in

the name and through the merits of Jesus Christ, thy Son, our Saviour.

Amen I

" It muflt have been an interesting scene," says Goodrich :
—" a

'
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tninister, bound to forms, finding extefmporaneoiis words to snii

the occasion, and the Quaker, the Presbyterian, the Episcopa-

lian, and the Rationalist,—some kneeling, some standiiig, but

all praying, and looking to Heaven for wisdom and counsd in

this hour of doubt, anxiety, and responsibility. Adams and

Sherman, the Puritans, standing erect,—Thomson, the Quaker,

finding the movement of the Spirit in the words of a cciise*

crated priest,— with Washington, Henry, and other Episco-

palians, kneehng, according to their creed, and all invoking wis-

dom from above, would make a touching and instructive picture.

Its moral would be, that the greatest minds, in moments of difii-

culty and danger, acknowledge their dependence upon God, and

feel the necessity of elevating and purifying their hearts by

prayer; and that the difierences of sect, the distinctions of form,

all vanish when emergency presses upon the conscieaees of

men and forces them to a sincere aiid open avowal of their con-

victions."

Webster described, in the Senate, the same scene as follows :

—

" At the meeting of the first Congress, there was a doubt in the

minds of many about the propriety of opening the sessions with

prayer; and the reason assigned was, as here, the great diversity

of opinion and religious belief; until at last Mr. Samuel Adams,

with his gray hairs hanging about his shoulders, and with an

impressive venerableness now seldom to be met with (I suppose

owing to difierent habits), rose, in that assembly, and, with the

air of a perfect Puritan, said, ' it did not become men profess-

ing to be Christian men, who had come together for solemn

deliberation in the hour of their extremity, to say there was

80 wide a diflPerence in their religious belief that they could not,

as one man, bow the knee in prayer to the Almighty, whose

advice and assistance they hoped to obtain ; and, Independent

as he was, and an enemy to all prelacy as he was known to be,

he moved that Eev. Mr. Duch^, of the Episcopal Church, should

address the Throne of Grace in prayer.' Mr. Duch^ read the

Episcopal service of the Church of England ; and then, as if

moved by the occasitwi, he broke out into extemporaneous

prayer ; and those men who were about to resort to force to

obtain their rights were moved to tears ; and * floods of tears,'

he says, ' ran down the cheeks of pacific Quakers, who formed

a part of that interesting assembly ;* and depend upon it, that

tohere there is a spirit of Christianity there \8 a ypirit which
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rises ahove form, above ceremonies, independent of sect or creed

and the controversies of clashing doctrines"

That Congress of Christian statesmen appreciated the services

rendered by their first chaplain^ and unanimously
" Voted, That the thanks of Congress be given to Mr. Duch^,

by Mr. Gushing and Mr. Ward, for performing divine service,

and for the excellent prayer which he composed and delivered

on the occasion."

The public worship of Almighty (Jod was personally and

officially observed by the statesmen of the Eevolution. The
records of the Continental Congress present this iajct :

—

*' Saturday, July 15th, 1776.—On motion, Resolved, That

the Congress will, on Thursday next, attend divine service in

a body, both morning and afternoon^

On the 3d of October, 1776, on the occasion of the sudden

demise of Peyton Kandolph, Congress resolved to attend his

funeral as mourners, and appointed a committee '' to wait on
the Eev. Mr. Duch^ and request him to prepare a proper dis-

course to be delivered at the funeral."

The legislation of Congress on the Bible is a suggestive

Christian fact, and one which evinces the faith of the states-

men of that period in its divinity, as well as their purpose to

place it as the corner-stone in our republican institutions.

The breaking out of the Eevolution cut off the supply of
" books printed in London." The scarcity of Bibles also came
soon to be felt. Dr. Pateick Allison, one of the chaplains

to Congress, and other gentlemen, brought the subject before

that body in a memorial, in which they urged the printing of

an edition of the Scriptures.

On the 11th of September, 1777, the committee to whom the

memorial was referred reported as follows :

—

Thursday^ September 11, 1777.—^The committee to whom the memorial
of Dr. Allison and others was referred, report, That they have con-

ferred fully with the printers, &c., in this city, and are of opinion that

the proper types for printing the Bible are not to be had in this coun-

try, and that the paper cannot be procured, but with such difficulties,

and subject to such casualties, as render any dependence on it alto*

gether improper ; that to import types for the purpose of setting up an
entire edition of the Bible, and to strike off 30,000 copies, with paper,

binding, &c., will cost £10,272 10, which must be advanced by Congress,

to be reimbursed by the sale of the books ; that, in the opinion of the

committee, considerable difficulties will attend tiie procuring the types
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and paper ; that, afterwards, the risk of importing them will consider-

ably enhance the cost, and that the calculations are subject to such un-
certainty in the present state of affairs, that Congress cannot much rely
on them ; that the use of the Bible is so universat) and its importance
80 great, that your committee refer the above to the consideration of
Congress, and if Congress shall not think it expedient to order the im-
portation of types and paper, the committee recommend that Congress
will order the Committee of Commerce to import 20,000 Bibles from
Holland, Scotland, or elsewhere, into the different porU of the States

of the Union.

Whereupon it was moved, That the Committee of Commerce be
directed to import 20,000 copies of the Bible.

On this motion. New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Bhode Island, Con-
necticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Georgia, voted in the affirma-

tive; New York, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and
South Carolina, voted in the negative.

So it wa0 resolved in the affirmative.

In 1781 Rev. Mr. Aitken memorialized Congress to aid him in

printing an American edition of the Bible. Congress appointed

a committee, who submitted a report on the subject as follows :

—

By the United Stales in Congress assembled:

Sbptbmbbe 12, 1782.

The committee to whom was referred a memorial of Robert Aitken,
Printer, dated 21st January, 1781, respecting an edition of the Holy
Scriptures, report, That Mr. Aitken has, at great expense, now finished

an American edition of the Holy Scriptures in English ; that the com-
mittee have from time to time attended to his progress in the work

;

that they also recommended it to the two chaplains of Congress to exa-

mine and give their opinion of the execution, who have accordingly

reported thereon ; the recommendation and report being as follows :

—

PHILADBLPBIA, Ist Sopt, 17S2.

Reverend Gentlemen:—
Our knowledge of your piety and public spirit leads us, without

apology, to recommend to your particular attention the edition of the
Holy Scriptures published by Mr. Aitken. He undertook this expen-
sive work at a time when, from the circumstances of , the war, an Eng-
lish edition of the Bible could not be imported, nor any opinion formed
how long the obstruction might continue. On this account, particularly,

he deserves applause and encouragement. We therefore wish you,

reverend gentlemen, to examine the execution of the work, and, if

approved, to give it the sanction of your judgment and the weight of
your recommendation.

We are, with very great respect,

Your most obedient, humble servants,

(Signed) Jambs Duakb, Chainnanj

In hehaff of a commiitee of Congress on Mr. Aitken's memmal.
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Bererend Dr. White and Bey. Mr. Doffield, ChftplainB of the United
States in Congress assembled, report:

—

Gentlevsn :

—

Agreeably to your d^ire, we have paid attention to Mr. Robert

Aitken's impression of the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-

ments. Having selected and examined a variety of passages through-

out the work, we are of opinion that it is executed with great accuracy

as to the sense, and with as few grammatical and typographical errors as

could have been expected in an undertaking of such magnitude. Being

ourselves witnesses of the demand for this invaluable work, we rejoice

in the present prospect of a surplus,—^hoping that it will prove as advan-

tageous as it is honorable to the gentleman who has exerted himself

to furnish it, at the evident risk of private fortune.

We are, gentlemen,

Your very respectful and humble servants,

(Signed) William White,

Geobgx Duffulo.
Philadelphia, S«pt 10, 1782.

Hon. James Duai^x, Esq., Chairman^ and the other honorable gentle-

men of the committee of Congress on Mr. Aitken's memorial.

Whereupon, Unsolved, That the United States, in Congress assembled,

highly approve of the pious and laudable undertaking of Mr. Aitken,

as subservient to the interests of religion, as well as an instance of the

progress of the fine arts in this coimtry ; and, being satisfied from the

above report of his care and accuracy in the execution of the work, they

recommend this edition of the Bible to the inhabitants of the United
States, and hereby authorize him to publish this recommendation in the

manner he shall think proper.

Charles Thomson, Secretary.

The American Bible Society published, in 1856, the following

statement in connection with the presentation of a Bible to each

House of Congress :

—

The Bible in Congress.

A joint note was received in May last from the two chaplains of Con*

gress, suggesting that our Board present a copy of the pulpit Bible for use

in public worship at the Capitol. The suggestion was cheerfully complied

with, and the following response received, showing, with a thousand
other incidents, that, while we have no state-established religion, we are

correctly styled a Christian nation *

—

Wasbikotok, May 19, 1856.

To the Board of Managers of the American Bible Society

,

Gentlemen :—^We have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of an
imperial quarto Bible for the use of Congress at the hands of joxa Secre-

tary.

In behalf of Congress, we beg to tender to you our grateful thanks for
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this appropriate present^ and to ezpreu the hope that the great truths

contained in that sacred record may be impressed upon all our minda
and hearts.

With sentiments of the highest respect an4 consideration, we hare
the honor to be

Your obedient servants,

John C. Brkckinridgs, Pres. Sen.

Wm. Penninqton, Speaker H. R.

Thx Biblb and the First Conqbiss.

The above article, coming from the officers of the present Congress,

leads us to subjoin a brief account of the doings of the first Congress in

regard to the same divine book, as given in Bev. Dr. Strickland's His-

tory of the American Bible Society :

—

" As early as the beginning of tibe last century, laws existed in some
of the colonies requiring every family to be furnished with a Bible..

This supply continued to be kept up by individual exertion until the

meeting of the first Congress in 1777, one year after the Declaration of

Independence. In the early formation of our government, those who
looked upon the experiment with jealous eyes anticipated a speedy

dissolution, firom the fact that it made no provision for the establish-

ment of religion. Although the legislative power of our country is pro-

hibited from making laws prescribing and enforcing the observance of

any particular faith or form of worship, yet it is equally powerless in

prohibiting the free exercise thereof; while at the same time it extends

its protecting fiegis over the rights of conscience. The Government has

never been unmindful of the great interests of religion, but has from
the beginning adhered to and carried out the language of Washington,
that 'religion and morality are indispensable supports of political

existence and prosperity.'

" The Congress of 1777 answered a memorial on the subject of Bible-

distribution in this country, by appointing a committee to advise as to

the printing an edition of thirty thousand Bibles. The population of

the country then was only about three millions, and all the Bibles in

the entire world at that period did not exceed four millions. Thus it

will be seen that its circulation in this and all other countries at that

time was exceedingly limited.

" The report of the committee appointed by Congress forms one of

the brightest epochs in the history of our republic, and sheds a clear

and steady light over every subsequent eventful period. The public

recognition of Ood in that act was of infinitely greater importance in

giving stability to the times, securing the permanency of our institu-

tions, than all the imposing and formidable array of legal enactments
ever made for the establishment of religion.

*' The committee, finding it difficult to procure the necessary material,

such as paper and types, recommended Congress, ' the use of the Bible

being so universal, and its importance so great,' to direct the Committee
on Commerce to import, at the expense of Congress, twenty thousand
English Bibles from Holland, Scotland, or elsewhere, into the different
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ports of the States of the Union. The report was adopted, and the

importation ordered.
" In 1781, when, from the existence of the war, no English Bible

oould be imported, and no opinion could be formed how long the

obstruction might continue, the subject of printing the Bible was again

presented to Congress, and it was on motion referred to a committee of

three.

'*The committee, after giving the subject a careful investigation,

recommended to Congress an edition printed by Robert Aitken, of

Philadelphia ; whereupon it was
" * Resolved, That the United States, in Congress assembled, highly

approve the pious and laudable undertaking of Mr. Aitken, as subser-

vient to the interests of religion ; and, being satisfied of the care and
accuracy of the execution of the work, recommend this edition to the

inhabitants of the United States.'

"

How interesting is a history of the early circulation of the Bible in

this country 1 What moral sublimity in the fact, as it stands imperish-

ably recorded and filed in the national archives I Who, in view of this

fact, will call in question the assertion' that this is a Bible nation ? Who
will charge the Government with indifference to religion, when the first

Congress of the States assumed all the rights and performed all the

duties of a Bible society long before such an institution had an exist*

ence?

This was the first Bible published in the English language

having an American imprint. It was a small duodecimo, in

two volumes, in .a brevier type. The report of the committee

and the resohition of Congress (sometimes called the Bible Con-

gress) are reprinted on a leaf immediately following the title-

page. The recommendation of Congress bore no fruit. Imme-
diately alter the publication of the work, peace was proclaimed,

—when it was found that Bibles could be imported from Great

Britain cheaper than it was possible to print them here. Mr.

Aitken, therefore, not obtaining a ready sale for his edition,

which he had carried on with great difficulty, was nearly ruined

by the undertaking. Previous to the Bevolution and the pub-

licjition of the edition of the Bible by Mr. Aitken, this country

was supplied with Bibles in the English language chiefly from

Great Britain.

Chancellor Kent, of New York, states the results and in*

fluence of the Bible on society as follows :

—

" The general diffusion of the Bible is the most effectual way
to civilize and humanize mankind; to purify and exalt the

general system of pubhc morals; to give efficacy to the just

precepts of international and municipal law; to enforce the
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observance of prudence, temperance, justice, and fortitude, and

to improve all the relations of domestic and social life."

Chief-Justice Hornblower, of New Jersey, remarks as fol-

lows :

—

" Let this precious volume have its due influence on the hearts

of men, and our liberties are safe, our country blessed, and the

world happy. There is not a tie that unites us to our families,

not a virtue that endears us to our country, not a hope that

thrills our bosoms in the prospect of future happiness, that has

not its foundation in this sacred book. It is the charter of

charters,—^the palladium of liberty,—the standard of righteous-

ness. Its divine influence can soften the heart of the tyrant,

—

can break the rod of the oppressor, and exalt the humblest

peasant to the dignified rank of an immortal being,—an heir of

eternal glory."

The following record, found in the Journals of Congress, Oc-

tober 12, 1778, shows their high appreciation of the morality of

the Bible as a necessary qualification for the discharge of ofS^cial

public duties :

—

Whereas true religion and good morals are the only solid founda-

tions of public liberty and happiness

:

Beaolved, That it be, and it hereby is, earnestly recommended to the

several States to take the most efifectual measures for the encourage-

ment thereof, and for the suppressing theatrical entertainments, horse-

racing, gaming, and such other diversions as are productive of idle-

ness, dissipation, and a general depravity of principles and manners.

Resoivedy That all officers in the army of the United States be, and
hereby are, strictly exgoined to see that the good and wholesome rules

provided for the discountenancing of profaneness and vice, and the

preservation of morals among the soldiers, are duly and punctually

observed.

On the 16th of October, 1778, Congress passed the following

act, as may be seen on their official journal of that date :-^

Whereas frequenting playhouses and theatrical entertainments has

a fatal tendency to divert the minds of the people from a due attention

to the means necessary for the defence of their country and the pre-

servation of their liberties

:

Resolved, That any person holding an office under the United States

who shall act, promote, encourage, or attend such plays, be deemed
unwortliy to hold such office, and shall be accordingly dismissed.

In this ^lace it is appropriate to notice, as a patriotic and

Christian memorial, Independence Hall, in Philadelphia^ where
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the patriots and statesmen sat in solemn council, and passed

the Declaration of Independence and previous Christian acts,

and made their solemn appeals to God. That old State-House

still stands as a relic of the Eevolution, and its associations

and inspirations attract the American people to look upon its

venerable form, to tread its rooms and halls, and to gaze upon

the portraits of many of the men who acted a distinguished

part in achieving our independence and in forming our civil

institutions. It was from the steps of this temple of freedom

that John Nixon, on the 8th of July, 1776, in the hearing of

thousands, read the Declaration of Independence ; and from the

same spot Samuel Adams pronounced an oration on the great

event, in which he said,

—

" Brethren and fellow-countrymen ! If it was ever granted

to mortals to trace the designs of Providence and to interpret

its manifestations in favor of their cause, we may, with humility

of soul, cry out, ' Not unto us, not unto us, but to thy name be

praise/
"

The American people, as they look upon this consecrated

temple of freedom, will re-echo the words of an American

poet:

—

" This is the sacred fane wherein assembled

The fearless champions on the side of right,—

Men at whose declaration empires trembled,

Moved by the truth's immortal might.

** Here stood the patriot,—one Union folding

The Eastern, Northern, Southern sage and seer,

Within that living band which, truth upholding,

Proclaims each man his fellow's peer.

" Here rose the anthem which all nations, hearing.

In loud response the echoes backward hurl'd

:

Reverberating stiU the ceaseless cheering,

Our continent repeats it to the world.

" This is the hallow'd spot where, first unfurling,

Fair Freedom spread her blazing scroll of light

;

Here, from oppression's throne the tyrant hurling.

She stood supreme in majesty and might.''

The most interesting and suggestive memorial in Independ-

ence Hall is the old State-House bell. " This bell," says Watson,

in his "Annals of Philadelphia," "was imported from England
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in 1753, for the State-House ; but, having met with some accident

in the trial ringing after it was landed, it lost its tone received

in the fatherland, and had to be conformed to ours by recast-

ing. This .was done under the direction of Isaac Norris, Esq.,

the then Speaker of the Colonial Assembly; and to him we are

probably indebted for the remarkable motto, so indicative of its

future use, ' Proclaim liberty throughout all the land
UNTO all the inhabitants THEREOF.' That it was adopted

from the Scriptures (Lev. xxv. 10) may to many be still more im-

pressive, as being also the voice of God, that great Arbiter by

whose signal providences we afterwards attained to that 'liberty'

and self-government which bid fair to emancipate our whole

continent, and, in time, to influenCiB and ameliorate the condition

of the subjects of arbitrary government throughout the civilized

world."

The ringing of this bell first announced to the citizens, who
were anxiously waiting the result of the deliberations of Con-

gress (which were at that time held with closed doors), that

the Declaration of Independence had been decided upon ; and

then it was that the bell proclaimed the realization of the divine

motto inscribed upon it some fifteen years previous.

" That old bell is still seen by the patriot's eye,

And he blesses it erer when journeying by

;

Long years have pass'd o'er it, and yet every soul

Will thrill, in the night, to its wonderful roll

;

For it speaks in its belfry, when kiss'd by the blast.

Like a glory-breathed tone from the mystical past.

Long years shall roll o'er it, and yet every chime
Shall unceasingly tell of an era sublime

;

Oh, yes I if the flame on our altars should pale.

Let its voice but be heard, and the freeman shall start

To rekindle the fire, while he sees on the gale

All the stars and the stripes of the flag of his heart."
^ William Ross Wallacx.

In an address to the inhabitants of the United States of

America, by Congress, are found the following Christian senti-

ments and principles ;

—

"America, without arms, ammunition, discipline, revenue,

government, or ally, almost stripped of commerce, and in the

weakness of youth as it were, with a ' staff and a sling' only,

dared, 'in the name of the Lord op Hosts,' to engage a

gigantic adversaryi prepared at all points, boasting of his
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strength^ and of whom even mighty warriors 'were greatly

afiraid/

"As to inferior officers employed in the public service, we
ANXIOUSLY desire to call your most vigilant attention to their

conduct with respect to every species of misbehavior, whether

proceeding from ignorance, negligence, or fraud, and to the

making of laws for inflicting exemplary punishment on all

offenders of this kind.

" Your government being now established, and your ability to

contend with your invaders ascertained, we have, on most

mature deliberation, judged it indispensably necessary to call

upon you for forty millions of dollars, &c.

"We are persuaded you will use all possible care to make the

promotion of the general welfare interfere as little as may be

with the care and comfort of individuals; but though the

raising of these sums should press heavily on some of your con-

stituents, yet the obligations we feel to your venerable clergy,

the truly helpless widows and orphans, your most gallant, gene-

rous, meritorious officers and soldiers, the public faith, and the

common weal, so irresistibly urge us to attempt the appreciation

of your clemency, that we cannot withhold obedience to these

auUioritative declarations.

" On this subject we will only add, that, as the rvlea of jiMtice

are moat pleasing to our infinitely good and gradoua Qreator,

and an adherence to them most likdy to obtain his favor, so they

vrUl ever be found to be the best and safest maxims of human
policy.

"What nation ever engaged in such a contest, under such a

complication of disadvantages, so soon surmounted many of

them, and in so short a period of time had so certain a prospect

of a speedy and happy conclusion? We wiU venture to pro-

nounce that so remarkable an instance exists not in the annals

of mankind. Encouraged by favors already received from

Infinite Goodness, gratefully acknowledging them, earnestly

imploring their continuance, constantly endeavoring to draw

them down on your heads by an amendment of your lives and

a conformity to the Divine will, humbly confiding in the pro-

tection so often and wonderfully experienced, vigorously employ

the means placed by Providence in your hands for completing

your labors.

<< Effectually superintend the behavior of public officers, dUi'
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gently promote piety, virtue, brotherly love, learning, frugality,

and moderation; and may you be approved before Almighty

God, worthy of these blessings we devoutly wish you to enjoy.

" Done in Congress, by unanimous consent, this twenty-sixth

day of May, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-nine.
*' John Jay, Freaident.

"Attest, Charles Thomson, Secretary."

The Sabbath, in its. moral and political influences, was re-

garded by the Puritans and the Christian statesmen of the Re-

volution as an essential pillar of support to the civil edifice.

The Provincial Congress of Massachusetts, on the 15th of

June, 1776, adopted the following, on the Sabbath :

—

"As it has pleased Almighty God, in his providence, to suffer

the calamities of an unnatural war to take place among us, in

consequence of our sinful declensions from him, and our great

abuse of those invaluable blessings bestowed upon us ; and as

we have reason to fear, unless we become a penitent and re-

formed people, we shall feel still severer tokens of the Divine

displeasure; and as the most efiectual way to escape those deso-

lating judgments which so evidently hang over us, and, if it

may be, obtain the restoration of our former tranquillity, will

be that we repent and return every one from his iniquities

unto Him that correcteth us, which if we do in sincerity and

truth, we have no reason to doubt but he will remove his judg-

ments, cause our enemies to be at peace with us, and prosper

the work of our hands.

"And as among the prevailing sins of this day, which

threaten the destruction of this land, we have reason to lament

the frequent profanations of the Lord's day, or Christian Sab^

bath; many spending their time in idleness or sloth, others in

diversions, and others in journeying, or business which is not

necessary on that day ; and, as we earnestly desire that a stop

may be put to this great and prevailing evil, it is, therefore,

*^ Resolved, That it be recommended by this Congress to the people of

all ranks and denominations throughout this colony, that they not only

pay a religious regard to that day, and to the public worship of God
thereon, but that they also use their influence to discountenance and
suppress any profanation thereof in others.

** And it is further Resolved, That it be recommended to the ministers

of the gospel to read this resolve to their several congregations, accom*
pauied with such exhortations as they shall think proper.
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"And whereas there is great danger that the profanation of the Lord^B

day will prevail in the camp, we earnestly recommend to all the ofEicers

not only to set a good example, but that they strictly require of their

soldiers to keep up a religious regard to that day, and attend upon the

public worship of Qod there* so far as may be consistent with other

duties.'^

The Provincial Congress of Georgia, Thursday, July 6, 1775,

adopted the following resolution :

—

10. That we will, in our several stations, encourage frugality,

economy, and industry, and promote agriculture, arts, and the manu-
factures of British America, especially that of wool, and will discounte-

nance and discourage every species of extravagance and dissipation,

especially horse-racing, and every kind of gaming, cock-fighting, exhi-

bition of shows, plays, and other expensive diversions and entertain-

ments ; and on the death of any relation or friend, none of us, or any
of our families, shall go into any farther mourning dress than a black

crape or ribbon on the arm or hat for gentlemen, and a black ribbon or

necklace for ladies ; and we will discontinue the giving of gloves and
Bcarfs at funerals.

These facts show the religious sentiments and make us

acquainted with the religious feelings of the members of the

Continental Congress. That body of statesmen paid respect to

religion by system, on principle, and in their official acts.

Their state papers do not merely contain general references to

a superintending Providence and a supreme Creator and Gover-

nor of the world, but they usually contain sentiments un-

equivocally Christian. Their journals disclose various circum-

stances which indicate the personal interest taken by the mem-
bers in the stated and occasional religious services.

" Thus our republic," said Mr. Giddings, in Congress, " waa
founded on religious truth, and it was thus far emphatically a re-

ligious government. It has ever been sustained by the religious

sentiment of the nation, and it will only fail when this element

shall be discarded by the people. The Philadelphia Convention

(the Continental Congress) will be remembered in coming time

as the first, in the history of political parties of our nation,

to make religious truths the basis of its political action, and
first to proclaim the rights of mankind as universal, to be

enjoyed equally by princes and people, by rulers and the most

humble. It was the first to proclaim the fatherhood of Grod

and the brotherhood of man."

The Continental Congress, in the foregoing acts, kept in view
u
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the true aims and ends of a civil goyemment, aa expressed

by Eev. E. D. McMaster, D.D., in his inaugural address as

iSresident of the Miami University of Ohio. He says,

—

'' According to the notions that perhaps generally prevail, the

end of civil society and its governmental institutions is an end

purely secular, and this even not the highest of that class of ends.

Its object, as is supposed, is to prevent men from the invasion

of each other's persons and estates, and, after that, according to

the various theories of different political schools, more or less

to regulate and promote the industrial pursuits and interests

of the members of the community. Nothing can be more
unworthy the dignity of the subject, or more untrue, than

these low conceptions of the object of civil institutions. The
highest end of a state and of its whole order is a moral end,

—

that is, a religious end. It is that by a scrupulous respect in

all its own legislation and administration at home, and in all its

relations and intercourse with other nations abroad, to do right,

by the equitable and vindicatory punishment of crime and the

establishment of justice, it may inspire and cherish in its citi-

zens the love of righteousneaa. It is thus a great moral institu*

tion, of high dignity and of mighty power, whose highest end

is the development of man's moral nature and the forming of

him to virtue in this respect, and ultimately in all the glory

of God| whose ordinance it is."

CHAPTER XI.

nn BTATI 0ORSTITUTI0R8 Of THB BBJL Of THB BBTOLUTION—HATUBB 07

W&nTBN 00N8TITUTI0H8— BBBD 0» A BKLIQIOUS SAKCTION— VIBW Of

DB WITT OLIHTON—^TIBW OF WINTHBOP—DOCTKINKS OF CHBI8TIAVITT INCOB-

VOBATBD INTO AKL THB 8TATB C0N8TITUTI0MS—CHRISTIAK ABTICLB8 OF THB
OOBSTITUTIOH—^DBCLABB THB DITINITT Of TBB BIBLE—OITIL OFFIOBB8 BB-

QUIBBD TO 8UB8CBIBB TO ITS DOOTBDIBS—THB PBBSENT 8TATB C0N8TITU-

TI0K8 CHBI8TIAN—^LBOISLATIOH OF BBW TOBK OK THB 8ABBATH—PBOTIB-

CIAX. 0OKOBBB8 Of HBW TOBK—ITS PBOOLAMATIOB—GBKBBAL COVHT Of

IIA88A0HU8BTT8—ADDBBS8 TO THB PBOPLB—^PBOCLAMATIOB.

When a people assume the condition and dignity of a civil

state, their first want and effort is a just constitution of govern-

meni. This acoompliahed| it affords the highest evidenoe of their
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progress in intelligence, liberty, and social order. But the

constitution of every nation, if it secures great moral and poli-

tical prosperity, must be enforced by sanctions which are higher

and more authoritative than human parchments and laws.

Their practical force and value must be derived from faith in

Gk)d and the sanctions of the Divine law. Hence the men who
have founded states on written constitutions have always

resorted to religious sanctions to give practical power to

their constitutions and to enforce the laws of the government.

This great principle is coexistent in all governments, whether

pagan or Christian. Every oath that is taken to support a

constitution acknowledges the power and necessity of the sanc-

tions of religion. It is an appeal to God in behalf of constitu-

tional government,—^to give it authority, by making the legis-

lation of conscience and accountability to God support and

uphold the laws of the land.

" The sanctions of the Divine law," says De "Witt Clinton, in

an address delivered before the American Bible Society, May,

1823, " supply all deficiencies, cover the whole area of human
action, reach every case, punish every sin, and recompense

every virtue. Its rewards and punishments are graduated

with perfect justice, and its appeals to the hopes and fears of

men are of the most potential character and transcendent

influence. The codes of men and the laws of opinion and

government derive a great portion of their weight from the

influence of a future world. Justice cannot be administered

without the sanction of truth ; and the great security against

perjury is the amenability of another state. The sanctions

of religion compose the foundations of good government ; ancl

the ethics, doctrines, ai^d examples furnished by Christ exhibit

the best models for the laws of opinion."

" All societies of men," says Winthrop, a member of Congress,

and Speaker of the House of Representatives in 1848, " must

be governed in some way or other. The less they may have

of stringent state government, the more they must have of

individual self-government. The less they rely on public law

or physical force, the more they must rely on private moral

restraint. Men, in a word, must necessarily be controlled,

either by a power within them or by a power without them

;

either by the word of God or by the strong arm of man;
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either by the Bible or by the bayonet. It may do for other

countries and other governments to talk about the state sup-

porting religion
:

, here, under our free institutions, it is religion

which must support the state."

Lord Bacon, in enumerating what he calls the four pillars of

government, three of which are justice, counsel, and treasure,

places religion as the first in order and importance, says,

—

" The reason why religion is universally and justly repre-

sented as essential to the prosj^rity of states, is not less obvious

than the fact. The object of government is to enforcQ among
individuals the observance of the moral law, and states are pros-

perous in proportion as this object is attained. But the only

effectual sanction to this law is the Christian religion. Henoe
a government which neglects the care of religion is guilty of

the folly of promulgating laws unaccompanied with any ade-

quate sanction of requiring the community to obey without pre-

senting to their minds the motives that generally induce to a

prompt and cheerful obedience. Under these circumstances, the

only resource left to the public authorities is mere physical

force ; and experience has abundantly shown that this is wholly

ineffectual, excepting as an aid and supplement, in particular

cases, to the moral influences, which alone can be depended on

for the preservation of the tranquillity and good order of

society. There are persons, and even parties, who, at the very

moment when the use of physical force as an engine of govern-

ment is discredited and abandoned, seem to be laboring with a
sort of frantic energy to destroy the influence of all the moral

motives that can be substituted for it,—more especially religion.

I have said, and I repeat, that if while we abandon the use of phy-

sical force as an engine of maintaining order we should also dis-

card the only valuable and effectual moral influence, and leave the

individual to the undirected guidance of his own selfish passions,

our institutions will be found to be impracticable, and society

will fall into a state of dissolution."

Such views were radical in the faith of the Puritans and of

the statesmen of the Revolution, and they incorporated the fun-

damental doctrines of Christianity into their systems of govern-

jnent. The following fewjta found in the State Constitutions

of the Revolution demonstrate the Christian life and character

^f our civil institutions.
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The Cokstitution op Massachusetts,

In 1780, inserted the following organic law on the subject of the

Christian religion :— .

" That as th« happiness of a people, and the good oxder and preser-

vation of civil government, essentially depend upon piety, religion, and tno-

rality, and as these cannot be generally diffused through a community
but by the institution of the pubUe worship oj God^ and of public instruction tm

piety, religion, and morality: therefore, to promote their happiness and to

secure the good order and preservation of their government, the

people of this commonwealth have a right to invest their legislature

with power to authorize and require, and the legislature shall^ from time to

time, authorize and require, the several towns, parishes, precincts, and other

bodies politic, or religious societies, to make suitable provision, at their own

expense,for the institution af the public worship, andfor the support and mainten-

ance of public Protestant teachers of piety, religion, and morality, in all cases

where such provision shall not be made voluntarily ; and the people of

this commonwealth have also a right to, and do, invest their legislature

with authority to enjoin upon all their subjects cm. attendance upon Uie instructions

^ the public teachers aforesaid ai stated times and seasons, if there be any on
whose instructions t^ey can conscientiously attend." And that '* because

a frequent recurrence to the fundamental principles of the Constitution,

ftnd a constant adherence to those of piety, justice, moderation, temper-

ance, industry, and frugality, are absolutely necessary to preserve the

advantage of liberty and to maintain a free government, the people

ought consequently to have a particular regard to all those principles in the

choice <f their officers and representatives ; and they have a right to require of
their lawgivers and magistrates an exact and constant observance of them in the

formation and execution of all laws necessary for the good of the com-
monwealth/' And that every person "chosen governor, lieutenant-

governor, senator, or representative, and accepting the trust, shall su^
scribe a solemn profession that he believbs in the Chbistian religion,

AND has a FIEM PERSUASION OF ITS TRUTH."

'' I am clearly of opinion," said Mr. Webster, in the Conven-

tion of Massachusetts, in 1820, met to revise the Constitution,
** that we should not strike out of the Constitution all recogni-

tion of the Christian religion. I am desirous, in so solemn a

transaction as the establishment of a Constitution, that we
should keep in it an expression of our respect and attachment

to Christianity,—not, indeed, to any of its peculiar forms, but to

its general principles." Another part of the Constitution recog-

nizes in the fullest manner the benefits which civil society

derives from those Christian institutions which cherish piety,

morality, and religion.
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The Constitution of South Cabolina,

Adopted in 1778, declares Christianity to be the fuadameiital

law of the State, in the fcdlowing language ;

—

That all persons and religions societies who acknowledge that there
is one God, and a future state of rewards and punishments, and thai

God is to be publicly worshipped, shall be tolerated. The Ghristian

Protestant religion shall be deemed, and is hereby constituted and
declared to be, the established religion of the l^ate. That all denomi-
nations of Christian Protestants in this State^ demeaning themselves
peaceably and faithfully, shall enjoy equal religions and ciril priTileges.

To accomplish this desirable purpose without injury to the religioua

property of those societies of Christians which are by law already incor-

porated for the purpose of religious worship, and to put it fiiUy into the
power of erery other society of Christian Protestants^ either already

formed or hereafter to be formed, to obtain the like incorporation, it is

hereby constituted, appointed, and declared that the respectiye societies

of the Church of England, that are already formed in this 6tate for the
purpose of religious worship, shall continue incorporate and hold the

religious property now in their possession. And that whenever fifteen or

more male persons not under twenty-one years of age, professing the

Christian Protestant rebgion, and agreeing to unite themselves in a
society for the purposes of religious worship, they shall (on complying
with the terms hereinafter mentioned) be and be constituted a ChuBch,

and be esteemed and regarded in law as of the established religion of

the State, and on a petition to the legislature shall be entitled to be
incorporated and to ex\joy equal privileges. That every society of Chris-

tians so formed shall give themselves a name or denomination, by
which they shall be called and known in law, and all that associate with

them for the purpose of worship shall be esteemed as belonging to the

society so called ; but that previous to the establishment and incorpora-

tion of the respective societies of every denomination as aforesaid, and
in order to entitle them thereto, each society so petitioning shall have
agreed to and subscribed in a book the five following articles,—^without

which no agreement or union of men upon pretence of religion shall

entitle them to be incorporated and esteemed as a church of the esta-

blished religion of the State. (See Locke's Const., Arts. 97-100).

I. That there is one Eternal God, a future state of rewards and pun-
ishments.

II. That God is to be publicly worshipped.

III. That the Christian religion is the true religion.

IV. That the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are of

divine inspiration, and are the rule of faith and practice.

V. That it is lawful, and the duty of every man being thereunto

called by those that govern, to bear witness to truth. That every inhabit-

ant of this State, when called to make an appeal to God as a witness to

truth, shall be permitted to do it in that way which is most agreeable to

the dictates of hb own conscience. And that the people of this State
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may forever eivjoy the right o£. electing their own pastors or dergy, and,

at the same time, that the State may have sufEicient security for the due
discharge of the pastoral office by those who shall be admitted to be
clergymen, no person shall officiate as minister of any established

church who shall not have been chosen by a majority of the society to

which he shall minister, or by persons appointed by the said majority

to choose and procure a minister for them, nor until the minister so

chosen and appointed shall have made and subscribed the following

declaration, over and above the aforesaid five articles, viz. :

—

That he is determined, by God's grace, out or the holt scripturss,

to instruct the people committed to his charge, and to teach nothing

(as required of necessity to eternal salvation) but that which he shall

be persuaded may be concluded and proved from the Scriptures ; that

he will use both public and private admonitions, as well to the sick as

to the whole within his cure, as need shall require and occasion shall

be given ; and that he will be diligent in prayers, and in reading of the

Holy Scriptures, and in such studies as help to the knowledge of the

same ; that he will be diligent to frame and fashion his own self and
his family according to the doctrine of Christy and to make both him*
self and them, as much as.in him lieth, wholesome examples and pat>

terns to the flock of Christ ; that he will nudntain and set forward, as

much as he can, quietness, peace, and love among all the people, and
especially among those who are or shall be committed to his charge.

No person shall disturb or molest any religious assembly, nor shall

use any reproachful, railing, or abusive language against any Church,

that being the certain way of disturbing the peace, and of hindering

the conversion of any to the truth, by engaging them in quarrels and
animosities, to the hatred of the professors, and that profession which
otherwise they might be brought to assent to. No person whatsoever

shall speak any thing in their religious assembly irreverently or sedi-

tiously of the government of the State. No person shall by law be
obliged to pay towards the maintenance and support of a religious wor-

ship that he does not freely join in or has not voluntarily engaged to

support ; but the churches, chapels, parsonages, glebes, and all other

property now belonging to any societies of the Church of England, or

any other religious societies, shall remain and be secured to them for-

ever.

They should choose by ballot from among themselves, or from the

people at large, a governor and commander-in-chief, a lieutenant-gov-

ernor, and privy council, oil of the Proiestanl rdigion ; that no person

should be eligible to a seat in the Senate uideiB he he of the Proiesiant

religion; that no person should be eligible to sit in the House of Repre-
sentatives unUu he be of the Protestant religion,

ViBOINIA,

In her organic charter and legislative acts, affirms the truth ofi

the Christian system in terms as follows :

—

By an act of the Assembly in 1706, it was declared, that if
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any person brought up in the Christian religion denies the being

of a God or the Trinity, or asserts that there are more Gods

than one, or denies the Christian religion to be true, or the

Scriptures to be of divine authority, he is punishable, on the

first oflfence by incapacity to hold office or employment, eccle-

siastical, civil, or military ; on the second, by disability to sue,

to take any gift or legacy, to be guardian, executor, or admi-

nistrator, and by three years' imprisonment without bail.

This act may be found in Jeflferson's Works, vol. viii. p. 399.

This law, opposed to the spirit of Christianity while affirming

its divinity, was abolished in 1786 by the following

•

.Act for Establishing Religious Freedom.

Well aware that Almighty God hath created the mind free ; that all

attempta to influence it by temporal punishments or burdens, or by
civil incapacitations, tend not only to beget habits of hypocrisy and

meanness, and are a departure from the plan of the Author of our Re-

ligion, who, being Lord both of the body and mind, yet chose not to

propagate it by coercion on either, as was in his almighty power to do

:

Be it, therefore, enacted by the General Assembly, That no man shall be

compelled to frequent or support any religious worship, place, or minis-

try, whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened

in his body or goods, nor shall otherwise suffer, on account of his reli-

gious opinions or belief ; but that all men shall be free to profess and

by argument to maintain their opinions in matters of religion, and that

the same shall in no wise diminish, enlarge, or affect their civil capacities.

This act, passed under the auspices of Mr. Jefferson, he

regarded as one of the best works of his life.

The Declaration of Rights, which passed unanimously the

Virginia Legislature, June 12, 1776, affirmed that

Its free government could be preserved but by a firm adherence to

justice, moderation, benevolence, frugality, and virtue, and by frequent

recurrence to fundamental principles and the manner of discharging it.

Religion is the duty we owe our Creator, and can be directed only by
reason, not by force and violence ; and therefore all men are equally

entitled to the free exercise of it according to the dictates of conscience

;

and it is the mutual duty of all to practise Christian forbearance, love

and charity towards each other.

The following ancient laws of Virginia show the historic fact

of the incorporation of the Christian religion and its ordinances

into the civil government of that Commonwealth.

In 1662 it was enacted that

Every person who should refuse to have his child baptized by a lawful
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minister shall be amerced two thousand pounds of tobacco, half to be
paid to the parish, half to the informer.

The whole liturgy of the Church of England shall be thoroughly read

at church, or chapel, every Sunday ; and the canons for divine service

duly observed.

Church-wardens shall present at the county court, twice every year,

in December and April, such misdemeanors of swearing, drunkenness,

fornication, &c, as by their own knowledge, or common fame, have
been committed during their being church-wardens.

Enacted that the Lord's Day be kept holy, and no journeys be made
on that day, unless upon necessity. And all persons inhabiting in this

country, having no lawful excuse, shall, every Sunday, resort to the parish

church or chapel, and there abide orderly during the common prayer,

preaching, and divine service, upon the penalty of being fined fifty

pounds of tobacco by the county court.

In 1668,

The 27th of August appointed for a day of humiliation, fasting, and
prayer, to implore God's mercy : if any person be found upon that day
gaming, drinking, or working (works of necessity excepted), upon pre-

sentment by church-wardens and proof, he shall be fined one hundred
pounds of tobacco, half to the informer, and half to the poor of the

parish.

The Constitution op Pennsylvania,

Adopted in 1776, declares that the Legislature shall consist of

"persons most noted for wisdom and virtue," and that every

member should subscribe the following declaration :

—

I do believe in one God, the Creator and Governor of the universe,

the Rewarder of the good, and the Punisher of the wicked ; and I

acknowledge the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be given
by inspiration.

The Constitution op North Carolina,

Bearing date 1776, declares

That no person who should deny the being of a God, or the truth of the
Protestant religion, or the divine authority of either the Old or New
Testaments, or who should hold religious principles incompatible with
the freedom and safety of the State, should be capable of holding any
office or place of trust in the civil government of this State.

Delaware,

In her first Constitution, formed during the Revolution, made
the following declaration :

—

That every citizen who should be chosen a member of either house
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of the Legislature, or appointed to any other office, should be required

to subscribe to the following declaration :—*' I do profess faith in God the
Father, and in the Lord Jesus Christ his only Son, and in the Holy
Ghost, one God and blessed for evermore ; and I do acknowledge the
Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be given by divine

inspiration."

Maryland

Formed a State Oonstitution in 1776, and the Declaration of

Eights (Art. XIX.) says,—

That as it is the duty of every man to worship God in such manner
as he thinks most acceptable to him, all persons professing the Christian

religion are equally entitled to protection in their religious liberty.

And (in Art. XXXV.) ** That no other qualification ought to be required

on admission to any office of trust or profit than such oath of support

and fidelity to this State, and such oath of office, as shall be directed by
this Constitution or the Legislature of this State, oruf a declaration qfbeHtf
in the Christian religion,*'

The Constitution also authorized the Legislature ''to lay a
general tax for the support of the Christian religion/'

New Jeesey,

In her Constitution formed in 1776, declares

That there shall be no establishment of any one religious sect in

this province in preference to another, and that no Protestant inhabit*

ant of this colony shall be denied the ei\joyment of any civil right on
account of his religious principles ; but
That all persons professing a belief in the faith of any Protestant 8ect»

and who should demean himself peaceably under the government*
should be capable of being elected unto any office of profit or trust, or

of being a member of either branch of the Legislature.

The following instructions from the Legislature of New Jersey

to its delegates in Congress in 1777 will exhibit the high

Christian sentiments of the men who directed the civil and
military concerns of the Revolution. Among the delegates

were John Witherspoon and Elias Boudinot. The Legislature

instructs as follows

:

1. We hope you will habitually bear in mind that the success of the
great cause in which the United States are engaged depends upon the
favor and blessing of Almighty God ; and therefore you will neglect
nothing which is competent to the Assembly of tho States for pro*

moting piety and good morals among the people at large. But especially

WO desire that you may give attention to this circumstance in the
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government of the army, taking care that such of the articles of war as

forbid profaneness, riot, and debauchery be observed and enforced with

all due strictness and severity. This, we apprehend, is absolutely

necessary for the encouragement and maintenance of good discipline,

and will be the means of recruiting the army with men of credit and
principle,—an object ardently to be wished, but not to be expected if

the warmest friends of their country should be deterred from sending

their sons and connections into the service, lest they should be tainted

with impious and immoral notions and contract vicious habits.

New Hampshibb

Formed a State Constitution in 1776, and in it declares

That morality and piety, rightly grounded on evangelical principles,

would give the best and greatest security to government, and would lay

in the hearts of men the strongest obligation to due subjection ; and
that the knowledge of these was most likely to be propagated by the

institution of the public worship of the Deity and instruction in mo*
rality and religion.

The Constitution of the same State in 1792 empowered the

Legislature to adopt measures *' for the support and maintenance

of public Protestant teachers of piety, religion, and morality."

The province of New Hampshire, in a convention composed

of one hundred and forty-fdur deputies appointed by the various

towns in the province aforesaid, after resolving "that we heartily

approve of the proceedings of the late grand Continental Con-

gress," passed the following :

—

Lastly, we earnestly entreat you, at this time of tribulation and
distress, when your enemies are urging you to despair, when every

scene around is full of gloom and horror, that, in imitation of your
pious forefathers, you implore the divine Being, who alone is able to

deliver you from your present unhappy and distressing situation, to es-

pouse your righteous cause, secure your liberties, and fix them on a
firm and lasting basis.

The Constitution of Georgia,

Adopted in 1777, declares that "all the members of the Legis-

lature shall be of the Protestant religion."

The Constitution op Vermont
Declares that

Every sect or denomination of Christians ought to observe the Sab^
bath or Lord's Day, and keep up some sort of religious worship, which
to them shall seem most agreeable to the revealed will of God.
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CoNNECTICfUT,

In faxt 7, sec. 1 of her Constitution, declared that,

—

It being the duty of all men to worship the Supreme Being, th«

great Creator and ^Preserver of the Universe, and their right to

render that worship in the mode most consistent with the dictates of

their consciences, no person shall, by law, be compelled to join or sup-

port, nor be classed with or associated to, any congregation, church, or

religiouB association. But every person now belonging to such congre-

gation, church, or religious association shall remain a member thereof,

until he shall have separated himself therefrom, in the manner herein-

after provided. And each and every society or denomination of Chris-

tians in this State shall have and ei\joy the same and equal powers,

rights, and privileges, and shall have power and authority to support

and maintain the ministers or teachers of their respective denomi-

nations, and to build and repair houses for public worship, by a tax on
the members of any such society only, to be laid by a m4Jor vote of the

legal voters assembled at any society meeting, warned and held accord-

ing to law, or in any other manner.

The Charter of Rhode Island,

Granted by Charles II., in 1682-83, and which continued to be

the Constitution of that Commonwealth till 1843, says,

—

The object of the colonists is to pursue, with peace and loyal

minds, their sober, serious, and religions intentions of godly edifying

themselves and one another in the holy Christian faith and worship,

together with the gaining over and conversion of the poor ignorant

Indian natives to the sincere profession and obedience of the same
faith and worship.

The Constitution op New York,

Though less full and explicit on the subject than those of other

States, yet contains an organic act recognizing the Christian

religion. The Constitution of 1777 has the following articles,

the same as those inserted in the Constitution formed in 1821 :

—

And Whereat we are required, by the benevolent principles of rational

liberty, not only to expel civil tyranny, but also to guard against that

spiritual oppression and intolerance wherewith the bigotry and ambi-
tion of weak and wicked priests and princes have scourged mankind:
this Convention doth further, in the name and by the authority of the

good people of this State, ordain, dkteruinb, and declare that the free

exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship, without
discrimination or preference, shall forever hereafter be allowed within

this State to all mankind: Provided, That the liberty of oonscienee

hereby granted shall not be so construed as to excuse acts of licentiouft*
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ness or justify practices inconsistent with the peace or safety of this

State.

And Whereas the ministers of the gospel are, by their profession,

dedicated to the service of God and the cure of souls, and ought not
to be diverted from the great duties of their functions : therefore, no
minister of the gospel, or priest of any denomination whatsoever, shall,

at any time hereafter, under any pretence or description whatever, be
eligible to or capa])le of holding any civil or military office or place

within this State.

An examination of the present Constitutions of the various

States, now existing, will show that the Christian religion and

its institutions are recognized as the religion of the Government
and the nation.

The recognitions of Christianity in the State Constitutions are

of three kinds. 1. These instruments are usually dated in the

year of our Lord, 2. Nearly' all of them refer to the observance

of Sunday by the Chief Executive Magistrate, in the same way
in which such observance is referred to in the Constitution of

the United States. 3. All the State Constitutions, or legislation

under them, guard with vigilance the religious observance of

the Christian Sabbath, and punish, with greater or less severity,

all unlawful violation of the day. 4. Definite constitutional

provisions not only recognizing the Christian religion, but

aflfording it countenance, encouragement, and protection.

"In perusing the thirty-four Constitutions of the United

States, we find all of them recognizing Christianity as the well-

known and well-established religion of the communities whose

legal, civil, and political foundations they are. The terms

of this recognition are more or less distinct in the Consti-

tutions of the difTercnt States ; but they exist in all of them.

The reason why any degree of indistinctness exists in any of

them, unquestionably, is that at their formation it never came
into the minds of the framers to suppose that the existence of

Christianity as the religion of their communities could ever

admit of a question. Nearly all these Constitutions recognize

the customary observance of Sunday; and a suitable observance

of this day includes a performance of all the peculiar duties of

the Christian faith. The Constitution of Vermont declares

that ' every sect or denomination of Christians ought to observe

the Sabbath or Lord's Day, and keep up some sort of religious

worship, which to them shall seem most agreeable to the revealed

will of God.' The Constitutions of Maasachusetts and Mary-
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land are among those wliich do not preacribe the observance of

Sunday : yet the former declares it to be ' the right, as well aa

the duty, of all men in society, publicly and at stated seasons to

worship the Supreme Being, the great Creator and Preserver of

the universe ;' and the latter requires every person appointed to

any office of profit or trust to ' subscribe a declaration of his

belief in the Christian religion.' Two of them concur in the

sentiment that 'morality and piety, rightly grounded on evan-

gelical principles, will be the best and greatest security to

government; and that the knowledge of these is most likely to

be propagated through a society by the institution of the

public worship of the Deity, and of public instruction in

morality and religion.' Only a small part of what the Consti-

tutions of the States contain in regard to the Christian religion

is here cited. At the same time, they all grant the free exercise

and enjoyment of religious profession and worship, with some

slight discriminations, to all mankind. The principle obtained

by the foregoing inductive examination of our State Consti-

tutions is this:

—

The people of the United States have
EETAINED THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION AS THE FOUNDATION OF

THEIR CIVIL, LEGAL, AND POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS; WHILE
THEY HAVE REFUSED TO CONTINUE A LEGAL PREFERENCE TO

ANY ONE OF ITS FORMS OVER ANY OTHER."

In 1838, the Legislature of New York, in a report from the

Committee on Petitions, " praying a repeal of the laws for the

observance of the Sabbath," by a vote nearly unanimous

rejected the petition, and declared that,

—

In all countries, some kind of religion or other has existed in all ages.

No people on the face of the globe are without a prevailing national reli-

gion. Magistrates have sought in many countries to strengthen civil

government by an alliance with some particular religion and an intole-

rant exclusion of all others. But those who have wielded this formi-

dable power have rendered it a rival instead of an auxiliary to the publio

welfare,—a fetter instead of a protection to the rights of conscience.

With us it is wisely ordered that no one religion shall be established

by law, but that all persons shall be left free in their choice and in

their mode of worship. Still, this is a Christian nation, Ninety-nine

hundredths, if not a larger proportion, of our whole population, believe

in the general doctrines of the Christian religion. Our Gk>vernment de-

pends for its being on the virtue of the people,^-on that virtue that has

its foundation in the morality of the Christian religion ; and that reli-

gion is the common and prevailing faith of the people. There are, it

is true, ezoeptions to this belief; but general laws are not made for ex-
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oepted cases. There are to be found, here and there, the world over,

individuals who entertain opinions hostile to the common sense of man-
kind on subjects of honesty, humanity, and decency ; but it would be a
kind of republicanism with which we are not acquainted in this country,

which would require the great mass of mankind to yield to and be
goyemed by this few.

It is quite unnecessary to enter into a detailed review of all the evi*

deuces that Christianity is the common creed of this nation. We know
it, and we feel it, as we know and feel any other unquestioned and
admitted truth ; the evidence is all around us, and before us, and with

us. We know, too, that the exceptions to this general belief are rare,

—

so very rare that they are sufficient only, like other exceptions, to prove

a general rule.

The following papers reflect the Christian tone of the civil

government and people of New York during the era of the

Revolution :

—

Die Satarnii, 9 ho. a,m,, Joly 8, 1775.

The 'Continental Congress having recommended it to the inhabitants

of the Colonies to keep the twentieth day of Jufy instant, 1775, as a
day of fasting and prayer, this Congress does strictly enjoin all persons

in this colony religiously to observe the said recommendation. And
We, being taught by that holy religion, declared by the merciful Jesus

and sealed by his blood, that we ought to acknowledge the hand of Ood
in all public calamities, and being thoroughly convinced that the Great

Disposer of events regardeth the hearts of his creatures, do most ear-

nestly recommend it to all men to conform themselves to the pure dic-

tates of Christianity, and by deep repentance, and sincere amendment
of their lives, implore of our heavenly Father that favor and protection

which he alone can give.

Comnms-CHAinsB, Nbw Tobk, May, 1776.

Whereas the honorable Continental Congress have appointed and
temestly recommend "that the 17th inst. (being to-morrow) be ob-

•erved by the United Colonies as a day of humiliation, fasting, and
prayer, that we may with united hearts confess and bewail our mani-

fold sins and transgressions against God, and, by a sincere repentance

and amendment of life, as a people, appease his righteous displeasure

against us, humbly imploring his assistance to frustrate the cruel pur-

poses of our unnatural enemies, and, by inclining their hearts to justice

and peace, prevent the further e£Eusion of human blood ; but if, continu-

ing deaf to the voice of reason and humanity, and inflexibly bent on
desolation and war, they constrain us to repel their hostile invasions by
open resistance, that it may please the Lord of hosts, the God of armies,

to animate our officers and soldiers with invincible fortitude, to guard

and protect them in the day of battle, and to crown the Continental

armies, by sea and land, with victory and success ; that he may bless

all our representatives in (General Congress, Provincial Congress, Con-

TmtlonBy and Committees ; preserve and strengthen their union, give
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wbdom and stability to their councils, and direct the most efficient

measures for establishing the rights of America on the most honorable

and permanent basis ; that he would be graciously pleased to bless all

the people in these colonies with health and plenty, and grant that a
spirit of incorruptible patriotism and of pure and undefiled religion

may universally prevail, and that this continent may be speedily restored

to the blessings of peace and liberty, and enabled to transmit them
inviolate to the latest posterity." It is therefore expected that all the

inhabitants of this city and county do, on the morrow, abstain from all

and every kind of servile labor, business, and employment, and attend

upon divine service in public, which will be performed in all churches

in this city ; that no persons (but such as are in the Continental service,

whose business may require it) will bo permitted to cross the ferries,

ride or walk out of town, or about the streets, for amusement or diversion

;

and that all parents and masters will be careful to restrain their chil-

dren from playing and straggling about this city on the ensuing day,

which ought to be, and we trust will be, regarded as the most solemn
day this devoted continent has ever yet beheld.

A true copy from the minutes. Published by order of the Committee,

JosBPH Winter, Secretary,

The following extracts from a proclamation issued by the

Great and General Court of Massachusetts Bay in January,

1776, exhibit the high Christian character of the government

of that Commonwealth :

—

As the happiness of the people is the sole end of government, bo

the consent of the people is the only foundation of it, in reason, mo>
rality, and the natural fitness of things. And therefore every act of

government, every exercise of sovereignty, against or without the oon-

sent of the people, is injustice, usurpation, and tyranny.

It is a maxim of every government that there must exist some-

where a supreme, sovereign, absolute, and uncontrollable power ; bat
this power resides always in the body of the people, and it never was
or can be delegated to one man or a few,—the great Creator having

never given to men a right to invest authority over them unlimited

either in duration or degree.

When kings, ministers, governors, or legislators, therefore, instead

of exercising the powers intrusted to them according to the principles,

forms, and propositions stated by the constitution and established

by the original compact, prostitute those powers to the purposes of

oppression,—to subvert instead of supporting a free constitution,—^to

destroy instead of preserving the lives, liberties, and properties of

the people,—they are no longer to be deemed magistrates . vested

with a sacred character, but become public enemies, and ought to be
resisted.

The present generation may be congratulated on the acquisition of

a form of government more immediately, in all its branches, under the

influence and control of the people, and therefore more free and happy
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than was enjoyed by their ancestors. But, as a government so popular

can be supported only by universal knowledge and virtue in the body
of the people, it is the duty of all ranks to promote the means of edu-

cation for the rising generation, as well as true religion, purity of man-
ners, and integrity of life, among all orders and degrees.

That piety and virtue, which alono can secure the freedom of any
people, may be encouraged, and vice and immorality suppressed, the

Great and General Court have thought fit to issue this proclamation,

commanding and enjoining it upon the good people of this colony that

they lead sober, religious, and peaceable lives, avoiding all blasphemies,

contempt of the Holy Scriptures and of the Lord's Day, and all other

crimes and misdeameanors, all debauchery, profaneness, corruption,

revelry, all riotous and tumultuous proceedings, and all immoralities

whatsoever ; and that they decently and reverently attend the public

woraliip of God, at all times acknowledging with gratitude his merciful

interposition in their behalf, devoutly confiding in him as the God of

armies, by whose favor and protection alono they may hope for success

in their present conflict.

And all judges, justices, sheriffs, grand jurors, tithing-men, and all

other civil ofiicers within this colony, are hereby strictly enjoined and
commanded that they contribute all in their power, by their example,

towards a general reformation of manners, and that they bring to con-

dign punishment every person who shall commit any of the crimes or

mi«;domoanors aforesaid, or that shall be guilty of any immoralities

whatsoever; and that they use their utmost endeavors to have the

resolves of the Congress and the good and wholesome laws of this

colony duly carried into execution.

And as ministers of the gospel within this colony have, during

the late relaxation of the powers of civil government, exerted them-
selves for our safety, it is hereby recommended to them still to con-

tinue their virtuous labors for the good of the people, inculcating by
their public ministry and private example the necessity of religion,

morality, and good order.

Ordered, That the foregoing proclamation be read at the opening
of every superior court of judicature, &c. and inferior court of com-
mon pleas and court of general sessions for the peace within this colony,

by their respective clerks, and at the annual town meetings, in March,

in ejich town. And it is hereby recommended to the several ministers

of the gospel throughout this colony to read the same in their respect-

ive assemblies, on the Lord's Day next after receiving, immediately

after divine service.

By order of the General Court.

In Council, January 19, 1776. In the House of Representatives,

January 23, 1776.

GoD Save the Peofle I

In January, 1777, the Legislature of the State of Massachu-

setts Bay addressed to the people, through civil officers and

Christian ministers, a paper on the great conflict then in pro-
16
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gress, which, after presenting the condition of the country,

closes in these words :

—

We, therefore, for the sake of religion, for the enjoyment whereof

your ancestors fled to this country, for the sake of your laws and future

felicity, entreat you to act vigorously and firmly in this critical condition

of your country. And we doubt not but that your humble exertions,

under the smiles of Heaven, will insure that success and freedom due to

the wise man and patriot.

Above all, we earnestly exhort you to contribute all within your

power to the encouragement of those virtues for which the Supreme
Being has declared that he will bestow his blessing upon a nation, and
to the discouragement of those vices for which he overturns kingdoms
in his wrath ; and that at all proper times and seasons you seek to him,

by prayer and supplication, for deliverance from the calamities of war,

duly considering that, without his powerful aid and gracious interposi-

tion, all your endeavors must prove abortive and Vain.

The Christian views of the people and government of the

colony of Massachusetts are further disclosed by the following

proclamations:

—

PROVIHCIAL COXORBSS, Co.fCORD, MA88.,

Saturday, April 15, 1775, A.D.

Whereas it hath pleased the righteous Sovereign of the universe, in

just indignation against the sins of a people long blessed with inestima-

ble privileges, civil and religious, to suffer the plots of wicked men on
both sides of the Atlantic, who for many years have incessantly labored

to sap the foundation of our public liberties, so far to succeed that we
Bee the New England colonies reduced to the ungracious alternative of

a tame submission to a state of absolute vassalage to the will of a
despotic minister, or of preparing themselves to defend at the hazard

of their lives the inalienable rights of themselves and posterity against

the avowed hostilities of their parent state, who openly threaten to

wrest them from their hands by fire and sword.

In circumstances dark as these, it becomes us, as men and Christians,

to reflect that, whilst every prudent measure should be taken to ward
off the impending judgment, or to prepare to act in a proper manner
under them when they come, at the same time, all confidence must be
withheld from the means we use, and i-opono only on thai Oitd who
rules in the armies of heaven, and without whose blessing the best

human counsels are but foolishness, and all created power vanity.

It is the.happiness of the church, that when the powers of earth and
hell are combined against it, and those who should be nursing fathers

•become its persecutors, then the Throne of Grace is of the easiest

4Mioes8, and its appeal thither is graciously invited by that Father of

Mercies who has assured it that " when his children ask bread, he will

dot give them a stone." Therefore, in compliance with the laudable

practice of the people of God in all ages, with humble regard to the

tteps of Divine Providence towards this oppressed, threatened, and
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endangered people, and especially in obedience to the command of

Heaven, that binds us to call on him in the day of trouble

:

lUsalved, That it be, and hereby ia, recommended to the good people

of this colony, of all denominationa, that Thursday^ the eleventh day of

May next, be set apart as a day of public humiliation, fasting, and
prayer ; that a total abstinence from servile labor and recreation be

observed, and all their religious assemblies solemnly convened, to hum-
ble themselves before God, under the heavy judgments felt and feared ;

to confess the sins they have oommited ; to implore the forgiveness of all

our transgressions; a spirit of repentance and reformation; and a
blessing on the husbandry, manufactures, and other lawful employ-

ments of this people ; and especially that the union of the American

tolonies in defence of their rights (for which hitherto we desire to thank
Almighty Ghd) may be preserved and confirmed ; that the Provincial,

and especially the Continental, Congresses, may be directed to such mea-
sures as Ghd will countenance ;. that the people of Oreat Britain and their

rulers may have their eyes opened to discern the things that make for the

peace of the nation and all its connections ; a^d that America may soon

behold a gracious interposition of Heaven for the redress of her many
grievances, the restoration of all her invaded liberties, and their security

to the latest generations.

Orderedy That the foregoing be copied, authenticated, and sent to all

the religious assemblies in this colony.

Watertowit, Nov. 20.

A Proclamatiox for Public Thanksoivinq.

Although, in consequence of the unnatural, cruel, and barbarous

measures adopted and pursued by the British administration, great and
distressing calamities are brought upon our distressed country, and in

this colony in particular we feel the dreadful effects of a dvil war^ by
which America is stained with the blood of her valiant sons, who have
bravely fallen in the laudable defence of our rights and privileges ; our
capital, once the %eat of justice, opulence, and virtue, is urgustly

wrested from its proper owners, who are obliged to flee from the iron

hand of tyranny, or held in the unrelenting arms of oppression ; our
seaports greatly distressed, and towns burnt by the foes who have acted

the part of barbarous incendiaries ; and although the wise and holy

Governor of the world has, in his righteous providence, sent droughts

into this colony, and wasting sickness into many of our towns
; yet we

have the greatest reasons to adore and praise the Supreme Disposer of

all events, who deals infinitely better with us than we deserve, and
amidst all his judgments hath remembered mercy, by causing the

voice of health again to be heard amongst us; instead of famine,

affording to an ungrateful people! a competency of the necessaries and
comforts of life ; in remarkably protecting and preserving our troops

when in apparent danger, while our ememitA, with all their boasted skill

and strength, have met with £»m, ditappcifdm/eni, and defeat; and, in the

course of his good providence, the Father of all Mercies hath bestowed
upon us many other fovors which call for our grateful acknowledgments

:

Ther^^m^ We have thought fit» with the advice of the Council and
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House of Representatives, to appoint Thurs<lay, the 23d of Xovember
instant, to be obt»erved throughout this colony as a day of public thank9'

givhj ; hereby calling upon ministers and people to meet for religious

worship on the said day, and dn-ouffy to offer up their unfeigned praise

to Almighty God, the source and bene\'olent bestower of all good, for

his affording the necessary means of subsistence, though our commerce
has been prevented and the supplies from the fisher)* denied us ; that

the lives of our oflRcers and soldiers have been so remarkably preserved,

while our enemies have fallen before them ; that the vigorous efforts

which have been made to excite the savage vengeance of the wilderness

and to rouse the Indians in arms, that an unavoidable destruction

might come upon our frontier, have been almost miraculously defeated ;

that our unnatural enemies, instead of ravaging the country with uncon*

trolled sway, are confined within sueh narrow limits, to their own morti-

fication and distress, environed by an Anu*ncan army, brave and deter-

mined; and that our rights and privileges, both civil and religious, are so

far preserved to us, notwithstanding all efforts to deprive us of them.

And to offer up humble and fervent prayers to Almighty God for the

whole British empire, especially for the United American Colonies ; that

he would bless our civil rulers, and lead them into wise and prudent mea-
sures at this dark and difficult day ; that he would endow our General

Court with all that wisdom which is profitable to direct ; that he would
graciously smile'upon our endeavors \o restore peace, preserve our rights

and privileges and hand them down to posterity ; that he would grant

wisdom to the American Congress equal to their important station;

that ho would direct the generals and the American armies, wherever

employed, and give them success and victory ; that he would preserve

and strengthen the hands of the Unital Colonics ; that he would pour his

Spirit upon all orders of men through the land, and bring us to a

hearty repentance and reformation, and purify and sanctify all his

churches, and make ours Emanuel's land ; that he would spread the

knowledge of the Redeemer throughout the whole earth, and fill the

world with his glory. And all servile labor is forbidden on this day.

Given under our hands, at^he Council-Chamber at Watertown, the

fourth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven

hundred and seventy-five.

By their Honors' command.
James Otis. Percy Morton, Dep, Secy,

God Save the People!
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CHAPTER XII.

PEDEBAL CONSTITUTION—HAMILTON'S VIEW OF THB NECESSITY OP A flTBONO

OOV£RNMENT—UIS BESOLUTION IV C0N0BES8 TO CALL A CONVENTION'

RECOMMENDATION 07 VIBGINIA—CONVENTION CALLED—CHARACTER OF ITS

MEMBERS—NO RECOGNITION OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIQION

—

HAMILiON's

SEASON FOR THE OMISSION—^WASHINGTON'S REASON—THE CONSTITUTION A

CHRISTIAN dTATE PAPER

—

FRANKLIN'S CHRISTIAN ADDRESS TO THB CONVEN-

TION—HIS CLOSING SPEECH—THE INFLUENCE OF FRANKLIN's SPEECH DE-

SCRIBED BT A FRIEND OF A MEMBER OF THE CONVENTION—^WASHINGTON'S

DELIGHT— ITS EFFECT ON THB RESULTS OF THE CONVENTION— FRANKLIN

DECLARES THB CONSTITUTION FORMED UNDER THE DIRECTION OP GOD—WASH-
INGTON'S VIEWS—HIS ADDRESS ON THB ADOPTION OF THE CONSTITUTION TQ

THE PEOPLE OP PHILADELPHIA—VIEWS OF DR. ADAMS—^JUDGE STORY ON

THB RELIGIOUS FEATURES 07 THE CONSTITUTION—JUDGE BAYARD'S VIEWS-
SPEECH IN THB LEGISLATURE OF MASSACHUSETTS—HARMONY OF THE CON-

STITUTION WITH THE PRINCIPLES AND INSTITUTES OF CHRISTIANITY—SENATOR

FRELINGHUYSEN ON THB SABBATH—THE CHRISTIAN FAITH OF THB AMERICAN
PEOPLE—PICTURE OF PROSPERITY UNDER THB CONSTITUTION—THB VIRTUE

OF THE PEOPLE TO PRESERVE THB CONSTITUTION—PRAYER OFFERED FOR

THB CONVESTION AND THB CONSTITUTION.

" By a Constitution," says Eawle, " we mean the principles

on which the government is formed and conducted.

" On the voluntary association of men in sufficient numbers to

form a political community, the first step to be taken for their

own security and happiness is to agree on the terms on which

they are to be united and to act. They form a Constitution, or

plan of government, suited to their character, their exigencies,

and their future prospects. They agree that it shall be the

supremo rule of obligation among them. This is the pure and

genuine source of a Constitution in the republican form.

" Vattel justly observes that the perfection of a state and its

aptitude to fulfil the ends proposed by society depend on its

Constitution. The first duty to itself is to form the best Con-

stitution possible, and one most suited to its circumstances, and

thus it lays the foundation of its safety, permanency, and hap-

'piness.

^* The history of man does not present a more illustrious monu-
ment of human invention, sound political principlas, and judi-

cious combinations, than the Constitution of the United States.
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It is deemed to approach as near to perfection as any that hare
ever been formed."

The framers of the Constitution of ihe United States pro-

ibundly felt the magnitude and solemnity of their work. The
Revolution had been won, with all its splendid results and
animating hopes. The Articles of the old Ccmfederation had
proven too weak for the ends of a strong government, and feara

pervaded the minds of public men and the people that the ob-

jects for which they had labored wofdd be lost. Under these

cii'cumstances, "it is the duty," said Hamilton, "of all those

who have the welfare of the community at heart, to unite their

efforts to direct the attention of the people to the true source

of the public disorders,—the want of an efficient generai*

GOVERNMENT,—and to impress upon them this conviction, that

these States, to be happy, must have a stronger bond of union,

and a confederation capable of drawing forth the resources

of the country." Accordingly, on the 30th of June, 1783, Con-

gress passed a series of resolutions setting forth the defects of

the old Confederate Government, and concluded with the follow-

ing :—

Whereas^ it is essential to the happiness and security of these States

that their union should he established on the most solid foundations

;

and it is manifest that this desirable object cannot be effected but by a

government capable, both in peace and war, of making every member
of the Union contribute in just proportion lo the common necessities,

and of combining and directing the forces and wills of the several parts

to a general end ; to which purposes, in the opinion of Congress^ the

present Confederation is altogether inadequate

;

And Where€u, on the spirit which may direct the coun<nls and mea-
sures of these States, at the present juncture, may depend their future

safety and welfare ; Congress conceive it to be their duty freely to state

to their constituents the defects which, by experience, have been dis-

covered in the present plan of the Federal Union, and solemnly to call

their attention to a revisal and amendment of the same

;

Therefore, JReaolved, That it be earnestly recommended to the several

States to appoint a convention to meet at on the day of

, with ftiU powers to revise the Confederation, and to adjust and
propose such alterations as to them may appear necessary, to be finally

approved or rejected by the States respectively, and that a committer
of be appointerl to prepare an address upon the sul^ect.

The foregoing action of Congress was based on the recom-

mendation of the Legislature of Virginia, who "proposed a

convention of commissioners from all the States, for the purpose
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of taking into consideration the state of trade, and the pro-

priety of a uniform system of commercial relations, for their

permanent harmony and common interest. Pursuant to this

proposal, commissioners were appointed by five States, who met

at Annapolis in September, 1786. They framed a report to be

laid before the Continental Congress, advising the latter to call

a general convention of commissioners from all the States, to

meet in Philadelphia in May, 1787, for a more effectual revi-

sion of the Articles of Confederation. Congress adopted the

recommendation of the report, and in February, 1787, passed

a resolution for the assembling a convention accordingly."

Virginia, in an act of her Assembly appointing her dele-

gates and urging the other States to meet in general conven-

tion, says,

—

The crisis has arrived at which the good people of America are

to decide the solemn question whether they will, by wise and magnani-
mous efforts, reap the just fruits which they have so gloriously acquired,

and of that Union which they have cemented with so much of their

common blood, or whether, by giving way to unmanly jealousies and
prejudices, or to partial and transitory interests, they will renounce the

auspicious blessings prepared for them by the Revolution, and furnish

to its enemies an eventual triumph over those by whose virtue and
valor it has been accomplished.

The convention accordingly met in Philadelphia, on May 14,

1787, and, after four months of solemn deliberation, the Federal

Constitution was formed, and sent to the States and the people

for ratification. After very thorough discussion before the

people, it was adopted, and went into practical operation.

" It was a most fortunate thing for America," says Curtis, in

his "History of the Constitution," "that the Eevolutionary age,

with its hardships, its trials, and its mistakes, had formed a

body of statesmen capable of framing for it a durable Constitu-

tion. The leading persons in the convention which formed

the Constitution had been actors, in civil or military life, in

the scenes of the Revolution. In these scenes their charac-

ters as American statesmen had been formed. When the

condition of the country had fully revealed the incapacity of

the government to provide for its wants, these men were

naturally looked to to construct a system to save it from

anarchy; and their great capacities, their high disinterested

purposes, their freedom from all fanaticism and illiberality,
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and their earnest, unconquerable faith in the destiny of the

country, enabled them to found that government which now up-

holds and protects the whole fabric of liberties in the States of

this Union."
" Of this convention," says a writer, " considering the cha-

racter of the men, the work in which they were engaged, and

the results of their labor, I think them the most remarkable

body ever assembled."

This Constitution, formed by such a body of able and wise

statesmen, contains no recognition of the Christian religion, nor

even an acknowledgment of the providence of God in national

affairs. This omission was greatly regretted by the Christian

public at the time of the adoption of the Constitution, as it haa

been by the Christian sentiment of the nation ever since.

It is said that, after the convention had adjourned. Rev. Dr.

Miller, a distinguished professor in Princeton College, met

Alexander Hamilton in the streets of Philadelphia, and said,

" Mr. Hamilton, we are greatly grieved that the Constitution has

no recognition of God or the Christian religion." " I declare,"

said Hamilton, "we forgot it!"

The attention of Washington was called to this omission.

After he was inaugurated, in 1789, as the first President under

the Constitution, the Presbytery Eastward, in Massachusetts

and New Hampshire, sent a Christian address to Washington,

in which they say, "We should not have been alone in re-

joicing to have seen some explicit acknowledgment of the only

true God, and Jesus Christ whom He has sent, inserted some-

where in the Magna Charta of our country."

To this Washington replies, " I am persuaded you will per-

mit me to observe that the path of true piety is so plain as to

require but little political direction. To this consideration we
ought to ascribe the absence of any regulation respecting religion

from the Magna Charta of oui' country. To the guidance of

the ministers of the gospel this important object is, perhaps,

more properly committed. And in the progress of morality

and science, to which our Government will give every further-

ance, we may confidently expect the advancement of true reli-

gion and the completion of our happiness."

Notwithstanding this omission, the record of facts now to pass

before the reader will demonstrate that the Constitution was
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formed under Christian influences and is, in its purposes and

spirit, a Christian instrument.

The Christian faith and character of the men who formed the

Constitution forbid the idea that they designed not to place the

Constitution and its government under the providence and pro-

tection of Gk)d and the principles of the Christian religion. In

all their previous state papers they had declared Christianity

to bo fundamental to the well-being of society and government,

and in every form of official authority had stated this fact.

The Declaration of Independence contained a solemn "appeal

to the Supreme Judge of the world," and expressed "a firm

reliance on the protection of Divine Providence." An article

in the old Confederation had declared that "it had pleased the

great Governor of the world to incline the hearts of the legis-

latures we severally represent in Congress to approve of, and to

authorize us to ratify, the said articles of confederation and per-

petual union." The various States who had sent these good and

great men to the convention to form a Constitution had, in all

their civil charters, expressed, as States and as a people, their

faith in God and the Christian religion. Most of the statesmen

themselves were Christian men ; and the convention had for its

president George Washington, who everywhere paid a public

homage to the Christian religion.

These statesmen, met to form a Constitution for a free and
growing republic, were at times baffled in reaching desirable

and harmonious results.

" I can well recollect," says Judge Wilson, a member, "though
I cannot, I believe, convey to others, the impression which on
many occasions was made by the difficulties which surrounded

and pressed the convention. The great undertaking, at some
times, seemed to be at a stand; at other times, its motions

seemed to be retrograde. At the conclusion, however, of our

work, the members expressed their astonishment at the success

with which it terminated."

It was in the midst of these difficulties that Dr. Franklin, on
the morning of the 28th of June, 1787, rose, and delivered the

following address :

—

Mr. President :—^The slow progress we have made, after four or five

weeks' close attendance and continual reasoning with each other,—our
difterent sentiments on almost every question, several of the last pro-

ducing as many nays as yeas,—is, methinks, a melancholy proof of tho
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imperfection of human understanding. We indeed seem to feel our

own want of political wisdom, since we have been running about in

Hearch of it. We have gone back to ancient history for models of

government, and examined the different forms of those republics

whiclu having been formed with the seeds of their own dissolution,

now no longer exist. And we have viewed modern states all round
Europe, but find none of their constitutions suitable to our circum-

stances.

In this situation of this assembly, groping as it were in the dark to

find political truth, and scarce able to distinguish it when presented to

us, how has it happened, sir, that we have not hitherto once thought

of humbly applying to the Father of lights to illuminate our under^

standing ? In the beginning of the contest with Great Britain, when
we were sensible of danger, we had daily prayers in this room for the

Divine protection. Our prayers, sir, were heard, and they were graciously

answered. All of us who were engaged in the struggle must have

observed frequent instances of a superintending Providence in our

favor. To that kind Providence we owe this happy opportunity of

consulting in peace on the means of establishing our future national

felicity. And have we now forgotten that powerful Friend T Or do we
imagine we no longer need his assistance?

I have lived, sir, a long time, and the longer I live, the more con-

vincing proofs I see of this truth,

—

that God governs in the affairs qf men.

And if a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without his notice, is it

probable that an empire can rise without his aidf We have been as-

sured, sir, in the sacred writings, that * Except the Lord build the house

they labor in vain that build it.' 1 firmly believe this ; and I also believe

that without his concurring aid we shall succeed in this political build-

ing no better than the builders of Babel. We shall be divided by our

little, partial, local interests ; our projects will be confounded, and we
ourselves become a reproach and by-word down to future ages. And,
what is worse, mankind may hereafter, from this unfortunate circum-

stance, despair of establishing governments by human wisdom, and
leave it to chance, war, and conquest.

I therefore beg leave to move that henceforth prayers imploring the

assistance of Heaven, and its blessings on our deliberations, be held in

this assembly every morning before we proceed to business, and that one

or more of the clergy of this city be requested to officiate in that service.

Madison says that

**'Mr. Sherman seconded the motion.

"Mr. Hamilton and several others expressed their appre-

hensions that, however proper such a resolution might have

been at the beginning of the convention, it might at this late

day, in the first place, bring on it some disagreeable animad-

versions, and, in the second, lead the public to believe that the

embarrassments and dissensions within the convention had sug-

gested this measure.
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" It waa answered by Dr. Franklin, Mr. Sherman, and others,

that the past omission of a duty could not justify a further

omission; that the rejection of such a proposition would expose

the convention to more unpleasant animadversions than the

adoption of it ; and that the alarm out of doors, that might be

excited for the state of things within, would at least be as likely

to do good as ill.

" Mr. Williamson observed that the true cause of the omission

could not be mistaken. . The convention had no funds.

"Mr. Randolph proposed, in order to give a favorable aspect

to the measure, that a sermon be preached, at the request of

the convention, on the Fourth of July, the anniversary of In-

dependence, and thenceforward prayers, &c. to be read in the

convention every morning."

The following authentic account of the scene connected with

Dr. Franklin's speech in reference to the need of Divine aid in

forming the Constitution was written in 1825 by an intimate

friend of the youngest member of the convention, and may be

found in McGuire's "Religious Opinions and Character of Wash-
ington." It relates to the reconsideration of the provision which

had been made for the representation of the States in the

Senate. It had been determined that representation should be

according to population. To this principle the representatives

from the four smaller States objected. They moved a recon-

sideration, and expressed their purpose of withdrawing from

the convention unless the Constitution was so modified as to

give them an equal representation.

" A rupture," says the writer, " appeared almost inevitable,

and the bosom of Washington seemed to labor with the most

anxious solicitude for its issue. Happily for the United States,

the convention contained many individuals possessed of talents

and virtues of the highest order, whose hearts were deeply

interested in the establishment of a new and efficient form of

government, and whose penetrating minds had already deplored

the evils which would spring up in our newly-established republic

should the present attempt to consolidate it prove abortivOi

Among those personages the most prominent was Dr. Franklin.

He was esteemed the Mentor of our body. To a mind naturally

strong and capacious, enriched by much reading and the ex-

perience of many years, he added a manner of communicating

his thoughts peculiarly his own, in which simplicity, beauty.
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and strength were equally conspicuous. As soon as the angry
orators who had preceded him had left him an opening, the

doctor rose, impressed with the weight of the subject before

them, and the difficulty of managing it successftQly.

" In a speech, the doctor urged the consideration of the great

interests involved in the issue of their deliberations, and pro-

posed a recess for three days, for cool reflection and impartial

conversation among the members respecting their conflicting

views and opinions, that they might return to the subject

before them with more tranquil and amicable feelings. He then

concluded in the following words :

—

"'Before I sit down, Mr. President, I will suggest another

matter ; and I am really surprised that it has not been proposed

by some other member at an earlier period of our deliberations.

I will suggest, Mr. President, the propriety of nominating and

appointing, before we separate, a chaplain to this convention,

whose duty it shall be uniformly to assemble with us, and iu-

troduce the business of each day by an address to the Creator

of the universe and the Governor of all nations, beseeching

him to preside in our council, enlighten our minds with a

portion of heavenly wisdom, influence our hearts with a love

of truth and justice, and crown our labors with complete and

abundant success.'

"The doctor sat down ; and never did I behold a countenance

at once so dignified and delighted as was that of Washington,

at the close of this address ; nor were the members of the con-

vention generally less aSected. The words of the venerable

Franklin fell upon our ears with a weight and authority even

greater than we may suppose an oracle to have had in a

Roman Senate. A silent admiration superseded for a moment
the expression of that assent and approbation which was

strongly marked on almost every countenance. The motion

for appointing a chaplain was instantly put, and carried, with

a solitary negative. The motion for an adjournment was

then put, and carried unanimously; and the convention ad-

journed accordingly.

" The three days of recess were spent in the manner advised

by Dr. Franklin : the opposite parties mixed with each other,

and a free and frank interchange of sentiments took place. On
the fourth day we assembled again; and, if great additional

light had not been thrown on the subject, every uiifricndly
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fcding had been expelled, and a spirit of conciliation had beeii

cultivated which promised at least a calm and dispassionate

reconsideration of the subject.

"As soon as the chaplain had closed his prayer, and the

minutes of the last sitting were read, all eyes were turned to the

doctor. He rose, and said, in a few words, that during the recess

he had listened attentively to all the arguments, pro and con,

\\h\d\ had been urged by both sides of the House ; that he had

himself read much, and thought more, on the subject ; he saw

difficulties and ofejections which might he urged by individual

States against every scheme which had been proposed, and he

now more than ever was convinced that the Constitution which

they were about to form, in order to be jicst and equal, must be

founded on the basis of compromise and mutual concession.

With such views and feelings, he would move a reconsideration

of the vote last taken on the organization of the Senate. The
motion was seconded, the vote carried, the former vote re-

scinded, and, by a successful motion and resolution, the Senate

was organized on the present plan."

During the deliberations of the convention to form the Con-

stitution, the 4th of July, 1787, was celebrated in Philadelphia

with great enthusiasm. The oration was delivered in the Re-

formed Calvinistic Church, and Rev. William Rogers ofiFered up

a prayer, of which the following is an extract :

—

"As this is a period, Lord, big with events impenetrable by

any human scrutiny, we fervently recommend to thy fatherly

notice that august body, assembled in this city, who compose

our federal convention. Will it please thee, thou Eternal I

Am I to favor them, from day to day, with thy inspiring pre-

sence; be their wisdom and strength; enable them to devise

such measures as may prove happy instruments in healing all

divisions and prove the good of the great whole; incline the

hearts of all the people to receive with pleasure, combined with

a determination to carry into execution, whatever these thy

servants may wisely recommend; that the United States of

America may form one example of a free and virtuous govern-

ment, which shall be the result of human mutual deliberation,

and which shall not, like other governments, whether ancient

or modern, spring out of mere chance or be established by

force. May we trust in the cheering prospect of being a

country delivered from anarchy, and continue, under the influ-
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ence of republican virtue, to partake of all the blessings of

cultivated and Christian society."

In Dr. Franklin's closing speech in the convention, he said,

—

"It astonishes me, sir, to find this system approaching so

near to perfection as it does ; and I think it will astonish our

enemies, who are waiting with confidence to hear that our

councils are confounded, like those of the builders of Babel."

After the convention had closed its labors, and the Constitu-

tion had been adopted. Dr. Franklin acknowledged a divine

intervention, as follows :

—

"I am not to be understood to infer that our General Con-

vention was divinely inspired when it formed the new Federal

Constitution
;
yet I must own that I have so much faith in the

general governnLsnt of the world by Providence, that I can

hardly conceive a transaction of so much importance to the

welfare of millions now in existence, and to exist in the posterity

of a great nation, should be sufiered to pass without being in

some degree influenced, guided, and governed by that omnipo-

tent and beneficent Ruler in whom all inferior spirits live, and

move, and have their being."

This Constitution, freighted with such rich blessings, and

tested by eighty-three years' trial, met at its formation with

great opposition. Dr. Franklin wrote a paper comparing the

conduct of the ancient Jews with that of the opponents of the

Constitution of the United States, in which he says that " A
sealouB advocate- for the proposed Federal Constitution, in a

certain public assembly, said that the repugnance of a great

part of mankind to good government was such, that he believed

that if an angel from heaven was to bring down a Constitution

Irom there for our use, it would nevertheless meet with violent

opposition. He was reproved for the supposed extravagance of

the sentiment.

"Probably," says Dr. Franklin, "it might not have imme-

diately occurred to him that the experiment had been tried, and

that the event was recorded in the most faithful of all histories,

the Holy Bible ; otherwise he might, as it seems to me, have

supported his opinion by that unexceptionable authority,

" On the whole, it appears that the Israelites were a people

jealous of their newly-acquired liberty, which jealousy was in

itself no fault ; but when they suiBfered it to be worked upon by
artful men pretending public good, with nothing really in view
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but private interest, they were led to oppose the establishment

of the new Constitution, whereby they brought upon themselves

much inconvenience and misfortune. Prom all which we may
gather that popular opposition to a public measure is no proof

of its impropriety, even though the opposition be excited and

headed by men of distinction."

" It appears to me," writes Washington to Lafayette, Febru-

ary 8, 1788, " little short of a miracle that the delegates from so

many States, differing from each other, as you know, in their

manners, circumstances, and prejudices, should unite in forming

a system of national government so little liable to well-founded

objections. It will at least be a recommendation to the pro-

posed Constitution that it is provided with more checks and

barriers against the introduction of tyranny, and those of a

nature less liable to be • surmounted, than any government

hitherto instituted among mortals. We are not to expect per-

fection in this world ; but mankind in modem times have appa-

rently made some progress in the science of government."

"We may with a kind of pious and grateful exultation,"

writes Washington to Governor Trumbull, of Connecticut, July

20, 1788, " trace the finger of Providence through those dark

and mysterious events which first induced the States to appoint

a general convention, and then led them one after another, by

such steps as were best calculated to effect the object, into an

adoption of the system recommended by the general conven-

tion, thereby, in all human probability, laying a lasting founda-

tion for tranquillity and happiness, when we had too much
reason to fear that confusion and misery were coming upon us."

On his way to New York, after its adoption, to assume the

administration of the new government, processions and ovations

were frequent in honor of the adoption of the Constitution and

as^a tribute to the good and great man who had presided over

the convention that formed it. At Philadelphia twenty thou-

sand people met and welcomed Washington with cries of, "Long
live George Washington ! Long live the father of his country I"

Washington, in addressing the people of that city, spoke as

follows :

—

" When I contemplate the interposition of Providence, as it

has been visibly manifested in guiding us through the Bevolution,

in preparing us for the General Government, and in conciliating

the good will of ihe people of America towards one another in
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its adoption, I feel myself oppressed and overwhelmed with a

sense of the Divine munificence."

In that procession at Philadelphia, to honor the new Con-

stitution, "the clergy formed a conspicuous part, manifesting by

their attendance a sense of the connection between good govern-

ment and religion. They marched arm in arm, to illustrate the

General Union. Care was taken to associate ministers of the

most dissimilar opinions with each other, to display the pro-

motion of Christian charity by free institutions. 'The rabbi

of the Jews, with a minister of the gospel on each side, was a

most delightful sight.' It exhibited the political equality, not

only of Christian denominations, but of worthy men of every

behef."

" It has sometimes been concluded," says a writer, " that

Christianity cannot have any direct connection with the Con-

stitution of the United States, on the ground that the instru-

ment contains no express declaration to that eflFect. But the

error of such a conclusion becomes manifest when we reflect that

the same is the case with regard to several other truths, which

are, notwithstanding, fundamental in our constitutional system.

The Declaration of Independence says that 'governments are

instituted among men to secure the rights of life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness;' and that 'whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right

of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new
government.' These principles lie at the foundation of the

Constitution of the United States. No principles in the Con-

stitution are more fundamental than these. But the instru-

ment contains no declaration to this efibct ; these principles are

nowhere mentioned in it, and the references to them are equally

slight and indirect with those which are made to the Christian

religion. The same may be said of the great republican truth

that political sovereignty resides in the people of the United

States. If, then, any one may rightfully conclude that Chris-

tianity has no connection with the Constitution of the United

States because this is nowhere expressly declared in the instru-

ment, he ought, in reason, to be equally convinced that the same

Constitution is not built upon and does not recognize the sove-

reignty of the people, and the great republican truths above

quoted from the Declaration of Independence. This argument

receives additional strength when we consider that the Con-
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stitution of the United States was formed directly for political

and not for religious objects. The truth is, they are all equally

fundamental, though neither of them is expressly mentioned in

the Constitution.

"Besides, the Constitution of the United States contemplates,

and is fitted for, such a state of society as Christianity alone

can form. It contemplates a state of society in which strict

integrity, simplicity, and purity of manners, wide diffusion of

knowledge, well-disciplined passions, and wise moderation, are

the general characteristics of the people. These virtues, in our

nation, are the offspring of Christianity, and without the con-

tinued general belief of its doctrines and practice of its pre-

cepts they will gradually decline and eventually perish."

The Constitution declares that " no religious test shall ever

be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under

the United States."

On this article Judge Story says,

—

" The clause requiring no religious test for office is recom-

mended by its tendency to satisfy the minds of many delicate

and scrupulous persons, who entertain great repugnance to

religious tests as a qualification for civil power or honor. But
it has a higher aim in the Constitution. It is designed to cut

off every pretence of an alliance between the Church and the

State in the administration of the National Government. The
American people were too well read in the history of other

countries, and had suffered too much in their colonial state, not

to dread the abuses of authority resulting from religious bigotry,

intolerance, and persecution."

Th& first amendment to the Constitution is, "That Congress

shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or

prohibiting the free exercise thereof."

"The same policy," says Judge Story, "which introduced

into the Constitution the prohibition of any religious test, led

to this more extended prohibition of the interference of Con-

gress in religious concerns. We are not to attribute this pro-

hibition of a national religious establishment to an indifference

to religion in general, and especially to Christianity (which

none could hold in more reverence than the framers of the

Constitution), but to a dread by the people of the influence of

ecclesiastical power in matters of government,—a dread which

their ancestors brought with them from the parent country, and
17
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which, unhappily for human infirmity, their own conduct, after

their emigration, had not in any just degree tended to diminish.

It was also obvious, from the numerous and powerful sects in

the United States, that there would be perpetual temptations

to struggles for ascendency in the national councils, if any one

might thereby hope to found a permanent and exclusive national

establishment of its own ; and religious persecutions might thus

be introduced, to an extent utterly subversive of the true inte-

rests and good order of the republic. The most eflfectual mode
of suppressing the evil, in the view of the people, was to strike

down the temptations to its introduction. How far any govern-

ment has a right to interfere in matters touching religion, has

been a matter much discussed by writers upon public and

political law. . . . The right of a society or government to inter-

fere in matters of religion will hardly be contested by any

persons who believe that piety, religion, and morality are in-

timately connected with the well-being of the state and indis-

pensable to the administration of civil justice.

*'The promulgation of the great doctrines of religion,—the

being and attributes and providence of one Almighty God, the

responsibility to him for all our actions, founded upon moral

accountability, a future state of rewards and punishments,

the cultivation of all the personal, social, and benevolent vir-

tues,—^these never can be. a matter of indifierence in a well-

ordered community. It is, indeed, difficult to conceive how any

civilized society can exist without them. And, at all events,

it is impossible for those who believe in the truth of Chris-

tianity as a divine revelation to doubt that it is the special duty

of Government to foster and encourage it among all the citizens

and subjects. This is a point wholly distinct from that of the

right of private judgment in matters of religion, and of the

freedom of public worship according to the dictates of one's

conscience.

"The real difficulty lies in ascertaining the limits to which

Grovemment may rightfully go in fostering and encouraging

religion. Three cases may easily be supposed. One, where a

government affi)rds aid to a particular religion, leaving all

persons free to adopt any other ; another, where it creates an

ecclesiastical establishment for the propagation of the doctrines

of a particular sect of that religion, leaving a like freedom to

all others; and a third, where it creates such an establishment,
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and excludes all persons not belonging to it, either wholly or in

paxt, fix)m any participation in the public honors, trusts, emolu-

ments, privileges, and immunities of the state. For instance,

a government may simply declare that the Christian religion

shall be the religion of the state, and shall be aided and en-

couraged in all the varieties of sects belonging to it ; or it may
declare that the Roman Catholic or Protestant religion shall be

the religion of the state, leaving every man to the free enjoy-

ment of his own religious opinions; or it may establish the

doctrines of a particular sect, as of Episcopalians, as the religion

of the state, with a like freedom ; or it may establish the doc-

trines of a particular sect as exclusively the religion of the state,

tolerating others to a limited extent, or excluding all not be-

longing to it from all public honors, trusts, emoluments, privi-

leges, and immunities.

"Probably at the time of the adoption of the Constitution

and of the Amendments to it, the general, if not universal, sen-

timent in America was that Christianity ought to receive en-

couragement from the state, so far as such encouragement was

not incompatible with the private rights of ponscience and the

freedom of religious worship. An attempt to level all religions,

and to make it a matter of state policy to hold all in utter in-

diflFerence, would have created universal disapprobation, if not

universal indignation."

In a work on the Constitution, by James Bayard, of Delaware,

and which received the warm commendations of Chief-Justice

Marshall, Judge Story, Chancellor Kent, and other distinguished

civilians and jurists, the writer speaks on this fundamental law

of the Constitution thus :

—

" The people of the United States were so fully aware of the

evils which arise from the union of Church and State, and so

thoroughly convinced of its corrupting influence upon both

religion and government, that they introduced this prohibition

into the fundamental law.

" It has been made an objection to the Constitution, by some,

that it makes no mention of religion, contains no recognition of

the existence and providence of Gkxi,—^as though his authority

were slighted or disregarded. But such is not the reason of tho

omission. The convention which framed the Constitution com-

prised some of the wisest and best men of the nation,—^men

who werefirmiypersicaded not orUy of the divine origin of the
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Christian religion, but also of its importance to the temporal

and etenul welfare of men. The people, too, of this country

were generally impressed with religious feelings, and felt and

acknowledged the superintendence of God, who had protected

them through the perils of war and blessed their exertions to

obtain civil and religious freedom. But there were reasons why
the introduction of religion into the Constitution would have

been unseasonable, if not improper.

" In th-5 first place, it was intended exclusively for civil pur-

poses, and religion could not be regularly mentioned, because it

made no part of the agreement between the parties. They were

about to surrender a portion of their civil rights for the security

of the remainder; but each retained his rehgious freedom,

entire and untouched, as a matter between himself and his God,

with which government could not interfere. But, even if this

reason had not existed, it would have been difficult, if not im-

possible, to use any expression on the subject which would have

given general satisfaction. The difference between the various

sects oi Christians is such, that, while all have much in common,

there are many points of variance : so that in an instrument

where all are entitled to equal consideration it would be difficult

to use terms in which all could cordially join.

" Besides, the whole Constitution was a compromise, and it

was foreseen that it would meet with great opposition before it

would be finally adopted. It was, therefore, important to restrict

its provisions to things absolutely necessary, so as to give aa

little room as possible to cavil. Moreover, it was impossible to

introduce into it even an expression of gratitude to the Almighty

for the formation of the present government; for, when the

Constitution was framed and submitted to the people, it was

entirely uncertain whether it would ever be ratified, and the

government might, therefore, never be established.

"The prohibition of any religious test for office was wise,

because its admission would lead to hypocrisy and corruption.

The purity of religion is best preserved by keeping it separate

from government ; and the surest means of giving to it its proper

influence in society is the dissemination of correct principles

through education. The experience of this country has proved

that religion may flourish in all its vigor and purity without

the aid of a national establishment; and the religious feeling of
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the community is the best guarantee for the religious adminis-

tration of the government."

"Just and liberal sentiments on this subject," says Rawle, in

his "View of the Constitution of the United States," "throw a

lustre round the Constitution in which they are found, and,

while they dignify the nation, promote its internal peace and

harmony. No predominant religion overpowers another, the

votaries of which are few and humble; no lordly hierarchy

excites odium or terror; legal persecution is unknown; and

freedom of discussion, while it tends to promote the knowledge,

contributes to increase the fervor, of piety."

The following extracts from a speech made in the convention

in Massachusetts met to ratify the Constitution of the United

States, are liberal and just. Rev. Mr. Shute, who presented

these views, was a Congregational clergyman, and a member of

the convention.

" To establish," says he, " a religious test as a qualification

for office in the proposed Federal Constitution, it appears to me,

would be attended with injurious consequences to some indi-

viduals, and with no advantage to the whole.
" In this great and extensive empire, there is, and will be, a

great variety of sects among its inhabitants. Upon a plan of

a religious test, the question must be, who shall be excluded

from national trust? Whatever bigotry might suggest, the

dictates of conscience and equity, I conceive, will say, ' None.*
" Far from limiting my charity and confidence to men of my

own denomination in religion, I suppose and believe, sir, there

are worthy characters among men of every denomination,

—

among the Quakers, the Baptists, the Church of England,

Papists, and even among those who have no other guide in

the way to virtue and to heaven than the dictates of natural

religion.

" I must, therefore, think, sir, that the proposed plan of govern-

ment in this particular is wisely constructed; and that as

all have an equal claim to the blessings of the government

under which they live and wliich they support, so none shall

be excluded by being of any particular denomination of religion.

" The presumption is, that the eyes of the people will be upon

the faithful in the land, and, from a regard to their own safety,

will choose for their rulers men of known abilities, of known
probity, and of good moral character. The Apostle Peter tells
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US that ' God is no respecter of persons, but in every nation be
that feareth him and worketh righteousness is acceptable to

him;' and I know of no reason why men of such a character in

a community, of whatever denomination of religion, cceteris

paribus, with suitable qualifications, should not be acceptable

to the people, and why they may not be employed by them with

safety and advantage in the important offices of government.
" The exclusion of a religious test in the proposed Constitu-

tion, therefore, clearly appears to me, sir, to be in favor of its

adoption."

The Constitution itself affirms its Christian character and

purpose.

The seventh article declares it to be framed and adopted "by
the unanimous consent of the States, the seventeenth day of Sepr

tember in the year of our Lord 1787, and of the Independence

of the United States of America the twelfth." The date of the

Constitution is twofold : first it is dated from the birth of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and then from the birth of our independence. Any
argument which might be supposed to prove that the authority

of Christianity is not recognized by the people of the United

States, in the first mode, would equally prove that the independ-

ence of the United States is not recognized by them in the second

mode. The fact is, that the advent of Christ and the independ-

ence of the country are the two events in which, of all others,

we are most interested,—the former in common with all mankind,

the latter as the birth of our nation. This twofold mode, there-

fore, of dating so solemn an instrument was singularly appro-

priate and becoming.

A second fact is the harmony of the purposes for which the

Constitution was established with the purposes and results of

Christianity as affecting nations and the temporal interests of

men. The preamble states this political and moral harmony in

these words :

—

We, the people of the United Stotes, in order to form a more per-

fect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the

4$ommon defence, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings

of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this

Constitution for the United States of America.

These fundamental objects of the Constitution are in perfect

harmony with the revealed objects of the Christian religion.
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Union, justice, peace, the general welfare, and the blessings of

civil and religious liberty, are the objects of Christianity, and are

always secured under its practical and beneficent reign. "Our
National Constitution is fitted to quicken the growth of a real

manhood, to discipline the virtuous citizen for an ampler reward

in heaven than he would reach if he were not trained to think

for himself, to govern himself, to develop his own powers, to

worship his Maker according to his own conscience."

A third fact indicating the Christian character of the Consti-

tution is, that in no less than four places it requires an oath.

" No person can hold an executive or judicial office under it,

or derived from any State, who does not take an oath to sup-

port it."

Ah oath is defined to be "a solemn appeal to the Supreme

Being for the truth of what is said, by a person who believes

in the existence of a Supreme Being, and in a future state of

rewards and punishments, according to that form which will

bind his conscience most." Can it with propriety be said that

a government which forbids the exercise of the slightest of its

functions by any one who cannot make and has not made such

an appeal to a supreme Being, in whom he believes, does not

recognize the authority of God ? It includes other sovereign-

ties, and provides that even there no man shall be intrusted

with any power that concerns the whole people, who fails to

furnish this testimony of his religious character.

It was objected in several of the State conventions held for

the adoption of the Federal Constitution, that it contained no

religious test. It was argued that Mohammedans, pagans, or

persons of no religion at all, might be chosen into the govern-

ment. In North Carolina Mr. Iredell replied, "It was never

to be supposed that the people of America will trust their dear-

est interests to persons who have no religion at all, or a religion

materially difierent from their own. It would be happy for

mankind if religion was permitted to take its own course and

maintain itself by the excellency of its own doctrines. The
Divine Author of our religion never wished for its support by
worldly authority. Has he not said, 'The gates of hell shall

not prevail against it'? It made much greater progress for

itself than when supported by the greatest authority upon
earth."

In the convention held in Massachusetts, Hev. Mr. Payson
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said, "The great object of religion being God supreme, and

the seat of religion in man being the heart or conscience, Le.

the reason God has given us, employed on our moral actions in

their most important consequences, as related to the tribunal

of God,—^hence I infer that God alone is the God of the con-

science, and, consequently, attempts to erect human tribunals

for the consciences of men are impious encroachments upon the

prerogatives of God." Theophilus Parsons, afterwards Chief-

Justice, said, "It has been objected that the Constitution pro-

vides no religious test by oath, and we may have in power un-

principled men, atheists, and pagans. No man can wish more

ardently than I do that all our public offices may be filled by

men who fear God and hate wickedness ; but it must remain

with the electors to give the government this security. An oath

will not do it. Will an unprincipled man be entangled by an

oath ? Will an atheist or a pagan dread the vengeance of the

Christian's God,—a being, in his opinion, the creature of fancy and

credulity? It is a solecism in expression. No man is so illiberal

as to wish the confining of places of honor or. profit to any one

sect of Christians ; but what security is it to government that

every public officer shall swear that he is a Christian ? For

what will then be called Christianity ? The only evidence we
can have of the sincerity and excellence of a man's religion is a

good hfe ; and I trust that such evidence will be required of

every candidate by every elector."

The theory on this point upon which the Constitution was

formed was perfect. It secured the recognition of a Supreme

Being and a future retribution, and excluded all tests founded

upon distinctions of religion or sects. It found the Bible at

large among the people for whom it provided a government,

and it left among them the power of the gospel without re-

straint, free. It left it in the authority and made it the high-

est interest of the people to select the citizens to office who
believed in the Bible and acknowledged that power by con-

forming their lives to its requirements.

More than sixty years of prosperity and domestic peace,

under the practical working of this system, attest the wisdom
of the scheme on which it was founded.

A fourth fact is its recognition of the Christian Sabbath.

Article 1, section 7, says, " If any bill shall not be returned

by the President within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it
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shall have been presented to him, the same shall be a law in

like manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by

their adjournment prevent its return, in which case it shall not

be a law."

" In adopting this provision," says Dr. Adams, "it was clearly

presumed by the people that the President of the United States

would not employ himself in public business on Sunday. The

people had been accustomed to pay special respect to Sunday

from the first settlement of the country. They assumed that

the President also would wish to respect the day. They did

not think it suitable or becoming to require him by a constitu-

tional provision to respect the day : they assumed that he would

adhere to the customary observance without a requirement.

To have enacted a constitutional provision would have left him

no choice, and would have been placing no confidence in him.

They have placed the highest possible confidence in him, by

assuming, without requiring it, that his conduct in this respect

would be according to their wishes. Every man who is capable

of being influenced by the higher and more delicate motives of

duty cannot fail to perceive that the obligation on the Presi-

dent to respect the observance of Sunday is greatly superior

to any which could have been created by a constitutional enact-

ment. The people, in adopting the Constitution, must, have

been convinced that the public business intrusted to the Pre-

sident would be greater in importance and variety than that

which would fall to the share of any functionary employed in

a subordinate station. The expectation and confidence, then,

manifested by the people of the United States, that their Pre-

sident will respect t?ieir Sunday, by abstaining from public

business on that day, must extend a fortiori to all employed

in subordinate stations."

Senator Frelinghuysen said in Congress, in 1830, "Our pre-

decessors have acted upon a true republican principle,—that the

feelings and opinions of the majority were to be consulted. And
when a collision might arise, inasmuch as only one day could

be thus appropriated, they wisely determined, in accordance with

the sentiments of at least nine-tenths of our people, that the

first day of the week should be the Sabbath of our Government.

This public recognition is accorded to the Sabbath in the Fede-

ral Constitution. The President of the United States, in the

discharge of the high functions of his legislative department,
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is expressly relieved from all emban^assment on Sunday. Boih

Houses of Congress, the offices of the State, Treasury, War,
and Navy Departments, are all closed on Sunday,

*' Long before the American Revolution, it was decided that

the desecration of the Sabbath was an offence at common law,

which all admit recognizes Christianity. The Sabbath is re-

cognized, both by the statute and common law, by the States

which compose this Union, as a day upon which courts cannot

sit or civil process issue ; the servant, apprentice, and laborer

•are exempt from worldly avocations on that day, and protected

in its enjojrment as a day of rest; and all entertainments,

exhibitions, reviews, or other things calculated to disturb the

religious observance of this day, are prohibited.

" The humanizing effect of the Sabbath, in promoting works

of benevolence, charity, schools for the instruction of those who
cannot obtain instruction elsewhere, and in strengthening the

social relations of friends and neighbors, is among its most

benign results. The principles which are then inculcated in

churches of all denominations strengthen that public morality,

good order, and obedience to the laws so essential to the security

of the state.

" The framers of the Constitution, tmd those who for many
years administered it, doubtless had in their eye the first day,

—

the Sabbath of the Christian religion. They were legislating

not for Jews, Mohammedans, infidels, pagans, atheists, but for

Christians. And, believing the Christian religion the only one

calculated to sustain and perpetuate the government about to

be formed, they adopted it as the basis of the infant republic.

This nation had a religion, and it was the Christian religion.

"That Christianity is the religion of this country, and as

such is recognized in the whole structure of its government, and

lies at the foundation of all our civil and political institutions,

—

in other words, that Christianity, as really as republicanism, is

part and parcel of our laws,—is evident from the following :

—

" Such was the relation of Christianity to civil government

in the several States as they existed prior to the formation of

the present Federal Constitution; and there is no evidence that

in acceding to said Constitution they surrendered such relation

either to the general or to their own particular governments.

"The colonies from which our present States originated

were planted by decidedly Christian people, to be Christian
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communities, and with such views of the relations between civil

government and religion as were then universal in Christendom.

The experiment of a nation without an established religion had

not then been tried, nor did they think of instituting it:

Christianity, therefore, was made part of their civil institutions,

as well in their minuter branches as in their essential founda-

tions.

" In Massachusetts and other Northern colonies, a member-

ship in the Church established by law was necessary to citizen-

ship in the commonwealth. In Virginia and other Southern

colonies, the Church of England was by law established.

"By-and-by, when the colonial character had ceased, and

that of States been assumed, the legal establishment of any

one form of Christianity in preference to all other forms of the

same was discontinued. In the adoption of the present Federal

Constitution, it was declared, among the amendments of that

instrument, that ' Congress shall make no law respecting an

establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.'

This article in the general Constitution, and the similar alter-

ations in the laws of the several States above mentioned, by

which the legal precedence of one form of Christianity over

another was done away, are all the ground on which it can bo

asserted that either our General or State Governments have

disowned all connection with the Christian religion as having

any more countenance in their legislation than infidelity or

Mohammc^.danism. But is this a warrantable conclusion ? Is it

not perfectly conceivable that Christianity may be the religion

of the people and of the people's government, so far as that her

great principles shall be assumed as the basis of their institu-

tions and the promotion of those principles distinctly counte-

nanced in their laws and customs, at the same time that no

religion is, in the technical sense, 'established,' and no one

form of Christianity is distinguished above another ? To call

religion into connection with the government, so far as to

employ ministers of the gospel as chaplains, at the public charge,

in Congress and other public departments, is decided by long-

established practice to ,be not unconstitutional. And thus it is

decided that it was not intended, by the article quoted above

from the Constitution of the United States, to prevent the

Grovemment of the United States from being connected with

religion; with some religion ia preference to all others, or to
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have ita institutions based upon the principles of Christianity

instead of those of Deism or the Koran.
" How unlikely were the several States, in acceding to the

present Constitution, to lay aside all connection with Christianity

in the general institutions to which they gave birth, may be

inferred from the consideration that in their own respective

legislation a close relation between religion and the Grovemment

had always subsisted ; that, though a strong aversion had arisen

to the national establishment of any one form of Christianity,

none had grown up against a distinct recognition of Christianity

itself as the religion of the nation ; and that the representatives

of the States in the convention that formed the present Con-

stitution were, for the most part, men of decided Christian

principles."

Judge Wilson, a member of the convention that formed the

Constitution, in an oration at Philadelphia, July, 1788, com-

memorative of the adoption of the Constitution by the people of

the several States, depicts the future progress and glory of the

American nation under the Constitution in these glowing words,

—^words of prophecy which have been fully realized. He said,

—

" The commencement of our government has been eminently

glorious: let our progress in every excellence be proportionally

gteat. It will—it must be so. What an enrapturing pros-

pect opens on the United States! Placid Husbandry walks

in front, attended by the venerable plough. Lowing herds

«tdorn our valleys ; bleating flocks spread over our hills; verdant

meadows, enamelled pastures, yellow harvests, bending orchards,

rise in rapid succession from East to West. Plenty, with her

copious horn, sits easy smiling, and, in conscious complacency,

enjoys and presides over the scene. Commerce next advances,

in all her splendid and embellished forms. The rivers and lakes

and seas are crowded with ships ; their shores are covered with

cities ; the cities are filled with inhabitants. The Arts, decked

with elegance, yet with simplicity, appear in beautiful variety

and well-adjusted arrangement. Around them are diflFused, in

rich abundance, the necessaries, the decencies, and the ornaments

of life. With heartfelt contentment, Industry beholds her honest

labors flourishing and secure. Peace walks serene and unalarmed
j

over all the unmolested regions; while liberty, virtue, and reli-

gion go hand in hand, harmoniously, protecting, enlivening, and

exalting all. Happy country ! may thy happiness be perpetual!"
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The people who ordained such a noble constitution of govern-

ment, and for whom it was made, are under the highest and

most solemn obligations to preserve it for themselves, their

children, and future generations.

"This constitution of government," says Justice Story,

"must perish, if there be not that vital spirit in the people

which alone can nourish, sustain, and direct all its movements.

It is in vain that statesmen shall form plans of government in

which the beauty and harmony of a republic shall be embodied

in visible order, shall be built upon solid substructions, and

adorned by every useful ornament, if the inhabitants suffer the

silent power of time to dilapidate its walls or crumble its massy

supporters into dust, if the assaults from without are never

resisted and the rottenness and mining from within are never

guarded against. Who can preserve the rights and liberties

of a people when they shall be abandoned by themselves?

Who shall keep watch in the temple when the watchmen sleep

at their post ? Who shall call upon the people to redeem their

possessions and revive the republic, when their own hands

have deliberately and corruptly surrendered them to the op-

pressor and have built the prisons or dug the graves of their

own fi'iends ? This dark picture, it is to be hoped, will never

be applicable to the republic of America. And yet it affords a

warning, which, like all the lessons of past experience, we ara

not permitted to disregard. America, free, happy, and en-

lightened as she is, must rest the preservation of her rights and

liberties upon the virtue, independence, justice, and sagacity of

the people. If either fail, the republic is gone. Its shadow

may remain, with all the pomp and circumstance and trickery of

government, but its vital power will have departed."

The following language fell from the lips of Alexander Hamil-

ton, on his resignation of the office of Secretary of the Treasury,

in 1795. Holding in his hand a small book containing a copy

of the Federal Constitution, he said, " Now, mark my words

!

so long as we are a young and virtuous people, this instrument

will bind us together in mutual interest, mutual welfare, and

mutual happiness ; but when we become old and corrupt it will

bind us no longer."

This dark condition of the republic, which would be pro-

duced by the general corruption of the people and the govern-

ment, can only be prevented by the universal belief and appli-
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cation of the principles stated in Webster's address before the

New York Historical Society. He says,

—

" If we and our posterity shall be true to the Christian reli-

gion,—if we and they shall live always in the fear of God and

shall respect his commandments,—^if we and they shall main-

tain just moral sentiments, and such conscientious convictions

of duty as shall control the heart and life,—^we may have the

highest hopes of the future fortunes of our country ; and if we
maintain those institutions of government, and that political

union exceeding all praise as much as it exceeds all former

examples of political association, we may be sure of one thing,

that, while our country furnishes materials for a thousand

masters of the historic art, it will be no topic for a Gibbon,
—

^it will have no- decline and fall. It will go on prospering and

to prosper. But if we and our posterity neglect religious

instruction and authority, violate the rules of eternal justice,

trifle with the injunctions of morality, and recklessly destroy

the political constitution which holds us together, no man can

tell how sudden a catastrophe may overwhelm us that shall

bury all our glory in profound obscurity.

" If that catastrophe," he continues, " shall happen, let it

have no history ! Let the horrible narrative never be written

!

Let its fate be like that of the lost books of Livy, which no

human eye shall ever read, or the missing Pleiad, of which no

man can know more than that it is lost, and lost forever."

CHAPTER XIIL

FIRST CONGBBSfl UNDKB THl CONSTITUTION—^WASHINGTON INAUQUBATIB—
OHBISTIAN 8CKNB8 ATTENDING HIS INAUOUBATION—FBATEB-MEETING OF ALL

DENOMINATIONS IN NBW TOBK—WASHINGTON'S INAUGUBAL—ITS OHBISTIAN

81NTIMBNTS— DAT OV THANKSGIVING FOB THl CONSTITUTION AND NBW
GOYEBNMENT— WASHINGTON'S PBOOLAMATION— OHBISTIAN OBDINANCB OF

1787—WASHINGTON'S LETTBB TO LAFATETTB—JUDGE NASH'S VIBW OF THB

KOBAL ENDS OF CIVIL GOVEBNMENT.

The first session of Congress after the adoption of the Fede-

ral Constitution opened with distinct legislative recognitions of

the Christian religion, Washington was inaugurated and took
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the oath of office on the 30th of April, 1789. Congress, the

day before the inauguration, passed the following :

—

Resolved, That, after the oath shall be administered to the President,

the Vice-President, and members of the Senate, the Speaker and mem-
bers of the House of Eepresentatives, will accompany him to St. Paul's

Chapel, to hear divine service performed by the chaplains.

Chancellor Livingston administered the oath of office, and

Mr. Otis held up the Bible on its crimson cushion. The Presi-

dent, as he bowec^ to kiss its sacred page, at the same time

laying his hand on the open Bible, said, audibly, " I swear,"

and added, with fervency, that his whole soul might be absorbed

in the supplication, " So help me God." Then the Chancellor

said, "It is done I" and, turning to the multitude, waved his

hand, and, with a loud voice, exclaimed, " Long live George

Washington !" This solemn scene concluded, he proceeded with

the whole assembly, on foot, to St. Paul's Church, where prayers

suited to the occasion were read by Dr. Provost, Bishop of the

Protestant Episcopal Church in New York, who had been ap-

pointed one of the chaplains of Congress.

Previous to his inauguration, on the morning of the same
day, a general prayer-meeting of the various denominations of

Christians in New York was held for the special object of pray-

ing for God's blessing to rest on the President and the new
Government. The notice of the prayer-meeting is among the

old files of the " New York Daily Advertiser," dated Thursday,

April 23, 1789, and is as follows :

—

As we believe in an ovemiling Providence and feel our constant

dependence upon God for every blessing, so it is undoubtedly our duty
to acknowledge him in aU our ways and •onunit our concerns to his

protection and mercy. The ancient civilized heathen, from the mere
dictates of reason, were uniformly excited to this ; and we find from
their writings that they engaged in no important business, especially

what related to the welfare of a nation, without a solemn appeal to

Heaven. How much more becoming and necessary is such a conduct in

Christians, who believe not only in the light of nature, but are blessed

with a divine revelation which has taught them more of Gk>d and of

their obligations to worship him than by their reason they ever could

have investigated 1

It has been the wish of many pious persons in our land that at the

framing ofour new Constitution a solemn and particular appeal to Heaven
had been made ; and they have no doubt but Congress will soon call

upon the whole nation to set apart a day for fasting and prayer for the
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express purpose of invoking the blessing of Heaven on our new Govern-

ment. But this, in consequence of the distance of some of the States,

cannot immediately take place: in the meanwhile, the inhabitants of

this city are favored with the opportunity of being present on the very

day on which the Constitution will be fully organized, and have it thus

in their power to accommodate their devotions exactly to the important

season.

In this view, it gave universal satisfaction to hear it announced last

Sunday from the pulpits of our churches that, on the morning of the

day on which our illustrious President will be invested with his office,

the bells will ring at nine o'clock, when the people may go up and in a
solemn'manner commit the new Government, wi^ its important train

of consequences, to the holy protection and blessings of the Most High.

An early hour is prudently fixed for this peculiar act of devotion, and
it is designed wholly for prayer: it will not detain the citizens very

long, or interfere with any of the other public business of the day.

It is supposed Congress will adopt religious solemnities by fervent

prayer with their chaplains, in the Federal Hall, when the President

takes his oath of office ; but the people feel a common interest in this

great transaction, and whether they approve of the Constitution as it now
stands, or wish that alterations may be made, it is equally their concern

and duty to leave the cause with God and refer the issue to his gracious

providence. In doing this, the inauguration of our President and the

commencement of our national character will be introduced with the

auspices of religion, and our enlightened rulers and people will bear a
consistent part in a business which involves the weal or woe of them-

selves and posterity.

I have heard that the notification respecting this hour of prayer was
made in almost all the churches of the city, and that some of those

who omitted the publication intend, notwithstanding, to join in that

duty ; and, indeed, considering the singular circumstances of the day,

which in many respects exceed any thing recorded in ancient or

modern history, it cannot be supposed that the serious and pious of any
denomination will hesitate in going up to their respective churches and
uniting at the throne of grace with proper prayers and supplications on
this occasion. " / was glad when ikey said unto me. Lei us go into the house of

the Xorrf.''—(David.) •

The people came out from the churches where Mason, Living-

ston, Provost, Eodgers, and other clergymen had given pas-

sionately earnest and eloquent expression to that reverent and

profound desire for God's blessing upon the President and

Government which filled all hearts, so universal was a religious

sense of the importance of the occasion.

"The scene," said one, "was solemn and awful beyond de-

scription. It would seem extraordinary that the administration

of an oath—a ceremony so very common and familiar—should to

80 great a degree excite public curiosity ; but the circumstances
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of the President's election, the importance of his past services,

the concourse of the spectators, the devout fervency with which

he repeated the oath, and the reverential manner in which he

bowed down and kissed the sacred volume,—all these conspired

to render it one of the most august and interesting spectacles

ever exhibited. It seemed, from the number of witnesses, to

be a solemn appeal to heaven and earth at once. In regard to

this great and good man I may be an enthusiast, but I confess

I was under an awful and religious persuasion that the gracious

Ruler of the universe was looking down at that moment with

peculiar complacency on an act which to a part of his creatures

was so very important."

After divine service had been performed, Washington and

the officers of the new Government and the members of Congress

returned to the Federal Hall, where his inaugural was delivered.

That address contains the following Christian sentiments :

—

It would be peculiarly improper to omit in this first official act my fer-

vent supplications to that Almighty Being who rules over the universe,

who presides in the councils of nations, and whose providential aids

can supply every human defect, that his benediction may consecrate to

the liberties and happiness of the people of the United States a govern-

ment instituted by themselves for these essential purposes, and may
ena))le every instrument employed in its administration to execute with

success the functions allotted to his charge. In tendering this homago
to the great Author of every public and private good, I assure myself

that it expresses your sentiments not less than my own, nor those of

xny fellow-ciiizens at large less than eitlier.

No people can be hound to acknowledge and adore the invisible hand which

conducts the affairs ofmen more than the people of the United States. Every step

bf/ which they have been advanced to the character of an independent nation seems

to have been distinguished by some token of his providential agency.

And in the important revolution just accomplished in the system

of their united government, the tranquil deliberations and voluntary

consent of so many distinct communities, from which the event has

resulted, cannot be compared with the means by which most govern-

ments have been established, without some return of pious gratitude,

along with an humble anticipation of the future blessings which the

past seems to presage. These reflections, arising out of the present

crisis, have forced themselves on my mind too strongly to be suppressed.

You will joini with me, I trust, in thinking that there are none under
the influences of which the proceedings of a new and a free government
can more auspiciously commence.
There is no truth more thoroughly established than that there ex-

ists in the economy and course of nature an indissoluble union between
virtue and happiness, between duty and advantage, between the genuine

18
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maxims of an honest and magnanimous policy and tUe solid rewards

of public prosperity and felicity ; since we ought to be no less per-

suaded that the propitious smiles of Heaven can never be expected on
a nation that disregards the eternal rules of order and right, which
Heaven itself has ordained ; and since the preservation of the sacred

fire of liberty, and the destiny of the republican model of government,
are justly considered as deeply^ perhaps as finally^ staked on the experi-

ment intrusted to the hands of the American people.

Having thus imparted to you my sentiments, as they have been
awakened by the occasion which brings us together, I shall take my
present leave, but not without resorting once more to the benign Parent
of the human race, in humble supplication, that since he has been pleased

to favor the American people with opportunities for deliberating in

perfect tranquillity, and dispositions for deciding with unparalleled

unanimity, on a form of government for the security of their union and
the advancement of their happiness, so his divine blessing may be
equally conspicuous in the enlarged views, the temperate consultations,

and the wise measures on which the success of this government must
depend.

The first session of the first Congress was not suffered to

pass without a solemn act of legislation recognizing the Chris-

tian religion. It was a national thanksgiving, proclaimed by
the authority of Congress. The Journals of Congress present

the following record.

Sept. 25, 1789.

Dat of Thanksgiving.

Mr. Boudinot said he could not think of letting the session pass

without offering an opportunity to all the citizens of the United States

of joining with one voice in returning to Almighty God their sincere

thanks for the many blessings he had poured down upon them. With
this view he would move the following resolution :

—

Resolved, That a joint committee of both Houses be directed to wait

upon the President of the United States, to request that he recommend to

the people of the United States a day of public thanksgiving and prayer,

to be observed by acknowledging, with grateful hearts, the many signal

favors of Almighty God, especially by affording them an opportunity

peaceably to establish a constitution of government for their safety and
happiness.

1^. Sherman justified the practice of thanksgiving on any signal

event, not only as a laudable one in itself, but as warranted by prece-

dents in Holy Writ: for instance, the sol^emn thanksgiving and rejoicing

which took place in the time of Solomon after the building of the

temple was a case in point. This example he thought worthy of imi-

tation on the present occasion.

The resolution waa unanimously adopted, and in pursuance

thereof Waahington issued the following

—
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Proclamation for a National Tranksoitino.

Whereas it is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the providence

of Almighty Ood, to obey his will, to be grateful for his benefits, and
humbly to implore his protection and favor ; and whereas both Houses
of Congress, by their joint oommittee, requested me *'to recommend to

the people of the United States a day of public thanksgiving and
prayer, to be observed by acknowledging with grateful hearts the many
signal favors of Almighty God, especially by affording them an oppor-

tanity peaceably to establish a form of government for their safety and
happiness :"

—

Now, therefore, I do recommend and assign Thursday, the twenty-

sixth day of November next, to be devoted by the people of these

States to the service of that great and glorious Being who is the benefit

eent author of all the good that was, that is, or that will be ; that we
then may all unite unto him our sincere and humble thanks for his

kind care and protection of the people <)f this country previous to their

becoming a nation ; for the signal and manifold mercies and the favor-

able interpositions of his providence in the course and conclusion of

the late war ; for the great degree of tranquillity, union, and plenty

which we ha.ve since ei\joyed ; for the peaceable and rational manner
in which we have been enabled to establish constitutions of govern-

ment for our safety and happiness, and particularly the national one
now lately instituted ; for the civil and religious liberty with which we
are blessed, and the means we have of acquiring and diffusing useful

knowledge, and, in general, for all the great and various favors which
he has been pleased to confer upon us. ^

And, also, that we may then unite in most humbly offering our

prayers and supplications to the great Lord and Ruler of Nations, and
beseech him to pardon our national and other transgressions ; to enable

us all, whether in public or in private stations, to perform our several

relative duties properly and punctually ; to render our national govern-

ment a blessing to all the people, by constantly being a government of

wise, just, and constitutional laws, discreetly executed and obeyed ; to

protect and guide all sovereigns and nations (especially such as have
shown kindness to us) and to bless them with good governments, peace,

and concord ; to promote the knowledge and practice of true religion

and virtue, and the increase of science, among them and us ; and gene-

rally to grant unto all mankind such a degree of temporal prosperity

as he alone knows to be best.

Given under my hand, at the city of New York, the third day of

October, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and
eighty-nine. George Washington.

A memorable act of freedom and religion was passed by

Congress, two years previous to the adoption of the national

Constitution, which is here recorded as belonging to the Chris-

tian legislation of those earlier days of the republic It was

passed on the 13th day of July, 1787; and is as follows :

—
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Be it ordained by the United States in Congress assembled, that for

extending the fundamental principles of ciril and religious liberty

which form the basis whereon these republics, their laws and consti-

tutions, are erected, to fix and establish those principles as the basis of

all laws, constitutions, and governments which forever hereafter shall

be formed in the said territories, it is hereby ordained and declared, by
the authority aforesaid, that

—

Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good govern-

ment and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of educa-

tion shall forever be encouraged ; and that ** No person demeaning him^

self in a peaceable and orderly manner shall ever be molested on
account of his mode of worship or religions sentiments ;" and " There
shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the said Territory

(the Northwest), otherwise than in the punishment of crimes, whereof

the parties shall be duly convicted/'

Writing to Lafayette, Washington alludes to this ordinance

as follows :

—

• " I agree with you cordially in your views in regard to negro

slavery. I have long considered it a most serious evil, both

socially and politically, and I should rejoice in any feasible

scheme to rid our States of such a burden. The Congress of

1787 adopted an ordinance prohibiting the existence of involun-

tary servitude in our Northwestern Territory forever. I consider

it a wise measure. It met with the approval and assent of

nearly every member of the States more immediately interested

in slave labor. The prevailing opinion in Virginia is against

the spread of slavery in the new Territory ; and I trust we shall

have a Confederacy of Free States."

The Christian sentiments and acts in this chapter confirm tho

views of Judge Nash, of Ohio, who, in his work on the Morality

of the State, says :

—

"The mission of a civil state is no political expediency

organized to create offices and furnish employments and salaries

for tho venal, and a field of action for the aspiring. The state

is an institution of God, as much as the church and the family

;

and duties are laid upon it which it must fulfil. Its ends are

man's mortal and immortal interests ; it has to do with mate-

rials only so far as those subserve and advance the spiritual.

The state is a part of God's machinery, of God's instrumen-

talities, which he has appointed for the education, instruction,

moral culture, and perfection of the human soul. Man is

enthralled to nature ; God has organized this world with the

view of emancipating him from nature, and restoring him to
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that spiritual freedom which he himself rejoices in,—the free-

dom of acting in conformity to the Divine law, which is the law

of man's own being. Truth is the great agent of this emanci-

pation : it is this, acting in his own spirit, that alone can make
man free and elevate him to the dignity of a son of God. The
iState has an important part to act in this great work of human
elevation and purification ; its aim must ever be in this direction,

its action should be guided and shaped so as to bear onward

and co-operate in this holy work."
" And let us remember," says Webster, " that it is only reli-

gion, and morals, and knowledge, that can. make men respect-

able and happy under any form of government. Let us hold

fast the great truth that communities are responsible, as well

as individuals, and that without unspotted purity of public

faith, without sacred public principle, fidelity, and honor, no

mere forma of government, no machinery of laws, can give

dignity to political society. In our day and generation let us

seek to raise and improve the moral sentiment, so that we may
look, not for a degraded, but for an elevated and improved,

future,"

CHAPTER XIV.

THB ARMT QP THE BKVOLUTION—WAB A PROVIDENTIAL AGENCY FOB GOOD—VIEWS

OF THE PURITANS—EXTRACT FROM A ePBSCH IN THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

—

RELIGION SANCTIONS A JUST WAB—ITS RELATIONS TO AN ARMY—WASHINGTON'S

VIEWS—CHRISTIAN LEGISLATION OF THE COLONIAL CONGRESS ON THE WAB

—

CHBISTIAN BULSS FOB THE ARMY—^WASHINGTON A CHBISTIAN COMMANDER

—

HIS CHRISTIAN ORDEBS—HABITS OF PBAYEB—SCENE AT VALLEY FORGE

—

PBAYEB BECOBDED— HIS BECOONITION AND DEPENDENCE ON GOD DUBINQ

THE WAB—VIEWS OF DB. STILES OF THE PBESENCB AND GUIDANCE OF GOD .

IN THE BEVOLUTIONABY WAB—DB. LADD'S ADDBESS BEFOBB THE OOVEBNOB
OF SOUTH CABOLINA IN 1785—DB. BAMSEY'S VIEWS—FOBM OF AN OATH OF

LOYALTY.

"War," says Dr. Bacon, "has a place among the agencies

through which God's providence is working from age to age in

the interest of that Divine kingdom which is righteousness and

peace. In the sacred books of the Old Testament we have not

only the record of the wars in which the chosen people fulfilled

their , destiny, but the prayers in which holy men commended

their country to the God of Hosts in time of peril, and the
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songs in which they acknowledged that his right hand IracI

given them the victory.

" Under the providence of God, then, and in the methods by
which he governs the world, war, with its dreadful train of

evils, is sometimes an inevitable incident in the world's progress.

Conflicts attendant on the birth or the attempted subjugation

and extinction of nationalities,—conflicts arising out of the

growth and collision of irreconcilable systems of civilization, or

the collision of civilization with barbarism,—conflicts between

right and wrong, between liberty and despotic power, or

between progressive and repressive forces,—sometimes involve

the necessity of war.
" It was well for the interests of civilization and of humanity

that the men who had undertaken to enlarge the kingdom of

Christ by planting themselves here in this wilderness were not

embarrassed at such a crisis by any doubts about the lawfulness

of bearing arms in a righteous cause. The sentiment<\lism

which would surrender the whole earth to the dominion of law-

less violence, rather than resist force by force, had not yet been

born, and was not likely to be engendered in minds like theirs.

Hence one of the moral maxims of the New England Ptiritans

was that ' they may lawfully, under the New Testament, wage
war upon just and necessary occasions.' For this end, they

kept up, for generations, the most rigid military discipline, and

were ready at all times to repel invaders. In the first age of

Puritan history, their rigid Obristian polity and progress had a

military as well as a moral force to make it effective and certain.

Freedom and expansion over the wild domains of the savage

were secured by the successful wars which the Puritans waged

to secure a foothold and a progress to Christianity. This union

of the military and Christian spirit was transmitted to their

descendants, and was ready for earnest action, when the great

war of the Revolution broke out.

"Our fathers, when that question arose, did not initiate a

rebellion against an established Constitution ; they stood simply

for their hereditary English rights, their legal and chartered

rights; and when those rights were assailed with armed invasion,

they stood in arms for the defence of their inheritance and

their political existence. They did not begin thd war, rushing

to take up arms before any demonstration in arms had been

made against them : they waited in the hope that justice would
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prevail in the councils of the king ; they offered no resistance,

but by remonstrance and petition, till their king made war on

them. They did not commence with an act of secession from

the British Empire, nor with renunciation of their allegiance

to the British crown. Their declaration of independence was
not made till after the king and Parliament had begun the

attempt to establish, by military power, new methods of govern-

ment over them.

"Then war had become to them an inevitable necessity; for

they could not tamely surrender their own birthright and the

lawful inheritance of their children. Then, in the spirit of the

generations which had preceded them, they girded themselves

for the struggle to which they were summoned."

The following fragment of a speech made in the General Con-

gress of America, by a member whose name is unknown, in 1775,

presents a just view of the results of war as an agency of good

to freedom and the final glory of a nation. The war of the

Revolution, about to open when the speech was made, grandly

illustrated its views.

" The great God, sir, who is the searcher of all things, will

witness for me that I have spoken to you from the bottom

and purity of my heart. The God to whom we appeal must

judge us.

" There are some people who tremble at the approach of war.

They feel that it must put an inevitable stop to the further

progress of these colonies, and ruin irretrievably those benefits

which the industry of centuries has called forth from this once

savage land. I may commend the anxiety of these, without

praising their judgment.

"War, like other evils, is often wholesome. The waters that

stagnate corrupt; the storm that works the ocean into rage

renders it salutary ; heaven has given us nothing unmixed ; the

rose is not without its thorn. War calls forth the great virtues

and efforts which would sleep in the gentle bosom of Peace.

'PauUiim sepultce distat inerticB cdata virtus* It opens re-

sources which would be concealed under the inactivity of

tranquil times; it produces a people of animation, energy,

adventure, and greatness. Let us consult history. Did not

the Grecian republics prosper amid continual warfare ? Their

prosperity, their power, their splendor, grew from the all-ani-

mating spirit of war. Did not the cottages of shepherds rise
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into imperial Rome, the mistress of the world, the nurse of

heroes, the delight of gods, through the invigorating operation

of unceasing wars ? ' Per davina, per cccdea, ab ipso ducit opes

animumque ferro.'

"How often has Flanders been the theatre of contending

powers, conflicting hosts, and blood ! Yet what country is more

fertile and flourishing ? Trace back the history of our parent

state. Whether you view her arraying Angles against Danes,

Danes against Saxona, Saxons against Normans, the barons

against usurping princes, or in the civil wars of the Eed and

White Roses, or that between the people and the tyrant Stuart,

you see her in a state of almost continual warfai*e. In almost

every reign to the commencement of that of Henry VII. her

peaceful bosom (in her poet's phrase) was gored with war. It

was in the peaceful reigns of Henry VII., Henry VIII., and

Charles 11. that she suffered the severest extremities of tyranny

and oppression. But, amid her civil contentions, she flourished

and grew strong : trained in them, she sent her hardy legions

forth, which planted the standard of England upon the battle-

ments of Paris, extending her commerce and her dominion.

" The beautiful fabric of her constitutional liberty was reared

and cemented in blood. From this fulness of her strength those

scions issued which, taking deep root in this delightful land,

have reared their heads and spread abroad their branches like

the cedars of Lebanon.
" Why fear we, then, to pursue, through apparent evil, real

good ? The war upon which we are about to enter is just and

necessary. 'Justum est belluirij ubi necessarium; etpia arma,

qiiibus nuUa, nisis in annis, relinquiter apesJ It is to protect

these regions, brought to such beauty through the infinite toil

and hazard of our fathers and ourselves, from becoming a prey

of that more desolating and more cruel spoiler than war, pesti-

lence, or famine,—absolute rvle and endless extortion.

" Our suS'erings have been great, our endurance long. Every
efibrt of patience, complaint, and supplication has been ex-

hausted. They seem only to have hardened the hearts of

ministers who oppress us and double our distresses. Let us

therefore consult only how we shall defend our liberties with

dignity and success. Our parent state wiU then think us worthy

of her, when she sees that with her liberty we inherit her rigid
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resolution of maintaining it against all invaders. Let us give

her reason to pride herself in the rolationship.

** * And thou, great Liberty I inspire our souls:

Muke our lives happy in thy pure embrace,

Or our deaths glorious in thy just defence.' "

'' Religion supports valor by inspiring faith in the providence

of God. Every Christian believes that the purposes and plans

of God include, either directly or permissively, all the events of

time, and that such are the resources of Divine power, wisdom,

and goodness, that all things will be overruled to the final

triumph of right. This is one of the reasons why those Chris-

tians whose theology lays great stress on the Divine purposes

appear in history as such sturdy soldiers; in Switzerland,

France, Scotland, England, and America. The Huguenots, the

Covenanters, the Puritans,—who have dared or sacrificed more

than these ? They felt that they were in God's hands, with

the place of their lives and the hour and mode of their death

marked out, and they had no other concern than to go forward

under the guidance and protection of Divine Providence. The
saint is bold in war because he has faith in God as pledged to

sustain the right. He strikes hard, he takes aim coolly and

accurately, because his strength has been summoned forth and

his nerves steadied by fervent prayer and a conviction that God
is with him. He kneels before he fires ; he deals no blow with-

out faith that God will make it effectual ; he carries a rifle in

his hand and a Bible in his pocket ; and, like Cromwell's army,

he ' trusts in God and keeps his powder dry.' Fighting in a

good cause being part of his religion, he scruples not, but is
,

zealous, rather, to do it well, that it may not need to be done

again.

" This trust in God as the defender of right is conspicuous in

the conduct and words of the warriors mentioned in the Bible.

The general of the forces of Israel, in the battle with the Am-

'

monites, made this address to the troops :
—

' Be of good courage,

and let us play the men for our people and for the cities of our

God ; and the Lord do that which seemeth him right.'
"

The appointment of Washington as commander-in-chief of

the American armies was, as John Adams beautifully said, " a

providential inspiration ;" and his Christian character and prin-
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ciples, in harmony with the righteousness of the cause at stake,

gave the happiest auspices of final victory.

He had no taste for war or desire for military glory. " My
first wish," said he, "is to see the whole world in peace, and
the inhabitants of it as one band of brothers, striving who
should contribute most to the happiness of mankind. For the

sake of humanity, it is devoutly to be wished that the manly

employments of agriculture and the humanizing benefits of

commerce should suspend the wastes of war and the rage of

conquest, and that the sword may bo turned into the plough-

share."

But peace, the desire of all good men and the gift of Chris-

tianity, comes through conflict and war. Freedom and truth,

in a world where wrong and tyranny reign, must win their way
by the sword and conquer peace from the enemies of liberty

and right. In these great conflicts the armies of freedom and

righteousness receive an invincible spirit through the practical

adoption of Christianity. Christian soldiers in a good cause

are the most reliable and the most ardent. They go into batUe

with deep convictions that Grod is with them and will lead them

to final victory. Hence the duty of a Christian nation to infuse

and educate its armies into the spirit of Christianity. They
should be girded with its power, clothed with its armor, and so

be the warriors of God and liberty. This was the desire and

effort of Washington and Congress during the Revolutionary

War, as the following official facts will show.

The Colonial Congress incorporated Christianity in the organ-

ization of the Revolutionary army, where from the beginning

of the Government till now it has been maintained. In the

Act " for establishing rules and articles for the government of

the armies of the United States," we have these articles :

—

Art. 2.—It is earnestly recommended to aU officers and soldiers

diligently to attend divine service ; and aU officers who shall behave

indecently at any place of divine worship shall, if commiBsioned officers*

be brought before a general court-martial, there to be publicly and

severely reprimanded by the president ; if non-commissioned officers or

soldiers, every person so offending shall, for the first offence, forfeit one-

sixth of a dollar, to be deducted out of his next pay ; for the second

offence, he shall not only forfeit a like sum, but be confined twenty-

four hours, and for every like offence shall suffer and pay in like

manner.
Art. 3.—Any non-commissioned officer or soldier who shall use any
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profane oath or execration shall incur the penalties ' expressed in the

foregoing article ; and a commissioned officer shall forfeit and pay, for

each and every such offence, one dollar. In both cases the money to

go to the sick soldiers of the company or troop to which the offender

may belong.

Art. 4.—Every chaplain commissioned in the army or armies of the

United States who shall absent himself from the duties assigned

(except in cases of sickness or leave of absence) shall, on conviction

thereof before a courtr-martial, be fined not exceeding one month's pay,

besides the loss of his pay during his absence, or be discharged, as the

said court shall adjudge proper.

The Act " for the better government of the navy of the

United States" is of similar tone :

—

Art. 1.—The comimanders of all ships and vessels of war belonging

to the navy are strictly enjoined and required to show in themselves a
good example of virtue, honor, patriotism, and subordination ; and to

be vigilant in inspecting the conduct of all such as are placed under
^

their command, and to guard against and suppress all dissolute and
immoral practices, and to correct all such as are guilty of them accord-

ing to the usages of the sea-service.

Art. 2.—The commanders of all ships and vessels in the navy, having

chaplains on board, shall take care that divine service be performed

in a solemn and reverent manner twice a day, and a sermon preached

on Sunday, unless bad weather or other extraordinary accidents pre-

vent it ; and that they come all, or as many of the ship's company as

can be spared from duty, to attend every performance of the worship

of Almighty God.

Art. 3.—Any officer or other persons in the navy who shall be
guilty of oppression, cruelty, fraud, profane swearing, or any other

scandalous conduct tending to the destruction of good morals, shall, if

an officer, be cashiered, or suffer such other punishment as a court*

martial shall adjudge ; if a private, shall be put in irons or flogged, at

the discretion of the captain, not exceeding twelve lashes ; but if the

offence re(piire severer punishment, he shall be tried by a court-martial

and suffer buch punishment as said court-martial shall inflict.

The proper discipline for those who are to be intrusted with

the safety and honor of the country, the greatest of all trusts,

is thus adjudged to be a discipline not only of good morals, but

of regular, pious observance and instruction, of daily worship,

of reverence for God's name and institutions, of Sabbath-keep-

ing, hearing the gospel preached, learning and practising the

whole lesson of the cross.

Washington, in his first campaign as a military officer during

the war of Great Britain against France, in our colonial history.
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developed his character as a Christian commander. The follow-

ing is one of his earliest orders :

—

Colonel "Washington has observed that the men of his regiment are

yery profane and reprobate. He takes this opportunity to inform them
of his great displeasure at such practices, and assures them that, if they

do not leave them off, they shall be severely punished.

A most aflfecting instance of Washington's early .Christian feel-

ings, as a military man, was displayed at the death and burial of

Braddock, in 1756. After that unfortunate battle, Washington

bore the body of the fallen hero, after night, to his final place

of burial. In a slow and solemn march the spot was reached,

and, around the open grave, the young chieftain, by the light

of blazing torches, read the beautiful burial-service of the Epis-

copal Church, and, having committed " ashes to ashes," returned

to his camp. How prophetic this of his future career as a

Christian commander of the American army I

When Washington proceeded to Cambridge aft^r his appoint-

ment as commander-in-chief, the Provincial Congress of Massa-

chusetts appointed a committee to meet the general and escort

him to Boston. That committee was Rev. Dr. Benjamin Church

and Moses Gill, who, at Waterton, presented to Washington a

formal congratulatory address, in which they said,

—

The Congress of the Massachusetts colony, impressed with every sen-

timent of gratitude and respect, beg leave to congratulate you on your

Bafe arrival, and to wish you all imaginable happiness and success in

the execution of the important duties of your elevated station.

While we applaud the attention to the public good manifested in

your appointment, we equally admire that disinterested virtue and dis-

tmguished patriotism which alone could call you from those enjoyment«

of domestic life which a sublime and manly taste joined with a most

affluent fortune can afford, to hazard your life and to endure the

fatigues of war in the defence of the rights of mankind and the good of

your country.

We most fervently implore Almighty God that the blessings of Divine

Providence may rest on you ; that your head may be covered in the day

of battle ; that every necessary assistance may be afforded, and that you

may be long continued in life and health, a blessing to mankind.

A graphic descriptionof the American camp is given by Rev.

William Emerson, a chaplain in the army, written a few days

after the arrival of the commander-in-chief. He says,

—

'* There is great overturning in the camp, as to order and
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regularity. New lords, new laws. The generals, Washington
and Lee, are up and down the lines every day. New orders

from his Excellency are read to the respective regiments every

morning after prayers. The strictest government is taking

place. Every one is made to know his place and keep in it."

The following extract from the journal of a chaplain in the

American army presents an interesting and instructive view of

Washington's appearance and religious character at the open-

ing of the Eevolutionary War, when, in obedience to Congress,

he took command of the armies :

—

^^July ithj 1775.—I have seen the new general appointed by
Congress to command the armies of the colonies. On seeing

him I am not surprised at the choice. I expected to see an

ardent, heroic-looking man; but such a mingled sweetness,

dignity, firmness, and self-possession I never before saw in any
man. The expression ' born to command' is peculiarly appli-

cable to him. Day before yesterday, when under the great elm

in Cambridge he drew his sword and formally took command
of the army of seventeen thousand men, his look and bearing

impressed every one, and I could not but feel that he was re-

served for some great destiny.

" I have heard much of his religious character, and hence

looked with a great deal of anxiety for his first order to see if

there was any thing more than a mere formal recognition of the

Supreme Being. To-day he issued it; and it was with a heart

overflowing with gratitude to God that I read the following

passage in it:

—

" * The general most earnestly requires and expects the due

observance of those articles of war established for the govern-

ment of the army which forbid cursing, swearing, and drunken-

ness, and in like manner he requires and expects of all oflicers

and soldiers, not engaged on actual duties, a punctual attend-

ance on divine service to implore the blessing of Heaven upon

the means used for safety and defence.'

" Truly God is with us, and, though the way be dark and

dreary, I will believe he will carry us through safely at last."

In a general order, July, 1776, Washington says,

—

The fate of unborn millions will now depend, under God, on the cou-

Y*n *;«* and conduct of the army. Our cruel and unrelenting enemy leaves

us only the choice of brave resistance or the most abject submission.

Let U8, then, rely on the goodness of our cause and the aid of the Su-
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preme Being in whose hands victory is, to animate and encourage us to

noble action.

An army order, July 9, 1776, from Waahington, says,

—

The Honorable Continental Congress having been pleased to allow

a chaplain to each regiment, the colonels or commanding oflScers of

each regiment are directed to procure chaplains, persons of good cha-

racter and exemplary lives, and to see that all inferior officers and
soldiers pay them suitable respect. The blessing and protection of

Heaven are at all times necessary, but especially so in time of public

distress and danger. The general hopes and trusts that every officer

and man will endeavor to live and act as a Christian Soldier defending

the dearest rights and liberties of his country.

The following order is eminently Christian :

—

Hbad-QujlRtbbs, New Tork, May 15, 1776.

The Continental Congress having ordered Friday, the 17th instant,

to be observed as a day of "Fasting, Humiliation, and Prayer, humbly
to supplicate the mercy of Almighty God, that it would please him to

pardon all our manifold sins and transgressions, and to prosper the arms
of the United Colonies, and finally establish the peace and freedom of

America upon a solid and lasting foundation," the general commands
all officers and soldiers to pay strict attention to the orders of the Conti-

nental Congress, and, by the unfeigned and pious observance of their

religious duties, incline the Lord and Giver of victory to prosper our

arms.

The following is a letter to the ministers, elders, and deacons

of the Dutch Reformed Church at Raritan :

—

Camp Middlbbrook, 2 June, 1779.

In quartering an army, and in supplying its wants, distress and incon-

venience will often occur to the citisens. These have been strictly

limited by necessity, and regard to the rights of my fellow-citizens. I

thank you for the sense you entertain of the conduct of the army. I

trust the goodness of the cause and the exertions of the people, under
Divine protection, will give us that honorable peace for which we are

contending. Suffer me to wish the Reformed Dutch Church at Karitan

all the blessings which flow from piety and religion.

Congress appointed the 18th of December, 1777, as a day of

public thanksgiving and praise. Washington, with his army,

were on the march from Whitemarsh to Valley Forge, where

they were to go into winter quarters. They paused that day to

wait upon God in prayer and praise, as the following order

of December 17, 1777, ahowa :—
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To-morrow being the day set apart by the Honorable Congress for

public thanksgiving and praise, and duty calling us all devoutly to ex-

press our grateful acknowledgments to God for his manifold blessings

he has granted to us, the general directs that the army remain in its

present quarters, and that the chaplains perform divine service with

their several regiments and brigades, and earnestly exhorts all officers

and soldiers, whose absence is not indispensably necessary, to attend

with reverence the solemnities of the day.

How sublime and suggestive this Christian scene I A patriot

army, led by a Christian commander, stopping amid the snows

and cold of winter, to worship God before going into winter

quarters 1 These services were wisely preparatory to the hard-

ships of that long and dreary winter at Valley Forge.

Profaneness is a common vice of an army. Congress and

Washington labored hard to correct this shameful habit. Con-

gress passed the following resolutions on the subject.

Thursday, February 25, 1777.

It being represented to Congress that profaneness in general, and par*

ticularly cursing asid swearing, shamefully prevail in the army of the

United States:

,
Resolved, That General Washington be informed of this ; and that he

be requested to take the most proper measures, in concert with his

general officers, for reforming this abuse.

Washington issued the following order in 1776 :

—

That the troops may have an opportunity of attending public worship, as well as

to take some rest after the great fatigue they have gone through, the general, in

future, excuses them from fatigue duty on /Sundays, except at the shipyards

or on special occasions, until further orders. The general is sorry to be
informed that the foolish and wicked practice of profane cursing and
swearing, a vice hitherto little known in an American army, is growing

into fashion. He hopes the officers will, by example as well as influence,

endeavor to check it, and that both they and the men will reflect that

we can have little hope of the blessing of Heaven on our arms if we
insult it by our impiety and folly. Added to this, it is a vice so mean
and low, without any temptation, that every man of sense and cha-

racter detests and despises it.

In May, 1777, Washington sent to the brigadier-generals of

the army the following instructions :

—

Let vice and immorality of every kind be discouraged aa much as

possible in your brigade ; and, aa a chaplain is allowed to each regiment,

see that the men regularly attend during worship. Gkuning of every

kind is expressly forbidden, as being the foundation of evil, and the

cause of many a brave and gallant officer's and soldier's ruin.
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The following order presents the character of a Christian

superior to that of a patriot or soldier:

—

Head-Quarters, Valley Forge, May 2, 1778.

The commander-in-chief directs that divine service be performed

every Sunday at ten o'clock in each brigade with a chaplain. Those

brigades which have none wiU attend the places of worship nearest

them. It is expected that officers of all ranks will, by their attendance,

Bet an example to their men. While we are duly performing the duty

of good soldiers, we certainly ought not to be inattentive to the higher

duties of religion. To the distinguished character of a patriot it should

be our highest glory to add the more distinguished character of a
Christian.

The signal instances of providential goodness which we have experi-

enced, and which have almost crowned our arms with complete success,

demand from us, in a peculiar manner, the warmest returns of grati-

tude and piety to the Supreme Author of all good.

Congress, on the 17th of March, appointed the 22d of April,

1778, as a day of religious solemnities. Washington, in pur-

suance thereof, issued to his army the following order :

—

HeAD-Qcarters, Valley Forge, April 12, 1778.

The Honorable the Congress having thought proper to recommend
to the United States of America to set apart Wednesday, the 22d instant,

to be observed as a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer, that at one
time, and with one voice, the righteous dispensations of Providence

may be acknowledged, and his goodness and mercy towards our arma
be supplicated and implored,

The general dir(H3ts that the day shall be most religiously observed in

the army ; that no work shall be done thereon ; and that the several

chaplains do prepare discourses suitable to the occasion.

In 1778, the independence of the United States was acknow-

ledged by France, and a treaty of friendship formed at Paris.

Washington and his army were at Valley Forge when the news

reached him. On the 7th of May, shortly after the news
reached him, he issued the following order :

—

It having pleased the Almighty Ruler of the universe to defend .the

cause of the United American States, and finally to raise up a powerful

friend among the princes of the earth, to establish our liberty and inde-

pendence uj)on a lasting foundation, it becomes us to set apart a day
for gratefully acknowledging the Divine goodness and celebrating the

important event which we owe to his Divine interposition. The several

brigades are to be assembled for this purpose at nine o'clock to-morrow
morning, when their chaplains will communicate the intelligence, and
offer up thanksgiving, and deliver a discourse suitable to the occasion.
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The surrender of Cornwallis, at Torktown, on the 2l8t of

October, 1781, closed the war of liberty and revolution.

General Washington immediately ordered religious ceremonies

commemorative of the joyful event :

—

Divine service is to be performed to-morrow in the several brigades

and divisions. The commander-in-chief earnestly recomm^ds that the

troops not on duty should universally attend, with that seriousness of

deportment and gratitude of. heart which the recognition of such reite-

rated and astonishing interpositions of Providence demands of us.

The following general order was issued by General Washing-

ton on the restoration of peace :

—

HiAD-QuARTBRS, CHATHAlfy April 18> 1783.

The commander-in-chief orders the cessation of hostilities between
the United States of America and the King of Great Britain to be pub-

licly proclaimed to-morrow at twelve o'clock at the new buildings ; and
that the proclamation which will be communicated herewith be read

to-morrow evening at the head of every regiment and corps of the army

;

after which, the chaplains, with the brigades, will render thanks to

Almighty God for all his mercies, particularly for his overruling the

wrath of man to his own glory, and causing the rage of war to cease

among the nations.
Signed, April 18, 1783.

At twelve o'clock, the large log temple which had been

erected on the camp-ground for the meeting of the officers was

thronged, and the joyful intelligence communicated amid deafen-

ing plaudits. At evening, the chaplains, in accordance with

the orders of the commander-in-chief, oflFered up thanksgiving

and prayer at the head of the several brigades.

As a military commander, Washington constantly and de-

voutly acknowledged the special interposition of a Divine Pro-

vidence throughout the entire war, and habitually ascribed the

victories and the final results to God's intervention and good-

ness. This fundamental doctrine of the Christian religion is

the key of all historic events, giving confidence in auspicious,

final results, and had a firm and deep hold on the faith and life

of Washington. In the midst of disasters, defeats, and the dark-

ness which sometimes clouded the prospects of the struggling

colonies, his soul, in serene and sublime trust, rested on this

great doctrine with hope and assurance, and it animated his

courage and efibrts in the great cause to which he was devoted.

His thankful and reverential acknowledgments of the provi-.

19
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dence and presence of God are full of inetmction, and present

the brightest evidences of his Christian faith and piety. The

following allusions to this great doctrine, in connection with

himself and the events of the war, are here recorded.

When but twenty-three years of age, in a letter to Governor

Dinwiddie, June 10, 1754, he acknowledges a striking inter-

position of a special Providence in reference to a supply of

provisions for his troops. " If Providence," says he, " had not

sent a trader from the Ohio to our relief, we should have been

four days without provisions."

After the defeat of Braddock he wrote, " By the all-powerful

dispensations of Providence, I have been protected beyond all

human probability or expectation." His perfect preservation,

during the eight years of the Revolutionary War, though often

exposed and in danger, confirms his own declarations in refer-

ence to his providential protection.

Writing to Governor Trumbull, from Cambridge, 18th of

July, 1775, he says,

—

"As the cause of our common country calls us both to an

active and dangerous duty, I trust that Divine Providence will

enable us to discharge it with fidelity and success."

He wrote to Greneral Gage, of the British army, in the same

year, and said,

—

" May that God to whom you appeal judge between America

and you. Under his providence, those who influence the

councils of America, and all the other united colonies, at the

hazard of their lives, are determined to hand down to posterity

those just and invaluable privileges which they received from

their ancestors."

In a circular to his officers, September 8, 1776, in reference

to an attack on the British at Boston, he said,

—

** The success of such an enterpri.^e depends, I well know,

upon the all-wise Disposer of events."

After the evacuation of Boston by the British troops, March

17, 1776, Washington, in answer to an addrass of the General

Assembly of Massachusetts, wrote as follows :

—

"It must be ascribed to the interposition of that Providence

which has manifestly appeared in our behalf through the whole

of this important struggle."

In May, 1776, referring to expected battles in New York,

and the feeble preparations for them, he said,

—
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•• However, it is to be hoped that if our cause is just, as I do

most religiously believo it to be, the same Providence which

has in many instances apjx^ared for us will still go on to aflford

us aid*"

On the 2d of July of the same year, in an order to his army,

on the eve of an expected attack, he said, " The &te of unborn

millions will now depend, under Grody on the courage and con-

duct of this army. Let us rely upon the goodness of our cause

and the aid of that Supreme Being in whose hands victory

tSy to animate and encourago us to great and noble actions."

To the officers and soldiers of the Pennsylvania Association

he writes, the 8th of August, 1776, " We must now determine

to be enslaved or free. If we make freedom our choice, wo
must obtain it by the blessing of Heaven on our united and

vigorous exertions. I beg leave to remind you that liberty,

honor, and safety are all at stake ; and I trust Providence will

amile upon our efforts, and establish us once more the inhabit-

ants of a free and happy country."

In writing to General Armstrong, from Morristown, New
Jersey, 4th July, 1777, he says,

—

" The evacuation of Jersey by the British troops, at this time,

is a peculiar mark of the favor of Providence, as the inhabit-

ants have an opportunity of securing their harvests of hay and

grain."

When Washington received from Governor Clinton a despatch

announcing the surrender of Burgoyne's army at Saratoga, in

1777, his first words were, "I most devoutly congratulate my
country and every well-wisher to the cause on this signal stroke

of Providence. Should Providence be pleased to crown our

arms in the course of the campaign with one more fortunato

stroke, I think we shall have no great cause for anxiety respect-

ing the future designs of Great Britain. I trust all will be

well in his good time."

Alluding to the prisoners taken by the Northern armies,

^'including tories in arms against us," Washington wrote,

—

" This signal instance of Providence, and of our good fortune

under it, exhibits a striking proof of the advantages which

result from unanimity and a spirited conduct in the militia."

In reference to the disaflfection of a portion of the people of

New York to the cause, and the embarrassments thereby caused

to hia campaign in that State, Washington said, '' I do not
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mean to complain. I flatter myself that a superintending Pro-

vidence is ordering every thing for the best, and that, in due
' time, all will end well."

From Valley Forge, May 30, 1778, he wrote as follows :

—

•"Providence has a just claim to my humble and grateful

thanks for its protection and direction of me through the many
diflScult and intricate scenes which this contest has prodnced,

and for its constant interposition in our behalf when the clouds

were heaviest and seemed ready to burst upon us."

Referring to the distresses of the army at Valley Forge, and

its sufferings during the previous eventful winter, he said,

"Since our prospects have miraculously brightened, shall I

attempt the description of the condition of the army, or even

bear it in remembrance, further than as a memento of what is

due to the great Author of all, the care and good that have been

extended in relieving us in difficulties and distresses?"

The battle of Monmouth, 28th of June, 1778, which threat-

ened to prove disastrous from the mismanagement of General

Lee, affords the occasion to Washington to say, " Had not that

bountiful Providence which has never failed us in the hour of

distress enabled me to form a regiment or two (of those who
were retreating) in the face of the enemy, and under their fire,

by which means a stand was made long enough to form the

troops that were advancing upon an advantageous piece of

ground in the rear, where our affairs took a favorable turn."

From Newport, Rhode Island, in March, 1781, Washington

wrote to William Gordon, and said, "We have, as you very

justly -observe, abundant reasons to thank Providence for its

many favorable interpositions in our behalf. It has at times

been my only dependence, for all other resources seemed to

have failed us."

To General Armstrong, in 1781, Washington expressed his

faith in Providence as follows :

—

"Our affairs are brought to a perilous crisis, that the hand

of Providence, I trust, may be more conspicuous in our deliver-

ance. The many remarkable interpositions of the Divine

government, in the hours of our deepest distress and darkness.

Lave been too luminous to suffer us to doubt the issue of the

present contest."

To the President of Congress, in November, 1781, referring

to " the success of the combined armies against our enemies at
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Yorktown and Gloucester," and the " proclamation for a day of

public prayer and thanksgiving," Washington wrote,

—

"I take a particular pleasure in acknowledging that the

interposing hand of Heaven, in the various instances of our

extensive preparations for this operation, have been most con-

spicuous and remarkable."

"The great Director of events," he addressed in 1781 the

citizens of Alexandria, " has carried us through a variety of

scenes, during this long and bloody contest in which we have

been for seven campaigns most nobly struggling."

In a circular to the States, dated Philadelphia, January 31,

1782, Wiishington said,

—

'* Although we cannot, by the best-concerted plans, absolutely

command success ; although the race is not always to the swift,

nor the battle to the strong; yet, without presumptuously wait-

ing for miracles to be wrought in our favor, it is our indispensa-

ble duty, with the deepest gratitude to Heaven for the past, and

humble confidence in its smiles on our future operations, to

make use of all the means in our power for our defence and

security,"

At the close of the war he said, " I must be permitted to con-

sider the wisdom and unanimity of our national councils, the

firmness of oar citizens, and the patience and bravery of our

troops, which have produced so happy a termination of the war,

as the most conspicuous efiects of the Divine interposition and

the surest presage of our future happiness. To the great Ruler

of events—not to any exertions of mine—is to be ascribed the

favorable termination of our late contest for liberty. I never

considered the fortunate issue of any event in another light

than the ordering of a kind Providence."

In his farewell address to the armies of the United States, he

says,

—

"The singular interpositions of Providence, in our feeble

condition, were such as could scarcely escape the attention of

the most unobserving ; while the unparalleled perseverance of

the armies of the United States, through almost every possible

suflfering and discouragement, for the space of eight long years,

was little short of a standing miracle. And being now about

to bid a final adieu to the armies he has so long had the honor

to command, he can only again offer, in their behalf, his recom-

mendations to their grateful country, and his prayers to the
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God of armies. May ample justice be done them here, and
may the choicest of Heaven's favors, both hero and hereafter,,

attend those who, under the Divine auspices, have secured

innumerable blessings for others. With these wishes, and
this benediction, the commander-in-chief is about to retire from

the service/'

To General Nelson, o( Virginia, in August, 177&, Wasbington

wrote,

—

" It is not a little plea&ing, nor less wonderful,, to contemplate,,

that after two years' manoeuvring and undergoing the strangest

vicissitudes that ever attended any one contest since the crea-

tion, both armies are brought back to the -very point they set

out from, and that the offending party at the beginning is now
reduced to the use of the spade and pickaxe for defence. The

haiid of Providence has been so conspbcuoua in all thisy, tliat

he must be wor^e than an infidel t/iat laeks faithy and more
than wicked that has not gratitude eno^tgh to acknowledge

his obligations. I shall add no more on the doctrine of Pro-

vidence."

In December, 1778, Washington was in Philadelphia, at the

request of Congress, for a personal conference respecting the

next campaign. From that city he wrote to Benjamin Harrison,,

of Virginia, and, after giving a gloomy picture of the times

and the financial condition of the country, and the ''idleness,,

dissipation, extravagance, speculation, peculation, and insatiable

thirst for riches, and the party disputes and pereonal quarrels,,

which seem to have got the better of every other consideration,"'

Washington closed as follows :

—

" I feel more real distress on account of the present appear-

ance of things than I have done at any one time since the com-

raencement of the dispute. Providence has heretofw^ taken us

up when all other means and hopes seemed to be departing from

us. In this will I confide.**

To Joseph Reed, President of Congress,, referring to the con-

dition of the currency and the smallness of the army, Wash-
ington, in July, 1779, wrote, "And yet, Providence having so

often taken us up when bereft of every other hope, I trust we
shall not fail even in this."

Washington, in his instructions to Colonel Arnold, in Septem-

ber, 1775, when that officer was about to march against Quebec,

ahows the spirit of a Christian commander, and the scrupulous
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regard he bad to the rights of conscience. His instructions

were as follows :—
" As the contempt of the religion of a country by ridiculing

any of its ceremonies, or affronting its ministers or votaries, haa

ever been dreply resented, you are to be particularly careful to

restrain every officer and soldier from such imprudence and

folly, and to punish every instance of it. On the other hand,

you are to protect and support the free exercise of the religion

of the country, and the unobstructed enjoyment of rights in

religious matters, with your utmost influence and authority."

In a private communication to the same officer and of the

same date, Washington says,

—

" I also give it in charge to you to avoid all disrespect of the

religion of the country and its ceremonies. Prudence, policy,

and a true Christian spirit will lead us to look with compassion

on their errors, without insulting them. While we are contend-

ing for our own liberty, we should be very cautious not to violate

the rights of conscience in others, ever considering that God
alone is the judge of the hearts of men, and to him only in this

case they are answerable."

General Washington, having triumphantly led the armies of

the Revolution to victory, and closed thewar with glory and honor

to his country and himself, repaired, on the 23d of December, 1783,

to Annapolis, Maryland, where Congress was in session, and
surrendered his military command in the following address :

—

The great event on which my resignation depended having at

length taken place, I now have the opportunity of offering my sincere

congratulations to Congress, and of presenting myself before them to

surrender into their hands tlie trust committed to me, and to claim the
indulgence of retiring from the service of my country. Happy inlhe
confirmation of our independence and sovereignty, and pleased with

the opportunity afforded the United States of becoming a respectable

nation, I resign with satisfaction the appointment I accepted with dif-

fidence,—a diffidence in my abilities to accomplish so arduous a task,

which, however, was superseded by a confidence in the rectitude of our

cause, the support of the supreme power of the Union, and the patron-

age of Heaven.
The successful termination of the war has verified the most sanguine

expectations. My gratitude for the interpositions of Providence and
the assistance I have received from my countrymen increases with

every review of the momentous crisis. While I repeat my obligations

to the army, I should do ii^justice to my own feelings not to acknow-
ledge in this place the peculiar services and the distinguished merita
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of the gentlemen ,who have hcen attached to my person during the

war. It was impossible that the choice of confidential officers to com*
pose my family should have been more fortunate. Permit me, sir, to

recommend in particular those who have continued in the service to

the present moment as worthy of the favorable notice and patronage

of Congress.

I consider it an indispensable duty to close this last act of my offi-

cial life by commending the interests of our dearest country to the

protection and care of Almighty God. Having now finished the work
assigned me, I retire from the great theatre of action, and, bidding an

affectionate farewell to this august body, under whose orders I have so

long acted, I here offer my commission and take my leave of aU the

employments of public life.

President Mifflin replied as follows :

—

Sib :—The United States, in Congress assembled, receive with emo-
tions too affecting for utterance the solemn resignation of the authori-

ties under which you have led their troops with success through a peril-

ous and a doubtful war. Called upon by your country to defend its

invaded rights, you accepted the sacred charge before it had formed
alliances, and while it was without friends or a government to support

you. You have conducted the great military contest with wisdom and
fortitude, invariably regarding the rights of the civil power through

all disasters and changes. You have, by the love and confidence of

your fellow-citizens, enabled them to display their military genius and
transmit their fame to posterity. You have persevered until the United

States, aided by a magnanimous king and nation, have been enabled,

Tinder a just Providence, to close the war in freedom, safety, and inde-

pendence,—in which happy event we sincerely join you in congratula-

tions. Having defended the standard of liberty in this new world,

—

having taught a lesson useful to those afflicted and to those who felt

oppression,—you retire from the great theatre of action with the blessings

of your fellow-citizens. But the glory of your virtue will not terminate

with your military command : it will continue to animate remotest ages.

"We feel with you our obligations to the army in general, and will par-

tici4arly charge ourselves with the interests of those confidential officers

who have attended your person to this affecting moment.
We join you in commanding the interests of our dearest country to

the protection of Almighty God, beseeching him to dispose the hearts

and minds of its citizens to improve the opportunity afforded them of

becoming a happy and a respectable nation ; and for you, we address to

him our earnest prayers that a life so beloved may be fostered with all

his care, that your days may be as happy as they have been illu*5trious,

and that he will give you that reward which the world cannot give.

One of the most hopeful and inspiring scenes of the Revolu-

tion was to see this great hero, with the interests of a nation

oto his soul, retire for prayer unto the God in whom he trusted.
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The winter at Valley Forge witnessed the 'retirement of

Washington daily to some secluded glen in the surrounding

forest for prayer. Though gloom covered his desponding country

and array, yet " a cloud of doubt seldom darkened the serene

atmosphere of his hopes. He know that the cause was just

and holy, and his faith and confidence in God, as a defender

and helper of right, steady in their ministrations of divine vigor

to his soul." /

While the American army was at Valley Forge, Isaac Potts

strolled up a creek that ran through his farm, and, walking

quietly through the woods, he heard the tones of a solemn voice,

and, looking round, saw Washington's horse tied to a sapling.

In a thicket near by was Washington, on his knees, in earnest

prayer. Like Moses, Mr. Potts felt he was on holy ground, and

retired unobserved. He returned home, and, on entering the

room of his wife, burst into tears, and informed her what he had
seen and heard, and exclaimed, " If there is any one on earth

whom the Lord will hearken to, it is George Washington ; and
I feel a presentiment that under such a commander there can

be no doubt of our eventually establishing our independence,

and that God in his providence has willed it so."

''Oh, who shall know the might
Of the words he utter'd there?

The fate of nations there was turn'd

By the fervor of his prayer.

" But wouldst thou know his name
Who wander'd there alone ?

Go read enroird in Heaven!s archives

The prayer of Washington."

Chester.

The following note from an octogenarian who had seen Wash-
ington when a boy is an incident illustrating Washington's

habit of prayer :

—

•*Nrw Haven, February 18, 1860.

" To the Editors of the Evening Post,

"Mr. Printer:—In 1796, I heard the farmer referred to

narrate the following incident. Said 'he, 'When the British

troops held possession of New York, and the American army
lay in the neighborhood of West Point, one morning at sunrise

I went forth to bring hom.e the cows. On passing a clump of
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brushwood, I heard a moaning sound, like a person in distress.

On nearing the spot, I heard the words of a man at prayer. I

stood behind a tree. The man came forth: it was George

Washington, the captain of the Lord's host in North America.'
" This farmer belonged to the Society of Friends, who, being

opposed to war on any pretext, were lukewarm, and, in some

cases, opposed to the cause of the country. However, having

seen the general enter the camp, he returned to his own house.

' Martha,' said he to his wife, * we must not oppose this war

any longer. This morning I heard the man George Washing-

ton send up a prayer to Heaven for his country, and I know it

will be hciird.'

" This farmer dwelt between the lines, and sent Washington

many items concerning the movements of the enemy, which did

good service to the good cause.

"From this incident we may infer that Washington rose

with the sun to pray for his country, he fought for her at

meridian, and watched for her in the silent hours of night.

" Every editor of a newspaper, magazine, or journal between

Montauk Point and Oregon, if he has three drops of American

blood in his veins, should publish this anecdote on the 22d of

February (Washington's birthday) while woods grow and waters

run. This day I enter on my eighty-eighth year.

" Grant Thorburn, Sr."

In the summer of 1779, Washington, exploring alone one day

the position of the British forces on the banks of the Hudson,

ventured too far from his own camp, and was compelled by a

sudden storm and the fatigue of his horse to sock shelter for

the night in the cottage of a pious American farmer, who, greatly

struck with the manners and language of his guest, after he re-

tired to rest, listened at the door of Washington s chamber, and

overheard the following prayer from the father of his country :

—

Almighty Father, if it is thy holy will that we should obtain a place

and a name among the nations of the earth, grant that we may bo
«'nal)led to show our gratitude for thy goodness by our endeavors to fear

5ind obey thee. Blens us with wisdom in our councils and success in

battle, and let all our victories be tempered with humility. Endow also

our enemies with enlightened minds, that they may become sensible of

their injustice and willing to restore our liberties and peace. Grant tho

petition of thy servant for the sake of Him whom thou hast called thy

beloved Soa. Nevertheless, not my will, but thine, be done. Amen."
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An officer who served under General Washington through

the eight years of the Eevolution says that on every practica-

ble occasion he sought God's blessing upon the contest ; and,

when no chaplain was present, he often called his staflf-officers

around him and reverently lifted his heart and voice in prayer.

He described the scenes as of unusual solemnity, and he carried

the vivid impressions of them to the grave. Just before the

battle of Monmouth, Washington was seen by one of his officers

alone beneath a tree, supplicating the throne of grace. He
knew that God was his " refuge and strength.*'

The God of the Bible and his providential presence and power

during the whole Kevolutionary War are gratefully recognized

by Washington on various occasions.

No one could express more fully his sense of the Providence

of God and the dependence of man. His faith in Providence

was the anchor of his soul at all times.

"Ours is a kind of struggle," said he, "designed by Provi-

dence, I dare say, to try the patience, fortitude, and virtue of

men. None, therefore, who is engaged in it will suffer himself,

I trust, to sink under difficulties or be discouraged by hard-

•hips." *

" Providence having so often taken us up when bereft of every

other hope, I trust we shall not fail even in this."

" To that good Providence which has so remarkably aided us

in all our difficulties, the rest is committed."
" We have abundant reasons to thank Providence for its many

favorable interpositions in our behalf. It has at times been my
only dependence, for all other resources seemed to have failed

us. . . . Our affairs are brought to a perilous crisis that the

hand of Providence, I trust, may be more conspicuous in our de-

liverance. The remarkable interpositions of the Divine govern-

ment in the hours of our deepest distress and darkness have been

too luminous to suffer me to doubt the happy issue of the present

contest."

The same sentiments were expressed on many occasions after

the war. In a letter to General Armstrong, March 11, 1792,

he wrote,

—

" I am sure there never was a people who had more reason to

acknowledge a Divine interposition in their affairs, than those

of the United States; and I should be pained to believe

that they had forgotten that agency which was so often mani-
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fested during our Revolution, or that they failed to consider the

omnipotence of that God who is alone able to protect them."

The following extracts are from his circular letter to the

Governors of the several States on the disbanding of the army,

June 8, 1783. They are full of the sentiment and spirit of

Christianity which he had developed during the war.

" I now make my earnest prayer that God would have you

and the States over which you preside in his holy protection

;

that he would incline the hearts of the citizens to cultivate the

spirit of subordination and obedience to government, to enter-

tain a brotherly affection and love for one another, for their

fellow-citizens of the United States at large, and particularly

for their brethren who have served in the field ; and, finally,

that he would be most graciously pleased to dispose us all to do

justice, to love mercy, and to demean ourselves with that charity,

humility, and pacific temper of mind which were the character-

isties of the divine Author of our blessed religion, and without

an humble imitation of whose example in these things we can

never hope to be a happy nation.

" We have all been encouraged to feel the guardianship and

guidance of that Almighty Being whose power regukites the

destiny of nations, whose blessings have been so conspicuously

displayed to this rising republic, and to whom we are bound to

address our devout gratitude for the past, as well as our fervent

supplications and best hopes for the future."

A very suggestive instance of the prevailing Christian spirit

and habits of the American people and the American army was

the universal and explicit recognition of God's providence in

every event and battle of the Revolution. The following pass-

age will illustrate this point.

*'A variety of success and defeat," said Dr. Stiles, in 1783,

"hath attended our warfare both by sea and land. In our

lowcvst and most dangerous estate, in 1776 and 1777, we sustained

ourselves against the British army of sixty thousand troops,

commanded by Howe, Burgoyne, and Clinton, and other of the

ablest generals Britain could procure throughout Europe, with

a naval force of twenty-two thousand seamen in above eighty

British meurof-war. These generals we sent home, one after

another, conquered, defeated, and convinced of the impossibility

of conquering America. While oppressed by the heavy weight

of this combined force, Heaven inspired us with resolution to
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cut the Gordian knot when the die was cast irrevocably in the

glorious Act of Independence. This was sealed and confirmed

by God Almighty in the victory of General Washington at

Trenton, and in the surprising movement and battle of Princeton,

by which astonishing efforts of generalship, General Howe, and

the whole British army, in elated confidence and in open-mouthed

march for Philadelphia, were instantly stopped, remanded back,

and cooped up for a shivering winter in the little borough of

Brunswick. Thus God ' turned the battle to the gate,' and this

gave a finishing to the foundation of the American republic.

'* This, with the Burgoyna<3le at Saratoga by General Gates,

and the glorious victory over the Earl of Cornwallis in Virginia,

together with the memorable victory at Eutaw Springs and the

triumphant recovery of the Southern States by General Greene,

are among the most heroic acts and brilliant achievements

which have decided the fate of America. Arid who does not

see the indubitable interposition and energetic influence of Di-

vine Providence in these great and Ulustrioiis events? Who
but a Washington, inspired by Heaven, could have struck out the

great movement and manoeuvre at Princeton ? To whom but to

the Ruler of the winds shall we ascribe it that the British rein-

forcement in the summer of 1777 was delayed on the ocean three

months by contrary winds, until it was too late for the confla-

grating General Clinton to raise the siege at Saratoga ?

"What but a providential miracle detected the conspiracy of

Arnold, even in the critical moment of that infernal plot, in

which the body of the American army then at West Point, with

his Excellency GeneralWashington himself, were to havebeen ren-

dered into the hands of the enemy ? Doubtless inspired by the

Supreme Illuminator of great minds were the joint councils of

a Washington and a Rochambeau in that grand effort of gene-

ralship with which they deceived and astonished a Clinton and

eluded his vigilance, in their transit by New York and rapid

marches for Virginia. Was it not of God that both the navy and

army should enter the Chesapeake at the same time ? Who
but God could have ordained the critical arrival of the Gallic

fleet, so as to prevent and defeat the British, and assist and

co-operate with the combined armies in the siege and reduction

of Yorktown?
" Should we not ever admire and ascribe to a Supreme energy

the wise and firm generalship displayed by General Greene,
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when, leaving the active and roving Cornwallis to pursue his

helter-skelter, ill-fated march into Virginia, he coolly and steadily

went onwards, and deliberately, judiciously, and heroically re-

covered the Carolinas and the Southern States ?

" How rare have been the defections and apostasies of our

capital characters, though tempted with all the charms of gold,

titles, and nobility 1 Whence is it that so few men of our armie«

have deserted to the enemy ? Whence that our brave sailors

have chosen the horrors of prison-ships and death, rather than to

fight against their country ? Whence that men of every rank

have so generally felt and spoken alike, as if the cords of life

struck unison through the continent? What but a miracle

has preserved the union of the States, the purity of Congress,

and the unshaken patriotism of every General Assembly ? It

is God who has raised up for us a great and powerful ally,—an

ally which sent us a chosen army and a naval force. It is God
who so ordered the balancing interests of nations as to pro-

duce an irresistible motive in the European maritime Powera

to take our part.

"So wonderfully does Providence order the time and coin-,

cidence of the public national motives co-operating in effecting

great public events and revolutions. But time would fail me
to recount the wonder-working providences of God in the events

of this war. Let these serve as specimens, and lead us to hope

that God will not forsake this people, for whom he has done such

marvellous things, whereof we are glad and rejoice this day,

having at length brought us to the dawn of peace.

" Peace, thou welcome guest, all hail ! Thou heavenly

visitant, calm the tumult of nations, and wave thy balmy wing

perpetually over this region of liberty. Let there be a tran-

quil period for the unmolested accomplishment of the magnolia

Dei,—the great events in God*s moral government designed from

eternal ages to be displayed in these ends of the earth.

'* May this great event excite and elevate our first and highest

acknowledgments to the Sovereign Monarch of universal na-

ture, to the Supreme Disposer and Controller of all events

!

Let this our pious, sincere, and devout gratitude ascend in one

general effusion of heartfelt praise and hallelujah, in one united

cloud of incense, even the incense of universal joy and thanks-

giving, to God, from the collective body of the United States,"

"The special interposition of Providence/' said Dr. EAmeey,
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of South Carolina, July, 1777, in an oration on the advantages

of American independence, " in our behalf makes it impious to

disbelieve the final establishment of our Heaven-protected in-

dependence. Can any one seriously review the beginning, pro-

gress, and present state of the war, and not see indisputable

evidence of an overruling influence on the minds of men, pre-

paring the way for the accomplishment of this great event ?

"As all the tops of corn in a waving field are inclined in

one direction by a gust of wind, in like manner the Governor

of the world has given one and the same universal bent of

inclination to the whole body of our people. Is it the work of

man that thirteen States, frequently quarrelling about bound-

arieS| clashing in interests, differing in politics, manners,

customs, forms of government, and religion, scattered over an

extensive continent, under the influence of a variety of local

prejudices, jealousies, and aversions, should all harmoniously

agree as if one mighty mind inspired the whole ?

*' Our enemies seemed confident of the impossibility of ojir

union; our friends doubted it; and all indifierent persons, who
judged of things present by what has heretofore happened,

considered the expectation thereof as romantic. But He who
sitteth at the helm of the universe, and who boweth the hearts

of a whole nation as the heart of one man, for the accomplish-

nient of his own purpose, has efi'ected that which to human
wisdom and foresight seemed impossible."

"When I trace," said Henry Lee, of Virginia, "the heroes

of Seventy-Six through all their countless difficulties and hard-

ships,—when I behold all the dangers and plots which encom-

passed them, their 'hair-breadth escapes,' and final glorious

triumphs,—I am as strongly impressed with the belief that

our cause was guided by Heaven as that Moses and the Israelites

were directed by the finger of God through the wilderness."

The following extract, from an address by Dr. Ladd, of

Charleston, South Carolina, delivered before the Governor of the

State, and a large number of other gentlemen, on the 4th of

July, 1785, being the anniversary of American independence,

will present the views of the patriots of that day in reference

to the special presence of Almighty God through the scenes

and triumphs of the Revolution, and their desire to enthrone

God as the Governor of the nation. The motto of his oration

was,—
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" *Tell ye your children of it, and let your children tell

Their children, and their children another generation.'

" A prophet divinely inspired, and deeply impressed with the

importance of the event which had just taken place, breaks into

this exclamation,—an exclamation happily adapted to the present

occasion, tending to perpetuate the remembrance of an event

written upon the heart of every true American, of every friend

to his country.
'' The eventful history of our great Revolution is pregnant

with many a source of sublime astonishment. Succeeding ages

shall turn to the historic page and catch inspiration from the

era of 1776: they shall bow to the rising glory of America;

and Rome, once mistress of the world, shall fade on their re-

membrance.

''The commencement of our struggles, their progress and

their periods, will furnish a useful lesson to posterity : they

will teach them that men desperate for freedom, united in

virtue, and assisted by the God of armies, can never be sub-

dued. The youthful warrior, the rising politician, will tremble

at the retrospect and turn pale at the amazing story. Ame-
rica,—the infant America,—all defenceless as she is, is invaded

by a most powerful nation, her plains covered by disciplined

armies, her harbors crowded with hostile fleets. Destitute of

arms, destitute of ammunition, with no discipline but their

virtue, and no general but their God,—threatened with the

loss of their liberties (liberties which were coeval with their

existence and dearer than their lives), they arose in resistance

and were nerved in desperation. What was the consequence?

The invaders were repulsed, their armies captured, their strong

works demolished, and their fleets driven back. Behold, the

terrible flag of the glory of Great Britain, dropping all tar-

nished from the mast, bewails its sullied honors.

"This, my countrymen, by assistance superhuman have we at

length accomplished,—I say superhuman assistance, for one of

us has * chased a thousand^ and two put ten thousand to flight

The Lord of Iloofs wan on our side, the God of the arvrics of

Israel;' and at every blow we were ready to exclaim, with glo-

rious exultation, * The sword of the Lord and of Wasfcifigton
/'

** Yet how did even America despair when the protecting hand

of our Great Leader (God) was for one moment withheld!

Witness our veteran army retreating through the Jerseys; an
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almost total withering to our hopes, while America trembled

with expectation,—trembled ! though shielded and protected by

the King of kings and her.beloved Washington.
"And now, having in some measure paid our debt of ac-

knowledgment to the visible authors of our independence, let

us lay our hands on our hearts in humble adoration of that

]MoNARCH who (in place of George the Third) was this day

chosen to reign over us; let us venerate the great generalissimo

of our armies, from whom all triumph flows ; and be it our glory,

not that George the Third, but Jehovah, the first and the last,

is King of America^—he who dwelleth in the clouds, and whose

palace is tlie heaven of heavens ; for, independent as we are

'with respect to the political systems of this world, we are still a
province of the great kingdom, and fellow-subjects with the

inhabitants of heaven."

The following form of an oath, exacted by General Lee of the

people of Ehode Island in December, 1775, illustrates the

C'hristian tone of the military orders and requirements of the

Eevolutionary era :

—

I, , here, in the presence of Almighty God, as I hope for ease,

honor, and comfort in this world and happiness in the world to come,

most earnestly and devoutly and religiously swear that I will neither

directly nor indirectly assist the wicked instruments of ministerial

tyranny and villany, commonly called the king's troops and navy, by
furnishing them provisions and refreshments of any kind, unless au-

thorized by the Continental Congress, or Legislature at present esta-

blished in this particular colony of Rhode Island : I do also swear, by
the Tremendous and Almighty God, that I will not directly or indirectly

convey any intelligence, nor give any advice, to the aforesaid enemies
described, and that I pledge myself, if I should by any accident get

knowledge of such treasons, to inform immediately the Committee of

iSafety ; and, as it is justly allowed that when the rights and sacred

liberties of a nation or community are invaded, neutrality is not less

criminal than open and avowed hostility, I do further swear and
pledge myself, as I hope for eternal salvation, that I will, whenever
(tailed upon by the voice of the Continental Congress, or by that of this

particular colony under their authority, to take arms and subject my-
self to military discipline in defence of the common rights and liberties

of America. So help me God.

20
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CHAPTER XV.

OOTBBNMEKT CHAPLAIKB^^IOVBBNMBNT DECLARED CHET8TIAN—^VTEWS OF BISHOP

1I«ILVAINB— HISTORY 0» THE OPFIOE OF CHAPLAINS—THEIR IMPORTANCE—
EARLY HISTORY OF 0HAPLAIN8— CHAPLAINS OF THE CONTINENTAL CONGRESS
—^WASHINQTON's views—CORRESPONDENCE OF WASHINGTON WITH A CHURCH

IN CONNECTICUT—CHAPLAINS IN THE ARMY AND NAVY—AT WEST POINT

—

APPOINTED BY CONGRESS—PETITIONS TO ABOLISH THE CHAPLAINCY—REPORTS

OF CONGRESS—^RESOLUTION OF CONGRESS—^VIEWS OF SECRETARY CASS ON

THE IMPORTANCE OF CHRISTIAN SERVICES AT WEST POINT—^EXTRACT FROM
THE REPORT OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS IN 1862—REPORT OF CHAPLAINS IN

THE ARMY IN 1862—^VIEWS OF THE DIGNITY AND POSITION OF CHAPLAINS IN

CONGRESS, BY DR. STOCKTON—LESSON OF THESE CHRISTIAN FACTS.

" The appointment of clergymen to official positions," says

Headley, "in the army and navy, under the designation of

chaplains, is a custom of long standing, and at the present

day, among Christian nations, is considered necessary to their

complete organization. It would have been natural, therefore,

for Congress, as a mere matter of custom, and in imitation of

the mother-country, to appoint chaplains in the American army.

They did so ; and chaplains, at the present time, form a part of

our military organization, and rank as officers and draw pay

like them. The propriety of this custom is recognized by all

;

for the sick, the suffering and dying need spiritual advisers as

much as they do hospitals and surgeons."

The chaplains of the army of the Revolution, as well as those

of the civil service, were eminent for their talents, learning,

eloquence, and piety. All were ardent and active patriots, and

many of them became distinguished in the pulpit, in theological

literature, and in the departments of education and science.

Their influence and labors are thus stated by Headley :
—

" It is

difficult in these days, when chaplains in the army are looked

I upon simply as a necessary part of its methodical arrangement,

—^a set of half-officers, half-civilians, who are not allowed to

fight, and often cannot preach,—to get a proper conception of

those times when their (the chaplains of the Revolution)

appeals thrilled the ranks and made the hand clutch its weapon

with a firmer grasp, and when their prayers filled each heart
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with a lofty enthusiasm. Then the people composed the army,

and when the man of God addressed the crowding battalion he

addressed the young men and old men of his flock, who looked

up to him with love and reverence and believed him almost as

they did the Bible. The enthusiasm kindled by the pastor's

address, the courage imparted by his solemn parting blessing

and assurance that Grod smiled on them, would be a revolu-

tionary page that would thrill the heart,

" The history of our chaplaincy is, to religious men at least,

a subject of no inconsiderable interest. Going back thirty

years before the American Revolution, to that memorable event

in our colonial history, ' the siege of Louisburg,' we shall see

that the selection of a chaplain to accompany the army in their

hazardous expedition was a matter of no small importance.

No sooner was Mr. Pepperell appointed commander of the land-

forces than he applied to the renowned George Whitefield, then

on his third visit to America, and at that time preaching in New
England, not only for his sanction of the expedition, but

with a request that he would accept the position of chaplain.

Although Whitefield declined that offer, he favored the under-

taking. In order, therefore, to give it the air of a religious

crusade, Mr. Whitefield selected for their banners the motto,
* Nothing is to be despaired of with Christ for our leader.*

"

A clergyman distinguished for piety and learning—qualities

at that time deemed necessary for so important a station—re-

ceived the appointment.

The history of Braddock's defeat furnishes another striking

illustration of the importance then given to the service of a

chaplain. In that disastrous battle, the chaplain, as well as

that brave general himself, were wounded. Three days after,

when General Braddock died, a young American colonel, then

about twenty-five years of age, would not sufi'er his deceased

commander to be buried like a savage in the wilderness, but

acted the part of a chaplain himself, by reading the solemn and

impressive burial-service of the Church of England at the inter-

ment. This young officer was George Washington.

After this event, when Washington was appointed commandei

of the Virginia forces, whose great work was to protect the

frontier settlements from the incursions of the French and

Indians, in what was called the '' French War," he wrote to

Governor Dinwiddle of Virginia as follows :
—

" The w^ant of a
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oliaplain, I humbly conceive, reflecte dishonor on the regiment.

The gentlemen of the corps are sensible of this, and propose to

support one at their own expense. But I think it would have

a more graceful appearance were he appointed as other oflScers

are." At another date, Washington wrote, "As to a chaplain,

if the Government will grant a subsistence, we can readily get a

person of merit to accept the phxce, without giving the oammia-

sary any trouble on that point."

In the Governor's reply to this letter, be thus writes :
—" In

regard to a chaplain, you should know that his qualifications,

and the bishop's letter of license, should be produced to the

commissaiy and myself."

No chaplain was then appointed. About two years after this

<-orre.^pondence, Wac^hington wrote to the President of the Vir-

i^inia Council as follows :
—" The last Assembly, in their * Supply

Bill,' provided for a chaplain to our regiment. I now flatter

myself that your Honor will be pleased to appoint a sober^

j^orious man, of piety and merit, to this duty."

When Washington assumed command of the army at Cam-
bridge, in 1775, he found chaplains attached to the different

regiments sent from various colonies,—some of them volunteers

without pay, and others regularly appointe^i by the Provincial

(Congress. As the organization of the array was perfected,

measures were adopted for their provision by the General

(/ongress, and their number and the regiments to which they

belonged formed a part of the regular army returns of

Washington.

At first they were not numerous, as the Government had

taken no action on the subject; but its attention was soon called

to it, and on May 25, 1775, a committee of the Provincial Con-

gress of Massachusetts reported :

—

Whereas it has been represontod to this Congress that several minis*

tors of the religious assemblies within this colony have expressed their

willingness to attend the army in the capacity of chaplains, as they may
be directed by Congress : therefore,

BcsolcfvJ, That it be, and is hereby, recommended to the ministers of

the several religious assemblies within tlie colony, that, with the leave

of their congregations, they attend said ai-my in their several towns, to

the number of thirteen at one time, durinj tho. time the army shall be

encamped ; and that they make known their resolution to the Congress

thereon, or to the Committee of Safety, as soon as may be.
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Washington, who in the French and Indian War had more

than once requested the Governor of Virginia to allow him a

chaplain for his regiment, saw with the deepest gratification

this early determination of the New England colonies to supply

their regiments with regular chaplains, and encouraged it in

every way he could. In the month of December, 1775, he

wrote to the Continental Congress as follows :

—

I have had it in my mind to mention it to Congress that frequent

applications have been made to me respecting the chaplains' pay, which
is too small to encourage men of abilities. Some of them who have left

their flocks arc obliged to pay the parson acting for them more than
they receive. I need not point out the great utility of gentlemen whose
lives and conversation are unexceptionable, being employed in that

service in this army. There are two ways of making it worthy the

attention of such. One is an advancement of their pay ; the other,

that one chaplain be appointed to two regiments. This last, I think,

can be done without inconvenience. I beg leave to recommend this

matter to Congress, whose sentiments hereon I shall impatiently

expect.

The policy of having one chaplain for two regiments did not

seem to work well; and on the 1st of July, 1776, Washington

wrote to Congress oa the subject aa follows:

—

I beg leave to mention to Congress the necessity there is of some new
pegulatioa being entered into respecting the chaplains of the army.

They will remember that applications were made to increase their pay,

which was conceived to be too low for their support, and that it was
proposed, if it could not be done for the whole, that the number should

be lessened, and one be appointed to two regiments, with an additional

allowance. This latter expedient was adopted, and, while the army
continued all together at one encampment, answered well, or at least did

not produce many inconveniences ; but the army being now differently

circumstanced from what it then was, part here, part in Boston, and
a third part detached to Canada, has introduced much confusion and
disorder in this ins^tance ; nor do I know that it is possible to remedy
the evil but by affixing one to each regiment, with salaries competent to

their support. No shifting, no changing from one to the other, can
answer the purpose ; and in many cases it could not be done although

the regiments would consent, as when detachments are composed of

unequal numbers or ordered from different posts. Many more incon-

veniences might be pointed out, but these, it is presumed, will suffi-

ciently show the defects of the present establishment and the propriety

of an alteration. What that alteration shall be, Congress will please to

determine.

Congress immediately adopted his views, and WashingtoUi
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having received a despatch to that effect, eight days after issued

the following general order :

—

Nkw York, July 9, 177«.

Tho Honora))lo Continental Congress having been pleased to allow a
chaplain to each re^'iment, with the pay of thirty-three and one-third

dollars per month, th<' colonels or commanding officers of each regiment

lire directed to procure chaplains accordingly,—persons of good cha-

racter and exemplary lives,—and to see that all inferior officers and
holdiers pay them a suitable respect and attend carefully upon religious

excr(;iscH. T/te hh\mng and protection of Heaven are at ail times necessary,

but esiH'cially is it in times of public distress and danger. The general

hopes and trusts that every officer and man will endeavor to live and
ttct as becomes a Christian soldier defending the dearest rights and liber-

tics of his country.

In 1776, Washington gave the following order to the chap-

lains :

—

The situation of the army frequently not admitting of the regular

performance of divine service on Sundays, the chaplains of the army
are forthwith to meet together and agree on some method of performing

it at other times, which method they will make known to the com-
mander-in-chief.

Washington deemed the services of religion so important in

the army that, in the absence of a chaplain, he would perform

divine service himself. " He has been frequently known," says

Weems, " on the Sabbath to read the Scriptures and pray with

the regiment in the absence of a chaplain."

On the 27th of May, 1777, Congress passed the following

order :

—

Bcsoloedy That for the future there be only one chaplain for each brigade

of the army, and that such be appointed by Congress; that each brigade

chaplain be allowed the same pay, rations, and forage allowed io a

colonel in the said corps ; that each general be' requested to nominate

and recommend a proper person for chaplain to his brigade ; and that

they recommend none but such as are men of experience and esta-

blished character for piety, virtue, and learning.

The chaplains of the army of the Revolution were, in general,

not only distinguished for "piety, virtue, and learning, but

were," says Headley, "bold and active patriots, stirring up

rebellion, encouraging the weak and timid by their example as

well as by their teachings, and inspiring the brave and true

with confidence by their heroism and lofty trust in the right-

eousness of the cause they vindicated,"
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Cliaplains were also appointed for the hospitals, as the fol-

lowing record of Congress shows :

—

Bepimher 18, 1777.

JResolvedj That chaplains be appointed to the hospitals in the several

departments, and that their pay be sixty dollars a ^onth and three

rations a day, and forage for one horse.

Congress was also mindful that chaplains were faithful in the

discharge of their duties. The following is on the records of

Congress :

—

Every chaplain commissioned in the army or armies of the United
States who shall absent himself from the duties assigned him, excepting

in case of sickness or on leave of absence, shaU, on conviction thereof

before a court-martial, be fined not exceeding one month's pay, besides

the loss of his pay during his absence, or be discharged, as the said

court-martial shall judge proper.

The commission of chaplains varied somewhat in the different

colonies, but the following form, adopted in Connecticut, will

answer as a sample of all :— -

To Rev,
,
greeting:

Reposing special trust and confidence in your piety, ability, fidelity,

and good conduct, I do hereby appoint you, the said , a chaplain

of the — regiment, and do hereby authorize and empower you to exer-

cise the several acts and duties of your office and station as chaplain of

the said regiment, which you are faithfully to perform in a due and
religious discharge thereof, according to the important trust reposed in

you, for which this is your warrant.

Given under my hand and seal-atrarms, in the colony aforesaid, this

-.day of ^,1776.

The following correspondence between the Congregational

Church of Woodstock, Connecticut, and Generals Washington

and Putnam, is instructive and interesting :

—

Woodstock, Cohkectigitt, April 22, 1776.

Whereas the inhabitants of the United Colonies of America are now
engaged in the most important of causes or controversies with the

greatest human Power upon earth,—contending with Great Britain for.

the continuance and enjoyment of all their rights, privileges, and liber-

ties, both civil and sacred

;

And whereas it has been judged to be greatly advantageous to the

camp, by the commander-in-chief of the forces of the United Colonies,

and others in general command, that the Rev. Abiel Leonard, minister

of the First Society in Woodstock, should still continue in the army as

chaplain, as by their letters to the church and congregation in said
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society signified, now under consideration, which letter is in the words

following :

—

" To the Church cmd Congregation at Woodstock,

" Mr. Abiel Leonard is a man whose exemplary life and conversation

must make him highly esteemed by every person who has the pleasure

of being acquainted with him. The congregation of Woodstock know
him well. It therefore can be no surprise to us to hear that they are

loath to part with him. His usefulness in the army is great. He is

employed in the glorious work of attending to the morals of a brave

people who are fighting for their liberties,—the liberties of the people

of Woodstock, the liberties of all America. We therefore hope that,

knowing how nobly he is employed, the congregation of Woodstock
will cheerfully give up to the public a gentleman so very useful. And
when, by the blessing of a kind Providence, the glorious and unparal-

leled struggle for our liberties is at an end, w^e have not the least doubt

but Mr. Leonard will, with redoubled joy, be received in the open arms

of a congregation so very dear to him as the good people of Woodstock
are. This is what is hoped for, this is what is expected, by the congre-

gation of Woodstock's sincere well-wishers and very humble servants.

«c' J fCrEORGE WASHINGTON,
S^«^^^i Israel Putnam.

"Hkao-Qvabtbbs, CAMBBnx}!, Mftroh 24, 1776."

At a meeting of the inhabitants of the First Society in Woodstock,

regularly warned and assembled, on the 22d day of April, 1776, Dr.

William Skinner was chosen Moderator for said meeting. After some
consultation upon the foregoing letter, and also with the Rev. Mr.

Leonard respecting his continuance in the army for a longer time, the

following vote was put, namely :

—

" Considering that it is desired by some gentlemen of distinction in the

Continental army that the Rev. Mr. Leonard, minister of the Society,

should still continue in said itrmy, and he apprehending it to be his

duty, we hereby manifest our consent to his being absent from this

society from the 9th of May next to the Ist day of January, 1777, with the

expectation, if God spares his life (which we earnestly and humbly
implore of His great goodness), that he then return to us and go on in

the discharge of the duties of his ministerial connections with us ; and
doing this we act solely with the view to the public good."

Jedidah Morse, Society Clerk.

Notice, therefore, is hereby given ^o all the inhabitants of the First

Society of Woodstock, qualified by law to vote in society meeting, to

meet at the meeting-house in said First Society on Monday, the 22d of

April instant, at two of the clock, after noon, there to consult and come
unto some agreement with the Rev. Mr. Leonard respecting the pulpit's

being supplied in his absence.

WiLLiAK Skinner,"

Jedidah Morse, )- Soc. Com,

Benjamin Lyon,
Woodstock, April 12, 1776.
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The policy of the Government, in securing the services of

chaplains, has always been the same in the civil as in the mili-

tary departments of the Government.

The first meeting of the Continental Congress took place in

Philadelphia, September 5, 1774. The record for the 6th of

September contains the following :

—

Resolvcdy That Rev. Mr. Duche be desired to open Congress to-mor-

row morning with prayers.

Sept. 7, 1774.—The meeting was opened with prayer by Rev. Mr.

Duche. Voted that tJie thanks of Congress be given to Mr. Duche
for performing divine service.

This Congress adjourned on the 26th of October, 1774, and

reassembled the 10th of May, 1775. The Journal of that day

shows the following :

—

Agreed, that the Rev. Mr. Duche be reque^^ted to open the Congress

with prayers to-morrow morning.

May 11, 1775.—Agreeable to the order of yesterday, the Congress was
opened with prayers by Rev. Mr. Duche.

July 9, 1770.

—

Resolved, That Rev. Mr. Duch6 be appointed chaplain

to Congress, and that he be desired to attend every morning at nine

o'clock.

Oct. 17, 1776.—Mr. Duche, having by letter informed the President

that the state of his health and his parochial duties were such as obliged

him to decline the honor of continuing chaplain to Congress :

—

Resolved,

That the President return the thanks of this House to the Rev. Mr.
Duche for the devout and acceptable manner in which he discharged

his duty during the time he officiated as chaplain to it ; and that one
hundred and fifty dollars be presented to him as an acknowledgment
from the House for his services.

Oct. 30, 1776.—Mr. Duche writes to Congress, and requests that, as

he became their chaplain from motives perfectly disinterested, the one
hundred and fifty dollars voted to him may be applied to the relief of

the widows and children of such of the Pennsylvania officers as have
fallen in battle in the service of their country. In consequence, Congress

orders the money to be deposited with the Council of Safety of Penn-
sylvania, to be applied agreeably to his request.

Dee, 23, 1776.—Agreeable to the order of the day, Congress elected

the Rev. P. Allison and the Rev. W. White chaplains.

The old Colonial and Confederate Congresses paid respect to

leligion by system and on principle. If they were ever with-

out a chaplain performing daily religious services, it was but for

a short time; and it may well be presumed that Mr. Wither-

Bpoon then performed the stated divine service.
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In the first Congress, after the adoption of the Constitution

(1789), soon after a quorum had come together, Oliver Ellsworth

was appointed to confer with a committee of the House "on
rules and the appointment of chaplains." The House chose five

men,—Boudinot, Bland, Madison, Sherman, and Tucker. The

result was a recommendation to appoint two chaplains of diflPer-

ent denominations, one by each House, to interchange weekly.

The Senate appointed an Episcopal clergyman, and the House

a distinguished Presbyterian minister, both of New York, the

city in which Congress was then holding its session. Thus '

began the practice of appointing chaplains to our national legisr

lature,—a practice continued without interruption to the pre-

sent time.

The first chaplain appointed under the Constitution was the

Eight Rev. Dr. Provost, Bishop of New York. The next was

Bishop White, whose memory is cherished as the father of the

Protestant Episcopal Church in America,—the man who at the

call of the Continental Congress took his life in his hand and

followed it as their chaplain. The service of these two chap-

lains to the Senate extended through eleven years, from 1789

to 1800, at which time the seat of government was removed to

Washington.

The House elected, as colleagues of Provost and White, three

distinguished Presbyterian divines, William Linn, of New York,

and Blair and Green, of Philadelphia, the latter of whom waa

subsequently president of Princeton College. We need only

look over the Hst of the earlier chaplains to Congress, to find

the names of men who were lights in their day, and who made
their mark, which haa not been obliterated by time.

On this list we find, besides those who have been mentioned,

the names of Breckenridge, Campbell, and Post, from the Pres-

byterians ; Claggett, Mcllvaine, and Johns, from the Episcopa-

lians. From among the Methodists, we meet with the names

of Bascom, Stockton, and Cookman; from the Baptists, Alli-

son, Staughton, and Cone; and from the Congregationalists, Dr.

Dwight, Jared Sparks, and President Bates.

To hear some of these men preach in the Capitol, one had to

go early to secure a place to stand, even, in the crowded hall.

Most of these men were able representatives of the religion of

Christ, men who could with a force of character as well as of

argument set before members of Congress its claims to their
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consideration, in such a manner as to command respect, even

when it was urged upon their individual acceptance.

The navy as well as the army of the United States has a

Christian record, confirming the uniform policy of the Govern-

ment in the appointment of chaplains. The establishment of a

navy was recommended by Washington, the first President, but

the recommendation was not carried out until the administration

of his successor, John Adams, began. From the earliest history

of the navy till the present, the Government has recognized the

need of chaplains, and has always had them on Government

ships.

Cruising on every ocean, our sailors pass through the extremes

of heat and cold, and the unhealthy climates of every latitude,

in which some sicken and die and are buried in the sea, and but

for a chaplain they would hear no prayer when sick, nor hardly

have a Christian burial when dead. Long months, yea, years

even, would pass without their hearing a sermon in a language

they could understand. Who will deny that the navy opens

many an important field for the labors of a faithful Christian

teacher? One who has an aptness to teach and a love for doing

good might find in the American navy a great work to do.

In view of this Christian work, Congress passed the follow-

ing order :

—

The commanders of all ships and vessels in the navy having chap-

lains on board shall take care that divine service be performed in an
orderly and reverent manner twice a day, and a sermon preached on
Sunday, except bad weather or other extraordinary accident prevent it,

and that they cause all, or as many of the ship's company as can be spared

from duty, to attend every performance of the worship of Almighty God.

Chap. 204.

—

An Actfor the better government of the navy of the United States,

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of BepreserUaiives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled. That, from and after the first day of

September next, the foUowing articles be adopted and put in force for

the government of the navy of the United States.

Art. 1. The commanders of all fleets, squadrons, naval stations, and
vessels belonging to the navy are strictly enjoined and required to

show in themselves a good example of virtue, honor, patriotism, and
subordination; to be vigilant in inspecting the conduct of all who may
be placed under their command ; to guard against and suppress all

dissolute and immoral practices, and to correct all who may be gtiilty

of them, according to the laws and regulations of the navy, upon pain

of such punishment as a general court-martial may think proper to

inflict.
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Art. 2. The commanders of vessels and naval stations to which
chaplains are attached shall cause divine service to be performed on
Sunday, whenever the weather and other circumstances will allow it to

be done ; and it is earnestly recommended to all officers, seamen, and
others in the naval service diligently to attend at every performance
of the worship of Almighty God. Any irreverent or unbecoming be-

havior during divine service shall be punished as a general or summary
court-martial shall direct.

In 1838, Congress passed the following :

—

An Act to increase the present military establishment of the United Staifs, and for

other purposes.

Sec. 18. And he it further enacted^ That it shall be lawful for the officers

composing the council of administration at any post, from time to time,

to employ such person as they may think proper to officiate as chaplain,

who shall also perform the duties of a schoolmaster at such post ; and the

person so employed shall, on the certificate of the commanding officer

of the post, be paid such sum for his services, not exceeding forty dol-

lars per month, as may be determined by the said council of adminis-

tration, with the approval of the Secretary of War. In addition to his

pay, the said chaplain shall be allowed four rations per diem, with quar-

ters and fuel.

Approved, July 5, 1838.

This Act was extended, in 1849, hy

An Act to provide for the increase of the Medical Staffs and for an additional

number of Cliaplains of the Army of the United States.

Sec 3. And he it further enacted^ That the provisions of the Act of

eighteen hundred and thirty-eight be, and hereby are, extended so as to

authorize the employment of ten additional chaplains for military posts

of the United States.

Approved, March 2, 1849.

At different times within the last twenty years a very small

portion of the American people have petitioned Congress to

abolish the office of chaplain. The petitions were raspectfully

received, and referred to the Committees on the judiciary, in

both Houses of Congress, who made very able reports against

granting the request of the petitioners. The doctrines of these

reports are in harmony with the entire Christian policy of the

Government, and are official records to prove that the Christian

religion is the basis of the civil institutions of the United

States. They are placed in this chapter in full, and will amply

repay a careful perusal.
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CHAPLAINS IN CONGRESS AND IN THE ARMY AND NAVY.

March 27, 1854. Mr. Meacliam, from the Committee ou the Judiciary,

made the following report :

—

The Committee on tlie Judiciary, to whom were referred the memo-
rial of the citizens of several States, praying that the office of chaplain

in the army, navy, at West Point, at Indian stations, and in both Houses

of Congress, be abolished, resj)octfully report :

—

That they have had the subject under consideration, and, after care-

ful examination, are not prepared to come to the conclusion desired by
the memorialists. Having made that decision, it is due that the reason

should be given. Two clauses of the Constitution are relied on by the

memorialists to show that their prayer should be granted. One of these

is in the sixth article, that '* no religious test shall ever be required as a
qualification to any office or public trust under the Uuited States." If

the whole section were quoted, we apprehend that no one could suppose

it intended to apply to the aj>pointmeiit of chaplains.
*' Art. 0, Sc'c. 3. The senators and representatives before mentioned,

and the members of the several State Legislatures, and all executive

and judicial officers, both of the United States and of the several States,

shall be bound, by an oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution

;

but no religious test shall ever l>e required as a qualification to any office

or public trust under the United States."

Every one nmst perceive that this refers to a class of persons entirely

distinct from chaplains.

Another article supposed to be violated is Article 1st of Amendments:
—*' Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion."

Does our present practice violate that article? What is an establish-

ment of religion? It must have a creed, defining what a man must
believe ; it must have rites and ordinances, which believers must ob-

serve ; it must have ministers of defined qualificjations, to teach the doc-

trines and administer the rites ; it must have tests for the submissive

and penalties for the non-conformist. There never was an established

religion without all these. Is there now, or has there ever been, any
thing of this in the appointment of chaplains in Congress, or army, or

navy ? The practice before the adoption of the Constitution is much
the same as since : the adoj^tion of that Constitution does not seem to

liave changed the principle in this respect. We ask the memorialists to

look at the facts. First, in the army: chaplains were appointed for the

Revolutionary army on its organization ; rules for their regulation are

found among the earliest of the articles of war. Congress ordered, on
May 27, 1777, that there should be one chaplain to each brigade of the

army, nominated by the brigadier-general, and appointed by Congress,

with the same pay as colonel, and, on the 18th of September following,

ordered chaplains to be appointed to the hospitals in the several depart-

ments, with the pay of $00 per month, three rations per day, and forage

for one horse.

When the Constitution was formed. Congress had power to raise and
support armies, and to provide for and support a navy, and to make
rules and regulations for the government and regulation of land and
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naval forces. In the absence of all limitations, general or special, is it

not fair to assume that they were to do these substantially in the same
manner as had been done before? If so, then they were as truly em-
powered to appoint chaplains as to appoint generals or to enlist soldiers.

Accordingly, we find provision for chaplains in the acts of 1791, of 1812,

and of 1838. By the last there is to be one to each brigade in the army

;

the number is limited to thirty, and these in the most destitute places.

The chaplain is also to discharge the duties of schoolmaster. The
number in the navy is limited to twentj'^four. Is there any violation

of the Constitution in these laws for the appointment of chaplains in

the army and navy ? If not, let us look at the history of chaplains

in Congress. Here, as before, we shall find that the same practice was
in existence before and after the adoption of the Constitution. The
American Congress began its session September 5, 1774. On the second

day of the session, Mr. Samuel Adams proposed to open the session

with prayer. I give Mr. Webster's account of it:
—''At the meeting

of the first Congress there was a doubt in the minds of many about the

propriety of opening the session with prayer ; and the reason assigned

was, as here, the great diversity of opinion and religious belief; until,

at last, Mr. Samuel Adams, with his gray hairs hanging about his shoul-

ders, and with an impressive venerableness now seldom to be met with

(I suppose owing to different habits), rose in that assembly, and, with

the air of a perfect Puritan, said it did not become men professing to

be Christian men, who had come together for solemn deliberation in

the hour of their extremity, to say there was so wide a difference in

their religious belief that they could not, as one man, bow the knee in

prayer to the Almighty, whose advice and assistance they hoped to

obtain ; and, Independent as he was, and an enemy to all prelacy as

he was known to be, he moved that Rev. Mr. Duche, of the Ei)iscopal

Church, sliould address the throne of grace in prayer. John Adams,
in his letter to his wife, says he never saw a more moving spectacle.

Mr. Duche read the Episcopal service of the Church of England ; and
then, as if moved by the occasion, he broke out into extemporaneous
prayer, and those men who were about to resort to force to obtain their

rights were moved to tears ; and floods of tears, ho says, ran down
the cheeks of pacific Quakers, who formed part of that interesting

assembly ; and, depend upon it, that where there is a spirit of Christian-

ity, there is a spirit which rises above form, above ceremonies, inde
I

pendent of sect or creed and the controversies of clashing doctrines."
j

That same clerg\'man was afterwards appointed chaplain of the Ameri-

can Congress. He had such an appointment five days after the decla-

ration of independence.

On December 22, 1776, on December 13, 1784, and on February 29,

1788, it was resolved that two chaplains should be appointed. So far

for the old American Congress. I do not deem it out of place to notice

one act, of many, to show that Congress was not indifferent to the reli-
j

gious interests of the people ; and they were not peculiarly afraid of the i

charge of uniting Church and State. On the 11th of September, 1777,

a committee having consulted with Dr. Allison about printing an edi-
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tion of thirty thousand Bibles, and finding that they would be com-

pelled to send abroad for type and paper, with an advance of £10,272

10*., Congress voted to instruct the Committee on Commerce to import

twenty thousand Bibles from Scotland and Holland into the different

ports of the Union. The reason assigned was that the use of the book was

80 universal and important. Now, what was passing on that day ? The
army of Washington was fighting the battle of Brandywino ; the gallant

soldiers of the Revolution were displaying their heroic though unavail-

ing valor; twelve hundred soldiers were stretched in death on that

battle-field ; Lafayette was bleeding ; the booming of the cannon was
heard in the hall where Congress was sitting, in the hall from which
Congress was soon to be a fugitive. At that important hour Congress

was passing an order for importing twenty thousand Bibles ; and yet

we have never heard that they were charged by their generation of any

attempt to unite Church and State, or surpassing their powers to legis-

late on religious matters.

There was a convention assembled between the old and new forms

of government. Considering the character of the men, the work in

which they were engaged, and the results of their labors, I think them
the most remarkable body of men ever assembled. Benjamin Franklin

addressed that body on the subject of employing chaplains ; and cer-

tainly Franklin will not be accused of fanaticism in religion, or of a
wish to unite Church and State.

[Franklin's speech is omitted, as it is inserted in another chapter.]

There certainly can be no doubt as to the practice of employing chap-

lains in deliberative bodies previous to the adoption of the Constitution.

We are, then, prepared to see if any change was made in that respect

in the new order of affairs.

The first Congress under the Constitution began on the 4th of March,

1789 ; but there was not a quorum for business till the Ist of April. On
the 0th of that month, Oliver Ellsworth was appointed, on the part of

the Senate, to confer with a committee of the House on rules, and on
the appointment of chaplains. The House chose five men,—Boudinot,

Bland, Tucker, Sherman, and Madison. The result of their consulta-

tion was a recommendation to appoint two chaplains of different deno-

minations, one by the Senate and one by the House, to interchange

weekly. The Senate appointed Dr. Provost on the 25th of April.

On the 1st day of May, Washington's first speech was road to the

House, and the^rst business after that speech was the appointment of

Dr. Linn as chaplain. By whom was this plan made ? Three out of six

of that joint committee were members of the convention that framed
the Constitution. Madison, Ellsworth, and Sherman passed directly

from the hall of the convention to the hall of Congress. Did thei/ not

know what was constitutional ? The law of 1789 was passed in compli-

ance with their plan, giving chaplains a salary of $500. It was re-

enacted in 1816, and continues to the present time. Chaplains have

been appointed from all the leading denominations, Methodist, Baptist,

Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, Catholic, Unitarian, and
oUiens.
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I am aware that one of our petitioners might truly reply that the

article was not in the body of the Constitution, but was one of tLe

amendments recommended by Virginia. This does not weaken the

argument in favor of chaplains. In the convention of Virginia, which
proposed amendments, James Madison, James Monroe, and John Mar-

shall were members. All these men were members closely connected

with the Government. Madison and Monroe were members of Congress

when the first amendment was adopted and became a part of the Con-

stitution. Madison was a member of the convention framing the Con-

stitution, of the convention proposing the amendment, and of Congress

when adopted ; and yet neither Madison nor Monroe ever uttered a

word or gave a vote- to indicate that the appointment of chaplains was

unconstitutional. The Convention of Virginia elected on its first day a

chaplain. Rev. Abner Waugh, who every morning read prayers imme-
diately after the ringing of the bell for calling the convention. No one

will suppose that convention so inconsistent as to appoint their chap-

lain for their own deliberative assembly in the State of Virginia, and
thon recommend that this should be denied to the deliberative bodies

of the nation.

The reason more generally urged is the danger of a union of Clmrch

and State. If the danger were real, we should be disposed to take the

most prompt and decided measures to forestall the evil, because one of

the worst for the religious and political interests of this nation that

could possibly overtake us. But we deem this apprehension entirely

imaginary ; and we think any one of the petitioners must be convinced

of this on examination of the facts. Now look at that score of differ-

ent denominations, and tell us, do you believe it possible to make a

majority agree in forming a league to unite their religious interests with

those of the State ? If you take from the larger sects, you must select

some three or four of the largest to make a majority of clergy, or laity,

or worshippers. And these sects are widely separated in their doctrines,

their religious rites, and in their church discipline. How do you expect

them to unite for any such object? If you take the smaller sects, you

must unite some fifteen to make a majority, and must take such dis-

cordant materials as the Quaker, the Jew, the Universalist, the Uni-

tarian, the Tunker, and the Swedenborgiau. Does any one suppose it

possible to make these harmonize? If not, there can be no union of

Church and State. Your committee know of no denomination of Chris-

tians who wish for such union. They have had their existence in the

voluntary system, and wish it to continue. The sentiment of the whole

body of American Christians is against a union with the State. A great

change has been wrought in this respect. At the adoption of the Con-

stitution, we believe every State—certainly ten of the thirteen—pro-

vided as regularly for the support of the Church as for the support of

the Government : one, Virginia, had the system of tithes. Down to the

Revolution, every colony did sustain religion in some form. It was

deemed peculiarly proper that the religion of liberty should be upheld
by a free people. Had the people, during the Revolution, had a suspi-

cion of any attempt to war against Christianity, that Revolution would

have been strangled in its cradle. At the time of the adoption of the
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Constitution and the amendments, the universal sentiment was that

Christianity should be encouraged, not any one sect. Any attempt to

level and discard all religion would have been viewed with universal

indignation. The object was not to substitute Judaism, or Mohammed-
anism, or infidelity, but to prevent rivalry among sects to the exclusion

of others. The result of the change above named is, that now there is

not a single State that, as a State, supports the gospel. In 1816 Con-

necticut repealed her law which was passed to sustain the Church ; and
in 1833 Massachusett^s wiped from her statute-book the last law on the

subject that existed in the whole Union. Every one will notice that

this is a very great chancre to be made in so short a period,—greater than,

we believe, was ever before made in ecclesiastical affairs in sixty-five

years, without a revolution or some great convulsion. This change has

been made silently and noiselessly, with the consent and wish of all

parties, civil and religious. From this it will be seen that the tendency

of the times is not to a union of Church and State, but is decidedly and
strongly bearing in an opposite direction. Every tie is sundered ; and
there is no wish on either side to have the bond renewed. It seems to

us that the men who would raise the cry of danger in this state of

things would cry fire on the thirty-ninth day of a general deluge.

If there be no constitutional objection and no danger, why should

not the office be continued? It is objected that we pay money from
tlie treasury for this office. That is certainly true ; and equally true in

regard to the sergeant-at-arms and doorkeeper, who, with the chaplain,

are appointed under the general authority to organize the House.

Judge Thompson, chairman of this committee in the Thirty-First Con-

gress, in a very able report on this subject, said, that if the cost of

chaplains to Congi'ess were equally divided among the people, it would
not be annually more than the two-hundredth part of one cent to each

j>erson. That being true, a man who lives under the protection of thi*

(xovernraent and pays taxes for fifty years will have to lay aside from
his hard earnings two and a half mills during his half-century for the

purpose of supporting chaplains in Congress! This is the weight of

pecuniary burden which the committee are called to lift from off the

neck of the people.

If there be a Grod who hears prayer,—as we believe there is,—^wo

submit that there never was a deliberative body that so eminently

needed the fervent prayers of righteous men as the Congress of the

United States. There never was another representative assembly that

had so many and so widely different interests to protect and to harmo-
nize, and so many local passions to subdue. One member feels charged

to defend the rights of the Atlantic, another of the Pacific, coast ; one
urges tlie claims of constituents on the borders of the torrid, another

on the borders of the frigid, zone ; while hundreds have the defence of

local and varied interests stretching across an entire continent. If per-

sonal selfishness or ambition, if party or sectional views alone, bear rule,

all attempts at legislation will be fruitless, or bear only bitter fruit. If

wisdom from above, that is profitable to direct, be given in answer to

the prayers of the pious, then Congress need those devotions, as they
surely need to have their views of personal importance daily chastened

21
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by the reflection that they are under the government of a Supreme
Power, that rules not for one locality or one time, but govemB a world

by general laws, subjecting all motives and acts to an omniBcient

scrutiny, and holds all agents to their just awards by an irresistible

power.

In the provisions of the law for chaplains in the army, the number is

limited, and these not to be granted unless for " most destitute places ;''

and then for a very small salary they are to perform the double service

of clergymen and schoolmasters. While every political office under all

administrations is filled to overflowing, while the ante-chambers of the

departments are crowded and crammed with anxious applicants, wait^

ing for additions, or resignations, or death, to make for them some
vacant place, it is of recent occurrence that only fourteen of the twenty

posts for chaplains were supplied.

We presume all will grant that it is proper to appoint physicians and
surgeons in the army and navy. The power to appoint chaplains is juBt

the same, because neither are expressly named, but are appointed under

the general authority to organize the army and navy, and we deem the

one as truly a matter of necessity as the other. Napoleon was obliged

to establish chaplains for his army, in order to their quiet, while making
his winter quarters in the heart of an enemy's country ; and that army

had been drenched in the infidelity of the French Revolution. The
main portion of our troops, though not in a foreign land, are stationed

on the extreme frontiers, the very outposts of civilization ; and if the

Government does not furnish them moral arid religious instruction, we
know, as a practical fact, that they will go without it.

It is said that they can contribute and hire their own chaplains. Cer-

tainly they can,—and their own physicians and surgeons ; but if we
throw on them this additional burden, are we not bound to increase

their pay to meet these personal expenses? We may supply them
directly with more economy and effect than we can do it indirectly.

We trust that the military force of the United States will never be

engaged in a contest, unless in such a one that devout men can

honestly invoke the God of battles to go with our armies. If so, it will

inspire fortitude and courage in the soldier to know that the righteous

man is invoking the Supreme Power to succeed his efforts. If our

armies are exposed to pestilential climates or to the carnage of the

battle-field, we believe it the duty of Government to send to the sick

and wounded and dying that spiritual counsel and consolation de-

manded by the strongest cravings of our nuture.

The navy have still stronger claims than the army for the supply of

chaplains : a large portion of the time our sliips-of-war are on service

foreign from our own shore. If they are in the ports of other nations,

the crews cannot be disbanded to worship with the people of those

nations ; and, if they could, the instances are rare in which the sailors

could understand the language in which the devotions are conducted.

•If you do not afford them the means of religious service while at sea.

the Sabbath is, to all intents and purposes, annihilated, and we do not

Allow the crews the free exercise of religion.

In that important branch of service the Government is educating a
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large number of youth who are hereafter to have the control of our

navy. They are taken from their homes at a very early age, when their

minds are not generally instructed or their opinions formed on religious

affairs. If the mature men can be safely deprived of such privileges, is

it wise or just to deprive the youth of all means of moral and religious

culture? Naval commcuiders have often dosii-ed to have their crews

unite in devotions before commencing action. They have sometimes
done it when there was no chaplain on board. One striking int^tance

of this was in the naval action on Lake Chumplain. On Sunday morn-
ing, September II, just as the sun rodc over the eastern mountains, the

American guard-boat on the watch was seen rowing swiftly into the

harbor. It reported the enemy in sight. The drums immediately

beat to quarters, and every vessel was cleared for action. The prepara-

tions being completed, young McDonough summoned his officers around
him, and there, on the deck of the Saratoga, read the prayers of the

ritual before entering into battle ; and that voice, which soon after rang

like a clarion amid the carnage, sent heavenward, in eai'uest tones,

" Stir up thy strength, O Lord, and come and help us ; for thou givest

not always the battle to the strong, but canst save by many or by few."

It was a solemn, thrilling sight, and one never before witnessed on a
vessel-of-war cleared for action. A young commander who had the

courage thus to bravo the derision and sneers which such an act was
sure to provoke would fight his vessel while there was a plank left to

stand on. Of the deeds of daring done on that day of great achieve-

ments, none evinced so bold and firm a heart as this act of religious

worship.

While your committee believe that neither Congress nor the army or

navy should be deprived of the service of cliaplaius, they freely con-

cede that the ecclesiastical and civil powers have been, and should con-

tinue to be, entirely divorced from each other. But we beg leave to

rescue ourselves from the imputation of asserting that religion is not

needed to the safety of civil society. It must be considered as the

foundation on which the whole structure rests. Laws will not have
permanence or power without the sanction of religious sentiment,

—

without a firm belief that there is a Power above us that will reward our

virtues and punish our vices. In this age there can be no siil)stitute

for Christianity : that, in its general principles, is the great conservative

element on which we must rely for the purity and permanence of free

institutions. That was the religion of the foundei*s of the republic, and
they expected it to remain the religion of their descendants. There
is a great and very prevalent error on this subject in the opinion that

those who organized this Government did not legislate on religion.

They did legislate on it, by making it free to all, " to the Jew and the

Greek, to the learned and unlearned." The error has arisen from the

belief that there is no legislation unless in pei-missive or restrictin^i

enactments. But making a thing free is as truly a part of legislation

as confining it by limitations ; and what the Government has made free

it is bound to keep free.

Your committee recommend the following resolution:

—
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Bcsolvcff, That the Committee be discharged from the fiirther consideni-

tion of the subject.

The Senate of the United States adopted the following

report :

—

In Sonate of the United States, January 1^, 1853, Mr. Bftdger made
the following report :

—

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom were referred sundry
petitions praying Congress to abolish the office of chaplain, have had
the same under consiclevation, and submit the following report :

—

The ground on which the petitioners found their prayer is, that the

provisions of law under which chaplains are appointed for the army
and navy, and for the two Houses of Congress, are in violation of the
iirst amendment of the Constitution of the United States, which
declares that *' Con^'re.^s shall make no law respecting an establishment

of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.*'

If this i^osition were correct,—if these provisions of law do violate

either the letter or the spirit of the constitutional prohibition,—thea,

undoubtedly, they should be at once repealed, and the office of chap-

Iain al>olished. It thus becomes necessary to inquire whether the posi-

tion of the petitioners be correct.

The clause speaks of *^an establishment of religion." What is meant
l»y that expression ? It referred, without doubt, to that establishment

wliich existed in the mother-country, and its meaning is to be ascer-

tained by ascertaining what that establishment was. It was the con-

nection, with tlie stale, of a particular religious society, by its endow-
ment at the iiublic expense, in exclusion of, or in prtft rence to, any
other, by giving to its )nombers exclusive political riglits, and by con^
pelling the attendance of those who rejected its communion ui)on it»

worship or religious observances. These three particulars constituted

that union of Church and State of which our ancestors were so justly

jealous and against which they so wisely and carefully provided. It is

true that, at the time our Constitution was formed, the strictness of

this establishment ha<l been, in some respects, and to a certain extent,

relaxed in favor of Protestant dissenters ; but the main character of

the establishment remained. It was still, in its spirit, inconsistent with

religious freedom, as matter of natural right to be enjoyed in its full

latitude, and not measured out by tolerance and concession from the

civil rulers. If Congrt»ss has passed, or should j>ass, any law which,

fairly construed, has in any degree introduced, or should attempt to

introduce, in favor of any clmrch, or ecclesiastical association, or system

of religious faith, all or any one of these obnoxious particulars,—endow-
ment at the public expense, peculiar privileges to its members, or

disadvantages or i)enalties upon those wlio should reject its doctrines

or belong to other communions,—such 1. \*- would be a "law respecting

an establishment of religion," and, thereit>i e. in violation of the Consti-

tution. But no law yet passed by Congress is justly liable to such an
objection. Take, as an example, the chaplains to Congress. At every

session two chaplains are elected,—one by each Ilouse,—whose duty ia
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to offer prayers daily in the two Houses, and to conduct religious

services weekly in the Hall of the House of Representatives. Now, in

this no religion, no form of £aith, no denomination of religious pro-

fessors, is established in preference to any other, or has any peculiar

privileges conferred upon it. The range of selection is absolutely free

in each House among all existing professions of religious faith. There
is no compulsion exercised or attempted upon any member or officer

of either House to attend their prayers or religious solemnities. No
member gains any advantage over another by attending, or incurs any
penalty or loses any advantage by declining to attend. The chaplain

is an officer of the House which chooses him, and nothing more. lie

Owes his place not to his belonging to a particular religious society

or holding a particular faith, but to the voluntary choice of the mem-
bers of the House, and stands, in this respect, upon the same footing

with any other officer so elected. It is not seen, therefore, how the

institution of chaplains is justly obnoxious to the reproach of invading

religious liberty in the widest sense of that term/
It is said, indeed, by the petitioners, that if members of Congress

wish any one to pray for them, they should, out of their own means,
furnish the funds wherewith to pay him, and that it is unjust to tax the

petitioners with the expense of his compensation. It has been shown
that there is no establishment of religion in creating the office of chap-

lain, and the present objection is to the iiyustice of putting upon the

public this charge for the personal accommodation of members of Con-
gress. Let it be seen, then, to what this objection leads. If carried

out to its fair results, it will equally apply to many other accommo-
dations furnished to members of Congress at the public expense. We
have messengers who attend to our private business, take checks to the

bank for us, receive the money, or procure bank drafts, and dischaige

various other offices for our personal ease and benefit, unconnected
with the despatch of any public function. Why might it not be said

that members, if they wish these services performed in their belialf,

should employ and pay their own agents ? Members of Congress come
here to attend upon the business of the public. Many of them are

professed members of religious societies; more are men of religious

sentiment: and these desire not only to have the blessing of God
invoked upon them in their legislative capacities, but to attend the

public worship of Grod. But how are all to be accommodated in the

churches of the city ? And of those who belong to either House of

Congress some have not the means to procure such accommodations for

themselves. Where, tli^n, is the impropriety of having an officer to

discharge these duties ? And how is it more a subject of just complaint

than to have officers who attend to the private secular business of the

members ? The petitioners say, " A national chaplaincy, no less than a
nadoncd Church, is considered by us emphatically an establishment of

religion," In no fair sense of the phrase have we a national chaplaincy

;

in no sense in which that phrase must be understood when connected,

as it is by the petitioners, with a " national Church." A national Church
implies a particular Church selected as the Church of the nation, endowed
with peculiar privileges, or sustained or favored by the public in prefer-
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ence to other Churches or religious societiee. Of such a Church we have
no Bcmblance, nor have we any such chaplaincy. We have cliaplaina

in the army and navy, and in Congress ; but these are officers chosen
with the froost and wi<lp»t range of selection,—the law making no dis-

tinction whatever between any of the religions. Churches, or professions

of faith known to the world. Of these, none by law is excluded, none
has any priority of legal right. True, selections, in point of fact, are

always made from some one of the denominations into which Chiis*

tians are distributed ; but that is not in consequence of any legal right

or privilege, but by the voluntary choice of those who have the power
of appointment.

This results from the fact that we are a Christian people,—^from the
f:ict that almost our entire population belong to or sympathize with some
one of the Christian denominations which compose the Christian world.

And Christians will of course select, for the performance of religious

services, one who professes the faith of Christ. This, however, it should

be carefully noted, is not by virtue of provision, but voluntary choice.

We are Christians, not because the law demands it, not to gain exclusive

benefits or to avoid legal disabilities, but from choice and education

;

and in a land thus universally Christian, what is to be expected, what
desired, but that we shall pay a due regard to Christianity, and have a
reasonable res|>ect for its ministers and religious solemnities ?

The principle on which the petitioners ask for the abolition of the

office of chaplain, if carried out to its just consequences, will lead as
much further than they seem to suppose. How comes it that Sunday,
the Christian Sabbath, is recognized and respected by all the depart-

ments of the Government ? In the law, Sunday is a " dies tion;** it can-

not be used for the service of legal process, the return of writs, or other

judicial purposes. The executive departments, the public establish-

ments, are all closed on Sundays ; on that day neither House of Con-
gress sits.

Here is a nearer approach, according to the reasoning of the peti-

tioners, to an establishment of religion than is furnished by the official

corps to which they object. Here is a recognition by law, and by uni-

versal usage, not only of a Sabbath, but of the Christian Sabbath, in ex-

clusion of the Jewish or Mohammedan Sabbath. Why, then, do not
the petitioners exclaim against this invasion of their religious rights t

Why do they not assert that a national Sabbath, no less than a national

Church, is an establishment of religion ? It is liable to all the obligations

urged against the chaplaincy in at least an equal, if not in a greater*

degree. The recognition of the Christian Sabb^h is complete and per-

fect. The officers who receive salaries, or per-diem compensation, are

discharged from duty on this day, because it is the Christum Sabbath, and yet

suffer no loss or diminution of pay on that account. Why, then, do not
these petitioners denounce this invasion of their religious rights, and
violation of the Constitution, by which their money is applied to pay
public officers while engaged in attending on their religious duties, and
not in the discharge of any secular function ?

The whole view of the petitioners seems founded upon mistaken con-

ceptions of the meaning of the Constitution. This is evident,—if not
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from what we have said,—^from this consideration, that from the begin-

ning our Government has had chaplains in its employment. If this

had been a violation of the Constitution,—an establishment of religion*

—why was not its character seen by the great and good men who were
coeval with the Government, were in Congress and in the Presidency

when this constitutional amendment was adopted ? They were wise to

discover the true character of the measure ; they, if any one did, undeiv

stood the true purport of the amendment, and were bound, by their

duty and their oaths, to resist the introduction or continuance of chap-

lains, if the views of the petitioners were correct. But they did no such
thing ; and therefore we have the strongest reason to suppose the notion

of the petitioners to be unfounded. Unfounded it no doubt is. Our
fathers were true lovers of liberty, and utterly opposed to any constraint

upon the rights of conscience. They intended, by this amendment, to

prohibit "an establishment of religion" such as the English Church
presented, or any thing like it. But they had no fear or jealousy of

religion itself, nor did they wish to see us an irreligious people ; they
did not intend to prohibit a just expression of religious devotion by the

legislators of the nation, even in their public character as legislators

;

they did not intend to send our armies and navies forth to do battle for

their country without any national recognition of that God on whom
success or failure depends ; they did not intend to spread over all the
ptiblic authorities and the whole public action of the nation the dead
and revolting spectacle of atheistical apathy. Not so had the battles

of the Revolution been fought and the deliberations of the Revo-
lutionary Congress been conducted. On the contrary, all had been done
with a continual appeal to the Supreme Ruler of the world, and an
habitual reliance upon his protection of the righteous cause which they
commended to his care.

What has thus been done, with modifications, indeed, to suit external

circumstances and particular exigencies, but in substance always the
same from the beginning of our existence as a nation ; what met the
approval of our Washington, and of all the great men who have suc-

ceeded him ; what commands the general commendation of the people

;

what is at once so venerable and so lovely, so respectable and respected,

—ought not, in the opinion of the committee, now to be discontinued.

The committee, therefore, pray to be discharged from the further Gon«

sideration of the petitions.

The House of Representatives of the Thirty-Fourth Congress,

1854, were for two months unable to organize by the election

of a Speaker. The contest was protracted and exciting, and
resulted in the election of Nathaniel P. Banks, of Massachu-

setts. In the midst of that long and fierce struggle for political

ascendency, the House paused and passed the following preamble

and resolutions :—

Whereas^ The people of these United States, from their earll^^t hi^toi^jr
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to the present time, have been led by the hand of a kind Providence,

and are indebted for the countless blessings of the past and present,

and dependent for continued prosperity in the future upon Almighty
€k>d ; and whereas the greal vital and conservative element in our

system is the belief of our people in the pure doctrines and divine

truths of the gospel of Jesus Christ, it eminently becomes the repre-

sentatives of a people so highly favored to acknowledge in the mo^t
public manner their reverence for God : therefore,

1. Re^olved^ That the daily sessions of this body be opened with

prayer.

2. Hesolved, That the ministers of the gospel in this city are hereby

requested to attend and alternately perform this solemn duty.

The pastors of various churches in Washington City sent to

the Senate of the United States the following proposition :

—

Gentlemen :—The undersigned, ministers of the different denomina-

tions of Christians in Washington, respectfully submit to you the fol-

lowing statements and consequent proposal.

During the long delay in the organization of the present House of

Bepresentatives, several of our number were invited to officiate in

prayer at the opening of the daily sessions. The suggestion was then
made that the various clergymen of the city might discharge this duty
permanently, in the place of a single chaplain, but doubt was expressed

as to the readiness of the ministers of Washington to render such

service.

An expression on our part seeming therefore to be called for, we beg

leave to state to you our conviction that the established election of a

chaplain from abroad by your honorable bodies had its origin in a

necessity now no longer existing ; that the plan adopted by many of

our State legislatures, of inviting neighboring pastors to act as their

chaplains, thus removing aU objection to the associating religious devo-

tion with their deliberations, would reflect more credit on Christian

ministers, would conduce more to their individual acceptableness and
general usefulness among members of Congress and their families, and
would in every way promote the end had in view in the election of

chaplains.

We therefore respectfully tender our services, offering to alternate in

the weekly service of opening the two Houses with morning prayer,

and in conducting divine service on Sabbath morning, with the distinct

understanding that we decline receiving any remuneration for these

services.

George W. Samson, Pastor ofE Street Baptist Church.

Byron Sunderland, Pastor of First Presbyterian Church.

Jas. R. Eckard, Pastor of Second Presbyterian Church,

T. A. Haskell, Pastor of Western Presbyterian Church.

I P. D. GuRLET, Pastor ofF Street Presbyterian Church.

j

Geo. Hildt, Pastor of McKendree Chapel, M. E. Church.
' Geo. D. Cummins, JRector of Trinity Church.

J. GEORca Butler, Si. Paul Lutheran Church,
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J. MoRSELL, Hector of Christ Church,

Samuel D. Finkel, Pastor of G. E. Church,

P. Light Wilson, Pastor of Methodist Protestant Church,

An act of Congress, passed and approved July, 1861, contains

the following sections in relation to chaplains :

—

Sec. 8. And he itfurther enactcdf That no person shall be appointed a

chaplain in the United States army who is not a regularly ordained

minister of some religious denomination, and who does not present

testimonials of his present good standing as such minister, with a re-

commendation for his appointment as an army chaplain, from some
authorized ecclesiastical body, or not loss than five accredited ministers

belonging to said religious denomination.

Sec 9. And be itfurther eiiactfd, That hereafter the compensation of all

chaplains in the regular or volunteer service or army-hospitals shall be
one hundred dollars per montli and two rations a day when on duty

;

and the chaplains of the permanent hospitals, appointed under the

authority of the second section of the act apjjroved May twentieth,

eighteen hundred and sixty-two, shall be nominated to the Senate for

its advice and consent, and they shall, in all respects, fill the require-

ments of the preceding section of this act relative to the appointment
of cliaplains in the army and volunteei*s ; and the appointments of

chaj)lains to the army-hospitals, heretofore made by the President, ar<^

hereby confirmed ; and it is hereby made the duty of each oflScer com-
manding a district or port containing hospitals, or a brigade of troops,

within thirty days after the reception of the order promulgating this

act, to inquire into the fitness, efi&ciency, and qualifications of the

chaplains of hospitals or regiments, and to muster out of service such

chaplains as were not appointed in conformity with the requirements

of this act, and who have not faithfully discharged the duties of chap-

lains during the time they have been engaged as such. Chaplains em-
ployed at the military posts called "chaplain-posts" shall be required

to reside at the posts, and all chaplains in the United States service

shall be subject to such rules in relation to leave of absence from duty

as are prescribed for commissioned officers of the United States army
stationed at such posts.

West Point, the military school of the nation, has from its

organization had the services of a Government chaplain. Some
of the most distinguished mi/iisters of the nation have received

appointments, among whom has been the venerable Bishop

Mcllvaine. The importance of religious instruction and of

the public worship of God in that national military school is

thus stated by the venerable Christian statesman Lewis Cass.

In 1832, Mr. Cass, as Secretary of War, in his annual report

to Congress, says,

—
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Especially am I impressed with the importance of a place of public

worship, where all the persons attached to the institution, amounting,
with their families, to more than eight hundred individuals, can assem-
ble and unite in the performance of religious duties. In a Christian

community the obligation upon this subject igrill not be questioned

;

and the expense of providing a suitable place of worship, especially as

a chaplain is maintained there, cannot be put in competition with the

permanent advantages of a course of religious instruction to such a
number of persons, a large portion of whom are in that critical period

which determines whether the future course of life shall be for evil or

for good.

The report of the Board of Visitors at West Point for the

year 1862 urged the same views of religious instruction at the

Academy. They say,

—

The moral element of the nation, by far the most important of all,

receives far less attention than it deserves at the Academy. Moral and
religious teaching is of supreme importance at all times to the young.

IIow much more important is it to young men, associated as they are

at the Academy, fur from all the influences of domestic affections and
the counsel and examples of parents and friends I We desire to see

the moral and intellectual powers cultivated simultaneously, believing

we should desire as much at least that the cadet should be a good
man as a good officer.

The following remarks in reference to the history and labors

of chaplains are taken from a report made at a meeting of the

chaplains of the army held in Washington City, in the month
of November, 1862:

—

The office of chaplain in the army and navy is one of the oldest in

the Government of the United States. In the early stages of the Ame*
rican Revolution and through to its glorious close, in the convention

that framed the Ck)nstitution of our Union, in the subsequent wars of

this country, on the land and the sea, chaplains have ever been a neces-

sary and useful class of men. When engaged in negotiating treaties

abroad, when making discoveries by means of exploring expeditions,

when sending out ships to convey provisions and arms to suffering and
struggling nations, when promoting the high purposes of commerce and
science by means of electric oceanic communication, when preparing

the way for the establishment of distant colonies that have become
powerful and profitable auxiliaries to civilization and good government,
competent and truly Christian army and navy chaplains have taken a
conspicuous part. Their books and reports on these subjects are with

the country, while the record of their faithful Christian labors is on
high.

On the breaking out of the present wicked and futile rebellion,

ministers of the gospel of all the denominations of Christianity were at
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once found among the most devoted and active supporters of the Union
and its flag. They caused that honored standard to be suspended over

their pulpits and from the towers of their churches. They addressed

their congregations in the stirring appeals of Christian patriotism.

They gave their sons and grandsons, by thousands, to the ranks of

the Union army and navy. Some of them, with gray hairs on their

brows, were among the first to volunteer as privates and march to

the field of battle. As opportunity offered, they have borne themselves

bravely in the fight, rising from the ranks to be acting generals, colo-

nels, majors, captains, and lieutenants. They have borne all the priva-

tions of camp-lile, side by side with their comrades in arms. Not a few

of them have been borne down by exposure and fatigue, until the hand
of death has interposed to translate them irom the weary march, the

sickly camp, the dangerous battle-field, to the rest and victory and
peace of heaven.

A wide and efiectual door of usefulness has been opened to truly

devoted chaplains in the military and naval hospitals of the United
States. Never was there a more inviting field presented to self-denying

and laborious men. Peculiar obstacles exist at times in the way of its

successful cultivation, but this has always been and always will be the

case in the prosecution of every good word and work. Kight-minded
chaplains have constantly endeavored to overcome these obstacles.

Prejudice, sometimes more invincible than strong men armed, has to

be conquered. Passion has to be subdued. The 'schemes of peculators

on public and private rights have to be ferreted out and thwai*ted.

Facilities for holding public worship have frequently to be obtained

uncter great difficulties.

The character and qualifications of a chaplain for Congress

are presented in the following view, given by Rev. Thomas H.
Stockton, himself having occupied that responsible position for

several years. He says,

—

" The Congressional chaplaincy is not (or ought not to be) a

sectarian ministry, but a great American representative of a

pure Bible Christianity, above all parties, all glowing with the

divinest energies of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,—arresting

and commanding attention and exerting saving influences

by its heavenly loftiness and majesty,—something worthy of

the sublimest Christian position on the face of the earth.

We want evangelical ministers who represent the immense

majority of American Christians, noble witnesses for Christ,

orators of the Spirit, worthy to challenge heaven and earth to

hear their ' Thus saith the Lord/ It is a glorious thing rightly

managed."

Thus explicit and uniform has been the course of our legis-

lative councils on the subject of religion. Their enactmenta
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have all been on the side of Christianity,—taking its truth for

granted, acknowledging its obligations, magnifying its import-

ance, treating it as in fact the religion of the Government, and

as worthy to be made the rule of action for public bodies and

for States no less than for individuals.

CHAPTER XVI.

CHRISTIAN MINISTERS—THEIR INFLUEN<JE IN FORHINO OUR CITIL INSTITUTIONS
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CHUSETTS TO THE CLERGY—DR. LANGDON—JOURNAL OF A REVOLUTIONARY

CHAPLAIN— CALDWELL— DUFFIELD—WOODHULL—THE DUTCH REFORMED
CHURCHES OF NEW YORK—LIVINGSTONE'S SERMON—BMITH*S SERMON IN PHI-
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REV. DAVID JONES—ADDRESS TO THE ARMY—SERMON TO THE ARMY—SERMON
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WASHINGTON ON HIS RETIREMENT PROM THE PRESIDENCY—REPLY—ADDRESS

OF THE CONGREGATIONAL MINISTERS OF MASSACHUSETTS TO JOHN ADAMS

—

REPLY

—

Webster's statement of American ministers.

In the civil and Christian institutions which the providence

of God directed to be established on the North American

continent, ministers of the gospel acted a distinguished and

leading part. As teachers of religion. Christian educators,

assistants and often leaders in the great work of framing civil

governments, they were by our Puritan fathers regarded as

essential. Every band of colonists, for a century or more,

beginning with the settlement at Jamestown and Plymouth,

brought in their company one or more ministers of the gospel.

They were in many cases the leaders in the emigration from

Europe to the New World, and pioneers in the colonization of

this continent. The legislation of the colonies, their " godly

frames" of government, and the whole structure of society

received their moulding influence and finish from ministers.

The people looked up to them for counsel, legislators sought

the aid of their learning and piety, and in every crisis to the

civil liberties of the colonies ministers stood firm to freedom
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and animated the people by their patriotic sermons and fervent

prayers.

" The earliest constitution of government in New England
was a theocracy ; under it the clergy had peculiar powers and
privileges, which, it is but fair to say, they turned to the ad-

vantage of the commonwealth more than has generally been

the case with any privileged order. Religion was the deep,

underlying stratum on which their whole life was built. Like

the granite frame-work of the world, it sunk below all and rose

above all else in their life. They were always governed by the

most profound reverence for God and his word ; and they con-

stituted the strong mental and moral discipline needed by a
people who were an absolute democracy."

*'Thc Puritan preachers," says Lossing, "promulgated the

doctrine of civil liberty, that the sovereign was amenable to

the tribunal of public opinion and ought to conform in practice

to the expressed will of the people. By degrees their pulpits

became the tribunes of the common people, and on all occasions

the Puritan ministers were the bold a-sserters of that freedom

which the American Revolution established." They deduced

from the Bible the true doctrine of popular sovereignty,—that

government isfrom the people as well as for the people. They
proclaimed that God is the Supreme Ruler in government, and

that the people are to exercise their power " not according to

their humors, but according to the blessed will and law of God."

And so influential and authoritative were their teachings, that

it is said of one of the Puritan ministers, John Cotton, " that

what he preached on the Lord's day was followed by the synod,

and that what he preached in the Thursday lecture was followed

by the General Court."

" From the sermons of memorable divines," says Bancroft,

" who were gone to a heavenly country, leaving their names
precious among the people of God on earth, a brief collection of

testimonies to the cause of God and his New England people

was circulated by the press, that the hearts of the rising gene-

ration might know what had been the great end of the planta-

tions, and count it their duty and their glory to continue in

those right ways of the Lord wherein their fathers walked

before them. Their successors in the ministry, with the people

and of the people and true ministers to the people, unsurpassed

by the clergy of an equal population in any part of the globe
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for learning, ability, and virtue, and for metaphysical acuteness,

familiarity with the principles of political freedom, devotedness,

and practical good sense, were heard, as of old, with reverence

by their congregations in their meeting-houses on every Lord's

day, and on special occasions of fasts, thanksgiving, lectures,

and military musters. Their exhaustless armory was the

Bible, whose scriptures were stored with weapons for every

occasion, furnishing sharp swords to point their appeals, apt ex-

amples of resistance, prophetic denunciations of the enemies

of God's people, and promises of the Divine blessing on the

defenders of his law."

The ministers of the Revolution were, like their Puritan pre-

decessors, bold and fearless in the cause of their country. No
class of men contributed more to carry forward the Revolution

and to achieve our independence than did the ministers of that

grand era of liberty. They esteemed the cause just and right,

and by their prayers, patriotic sermons, and services rendered

the highest assistance to the civil government, the army, and

the country.

"Ministers nursed the flame of piety and the love of civil

liberty. On Sundays they discoursed on them, and poui'ed out

their hearts in prayer for the preservation of their precious

inheritance of liberty." " They harangued the people, during

the Revolutionary struggle, ardently and patriotically. Many
of them went into the armies as chaplains; some, more zeal-

ous, even took up temporal arms ; while tlie greater number
of them showered the enemy with sermons, tracts, and pam-
phlets."

"As a body of men the clergy were pre-eminent in their

attachment to liberty. The pulpits of the land rang wdth the

notes of freedom. The tongues of the hoary-headed servants of

Jesus were eloquent upon the all-inspiring theme, while the

youthful soldier of the cross girded on the whole armor of his

country, and fought with weapons not carnal,"
'* The Christian ministers," said another, "did as much as the

civilian or the soldier to prepare the way for the American Revo-

lution, and to sustain its spirit. If Christian ministers had not

preached and prayed, there might have been no revolution as

yet ; or had it broken out, it might have been crushed. The
deep, dauntless, uncompromising, truthful, hopeful, religious

spirit of our fathers, who revered and whose love gathered
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around their ministers, imparted to the Revolution its most

striking characteristic."

Trumbull, the historian of Connecticut, bears this honorable

testimony to the patriotism and labors of the clergy :
—" Many

of the clergy had good estates, and assisted their poor brethren

and parishioners. The clergy possessed a very great proportion

of the literature of the colonies. They were the principal

instructors of those who received an education for public life.

Foif'many years they were consulted by the legislature in all

affairs of importance, civil or religious. They were ap])ointed

committees with the governor and magistrates to assist them in

the most delicate concerns of the commonwealth. They taught

their hearers to reject with abhorrence the divine right of

kings, passive obedience and non-resistance, and to hold that all

civil power is originally with the people."

"The clergymen of New England," said Thatcher, in his

"Military Journal," May, 1775, "are, almost without exception,

advocates of Whig principles ; there are few instances only of

the separation of a minister from his people in consequence ofj

a disagreement in political sentiment. The tories censure, in a

very illiberal manner, the preacher who speaks boldly for the

liberties of the people, while they lavish their praises on him

who dares to teach the absurd doctrine that.magistrates have a

divine right to do wrong, and are to be implicitly obeyed. It

is recommended by our Provincial Congress that, on other occa-

sions than the Sabbath, ministers of parishes adapt their dis-

courses to the times, and explain the nature of civil and reli-

gious liberty, and the duties of magistrates and rulers. Accord-

ingly, we have from our pulpits most fervent and pious effusions

to the throne of grace in behalf of our bleeding and afflicted

country."

" To the clergy," says Charles Francis Adams, " as the foun-

tains of knowledge and possessing the gifts most prized in the

community, all other ranks in society most cheerfully gave

place. If a festive entertainment was meditated, the minister

was sure to be the first on the list of those to be invited. If

any assembly of citizens was hold, he must be there to open the

business with prayer. If a political question was in agitation,

he was among the first whose opinion was to be consulted.

Even the civil rights of the other citizens, for a loi!(g time, de-

pended, in some degree, on his decision ; and, after that rigid
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rule was laid aside, he yet continued, in the absence of technical

law and lawyers, to be the arbiter and judge in the differences

between his fellow-men.

" The vast body of the ministry of the country advocated

the Eevolution, in public and private, on Christian principles.

They justified the war on religious grounds. They believed

that human rights and liberties would be gainers by its success.

Among the most faithful of religious men, modest and pains-

taking in their parishes, there was no concealment of their

sympathy. Scarcely was there a battle-field in the Revolution-

ary War where the clergy were not present, as chaplains or

surgeons, to cheer and bless. Their patriotism was a thing of

general admiration. They reasoned themselves and the country

out of all hesitancy and scruples, as they knew how to reason.

They abounded in what Sir John Hawkins calls 'precatory

eloquence,' calling down the blessings of the Almighty upon

the country; and the depth and sway of their influence in

achieving the independence of the colonies cannot be too highly

extolled. Withal, it was with them a time of great personal

privation and hard.ship. They shared in the largest measure

the calamities of the country. Thoy practised the extremes of

frugality to eke out their scanty subsistence. They were ex-

posed to violent oppo.siiion in their di.stracted parishes. But

they were, as a body, brave, patient, meek, pious, patriotic, and

learned,—an honor to any land. Under God, we owe it to the

ministry of that day that the morals of the country were

not hopelessly wrecked in the convulsions of the Ftevolution."

" They extended the a^gis of a Divine religion over the battered

and exhausted form of the colonial confederation, and inspired

fortitude in all who were faint. They were agitated with a

lofty inspiration, as the earth is shaken with the convulsions of

an earthquake, not by the assaults of external power, but by

the irroiistible fires of freedom and piety which burned within

their patriotic hearts.

" Then the people assembled in their churches to invoke the

blessing of God on their arms, while their pastors preached to

them under the frowns of power and in prospect of martyrdom.

This gave fervor to their thoughts, depth to their sympathies,

earnestness and solemnity to their daring resolutions. They

seemed more like prophets than priests, master-spirits raised

up to mould the destinies of mankind. Each one of those
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moral heroes who glorified the era of 1776 was a colossus among
ordinary men, and stood forth, in native majesty, indomitable,

unmoved, sublime."

" It is manifest in the spirit of our history, in our annals, and
by the general voice of the fathers of the republic, that in a

very great degree to the pulpit—the Puritan pulpit—^we owe
the moral force that won our independence."

The clergy, in all the colonies, were bold and frequent in

their pulpit enunciations of the great principles of civil and

religious liberty, and in rebuking despotism and the evils of

the time. John Adams, writing to his wife, from Philadelphia,

at the first meeting of the Continental Congress, 1774, says,

—

"Does Mr. Willibrand [pastor at Quincy] preach and pray

against oppression and the cardinal vices of the times ? The
clergy here, of all denominations, thunder and lighten every

Sabbath. They pray for Boston and Massachusetts. They

thank God explicitly and fervently for our remarkable successes.

They pray for the American army : they seem to feel as if they

were among you."

The clergy of New England, and of all the colonies, from

Puritan times to the Revolutionary era, were men riot only of

eminent piety and of profound Biblical learning, but were

ardent lovers of liberty and thoroughly versed in the history

and science of civil government. The peculiar circumstances

in which they were placed, and the great reverence in which

they were held by all classes, qualified them to be leaders of

liberty and government, as they were of religion. " The pro-

found thought and' unanswerable arguments," says Headley, in

his work on the chaplains and clergy of the Eevolution, "found

in their sermons, show that the clergy were not a whit behind

the ablest statesmen of the day in their knowledge of the great

science of human government. In reading them, one gets at

the true pulse of the people, and can trace the progress of the

public sentiment."

The election sermons, preached by the special appointment of

the civil authorities, were especially full of the grandest ideas

of freedom, and of thorough and just views of the rights of

men and the nature and workings of civil government. "The
publication of these sermons," says Headley, "in a pamphlet

form was a part of the regular proceedings of the Assembly,

and, being scattered abroad over the land, clothed them with
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the double weight of their high authors and the endowment of

the legislature, became the text-books of human rights in every

parish. They were regarded as the political pamphlets of the

day. The pulpit was the most direct and effectual way of

reaching the masses. The House of Eepresentatives of Massa-

chusetts knew this, and passed resolutions requesting the clergy

to make the question of the rights of the colonies, and the

oppressive conduct of the mother-country, the topic of the

pulpit on weekdays. They thus proclaimed to all fiiture time

their solemn convictions of their dependence on the pulpit for

that patriotic feeling and unity of action which they knew to

be indispensable to success. Here is the deep, solid substratum

that underlaid the Bevolution.
" The preachers did not confine themselves to a dissertation

on doctrinal truths or mere exhortation to godly behavior.

They grappled with the great questions of the rights of man,

and especially the rights of colonists in their controversy with

the mother-country. In reading their discourses one is struck

with the thorough knowledge these divines possessed of the

origin, nature, object, character, and end of all true govern-

ment, Thfey went to the very foundations of society, showed

what the natural rights of man were, and how those rights

became modified when men gathered into communities,—how all

laws and regulations were designed to be for the good of the

governed,—that the object of concentrated power was to protect,

not invade, personal liberty, and when it failed to do this and

oppressed instead of protected, assailed instead of defending

rights, resistance became lawful, nay, obligatory. They also

showed the nature of compacts and charters, and applied the

whole subject to the case of the colonies."

A brief sketch of the character and labors of some of these

patriotic preachers, who swept the great heart of the country

with their electric eloquence and power, and caused it to re-

spond to the calls of liberty and the Kevolution, will give the

reader the highest admiration of the preachers of those days

of Christian ideas and heroic action.

Eev. Dr. Mayhew gave the key-note, on the part of the clergy

of New England, to the great cause of liberty and of revolution.

Kobert Treat Paine called Mayhew " the father of civil and reli-

gious liberty in Massachusetts and America." On the 25th of .

August, 1765, he preached in his own church, in Boston, a
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sermon against the Stamp Act, &om the text, *^I would they

were even cut off which trovMe you. For^ brethren, ye have been

called unto Vbertg ; ordy use not liberty for an occasion to the

fleshy but by love serve one another" (GraJ. v. 12, 13.) This

sermon, full of the noblest sentiments and of thorough views of

the nature of civil government, was by John* Adams called

"the morning gun of the Revolution." " He was," says Adams,

"a clergyman equalled by very few of any denomination in

piety, virtue, genius, and learning. This transcendent genius

threw all the weight of his great fame into the scale of his

country." " Whoever," says Bancroft, ** repeats the story of

the Revolution will rehearse the fame of Mayhew. He spent

whole nights in prayer for the dangers of his country. Light

dawned on his mind on a Sabbath morning of July, 1766,

and he wrote to Otis, saying, 'You have heard of the com-

munion of the churches : while I was thinking of this in my
bed, the great use and importance of the communion of the

colonies appeared to me in a striking light. Would it not be

decorous in our Assembly to send circulars to all the rest, ex-

pressing a desire to cement a union among ourselves ? A good

foundation has been laid by the Congress of New York. It may
be the only means of perpetuating our liberties.* This sugges-

tion of a ' more perfect union' for the common defence, origin-

ating with Mayhew, was the first public expression of that

future Union which has been the glory of the American re-

public; and it came from a clergyman, on a Sabbath morning,

under the inspiration of Heaven."

"It is my fixed resolution," said Mayhew, as early as

1764, "to do all I can for the service of my country, that

neither the republic nor the churches of New England may
sustain injury." " Having," says he, "been initiated in youth in

the doctrines of civil liberty, as they were taught by such men
as Plato, Demosthenes, Cicero, and other renowned persons

among the ancients, and such as Sidney audi Milton, Locke

and Hoadly, among the moderns, I liked them : they seemed

rational. And having learned from the Holy Scriptui-es that

wise, brave, and virtuous men were always friends to liberty

;

that God gave the Israelites a king in his anger, because they

had not sense and virtue enough to like a free commonwealth;

that where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty : this made
me conclude that freedom was a great blessing."
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In the year 1766, Thomas HoUis, of a distinguished Baptist

family, in England, wrote to the Rev. Dr. Mayhew, "More
books, especially on govemmentj are going to New England.

Should those go safe, it is hoped that no principal book on that

FIRST subject will be wanting in Harvard College, from the days

of Moses to these times. Men of New England, brethren, use

them for yourselves and for others; and God bless you."

Expressing most fervent feelings for the purity and liberties

of New England, and that the "spirit of luxury which was con-

suming us to the very marrow may be kept from the people of

New England," HoUis said, again,

—

" One likeliest means to that end will be, to watch well over

their youth, by bestowing on them a reasonable, manly educa-

tion, and selecting thereto the wisest, ablest, most accomplished

of men that art or wealth can obtain ; for nations rise and fall

by individuals, not numbers,—as I think all history proveth.

With ideas of this kind have I worked for the public library

at Cambridge, New England."
" The books he sent," says a writer, " were often political,

and of a republican stamp. And it remains for the perspicacity

of our historians to ascertain what influence his benefactions

and correspondence had in kindling that spirit which emanci-

pated these States from the shackles of colonial subserviency, by

forming 'high-minded men,' who, under Providence, achieved

our independence."

"There were extant American reprints of Locke, Hoadly,

Sidney, Montesquieu, Priestley, Milton, Price, Gordon's Tacitus,

or of portions of their works issued prior to and during the

Eevolution, in a cheap form, for popular circulation, addressing

not passion, but reason, diffusing sound principles and begetting

right feelings. There could hardly be found a more impressive,

though silent, proof of the exalted nature of the contest on the

part of the Americans, than a complete collection of their pub-

lications during that period.

"Who can limit the influence exerted over the common mind

by these volumes of silent thought, eloquent for the rights of

man and the blessings of liberty, fervid against wrong, the

miseries of oppression and slavery,—^teaching that resistance to

tyrants is obedience to God ? These books and libraries were

the nurseries of 'sedition;' they were as secret emissaries, pro-

pagating in every household, in every breast, at morning, in
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the noonday rest, by the evening light, in the pulpit, the

forum, and the shop, principles, convictions, resolves, which

sophistry could not overthrow* nor force extinguish. This was

the secret of the strength of our fathers. Let us cherish it, as

worthy sons of noble sires."

Rev. John Wise, pastor of the Congregational church of

Ipswich, Massachusetts, published in 1705 a work on the vindi-

cation of the government of the New England churches. This

work, abounding in sentiments of freedom and liberal ideas

and profound views on civil government, was studied by the

statesmen and the people during the Revolution ; and "some of

the most glittering sentences in the immortal Declaration of

Independence are almost literal quotations from this essay of

John Wise. And it is a significant fact that in 1772, only four

years before that declaration was made, a large edition of his

works was published, by subscription, in one duodecimo volume.

It was used as a political text-book in the great struggle for

freedom then opening. Distinguished laymen in all parts of

New England, who were soon to be heralded to the world as

heroes in that great struggle, are on the list of subscribers for

six, twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six, and two of them for a hun-

dred, copies each."

This author, after discussing the various kinds of govern-

ments, and their principles and workings, says,

—

"A democracy.—^This is a form of government which the

light of nature does highly value, and directs to as most agree-

able to the just and natural prerogatives of human beings.

This was of great account in the early times of the world. And
not only so, but, upon the experience of several thousand years,

after the world had been troubled and tossed Irom one species

of government to another, at a great expense of blood and trea-

sure, many of the wise nations of the world\have sheltered

themselves under it again, or at least have blended and balanced

their governments with it.

" It is certainly a great truth, namely, that man's original

liberty, after it is resigned (yet under due restrictions), ought

to be cherished in all wise governments ; or, otherwise, a man in

making himself a subject, alters himself from a freeman into

a slave, which to do is repugnant to the laws of nature. Also

the natural equality of men amongst men must be duly favored;

in that government was never established by God or nature to
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give one a prerogative to insult over another : therefore, in a
civil as well as in a natural state of being, a just equality is to

be indulged so far as that every man is bound to honor every

man, which is agreeable both to nature and religion, (1 Pet. ii.

17) : Honor all men. The end of all good government is to

cultivate humanity, and promote the happiness of all, and the

good of every man, in all his rights, his life, liberty, estate,

honor, &c., without injury or abuse done to any one."

Eev. Mr. Howari),

A Puritan preacher and patriot, before the legislative council

of Massachusetts, in 1780, presented the following views on the

duties and influence of civil rulers :

—

" Our political fathers and civil rulers will not fail to do all

they can to promote religion and virtue through the community,

as the surest means of rendering their government easy and

happy to themselves and the people. For this purpose they

will watch over their morals with the same afiFectionate and

tender care that a pious and prudent parent watches over his

children, and, by all methods which love to God and man can

inspire and wisdom point out, endeavor to check and suppress

all impiety and vice, and lead the' people to the practice ol that

righteousness which exalteth a nation. They will render them-

selves a terror to evil-doers, as well as an encouragement to such

as do well. They will promote to places of trust men of piety,

truth, and benevolence. Nor will they fail to exhibit in their

own lives a fair example of that piety and virtue whidi they

wish to see practised by the people. They will show that they

are not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, by paying a duo

regard to his sacred institutions, and to all the laws of his

kingdom. Magistrates may probably do more in this way than

in any other, and perhaps more than any other order of men,

to preserve or recover the morals of a people. The manners of

a court are peculiarly catching, and, like the blood in the heart,

quickly flow to the most distant members of the body. If,

therefore, rulers desire to see religion and virtue flourish in a

nation over which they preside, they must countenance and

encourage them by their own examples."

Jonas Clark,

The pastor of the Congregational Church of Lexington, Maasa-
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chosettSy was among the. foremost and ablest champions of

liberty and the Eevolution. His field of spiritual labor is im-

mortalized in American history as the field where the first

battle for independence was fought, and Lexington is as noble

and memorable as Bunker Hill in the annals of freedom. The
pastor of this Christian flock had early indoctrinated his people

into an ardent love for civil and religious liberty.

" His congregation," says Headley, " were ripe for revolution,

ready to die rather than to yield to arbitrary force." "The
people had become so thoroughly indoctrinated in his views, and

been so animated by his appeals from the pulpit and in public

meetings, that the 'General Court* had them embodied in

instructions to their delegate to the Provincial legislature, as

the expression of their wishes and determination." "This

document," says Edward Everett, " in which the principles and

opinions of the town are embodied, has few equals, and no

superiors, among the productions of that class. Mr. Clark was

of a class of citizens who rendered services second to no others

in enlightening and animating the popular mind on the great

questions at issue : Imean thejpairiotio dergy of New EagUmd"
" It was to a congregation educated by such a man," says

Headley, "that Providence allowed to be intrusted the momen-
tous events of the 19th of April,—events which were to decide

more than the fate of a continent,—that of civil liberty the

world over. In surveying the scenes of carnage after the battle

of Lexington, Mr. Clark, who had been an active participator,

exclaimed, ' From this day wiU be dated the liberty of the world.'

He believed the war to be as just a one as ever was waged by

the Israelites of old, and as much under the direction of God.

The teachings of the pulpit of Lexington caused the first blow

to be struckfor American Independence^'

JuDAH Champion,

Of Litchfield, Connecticut, was one of the most earnest and

eloquent advocates of the Eevolution, and during the whole of

those eventful times was active and influential in the cause of

his country. He was remarkable for the fbrvor and power of

his prayers for the success of the great cause of liberty. On
one occasion a regiment of cavalry reached Litchfield on* Satur-

day night, and remained over the Sabbath. The presence of

the military raised the devotions of the patriotic pastor to the
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highest ardor, and in his prayer he spoke of " the hostile inva-

sion, the cruel purpose for which it was set on foot,—of their

enmity to the American Church, and the ruin to religion which

their success would accomplish,—of congregations scattered,

churches burned to the ground, and the Lord's people made a

hissing and a by-word among their foes," till his own feelings

and those of his hearers were roused into intense excitement in

view of the great wrongs and suflferings designed for them and

the Church of Gkxi, and he burst forth as follows :

—

" Lord, we view with terror and dismay the enemies of our

holy religion : wilt thou send storm and tempest to toss them

upon the sea, to overwhelm them in the mighty deep, or scatter

them to the uttermost parts of the earth. But, peradventure

should they escape thy vengeance, collect them together again,

Lord, as in the hollow of thy hand, and let thy lightnings

play upon them. We beseech thee, moreover, that thou do gird

up the loins of these thy servants who are going forth to fight

thy battles. Make them strong men, that one shall chase a thou-

sand, and two put ten thousand to flight'. Hold before them

the shield with which thou wast wont in the old time to protect

thy people. Give them swift feet, that they may pursue their

enemies, and swords terrible as that of thy destroying angel,

that they may cleave them down. Preserve these servants of

thine, Almighty God, and bring them once more to their homes

and friends, if thou canst do so consistently with thy high

purpose. If, on the other hand, thou hast decreed that they

shall die in battle, let thy Spirit be present with them, that they

may go up as sweet sacrifices into the courts of thy temple,

where habitations are prepared for them from the foundation of

the world,"

Samuel Webster,

In the spring of 1777, preached the election sermon before the

House of Eepresentatives of Massachusetts. It was delivered

"after the successive disasters that had overtaken the American

army, the defeat on Long Island, the fall of New York and

Fort Washington, and the flight of Washington and his dis-

organized army through the Jerseys,—^a year wrapped in

gloom and fraught with sad forebodings, with only one gleam

of sunshine—^the battle of Princeton—^to cheer the desponding

hearts of the patriots." The sermon was foil of the fire and
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patriotism of the times, and closed with the following remark-

able prayer :

—

"Awake, Lord, for our help, and come and save us.

Awake, Lord, as in ancient times. Do with them, Lord,

if it be thy will, as thou didst unto the Midianites and their con-

federates, and to Sisera, and to Jabin, when they invaded thy

people, and make their lords and nobles and great commanders

like Oreb and Zeeb, and like Zeba and Zalmunna. Though these

angry^ brethren profess to worship the same God with us,

yet because it is in a somewhat different mode they seem to

have said. Come, let us take the houses of God in powssession.

Accordingly they have vented a peculiar spite against the

houses of God, defaced and defiled thy holy and beautiful

sanctuaries where our fathers worshipped thee, turning them
into houses of merchandise and receptacles of beasts, and some

of them they have torn in pieces and burned with fire. There-

fore we humbly pray that thou wilt hedge up their way, and not

suffer them to proceed and prosper. Put them to flight speedily,

if it be thy holy will, and make them run fast as a wheel down-

ward, or as far as stubble and chaff is driven before the furious

whirlwind. As the fire consumes the wood, and sometimes lays

waste whole forests on the mountains, so let them be laid waste

and consumed if they obstinately persist in their bloody designs

against us. Lord, raise a dreadful tempest and affright them,

and let thy tremendous storms make them quake with fear;

and pursue them with thy arrows, till they are brought to see

that God is with us of a truth, and fighteth for us, and so

return unto their own land, covered with shame and confusion,

and humble themselves before thee and seek to appease thine

anger by a bitter repentance for their murderous designs. And
let them have neither credit nor courage to coijie out any more

against us. That so all nations, seeing thy mighty power and

thy marvellous works, may no more call themselves supreme,

but know and acknowledge that thou art God alone, the only

supreme Governor among men, doing whatsoever pleaseth

thee."

In 1774 the Provincial Congress of Massachusetts acknow-

ledged their public obligation to the ministry, as friends of civil

and religious liberty, and invoked their aid, in the following

address.:

—
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Reyxrekd Sirs :—^When we contemplate the friendBhip and afisbtanoe

our ancestors, the first settlers of this province, while overwhelmed
with distress, received from the pious pastors of the churches of Christ,

who to enjoy the rights of conscience fled with them into this land,

then a savage wilderness, we find ourselves filled with the most grateful

sensations. And we cannot but acknowledge the goodness of Heaven
in constantly supplying us with preachers of the gospel, whose concern

has been the temporal and spiritual happiness of the people.

In a day like this, when all the Mends of civil and religious liberty are

exerting themselves to deliver this country from its present calamities, we
cannot but place great hopes in an order of men who have ever^stin-
guished themselves in their country's cause ; and do, therefore, recom-

mend to the ministers of the gospel in the several towns and other places

in the colony, that they assist us in avoiding that dreadful slavery with

which we are now threatened, by advising the people of their several

congregations, as they wish their prosperity, to abide by and strictly to

adhere to the resolutions of the Continental Congress, at Philadelphia,

in October, 1774, as the most peaceable and probable method of pre-

venting confusion and bloodshed, and of restoring that harmony
between Great Britain and these colonies on which we wish might be
established not only the rights and liberties of America, but the opu-

lence and lasting happiness of the whole British empire.

Besolvedf That the foregoing address be presented to all the ministers

of the gospel in this province.

Samuel Langdon, D.D., President of Harvard College,

preached before the Honorable Congress of Massachusetts Bay,

in May, 1775, on the theme " Government corrupted by vice

and recovered by righteousness."

" Let us consider," says he, " that for the sins of a people God
may suffer the best government to be corrupted or entirely

dissolved, and that nothing but a general reformation can give

good ground to hope that the public happiness will be restored

by the recovery of the strength and perfection of the state, and

that Divine Providence will interpose to fill every department

with wise and* good men.
" When a government is in its prime, the public good en-

gages the attention of the whole ; the strictest regard is paid to

the qualifications of those who hold the offices of state ; virtue

prevails; every thing is managed with justice, prudence, and

frugality ; the laws are founded on principles of equity rather

than mere policy, and all the people are happy. But vice will

increase with the riches and glory of an empire; and this gene-

rally tends to corrupt the Constitution and in time bring on its

dissolution. This may be considered not only as the natural
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effect of vice, but a righteous judgment from Heaven, especially

upon a nation which has been favored with the blessings of

religion and liberty and is guilty of undervaluing them and

eagerly going into the gratification of every lust.

"We have rebelled against God. We have lost the true

spirit of Christianity, though we retain the outward profession

and form of it. We have neglected and set light by the glo-

rious gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ and his holy commands
and institutions. The worship of many is but mere compliment

to the Deity, while their hearts are far from him. By many
the gospel is corrupted into a superficial system of moral philo-

sophy, little better than ancient Platonism ; and, after all the

pretended refinements of moderns in the theory of Christianity,

very little of the pure practice of it is to be found among those

who once stood foremost in the profession of the gospel.

" But, alas ! have not the sins of America, and of New Eng-
land in particular, had a hand in bringing down upon us the

righteous judgments of Heaven ? Wherefore is all this eVil

come upon us ? Is it not because we have forsaken the Lord ?

Can we say we are innocent of crimes against God? No,

surely. It becomes us to humble ourselves under his mighty

hand, that he may exalt us in due time. However unjustly

and cruelly we have been treated by man, we certainly deserve

at the hand of God all the calamities in which we are now
involved. Have we not lost much of that spirit of genuine

Christianity which so remarkably appeared in our ancestors, for

which God distinguished them by the signal favors of his pro-

vidence when they fled from tyranny and persecution into

Western deserts? Have we not departed from their virtues?

Have we not made light of the gospel of salvation, and too

much affected the <^M, forrnal, fashionable religion of countries

grown old in vice and overspread with infidelity ? Do not our

follies and iniquities testify against us ? Have we not, especially

in our seaports, gone much too far into the pride and luxuries

of life ? Is it not a fact, open to common observation, that

profaneness, intemperance, unchastity, the love of pleasure,

fraud, avarice, and other vices, are increasing among us from

year to year? And have not even these young governments

been in some measure infected with the corruptions of Eu-

ropean courts ? Has there been no flattery, no bribery, no

artifices practised to get into places of honor and profit or to
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carry a vote to secure a particular interest without regard to

right or wrong f Have our statesmen always acted with inte-

grity, and every judge with impartiality, in the fear of God?
In short, have all ranks of men showed regard to the Divine

commands, and joined to promote the Redeemer's kingdom and

the public welfare ? I wish we could more fully justify our-

selves in all these respects. We must remember that the sins

of a people who have been remarkable for the profession of god-

liness are more aggravated by all the advantages and favors

they have enjoyed, and will receive more speedy and signal

judgments, as God says of Israel :
—

' You only have I known of

all the families of the earth: therefore will I punish you for all

your iniquities.'

" Let me address you in the words of the prophet:—' Israel,

return unto the Lord thy God, for thou, hast fallen by thine

iniquity.' Let us repent, and implore the Divine mercy; let us

amend our ways and our doings, reform every thing which

has been provoking to the Most High, and thus endeavor to

obtain the gracious interposition of Providence for our deli-

verance.

" If true religion is revived by means of these public calami-

ties, and again prevails among us,—if it appears in our reli-

gious assemblies, in the conduct of our civil affairs, in our

ARMIES, in OUT families, in all our business and conversation,

—we may hope for the direction and blessing of the Most High,

while we are using our best endeavors to preserve the civil

government of this colony and defend America from slavery.

" And may we not be confident that the Most High will vin-

dicate his own honor, and plead our righteous cause against

such enemies to his government as well as our liberties?

Oh, may our camp be free from every accursed thing ! May
our land be purged from all its sins ! May we be truly a holy

people, and all our towns cities of righteousness ! Then the

Lord will be our refuge and strength, a very present help in

trouble, and we shall have no reason to be afraid, though thou-

sands of enemies set themselves against us round about, though

all nature should be thrown into tumults and convulsions. He
can command the stars in their courses to fight his and our

battles, and all the elements to wage war with his and our ene--

mies. He can destroy them with innumerable plagues, or send

faintness into their hearts, so that the men of might shall not
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fiud their hands. In a variety of methods he can work salva-

tion for us, as he did for his people in ancient days, and accord-

ing to. the many* remarkable deliverances granted in former

times to New England.

.
". May the Lord hear us in this day of trouble, and the name

of the God of Jacob defend us, send us help from his sanctuary,

and strengthen us out of Zion ! We will rejoice in his salvation,

and in the name of our God will we set up our banners. Let

us look to him to fulfil our petitions."

. The following is an interesting and solemn scene of the Revo-

lution, published in a religious newspaper of 1858 :

—

" June 10, 1775.—This has been one of the most important and trying

days of my life. I have taken leave of my people for the present, and
shall at once proceed to the American camp at Boston and offer my
services as chaplain in the army. Ever since the battle of Bunker Hill

my mind has been turned to this subject." " God's servants are needed
in the army to pray with and for it. This is God's work ; and his minis-

ters should set an example that will convince the people that they

believe it to be such. But the scene in the house of God to-day has

tried me sorely. How silent, how solemn, was the congregation ! and
when they sang the sixty-first Psalm, commencing,

—

' When, overwhelm'd with grief.

My heart within me dies,'

—

sobs were heard in every part of the building. At the close, I was asto-

nished to see Deacou S., now nearly sixty years of age, arise and address

the congregation. ' Brethren,' said he, * our minister has acted right.

This is God's cause ; and as in days of old the priests bore the ark into

the midst of the battle, so must they do it now. We should be un-

worthy of the fathers and mothers who landed on Plymouth Rock, and
suffered privations and dangers to secure freedom for us, if we did not
cheerfully bear what Providence shall put upon us in the great conflict

now before us. I had two sons at Bunker Hill, and one of them, you
know, was slain. The other did his duty, and for the future God must
do with him what seemeth him best. I offer him to liberty. I had
thought I was getting too old to offer myself, and that I would stay

here with the church. But my minister is going, and I will shoulder

my musket and go too.' In this strain he continued for some time, till

the whole congregation was bathed in tears. Oh, God must be with this

people in this unequal struggle : else how could they enter upon it with

such solemnity and prayer, with such strong reliance on his assistance,

and such a profound sense of their need of it? Just before separating,

the whole congregation joined in singing,

—

' God, oar help in ages past,

Oar hope for years to oome.'

"
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Key. James Caldwell^

Pastor of the Presbyterian church of Elizabethtown, New
Jersey, was a martyr for liberty. His church was burned by

the British, and he and his family were murdered, in 1780.

Eev. Nicholas Murray, pastor of the same church for many
years, in a memorial to Congress, in 1840, for payment of the

church property destroyed by the British, said,

—

" When the glorious war of our Revolution commenced which

resulted in our independence, the Rev. James Caldwell was

then pastor of this church. His name and fame are inter-

woven with the history of his country, and are as dear to the

State as to the Church. He became early and deeply interested

in the conflict, and devoted all his powers no less to the freedom

of his country than to the service of his God. Such was his

influence over his people that, with few exceptions, they became

one with him in sentiment and feeling ; and thenceforward he

and they were branded as the rebel parson and parish. To the

enemies of his country he was an object of the deepest hatred;

and such was their known thirst for his life, that, while preach-

ing the gospel of peace to his people, he was compelled to lay

his loaded pistols by his side in the pulpit."

" In the exciting scenes," says Headley, " that immediately

preceded the Revolution, he bore a prominent and leading part.

His congregation upheld him, almost to a man; and when we re-

member that such patriots as Elias Boudinot, William Living-

ston, Francis Barber, the Daytons and Ogdens, composed it,

we cannot wonder that both pastor and people were looked upon

as head rebels of the province, and became peculiarly obnoxious

to the loyalists. In intelligence, ardor, and patriotism they

had no superior, and formed a band of noble men of which New
Jersey is justly proud.

''At the first call to arms, the State offered its brigade for

the common defence, and Mr. Caldwell was elected its chaplain.

His immense popularity gave him an. influence that filled the

tories with rage and made his name common as a household

word among the British troops. They offered a large reward

for his capture. For his personal safety, he went armed.

"So entire was the confidence of the people in his integrity

that, when the array became greatly reduced, and both pro-

visions and money were hard to be obtained, he was appointed
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Assistant Commifisary-General. He not only was earnest and

eloquent in bis pulpit for the cause of his country, but was

active and brave in battle. In one of the engagements near

Springfield, New Jersey, Mr. Caldwell was in the hottest of the

fight, and, seeing the fire of one of the companies slacken for

want of wadding, he galloped to the Presbyterian meeting-

house near by, and, rushing in, ran from pew to pew, filling his

arms with hymn-books. Hastening back with these into battle,

he scattered them about in every direction, saying, as he pitched

one here and another there, ^^Ncm, hoys, put Watts into them."

"The unselfish and entir% devotion of this gifted man to his

country was of the Washington type,—a devotion in which life

itself and all its outward interests were forgotten, or re-

membered only as an ofiering ever ready to be made to her

welfare. The cause of freedom, and especially the State of

New Jersey, owe him a large debt of gratitude."

A monument to Dr. Caldwell stands in the burial-ground of

the First Presbyterian Church of Elizabethtown, New Jersey,

where sleep many of the heroes of the Eevolution. The inscrip-

tion is as follows :

—

East Side.—"This monument is erected to the memory of the Rev.

James Caldwell, the pious and fervent Christian, the zealous and faith-

ful minister, the eloquent preacher, and a prominent leader among the

worthies who secured the independence of his country. His name will

be cherished in the Church and in the State so long as virtue is esteemed

and patriotism rewarded."

West Side.—"Hannah, wife of the Rev. James Caldwell, and daughter

of Jonathan Ogden, of Newark, was killed at Connecticut Farms, by a

shot from a British soldier, June 24th, 1780, cruelly sacrificed by the

enemies of her husband and of her country.''

North Side.—"*The memory of the just is blessed.' *Be of good cou-

rage, and let us behave ourselves valiantly for our people, and for the

cities of our God, and let the Lord do that which is good in his sight.'

* The glory of children are their fathers.'

"

South Side.—" James Caldwell, born in Charlotte County, in Virginia,

April, 1734. Graduated at Princeton College, 1759. Ordained pastor of

the First Presbyterian Church of Elizabethtown, 1762. After serving

as chaplain in the army of the Revolution, and acting as commissary to

the troops in New Jersey, he was killed by a shot from a sentinel at

Elizabethtown Point, November 24th, 1781.

"The Mexort of the Just is Blessed."

George Duffield,

Of Philadelphia, was an eminent preacher and patriot of the
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Revolution, and devoted to the cause of his country. He was

among the first chaplains to the Colonial Congress, and did

good service to the civil council as well as to the armies of

his country. Dr. Sprague, in his "Annab of the American

Pulpit," says of this pious and patriotic preacher,

—

" He was a bold and zealous assertor of the rights of con-

science, an earnest and powerful advocate of civil and religious

liberty. During the pending of the measures which were

maturing the Declaration of Independence, while the prospects

of the colonies seemed most gloomy, his preaching contributed

greatly to encourage and animal^ the friends of liberty. So

much did he value prayer, and so important did he feel it to be

to excite and encourage the men that had left their homes and

perilled their lives in the cause of freedom, to look to God and

put their trust in Him, that he would, occasionally, in the

darkest hour of the Eevolution, leave his charge, and repair to

the camp, where the fathers and sons of many of his flock were

gathered, and minister to them in the public preaching of the

word and personal service." "He was with the army in their

battles and retreats through Jersey, during that dark and nearly

hopeless period of the Revolution."

The patriots of the first Congress attended his church; and

fohn Adams and his compeers were often his hearers.

His soul could infuse courage in the hour of danger, and

fheer the disheartened in disaster, by example, precept, and

prayer. He was well known in camp; and his visits were

ailways welcome, for the soldiers loved the eloquent, earnest,

fearless patriot.

The following is a fine specimen of the eloquence and fervor

of Dr. Duffield's piety and patriotism, and a precious relic of

Revolutionary times, taken from a discourse preached

At Pine Street Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, March 17, 1776, by

Rev. George Duffield, D.D., Pastor. Isaiah xxi. 11, 12:—" The burden of

Dumah. He calleth to me out of Seir, Watchman, what of the night?

Watchman, what of the night? The watchman said, The morning

cometh, and also the night: if ye will inquire, inquire ye: return,

come."

The instruction afforded in these words is as follows :

—

I. That it is the duty of a people, under a pressure of trouble and

distress, to be earnest in applying to God respecting their affairs.

II. That such a people have encouragement to expect God will answer

them, and with the affliction administer comfort to them.
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I. What is implied in applying to God in such circumstancos ?

1. A generous concern for the public good.

Idumea's watchman, representing all those of the inhabitants of that

country suitably exercised in that day of trial (and every true patriot

in our day), seems to have abandoned every meaner consideration, to

have lost every thought of private concern for himself or his own pecu-

liar interest, in an ardent glow of zeal for the good of the common
cause, by which, while others indulge in repose, hia eyes slumber not

;

he watches for his country's good; his thoughts are all on this; and
his busy, laboring mind is consulting, planning, and inquiring for its

good.

View him a moment on his watch-tower on Mount Seir : his looks are

the picture of deep concern ; anxious care dwells seated on his brow

;

painful study for his country's good has emaciated his frame, spread a

solemn composure over his countenance, and hastened his age faster far

than hurrying time itself would roll away his years

!

Such a patriot was good Hezekiah, who lived only to serve his country,

whose days were measured by diligence for its good and planning for

its greatest benefit, and whose constitution was so enfeebled by unre-

mitting care that ere he had reached his fortieth year he had sunk
before the first attack of disease, had not a miracle interposed for his

deliverance.

iSuch patriots of old were Samuel and Ezra, and, in the field, the

brave Uriah. Such may thy councils, America, and such thine armies,

ever contain.

2. A sense of the overruling government of God determining the

affairs of men.
Without this, the Idumean patriot had never called with such ardor

to the watchman God had appointed to observe and declare his will.

So intimately is a reverence for God connected with the proper dis-

oharge of every duty we owe to our fellow-men, as individuals, or the

community at large,—both proceeding from the same good principle

within,—that never can there bo a proper and sincere discharge of the

latter where the former is neglected. True patriotisx is founded in

TRUE RELIGION ; and where the latter is not, there is great danger of the

former being bought or brihed by an adequate price^ or in some way blasted,

like the seed sown in stony ground, that perished through want of root.

3. A diligent attention to the use of means.

God ha« so determined, in the ordinary course of his providential dis-

pensations, that the blessings he designs to bestow are yet to be sought

after and obtained in the use of the proper means. Eden itself was not

to nourish Adam without dressing. The same God that fed Elyah by
the b ook could have commanded the ravens to feed the family of

Jacob, but they must travel to Egypt for bread. Canaan was given to

Israel, but they must march and fight and toil to subdue and possess

it. Paul was assured that the ship's crew would all be saved, but the

mariners must stay aboard and ply their endeavors, or not a soul would
be safe. And who that considers the engagedness of this earnest Edom-
ite, " calling from Seir,'' can doubt his diligence in every measure adapted
to obtain the end?

33
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4. The true patriot must be earnestly engaged in prayer.

In the common affairs of life, as well as in religion, we may adopt the

language of the apostle, and, whether Paul plant or Apollos water, it is

God must give the increase. This is the Psalmist's idea (Ps. czxrii. 1),
'* Except the Lord build the house, they labor in rain that build it," Ac,

It is this blessing that makes prosperous as well as rich, Ac. To him,

therefore, with great propriety does the pious Idumean look, and ar-

dently pray, in our text ; and it will generally be found that when God is

about to bestow any remarkable favor on a person or people, he pre-

viously pours upon that people or person a spirit of earnest supplication

to God for his favor.

That it is the incumbent duty of a people, and especially when in-

volved in calamitous circumstances, thus to pray ; consider

—

1. God has commanded it, and to his injunction added great encou-

ragement. Ps. 1. 15 :
" Call upon me in the day of trouble ; I will deliver

thee, and thou shalt glorify mo." Ps. xxxviii. 5 :
" Commit thy way

unto the Lord ; trust also in him ; and he shall bring it to pas^t." Joel

ii. 32 : " Whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be deli-

vered ; for in Mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverance, as the

Lord has said." Hence,

—

2. Prayer is one of the most probable means of obtaining deliverance

from trouble.

As the calamities of a people are the chastening of God for their sins,

and one end designed therein is to bring them back to Him from whom
they have departed, the more they are brought to a sense of their de-

pendence on God, and engaged in returning and making supplication

to him, the greater is their prospect not only of being delivered, but of

having their calamities converted into blessings. Micah iv. 6 : And
** I will gather her that is driven out, and her that I have afflicted, and

I will make her that was ca<5t off a strong nation."

3. Prayer brings down the perfections of God to the assistance of those

who are thus exercised. Ps. xvi. 1 :
" Preserve me, God ; for in thee do

I put my trust." Ps. cxviii. 5-12 :
" I called upon the Lord in distress

:

tlie Lord answered mo, and set me in a large place. The Lord is on

my side ; I will not fear : what can man do unto me ? The Lord taketh

my part with them that help me : therefore shall I see my desire ui>on

them that hate me. It is better to trust in the Lord than to put confi-

dence in man. It is better to trust in the Lord than to put confidence

in princes. All nations compassed me about : but in the name of the

Lord will I destroy them. They compassed me about
;
yea, they com-

passed me about ; but in the name of the Lord I will do:>troy them.

They compassed mo about like bees ; they are quenched as the fire of

thorns: for in the name of the Lord I will destroy them."

II. Let us now consider the answer, and point out some signs that

promise a morning of deliverance to a people afflicted.

Known unto God are all his ways from the beginning ; and from the

perfections of Deity we may safely assert that all moral and natural evil

will finally be rendered subservient to the perfection of the Divine plan

;

but in what manner this shall be done surpasses the contracted power of

the feeble mind of man to determine, and rests perhaps among the
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myfltevies of heaven that Gabriel himself has not explained, but waits

for the finishing scene to explain the mysterious drama. Yet so it is.

As day and night succeed each other in the natural, so both the natural

and the moral world have their nights and their days in successive inte-

resting periods, since the memorable hour when Adam forsook his God,

and introduced moral evil, and its inseparable attendant, natural evil,

into this small province of the Great Creator's kingdom. The whole

world throughout is as of the Jews in our text, ** The morning cometh,

and also the night," and so shall continue until night and day be

blended no more.

Eternal day and eternal night will possess their eternally-separated

regions, and separate the inhabitants in endless ha2)X)ine88 and joy, or

everlasting horror and despair.

The particular time of the Jewish state, d'^signed in our text by the

morning and the night here mentioned, may be liard to determine ; but

it will with great propriety apply to various periods.

It was, at the time of the prophecy, a nhjht of j^jre impending distress

from Sennacherib the Assyrian king. A mdkxing of deliverance came
in the destruction of Ral)shakeh's army. (2 Kings xix.)

The troubled state of affairs for a series of years before and through
the Babylonish captivity was a season of night. A morning came in the

return under Cyrus.

It was a long night, in respect of religion, through the whole of their

ceremonial service : this was still darker before the coming of Christ,

but in him arose a bright morning.

"A dayspring from on high visited them, to give light to those that

were in darkness and in the shadow of death, and to guide their feet

into the way of peace." (Luke i. 78, 79.)

Night came on them in the destruction of their city and nation, and
has continued now 1700 years ; but the proi)!iets and the Apostle Paul

(Rom. xi. 15, 26) promise them a glorious morning in the latter days of

the world.

The Christian Church has had its nights and its mornings.

And the like has been the case with every nation in a mejisure.

But it more especially concerns us to attend to the improvement of

this doctrine, both with respect to individuals and to the present state

of our own public affairs.

Improvemrnf.— I. In the way of comfort to the people of God : for

—

(a.) All their affairs are ordered by God, who is tlieir God, and to

whom they have a right to go as their God and inquire.

(h.) Though they have a night, there is an eternal morning in re-

serve. But

—

2. Our subject is full of gloom to sinners out of Christ. Now they

have a night of spiritual darkness and death ; an eternal night of

dreadful miseiy and despair awaits you—very shortly—hereafter.

3. The improvement of our subject naturally leads our thoughts to

the state of our public affairs.

It is at present a nufht scene over this vast northern part of the New Wor^f/.

God, to chastise us for our oflences, and for wise and important pur-

poses, has sufleered dark clouds to envelope our sky. It becomes every
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one, who wishes his own or his country's good, to inquire, " Watch-

man, what of the night?" It is a time for earnest prayer, joined with

diligent endeavor. There is in store an answer of mercy ! There is a

morning in reserve, though the night may continue some time.

Reasons to expect Morning.—1. God never has cast off and de-

stroyed a nation so 80on, as it would be to deliver America now to ruin,

liook at the antediluvian world,—the Amorites, and other nations of

(7anaan—^the Jews, &c.

2. The western world appears to have been retained for that parpose,

and designed by an ordinance of Heaven as an Asylum for Liberty, civil

and religk)U8. Our forefathers, who first inhabited yonder eastern

shores, fled from the iron rod and heavy hand of tyranny. This it was,

and no love of earthly gain or prospect of temporal grandeur, that nrged

them, like Abraham of old, to leave their native soil and tender connec-

tions behind, to struggle through winds and waves, and seek a peaceful

retreat in a then howling wilderness, where they might rear the banner

of liberty and dwell contented under its propitious shade, esteeming

this more than all the treasures of a British Egypt, from whence they

were driven forth. Methinks I see them on the inhospitable shore

they were hastening to leave, and hear them adopt the sentiment of the

Psalmist, Iv. G, 7, to give it in the expressive language of Watts, with a

small variation :

—

'* Oh, were I like a featber'd dove.

And innocence had wings ,*

I'd fly, and make a far remove.

From pertcruttHff king».'*

Nor was it the fostering care of Britain produced the rapid populating

of these colonies, but the tyranny and oppression, both civil and eccle-

siastical, of that and other nations, constrained multitudes to resign

every other earthly comfort, and leave their country and their friends,

to eiyoy in peace the fair possession of freedom in this western world.

It is this has reared our cities, and turned the wilderness, so far and
wide, into a fruitful field. America's sonSy very few excepted, were all re-

fugeeSy—tlie chosen spirits of various nations^ that could vot, like Issachar, how

doum between tlie two burdens (f (lie accursed cruelty of tyranny in Church and

Utate. And can it be supposed that the Lord has so far forgot to be gra-

cious, or shut up his tender mercies in his wrath, to favor the arms of

oppression and to deliver up this asylum to slavery and bondage? Can
it be supposed that the God who made man free, and engraved in inde-

feasible characters the love of liberty in his mind, should forbid free-

dom, already exiled from Asia, Africa, and under sentence of banishment

from Europe,—that he should forbid her l<^ erect her banner here, and
constrain her to abandon the earth ? As soon siiall he reverse creation,

and forbid yonder sun to shine 1 To the J c ws he preserved their cities

of refuge ; and while sun and moon endure, America shall remain a

ciTT OF REFUGE FOR THE wuoLE EARTH, Until she hcFself shall ploy the

tyrant, disgrace her freedom, and provoke her God! When that day shall

oome, if ever, then, and not till then, shall she also fall, *' slain with

those that go down to the pit."
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3. The spirit and ardent love of liberty that has possessed these

colonies sowide and far, is a strong evidence of a nwming, a bright morning,

hastening on. It \& the same spirit that inspired our forefathers' breasts

when first they left their native shores and embarked for this then

howling desert. Their mortal part has mingled with the dust, but the

surviving spirit has triumphed over death and the grave, and descended

to their sons ; and it is this spirit, beating high in the veins of their off-

spring, has roused them so unanimous and determined in the present

struggle. 'Tis this spirit has formed our extensive Union, and inspired

our councils with that magnanimity and lustre that astonishes half the

world. 'Tis this spirit has enrolled your Congresses and conventions in

the annals of immortal fame. 'Tis this spirit has enabled your dear,

suffering brethren in yonder once flourishing city [Boston], now almost

a ruinous heap, to endure joyfully the spoiling of their goods, glorying

to be accounted worthy to suffer in the honorable cause I 'Twas this

spirit that ranked a Warren, a Montgomery, and others, upon the list of

protomartyrs for American liberty. And this same spirit has led you
forth, ye patriot bands, associated in your country's cause, and will, I

trust, still urge you on to noble deeds, and bravely to prefer a glorious

death to slavery and cliains I

And this—what shall I call it less than a divine afflatus so gene-

rally prevailing through all ranks, in the cabinet and in the field—is

an argument from heaven that America shall rise triumphant over the

proud waves and raging billows that now threaten her ruin ! When a
nation is to be destroyed, she is, as described by Hosea vii. 11, "like a
silly dove without heart ;" but when this divine afflatus comes upon a
nation, and it is refreshed like a giant with new wine, the omen is sure

and the victory inevitable.

4. There is great reason to believe that the Church of Christ is yet to

have a glorious day in America.

Religion, like the sun, rose in the east, and has continued its pro-

gress in a western direction. Once it flourished in Asia. Now it is

almost total darkness there. From thence it came to Europe, and
there shone bright for a season ; but scenes of persecution harassed it,

and the shadows of a dark evening have long been gathering round it.

America seems to have been prepared as the wilderness to which the

woman should fly from the face of the dragon and be nourished for a
long series of time. (Rev. xii. 6.) God has here planted his Church ; he
has hedged it round, and made it to flourish ; and though there have
been some few, some very few remains of a mistaken aeal for piety, in

attempting to fetter the minds of men with pains and penalties, yet it

may with great justice be said, in no part of the earth does religious

liberty equally prevail, and just sentiments of the rights of conscience

obtain, as in this land. Here has pure and undefiled religion lengthened

her cords and strengthened her stakes. Yonder to-day are the praises

of God singing, and the word of his grace proclaimed, where but a few

yean back his name was not known, nor any thing heard but the yells

of savage beasts, or poor indarkened Indian tribes, equally ignorant of

the true God as the beasts themselves.

How large an addition to the kingdom of Christ has been made in
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this land! Tlie Kin^ of glory has here indeed gone forth, with his

sword on his thigli, ridin<r i^rosperoii.sly in stai.te, concjuering and to co»-

quer! The progvoK» of tUiw kingdom is still cootimied with a rapid
«iireer; and shall liin fo^s t«Mr the laurels from the hrow of the great

Ivodoemor, anddelivet* hi^ victory aiid glorious prospects into slaTer>'

and thraldom? ForMvl it, Jesus, from thy throne! It shall not take
])Iac<' ! The Clmrch shall fiourish here and hold on her way triumphant,,

in spite of kii>gs, lords, Commons, and devils, until yonder vast unex-
plorcHl western regions shall all resound the praises of Gk>d, a-nd the un-
enlightened tribes of the wildernej^s shall know and adore our Immanuel.
And as civil and religious liberty live or languish together, so^ shall tho

civil liberty of America hold pace with the triuB\phs of the gospel

Uiroughout this extensive land.

Though we are wicked enouglv God knows, and have much need of

n^ficntance and returning to our God, as we would wish and hope for hi»

favor, yet we are not arrived to that degree of impiety, or that so gene-

rally prevailing as is usually, and, I may say, always,, the case before God
prives up and delivers a land into the liand of their enemies ; and this

is an argument why we may yet ho])e for a morning and a further

day.

5. The peculiar hand of Providence that has evidently led us hitherto,

mid the remarkable snules of Heaven on our attempts thus far for our

defence, and his frowns upon those that have risen up agaii^t us, affoi*d

also a pleasing prospect. ** Had not the Lord,'' now may America say.

" had not the Lord been on our side, . . . the proud wateis had gone over

our soul." " Our help is in the name of the Lord, who made heaven

and earth." (Psalm cxxiv.)

In all these things I have mentioned, to which more might be added^

Ood speaks clearly m his providence, as on Sinai out of the cloud ; and
to us is the watchman's reply. The xorning coheth, though a space of

night may intervene. liow long before it may arise, or in what manner
the clouds shall break before it, or what connection America then shall

hare with any other nation (Britain going down to the deep,) or whether

with any at aU, that God who directs her counsels will determine

!

At the conclusion of the war, Dr. Dnffield delirered a sermon

in the Pine Street Presbyterian Church, on the thanksgiving-

day appointed for the peace of 1783, in which he said,

—

" The establishment of America in the peaceable possession

of her rights stands an in&tance of the Divine favor unexampled

in the records of time. Who does not remember the general

language when the war commenced, cheerfully to pay one-half

of our j)Toperty to secure our rights f But even half of this

has not been required. Taken on a national scale, the price of

our peace, when compared with the advantages gained, scarce

deserves the name.

"In whatever point of light we view this great event.
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we are constrained to say, 'It is the doing of the Lord, and

marvellous in our eyes/ And to him be rendered thanks and .

praise. Not unto usy not unto us, hut to thy name, Lord,

be the glory. Both success and safety come of thee. And thou

reigncst over all, and hast wrought all our works, in us and

for us. Praise, therefore, thy God, America; praise the Lord,

ye his highly favored United States. Nor let it rest in the fleet-

ing language of the lip, or the formal thanksgiving of a day.

But let every heart glow with gratitude, and every life, by a

devout regard to his holy law, proclaim his praise. It is this

our God requires, as that wherein our personal and national

good and the glory of his great name consist, and without

which all our professions will be but an empty name. It is that

we love the Lord our God, to walk in his ways and keep his

commandments, to observe his statutes and judgments,—that

we do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with our God,

Then shall God delight to dwell amongst us, and these United

States shall long remain a great, a glorious, and a happy

people."

Eev. John Woodhull, D.D.,

Pastor of the Freehold Presbyterian Church of New Jersey,

was distinguished for his devotion to the cause of freedom.

" He was one of the most active patriots of his day, and his

zeal in the cause of his country was largely infused into his

congregation. On one occasion every man in his parish went

out to oppose the enemy, except one feeble old invalid, who bade

them Gisd-speed. The zealous minister went with them as

pstor."

Eev. Db. John H. Livingston

Was a distinguished patriot and preacher of the Dutch Eeformed

Church of New York. Shortly after the War of the Eevolution

began, the British gained possession of the city, and those who
were favorable to the American cause, with their families, sought

refuge and sojourned during the war in different places in the

country. The congregation of the Dutch Eeformed Church

was strongly united in the cause of independence. During the

occupation of the city by the British, several of the churches,

especially where the congregations generally espoused the cause

of freedom, were sadly desecrated and abused. Conspicuous
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among these were the Middle and North Eeformed Dutch
Churches, where Dr. Livingston preached. The Middle Church

was used as a prison, and afterwards as a riding-school for the

British officers and soldiers, and hecame the scene of habitual

ribaldry, profanity, and dissipation. The whole of the interior,

galleries and all, was destroyed, leaving the bare walls and roof.

The treaty of peace was concluded in 1783, and the British

forces left the city on the 25th of November. On the 2d of

December the Consistory of the Dutch churches met, and by
resolution expressed their gratitude to God for his blessing,

which had granted success in the struggle for independence

and returned them in peace to their homes and to the house of

God. Whilst they rejoiced in this long-desired reunion, they con-

templated with sadness the desolations which had taken place,

but at once arose unitedly, with prayer and in faith, to build

again the waste places. The Middle Dutch Church was re-

opened for divine service on the 4th of July, 1790, when Dr.

Livingston preached an eloquent and patriotic sermon. It

closed as follows :

—

" To these great purposes this building was formerly devoted,

and for these important ends it is now raised from its ruins.

But the mention of ruins calls back our thoughts to past scenes,

and presents disagreeable ideas to our minds. When destruction

is caused by the immediate hand of Heaven, by earthquakes,

storms, or fire, we are silent before God, and dare not reply.

But when men have been the instruments, it is difficult, although

proper, to look up to the overruling Power and to forget the

interposition of the means. I dare not speak of the wanton

cruelty of those who destroyed this temple, nor repeat the

various indignities which have been perpetrated. It would be

easy to mention facts which would chill your blood ! A recol-

lection of the groans of dying prisoners which pierced this

ceiling, or the sacrilegious sports and rough feats of horseman-

ship exhibited within these walls, might raise sentiments in

your mind that would, perhaps, not harmonize with those reli-

gious afifections which I wish at present to promote and always

to cherish.

" The Lord has sufficiently vindicated our cause and avenged

us of those who rose up against us. He girded our Joshua

(Washington) for the field, and led him, with his train of

heroes, to victory. Heaven directed our councils and wrought
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deliverance. Our enemies themselves acknowledged an inter-

posing Providence, and were obliged to say, The Lord hath

done great things for them; while we repeat the shout of

praise, The Lord hath done great things for us, whereof we are

glad. Through the long avenue of danger and perplexity,

while discouragements like dark clouds were hovering all around,

who could penetrate the gloom and foresee that God would soon

bring order out of confusion,—so soon dismiss the horrors of

war and grant an honorable peace,—perfect revolution? Where
was it ever seen, excepting only in Israel, that God took a

nation out of the midst of another nation, with such a mighty

hand and a stretched-out arm ?

"Who could have predicted that from such indigested mate-

rials, with such short experience, and within so few years, an

efficient, liberal, and pervading government would have been

formed? A station and a rank are now obtained among the

nations of the earth; and if the full enjoyment of civil and reli-

gious liberty is a constitutional part of social happiness, if the

prospects of the rising importance, strength, and greatness of

our new empire are of any weight in the scale, we may safely

pronounce ourselves on this day to be the happiest nation in

the world,—a nation where all the rights of man are perfectly

secured,—without a monarchy, without hereditary nobility, and

without an hierarchy.

" Hail, happy land I A land of liberty, of science and reli-

gion ! Here an undisturbed freedom in worship forms the first

principle of an equal government, and is claimed as a birth-

right which none of our rulers dare call in question or control.

Here no sect is legally professed with exclusive prerogatives,

the chief magistrate worships as a private citizen, and legis-

lators by their influential example, not by penal laws, prove

nursing fathers to the Church of Christ. In this happy and

elevated situation, the ruins of our temples and all we have

sustained appear a price too small to mention. We are more

than compensated. We have forgiven, and we forget, past inju-

ries. God has abundantly made up all our former griefs.

When the Lord turned again the captivity of Zion, we were

like them that dream. Then was our mouth filled with laugh-

ter, and our tongue with singing.

" We are a happy people ; we feel and know that we are so.

The labors of the husbandpoan prosper, and there is plenty in
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all our borders. Commerce is enlarged, and public credit esta-

blished. The education of youth is universally patronized, and

there is no complaining in our streets. In safety we sit every

man under his own vine and fig-tree, and there are none to

make us afraid. With sufficient room to accommodate nations,

and a government adequate to all the important purposes of

society, we are not only at ease ourselves, but extend our arms

and cordially invite an oppressed world to come under our shade

and share in our happiness. Happy is that people that is in

such a case I Tea, happy is that people whose God is the Lord,

Whether we shall continue thus happy will greatly depend upon

our wisdom and justice, our industry and manners, but princi-

pally upon our feithfully remembering the name of the Lord.

According to the measure in which the religion of the blessed

Jesus is honored and prevails, our land will be truly happy and

our liberty secure. This holy religion establishes the purest

morality, and inculcates the reciprocal obligations which members

of society are under to each other. It engages men of all ranks,

by the highest sanctions, conscientiously to fulfil the duties of

their stations, and it is, without controversy, the surest pledge

of Divine protection.

"The maintenance of this in its purity will most efiectually

establish our invaluable blessings, and as this declines our ruin

will hasten. See the rule of Providence with respect to nations

(Jer. xviii. 9, 10) :
' At what instant I shall speak concerning a

nation, and concerning a kingdom, to build and to plant it.

If it do evil in my sight, that it obey not my voice, then I will

repent of the good wherewith I said I would benefit them.'

"While others, at our political anniversary, in their animated

orations, employ all the powers of eloquence to confirm your

title of liberty, and by enraptured views of civil blessings touch

with transport all the springs of life, I desire, with plainness

of speech, but with a zeal becoming a minister of the gospel, to

raise your views to heaven and persuade you wisely to improve

your present privileges. Seven years are not elapsed since we
returned to this city in peace. And, lo 1 in less than seven

years two ruined churches have been repaired. The Lord hath

strengthened our hands, and given success to our efforts. Let

an humble sense of our dependence upon him, and recollection

of his numerous mercies, call forth lively gratitude upon this

occasion. Bless the Lord, my soul, and all that is within
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me bless his holy name I Bless the Lord, my soul ! and for-

get not all his benefits. It is, my brethren, a circumstance

which upon our part is altogether fortuitous, but it deserves

your notice, that, in the direction of Providence, you have more

than one object upon this memorable Fourth of July that

claims your attention.

'* While you glow with patriotic ardor for your country, and

pour out fervent prayers for its rising honor and happiness,

you are also exulting that the gates of this house are opened to

you. Enter into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his

courts with praise ; be thankful unto him, and bless his name."

William Smith, D.D., Provost of the College at Philadelphia,

preached, June 23, 1775, at the request of the oflBcers of the

third battalion of that city, and the district of Southwark,

a sermon on American afiairs, from which the following are

extracts :

—

You are now engaged in one of the greatest struggles to which free-

men can bo called. You are contending for what you conceive to be
your constitutional rights, and for a final settlement of the terms upon
which this country may be perpetually united to the parent state.

Look back, therefore, with reverence. Look back to the times of

ancient virtue and renown. Look back to the mighty purposes which
your fathers had in view when they traversed a vast ocean and planted

this land. Recall to your minds their labors, their toils, their perse-

verance, and let a divine spirit animate you in all your actions.

Look forward also to a distant posterity. Figure to yourselves millions

and millions to spring from your loins, who may be bom freemen or

slaves, ^as Heaven shall now approve or reject our councils. Think that

on you it may depend whether this great country, in ages hence, shall

be filled and adorned with a virtuous and enlightened people, enjoying

liberty and all its concomitant blessings, together with the religion of

Jesus as it flows uncorrupted from his holy oracles, or covered with a
race of men more contemptible than the savages that roam the wilder-

ness, because they once knew the things which belong to their happi*

ness and peace, but suffered thexti to be hid from their eyes.

And, while you thus look back to the past and forward to the future,

fail not, I beseech you, to look up to "the Qt>d of gods, the rock of your

salvation/' As " the clay in the potter*s hands,'' so are the nations of the

earth in the hands of him, the everlasting Jkuovah. He lifteth up, and
he casteth down. He resisteth the proud, and giveth grace to the

humble. He will keep the feet of his saints. The wicked shall be

silent in darkness, and by strength shall no man prevail.

The bright prospects of the gospel, a thorough veneration of the

Saviour of the world, a conscientious obedience to his divine laws,

faith in his promises, and the steadfast hope of immortal life through

him,—these only can support a man in all times of adversity as well aa
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prosperity. You might more easily "strike fire out of ice" than
stability or magnanimity out of crimes. But the good man, he who it

at peace with the God of all peace, will know no fear but that of offend-

ing Him whose hand can cover the righteous, " so that he needs not
fear the arrow that flieth by day, nor the destruction that wasteth at

noonday ; for a thousand shall fall beside him, and ten thousand at his

right hand; but it shall not come nigh to him, for he shall give his

angels charge over him to keep him in all his ways."

On the omnipotent God, therefore, through his blessed Son, let your
strong confidence be placed ; but do not vainly expect that every day
will be to you a day of prosperity and triumph. The ways of Provi-

dence lie through mazes too intricate for human penetration. Mercies

may often be held forth to us in the shape of sufferings ; and the vicissi-

tudes of our fortune, in building up the American fabric of happiness

and glory, may be various and checkered.

But let not this discourage you. Yea, rather let it animate you with

a holy fervor, a divine enthusiasm, ever persuading yourselves that the

cause of virtue andfreedom is the cause of God upon the earth, and that

the whole theatre of human nature does not exhibit a more august

spectacle than a number of freemen, in dependence upon Heaven,

mutually binding themselves to encounter every difficulty and danger

in support of their native and constitutional rights and for transmitting

them holy and unviolated to their posterity.

It was this principle that inspired the heroes of ancient times,—that

raised their names to the summit of renown and filled all succeeding

ages with their unspotted praise. It is this principle, too, that must
animate your conduct if you wish your names to reach future gene-

rations, conspicuous in the roU of glory ; and so far as this principle

leads you, be prepared to follow,—^whether to life or to death.

While you profess yourselves contending for liberty, let it be with the

temper and dignity of freemen, undaunted and firm, but without wrath

or vengeance, so far as grace may be obtained to assist the weakness of

nature. Consider it as a happy circumstance, if such a struggle must
have happened, that God hath been pleased to postpone it to a period

when our country is adorned with men of enlightened zeal,—^when the

artit and sciences are planted among us to secure a succession of such men,
—^when our morals are not much tainted by luxury, profusion, or dissi-

pation,—when the principles that withstood oppression, in the brightest

era of the English history, are ours as it were by peculiar inheritance,—

and when we stand upon our own ground, with all that is dear around

us, animating us to every patriotic exertion. Under such circumstances

and upon such principles, what wonders, what achievements of true

glory, have not been performed

!

For my part, I have long been possessed with a strong and even

enthusiastic persuasion that Heaven has great and gracious purposes

towards this continent, which no human power or human device shall

be able finally to frustrate. Illiberal or mistaken plans of policy may
distress us for a while, and perhaps sorely check our growth ; but if we

maintain our own virtue, if we cultivate the spirit of liberty among
our children, if we guard against the snares of luxui-y, venality, and
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corruption, the gexius of Amsrica will still rise triumphant, and that

with a power at last too mighty for opposition. This country will be free,

—^nay, for ages to come, a choHen seat of fretdmiy arU, and heavenfy

knowledge ; which are now either drooping or dead in most countries
' of the Old World.

To conclude, since the strength of all public bodies, under God, con-

sistj) in their uniox, bear with each other's infirmities, and even varieties

of sentiment, in things not essential to the main point. The tempers

of men are cast in various moulds. Some are quick and feelingly alive

in all their mental operations, especially those which relate to their

country's weal, and therefore are ready to burst forth into flame upon
every alarm. Others, again, with intentions alike pure, and a clear un-

quenchable love of their country, too steadfast to be damped by the

mists of prejudice or worked up into conflagration by the rude blasts

of passion, think it their duty to weigh consequences, and to deliberate

fully upon the probable means of obtaining public ends. Both these

kinds of men should bear with each other, for both are friends to their

country.

One thing further let me add: that without order &nd just st^borcUnation

there can be no union in public bodies. However much you may be

equals on other occasions, yet all this must cease in a united and asso-

ciated capacity, and every individual is bound to keep the place and
duty assigned him, by ties far more powerful over a man of virtue and
honor than all the other ties which human policy can contrive. It

had been better never to have lifted a voice in your country's cause

than to betray it by want of union, or to leave worthy men, who
have embarked their all for the common good, to sufier or stand un-

aKsistod.

Lastly, by every method in your power, and in every possible case,

support the laws of your country. In a contest for liberty think what
a crime it would be to suffer one freeman to be insulted, or wantonly
injured in his liberty, so far as by your means it may be prevented.

Thus animated and thus acting, we may then sing, with the prophet,

—

" Fear not, land ; be glad and rejoice : for the Lord will do great

things. Be not afraid, ye beasts of the field, for the pastures of the

wilderness do spring, for the tree beareth her fruit, the fig-tree and the

vine do yield their strength."

Thus animated and thus acting, we may likewise pray, with the pro-

phet,

—

" O Lord, be gracious unto us ; we have waited for thee. Be thou our

arm every morning, our salvation also in the time of trouble. Some trust

in chariots, and some in horses ; but we will remember the name of the

Lord our God. thou hope of Israel, the Saviour thereof in time of

need, thou art in the midst of us, and we are called by thy name;
LRAVE us KOT. Givc US One heart and one way, that we may fear thee for-

ever, for the good of ourselves and our children after us. We looked

for peace, but no good came; and for a time of health, but behold we
are in trouble. Yet will we trust in the Lord forever : for in the Lord
Jehovah is everlasting strength. He will yet bind up the broken-hearted,

and comfort those that mourn.'' Even so, our God, do thou oomfort

\
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and reheve them, that so the bones which thou hast broken may yet

rejoice. Inspire us with a high and commanding sense of the value of

our constitutional rights ; may a spirit of wisdom and virtue be poured
down upon us all, and may our representatives, those who are delegated

to devise and appointed to execute public measures, be directed to such
as thou in thy sovereign goodness shalt be pleased to render effectual

for the salvation of a great empire and reuniting all its members in one
sacred bond of harmony and public happine«a ! Grant this, Father,

for thy Son Jesus Christ's sake, to whom, with thee and the Holy Spirit,

one God, be glory, honor, and power, now and forever. AMEN.

Kev. Jacob Greek, D.D.,

Was a distinguished Presbyterian divine, and among the earliest

defenders of his country. ''He was," says Dr. Sprague, "an
earnest advocate for independence. He published a pamphlet

to show its reasonableness and necessity at a period when such

an opinion was very extensively branded as a political heresy.

He was elected a member of the Provincial Congress of New
Jersey, which set aside the royal Government of that province

and formed the present Constitution of the State ; and he was

Chairman of the Committee that drafted the Constitution."

Eev. Dr. Beatty

Gave four sons to the Revolutionary army,—^men of learning

and true courage, who served their country with patriotism and

marked ability. Their father was an earnest and able friend to

his country, and prayed and preached patriotism in his pulpit.

Rev. John Rogers, D.D.,

For many years a Presbyterian pastor of the city of New York,

was distinguished as a patriot in the Revolution. He and Drs.

Mason and Laidlie, of the Associate Reformed Church, w^ith

others, instituted a weekly prayer-meeting, to invoke God's

blessing on the country and to counsel the best means to aid it.

Rogers was on intimate terms with Washington, and the com-

mander-in-chief often consulted the patriot minister on subjects

connected with the war. In 1776 he was appointed chaplain in

General Heath's brigade, the duties of which he performed

"with great zeal and fidelity, exhibiting at once a spirit of

earnest piety and glowing patriotism." At the close of the war,

on the day of national thanksgiving, he preached a sermon,

which was published, on " The Divine Hand displayed in the
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American Revolution." In that sermon, alluding to the de-

struction of the churches by the British, he says,

—

" It is much to be lamented that the troops of a nation who
have been considered one of the bulwarks of the Reformation

should act as if they hadwaged war with the God whom Christians

adore. They have, in the course of this war, utterly destroyed

more than fifty places of worship in these States. Most of

these they burned; -others they levelled with the ground, and in

some places left not a vestige of their former situation; while

they have wantonly defaced, or rather destroyed, others, by con-

verting them into barracks, jails, hospitals, riding-schools, &c.

Boston, Newport, Philadelphia, and Charleston all furnished

melancholy instances of this prostitution and abuse of the houses

of God; and of nineteen places of public worship in this city,

when the war began, there were but nine fit for use when the

British troops left it. It is true, Trinity Church, and the old

Lutheran, were destroyed by fire, that laid waste so great a

part of the city, a few nights after the enemy took possession of

it. The fire was occasioned by the carelessness of their people,

and they prevented its extinguishment. But the ruinous situa-

tion in which they left two of the Low Dutch Reformed

churches, the three Presbyterian churches, the French Protest-

ant church, the Anabaptist church, and the Friends' new meet-

ing-house, was the efiect of design, and strongly marks their

enmity against those societies."

Rev. Timothy Dwight,

An eloquent and learned minister, and for many years a distin-

guished and learned President of Yale College, was a fearless

patriot and preacher. "He entered," says Goodrich, in his

" Recollections of a Lifetime," " the American Revolutionary

army as chaplain to General Putnam's regiment, with the ardor

of a youthful Christian patriot,—^preached with energy to the

troops in the camp, sometimes with a pile of the regiment's

drums before him instead of a desk. One of his sermons,

intended to raise the drooping courage of his country when
Burgoyne had come down from Canada with his army and waa

carrying all before him, was published, and a copy read to the

garrison in Fort Stanwix, on the Mohawk River, when Sir John

Johnson had cut off their communication with Albany and

threatened their destruction. The venerable Colonel Piatt, many
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years after, affirmed that it was owing to this sermon that the

garrison determined to hold out to the last extremity, and made
the sally in which they routed and drove off their besiegers,

delivered Albany from imminent danger, and contributed

materially to the defeat of the British in their campaign of

1777."

Previous to the Declaration of Independence, Mr. Dwight
urged that act before the public. He say^, " I urged, in con-

versation with several gentlemen of great respectability, firm

Whigs and my intimate friends, the importance, and even the

necessity, of a declaration of independence on the part of the

colonies. For myself̂ I regarded the die as ca^t and the hope

of reconciliation as vanished, and believed that the colonists

would never be able to defend themselves, unless they renounced

their dependence on Great Britain."

In 1777 he was licensed as a minister of the gospel, and in

the same year offered himself as a chaplain, and rendered

important services to his country as a preacher and an active

patriot. He became a great favorite with the army, and espe-

cially with General Putnam.

On the 7th of October, 1777, the surrender of Burgoyne

took place, which thrilled the American army with new hope

and joy. General Putnam, overjoyed at the news, immediately

spread it through the army, and shouts and firing of cannon

signalized the glorious event. The Rev. Timothy Dwight, a

chaplain in the army, preached a sermon at head-quarters the

next day, from the text, " I will remove far off from you the

northern army." Never was a sermon so listened to before by

the officers and troops. Putnam could not refrain from nodding,

winking, and smiling during the discourse at the happy hits

with which it was filled, and at its close was loud in his praises

of Mr. Dwight and the sermon,—^though, to be sure, he said,

there was no such text in the Bible, the chaplain having coined it

to meet the occasion. When shown the passage, he exclaimed,
** Well, there is every thing in that book; and Dwight knows

just where to lay his finger on it."

The victory at Saratoga filled Dwight's mind with the

brightest anticipations of the future glory of the country, and,

under the inspiration of the memorable victory, he wrote the

popular American song, commencing,

—
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Columbia, Columbia, to glory arise.

The queen of the world, and child of the fikies

!

Thy genius commands thee : with rapture behold,

While ages on ages thy splendors unfold.

Thy reign is the last and the noblest of time,

Most fruitful thy soil, most inviting thy clime

;

Let the crimes of the East ne'er encrimson thy name

,

Be freedom, and science, and virtue thy fame.

Mr. Dwight also wrote several other patriotic songs, which

became great favorites, not only in the army, but throughout

the country. During the war he wrote an extended poem on
" The Conquest of Canaan," reciting the patriotic scenes of the

wars of Joshua, and by permission dedicated it to "George

Washington, Esq., commander-in-chief of the American armies,

—the savior of his country, the supporter of freedom, and the

benefactor of mankind."

Washington, in answer to Dwight's letter, wrote him as

follows :

—

Hbad-Quarterb, Valley FoBas, Maioh 18, 1778.

Dear Sir :—Nothing can give me more pleasure than to patronize the

essays of genius, and a laudable cultivation of the arts and sciences,

which had begun to flourish in so eminent a degree before the hand of

oppression was stretched over our devoted country ; and I shall esteem

myself happy if a poem which has employed the labors of years Will

derive an advantage, or boar more weight in the world, by making its

appearance under a dedication to me.
G. Washington.

The fame of Dwight as a theologian, his eloquence as a

preacher, his success as President of Yale College, and his ex-

cellence as a man and Christian, are known throughout the land.

A devoted patriot and faithful preacher, his brilliant talents

and best efforts were given to God and his country.

Bishop William White,

The father of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United

States, was a fast and firm friend of liberty. He had carefully

studied the reasons for the rebellion, espoused the American

cause, and placed himself in the attitude of a rebel to his king;

so that when the British army was advancing towards Phila-

delphia he deemed it prudent to retire with his family to the

bouse of his brother-in-law, Mr. Aquila Hall, in Harford county,

Maryland. *'At this eventful orisis/' he writes, "I received

24
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notice that Congress, which had fled to Yorktown, had chosen

me their chaplain, and with me the Rev. Mr. Duffield, of the

Preshyterian communion. Nothing could have induced me to

accept the appointment at such a time, even had the emolument

been an object,—^as it was not,—but the determination to be

consistent in my principles and in the part taken. Under this

impression, I divided my time between Congress and my family,

which the double chaplaincy permitted, until the evacuation of

Philadelphia, the June following." "The acceptance of thia

chaplainship," writes his biographer, " was a few days before

the arrival of the news of the surrender of Burgoyne. It was

at one of the gloomiest periods of the American Revolution that

he entered upon this duty. Philadelphia was soon in possession

of the British. Burgoyne was marching, without having

received any serious check, so far as was then known, through

the northern parts of New York, the success of whom would

have cut off all intercourse between the Eastern and Southern

States. Having removed his family to Maryland, he was on a

journey between Harford county and Philadelphia, when he

was met by a courier from Yorktown, informing him of his

appointment and requesting his immediate attendance. The

courier found him at a small village where he had stopped for

refreshment. He thought of it only a short time, when, with

all the ill-forebodings of the non-success of the American cause,

but with confidence in the right, and with a trust in God, he

tamed his horses' heads and travelled immediately to York-

town, to encourage by his presence that little Congress, which

was then deliberating as to how they should against such fear-

ful odds maintain their cause. Such, then, was the adherence

to principle and decision of character in the chaplain who fol-

lowed that Congress as it was driven a fugitive, from place to

place, while directing the Revolutionary War. The services of

those chaplains could not have been without their effect in

strengthening the hearts of the men who marked out our

American independence.*'

One of the most thrilling remiui?<cences in the annals of the

American Revolution is related of General Peter Muhlenberg,

whose ashes repose in the burying-ground of "The Old Trappo

Church," in Montgomery county, Pennsylvania. When the

war broke out, Muhlenberg was the rector of a Protestant

Episcopal Church in Dunmore county, Virginia. On a Sunday
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morning he administered the communion of the Lord's Supper

to his charge, stating that in the afternoon of that day he

would preach a sermon on " the duties men owe to their coun-

try." At the appointed time the building was crowded with

anxious listeners. The discourse was founded upon the text

from Solomon,—''There is a time for every purpose and for

every work/* The sermon burned with patriotic fire; every

sentence and intonation told the speaker's deep earnestness in

what he was saying. Pausing a moment at the close of his

discourse, he repeated the words of hia text, and then, in tones

of thunder, exclaimed, " The time to preach has pasf^cd; the
TIME TO FIGHT HAS COME !" and, suiting the action to the word,

he threw from his shoulders his episcopal robes and stood before

his congregation arrayed in military uniform. Drumming for

recruits was commenced on the spot; and it is said that almost

every male of suitable age in the congregation enlisted forth-

with.

In defending his course in leaving the pulpit for the army,

he said, " I am a clergyman, it is true, but I am also a member
of society as well as the poorest layman, and my liberty is as

dear to me as to any man. Shall I then sit still, and enjoy

myself at home, when the best blood of the continent is spill-

ing? Heaven forbid it I Do you think if America shovld be

conquered I should he safe ? Far from it And would you
not sooner fight like a Titan than die like a dog f The cause is

just and noble. Were I a bishop, even a Lutheran one, I should

obey without hesitation; and, so far from thinking that I am
wrong, I am convinced it is my duty so to do,

—

o, duty I owe

to my God and to my country."

Eev. John Blair Smith

Was President of Hampden Sidney College, Virginia, and

afterwards of Union College, New York, and for many years

pastor of the Pine Street Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia.

" His influence was great in the cause of liberty. Whe^i the

war of the Revolution spread terror and desolation through the

regions in which he lived, and interrupted the regular exercises

of the college, instead of finding an apology in his profession

for remaining inactive at home, he raised a company of volun-

teers from among his students and marched at their head aa

captain; joined the army, and performed a tour of military
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duty in pursuit of the British legions who were carrying deso-

lation through the seaports and lower counties of Virginia.

He subsequently set out to join a company of volunteers to

assist General Morgan in a probable encounter with Comwallis

;

but when he overtook the company his feet were blistered by
travelling, and he was, though not without great difficulty,

persuaded by Colonel Martin, one of his elders, to abandon the

expedition and return home.

.
" The Federal Constitution was warmly opposed by Patrick

Henry. He appointed a day on which to meet the people of

Prince Edward's county to show the defects of the Constitution

and the reasons why it should not be adopted. Dr. Smith

designed to meet the great orator and answer him, but was pre-

vented by a providence. He sent a student, however, who took

down Henry's speech in short-hand. Afterwards, before a

luimerous audience in college, among whom was Henry, one

of the students delivered Henry's speech, and another followed

with one prepared by Dr. Smith, in which he put forth all his

energies in defence of the Constitution."

Rev. David Jones

Was an eminent minister of the Baptist denomination, and

jiastor of the church in Freehold, New Jersey. His life was

threatened by the tories on account of his active services for

his country, and he moved to Chester county, Pennsylvania, in

1775, and took charge of the Great Valley Baptist church. He
preached a sermon on the Continental fast-day, before a divi-

sion of the army, entitled *' Defensive War in a Just Cause

Sinless." It was printed and circulated through the colonies,

producing a powerful influence.

In 1776 he was chaplain to a regiment under Colonel Arthur

St. Clair. He was with St. Clair at Ticonderoga, October 20,

1776, when the enemy was hourly expected from Crown Point.

He was in the battles of Brandywine and Germantown, was

with Wayne in the battle of Monmouth, and in all his subse-

quent campaigns, until the surrender of Cornwallis. He was so

active in the cause of freedom and independence that a reward

was offered for him by General Howe, and a detachment was

sent to the Great Valley to arrest him. He was a fearless

patriot, and ardently devoted to his country. The following

address is a noble illustration of his love of country, as well aa
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«f his views and eloquence as a minister of the gospel. He
seems to have had the mantle of some old prophet, as he poured

out his fiery words of truth.

ADDRESS
To GiNSRAL St. Clair's Brigade at Ticonderoga, when the Enemy itas

hourly expected, october 20, 1776.

My Countrymbn, Fellow-Soldiers and Friends:—
I am sorry that during this campaign I have been favored with so few

opportunities of addressing you on subjects of the greatest importance

both with respect to this life and that which is to come. But what is

past cannot be recalled, and now time will not admit of enlargement,

as we have the greatest reason to expect the advancement of our ene-

mies as speedily as Heaven will permit. (The wind blew to the north

strongly.) Therefore, at present, let it suffice to bring to your remem-
brance some necessary truths.

It is our common faith, and a veryjust one too, that all events are under
the notice of that God in whom we live, move, and have our being:

therefore we must believe that, in this important contest with the worst

of enemies, he has assigned us our post here at Ticonderoga. Our situa-

tion is such, that, if properly.defended, we shall give our enemies a fatal

blow, and in a great measure prove the means of the salvation of America.

Such is our present case, that we are fighting for all that is near and
dear to us, while our enemies are engaged in the worst of causes, their

design being to subjugate, plunder, and enslave a free people that have
done them no harm. Their tyrannical views are so glaring, their cause

so horribly bad, that tliere still remains too much goodness and hu-

manity in Great Britain to engage unanimously against us: therefore

they have been obliged (and at a most amazing expense, too) to hire

the 'assistance of a barbarous, mercenary people, that would cut your
throats for the small reward of sixpence. No doubt these have hopes
of being our taskmasters, and would rejoice at our calamities..

Look, oh, look, therefore, at your respective States, and anticipate

the consequences if these vassals are suffered to enter I It would fftil

the most fruitful imagination to represent, in a proper light, what
anguish, what horror, what distress, would spread over the whole land I

See, oh, see the dear wives of your bosoms forced from their peaceful

habitations, and perhaps used with such indecency that modesty would
forbid the description. Behold the fair virgins of your land, whose
benevolent souls are now filled with a thousand good wishes and hopes

of seeing their admirers return home crowned with victory, would not

only meet with a doleful disappointment, but also with insults and
abuses that would induce their tender hearts to pray for the shades of

death. See your children exposed as vagabonds to all the calamities of

this life. Then, oh, then, adieu to all felicity this side of the grave

!

Now, all thefie calamities may be prevented, if our God be for

us,—and who can doubt this who observes the point in which the

wind now blows?—if you will only acquit yourselves like men, and
with firmness of mind go forth against your enemies, resolving either
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to return with victory or to die gloriously. Every one who may full in
this dispute will be justly esteeoked a martyr to liberty, and his namo
will be had in priH^iou^s m»'m*ny while the love of freedom rexnains in

the breasts of men. All wliom God will favor to see a glorious rictory

will return to their respetjtive States, with every mark of honor, and be
received with joy and gladness of heart by all friend» to liberty and
lovers of mankind.
As our present crisis i» singular, I hope^ therefore, that the candid

will excuse n^e if I now conclude with an uncommon address, in sub-

stance principally extracted from the writings of the servmtft oi God
in the Old Testament ; though, at the same time, it is freely acknow-
ledged that I am not possessed of any similar power ^ther o^ blesuu^

or cursing.

1. Blessed be the man who is possessed of true' love of liberty ; and
let all the people say,. Amen,

2. Kessed be the man who is a friend to the eommon rights of man-
kind ; and let all the people say. Amen,

3. Blessed be the man who is a friend to the United States of America ;

and let all the people say, AiMn.

4. Blessed be the man who will use his utmost endeavor to oppose th»

tyranny of Great Britain, and to van«jnish all her forces invading North
America ; and let all the people say, Amen,

5. Blessed be the man who resolves never to submit to Great Britain

;

and let all the people say. Amen.

6. Blessed be the man who in the present dispute esteems not his

life too good to fall a sacrifice to his country : let his posterity, if he ha»

any, be blessed with riches, honor, virtue, and true religion ; and let all

the people say, Amen,
Now, on the other hand, as for as is connstent with the Holy Scrip-

tures, let all these blessings be turned into curse» to him who deserts

the noble cause in which we are engaged, and turns his back to the

enemy before he receives proper orders to retreat ; and let all the people

say. Amen,

Let him be abhorred by all the United States of America.'

Let faintness of heart and fear never forsake him.

Let him be a me^ miserahile, a terror to himself and all around him.

Let him be accursed in his outgoing, and cursed in his incoming;

cursed in lying down, and cursed in uprising; cursed in basket, and
cursed in store.

Let him be accursed in all his eonneeticn^ till his wreithed head with

dishonor is laid low in the dust ; and let all the soldiers say, Amen,

And may the God of all grace, in whom we live, enable us, in defence

of our country, to acquit ourselves like men, to his honor and praise.

Amen^ and Amen,

Extract fsom a Discourse delivered bt the Chaplain or General
Poor's Brigade, October 17, 1779.

The fashionable gentleman thinks it an affront to delicacy and refine*

ment of taste to observe that day set apart by the law of God and man
for religious worship. The sublime truths of Christianity, the pure and
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simple manner of the gospel, are despised and insulted eyen where
decency and policy, reason and yirtue apart, they ought to hold them in

the most profound veneration. How, then, can liberty exist, when
neither supported by purity of manners, the principles of honor, nor the

influence of religion ? From this unhappy prospect I am led in imagi*

nation to sympathize with America drowned in tears and overwhelmed
with distress, Methinks I hear her pathetically addressing her sons, and
venting the anguish of her heart in this moumftil language :

—"Am I

not the only friend to liberty on all this peopled globe ? And have I

not, when she was excluded from every other region of the earth, opened
the arms of my protection and received the persecuted stranger to my
friendly and virtuous shores? But when the tyrant of Britain, not
satisfied with expelling her from his dominions, pursued her with hostile

rage even to those shores, did I not rouse you, my sons, in her defence,

and make you the honorable protectors of insulted Liberty ? Inflamed

with love of this friend of mankind, you armed in her defence, you
made a brave and successful resistance to her persecutors, and have
rescued her from the vindictive malice of all her foreign foes. Thus
for have you merited the titles of guardians of liberty, and deserve to

be enrolled the heroes of the present age. But ah, my sons and citi-

sens of the United States, whither is fled that patriotic zeal which first

warmed your disinterested breasts ? Whither that public spirit which
made you willing to sacrifice not only your fortunes, but also your lives,

in defence of Liberty ? Whither is fled that happy union of sentiment

in the great service of your country ? And whither is fled that honor-

able love and practice of virtue, and that divine and generous religion,

which cherishes the spirit of liberty and elevates it to an immortal
height?" She paused and wept, nor gained an answer ; and then, in a
suppliant posture, again renewed her address :

—" I entreat you to re-

kindle that public and generous zeal which first blazed forth in the

defence of that liberty which you have now too long slighted. I beseech

you to banish from your breasts that lust of gain which is the baneful

murderer of a generous and public spirit. I entreat you to silence the

demons of discord and animosity, and to banish them from the shores

of America, and let them find no place to set their feet, but in the

assemblies of the enemies of this country.
** I conjure you, by the spirit of heaven-bom Liberty, that you invite

her to your bosom and kindle your love for her in a never-dying flame.

By the blessing of posterity I coivjure you, by the precious blood of the

heroes, who have nobly shed it in the cause of their country, I conjure

you, to practise and encourage that private and public virtue which
ennobles the soul and ereots the temple of Liberty on an everlasting

foundation, not to be shaken by the threatening storms of war nor the

impotent rage of tjrrants. I ooivjure you, by the toils and dangers, by
the suffering and poverty, of my brave armies now in the field, not to

desert them in their defence of freedom, but to support them with that

assistance which will save you and yours from internal and public ruin.

Serve your country according to your abilities, and with the same seal

with which my persevering soldiery serve you. Then will a happy con*
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cluBion crown the war, and your independence be established immO'
Table as the everlasting mountains.''

The following pithy and ironical discourse on duelling will

be read with interest, as a relic of the Revolution. It is

entitled a

SERMON ON THE CX)MBAT OF THE DUEL.

BT THE EET. WILLIAX MACFES, A CHAPLAIN IN THE ARIIT. PREACHED AT THE

CAMP AT VALLEY FOROE, FEBRUARY, 1778.

" Two men of the Hebrews strove together."

—

Exodub L

The sacred books have several instances of duels. The first that we
read of 16 that of Cain and Abel, where the elder brother sent a chal-

lenge to the younger because his sacrifice had been more acceptable to

the Lord. They met, and Abel fell, having received the end of a dub^

as is generally supposed, somewhere above his right temple.

The second instance of which we read is that of the text, where two

young Hebrews had met, with their seconds, to decide a small differ-

ence ; but what it was, has perplexed all commentators. Moses, like a

young man as he waa^ endeavored to quiet their resentment to each

other, or to overcome it by putting them in mind that they were

brethren. The conduct of the young man was indiscreet, and he re-

ceived a proper check, by the rebuke of the two bricklayers.

The next instance we read of is that of a young officer of a bear who
sent a challenge to young David, who reported that he was fond of eat^

ing sheep ; which calumny, true or false, it behooved him, as a bear of

honor, to resent. David met him, and, having discharged their pistols,

they took to the points, and in the scuffle, while the bear had thrown

himself too far forward, in attempting a lunge, David caught him by

the beard and smote him through the body.

Having given these few instances from the Scriptures, I shall go on to

show the necessity of the duel, and then to press it a little on my
audience.

It is necessary, for it is not every man that has command of his

passions; and these, unless they are suffered to evaporate in soma
manner, will burst out into robberies and burglaries, and do damage to

society. The passion of pride is one of the most troublesome among men,
and to this there is nothing so powerful an antidote as fear, which never

fiula to be excited when the challenge comes to hand. The man who
this moment was boiling hot with pride and every haughty passion,

is now calm and moderate ; for somebody has sent him a challenge. It

is the only misfortune that this very principle of fear prevents the

certainty of execution, for, by giving a trembling to the hand, it comes

to pass that very few are wounded, and still fewer fall, in the combat.

To remedy this, I would propose that the duellists should stand nearer,

and put their noses into each other's hands, while the pistols are dis*

charged. Swift says " he should be sorry to see the legislatures make
any more laws against duelling; for if villains and rascals will dis-

patch one another, it is for the good of the community." But the
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misfortune is, they will not dispatch one another ; for this principle of

fear, and the distance at which they stand, prevents any shot being

effective.

The philosophers of the former times, and the ecclesiastics of the

present, are against duelling, forsooth, because, by studying and think-

ing, their warm passions are rendered tame, and they have no need of

blood-letting; but they do not consider that there are many others

who, if they were not suffered to give themselves vent in this way,

would rage and roar like mad bears, and set the world on fire.

Having now seen the necessity of this excessive passion, it remains
that I press it a little on my audience. Who is there among you that did

not praise the corporal the other day, who, having observed something
like a smile on the countenance of his neighbor, and not being able to

assign the cause of it, sent him a challenge? The corporal, it is true,

received a ball through the rim of his belly, and was buried that even-

ing ; but it is his consolation that he is now with the angel Michael in

Abraham's bosom.
^

When I mention the angel Michael, it brings to my mind the circum-

stance of the devil sending him a challenge. But, according to the

Apostle Jude, he (that is, Michael) durst not accept of it, or, as it is in

the translation, "bring a railing accusation," but said, "The Lord
rebuke thee." I do not know what to say for Michael, for certainly

it must be granted that in this instance he did not act like an angel

of honor.

The only objection I know of against the practice of the duel, is that

in the New Testament it is considerably discouraged, by the spirit of

forbearance inculcated in these words:—" If any smite thee on the right

cheek, turn to him the other also." But to this it is to be said that
" the pilot of the Galilean lake," as Milton calls him (for I know my
business better than to speak plainly out and to say ** Christ" in an
army), the pilot of the Galilean lake, I say, and his apostles, among
whose discourses and writings sentiments like these are found, were
not what we call men of honor. Bred up about the Sea of Tiberias,

they had not the best opportunity, by travelling, to become acquainted

with the world. Nay, our Saviour himself plainly tells you so:—" Verily,

I say unto you, my kingdom is not of this world." Now, as men of

honor never propose to go into his kingdom, why should they frame

themselves agreeably to its customs ? It is absurd ; and while they live

in this world, let them live as becomes men that know the world ; and
when they go to the devil, let them send challenges, as he has done, and
fight duels according to his dictates.

The following interesting document was recently found among
the papers of Major John Shaefmyer, a deceased patriot of the

Revolution. It is a discourse delivered on the eve of the battle

of Brandywine, by Rev. Jacob Troute, to a large portion of the

American soldiers, in presence of General Washington, General

Wayne, and other oflScers of the army.
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**^They thai take the sword shall perish by the sword" .

iSoLDIERS AND CoCNTRYMEN :

—

We have met this evening perhaps for the last time. We have shared

the toils of the march, the peril of the fight, and the dismay of the re-

treat, alike. We have endured the cold and hunger, the contumely of

the internal foe, and the scourge of the foreign oppressor. We have sat

night after night by the camp-fire, we have together heard the roll of

the reveille which calls us to duty, or the beat of the tattoo which gave

the signal for the hardy sleep of the soldier, with the earth for his bed

and the knapsack for his pillow.

And now, soldiers and brethren, we have met in this peaceful valley,

on the eve of battle, in the sunlight that to-morrow mom will glimmer
on the scenes of blood. We have met amid the whitening tents of our

encampments ; in the time of terror and gloom we have gathered to-

gether. God grant that it may not be for the last time.

It is a solemn moment! Brethren, does not the solemn voice of

nature seem to echo the sympathies of the hour ? The flag of our coun-

try droops heavily from yonder statf ; the breeze has died away along the

green plain of Chadd's Ford ; the plain that spreads before us glitters

in the sunlight; the heights of Brandywine arise gloomy and grand

beyond the waters of yonder stream ; all nature holds a pause of solemn

silence on the eve of the uproar and bloody strife of to-morrow.
" They that take the sword shall perish by the sword."

And have they not taken the sword t

Let the desolate plain, the blood-sodden valley, the burned farm-

houses, blackening in the sun, the sacked village and the ravaged

town, answer ; let the withered bones of the butchered farmer, strewed

along the fields of his homestead, answer; let the starving mother,

with her babe clinging to the withered breast that can afford no sust^

nance, let her answer,—^with the death-rattle mingling with the murmur^

ing tones that marked the last moment of her life ; let the mother and
the babe answer.

It was but a day past, and our land slept in the quiet of peace. War
was not here. Fraud and woe and want dwelt not among us. From
the eternal solitude of the green woods arose the blue smoke of the

settler's cabin, and golden fields of corn looked from amid the waste of

the wilderness, and the glad music of human voices awoke the silence

of the forest.

Now, God of mercy, behold the change. Under the shadow of a pre-

text, under the sanctity of the name of God, invoking the Redeemer

to their aid, do these foreign hirelings slay our people. They throng

our towns, they darken our plains, and now they encompass our posts

on the lonely plain of Chadd's Ford.

"They that take the sword shall perish by the sword."

Brethren, think me not unworthy of belief when I tell you the doom

of the British is sealed. Think me not vain when I tell you that,

beyond the cloud that now enshrouds us, I see gathering thick and fast

the darker cloud and thicker storm of Divine retribution.

They may conquer to-morrow. Might and wrong may prevail, and
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we may be driven from the field ; but the hour of God's own vengeance
will come

!

Ay, if in the vast solitudes of eternal space there throbs the being

of an awful God, quick to avenge and sure to punish guilt, then the

man George Brunswick, called king, will feel in his brain and heart the
vengoance of the eternal Jehovah. A blight will light upon his life,—

a

withered and an accursed intellect ; a blight will be upon his children

and on his people. Great God, how dread the punishment 1 A
crowded populace, peopling the dense towns where the men of money
thrive, where the laborer starves ; want striding among the people in

all forms of terror; an ignorant and God-defying priesthood chuck-
ling over the miseries of millions ; a proud and merciless nobility adding
wrong to wrong, and heaping insult upon robbery and fraud ; royalty

corrupt to the very heart, and aristocracy rotten to the core ; crime
and want linked hand in hand, and tempting men to deeds of woe and
death :—these are a part of the doom and retribution that shall come
upon the English throne and English people.

Soldiers, I look around upon your familiar faces with strange interest!

To-morrow morning we go forth to the battle,—^for need I tell you that

your unworthy minister will march with you, invoking the blessing of

God's aid in the fight?—^we will march forth to the battle. Need I ex-

hort you to fight the good fight,—^to fight for your homesteads, for your
wives and your children ?

My friends, I urge you to fight, by the galling memories of British

wrong. Walton, I might tell you of your father, butchered in the

silence of the night on the plains of Trenton ; I might picture his gray

hairs dabbled in blood ; I might ring his death-fihrieks in your ears.

Shaefmyer, I might tell you of a butchered mother and sister outraged,

the lonely farm-house, the night assault, the roof in flames, the shouts

of the troops as they dispatched their victims, the cries for mercy, and
the pleadings of innocence for pity. I might paint this all again, in

the vivid colors of tlie terrible reality, if I thought courage needed
such wild excitement.

But I know you are strong in the might of the Lord. You will march
forth to battle to-morrow with light hearts and determined spirits,

though the solemn duty—^the duty of avenging the dead—may rest

heavy on your souls.

And in the hour of battle, when all around is darkness, lit by the

lurid cannon-glare and the piercing musket-flash, when the wounded
strew the ground and the dead litter your path, then remember, soldiers,

that God is with you. The eternal God fights for you ; he rides on the

battle-cloud, he sweeps onward with the march of a hurricane charge.

God, the awful and infinite, fights for you, and you will triumph.
" They that take the sword shall perish by the sword."

You have taken the sword, but not in the spirit of wrong or revenge:

you have taken the sword for your homes, for your wives and your little

ones. You have taken the sword for truth, justice, and right, and to

you the promise is, be of good cheer, for your foes have taken the sword

in defiance of all that men hold dear, in blasphemy of God: they shall

perish by the sword.
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And now, brethren and soldiers, I bid you all farewell. Many of u$

will fall in the battle of to-morrow, and in the memory of all will ever

rest and linger the quiet scene of this autumnal eve.

Solemn twilight advances over the valley ; the woods on the opposite

height fling their long shadows over the green of the meadow ; around
us are the tents of the Continental host, the suppressed bustle of the

camp, the hurried tramp of the soldiers to and fro, and among the t^nts

the stillness and awe that mark the eve of battle.

When we meet again, may the shadows ef twilight be flung over the

peaceful land. God in heaven grant it ! Let us pray.

The following is the address of the clergy of the town of

Newport, in the State of Bhode Island, to George Washington,

President of the United States.

Sir:—
With salutations of the most cordial esteem and regard, permit us,

the clergy of the town of Newport, to approach your person, entreating

your acceptance of our voice, in conjunction with that of our fellow-

citizens, to hail your welcome to Rhode Island.

Shielded by Omnipotence during a tedious and unnatural war, you
were as a messenger sent from Heaven, in conducting the counsels of the

cabinet, and under many embarrassments directing the operations of the

field. Divine Providence crowned your temples with unfading laurels,

and put into your hand the peacefully waving olive-branch.

Long may you live, sir, highly favored of God and beloved of men,
to preside in the grand council of our nation, which we trust will not

cease to supplicate Heaven that its select and Divine influences may
descend and rest upon you, endowing you with grace, wisdom and
understanding, to go out and in before this numerous and free people*

to preside over whom Divine Providence has raised you up.

And therefore, before God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, in

whom all the families both in heaven and earth are named, according

to the law of our oflice, and in bounden duty, we bow our knee, beseech-

ing him to grant you every temporal and spiritual |blessing, and that,

of the plenitude of his grace, all the families of these wide-ext«nded

realms may enjoy, under an equal and judicious administration of

government, peace and prosperity, with all the blessings attendant on

civil and religious liberty.

(Signed) Samuel Hopkins,

Pcutor qf the First Congregational Church,

and by other ministers. '

ANSWER.
Gentlemen :

—

The salutations of the clergy of the town of Newport on my arrival in

the State of Rhode Island are rendered the more acceptable on account

of the liberal sentiments and just ideas which they arc known to ent^jr-

lain respecting civil and religious liberty.
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I ftm inexpressibly happy that, by the smiles of Divine Providence,

my weak but honest endeavors to serve my country have hitlierto been
crowned with so much success, and apparently given such satisfaction to

those in whose cause they were exerted. The same benignant influ-

ence, together with the concurrent support of all real friends to their

country, will still be necessary to enable me to be in any degree useful

to this numerous and free people over whom I am called to preside.

Wherefore I return you, gentlemen, my hearty thanks for your
solemn invocation of Almighty God that every temporal and spiritual

blessing may be dispensed to me, and that under my administration

the families of these States may enjoy peace and prosperity, with all the

blessings attendant on civil and religious liberty. In the participation

of which blessings may you have an ample share.

G. Washington.

Wasliington closed his public life, as President of tlie United

States, on the 4th of March, 1797. The day before this event

the ministers of the gospel, of all denominations, in and near

Philadelphia, sent him the following paper :

—

To George Washington, President of the United States.

Sir:—
On a day which becomes important in the annals of America, as

marking the close of a splendid public life, devoted for near half a cen-

tury to the service of your country, we the undersigned, clergy of

different denominations in and near the city of Philadelphia, beg leave

to join the voice of our fellow-citizens in expressing our deep sense of

your public services in every department of trust and authority com-
mitted to you. But, in our special characters as ministers of the gospel

of Christ, we are more immediately bound to acknowledge the counte-

nance which you ha^^e universally given to his holy religion.

In your public character we have beheld the edifying example of a
civil ruler always acknowledging the superintendence of Divine Provi-

dence in the affairs of men, and confirming that example by the

powerful recommendation of religion and morality as the firmest basis

of social happiness,—more particularly in the following language of

your affectionate parting address to your fellow-citizens :

—

*' Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity,

religion and morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that

man claim the tribute of patriotism who should labor to subvert these

great pillars of human happiness,—the firmest props of the duties of

men and citizens. The mere politician, equally with the pious man,
ought to respect and cherish them. A volume could not trace all their

connections with private and public felicity. Let us with caution

indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained without reli-

gion. Reason and experience forbid us to expect that national mo-
rality can prevail in exclusion of religious principles."

Should the importance of these just and pious sentiments be duly

appreciated and regarded, we confidently trust that the prayers you
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have ofifered for the prosperity of our common country will be answered.

In these prayers we most fervently unite, and with equal fervor in

those which the numerous public bodies that represent the citizens of

these States are offering for their beloved chief. We most devoutly

implore the Divine blessing to attend you in your retirement, to render

it in all respectfl comfortable to you, to satisfy you with length of days,

and finally to receive you into happiness and glory infinitely greater

than this world can bestow.

Philadblphia, Maroh 3, 1707.

Thomas Ustick, Samuel Jones,

Andw. Hunter, Wm. Frendel,

Jno. Dicking, Nicholas Collin,

Joshua Jones, Robert Annan,
Joseph Turner, William Marshall,
Ezekiel Cooper, John Meder,

Andw. J. Rhess, John Andrews,
Jam. Abercrombis, F. Henrt Ch. Helmith,
Wm. White, Sam. Morgan,
Ashbel Green, J. Frederick Schmidt,

William Smith, Robt. Blackwell,
John Ew^ing, Wm. Rogers.

ANSWER.
Gentlemen :

—

Not to acknowledge with gratitude and sensibility the affectionate

addresses and benevolent wishes of my fellow-citizens on my retirement

from public life, would prove that I have been unworthy of the con-

fidence which they have been plea^sed to repose in me. And among
those public testimonials of attachment and approbation, none can l>e

more grateful than that of so respectable a body as yours.

Believing as I do that religion and morality are the essential pillars

of society, I view with unspeakable pleasure that harmony and bro-

therly love which characterizes the clergy of different denominations

as well in this as in all parts of the United States, exhibiting to the

world a new and interesting spectacle, at once the pride of our country

and the surest basis of universal harmony. That your labors for the

good of mankind may be crowned with success, that your temporal

enjoyments may be commensurate with your merits, and that the

future rewards of good and faithful servants may be yours, I shall not

cease to sui^plicate the Divine Author of life and felicity.

George Washington.

The following correspondence of the Congregational ministers

of Massachusetts with John Adams, President of the United

States, refers to a very critical era in the history of the Govern-

ment, and finely illustrates the patriotism and piety of Ameri-

can ministers. The atheism of France in 1795 had engulfed

that empire in anarchy and blood. It was the first experiment
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in the history of the world, of the national reign of infidelity,

and its results shocked the civilized world with horror, and

demonstrated its terrific nature and evils on civil government

and society. " God permitted," said Eobert Hall, of England,

in his masterly sermon on Modern Infidelity Considered, " the

trial to be made. In one country—and that the centre of Chris-

tendom—^revelation underwent a total eclipse, while atheism, per-

forming on a darkened theatre its strange and fearful tragedy,

confounded the first elements of society, blended every age,

rank,, and sex in indiscriminate proscription and massacre, and

convulsed all Europe to ita centre ; that the imperishable

memorial of these events might teach* the last genenitions of

mankind to consider religion as the pillar of society, the safe-

guard of nations, the parent of social order, which alone has

power to curb the fiery passions and to secure to every one his

rights.

" Those who prepared the minds of the people for that great

change, and for the reign of atheism, were avowed enemies to

revelation j in all their writings the diflFusion of skepticism and

revolutionary principles went hand in hand ; the fury of the

most sanguinary parties was especially pointed against the Chris-

tian priesthood and religious institutions, without once pretend-

ing, like other persecutors, to execute the vengeance of God
(whose name they never mentioned) upon his enemies ; their

atrocities were committed with a wanton levity and brutal mer-

riment ; the reign of atheism was avowedly and expressly the

reign of terror ; in the full madness of their career, in the

highest climax of their horrors, they shut up the temples of God,

abolished his worship, and proclaimed death to be an eternal

sleep,—as if by pointing to the silence of the sepulchre and the

sleep of the dead these ferocious barbarians meant to apologize

for leaving neither sleep, quiet, nor repose to the living. No
sooner were the speculations of atheistical philosophy matured

than they gave birth to a ferocity which converted the most

polished people in Europe into a horde of assassins,—the seat of

voluptuous refinement and of arts, into a theatre of blood.

Atheism is an inhuman, bloody, ferocious system, equally hostile

to every useful restraint and to every virtuous aflFection; that,

leaving nothing above us to excite our awe, nor round us to

awaken our tenderness, wages war with heaven and with earth.

Its first object is to dethrone God, its next to destroy man."
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The French rulers, under the reign of atheism, during the

Administration of John Adams, plied every art to bring the

Government of the United States into political alliance with the

French nation, and we were on the eve of a war with our

ancient ally and friend. So imminent was the danger that

Washington was appointed again commander-in-chief of the

American armies, and accepted the appointment, with the un-

derstanding that he was not to take the field till actual war had

begun. The President, during this crisis of our nation, received,

from all parts of the country, numerous addresses, urging him
to resist all influences and machinations, either at home or

abroad, which aimed to make the United States an ally with

atheistical France, who was " grasping at universal domination,

had abandoned every moral and religious principle, trampled on

sacred faith, sported with national laws, and demanded pecu-

niary exactions which would bankrupt our nation and render

us slaves instead of a free, sovereign, and indej)endent people."

Among other addresses waa the following:

—

We, the Congregational ministers of Massachusetts, met in annual

Convention, feel ourselves called upon, as men, as American citizens,

and as public professors and teachers of Christianity, to address you at

this solemn and eventful crisis.

While the benevolent spirit of our religion and office prompts our

fervent wishes and prayers for the univer!*al extension of rational liberty,

social order, and Christian piety, we cannot but deeply lament and
firmly resist those atheistical, licentious, and disorganizing principles

which have been avowed and zealously propagated by the philosophers

of Franco,—^which have produced the greatest crimes and miseries in

that unhappy country, and, like a moral pestilence, are diffusing their

baneful influence even to distant nations. From these principles, com-

bined with boundless avarice and ambition, have originated, not only

schemes of universal plunder and domination, but insidious attempts

to divide the American people from their rulers and involve them in a
needless, uryust, and ruinous war ; arbitrary and cruel depredations on

theirunoffending commerce ; contemptuous treatment of their respected

messengers and generous overtures of peace ; rapacious demands and

insulting threats in answer to the most fair and condescending pro-

posals.

In this connection, we offer to you, sir, our tribute of affectionate

esteem and gratitude, and to Almighty God our devout praise, for the

wise, temperate, and benevolent policy which has marked your conduct

towards the offending Power, and which has given a new and splendid

example of the beauty and dignity of the Christian spirit contrasted

with the base and profligate spirit of infidelity. We also bless God for

your firm, patriotic, and important services to your country from the
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c:awn of its glorious ReTolution, and for the conspicuous integrity and
wisdom which have been constantly displayed both by you, sir, and
your excellent and beloved predecessors.

As ministers of the Prince of peace, we feel it our duty both to in-

culcate and exemplify the pacific spirit which adorns his character and
(ioctrine. We remember his injunction to forgive and love our most
iiyurious enemies. But neither the law of Christianity nor of reason

requires us to prostrate our national independence, freedom, prosperity,

and honor at the feet of proud, insatiable oppressor3,^specially of a
Government which has renounced tlie gospel and its sacred institutions

and has transferred to imaginary heathen idols the homage due to the

Creator and Redeemer of the world. Such a prostration would be

treason against the Being who gave us our inestimable privileges, civil

and religious, as a sacred deposit to be defended and transmitted to pos-

terity. It would be criminal unfaithfulness and treachery to our coun-

try, our children, and the whole human race.

The fate of Venice, and other countries subdued by France, though
held up to intimidate us to degrading submission, shall teach us a far

diflerent lesson: it shall instruct us to shun that insidious embrace
which aims not only to reduce us to the condition of tributaries, but to

strip us of the gospel, the Christian Sabbath, and every pious institu-

tidn. These privileges we consider the chief glory of our country, the

main pillars of its civil order, liberty, and happiness ; as, on the other

hand, we view its excellent political institutions as, under God, the

guardians of our religious and ecclesiastical privileges. This intimate

connection between our civil and Christian blessings is alone sufficient

to justify the decided part which the clergy of America have uniformly

taken in supporting the constituted authorities and political interests

of their country. While we forgive the censure which our order has

received from some persons on this account, we will still, by our prayers

and examples, by our public and private discourses, continue ;the same
tenor of conduct which has incurred this malevolent or misguided

abuse.

Amidst the fashionable skepticism and impiety of the age, it is a

matter of consolation and gratitude that we have a President who, both

in word and action, avows his reverence for the Christian religion, his

belief in the Redeemer and Sanctifier of the world, and his devout trust

in the Providence of God. May that Being, whose important favor you
recently led us to implore, graciously answer our united prayers in be-

half of our common country. May he preserve your valuable life and
health, your vigor, firmness, and integrity of mind, and your conse-

quent public usefulness, and at length transfer you, full of days and
honor, to the possession of an eminent and everlasting reward.

The President replied aa follows :

—

This respectful and affectionate address from the Convention of the

clergy of Massachusetts, not less distinguished for science and learning,

candor, moderation, liberality of sentiment and conduct, and for the

most amiable urbanity of manners, than for unblemished moralB and
26
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Christian piety, does me great honor, and must have the most beneficial

effects upon the public mind at this solemn and eventful crisis.

To do justice to its sentiments and language, I could only repeat it

sentence by sentence and word for word : I shall therefore confine my-
self to a mere return of my unfeigned thanks. John Adams.

These facts, bo honorable to the patriotism, piety, learning,

and zealous labors of ministers of all denominations during the

era of the Revolution, and subsequently, fully justify the decla-

ration of Mr. Webster, in the Supreme Court of the United

States, expressed in his celebrated argument on the Girard Will

Case, in 1844 :—
"I take upon myself to say that in no country in the world,

upon either continent, can there be found a body of ministers

of the gospel who perform so much service to men, in such a

free spirit of self-denial, under so little encouragement from

Government of any kind, and under circumstances almost always

much straitened and often distressed, as the ministers of the

gospel in the United States, of all denominations. They form

no part of an estabKshed order of religion ; they constitute no

hierarchy ; they enjoy no peculiar privileges. And this body

of clergymen has shown, to the honor of our country and the

admiration of the hierarchies of the Old World, that it is

practicable in free governments to raise and sustain, by volun-

tary contributions alone, a body of clergymen which, for de-

votedness to their calling, for purity of life and character, for

learning, intelligence, piety, and that wisdom which cometh

from above, is inferior to none, and superior to most others.

" I hope that our learned men have done something for the

honor of our literature abroad. I hope that the courts of justice

and members of the bar have done something to elevate the

character of the profession of law. I hope that the discussions

above [in Congress] have done something to ameliorate the con-

dition of the human race, to secure and strengthen the great

charter of human rights, and to strengthen and advance the

great principles of human liberty. But I contend that no literary

efForts,'no adjudications, no constitutional discussions, nothing

that has been done or said in favor of the great interests of uni-

versal man, have done this country more credit, at home and

abroad, than the establishment of our body of clergymen, their

support by voluntary contributions, and the general excellence

of their character, their piety and learning."
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These views of Mr. Webster are confirmed by Dr. Gardiner

Spring, for more than forty years a Presbyterian pastor of the

city of New York, and whose father, Dr. Samuel Spring, of

Massachusetts, was an able and patriotic preacher of the Revo-

lution. In his work on " The Power of the Pulpit," Dr. Gardiner

Spring says,

—

"The office of religious teacher among the Jews was a noble

office. Without them the Hebrew State htid been an irreligious,

ignorant, disjointed community. The nation wtis exalted or

debased as their religious teachers were honored or dishonored,

and as they exerted or foiled to exert their appropriate influ-

ence. So long as the nation was in its glory, its religious

teachers were the glory and strength of the nation. . . .

"The voice of the pulpit,*' Dr. Spring continues, "has been

often heard on subjects of high public inCferest, Its influence has

been felt in scenes which ' tried men's souls,' That great event

in the history of the world, the American Eevolution, never

would have been achieved without the influence of the pulpit.

Political society * moved on the axis of religion. The religious

movement gave its character to the social movement.'

"

The facts in this chapter fully vindicate the patriotism and

piety of the American clergy, and reveal one of the great

sources of the Christian life and character of the civil insti-

tutions of the United States. They prove the mighty and

beneficent power of the pulpit on the progress, prosperity, and

true glory of the republic, and their essential relations to its

very life and perpetuity. The pulpit, in every age, and in

the battles and conflicts of truth and liberty with error and

desj)otism, has always been on the side of the right. It has

stood forth as the champion of the oppressed, and has ever been,

with all the darkness that has enveloped the nations, the edu-

cator of the world in all the arts, refinements, and charities

which adorn Christian civilization, and has, during the course

of these ages, difi'used the. spirit and precepts of the Christian

religion into the science of politics and the government and

legislation of nations.
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE IKFLUEKCE OF CHRISTIAN WOMEN ON LIBERTY—A0BNC7T IN FORUING OZK
CIVIL INSTITUTIONS—THE ORIGIN OF THE REVOLUTION IN AMERICAN HOMES
VIEWS OF ADAMS—HEROISM OF THE WOMEN OT THE REVOLUTION—THEIR PIETT

AND FAITH—FORM FREEDOM-ASSOCIATIONS—FLEDGES NOT TO DRINK TEA

MEET TO SPIN FOR THE ARMT—SUPPLY THE ARMY WITH CLOTHING—LAFAY-

ETTE IN BALTIMORE—A BALL-ROOM TURNED INTO A SEWING-ROOM—^WOMEN

OF PHILADELPHIA—^THEIR CORRESPONDKNCB WITH WASHINGTON—^BIS TRIBUTE

TO THEIR PATRIOTISM—LETTER OF A PHILADELPHIA LADY TO A BRITISB

OFFICER—ADDRESS OF THE AMERICAN WOMEN TO THE FEMALES OF THE COUN-

TRY—CONCERTS OF PRAYER—^AN INTERESTING INCIDENT—CHRISTIAN WORK
OF THE WOMEN OF THE REVOLUTION—^ABIGAIL ADAMS—HER LABORS, CHA-

RACTER, AND INFLUENCE—THE MOTHER OF WASHINGTON—^THE WIFE OF WASH-
INGTON—A MODEL president's WIFE—REQUEST OF CONGRESS FOR THE RE-

MAINS OF WASHINGTON—MRS. WASHINGTON'S ANSWER—PIETY HER CROWNING
EXCELLENCE—TRIBUTE OF WASHINGTON TO THE FEMALES OF TRENTON ^HIGH

CHARACTER AND USEFULNESS OF AMERICAN WOMEN.

Among tlie Christian agencies that commenced and com-

pleted the work of American civilization and freedom, that of the

influence of woman was pre-eminent and controlling. Her piety,

home-culture, prayers, and personal labor and sacrifices, were

among the chief causes that contributed to the progress and

elevation of the nation, and which assisted largely in the tri-

umphs of liberty and the results of the Revolution. They have

ever been the most effective and polished workmen on the edi-

fice of society and on the temple of human freedom. " All his-

tory, both sacred and profane, both ancient and modern, bears

testimony to the efficacy of female influence and power in the

cause of human liberty. From the time of the preservation

by the hands of women of the great Jewish lawgiver in his

infantile hours, and who was preserved for Ihe purpose of free-

ing his countrymen from Egyptian bondage, has woman been

made a powerful agent in breaking to pieces the rod of the

oppressor. With a pure and uncontaniinated mind, her actions

spring from the deepest recesses of the human heart."

In an address to the ladies of Richmond, at a public reception

which they gave to Mr. Webster, on the 5th of October, 1840,

he said,

—
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*' It 18 by the promulgation of sound morals in the commu-

nity, and more especially by the training and instruction of the

young, that woman performs her part towards the preservation

of a free government. It is generally admitted that public

liberty and the perpetuity of a free constitution rest on the

virtue and intelligence of the community which enjoys it. How
is that virtue to be inspired, and how is that intelligence to be

communicated ? Bonaparte once asked Madame de Stiiel in

what manner he oould best promote the happiness of France.

Her reply is full of political wisdom. She said, ' Instruct the

mothers of the French people.* Mothers are indeed the

aflfectionate and effective teachers of the human race. The

mother begins her process of training with the infant in her

arms. It is she who directs, so to speak, its first mental and

spiritual pulsations. She conducts it along the impressible years

of childhood and youth, and hopes to deliver it to the stern con-

flicts and tumultuous scenes of life armed by those good princi-

ples which her child has received from maternal care and love.

" If we draw," says Mr. Webster, " within the circle of our

contemplation the mothers of a civilized nation, what do we
see ? We behold so many artificers, working, not on frail and

perishable materials, but on the immortal mind, moulding and

fashioning beings who are to exist forever. We applaud the

artist whose skill and genius present the mimic man upon the

canvas ; we admire and celebrate the sculptor who works out

that same image in enduring marble; but how insignificant

are these achievements, though the highest and fairest in all

departments, in comparison with the great vocation of human
mothers ! They work, not upon the canvas that shall fail, or

the marble that shall crumble into dust, but upon mind, spirit,

which is to last forever, and which is to bear the impress of a

mother's plastic hand.
" The attainment of knowledge does not comprise all which

is contained in the larger term of education. The feelings are

to be disciplined, the passions are to be restrained, true and
worthy motives are to be inspired, a profound religious feeling

is to be instilled, and pure morality inculcated, under all cir-

cumstances. All this is comprised in education. Mothers who
are faithful to this great duty will tell their children that neither

in political nor in any other concerns of life can man ever with-

draw himself from the perpetual obligations of conscience and of
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duty ; that in every act, whether public or private, he incurs a
just responsibility ; and that in no condition is he warrant^^d in

trifling with imj>ortunt rights and obhgations. They will im-

press upon their children the truth that the exercise of the-

elective francliKse is a social duty, of as solemft nature as man can

l>e called to perform ; that a man cannot innocently trifle with

his vote; that every free elector is a trustee as well for othera

as himself; and that every man and every m»easnre he support*

has an important bearing on the interests of others, as well as

on his own. It is in the inculcation of high and pure moi'als, such

as these, that in a free republic woman performs her sacred

duty and fulfills her destiny."

"It is of great importance," says Charlea Francis Adams*
"not only to understand the nature of the superiority of the

individuals who have made themselves a name above their fellow-

beings, but to estimate the degree in which the excellence for

which they were distinguisl^d was shared by those among whom
they lived. Inattention to this duty might present Patrick

Henry and James Otis, Washington^ Jefferson, and Samuel

Adams, as the causes of the American Revolution, which

they were not. There was a moral principle in the field, to the

power of which a great majority of the whole population of

the colonies, whether male or female, old or yoang, had been long

and habitually trained to do homage. The individuals named,

with the rest of their celebrated associates, were not the origin-

ators, but the spokesmen, of the general opinion, and instru-

ments for its adaptation to existing events. Whether fighting in

the fielder deliberating in the senate, their strength against Great

Britain was not that of numbers,, nor of wealth, nor of genius;

but it drew its nourishment from the sentiments that pervaded

the dwellings of the entire population.

"How much this home-sentiment did then, and doea ever,

depend on the character of the female portion of the people^

will be too readily understood by all, to require explanation.

The domestic hearth is the first of schools and the best of lecture-

rooms ; for there the heart will co-operate with the mind, the

affections with the reasoning powers. And this is the scene for

the almost exclusive sway of woman. Yet, great as the influ-

ence thus exercised undoubtedly is, it escapes observation in

s»'ch a manner that history rarely takes much account of it.

'* In every instance of domestic convulsions, when the pruning-
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hook is deserted for the sword and the musket, the sacrifice of

feelings made by the female sex is unmixed with a hope of

worldly compensation. With them there is no ambition to

gratify, no fame to be gained by the simple negative virtue of

privations suffered in silence. The lot of woman in times of

trouble is to be a passive spectator of events which she scarcely

hopes to make subservient to her own fame and control."

" The heroism of the females of the Eevolution has gone from

the memory with the generation that witnessed it, and but little

remains upon the ear of the young of the present day but the

faint echo of an expiring tradition." " Instances of patience,

perseverance, fortitude, magnanimity, courage, humanity, and

tenderness," says the wife of John Adams, which " would have

graced the Roman character, were known only to those who
were themselves the actors, and whose modesty could not suffer

them to blazon abroad their own fame."

And yet enough of the noble deeds and influence of the women
of the Revolution remains to show their piety, their patriot-

ism, and their self-denying efforts in the cause of their country.

Their piety and labors are thus referred to by Mrs. EUet, the

historiographer in this field of the Revolution. "I have been

struck," says she, " by the fact that almost all were noted for

piety. The spirit that exhibited itself in acts of humanity,

courage, patriotism, and magnanimity was a deeply religious

one. May we not with reason deem this an important source

of the strength that gave success to the American cause ? To
inflame the fires of freedom by mutual interchanges of feelings,

and to keep them burning in the hearts of all around, they

formed freedom-associations, and entered into written pledges to

make every sacrifice they could for their country."

In Edenton, North Carolina, on the 26th of October, 1774,

the women made the following covenant :

—

As we cannot be indifferent on any occasion that appears to affect

the peace and happiness of our country, and it has been thought neces-

sary for th^ public good to enter into secret particular resolves by a

meeting of the members of the Deputies from the whole Province, it is

a duty we owe not only to our near and dear connections, but to our-

selves who are severally interested in their welfare, to do every thing, as

far as lies in our power, to testify our sincere adherence to the same

;

and we do therefore accordingly subscribe this paper as a witness of our

fixed intention and solemn determination to do so.

(Signed by fifty-one ladies.)
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Thia patriotism was displayed in the willing sacrifices they.

made in their favorite beverage, tea. A tax being laid upon tea

for the purpose of revenue to the British Government, its use

was generally abandoned.

Three hundred heads of families in Boston, in a written cove-

nant, resolved that they " would totally abstain from the use of

tea till the revenue acts were repealed." The young ladies of

Boston followed the example of their mothers, as the following

pledge indicates :

—

BoBTOHi Febroary 12, 1770.

We, the daughters of those patriots who have and do now appear for

the public interest,—and in that principally regard their posterity,—as

such do with pleasure engage with them in denying ourselves the drinking

of foreign tea, in hopes to frustrate a plan which tends to deprive a

whole community of all that is valuable in life.

This pledge was signed by women throughout New England.

In an afternoon's visit of ladies in Newport, Rhode Island, it

was resolved that those who could spin should be employed in

that way, and those who could not should sew. When the time

arrived for drinking tea, bohea and hyperion were provided; and

every one of the ladies patriotically rejected the bohea, and

unanimously, to their great honor, preferred the balsamic hype-

rion,—the dried leaves of raspberry-plants.

In Boston, some fifty young ladies, enrolled as " The Daugh-

ters of Liberty," met at a minister's house (Rev. Mr. More-

head) and in a single day spun " two hundred and thirty-two

skeins of yarn. Numerous spectators came to admire them,

and the whole was concluded with many stirring tunes, anthems,

and liberty songs, which were animated in their several parts

by a number of the Sons of Liberty."

At Mecklenburg and Rowan, North Carolina, the young

ladies entered into a written pledge not to receive the attentions

of young men who would not volunteer in defence of their

country. They declared they " were of opinion that such per-

sons who stay loitering at home when the important calls of

their country demand their military service abroad, must cer-

tainly be destitute of that nobleness of sentiment, that brave

and manly spirit, which would qualify them to be the defenders

and guardians of the fair sex."

An interesting incident, illustrative of female patriotism and

activity, is given by Mr. Headley as occurring in the church at
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Litchfield, Connecticut. The pastor, Judah Champion, was an

ardent patriot, and on a certain Sabbath was earnestly preach-

ing and praying for the success of the American arms. During

the service a messenger arrived, announcing that St. Johns

—

which had been besieged six weeks, and was regarded as the key

to Canada—was taken. " Thank God for the victory !" exclaimed

the patriot preacher, and the chorister, clapping his hands,

vigorously shouted, "Amen, and amen !"

The communication of the messenger announced that our

army was in a suffering condition, destitute of clothing, without

stockings or shoes. " Sorrow and pity took the place of exulta-

tion, and generous sympathetic eyes filled with tears on every

side. There was scarcely a dry eye among the females of the

congregation. As soon as the audience was dismissed, they

were seen gathered together in excited groups, and it was evi-

dent that some scheme was on foot that would not admit of

delay. The result was that, when the congregation assem-

bled in the afternoon, not a woman was to be seen. The men
had come to church, but their earnest, noble wives and daughters

had taken down their hand-cards, drawn forth their spinning-

wheels, set in motion their looms, while the knitting and sewing

needles were plied as they never were before. It was a strange

spectacle to see that Puritan Sabbath turned into a day of

secular work. The pastor was at the meeting-house, performing

those duties belonging to the house of God, and the voice of

prayer and hymns of praise ascended as usual from devout and

solemn hearts ; but all through the usually quiet streets of Litch-

field the humming sound of the spinning-wheel, the clash of the

shuttle flying to and fro, were heard, making strange harmony
with the worship of the sanctuary. But let it not be supposed

that these noble women had gone to work without the know-

ledge of their pastor. They had consulted with him, and he had

given them his sanction and blessing.

" Swimming eyes and heaving bosoms were over their work,

and lips moved in prayer for the destitute and sufiering soldier.

The pastor's wife contributed eleven blankets from her own
stores to the collection."

The women of the Revolution were active in their services

of relief and comfort to the armies of the country, " The supply

of domestic cloth designed for families was in a short time, by the

labor of the females, converted into coats for the soldiers ; sheets
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and blankets were fashioned into shirts; and even the flannels

already made up were altered into men's habiliments. Such aid

was rendered by many whose deeds of disinterested generosity

were never known beyond their own immediate neighborhood."

Weights of clocks, pans, dishes, pewter services of plate, then

common, were melted by the women and given to the army to

be used in defence of freedom.

In 1776, Lafayette passed through Baltimore, and was honored

with a public reception. In the gayeties of the scene he was

seen to be sad. *' Why so sad?" said a gay belle. " I cannot

enjoy these festivities," said Lafayette, "while so many of the

poor soldiers are without shirts and other necessaries." " They
shall be supplied," responded the fair ladies; and the scenes

of the festive hall were exchanged for the service of their needles.

They immediately made up clothing for the suffering soldiers,

—

one of the ladies cutting out five hundred pairs of pantaloons

with her own hands and superintending their making.

In 1780, a cold and dreary winter, when the soldiers greatly

suffered, the ladies of Philadelphia formed an Industrial Ajsso-

ciation for the relief of the American army. They solicited

money, sacrificed their jewelry, and labored with their own
hands. Mrs. Bache, daughter of Dr. Franklin, was a leading

spirit in these patriotic efforts. "She conducted us," said a

French nobleman, in describing the scene, " into a room filled

with work lately finished by the ladies of Philadelphia. It was

shirts for the soldiei*s of Pennsylvania. The ladies bought the

cloth from their own private purses, and took a pleasure in

cutting them out and sewing them together. On* each shirt

was the name of the married or unmarried lady who made it

;

and they amount to twenty4wo hundred." "During the cold

winter that followed, thousands of poor soldiers in Washington's

camp had occasion to bless the women of Philadelphia for these

labors of love."

Mr. Reed, President of Congress, wrote to Washington,

saying,—

The ladies have caught the contagion, and in a few days Mrs. Reed
will have the honor of writing you on the subject. It is expected she

will have a sum equal to one hundred thousand pounds to be laid out

according to your Excellency's direction, in such a way as may be

thought most honorable and gratifying to the brave old soldiers who
have borne so great a share of the burden of this war. I thought it

best to mention it in this way to your Excellency for your considerationy
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as it may tend to forward the benevolent scheme of the donors with

diRpatch. I must observe that the ladies have excepted such articles

of necessity/ as clothing, which the States are bound to provide.

Wo have just heard that Mrs. Washington is on the road to this city,

iso that we shall have the benefit of her advice and assistance here, and,

if necessary, refer afterwards to your Excellency.

A further account of this contribution was communicated in

a letter from Mrs. Reed to Gpneral Washington, in which she

wrote iis follows :

—

The subscription set on foot by the ladies of this city for the use of

the soldiers is so far completed as to induce me to transmit to your
Excellency an account of the money I have received, which, although

it has answered our expectations, does not equal our wishes. But I am
persuaded it will be received as a proof of our zeal for the great cause

of America, and of our esteem and gratitude for those who so bravely

defend it. The amount of the subscription is 200,580 dollars, and
$025 Gj. 8r/. in specie, which make in the whole, in paper money,
3O0,G34 dollars. The ladies are anxious for the soldiers to receive the

l)enefit of it, and wait your directions how it can be best disposed of.

We expect considerable additions from the country ; and I have also

written to the other States in hopes that the ladies there will adopt

a simihu* plan to render it more general and beneficial.

Philadelphia, July 4.

The reply of General '"Washington is as follows :

—

Heap-Quarters, Whippawt, 25 July, 1780.

I very much admire the patriotic spirit of the ladies of Philadelphia,

and shall with great pleasure give them my advice as to the application

of their benevolent and generous donation to the soldiers of the army.

Although the terms of the Association seem in some measure to pre-

clude the purchase of any article which the public is bound to find, I

would nevertheless recommend a provision of shirts, in preference to

any thing else, in case the funds should amount to a sum equivalent to

a supply of eight or ten thousand. The soldiery are exceedingly in

want of them, and the public have never, for several years past, been
able to procure a sufiScient quantity to make them comfortable. They
are, besides, more capable of an equal and satisfactory distribution than

almost any other article. Should the sum fall short of a supply of the

number of shirts I have mentioned, perhaps there could be no better

application of the money than laying it out in the purchase of refresh-

ments for the hospitals. These are my ideas at present.

This example was followed by the ladies in New Jersey.

Miss Mary Dagwerthy wrote to the commander-in-chief,^—

By order of Mrs. Dickinson and the other ladies of the committee, I

have transmitted to your Excellency fifteen thousand four hundred and
eighty-eight dollars, being the subscription received at this place, to be
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disposed of in such manner as your Excellency shall think proper for

the benefit of the Continental soldiers. As the other subscriptions

come in, they will be forwarded without delay.

Trextok, July 7.

The ladies of Maryland emulated their sisters in Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey and the other colonies. Washington, in

writing to the ladies of Maryland, says,

—

I cannot forbear taking the earliest moment to express the high
sense I entertain of the patriotic exertions of the ladies of Maryland in

favor of the army.

"Amid all the distress and sufferings of the army," said Washington,
" from whatever source they have arisen, it must be a consolation to

our virtuous countrywomen that they have never been accused of

withholding their most zealous efforts to support the cause we are

engaged in, and encourage those who are defending them in the field.

** It embellishes the American character with a new trait, by proving

that the love of country is blended with those softer domestic virtues

which have always been allowed to be more peculiarly your own. You
have not acquired admiration in your own country only ; it is paid to

you abroad, and, you will learn with pleasure, by a part of your own
sex, whose female accomplishments have attained their highest perfec-

tion, and who from the commencement have been the patronesses of

American liberty."

The patriotic sacrifices of the women were made with deep

enthusiasm. Their firmness and intrepidity supplied every

persuasive that could animate to perseverance and secure fide-

lity. So ardent were they in the cause of liberty, that a

British officer said to Mrs. Pinckney, wife of Charles Pinckney,

a distinguished orator of the Eevolution, " It is impossible not

to admire the intrepid firmness of the ladies of your country.

Had your men but half their resolution, we might give up the

contest. America would be free."

The following is a letter from a lady of Philadelphia to a

British officer in Boston, written immediately after the battle

of Lexington, and previous to the Declaration of Independence-

It fully exhibits the feelings of those times. A finer spirit

never animated the breasts of Roman matrons than the letter

breathes :

—

Sir:—
We received a letter from you, wherein you let Mr. S. know that you

had written after the battle of Lexington particularly to me,—^knowmg
my martial spirit, that I would delight to read tlie exploits of heroes.

ISurely, my friend, you must mean the Xew England heroes, as they
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alone performed exploits worthy of fame, while the regulars, yastly supe-

rior in numbers, were obliged to retreat with a rapidity unequalled,

except by the French at the battle at Minden. Indeed, General Gage
gives them due praise in his letter home, where he says Lord Percy

was remarkable for his activity. You will not, I hope, take offence at

any expre^ion that in the warmth of my heart should escape me, when
I assure you that, while we consider you as a public enemy, we regard

you as a private friend, and while we detest the cause you are fighting

for, we wish well to your own personal interest and safety. Thus far by
way of apology.

As to the martial spirit you suppose me to possess, you are greatly

mistaken. I tremble at the thoughts of war, but of all wars a civil one.

Our all is at stake, and we are called upon, by every tie that is dear and
sacred, to exert the spirit that Heaven has given us in this righteous

struggle for liberty. I will tell you what I have done. My only brother

I have sent to the camp with my prayers and blessings. I hope he will

not disgrace me. I am confident he will behave with honor, and emu-
late the great example he has before him. Had I twenty sons and
brothers, they should go. I have retrenched every superfluous expense

in my table and family. Tea I have not drunk since last Christmas, nor
bought a new cap or gown since your defeat at Lexington, and, what I

never did before, have learned to knit, and am now making stockings

of American wool for my servants ; and in this way do I throw in my
mite to the public good. I have the pleasure to assure you that these

are the sentiments of all my sister Americans. They have sacrificed

assemblies, parties of pleasure, tea-drinking, and finery, to that great

spirit of patriotism that actuates all degrees of people throughout this

extensive continent.

If these are the sentiments of females, what must glow in the breasts

of our husbands, brothers, and sons? They are as with one heart de-

termined to die or be free. It is not a quibble in politics—^a science

which few understand—which we are contending for ; it is this plain

truth, which the most ignorant peasant knows, and is clear to the weakest

capacity, that no man has a right to take their money without their con-

sent. The supposition is ridiculous and absurd, as none but highway-

men and robbers attempt it. Can you, my friend, reconcile with your

own good sense that a body of men in Great Britain, who have little

intercourse with America, and of course know nothing of us, nor are

supposed to know or feel the misery they would inflict upon us, shall

invest themselves with a power to command our lives and properties

at all times and in all cases whatsoever ?

You say you are no politician. Oh, sir, it requires no Machiavelian

head to develop this and to discover this tyranny and oppression. It

is written with a sunbeam. Every one will see and know it, because it

will make them feel, and we shall be unworthy of the blessing, of

Heaven if we ever submit to it.

All ranks of men among us are in arms. Nothing is heard now in our

streets but the trumpet and the drum ; and the universal cry is, " Ame-
ricans, to arms !" All your friends are officers ; there are Captain S. D.,

Lieutenant B., and Captain J. 8. We have ^ye regiments in the city
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And county of Philadelphia, complete in arms and uniform, and very

expert at their military manoeuvres. We have companies of light

horse, light infantry, grenadiers, riflemen, and Indians, several com-

panies of artillery, and some excellent brass cannon and field-pieces.

Add to this that every county in Pennsylvania and the Delaware govern-

ment can send two thousand men to the field. Heaven seems to smile

on us ; for in the memory of man were never known such quantities of

flax, and sheep without number. We are making powder fast, and do

not want for ammunition. In short, we want for nothing but ships of

war to defend us, which we could procure by making alliances ; but

such is our attachment to Great Britain that we sincerely wish for

reconciliation, and cannot bear the thought of throwing off all depend-

ence on her, which such a step would assuredly lead to. The God of

mercy will, I hope, open the eyes of our king, that he may see, while

seeking our destruction, he will go near to complete his own. It is my
ardent prayer that the eftusion of blood may be stopped. We hope yet

to see you in this city, a friend to the liberties of America, which will

give infinite satisfaction to Your sincere friend,

C. S.

To Captain S., in Boston.

Mrs. Wilson, of North Carolina, was a noble illustration of the

patriotism of the women of the Revolution. Comwallis, in his

march through that State, had encamped his army on her hus-

band's plantation. He tried by flattery to win her over to the

royal cause. Her heroic reply to Cornwallis was, "I have

seven sons who are now, or have been, bearing arms : indeed,

my seventh son, Zaccheus, who is only fifteen years old, I yester-

day assisted to get ready to go and join his brothers in Sumter's

army. Now, sooner than to see one of my family turn back

from the glorious enterprise, I should take my boys (pointing

to three small sons), and with them would enlist under Sumter's

standard, and show my husband and sons how to fight and, if

necessary, to die for their country."

Another Christian mother had also the sacred number of

seven sons in the army of freedom. *' She has seven sons in

the rebel army," was the reason given by the British officer for

plundering the farm and burning the house of Widow Brevard,

in Centre Congregation, while Cornwallis was in pursuit of

Morgan and Greene after the victory of the Cowpens. What a

mother ! seven sons in the army at one time ! and for this

glorious fact the house of the widow plundered and burned

and her farm pillaged !

Everywhere fife and drum were heard, and the fathers and
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80118, inspired by the patriotic women, took lessons together

in the art of war. Such was the prevalent and inspiring spirit

of patriotism inspired by liberty-loving women, that General

Gage, the British commander, wrote, " The very children here

draw in. liberty from the air they breathe."

Mrs. Ellet, in her "Domestic History of the Revolution,"

says, "Throughout the war, the influence and exertions of

women in all parts of the country contributed to impart a spirit

of patriotism. They animated the courage and confirmed the

self-devotion of those who ventured all in the common cause.

They frowned upon instances of coldness or bjickwardncsa, and

in the period of deepest gloom cheered and urged on the

desponding. They willingly shared inevitable dangers and

privations, relinquished without regret prospects of advantage

to themselves, and parted with those they loved better than

life, not knowing when they were to meet again. It is almost

impossible now to appreciate the vast influence of woman's

patriotism upon the destinies of the infant republic. We have

no means of showing the important part she bore in maintain-

ing the struggle, and in laying the foundation on which so

mighty and majestic a structure has arisen. To her we are

not less indebted for national freedom than to the swords of

the patriots who poured out their blood."

The pen of woman was gracefully wielded for freedom, as the

sword was by the patriots and heroes. • The following address,

signed "An American Woman," written, it was sui)posed, by

Mrs. Washington, in 1780, will present a delightful proof of

woman's patriotism and her intellectual culture. It was printed

and scattered throughout the country.

On the commencement of the actual war, the women of America
manifested a firm resolution to contribute as much as could de2>end on
them to the deliverance of their country. Animated by the purest

patriotism, they are full of sorrow at this day in not offering more than
barren wishes for the success of so glorious a revolution. They a<pir«

to render themselves more really useful, and this sentiment is univorsrd

from the north to the south of tlie thirteen United States. Our ambi-

tion is kindled by the fame of those heroines of antiquity who have
rendered their sex illustrious, and have proved to the world that, if the

weakness of our constitution, if opinion and manners, did not forbid

UB to march to glory by the same path as the men, wo should at least

equal and sometimes surpass them in our love for the public good. I

glory in all my sex have done that i-» great and commendable. I call
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to mind with enthusiasm and admiration aU those acts of courage, of

constancy, and of patriotism which history has transmitted to us : the

j>eople favored by Heaven preserved from destruction by the virtues,

the zeal, and the resolution of Deborah, of Judith, of Esther; the

fortitude of the mother of the Maccabees, in giving up her sons to die

before her eyes ; Rome saved from the fury of a victorious enemy by
the efforts of Yolumniaand other Roman ladies; so many famous
sieges where women have been seen, forgetting the weakness of their

sex, building new walls, digging trenches with their feeble hands,

furnishing arms to their defenders, they themselves darting the missile

weapons on the enemy, resigning the ornaments of their apparel, and
their fortune, to fill the public treasury and to hasten the deliverance

of their country ; burying themselves under its ruins, throwing them-
selves into the flames, rather than submit to the disgrace of humiliation

before a proud enemy.
Born for liberty, disdaining to bear the irons of a tyrannical govern-

ment, wo associate ourselves to the grandeur of those sovereigns,

cherished and revered, who have held with so much splendor the sceptre

of the greatest states,—the Matildas, the Elizabeths, the Marys, the

("atharines, who have extended the empire of liberty, and, contented to

reign by sweetness and justice, have broken the chains of slavery,

forged by tyrants in the times of ignorance and barbarity. The
Spanish women, do they not make, at this moment, the most patriotic

sacrifices to increase the means of victory in the hands of their sove-

reign? lie is a friend to the French nation. They are our allies. We
call to mind, doubly interested, that it was a French maid who kindled

up amon^'st her fellow-citizens the flames of patriotism buried under
long misfortunes. It was the maid of Orleans who drove from the

kingdom of France the ancestors of those same British whose odious

yoke we have just shaken off; and when it is necessary, we drive them
from this continent.

But I must limit myself to the recollection of this small number of

achievements. Who knows if persons disposed to censure, and some-

times too severely, with regard to us, may not disapprove our appearing

acquainted even with the actions of which our sex boast f

We are at least certain he cannot be a good citizen who will not

applaud our efforts for the relief of the armies which defend our lives,

our possessions, our liberty. The situation of our soldiery has been

represented to me ; the evils inseparable from war, and the firm and
generous spirit which has enabled them to support these. But it has

been said that they may apprehend that in the course of a long war

the view of their distresses may be lost, and their services forgotten.

Forgotten I never ; I can answer, in the name of all my sex. Brave

Americans, your disinterestedness, your courage, and your constancy

will always bo dear to America, so long as she shall preserve her virtue.

We know that, at a distance from the theatre of war, if we eryoy

any tranquillity, it is the fruit of your watchings, your labors, your

dangers. If I live happy in the midst of my family,—if my husband
cultivate his fields and reap his harvest in peace,—^if, surrounded by my
children, I myself nourish the youngest and press it to my bosom with-
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out being afraid of seeing myself separated from it by a ferocious

enemy,—if the bouses in which we dwell, if our barns, our orchards, are

safe at the present time from the hands of the incendiary,—it is to you
that we owe it. And shall we hesitate to evince to you our gratitude?

Shall we hesitate to wear a clothing more simple, hair dressed less ele-

gantly, while at the price of this small privation we shall deserve

your benedictions ? Who among us will not renounce with the highest

pleasure those vain ornaments, when she shall consider that the valiant

defenders of America will be able to draw some advantage from the

money which she may have laid out in these ? that they will be better

defended from the rigors of the season ? that after their painful toils

they will receive some extraordinary and unexpected relief? that

these presents will perhaps be valued by them at a greater price when
they will have it in their power to say, This is the offering of the

ladies I

The time is arrived to display the same sentiments which animated
ns at the beginning of the Revolution ; when we renounced the use of

teas, however agreeable to our taste, rather than receive them from our

persecutors ; when we made it appear to them that we placed former

necessaries in the rank of superfluities when our liberty was interested

;

w^hen our republican and laborious hands spun the flax and prepared

the linen intended for the use of our soldiers; when, exiles and
fugitives, we supported with courage all the evils which are the con-

comitants of war. Let us not lose a moment ; let us be engaged to offer

the homage of our gratitude at the altar of military valor; and you,

our brave deliverers, while mercenary slaves combat to cause you to

share with them the irons with which they are loaded, receive with a
free hand our offering, the purest which can be presented to your
virtue.

The piety and patriotism of the women of the Revolution

had an appropriate development in the preparation and pre-

sentation of flags; and on them were inscribed Christian

symbols and mottoes. The Moravian Sisters at Bethlehem,

Maryland, presented to Pulaski, the Polish patriot who assisted

our Revolutionary fathers in their struggle for independence, a

beautiful banner of crimson silk.

This banner bore on one side the letters U.S., and on a

circle tound them the words, Unitas virtus fortior,—" Union

makes valor stronger." On the other side, in thai centre, an

emblem, representing the all-seeing eye, with the words, Ifon

alius regit,—"No other governs." This banner, symbolical of

woman's faith in God and her devotion to the cause of liberty,

was borne by the brave Polander, in all his battles, till he fell,

in 1779, on the field, a martyr to liberty,

A Pennsylvania paper of June, 1775, oontains the following
26
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incident illustrative of the enthusiasm of the females in the

cause of the Revolution :

—

" The ladies in Bristol township have evidenced a laudable

regard to the interests of the country. At their own expense

they have furnished the regiment of that county with a suite of

colors and drums, and are now making a collection to supply

muskets to such of the men as are not able to supply them-

selves. The lady who was appointed to present the colors to

the regiment gave in charge to the soldiers never to desert the

colors of the ladies, if they ever wished that the ladies should

enlist under their banners."

Another source of woman's influence during the Revolution

was in her constant devotions and prayers. She had power with

God, and made her influence felt through all hearts and over all

interests. Prayer does avail with God; and the women of the

Revolution were almost all praying women, and hence their

powerful and beneficent influence during the scenes of the

Revolution. One cheering fact during those trying times- was

the surprising union of feeling among all the colonies and people

in reference to the common cause of liberty.

"All America," said John Adams, in 1775, "is united in

sentiment. One understanding governs, one heart animates, the

whole. This is as if it had been a revelation from above."

"Call me an enthusiast," said Samuel Adams, "this union

among the colonies, and warmth of affection, can be attributed

to nothing less than the agency of the Supreme Being." "The

surprising union of the colonies," said Congress, "affords

encouragement. It is an inexhaustible source of comfort that

the Lord God omnipotent reigneth." And who can doubt that

this "surprising union" was the result of prayer? In every

family, almost, as in all the pulpits, prayer was going up to-God

for this union and harmony among the defenders of freedom.

"In every trying hour of the Revolution, women would

hold conferences for prayer, that God would be with the armies

and give^hem the victory. During the battle at Guilford

Court-House, North Carolina, March 15, 1781, two companies

of Christian women were gathered from Dr. Caldwell's congre-

gation, for prayer. Whilst the two armies met, the British

under Cornwallis and the American under General Greene, these

pious women were in prayer to Almighty God for his protection

and aid. In many places the solitary voice of a pious woman
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•went up to the Divine ear, with the earnest pleadings of faith,

for the success of the Americans. The battling hosts were sur-

rounded by a cordon of praying women during those dreadful

hours of contest." Mr. Caldwell, in reply to the taunts of a

British officer, said, " Wait and see what the Lord will do for

us." The results of the battle were "highly beneficial to the

cause of the patriots,"

A Christian mother in New Rochelle, after melting all the

pewter she had for bullets for her two sons, sent them forth to

join the Continental army. As she stood in the door to bid

them farewell, one turned back, saying he had no gun ; but she

said, Go on, for he would find a gun to spare in the army.

When she had lost sight of them both, she went back weeping

into the house, to pray for their safety and her country.

In the struggles of the Revolution and in gaining our inde-

pendence, " who can tell how much availed the prayers of those

righteous women?" They had continual audience with Heaven,

and blessings on civil councils and on the armies of freedom

descended to inspire and to guide to the auspicious and glorious

results that followed the Eevolution and crowned it with a

system of free government.

During the winter of 1777^ when the British had possession

of Philadelphia, and Washington was passing a gloomy winter

at Valley Forge, with his soul still resting ,with hope in God,

the ladies of Philadelphia formed an association for the pur-

pose of conveying important information to Washington re-

specting the plans of the British. Many of the British officers

were' quartered with patriotic families in the city, and, in a

free and familiar way, would unfold to each other their future

campaigns to capture our armies and subdue the colonists.

The ladies listened with eager attention and silence to their

statements, and tiien would delegate one of their number to

convey the intelligence to a certain point, where another

patriotic woman would carry it to another point, and thus

these female couriers went from point to point, until the inform-

ation reached Washington at his head-quarters. These jour-

neys were all performed orf foot, and made under pretence of

visits of friendship and affection. The valuable informatiorw

thus conveyed puzzled the British officers to know how it was

communicated, and baffled some of their best-concerted plans.

Among the heroic women of that noble band of patriots was a
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Mrs. Redman, who for many years, with the enthusiasm of

woman's heart in a good cause, was accustomed to narrate these

incidents of .the female patriotism of Revolutionary times.

The above incident was narrated to the compiler of this

volume, in April, 1863, by Mrs. Lydia R. Bailey, a venerable

Christian lady of Philadelphia, now eighty-five years of age,

who often heard it from the lips of Mrs. Redman and other

female friends. She also remarked, with tearful emotion, that

the present generation did not seem to realize the sacrifices

which the blessings of liberty and good government cost, and

that in the pride of their hearts they had forgotten the God of

their fathers, and acted as if all their prosperity had come, not

from the goodness of God, but from their own hands and efforts.

How full of faith and piety were the Christian women of the

Revolution, and those who caught the flame of patriotism and
piety from such noble Christian ancestors

!

Pre-eminent among the patriotic women of the Revolution

was Abigail Adams, wife of John Adams. She was the daugh-

ter of a New England minister, Rev. Mr. Smith, and as dis-

tinguished for her intellectual accomplishments as for piety and

patriotism. Her influence and activity were great and un-

wearied during the Revolution ;ind in the opening scenes of

the civil administration of the new government. She was

polished with her pen, and self-sacrificing in her devotion to

her country.

In 1770, when her husband returned home from a town-

meeting in Boston, in which he had been chosen a Representa-

tive, he said to his wife, "I have accepted a seat in the

House of Representatives, and thereby have consented to my
own ruin, to your ruin, and the ruin of our children. I give

you this warning, that you may prepare yourself for your fate.''

She burst into tears, but instantly cried out, in a transport of

magnanimity, " Well, I am willing in this cause to run all risks

with you, and be ruined with you, if you are ruined." " These

were times," said John Adams, "which tried women's souls as

well as men's."

Bancroft says that when the king's proclamation reached this

country, " Abigail Smith, the wife of John Adams, was at the

time in their home near the foot of Penn Hill, charged with the

sole care of their little brood of children, managing their farm,

keeping house with frugality, though opening her doors to the
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houseless and giving with a good will a part of her scant por-

tion to the poor; seeking work for her own hands, and ever

busily occupied, now at the spinning-wheel, now making

amends for having never been sent to school, by learning

French, though with the aid of books alone. Since the depart-*

ore of her husband for Congress, the arrow of death has sped

near her by day, and the pestilence that walks in the darkness

had entered her humble mansion. She herself was still weak
after a violent illness. Her house was an hospital in every part

;

and, such was the distress of the neighborhood, she could hardly

find a well person to assist in looking after the sick. Her
youngest son had been rescued from the grave by her nursing.

Her own mother had been taken away, and, after the austere

manner of her forefathers, buried without prayer. Woe followed

woe, and one affliction trod on the heels of another. Winter

was hurrying on ; during the day family affairs took off her

attention, but her long evenings, broken by the sound of the

ocean, and of the enemy's artillery at Boston, were lonesome and

melancholy. Ever in the silent night ruminating on the love

and tenderness of her departed parent, she needed the conso-

lation of her husband's presence ; but when, in November, she

read the king's proclamation, she willingly gave up her nearest

friend exclusively to his perilous duties, and sent him her cheer-

ing message, ^This intelligence will make a plain path for

you, though a dangerous one. I could not join to-day in the

petitions of our worthy pastor for a reconciliation between our

no longer parent State, but tyrant Stale, and these colonies.

Let us separate : they are unworthy to be our brethren. Let

us renounce them, and instead of supplications, as formerly,

for their prosperity and happiness, let us beseech the Almighty

to blast their counsels and bring to naught all their devices."

Mrs. Adams's correspondence with her husband during the

Revolutionary War, and his absence from the country in Europe,

forms one of the most interesting chapters in otir history. The

following, after the battle of Bunker Hill, is full of piety and

patriotism :

—

Sunday, 18th June, 1775.

Deakest Friend:—
The day—^perhaps the decisive day

—

is come, on which the fate of

America depends. My hursting heart must find vent at my pen. I have

just heard that our dear friend Dr. Warren is no more, but feU glori-

<m8ly fighting for his country, saying, *' Better to die honorably in the
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field than ignominiouRly bang upon the gallows." Great is our loss. He
lias distinguished himself in every engagement by his courage and forti*

tudc, by animating the soldiera and leading them on by his own ex-

ttmple. A particular account of tho^e dreadful but, I hope, glorious days,

will be transmitted you, no doubt, in the exactest manner.
" The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong ; but the God

of Israel is he that giveth strength and power unto his people. Trust

in him at all times, ye people, pour out your hearts before him : God is

a refuge for us." The battle began upon our intrenchmente upon Bun-
ker's Hill, Saturday morning about three o'clock, and has not yet ceased,

and it is now three o'clock Sabbath afternoon.

It is expected they will come out over the Neck to-nigbt, and a dread-

ful battle must ensue. Almighty God, cover the heads of our (sountry*

men and be a shield to our dear friends ! How many have fallen we
know not. The constant roar of the cannon is so distressing that we can-

not eat, drink, or sleep. May you be supported and sustained in thift

dreadful conflict ! 1 shall tarry here till it is thought tinsafe by my
friends, and tlien I have socurod myself a retreat at your brother's, who
has kindly offered me a part of his home. 1 cannot compose myself to

write any further at present. I will add more as I beer further.

Mrs. Adams was in London in 1787, and received a letter

from her sister (Mrs. Cranch) in the United States, giving her

an account of some insurrectionary movements in Massachusetts.

In reply she writes as follows :

—

London, 35th Fcbnimry, 1T87.

My dear Sister :

—

The thoughts that naturally occurred to me were, " For what have we
been contending against the tyranny of Britain, if we are to become the

sacrifice of a lawless banditti?" Must our«glory be thus shorn and our

laurels thus blasted? IsM a trifling thing io destroy a Government f Will

my countrymen justify the maxim of tyrants, that mankind are not

made for freedom ? I will, however, still hope that the majority of our

fellow-citizens are too wise, virtuous, and enlightened to permit these

outrages to gain ground and triumph. Solon, the wise lawgiver ofAthens,

published a manifesto rendering infamous all persons who in civil

seditions should remain spectators of their country's danger by a crimi-'

nal neutrality. More energy in Government would have prevented the evil from

Reading asfar as it has done,

** Mercy bat giTes ScditioD time to rslly.

Erery soft, pli»Dty talkiog, busy rogue,

Gathering m flock of hot-brained foola together.

Can preach up new rebellioo.

Spread false reports of the Senate, working np
Their madness to m fory quick and desperate,

Till they ran headlong Into civil discords.

And do oar business with their own deatniction.**

This b a picture of the civil dissensions in Rome, and, to our mortifi-
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cation, we find that haman nature is the same in all ages. Neither the
dread of tyrants, the fall of empires, nor the more gloomy picture of

civil discord, are sufficient to deter mankind from pursuing the same
steps which have led others to ruin. Selfishness, and spite, and avarice^

and ambition, pride, and a levelling principle, Itre very unfavorable to

the existence of civil liberty.

It is a very just observation, that those who have raised an. empire
have always been grave and severe, Oity who have mined U have been iim-

formly distiyiguishedfor their dissipation.

In this same letter she says,

—

Disagreeable as the situation of my native State appears, I shall quit

Europe with more pleasure than I came into it, uncontaminated, I hope,

with its manners and vices. I have learned to know the world and its

value ; I have seen high life ; I have witnessed the luxury and pomp of

state, the power of riches, and the influence of titles, and have beheld

all ranks bow before them as the only shrine worthy of worship. Not-

withstanding this, I feel that I can return to my little cottage and be
happier than here ; and, if we have not wealth, we have what is better,—

integrity.

In the War of 1812, Mrs. Gushing, an intimate friend of Mrs.

Adams, lost a brother on the field of battle. Mrs. Adams writes

as follows :

—

QuiHcr, 18th February, 1813.

^r DEAR Mrs. Cushinq :

—

The voice of friendship bids me sympathize with the bereaved sisters

and relatives over the brave youth who has fallen in defence of the

injured rights and honor of his country.

" How beautiful iB death when eam'd by virtue ! ^
Who would not be that youth ? What ia it

That we can die but onoe to serve our country ?"

So spoke the Roman from the mouth of Cato. So said the father over

the dead body of his son. " It is," said Ossian, " when the foes fly before

them that fathers delight in their sons. But their sighs burst forth in

secret when their young warriors yield." In the agony of grief for the

loss of those most dear, it is an alleviation to the wounded bosom to

know that they died, covered with glory, in the arms of victory. Long
will young Aylwin be remembered and regretted, " by all his country's

wishes blest."

To all of you, my afflicted friends, I wish consolation and support

from a higher source than the honor and fame which man can bestow,

And am your sympathizing friend,

Abigail Adams.

The following views are wise, and always timely to American

females :

—
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QviKCT, 6th Joae, 1809.

Mr DiAR Sistir:—
Yon know, if there be bread enough and to spare, nnless a prudent

attention manage that sufficiency, the fruits of diligence will be scattered

by the hand of dissipati^. No man ever prospered ih the world with-

out the consent and coK)peration of his wife. It behooves us who are

parents or grandparents, to give our daughters and grand-daughters,

when their education devolves upon us, such an education as shall qua-

lify them for the useful and domestic duties of life, that they should

learn the proper use of time, since time " was given for use, not waste.''

The finer accomplishments, such as music, drawing, and painting, serve

to set off and embellish the picture; but the ground-work must be
formed of more durable colors.

I consider it as an indispensable requisite that every American wife

should herself know how to order and regulate her family,—^how to

govern her domestics and train up her children. For this purpose tlie

all-wise Creator made woman an help-meet for man ; and she who fails

in these duties does not answer the end of her creation.

" Life's oarefl are oomforts,—Buoh by Heaven deaign'd

;

They that have none must make them, or be wretched.

Cares are employments, and without employ

The seal is on a rack, the rack of rest."

I have frequently said to my friends, when they have thought me
overburdened with care, I would rather have too much than too little.

Life stagnates without action. I could never bear merely to vegetate.

"Waters stagnate when they oease to flow."

Mrs. Adams, like all the female patriots of that era of

liberty, felt deeply on the subject of slavery. Writing to her

husband on^he 22d of September, 1774, who was in the first

Congress of the United Colonies, at Philadelphia, she says,

—

iVish, most sincerely, that there was not a slave in the province : it

always seems a most iniquitious scheme, to me, to fight ourselves for

what we are daily robbing and plundering from those who have as good

a right to freedom as ourselves. Yon know my mind on this subject.

In another letter to a ftiend, she says,

—

Is it not amazing, when the rights of humanity are defined with pre-

cision, in a country above all others fond of liberty, that in such an

age and in such a country we find men professing a religion the most
humane and gentle, adopting a principle as repugnant to humanity as

it is inconsistent with the Bible and destructive to liberty ? Believe me,

I honor the Quakers for their noble efforts to abolish slavery. It is a
debt we owe the purity of our religion, to show that it is at variance

with that law which warrants slavery.
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Her piety and patriotism have a beautiful development in the

following letter which she addressed to her husband when he

was elected President of the United States :

—

QuiNCY, 8th February, 179T.

" The 81111 is drest in brightest beams
To give thy honors to the day."

And may it prove an auspicious prelude to each ensuing season ! Yon
have this day to declare yourself head of a nation. "And now, Lord
my God, thou hast made thy servant ruler over the people. Give unto
him an understanding heart, that he may know how to go out and come
in before this great people ; that he may discern between good and bad.

For who is able to judge this thy so great a people?" were the words of a
royal sovereign,—and not less applicable to him who is invested with the

chief magistracy of a nation, though he wear not the crown nor the

robes of royalty.

My thoughts and my meditations are with you, though personally

absent, and my petitions to Heaven are that the things which make for

peace may not be hidden from your eyes. My feelings are not those of

pride or ostentation upon the occasion : they are solemnized by a sense

of the obligations, the important trusts and numerous duties, connected

with it. That you may be enabled to discharge them with honor to

yourself, with justice and impartiality to your country, and with satis-

faction to tliis great people, shall be the daily prayer of your

A. A.

Mrs. Adams rendered an eminent service to the country in

the maternal training of her son.

Edward Everett, in his eulogy on John Quincy Adams, before

the Legislature of Massachusetts, in April, 1848, says, "J may
be permitted to pause for a moment, to pay a well-deserved

tribute of respect to the memory of the excellent mother to

whose instructions so much of the subsequent eminence of the

son is due. No brighter example exists of auspicious maternal

influence in forming the character of a great and good man.

Her letters to him might almost be called a Manual of Wise

Mother's Advice. The counsels of the faithful and affectionate

mother followed him beyond the sea."

The following are among the Christian counsels Mrs. Adams
inculcated upon her son, and by which she formed his character

and prepared him for his eminent usefulness.

" The only sure and permanent foundation of virtue," says

she to her young son, " is religion. Let this important truth

be engraven on your heart, and also that the foundation of

religion is the belief of one only God, as a Being infinitely wise,
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just, and good, to whom you owe the highest reverence, grati-

tude, and adoration. Placed as we are in this transitory scene

of probation, drawing nigher and still nigher, day after day, to

that important crisis which must introduce us to a new system

of things, it ought to be our principal concern to become quali-

fied for our expected dignity. Great learning and superior

abilities, should we even possess them, will be of little value and

small estimation, unless virtue, honor, truth, and integrity are

added to them. Adhere, then, to those religious sentiments

which were early instilled into your naind, and remember that

you are accountable to your Maker for all your words and

actions.

" Dear as you are to me, I would much rather you should have

found your grave in the ocean you have crossed, or that an un-

timely death should crop you in your infant years, than to see

you an immoral, profligate, or graceless child."

Mr. Adams acknowledged his indebtedness to his mother, when
Governor Briggs, of Massachusetts, meeting him on the streets

of Washington, both being members of Congress, said, " I have

just found out who made you, Mr. Adams. I have been reading

the letters of your mother ; and she made you what you are."

" Yes," replied the old man :
" all I have been, and all I am, I

owe to my mother."

Mr. Adams said, only a short period before his death, that he

never retired to rest without repeating the simple prayer which

his mother taught him in childhood :

—

Here I lay me down to sleep

:

I pray the Lord my soul to keep

;

If I should die before I wake,

I pray the Lord my soul to take.

A beautiful and tender exhibition of Mrs. Adams's piety and

sense of Christian propriety was displayed on the occasion of

the death of Washington. His sudden departure, amidst the

quiet scenes of Mount Vernon, on the 13th of December, 1799,

touched with universal grief the national sensibilities, and

every household and heart felt it as a deep personal bereave-

ment.

Mrs. Adams, when Washington died, was the wife of the

President of the United States, and presiding with dignity in

the court-circles of Philadelphia. The evening subsequent to
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the death of Washington Mrs. Adams had appointed for a

public reception; but as soon as the intelligence reached the

city she published the following notice :

—

" In consequence of the afflictive intelligence of the death of

General Washington, Mrs. Adaras's drawing-room reception is

deferred to Friday, the 27th, when the ladies are respectfully

requested to wear white trimmed with black ribbon, black

gloves and fans, as a token of respect to the inemory of the

late President of the United States. The ladies of the officers

of the General Government will please wear black/'

Mary, the Mother of Washington,

Has, through her son, exerted a larger and more beneficent

influence on the American nation than any other woman. Her
faith, piety, and good sense gave to the nation and the race this

peerless man. ** She was eminently qualified, by nature and re-

ligion, to fulfil all ' her duties to her family. She possessed a

strong mind and sound judgment, united with great simplicity

of manners, energy, honesty, and truthfulness. She was a strict

disciplinarian, and obtained over her children an uncompromising,

but benign, control. She was deeply interested in forming the

minds and hearts of her children according to the teachings of

the gospel ; and she daily taught them select parts of Sir Mat-

thew Hale's ' Contemplations, Moral and Divine,' wonderfully

plain and simple, but exquisitely Christian, abounding in golden

maxims of sound wisdom and pure piety. It was the lot of

Washington to receive from his father, as well as his mother,

the advantages of a sound religious education ; but, in common
with the worthies who have adorned our race, he points the

world to the chief earthly source of his successes,

—

home in-

fluences DIRECTED BY A MOTHER."

Washington regarded his mother as the source of all his

fortunate success and exalted greatness, and paid her the

most profound and heartfelt veneration and obedience. The

secret of his greatness, as well as his mother's influence, are

seen in the memorable reply she made to Lafayette when he

hastened to her home in Fredericksburg, Virginia, after the

victory at Yorktown, to announce to her the great achievement

of her fortunate son. She listened Jbo the words of Lafayette,

as he described the victory and spoke of the honor and fiame

which would thereby accrue to her son. She simply replied,
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"It is nothing more than I expected; as George was always a

good boy/\

His farewell visit to her, before he set out to assume the re-

sponsibilities of the Presidency, is one of the most beautiful

scenes recorded in the annals of history. He said,

—

The people, honored madam, have been pleased, with the most flatter-

ing unanimity, to elect me to the chief magistracy of the United States

:

but, before I can assume the functions of that office, I have come to bid

you an affectionate farewell. So soon as the public business which
must necessarily be encountered in arranging a new government can be

disposed of, I shall hasten to Virginia, and

Here his mother interrupted him, with

—

You will, see me no more. My great age, and the disease which is

fast approaching my vitals, warn me that I shall not be long in this

world. I trust to God I am somewhat prepared for a better. But go,

George, fulfil the destiny which Heaven appears to assign you. Go, my
son ; and may Heaven's and your mother's blessing be with you.

On the death of his mother, which took place at Fredericks-

burg, August 25, 1789, in the eighty-third year of her age,

Washington wrote to his sister, Mrs, Lewis, as follows :

—

Awfiil and affecting as the death of a parent is, there is consolation

in knowing that Heaven has spared ours to an age beyond which few

attain, and favored her with the full enjoyment of her mental facul-

ties, and as much bodily strength as usually falls to the lot of four-

score. Under these considerations, and a hope that she is translated to

a happier place, it is the duty of her relatives to yield due submission

to the decrees of the Creator. When I was last at Fredericksburg, I

took a final leave of my mother, never expecting to see her more.

There is no fame in the world more pure than that of the

mother of Washington, and no woman since the mother of

Christ has a better claim to the affectionate reverence of man-

kind.

Martha, the wife of Washington, was a woman of j&ne accom-

plishments, eminently qualified for the exalted station she was

called, in the providence of God, to fill. Her piety and patriot-

ism were equal to every trial, and were constantly exerted in

behalf of her country. She often left the comforts and ele-

gancies of Mount Vernon and spent months with Washington

and his armies, cheering tfiem by her presence and encouraging

the soldiers by her words.
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Mrs. Washington accompanied the general to the line before

Boston, and witnessed its siege and evacuation. At the close

of each campaign, an aide-de-camp repaired to Mount Vernon

to escort her to the head-quarters. Her arrival at the camp

was an event much anticipated, and was always the signal for

the ladies of general officers to repair to the bosomS of their

lords. The arrival of Mrs. Washington at Valley Forge,

Morristown, and West Point difiPused a cheering influence amid

the gloom that hung over those scenes. She always remained

at head-quarters till the opening of the campaign, and often

remarked, in after-life, that it had been her good fortune to hear

the first cannon at the opening and the last at the closing of

every campaign of the Revolutionary War. During the whole

of the period when we struggled for independence, Mrs. Wash-

ington preserved her equanimity, together with a degree of

cheerfulness that inspired all around her with the brightest

hopes of ultimate success.

The love of the old soldiers for Mrs. Washington had a tinge

of romantic tenderness. They were welcomed by her on all

occasions, after the war, and, while she was at Philadelphia, as

the wife of the President of the United States. " They came,

they would say, to head-quarters, just to inquire after the

health of his excellency and Lady Washington. They knew
his excellency was, of course, much engaged, but they would

like to see the go^ lady. All were ' kindly bid to stay/ and

were conducted to the steward's apartments and refreshments

set before them ; and, after receiving some little token from the

lady, with her best wishes for the health and happiness of an

old soldier, they went their way, with blessings upon their

revered commander and the good Lady Washington uttered by

many a war-worn veteran of the Revolution.

"She had an inveterate habit of knitting. It had been

acquired, or at least fostered, in the wintry encampments of the

Revolution, where she used to set an example to her lady-

visitors by diligently plying her needles, knitting stockings for

the poor destitute soldiery."

Mrs. Washington presided with graceful dignity and Chris-

tian propriety over the republican court of the Government.

As the wife of the President of the United States, her elegant

manners, elevated example, and the charms of her social and
Christian character, exerted an eimobling influence on societyi
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and won for her universal admiration !lnd praise. As Washing-

ton was a model President and a finished gentleman, so Provi-

dence had given him a model wife and a Christian woman,

whose influence was genial, and whose example was worthy of

universal imitation by her countrywomen, and especially by

all who should succeed her in the high position she occupied.

The following letter, written to a friend after the President

had returned from his tour to the North and East, is a fine

development of her feelings, taste, and character :

—

New York, December 26, 1789.

My dear Kadam:—^Your very friendly letter of the 27th of last

month has afforded me much more satisfaction than all the formal

compliments and empty ceremonies of mere etiquette could possibly

have done. I am not apt to forget the feelings that have been inspired

by my former society with good acquaintances, nor to be insensible to

their expressions of gratitude to the President of the United States

;

for you know me well enough to do me the justice to believe that I am
only fond of what comes from the heart. Under a conviction that the

demonstrations of respect and affection which have been made to the

President originate from that source, I cannot deny that I have taken

some interest and pleasure in them. The difficulties which presented

themselves to view upon entering upon the Presidency seem thus to be,

in some measure, surmounted. It is owing to this kindness of our

numerous friends, in all quarters, that my new and unwished-for situa-

tion is not indeed a burden to me.
When I was much younger, I should probably have eiyoyed the inno-

cent gayeties of life as much as most of my age. But I had long since

plrfced all the prospects of my future worldly happiness in the still

eiyoymentfi of the fireside at Mount Vernon.

I little thought, when the war was finished, that any circumstance

could possibly have happened which would call the general into public

life again. I had anticipated that from that moment we should have

been left to grow old, in solitude and tranquillity, together. That was,

dear madam, the first and dearest wish of my heart ; but in that I have

been disappointed. I will not, however, contemplate with too much
regret disappointments that are inevitable.

Though the general's feelings and my own were perfectly in unison

with respect to our predilection for private life, yet I cannot blame him
for having acted according to his ideas of duty in obeying the voice of

his country. The consciousness of having attempted to do all the good

in his power, and the pleasure of finding his fellow-citizens so well satis-

fied with the disinterestedness of his conduct, will doubtless be some
compensation for the great sacrifices which I know he has made. Indeed,

in his journey from Mount Vernon to this place, in his late tour through

the Eastern States, by every public and by every private information

which has come to him, I am persuaded he has experienced nothing to

make him repent his having acted from what he conceived to be alone
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a sense of indispensable duty. On the contrary, all his sensibilities have

been awakened in receiving such repeated and unequivocal proofs of

sincere regard from all bis countrymen.
With respect to myself, I sometimes think the arrangement is not

quite as it ought to have been,—that I, who had much rather be at home,
should occupy a place with which a great many younger women would
be prodigiously pleased. As my grandchildren and domestic connec-

tions make up a great portion of the felicity which I looked for in this

world, I shall hardly be able to find any substitute that would indemnify

me for the loss of a part of such endearing society. I do not say this be-

cause I am dissatisfied with my present station. No : God forbid ! For
everybody and every thing conspire to make me as contented as possible

in it. Yet I have seen too much of the vanity of human affairs to

expect felicity from the splendid scenes of public life. I am still

determined to be cheerful and happy in whatever station I may be, for

I have also learnt that the greater part of our happiness or misery de-

pends upon our disposition, and not upon our circumstances. We carry

the seeds of the one or the other about us, in our minds, wliitliersoever

we go. I have two of my grandchildren with me, who enjoy advan-

tages in point of education, and who, I trust, by the goodness of Provi-

dence, will continue to be a great blessing to me. My other two grand-

children are with their mother in Virginia.

The President's health is quite restored by his late journey. Mine is

much better than it used to be. I am sorry to hear that General War-
ren has been ill ; I hope before this time that he may be entirely

recovered. We should rejoice to see you both. To both I wish the best

of Heaven's blessings, and am, dear madam, with esteem and regard,

your friend and humble servant. M. Washington.

" What chiefly won old and young was a bland cheerfulness,

—

the silent history of the soul's happiness,—and an expressive

smile, inspiring every beholder with confidence, like a beam
from the Temple of Truth. There was about her in youth a

womanly dignity which chastened the most forward admiration

into respect." Her public life was in beautiful correspondence

with her youthful accomplishments and graceful conduct. In

the first republican court of America she formed the social

etiquette of the Government on the rules of Christian dignity

and propriety, and the example was pure and ennobling in its

national influences.

Piety gave the crowning finish to her character, and adorned

her public and private life with its virtues. Her Christian

resignation at the death of her illustrious husband has all the

humility and beauty of submission to the Divine will. When
the great man breathed his last, she said, " 'Tis well : all is now
over. I soon shall follow him; I have no more trials to pass
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through." " That piety," says Mrs. Sigoumey, " which had so

long been her strength, continued its support, but her heart

drooped. Cheerfulness did not forsake her; yet she discharged

the habitual round of duties as one who felt that the 'glory

had departed.'

"

" In the life of this model woman," says a writer, "we perceive

that it was neither the beauty with which she was endowed,

nor the high station she attained, that gave enduring lustre to

her character, but her Christian fidelity in those duties which

devolve upon her sex. These fitted her to irradiate the home,

to lighten the cares, to cheer the anxieties, to sublimate the en-

joyments, of him who was her exalted and illustrious husband.

Christian fidelity marked her whole public life ; and her influence,

like that of Washington, has been beneficent upon the interests

of the nation."

" I had," said a female relative who was twenty years an

inmate of the family, " the most perfect model of female excel-

lence ever with me as my monitress, who acted the part of a

tender and devoted parent, loving me as only a mother can love,

and never extenuating or approving in me what she disapproved

in others. She never omitted her private devotions or her public

duties ; and she and her husband were so perfectly united and

happy, that they must have been Christians. She had no doubts,

no fears, of him. After forty years of devoted affection and

uninterrupted happiness, she resigned him, without a murmur,

into the arms of his Saviour and his God, with the assured

hope of his eternal felicity."

Her Christian duties, public and private, she never omitted.

During the Presidency of Washington in Philadelphia, Bishop

White testifies to her habitual and devout attendance, with her

husband, on the public services of the sanctuary, and that she

was a constant communicant at the table of the Lord, in his

church.

Among the resolutions of Congress, in session at Philadelphia,

on the death of General Washington, were the following :

—

December 24, 1799.

Hesolved, hy the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States qf

America^ in Congress assembled, That a marble monument be erected by
the United States, in the Capitol, in the city of Washington, and that

the family of General Washington be requested to permit his body
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to be deposited under it ; and that the monument be so designed as to

commemorate the great events of his military and political life.

And be itfurther resolved, That the President of the United States be
requested to direct a copy of these resolutions to be transmitted to Mrs.

Washington, assuring her of the profound respect Congress will ever

bear to her person and character, of their condolence on the late

afflictive dispensation of Providence, and entreating her assent to the

interment of the remains of General George Washington in the manner
expressed in the first resolution.

The following message was received from the President :—

Gentlemen of the Senate, and
Gentlemen of the House or Bepresentatives :

—

In compliance with the request in one of the resolutions of Congress

of the 21st of December last, I transmitted a copy of those resolutions,

by my secretary, Mr. Shaw, to Mrs. Washington, assuring her of the

profound respect Congress will ever bear to her person and character,

of their condolence in the late afflictive dispensation of Providence,

and entreating her assent to the interment of the remains of General
George Washington in the manner expressed in the first resolution.

As the sentiment of that virtuous lady, not less beloved by this nation

than she is at present greatly afiUcted, can never be so well expressed

as in her own words, I transmit to Congress her original letter.

It would be an attempt of too much delicacy to make any comment
upon it ; but there can be no doubt that the nation at large, as well as

all the branches of the Government, will be highly gratified by any
arrangement which may diminish the sacrifice she makes of her indi-

vidual feelings. John Adams.

Mes. Washington's Letter.

MoviTT Vernoit, December 31, 1700.

Sir:—While I feel, with keenest anguish, the late dispensation of

Divine Providence, I cannot be insensible to the mournful tributes of

respect and veneration which are paid to the memory of my dear

deceased husband ; and, as his best services and most anxious wishes

were always devoted to the welfare and happiness of his country, to

know that they were truly appreciated and gratefully remembered
affords no inconsiderable consolation.

Taught, by that great example which I have so long had before me,
never to oppose my private wishes to the public will, I must consent

to the request made by Congress, which you have had the goodness to

transmit to me ; and in doing this I need not—I cannot—say what a
sacrifice of individual feeling I make to a sense of public duty.

With grateful acknowledgments and unfeigned thanks for the per-

sonal respect and evidences of condolence expressed by Congress and
yourself, I remain, very respectfully, sir.

Your most obedient servant,

Martha Washington.
27
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The following historical scene is thus described by Chief-

Justice Marshall :

—

" At Trenton, Washington was welcomed in a manner as new
as it was pleasing. In addition to the usual demonstrations of

respect and attachment which were given by the discharge of

cannon, by military corps, and by private persons of distinction,

•the gentler sex prepared, in their own taste, a tribute of applause

indicative of the grateful recollection in which they held their

deliverance, twelve years before, from a formidable enemy. On
the bridge over the creek which passes through the town was

erected a triumphal arch, highly ornamented with laurels and

flowers, and supported by thirteen pillars, each entwined with

wreaths of evergreen. On the front arch was inscribed, in large

gilt letters,

The Defenders of the Mothees

will be the ^

Protectors of the Daughters.

" On the centre of the arch, above the inscription, was a dome

or cupola of flowers and evergreens, encircling the dates of the

two memorable events which were peculiarly interesting to the

people of New Jersey. The first was the battle of Trenton, and

the second the bold and judicious stand taken by the American

troops at the same creek, by which the march of the British

army was arrested on the evening preceding the battle of

Princeton. At this place Washington was met by a party of

matrons leading their daughters dressed in white, who carried

baskets of flowers in their hands, and sang, with exquisite sweet-

ness, an ode composed for the occasion. It is as foUows :

—

Welcome, mighty chief, once more
Welcome to this grateful shore I

Now no mercenary foe

Aims again the fatal blow,

—

Aims at thee the fatal blow.

Virgins fair and matrons grave,

Those thy conquering arm did save,

Build for thee triumphal bowers

;

Strew, ye fair, his way with flowers,

—

Strew your hero's way with flowers

!

"The beauty of the scene, and its lovely exhibition of grati-

tude and patriotism, touched the heart of the great hero, and
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tears testified to his deep emotion. Before he left Trenton, he

sent the following note to the ladies :

—

" General Washington cannot leave this place without expressing his

acknowledgments to the matrons and young ladies who received him in

so novel and grateful a manner at the triumphal arch in Trenton, and
for the exquisite sensation he experienced in that affecting moment.
The astonishing contrast between his former and actual situation at the

same spot, the elegant taste with which it was adorned for the present

occasion, and the innocent appearance of the white-robed choir who
met him with the congratulatory song, have made such an impression on
his remembrance as he assures them will never be effaced.

"Trehtok, April 21, 1789."

" The merit of these appropriate and classical decorations is

due," says Custis, " to the late Mrs. Stockton, of Princeton, a

lady of superior literary acquirements and refined tatae. She

was familiarly called duchess, from her elegance and dignity of

manners. She was a most ardent patriot during the War of

the Eevolution, and, with the Stockton family, was marked for

persecution on the ruthless invasion of the Jerseys. Her hus-

band was accustomed to call her ' the best of women.' Piety

and patriotism, as in the life and character of her husband,

were her crowning excellencies."

Female life and influence during the heroic age of the re-

public were in harmony with the precepts of religion, and gave

grace and purity and dignity to their public and private

character. " The domestic life of that period," says a writer,

"revealed in all we know of its refinement and elegance,

its dignified courtesy and inflexible morality, can be contem-

plated only with a respectful admiration. It was in keeping

with the frankness and sincerity of ascendant politics. Women
unhesitatingly evinced their sympathies with whatever was gene-

rous and honorable in public conduct, but rarely, if ever, in for-

getfulness of feminine propriety. Though patriotic, they were

content to be women still, and were anxious for the distinctions

of delicacy and grace. They perceived it was their nobility not

to be men, but to be women worthy of men. In possession of

every right with which they were endowed by nature, they had

no desire to usurp men's prerogatives."
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CHAPTER XVin.

CmiSTIAK CHITRCBZS—FOBM OF GOVSKIfMEKT—^IirFLITEirCS OH TH« COLOITIXS

CHUBCHE8 IV THB RKTOLUTIOV—^UNITE IK TATOK OF LIBEBTT—^TIEITB OV

O&AHAMB—DB. BTILEfl—ITASHINOTOV—WBB9TBB—XIBSIOB OF AMEBICA TO

WELCOME ALL SECTS—COIfOBBGATIOMAL OHUBOHES OF HEW BHOLAHD—JBF-

FEBSON'S idea OF A BBPVBLICAN FOBM OF OOYBBNMBHT BUGOBflTBD BT
THB CONOBBGATIOBAL FOBM OF 00YEBNME5T—BOSTON POBT GLOBED—GOB-
BE8P0NDEKCE OF COMOBEaATIOBAL ASSOCIATIONS—OFFEBIHGB OF CHUBCHES

—

ODB BUNG IN THE NEW ENGLAND CHUBCHES—ADDBE88 OF MINISTEBB IN NEW
HAVEN TO WASHINGTON—BIS BEPLT—^ADDBESB OF A CONGBEGATIONAL GHUBCH
TO WASHINGTON—HIS BEPLT—^PBESBTTEBIAN OBUBCH—FOBM OF OOTBBNMBBT
—ITS BABLT ACTION IN THE BEYOLUTION—PASTOBAL LETTBB OF THB STBOD

OF NEW TOBK AND NEW JEB8BT IN 1776—PASTOBAL LETTBB IN 1783

ADDBESS OF THE GENEBAL ABSKMBLT TO WASHINGTON—^HIB BEPLT—PBO-

TESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH—^ITS POSITION IN THB BEYOLUTION—^BISHOP

WHITE—ADDBBSB OF THE GENEBAL CONYENTION TO WASHINGTON—HI8 BEPLT.

The American Christian Churcli, in all its forms of govern-

ment, has in its colonial and national history produced two great

results. Each form, while it haa represented the faith of those

who have adopted it, has at the same time developed the senti-

ments of freedom and of a true civilization. The religious

sentiment which colonized the American oontinent, and in-

corporated itself into the life and character of the American

government and people, assumed such a church-organization as

gave to it its fullest power in favor of freedom.

" By giving a welcome to every religious sect," says Grahame,
" America was safe from narrow bigotry. At the same time,

the moral unity of the forming nation was not impaired. Of
the various parties into which the Reformation divided the

people, each, from the proudest to the most puny sect, rallied

round a truth. But, as truth never contradicts itself, the

collision of sects could but eliminate error ; and the American

mind, in the best and largest sense eclectic, struggled for uni-

versality, whilst it asserted freedom." Each Church thus

blended its spirit of liberty with that of every other Church,

and all co-operated to sustain freedom and to build up free

institutions.

" The United States," said Dr. Stiles, in 1783, "will embosom
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all religious sects or denominations in Christendom, Here they

may all enjoy their whole respective systems of worship and

church-government complete; and, having on account of reli-

gion no superiority as to secular powers and civil immunities,

they will cohabit together in harmony and with a most gene-

rous Catholicism and benevolence,—^the example of a friendly

cohabitation of all sects in America proving that men may
be good members of civil society and yet differ in religion.

Beligion may here receive its last, most liberal and impartial

examination."

"In our nation," says Washington, "however different the

sentiments of citizens on religious doctrines, they generally

concur in one thing ; for their political professions and practices

are almost universally friendly to the order and happiness of

our civil institutions."

" It seems," said Webster, " to be the American destiny, the

mission which has been intrusted to us here on this shore of

the Atlantic, the great conception and the great duty to which

we were born, to show that all sects and all denominations, pro-

fessing reverence for the authority of the Author of our being

and belief in his revelations, may be safely tolerated without

prejudice either to our religion or to our liberties."

In the work of creating civil institutions on a Christian

basis, and in achieving the liberties and independence of the

United States, history places pre-eminent

The Congregational Churches op New England.

This form of church-government is democratic. It was of

Puritan birth, and, like the faith of the Puritans, it came fresh

and vigorous from the word of Grod. It is the embodiment

and practice of the American doctrine of popular sovereignty,

applied to church-government, as it is to all the civil affairs of

the nation. Each Church is an independent Christian demo-

cracy, where all the members have a right to a voice in the

government of the Church, and whose decisions are subject to

no reversal by any other ecclesiastical tribunal. The Bible

is regarded as the text-book in theology and politics, in Church

and State, as it is in its form of church-government; and, hold-

ing the Bible as the standard of form as well as of faith, the

Puritans and their descendants constituted their ecclesiastic
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form after the pattern set them in the Bible. The fruits of

their faith and polity everywhere abound.
" The principles of their religious system have given birth

and vigor to the republican habits and republican virtue and
intelligence of the sons of New England." The Congregational

churches were not only schools of Christian faith, but of free-

dom, in which the ministers were the teachers and the people

the pupils, and whence came the men and women to fight and

pray for freedom and the battles of the Eevolution. During the

Eevolution there were in New England five hundred and seventy-

five ministers and seven hundred Congregational churches, almost

all of which were in active sympathy with the cause of liberty.

In every possible way they gave manifold proofs of their

patriotism. It is no violence to truth to affirm that without

the devotion and earnest activity of these churches the Eevo-

lution never could have been efiected. Their faith and form of

church-government were in harmony with the reigning spirit

of liberty, and energized all the efibrts of patriots with piety

and ardor, and infused into that great conflict those Christian

ideas and principles which impart a divine dignity and grandeur

to a people struggling to be free.

The Congregational form of church-government suggested to

the philosophic mind of Mr. Jeflerson our present republican

form of government. Near his residence, in Virginia, several

years previous to the Eevolution, there existed a Baptist church

on a congregational basis of government, whose monthly meet-

ings Jefferson often attended. Being asked how he was pleased

with their church-government, he replied that it struck him
with great force, and interested him very much ; that he con-

sidered it the only form of pure democracy that then existed in

the world, and had concluded that it would be the best plan of

government for the American colonies.

If Jefferson confessed himself indebted to the business meet-

ings of a church in his neighborhood, substantially Congre-

gational in government, for his best ideas of a democracy,

much more were John Adams and his New England com-

patriots beholden to their ecclesiastical surroundings for the

republican tendencies of their politics.

The churches of New England had been for a century and a
half educating their people, in their Christian and political demo-

cracies, to love liberty, so that when the trial of their faith came
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at the Revolution, they were ready to enter with soul and energy

into the great conflict, and to carry it to a happy consummation.

The act of the British Parliament, closing tiie port of Boston,

the news of which reached the city on the 9th of May, 1774,

was the tocsin of liberty to New England, and acted as a cord of

sympathy that bound all the colonies more closely together. Three

days after the ne^^S/—on the 12th of May, 1774,—a large number
of the patriots of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts assem-

bled to consider the crisis. " The lowly men who now met/'

says Bancr(Jft, " were most of them accustomed to feed their own
cattle, to fold their own sheep, to guide their own ploughs ; all

trained to public life in the little democracies of their towns

;

some of them captains in the militia, and officers of the church

according to the discipline of Congregationalists ; nearly aU of

them communicants under a public covenant with God."

The Boston port bill became the telegraphic medium of liberty

and of universal sympathy between the Congregational churches

of New England and patriots throughout the colonies. The fol-

lowing paper will not only disclose this fact, but will show how
sensitive and ready the churches were to respond to the calls

of patriotism and humanity. It is but a specimen of the piety

and patriotism of the New England churches.

Letter from the General Association of Conoesoational Ministers

IN Connecticut to the Clerqtmsn in Boston.

Mansfield, June 22, 1774.

Beyerend and Dear Sirs :

—

We, your brethren of the Colony of Connecticut, met by delegation

from the several counties in General Association at our annual meeting,

cannot but feel deeply impressed with the present melancholy threat-

ened situation of America in general, and the distressed state of the

town of Boston in particular, suffering the severe resentment of tho

British Parliament, by which the subsistence of thousands is taken
away. We readily embrace this opportunity to manifest our hearty

sympathy with you in your present distresses. We consider that you
are suffering in the common cause of America,—^the cause of liberty

;

which, if taken away, we fear would involve the ruin of religious liberty

also. Gladly would we contribute every thing in our power for your

encouragement and relief: however, our situation enables us to do little

more than to express our sincere and affectionate concern, and with

fervent addresses to commend your cause, and the cause of America,

the cause of liberty, and, above all, the cause of religion, to the Father

of Mercies, who can easily afford effectual relief,—^who has the hearts of

all at his disposal, and can turn them as he pleases. We feel deeply

sensible what a heavy load most lie upon the minds of the ministers of
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Botfton,—enough to sink their spirits, unless armed with yigorous Chris-

tian fortitude and resolution. In hopes it may afford you some conso-

lation, we assure you of our sincere condolence and unremitting prayers

in your behalf, and that we shall, in every way suitable to our character

and station, use our influence with the good people of this colony to

concur in every proper measure calculated to afford relief to America in

general, and to the distressed town of Boston in particular.

We pray that the ministers of the gospel may be inspired by the great

Head of the Church with wisdom sufficient for direction in such a criti-

cal day as the present, and that God would give them and their people

firmness, unanimity, patience, prudence, and every virtue which they

need to support them under their heavy trials, and enable them to stand

firm in the glorious cause of liberty and express such a temper and
exhibit such an example as shall be well pleading to God and recom-

mend them to the favor and compassion of their fellow-men. We
earnestly pray- that God would humble us all under a deep sense of

our numerous transgressions and criminal declensions, show us the

absolute necessity of repentance and reformation, humble us under his

mighty hand, and pour out a spirit of fervent supplication upon you,

on us, and all his people in this land ; and we cannot but hope the

united prayers of America mayobtain that audience in heaven which

will bring salvation to us.

Signed by order of the General Association.

Benjamin Thkoop, Moderator,

To the Reverend Chablxs Chaunct, D.D., and the other ministers of

the town of Boston.

The answer was prepared, but not sent, through the confusion

of the times, and is as follows :

—

Boston, 1774.

BXVSREND AND DeAB BrXTHRSN :

—

Your very affectionate and obliging letter of June 22, 1774, was com-
municated to us at a time when we greatly needed the encouragement
of our Christian friends

.

You justly suppose that when Boston is treated with such unprece-

dented cruelty, and involved in the deepest distress, a heavy load must
be upon the ministers of religion in that unhappy town. We have con-

soled ourselves with the thought that we are suffering in the conmion
cause of Amerieaj—^in the cause of civil liberty, with which religious liberty

hath a very close connection. All circumstances seem to make it evi-

dent that we are not mistaken in this view of things. It gives us the

highest satisfaction to find that the sentiments of others are conforma-

ble to our own ; especially to know that this is the opinion of so wise

and venerable a body as the General Association of Connecticut,

We sincerely thank you for your tender sympathy with us unaer our

sufferings, and the very kind and obliging manner in which you ex-

press it.

We present our particular acknowledgments for the great consolation

you afford in the assurance you give us of your sincere condolence and
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unremitting prayers in our behalf, and that you will, in every way suit-

able to your character and station, use your influence with the good
people oi your colony to concur in every proper measure calculated Ui

afford relief to America in general, and to the distressed town of Bou
ton in particular. We trust God hath heard your prayers and th%

prayers of other friends to religion and to America, and by his all'

powerful influence hath supported our brethren in this town unde*;

their heavy trials, enabled them to stand %m in the glorious cause of

liberty, and hath given some degree of that firmness, unanimity,

patience, and prudence which you so fervently implore for them in thik

critical day.

We owe much to our brethren in other colonies for the very generoui

assistance we have received. Such were the difficulties to which grea*

numbers were reduced by the almost total stagnation of our trade, tha%

it must have been impossible for this town to have subsisted to this day,

if the inhabitants had not been favored with such kind and generous

relief from abroad.

The colony of Connecticut distinguished themselves, not only by the

largeness of their donations, but by the seasonableness of their supplies,

which were received and applied for the purpose of supporting those

who were suffering by means of the cruel bill that shut up our port,

while the other colonies, by reason of their distance, were not able to

afford such immediate relief.

We think ourselves obliged on this occasion to testify that your chari-

ties have been most faith^Uy applied to the purpose for which they

were sent. The gentlemen who have undertaken this trust are of the

first character for probity and universal goodness. They generously

employ a very great part of their time in this benevolent work, without

the prospect of any reward but what ariseth from the pleasure of doing

good, and of the approbation of their great Master and Lord.

While we think we have a right to complain to Heaven and earth of

the cruel oppression we are under, we ascribe righteousness to God, We
deserve every thing from him, and he punishes us less than our iniquities

deserve. We earnestly entreat the continuance of your addresses to

Him who heareth prayer, that he would humble, pardon, and bless us.

Our own distresses by no means employ all our attention. We are

more deeply affected with the general danger of our country than with

our own difficulties. We encourage ourselves in that glorious Being

who hath ever been the hope of his Israel and the Saviour thereof in

time of trouble, and who hath so often and so wonderfully appeared for

this people. We are sinful and degenerate, but we trust there aro

many who have not forsaken God, and for whose sake he will not for-

sake us. If there had been ten righteous found in Sodom, the city had
not been destroyed. And will not God have regard to the many thou-

sands in this land, who walk uprightly before him, and who continually

implore his favor to their distressed country ?

The surprising union of the colonies at this day affords the strongest

grounds of encouragement ; and their spirited measures cannot, accord-

ing to a human view of things, fail of success sooner or later. We
ore sensible, at the same time, that all depends on Him who is the great
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Governor of the world. It is an inexhaustible source of comfort thai

the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth. To him we refer all, in full confi-

dence that he will do all things well. We devoutly wish you the presence

of the great Head of the Church in all your labors for the honor of God
and the good of men, and are,

With the sincerest gratitude and respect, your brethren, &c..

Signed Andrsw Elliot.

The churches and congregations made the most liberal offer-

ings and contributions to the cause of liberty. The " Connecticut

Gazette," of January, 1778, published in New London, says, in

reference to the churches,

—

" On the last Sabbath of December, 1777, a contribution was

taken up in the several parishes of Norwich for the benefit of

the officers and soldiers who belonged to said town, when they

collected 386 pairs of stockings, 227 pairs of shoes, 118 shirts,

78 jackets, 48 pairs of overalls, 208 pairs of mittens, 11 buff

caps, 16 pairs of breeches, 9 coats, 22 rifle frocks, 19 handker-

chiefs, and £258 Via. Bd. (about $1296), which was forwarded to

the army. Also collected a quantity of pork, cheese, wheat, rye,

Indian corn, sugar, rice, flax, wood, &c. &c., to be distributed

to the needy families of the officers and soldiers. The whole

amounted to the sum of £1400, or about $7000."

The key to the patriotism, offerings, and sacrifices of the

New England churches and people is found in such sentiments

as the following, uttered in Massachusetts, January, 1773 :

—

" Death," said they, " is more eligible than slavery. A free-

born people are not required by the religion of Jesus Christ to

submit to tyranny, but to make use of such power as God has

given them to recover and support their laws and liberties. We
implore the Buler above the skies that he would make bare his

arm in defence of his Church and people, and let Israel go."

The following ode, entitled "The American Hero," was writ-

ten by Nathaniel Niles, of Norwich., Connecticut, on hearing of

the battle of Bunker Hill and the burning of Charlestown. It

first appeared in the " Connecticut Gazette and Universal Intelli-

gencer," February 2, 1776. The words were set to music by Rev.

Mr. Ripley, father of General Ripley, who preached patriotism

in his pulpit, composed music for the heroic odes of the Revo-

lution, and furnished sons to lead the armies of the Revolution

to the field of battle. This ode "was almost universally sung

in the churches and religious assemblies of the Eastern and
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Northern States, and became the war-song of the New England

soldiery :*'—
THE AMERICAN HERO.

A SAPPHIC ODE.

Why should vain mortals tremble at the sight of

Death and Destruction in the field of battle,

Where blood and carnage clothe the ground in crimson,

Sounding with death-groans ?

Death will invade us by the means appointed.

And we must all bow to the king of terrors

;

Nor am I anxious, if I am prepared,

What shape he comes in.

Infinite Goodness teaches us submission,

Bids us be quiet under all his dealings.

Never repining, but forever praising

God our Creator.

Well may we praise him ; all his ways are perfect

;

Though a resplendence infinitely glowing

Dazzles in glory on the sight of mortals,

Struck blind by lustre I

Good is Jehovah in bestowing sunshine

;

Nor less his goodness in the storm and thunder

:

Mercies and judgment both proceed from kindness,

—

Infinite kindness 1

Oh, then, exult, that God forever reigneth 1

Clouds which, around him, hinder our perception,

Bind us the stronger to exalt his name, and
Shout louder praises I

» Then to the wisdom of my Lord and Master

I will commit aU that I have or wish for

;

Sweetly as babes sleep will I give my life up
When call'd to yield it.

Now, MarSf I dare thee, clad in smoky pillars.

Bursting from bomb-shells, roaring from the cannon.

Rattling in grape-shot, like a storm of hail-stones,

Torturing iEther 1

Up the bleak heavens let the spreading flames rise.

Breaking like JEtna through the smoky columns,
Lowering like Egypt o'er the falling city

Wantonly burnt down.

While all their hearts quick palpitate for havoc,

Let slip your blood-hounds, named the British lions

:
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Dauntless as death stares, nimble as the whirlwind.

Dreadful as demons I

Let oceans waft on all your floating castles,

Fraught with destruction, horrible to nature.

Then, with your sails filPd by a storm of vengeance,

Bear down to battle I

From the dire caverns made by ghostly miners.

Let the explosion, dreadful as volcanoes,

Heave the broad town, with all its wealth and people
Quick to destruction

!

Still shall the banner of the King of Heaven
Never advance where I'm afraid to follow:

While that precedes me, with an open bosom.

War, I defy thee!
\

Fame and dear freedom lure me on to battle,

While a fell despot, grimmer than a death's head,

Stings me with serpents, fiercer than Medusa's,

To the encounter.

Life for my country and the cause of freedom
Is but a trifle for a worm to part with

;

And, if preserved in so great a contest,

Life is redoubled.
NoBWiCH, Coinr., Oct 1776.

The following correspondence between President Washington

and the Congregational ministers of New Haven and vicinity

aflfords a fine illustration of the patriotism and piety of New
England. At the time it transpired, Washington was on a tour

of inspection through New England, to see for himself the

fruits of that freedom which he and the people had so nobly

won by the Revolution. The originals of the letters are pre-

served in the archives of Tale College :

—

To ike President of the Umied States.

Sir:—
The Congregational ministers of the city of New Hayen beg leave to

make their most respectful address to the President of the United
States. We presume that we join with the whole collective body of the

Congregational pastors and Presbyterian ministers throughout these

States, in the most heartfelt joy and the most cordial congratulation, of

themselves, of their country, and of mankind, on your elevation to the
head of the combined American Republic. As ministers of the blessed

Jesus, the Prince of Peace, we rejoice and have inexpressible pleasure

in the demonstrations you have given of your sincere assertion toward
that holy religion which is the gloryof Christian States, and will become
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the glory of the world itself, as that happy period when liberty, public

right, and the veneration of the Most High, who presides in the uni-

verse with a most holy and benevolent sovereignty, shall triumph

among all the nations, kingdoms, empires, and republics on earth. Wo
most sincerely rejoice in the kind and gracious providence of Almighty

God, who hath been pleased to preserve your life during your late dan-

gerous sickness, and to restore you to such a degree of health as gives us

this opportunity to express our joy, and affords us the most pleasing

hopes that your health may be firmly established. We pray the Lord

of Hosts, by whose counsels and wisdom you have been carried triumph-

antly and gloriously through the late war, terminating in the establish-

ment of American liberty, and perhaps in the liberty of all nations, that

he would be pleased ever to have you under his holy protection, con-

tinue to render you a blessing to Church and State, support you under

your arduous cares, and perpetuate that estimation and honor which

you have justly acquired of your country. And may the new and rising

republic become, under your auspices, the most glorious for population,

perfection of policy, and happy administration of government, that

ever appeared on earth ; and may you, sir, having finished a course of

distinguished usefulness, receive the rewards of public virtue in the

kingdom of eternal glory.

(Signed) Ezra Stiles,

James Dana,

Jonathan Edwards,

Samuel Wales,

Samuel Austin, Jr.

City of New Haven, Got 17, 1789.

To the Congregational Ministers of the City of New Haven,

Gentlemen :

—

The kind congratulations contained in your address claim and receive

my grateful and affectionate thanks. Respecting, as I do, the favorable

opinions of men distinguished for science and piety, it would be false

delicacy to disavow the satisfaction which I derive from their approbation

of my public services and private conduct.

Regarding that deportment which consists with true religion as the

best security of temporal peace and the surest means of attaining eternal

felicity, it will be my earnest endeavor (as far as human frailty can

resolve] \o inculcate the belief and practice of opinions which lead to

the consummation of those desirable objects.

The tender interest which you have taken in my personal happiness,

and the obliging manner in which you express yourselves on the restora-

tion of my health, are so forcibly impressed on my mind as to render

language inadequate to the utterance of my feelings.

If it shall please the Great Disposer of events to listen to the pious

supplication which you have preferred in my behalf, I trust that the

remainder of my days will evince the gratitude of a heart devoted to

the advancement of those objects which receive the approbation of

Heaven and promote the happiness of our fellow-men.
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My best prayers are offered to the Throne of Grace for your happiness

and that of the congregations committed to your care.

(Signed) Qfi. WASHnroTOV.
City of New Hatxn, Oct IT, 1789.

Addrsss of the Congregational Church axd Society at Medway
(forherly St. John's Parish), State of Georgia.

lb the President of the United States.

Sir:—
We feel ourselves happy in the opportunity of expressing our attach-

ment to your person, and our peculiar pleasure in your election, by the

unanimous voice of your country, to the Presidency of the United
States.

Though situated in the extreme part of the Union, we have gratefully

to acknowledge that we already experience the propitious influence of

your wise and parental administration. To the troops stationed on our

frontiers by your order, and to the treaty lately concluded with the

Creek nation under your auspices, we are indebted, under Providence,

forour perfect tranquillity. The hatchet is now buried, and we smoke
with our Indian neighbors the calumet of peace. This, while it affords

us a happy presage of our future protection, gives us, at the same time,

a recent proof how justly you have secured, in your civil as well as mili-

tary capacity, the glorious title of Father of your country. With the

laurel, then, be pleased to accept the civic wreath from a grateful

people.

We can readily conceive how arduous must be the duties, how weighty

and complicated the cares, of office in the government of so extensive a
republic as that over which you preside. Impressed with a deep sense

of this, we will not fail to implore the Divine blessing in your behalf.

May you continue to be directed by that wisdom from above which is

necessary to the successful discharge of the duties of your high and
responsible position ! and may you be preserved the favored instrument

of Heaven to secure to a free people those invaluable rights which you
so eminently contributed to rescue from the hand of oppression I

Distant as our situation is from the seat of government, permit us to

assure you that our influence, however inconsiderable in the national

scale, shall not be wanting in encouraging submission to the laws of the

United States, and thus, under God, perpetuating the blessings of our

efficient Federal Government, now so happily established.

Jahes Maxwell,
Danl. Stewart,

Ariel Holhes,

Henry Wood,
Jno. P. Mann.

Committee of the Church and Society,

Mbdwat, Liberty Codittt, May 12, 1791.
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ANSWER.
Gbntlehin :

—

I learn with gratitude proportioned to the occasion your attachment

to my person, and the pleasure you express on my election to the Pre-

sidency of the United States.

Your sentiments on the happy influence of our equal government
impress me with the most sensible satisfaction. They vindicate the

great interests of humanity, they reflect on the liberal minds fhat en-

tertain them, and they promise the continuance and improvement of

that tranquillity which is essential to the welfare of nations and the

happiness of men.
You overrate my best exertions when you ascribe to them the bless-

ings which our country so eminently enjoys. From the gallantry and
fortitude of her citizens, under the auspices of Heaven, America has

derived her independence. To their industi^ and the natural advan-

tages of the country she is indebted for her prosperous situation. From
their virtue she may expect long to share the protection of a free and
equal government, which their wisdom has established and which expe-

rience justifles as admirably adapted to our social wants and individual

felicity.

Continue, my fellow-citizens, to cultivate the peace and harmony
which now subsist between you and your Indian neighbors: the

happy consequence is immediate ; the reflection which arises in justice

and benevolence will be lastingly grateful. A knowledge of your hap-

piness will lighten the cares of my station, and be among the most
pleasing of their rewards.

G. Washington.

The Presbyterian Church

In the United States has a noble history in the annals of civil

and religious liberty. Its American origin began in 1703. Its

form of Church-government is that of a representative repub-

lican government. Each church has its representatives, clerical

and lay, in all its ecclesiastical courts, and the members are the

source of all power, from the lowest to the highest judicatory.

It resembles in its Church-government the civil government

of the nation ; and it is supposed that the framers of the

Federal Constitution had before them the written manual of the

Presbyterian Church and consulted and studied its ecclesiastical

structure.

The first General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church met

in 1789, in Philadelphia, the same year, and the same month but

one, in which the Constitution went into operation ; and both

forms of government had a contemporaneous origin. George

Washington was President of the civil government, and Eev.
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John Rodgers, a distinguiflhed patriot, and an intimate friend

and adviser of Washington, was Moderator of the General As-

sembly of the Presbyterian Church. At the close of the war,

there were one hundred and forty ministers and three hundred

Presbyterian churches in the United States. The history of

that grand era of freedom bears ample testimony to the patriot-

ism of the Presbyterian Church and the distinguished part

which it took in the cause of liberty and in achieving the inde-

pendence of the nation.

" The first public voice in America," says Bancroft, " for dis-

solving all connection with Great Britain, came not from the

Puritans of New England, the Dutch of New York, nor from

the planters of Virginia, but from the Scotch-Irish Presbyte-

rians." The Convention of Mecklenburg county. North Caro-

lina, met in Charlotteville, May, 1775, and was composed

mainly of Presbyterian ministers, elders, and members. A
committee was appointed to draft a declaration of independence

for North Carolina, which was prepared and adopted on the

31st of May, 1775, more than a year before that declared by

the united colonies. The two following were the main resolu-

tions of that convention of Christian patriots :

—

Besolved, That we do hereby declare ourselves a frfee and independent

I>coi)le,—are, and of right ought to be, a sovereign and self-governing

a.<«sociation, under the control of no power other than that of our God
and the General Government of the Congress, to the maintenance of

wliich independence we solemnly pledge to each other our mutual

co-operation, our lives, our fortunes, and our most sacred honor.

Ixcsolved, That every member present of this delegation shall be a
*' committee-man, to preserve peace and union and harmony and to

u^e exertions to spread the love of country and fire of freedom through-

))ut America, until a more general organized government be established

ill this province."

" To these men," says Dr. Riddle, " we are indebted for the

germs of our civil liberties and institutions. The spark of

liberty, afterwards fanned to a flame in the halls of Congress,

came first from these altars. In origin it was a sacred fire,

m9re sacred than 'the vestal fires of old. It is now shining as

the guiding light of bewildered nations in their perilous path-

way to their predestinated privileges."

The Presbyterians of North Carolina were valiant and

devoted in the cause of freedom. Descended from the Cove-
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nanters of Scotland and Ireland, they possessed in their fulness

and purity the principles of their noble ancestors, "and planted

deeply in the interior of that province the acorns of civil

freedom, which had grown to unyielding oaks, strong and

defiant, when the Revolution broke out." Those noble Chris-

tian men, "having first learned the lessons of freedom from the

Bible, had its life and power freshened from the pure mountain

air, and learned lessons of independence from the works and
creatures of God around them."

In the route traversed by General Greene and his army
when retreating from Cornwallis in 1778, " there were above

twenty organized churches, with large congregations, and a

great many preaching-places. AU of these congregations,

where the principles of gospel independence had been faithfully

preached by McAden, PatiUo, Caldwell, McCorkle, Hall, Craig-

head, Batch, McCaule, Alexander, and Richardson, were famous,

during the struggle of the Revolution, for skirmishes, battles,

prowess, individual courage, and heroic women. In no part of

our republic was purer patriotism displayed than here."

The Presbytery of Hanover, in a memorial presented to the

Legislature of Virginia, in 1776, subsequent to the adoption of

the Declaration of Independence, expressed their patriotism as

follows :

—

"Your memorialists are governed by the same sentiments

which have inspired the United States of America, and are

determined that nothing in our power or influence shall be

wanting to give success to the common cause. We would also

represent that dissenters from the Church of England, in this

country, have ever been desirous to conduct themselves as

peaceable members of the civil government, for which reason

they have hitherto submitted to several ecclesiastical burdens

and restrictions that are inconsistent with equal liberty. But

now, when the many and grievous oppressions of the mother-

country have laid this continent under the necessity of casting

off the yoke of tyranny and of forming independent govern-

ments upon equitable and liberal foundations, we flatter our-

selves we shall be freed from all the encumbrances which a

spirit of domination, prejudice, or bigotry hath interwoven with

our political systems. This we are the more strongly encouraged

to expect by the Declaration of Rights, so universally applauded

for the dignity, firmness and precision with which it delineates

28
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and asserts the privileges of society and the prerogatives of

human nature, and which we embrace as the magna charta of

our commonwealth, that cannot be violated without endanger-

ing the grand superstructure it was destined to sustain."

The following pastoral letter from the Synod of New York
and Philadelphia to the congregations under* their care, read

in every pulpit on the 20th of July, 1776, being the day ap-

pointed by the Honorable Congress for a general fast, presents

the patriotism of the American Presbyterian Church in a noble

attitude :

—

Vert Deab Brethren:—
The Synod of New York and Philadelphia, being met at a time when

publick affairs wear a threatening aspect, and when (unless God in his

sovereign providence speedily prevent it) all the horrours of a civil war
throughout this great continent are to be apprehended, were of opinion

that they could not discharge their duty to the numerous congregations

under their care without addressing them at this important crisis.

As the firm belief and habitual recollection of the power and pre-

sence of the living God ought at all times to possess the minds of real

Christians, so in seasons of public calamity, when the Lord is known
by the judgements which he executeth, it would be an ignorance or an

indifference highly criminal, not to look up to him with reverence, to

implore his mercy by humble and fervent prayer, and, if possible, to

prevent his vengeance by unfeigned repentance.

We do, therefore, brethren, beseech you, in the most earnest manner,

to look beyond the immediate authors either of your sufferings or fears,

and to acknowledge the holiness and justice of the Almighty in the pre-

sent visitation. He is righteous in all his ways, and holy in all his

works. Affliction springeth not out of the dust. He doth not afflict

willingly, nor grieve the children of men ; and therefore it becometh
every person, family, city, and province, to humble themselves before

his throne, to confess their sins, by which they have provoked his

indignation, and entreat him to pour out upon all ranks a spirit of re-

pentance and prayer. Fly, also, for forgiveness to the atoning blood of

the great Redeemer,—the blood of sprinkling which speaketh better

things than that of Abel. Hemember and confess not only your sins in

general, but those prevalent national offences which may justly be con-

sidered as the procuring causes of publick judgements, particularly pro-

faneness and contempt of God^ his name, sanctuary, sabbath,—pride,

luxury, uncleanncss, and neglect of family religion and government,

with the deplorable ignorance and security which certainly ought to be
imputed to this as their principal cause. All these are among us highly

aggravated by the inestimable privileges which we have hitherto enjoyed,

without interruption, since the first settlement of this country. If in

the present day of distress we expect that God will hear our suppli-

oations and interpose for our protection and deliverance, let us re-

member what he himself requires of us is, that our prayers should be
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attended with a sincere purpose and thorough endeavour after personal

and family reformation. *'If thou prepare thine heart, and stretch

out thine hand towards him: if iniquity be in thy hand, put it far

away, and let not wickedness dwell in thy tabernacles/' Job xi. 13, 14.

The Synod cannot help thinking that this is a proper time for press-

ing all, of every rank, seriously to consider the things that belong to

their eternal peace. Hostilities, long feared, have now taken place ; the

sword has been drawn in one province, and the whole continent, with

hardly any exception, seem determined to defend their rights by force

of arms. If, at the same time, the British ministry shall continue to

enforce their claims by violence, a lasting and bloody contest must be
expected. Surely, then, it becomes those who have taken up arms, and
profess a willingness to hazard their lives in the cause of liberty, to be
prepared for death, which to many must be the certain, and to every

one is a possible or probable, event*

We have long seen with concern the circumstances which occasioned,

and the gradual increase of, this unhap})y diiference. As ministers of

the gospel of peace, we have ardently wished that it could, and often

hoped that it would, have been more easily accommodated. It is well

known to you (otherwise it would be imprudent, indeed, thus publickly

to profess) that we have not been instrumental in inflaming the minds
of the people or urging them to acts of violence and disorder. Per-

haps no instance can be given on so interesting a subject, in which poli-

tical sentiments have been so long and so fully kept from the pulpit

;

and even malice itself has not charged us with laboring from the press.

But things are now come to such a state that we do not wish to conceal

our opinions as men and citizens ; so the relation we stand to you seemed
to make the special improvement of it to your spiritual improvement
an indispensable duty. Suifer us, then, to lay hold of your present

temper of mind, and to exhort especially the young and vigorous, by
assuring them that there is no soMier so undaunted as the pious man^ no army

so formidable as those who are superior to thefear of death. There is nothing

more awful to think of than that those whose tratle is war should be de-

spisers of the name of the Lord of Hosts, and that they should expose

themselves to the imminent danger of being immediately sent from
cursing and cruelty on earth to the blaspheming rage and despairing

honour of the infernal pit. Let, therefore, every one who, from a
generosity of spirit or benevolence of heart, offers himself as a champion
in his country's cause, be persuaded to reverence the name and walk

in the fear of the Prince of the kings of the earth ; and then he may
with the most unshaken firmness expect the issue either in victory or

death.

Let it not be forgotten that though, for the wise ends of his providence,

it may please God for a season to suffer his people to lie under un-

merited oppression, yet, in general, we may expect that those -who

fear and serve him in sincerity and truth will be favored with his

countenance and strength. It is both the character and the privilege

of the children of God that they call upon him in the day of trouble,

and He, who keopeth covenant and truth forever, has said that his ears

are always open to their cry. We need not mention to you in how
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many instances) the event of battles, and success in war, have turned
upon circumstances whioliwere inconsiderable in themselves, as well as

out of the power of human prudence to foresee or direct ; because we
suppose you firmly believe that, after all the counsels of men, and the
most probable and promising means, the Lord will do that which seemeth
him good. Nor hath his promise ever failed of its full accomplishment.
"The Lord is with you while ye be with him; and if ye seek him,

he will be found of you ; but if ye forsake him, be will forsake you."

2 Chron. xv. 2.

After this exhortation, which we thought ourselves called upon to give

you at this time, on your great interest,—the one thing needful,—^we shall

take the liberty to oiiV'r a few advices to the societies under our charge, aa

to their i)ublick and general conduct. And, first, in carrying on this im-

portant struggle, let every opportunity be taken to express your attach-

ment and respect to our Sovereign King George, and the Revolution

principles by which his august family was seated on the British throne.

We recommend, indeed, not only allegiance to him from duty and
principle, as the first magistrate of the empire, but esteem and reve-

rence for the person of the prince, who has merited well of his subjects

on many accounts, and who has probably been misled into the late and
present measures by those about him. Neither have wo any doubt that

they themselves have been in a great degree deceived by false inform-

ation from interested i)erson8 residing in America. It gives us the greatest

j>Ie&sure to say, from our own certain knowledge of all belonging to our

amimvnton, and from the best means of information of ih(^far ffreatest part

of all denominations in this country, that the present opposition to the mea-
Hures of the Administration does not in the least arise from dij>alfection

to the king, or a desire of separation from the parent State. We are

happy in being able with tnith to afiirm that no part of America would
either have approved or permitted such insults as have been offered to

the sovereign of Great Britain. We exhort you, therefore, to continue

in the same disposition, and not to suffer oppression or injury itself

easily to provoke you to any thing which may seem to betray contrary

sentiments. Let it ever ap])ear that you only desire the preservation

and security of those rights which belong to you as freemen and Britons^

and that reconciliation upon these terms is your most ardent desire.

Secondly^ Be careful to maintain the union which at present subsists

through the colonies. Nothing cun be more manifest than that the

success of every measure depends on its being inviolably preserved

;

and therefore we hope that you will leave nothing imdone that will

promote that end. In particular, as the Continental Congress, now sit-

ting in Philadelphia^ consists of delegates cliosen in the most free and
unbiased manner by the body of the peoj)!' . let them not only be treated

with respect, but encouraged in their difficult :?ervice ; let not only your
prayers be offered up to God for his direction in their proceedings, but

adhere firmly to their resolutions, and let it be seen that they are able

to bring out the whole strength of this vast country to carry them into

execution. We would also advise, for the same purpose, that a spirit

of candour, charity, and mutual esteem be preserved and promoted
towards those of diU'erent religious denominations. Persons of probity
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and principle of every profession should be united together as servants

of the same Master ; and the experience of our happy concord hitherto

in a state of liberty should engage all to unite together in support of

the common interest ; for there is no example in history in which civil

liberty was destroyed, and the rights of conscience preserved entire.

Thirdfy, We do earnestly exhort and beseech the societies ninder our

care to be strict and vigilant in their private government, and to wat^h
over the morals of their several members. It is with the utmost plea-

sure we remind you that the last Continental Congress determined to

discourage luxury in living, public diversions, and gaming of all kinds,

which have so fatal an influence on the morals of the people. If it is

undeniable that unusual profligacy makes a nation ripe for divine

judgments and is the national means of bringing them to ruin, reforma-

tion of manners is of the utmost necessity in our present distress. At
the same time, as it has been observed by many eminent writers that

the censorial power, which had for its object the manners of the pub-

lick in the ancient free states, was absolutely necessary to their continu-

ance, we Cannot help being of opinion that the only thing which we
have now to supply the place of this is the religious discipline of the

several sects with respect to their own members ; so that the denomi-
nation or profession which shall take the most effectual care of the

instruction of its members, and maintain its discipline in its fullest

vigour, will do the most essential service to the whole body. For tho

very same reason, the greatest service which magistrates or persons in

authority can do with respect to the religion or morals of the people, in

to defend and secure the rights of conscience in the most equal and
impartial manner.

Fourthly, We cannot but recommend, and urge in the warmest man-
ner, a regard to order and public peace ; and as, in many cases, during

the confusions that prevail, legal proceedings have become diflicult, it is

hoped that all persons will conscientiously pay their just debts, and to

the utmost of their power serve one another, so that the evils insepa-

rable from a civil war may not be augmented by wantonness and irre-

gularity.

Fifthly, We think it of importance at this time to recommend to all

of every rank, but especially to those who may be called to action, a
spirit of humanity and mercy. " Every battle of the warrior is with

confused noise, and garments rolled in blood." It is impossible to appeal

to the sword without being exposed to many scenes of cruelty and
slaughter ; but it is often observed that civil wars are carried on with a
rancour and spirit of revenge much greater than those between inde-

pendent states. The ii^juries received or supposed in civil wars wound
more deeply than those of foreign enemies ; it is therefore the more
necessary to guard against this abuse, and recommend that meekness
and gentleness of spirit which is the noblest attendant of true valor.

That man will fight most bravely who never fights until it is necessary,

and who ceases to fight when the necessity is over.

Lastly, We would recommend to all the societies under our care, not

to content themselves with attending devoutly on general fasts, but to

continue habitually in the exercise of prayer, and to have frequent
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occasional voluntary meetings for solemn intercession with God on the
important trial. Tlioso who are immediately exposed to danger need
your sympathy ; anfi we loam from the Scriptures that fervency and
importunity are the very characteristics of that prayer of the righteous

man which availcth much.
We conclude with our most earnest prayer that the God of heaven

may bless you in your temporal and spiritual concerns, and that the

present unnatural dispute may be speedily terminated by an equitable

and lasting settlement on constitutional principles.

Signed in the name, presence, and by appointment of the Synod.

Benjamin Haxt, Moderator,

New York, May 12, 1775.

After peace was conclnded, the Synod of New York and

Philadelphia addressed a pastoral letter to the people under

their charge, as follows :

—

Very Dear Brethren :

—

You will remember that in May, 1775, the Synod thought proper to

address a pastoral letter to the people under their inspection, on the

state of public affairs. At that interesting period, hostilities had just

commenced between Great Britain and America, and a long and bloody

conflict was to be expected. Now that conflict is over, and we have the

best reason to suppose (the preliminaries being signed and ratified) that

a happy and honorable peace will be speedily settled by a definite treaty.

We could not, therefore, longer delay addressing to you the following

letter, which will contain our sentiments on this happy occasion, and our

advice as to the duty incumbent upon all ranks in return for so great a
mercy.

We cannot help congratulating you on the general and almost uni-

versal attachment of the Presbyterian body to the cause of liberty and
the rights of mankind. This has been visible in their conduct, and has

been confessed by the complaints and resentments of the common
enemy. Such a circumstance ought not only to afford us satisfaction in

the review, as bringing credit to the body in general, but to increase

our gratitude to God for the happy issue of the war. Had it been
unsuccessful, we must have drank deeply of the cup of suffering. Our
burnt and wasted churches and our plundered dwellings, in such places

as fell under the power of our adversaries, are but an earnest of what
we must have suffered had they finally prevailed.

The Synod, therefore, request you to render thanks to Almighty God
for all his mercies, temporal and spiritual, and, in a particular manner,
for establishing the independence of the United States of America. He
is the Supreme disposer of all events, and to him belong the glory, the

yictory, and the majesty. We are persuaded you will easily recollect

many circumstances in the course of the struggle which point out his

special and signal interposition in our favor. Our most remarkable

successes have generally been when things had just before.worn the

most unfavorable aspect ; as at Trenton and Saratoga at the begixmiug,
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in South Carolina and Virginia toward the end, of the war. It pleased
Qod to raise up for us a powerful ally in Europe ; and when we con«
sider the unwearied attempts of our enemies to raise dissensions by
erery topic that could be supposed inflammatory and popular, the har-

mony that has prevailed, not only between the allied powers, but the
troops of different nations and languages, acting together, ought to be
ascribed to the gracious influence of Divine Providence. Without men-
tioning many other instances, we only further put you in mind of the
choice of the commander-in-chief of the armies of the United States,

who is alike acceptable to the citizen and soldier, to the State in which he
was born, and to every other on the continent ; whose character and in-

fluence, after so long a service, are not only unimpaired, but augmented.
Of what consequence this has been to the cause of America, every one

' may judge ; or, if it needs any illustration, it receives it from the oppo-
site situation of our enemies in this respect. On the whole, every pious
person, on a review of the events of the war, will certainly be disposed

to say, with the Psalmist, ** The Lord hath done great things for ub,

whereof we are glad."

Sufler us to put you in mind of the duty you owe to God in return for

this great national deliverance. You ought to testify your gratitude by
living in his fear. This is the only way by which public prosperity can
become a real mercy to you. It were to be wished, indeed, that, in our
contests about the most important interests of a temporal nature, we
could still remember not only that eternity is of greater moment than
any thing that relates merely to the present life, but that all outward
things, even civil liberty, ought to be considered as subordinate and
subservient to everlasting happiness. It would not be an honor to us to

be wholly unconcerned about the rights of ourselves and others, as men
and as citizens ; yet the great part of our duty, and we hope of our de-

sires, is to watch for your souls as those that must give an account to God.
We therefore earnestly beseech every one who is nominally of our com-
munion, not to be satisfied with the form of godliness, denying the

power thereof. The substance of religion is the same to all denomina-
tions ; neither is there any preference due to one before another but in

so far as it has superior advantages in leading men to the saving know-
ledge of the only living and true God, and Jesus Christ, whom he hath

sent, whom " to know ia life eternal."

There is no doubt that you look upon it as a happy circumstance in

the late Revolution, that the rights of conscience are inalienably secured,

and even interwoven with the very constitutions of the several States.

The duty which you owe to the community at large for this inestimable

blessing is to support civil authority, by being subject not only " for

wrath, but also for conscience' sake," and by living " quiet and peaceable

lives in all godliness and honesty." It is a truth of much moment, and
particularly to be remembered at this time, not only that the virtue of

the people in general is of more consequence to the stability of republics,

or free states, than those of a difierent kind. In monarchies, a sense

of honor, the subordination of rank in society, and the rigor of des-

potic authority, supply in some measure the place of virtue, in pro-

ducing public order ; but in free states, where the power is ultimately
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lodged in the body of the people, if there is a general cormption of

the mass, the government itself must speedily be dissolyed.

You cannot but have observed that the war has occasioned great

irregularity and relaxation as to the observance of the Sabbath and
attendance on public ordinances. In some places congregations are

broken up ; in some places, for a considerable time, attendance was
difficult, dangerous, or impossible. The public service, also, which
made some things really necessary, was often made a pretence for irre-

gularity when no necessity existed. It is, therefore, your duty, now
that peace and harmony have returned, to revive and restore the re-

spect due to the Sabbath and the worship of God's sanctuary. The
regular administration of divine ordinances is a blessing that cannot be

too highly valued or purchased at too great a price. We hope, there-

fore, that you will in general exert yourselves and do every thing in

your power that will serve to promote so noble a purpose.

Be cheer^l and liberal in assisting to educate pious youth for the

ministry. Let vacant congregations be active and diligent to supply

themselves with fixed pastors, and let those who have fixed pastors

strengthen their hands in their Master's work, not only by obedience

in the Lord, but by making such provision for their comfortable sub-

sistence as that their duty may be practicable. We make this demand
dearly and explicitly, because it is founded upon the plainest reason,

—

upon the word of Grod,—^upon general or common utility, and your own
interest,—and make no doubt that wherever there is true religion it

will be heard and complied with.

We look upon it as avery happy circmnstance in the political revolution

that has happened in America, that neither in its rise nor progress was

it intermixed with or directed by religious controversy. No denomination

of Christians among us have any reason to fear oppression or restraint,

or any power to oppress others. We therefore recommend charity, for-

beaijance, and mutual service. Let the great and only strife be, who
Shan love the Redeemer most, and who shall serve him with the greatest

seal. We recommend the strict exercise of discipline to the societies

under our care. Let us not seek to increase our numbers by relaxation,

but to justify the excellence of our principles by the inoffensive exam-

ple and holy conversation of those who embrace them. The ultimate

trial of religious truth is by its moral influence : therefore, as he is

undoubtedly the best husbandman who raises the richest crops, so

those are the best principles which make the best men. This is the

great rule laid down by our Saviour,—" By their fruits ye shall know
them." By order.

Philadblphia, May, 1783. John McCrert, Moderaior,

Address of thb General Assembly of tbs Presbtterian Church in the

United States.

To the PresidtrU of the United States.

Sib:—
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United

States of America embrace the earliest opportunity in their p6wer to
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testify the lively and unfeigned pleasure which they, with the rest of

their fellow-citizens, felt on your appointment to the first office in the

nation.

We adore Almighty God, the author of every perfect gift, who hath

endued you with such a rare and happy assemhlage of talents as hath

rendered you equally necessary to your country in war and in peace.

Your military achievements insured safety and glory to America in

the late arduous conflict for freedom, whilst your disinterested conduct

and uniformly just discernment of the public interests gained you the

entire confidence of the people ; and, in the present interesting period

of public affairs, the influence of your personal character moderates
the divisions of political parties and promises a permanent establish-

ment of the civil government. From a retirement more glorious to

you than thrones and sceptres, you have been called to your present

elevated station by the voice of a great and free people, and with an
unanimity of suffrages that has few, if any, examples in history. A
man more ambitious of fame, or less devoted to his country, would
have refused an office in which his honors could not be augmented and
where they might possibly be subject to a reverse.

We are happy that Grod hath inclined your heart to give yourself

once more to the public ; and we derive a favorable presage of the
event from the zeal of all classes of the people and their confidence in

your virtues, as well as from the knowledge and dignity with which the

sacred councils are filled. But we derive a presage even more flattering

from the piety of your character. Public virtue is the most cert^iin

mean of public felicity, and religion is the surest basis of virtue. We
therefore esteem it a peculiar happiness to behold in our Chief Ma-
gistrate a steady, uniform, avowed friend of the Christian religion, who
has commenced his administration in rational and exalted sentiments

of piety, and who in his private conduct adorns the doctrines of the

gospel of Christ, and on the most public and solemn occasions devoutly

acknowledges the government of Divine Providence.

The example of distinguished characters will ever possess a powerful

and extensive influence on the public mind ; and when we see in such

a conspicuous station the amiable example of piety to God, of bene-

volence to men, and of a pure and virtuous patriotism, we naturally

hope it will diffuse its influence, and that eventually the most happy
consequences will result from it. To the force of imitation we will

endeavor to add the wholesome instructions of religion. We shall

consider ourselves as doing an acceptable service to God in our pro-

fession when we contribute to render men sober, honest, and indus-

trious citizens, and the obedient subjects of a lawful government. In

these pious labors we hope to imitate the most worthy of our brethren

of other Christian denominations, and to be imitated by them, assured

that, if we can, by mutual and generous emulation, promote truth and
Tirtue, we shall render essential service to the republic, we shall receive

enoouragement from every wise and good citizen, and, above aU, meet
the approbation of our Divine Master.

We pray Almighty God to have you always in his holy keeping. May
he prolong your valuable life an ornament and a blessing to your ooun-
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try, and at last bestow on you the glorious reward of a fiiithfnl

servant.

By order of the General Assembly.

John RoDOEaa, Moderatcr,
Philadelphia, May 26, 1789.

ANSWER.

To the Oeneral Assemhfy of ike Presbyterian Church in the United States,

Gbntlehen :

—

I receive with great sensibility the testimonial given by the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America

of the lively and unfeigned pleasure experienced by them on my ap-

pointment to the first office of the nation.

Although it will be my endeavor to avoid being elated by the too

favorable opinion which your kindness for me may have induced you

to express of the importance of my former conduct and the effect of

my future services, yet, conscious of the disinterestedness of my motives,

it is not necessary for me to conceal the satisfaction I have felt upon
finding that my compliance with the call of my country, and my de-

pendence on the assistance of Heaven to support me in my arduous

undertakings, have, so far as I can learn, met the universal approbation

of my countrymen.
While I reiterate the professions of my dependence upon Heaven, as

the source of all public and private blessings, I will observe that the

general prevalence o^ piety, philanthropy, honesty, industry, and

economy, seems, in the ordinary course of human affairs, particularly

necessary for advancing and confirming the happiness of our country.

While all men within our territories are protected in worshipping the

Deity according to the dictates of their consciences, it is rational to be

expected of them in return that they all will be emulous of evincing

the sincerity of their professions by the innocence of their lives and
the beneficence of their actions ; for no man who is profligate in his

morals, or a bad member of the civil commonwealth, can possibly be a
true Christian or a credit to his own religious society.

I desire you to accept my acknowledgments for your laudable endea-

vors to render men sober, honest, and good citizens and the obedient

subjects of a lawful government, as well as for your prayers to Almighty

God for his blessing on our country and the humble instrument he has

been pleased to make use of in the administration of its government.

G. Washington.

Address of the First Fresbttert Eastward, in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire.

To George Washington^ President of the United States.

Sir:—
We, the ministers and ruling elders delegated to represent the

churches in Massachusetts and New Hampshire which compose the

First Presbytery Eastward, now holding a stated session in this town,

beg leave to approach your presence with genuine feelings of the

deepest veneration and highest esteem.
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In union with rejoicing millions, we felicitate our countiy and our-

Belves on your unanimous election to the highest office a nation can
bestow, and on your acceptance of the trust with every evidence which
a citizen can give of being actuated thereto by the purest principles of

patriotism, of piety, and of self-denial.

Great was the joy of our hearts to see the late tedious and destructive

war at length terminated in a fair and honorable peace,—to see the

liberty and independence of our country happily secured,—to see wise

constitutions of civil government peaceably established in the several

States,—^and especially to see a confederation of them all finally agreed

on by the general voice.

But, amid all our joys, we ever contemplated with regret the want of

efficiency in the Federal Government : we ardently wished for a form
of National Union which should draw the cord of amity more closely

around the several States,—^which should concentrate their interests,

and reduce the freemen of America to one great body, ruled by one head
and animated by one soul.

And now we devoutly offer our humble tribute of praise and thanks-

giving to the all-gracious Father of Lights, who has inspired our public

councils with a wisdom and firmness which have effected that desirable

purpose in so great measure by the National Constitution, and who has

fixed the eyes of all America on you, as the worthiest of their citizens

to be intrusted with the execution of it.

Whatever any have supposed wanting in the original plan, we are

happy to pee so wisely provided in its amendments ; and it is with pecu-

liar satisfaction that we behold how easily the entire confidence of the

people in the man who sits at the helm of government has eradicated

every remaining objection to its form.

Among these we never considered the want of a religious test, that

grand engine of persecution in every tyrant's hand ; but we should not

have been alone in rejoicing to have seen some explicit acknowledgment
of THE ONLY TRUE GoD, AND Jesus Christ wkom he hos scnt, inserted some-

where in the Magna Charta of our country.

Under the nurturing hand of a Ruler of such virtues, and one so

deservedly revered by all ranks, we joyfully indulge the hope that virtue

and religion will revive and flourish, that infidelity and the vices ever

attendant in its train will be banished every polite circle, and that

national piety will soon become fashionable there, and from thence be
difiused among all ranks in the community.

NswBuar Port, Got. 28, 1789.

THE ANSWER.
Gentlemen :

—

The afiectionate welcome which you are pleased to give me to the

Eastern parts of the Union would leave me without excuse did I fail to

acknowledge the sensibility which it awakens, and to express the most
sincere returns that a grateful sense of your goodness can suggest.

To be approved by the praiseworthy, is a wish as becoming to the

ambitious as its consequence is flattering to our self-love.
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I am, indeed, much indebted for the favorable sentiments which you

entertain towards me, and it will be my study to deserve them.

The tribute of thanksgiving which you offer to the gracious Father of

Lights, for his inspiration of our public councils with wisdom and
firmness to complete the National Constitution, is worthy of men who,

devoted to the pious purposes of religion, desire their accomplishment

by such means as advance the temporal happiness of their fellow-men.

And here, I am persuaded, you will permit me to observe that the path

of true piety is so plain as to require but little political direction.

To this consideration we ought to ascribe the absence of any regula-

tion respecting religion from the Magna Charta of our country. To the

guidance of the ministers of the gospel this important object is, per-

haps more properly, committed. It will be your care to instruct the

ignorant and to reolaim the devious. And in the progress of morality

and science, to which our Grovernment will give every furtherance, we
may confidently expect the advancement of true religion and the com-
pletion of our happiness.

I pray the munificent Rewarder of Virtue that your agency in this

good work may receive its compensation here and hereafter.

G. Washington*

The Protestant Episcopal Church

Shares honorably in the labors of liberty during the Revolution.

Many of the earlier emigrants in various colonies were from the

Church of England; and in Virginia it had been the State

religion. Being under the Episcopal jurisdiction of England,

some of the ministers and churches in the colonies sympathized

with the mother-country
;
yet the most distinguished ministers

and influential Episcopal churches were loyal to freedom and

aided in the work of achieving the independence of the nation.

Bishop William White, the father and founder of the Church,

early espoused the cause of the country, and was prominent in

national affairs. He was the first chaplain to Congress, and

was fearless in his defence of freedom and independence. The
civil councils of the country during the whole period of the

great conflict were represented by eminent and able men from

the Episcopal Church, among whom, as chief, was the pure-

minded and patriotic John Jay. Washington, the great leader

in the Revolution and in the civil councils of his country,—of

whose influence it haa been justly said that " the tone and cha-

racter of the Revolutionary struggle on the part of the Ameri-

cans were elevated and dignified by the exalted virtue that

Washington brought into association with it,"—was a member
and a vestryman of the Episcopal Church. At the time of the
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Revolution there were two hundred and fifty ministers and
three hundred Episcopal churches in the country. As a Pro-

testant Church, their main influence was on the side of liberty.

The following correspondence gives pleasing evidence of this

fact :

—

Address op the Coxvention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

•THE States of New York, New Jersey, PENxsYhVANiA, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, and South Carolina, held at Philadelphia.

To the President of the United States.

Sir:—
We, the bishops, clergy, and laity of the Protestant Episcopal Church

in the States of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Mary-
land, Virginia, and South Carolina, in General Convention assembled,

beg leave, with the highest veneration and the most animating national

considerations, at the earliest moment in our power to express our
cordial joy on your election to the chief magistracy of the United
States.

When we contemplate the short but eventful history of our nation,

—

when wo recollect the series of essential services rendered by you in the

course of the Revolution, the temperate yet efficient exercise of the

mighty powers with which the nature of the contest made it necessary

to invest you,—^and especially when we remember the voluntary and
magnanimous relinquishment of those high authorities at the moment
of peace, we anticipate the happiness of our countiy under your future

administration.

But it was not alone from a successful and virtuous use of those

extraordinary powers that you were called from your honorable retire-

ment to the first dignities of our government. An affectionate admira-

tion of your private character, the impartiality, the persevering forti-

tude, and the energy with which your public duties have been per*

formed, and the paternal solicitude for the happiness of the American
people, together with the wisdom and consummate knowledge of our

affairs, manifested in your last military communication, have directed

to your name the universal wish, and have produced, for the first time

in the history of mankind, an example of unanimous consent, in the

appointment of a governor of a free and enlightened nation.

To these considerations, inspiring us with the most pleasing expecta-

tions as private citizens, permit us to add that, as the representatives of

a numerous and extended Church, we most thankfully rejoice in the

selection of a civU ruler deservedly beloved and eminently distinguished

among the friends of genuine religion, who has happily united a tender

regard for other Churches with an inviolable attachment to his own.

With unfeigned satisfaction we congratulate you on the establishment

of the new constitution of government for the United States; the

mild yet efficient operation of which we confidently trust will remove
every remaining apprehension of those with whose opinions it may not

entirely coincide, and will confirm the hopes of its numerous friends.

Nor do these expectations appear too sanguine when the moderation.
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patriotiBm, and wisdom of the honorable members of the federal legis-

lature'are duly considered. From a body thus eminently qualified, har-

moniously co-operating with the executive authority in constitutional

concert, we confidently hope for the restoration of order and our

ancient virtues, the extension of genuine religion, and the consequent

advancement of our respectability abroad and of our substantial hap-

piness at home.
We devoutly implore the Supreme Ruler of the Universe to preserve

you long in health and prosperity, an animating example of all public

and private virtues, the friend and guardian of a free, enlightened, and

grateful people, and that you may finally receive the reward which will

be given to those whose lives have been spent in promoting the happi-

ness of mankind.
William White,

Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, and President of the Convention,

Samuel Provost, D.D.,

Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the State of New York.

(Though prevented by indisposition from attending the late General

Convention, he concurs sincerely in this particular act, and subscribes

the present address with the greatest pleasure.)

New York :

Benjamin Moore, D.D.,

Assistant Minister of Trinity Church, in the City of New York,

Abraham Beach, D.D.,

Assistant Afinister of Trinity Church, in the City of New York,

Moses Rogers.

Aagnst 1, 1780.

ANSWER.
Gentlemen :

—

I sincerely thank you for your affectionate congratulations on my
election to the Chief Magistracy of the United States.

After having received from my fellow-citizens in general the most
liberal treatment,—after having found them disposed to contemplate in

the most flattering point of view the performance of my services and

the manner of my retirement at the close of the war,—I feel that I

have a right to console myself in my present arduous undertakings

with a hope that they will still be inclined to put the most favorable

construction on the motives which may influence me in my future

public transactions. The satisfaction arising from the indulgent opinion

entertained by the American people of my conduct will, I trust, be

some security from preventing me from doing any thing which might
justly incur the forfeiture of that opinion, and the consideration that

human happiness and moral duties are inseparably connected will

always continue to prompt me to promote the progress of the former

by inculcating the practice of the latter.

On this occasion it would ill become me to conceal the joy I have felt

in perceiving the fraternal aflection which appears to increase every
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day among the friends of genuine religion. It affords edifying pros-

pects, indeed, to see Christians of diflferent denominations dwell toge-

ther in more charity, and conduct themselves, in respect to each other,

with a more Christian-like ^irit, than ever they have done in any
former age or in any other nation.

I receive with the greater satisfaction your congratulations on the

establishment of the new constitution of government, because I believe

its mild yet efficient operations will tend to remove every remaining

apprehension of those with whose opinions it may not entirely coincide,

as well as to confirm the hopes of its numerous friends, and because

the moderation, the patriotism, and the wisdom of the present federal

legislature seem to promise the restoration of order and our ancient

virtues, the extension of genuine religion, and the consequent advance-

ment of our respectability abroad and of our subsequent happiness at

home.
I request, most reverend and respectable gentlemen, that you will

accept my cordial thanks for your devout supplications to the Supreme
fiuler of the universe in behalf of me. May you and the people whom
you represent be the happy subjects of the Divine benedictions both
here and hereafter I G. Washington.

CHAPTER XIX.

BAPTIST OHtlBCHBS—AMBBICAN BAPTIST CHVBCH POUNDED BT BOOEB WILLIAMS—
NOBLE BEOOBD FOB FBEEDOM—ADDBE8S TO THE OONVSMTION OF VIEOINIA IN

1775

—

JEFFEBSON'S TBIBUTE to THEIB PATBIOTISM—SIX BAPTIST ASSOCIATIONS

ADDBB8S JEFFEB80N—ADDBE8S OF THE BAPTIST CHUBCHES OF VIBQINIA TO
WASHIMQTON— HIS ANSWEB— METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHUBCH— FOBM OF

CHUBCH-GOVEBNMENT—AMBBICAN OBIGIN OF THE METHODIST CHUBCH—COKB
—^ASBUBT—WESLEY—FIB8T CONFEBENOB IN NEW YOBK— ITS ADDBESS TO
WASHINGTON—HIS ANSWEB—BULE OF DISCIPLINE CONCEBNING CIVIL GOVEBN-.

MBNT—METHODIST MEN IN THE CONVENTION THAT FOBMED THE CONSTITUTION

QUAKEB8—HISTOBT—THEIB CONDUCT IN THB BEVOLUTION—ADDBESS OF

TEABLT MEETING TO WASHINGTON.

The Baptist Church

Has in its American and English history a noble record in

favor of freedom and free institutions. The great conflicts of

the Reformation under Luther brought them into existence as

an ecclesiastical body, and at all times and in all nations they

have been loyal to civil and religious liberty. In England,

their faith and freedom-loving principles led them, with the
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Puritans and Independents, to separate from the Church of

England, and to seal, as many did, their devotion to truth

by a martyr's death.

Roger Williams, of Rhode Island, was the founder of the

Baptist Church in America, ' In 1638 he formed a church in

Providence : so that the labors of this denomination date from

the first era of the Christian history of the country. He had

the honor first in this country to enunciate and incoi'porate into

a civil constitution the principle that "the civil power has no

jurisdiction over the conscience. The civil magistrate should

restrain crime, but never control opinion,—should punish guilt,

but never violate the soul." " It became his glory," says Ban-

croft, " to found a state on that principle ; and its application has

given religious peace to the American world." A writer in the
" Baptist Review," January, 1856, says that " the great prin-

ciple of freedom of conscience in religious matters did not,

however, originate with the Baptists of Rhode Island. In the

religious conflicts of the Old World, this denomination enun-

ciated this fundamental law in civil and religious matters. Their

Confession of Faith, in 1614, declares ' that the magistrate is

not to meddle with religion or matters of conscience, nor compel

men to this or that form of religion, because Christ is the King
and Lawgiver of the Church.'

"

Educated in these first principles of Christianity and civil

liberty, the Baptist churches were fully prepared to enter the

arena of freedom and to maintain, in all their integrity, the

great principles of the Revolution. There were at the time

of the Revolution three hundred and fifty ministers and three

hundred and eighty Baptist churches in this country, all of

whom were loyal to the cause of freedom. Cotton Mather says

of the Baptist churches in Massachusetts that they were " as

holy, watchful, fruitful, and heavenly people as perhaps any in

the world."

The following address occurs in the annals of the Virginia

Convention of August, 1775 :

—

Wednesday, August 16, 1775.

An address from the Baptists of this colony was presented the Conven-

tion, and read ; setting forth that, however distinguished from the body

of their countrymen by appelatives and sentiments of a religious nature,

they nevertheless consider themselves as members of the same commu-
nity in respect to matters of a civil nature, and embarked in the same

oommon cause; that, alarmed at the oppression which hangs over
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America, they had considered what part it would be proper to take in

the unhappy contest, and had determined that in some cases it was lawful

to go to war, and that they ought to make a military resistance against

Great Britain in her unjust invasions, tyrannical oppression, and repeated

hostilities ; that their brethren were left at discretion to enlist, without

incurring the censure of their religious communities, and, under these

circumstances, many of them had enlisted as soldiers, and many more
were ready to do so, who had earnestly desired their ministers should

preach to them during the campaign : they, therefore, had appointed
four of their brethren to make application to the Convention for the
liberty of preaching to the troops at convenient times, without molesta-

tion and abuse, and praying the same may be granted them.
Resolved^ That it be an instruction to the commanding officers of the

regiments or troops to be raised, that they permit Dissenting clergymen
to celebrate divine worship, and to preach to the soldiers, or exhort*

from time to time, as the various operations of the military service may
permit, for the sake of such scrupulous consciences as may not choose

to attend divine service as celebrated by the chaplains.

—

American

Archives, vol. iii. p. 38.

JeflFerson pays the following tribute to the patriotism of the

Baptist churches, in 1809, in a reply to an address from a Bap-
tist church in Virginia:—"We have acted together from the

origin to the end of the memorable Revolution, and we have

contributed, each in the line allotted us, our endeavors to render

its issue a permanent blessing to our country."

A general meeting of six Baptist Associations was held in

Chesterfield, Virginia, October 7, 1808, who sent a congratu-

latory address to Jefferson. He replies, that, "in reviewing

the history of the times through which we have passed, no
portion of it gives greater satisfaction, on reflection, than that

which presents the efforts of the friends of religious freedom

and the success with which they have been crowned. We have

solved the fair experiment, the great and interesting question,

whether freedom of religion is compatible with order in govern-

ment and obedience to the law." Reference is here made to

Jefferson's efforts in abolishing State religion in Virginia, and

the co-operation of the Baptist churches,—a Christian and

patriotic work on the part of botL

The Address or the United Baptist Churches in Virginia, assem-

bled IN THE City of Richmond, August 8, 1789.

To the President of the United States of America.^

Sir:—
Among the many shouts of congratulation that you receive from

cities, societies, States, and the whole world, we wish to take an active

29
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|)art in the universal chorus, in expressing our satisfaction in your
appointment to the first office in the nation. When America, on a former,

occasion, was reduced to the necessity of appealing to arms to defend
her natural and civil rights, a Washington was found fully adequate to

the exigencies of the dangerous attempt, who, by the philanthropy of hia

heart and the prudence of his head, led forth her untutored troops into

the field of battle, and by the skilfulness of his hands baffled the pro-

jects of the insulting foe, and pointed out the road to independence,

even at a time when the energy of the cabinet was not sufficient to bring

into action the natural aid of the oonfederation from its respective

sources.

The grand object being obtained, the independence of the States

acknowledged, free from ambition, devoid of sanguine thirst for blood,

our hero returned with those he commanded, and laid down the sword
at the feet of those who gave it him. Such an example to the world

is new. Like other nations, we experience that it requires as great valor

and wisdom to make an advantage of the conquest as to gain one.

The want of efficacy in the confederation, the redundancy of laws,

and their partial administration in the States, called aloud for a new
arrangement of our systems. The wisdom of the States, for that pur-

pose, was collected in a grand convention, over which you, sir, had the

honor to preside. A national Government in all its parts was recom-

mended, as the only preservative of the Union,—^which plan of govern-

ment is now in actual operation.

When the Constitution first made its appearance in Virginia, we, as a

society, had unusual strugglings of mind, fearing that the liberty of

conscience (dearer to us than property or life) was not sufficiently

secured. Perhaps our jealousies were heightened on account of the

usage we received in Virginia under the regal government, when mobs,

bonds, fines, and prisons were our frequent repast,—convinced, on the

one hand, that without an effective national Government the States

would fall into disunion and all the consequent evils, and, on the

other hand, fearing we should be accessory to some religious oppres-

sion should any one society in the Union preponderate over sdl the

rest. But, amidst all the inquietudes of mind, our consolation arose

from this consideration :—the plan must be good, for it bears the signa-

ture of a tried, trusty friend ; and if religious liberty is rather insecure

in the Constitution, the Administration will certainly prevent all

oppression, for a Washington will preside. According to our wishes, the

unanimous voice of the Union has called you, sir, from your beloved

retreat, to launch forth again into the faithless sea of human affiiirs, to

guide the helm of the States. May that Divine munificence which

covered your head in battle make you a yet greater blessing to your

admiring country in time of peace.

Should the horrid evils that have been so pestiferous in Asia and
Europe—^faction, ambition, war, perfidy, fraud, and persecution for

oonscience' soke—ever approach the borders of our happy nation, may
the name and administration of our beloved President, like the radiant

source of day, scatter all those dark clouds from the American hemi-

sphere.
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And, while we speak freely the language of our hearts, we are satisfied

that we express the sentiments of our brethren that we represent. The
very name of Washington is music in our ears ; and although the great

evil in the States is want of mutual confidence between rulers and
people, yet we all have the utmost confidence in the President of the

States ; and it is our fervent prayer to Almighty God that the Federal

Government, and the Governments of the respective States, without

xivalship, may so co-operate together as to make the numerous people

over whom you preside the happiest nation on earth, and you, sir, the

happiest man, in seeing the people who, by the smiles of Providence,

you saved from vassalage by your martial valor and made wise by your
maxims, sitting securely under their vines and fig-trees, enjoying the

perfection of human felicity. May God long preserve your life and
health for a blessing to the world in general, and the United States in

particular ; and when, like the sun, you have finished your course of

great and unparalleled services, and you go the way of all the earth, may^
the Divine Being, who will reward every man according to his works,

^ant unto you a glorious admission into his everlasting kingdom,
through Jesus Christ, This, sir, is the prayer of your happy admirers.

By order of the Committee. Samuel Harris, Chairman,

Reuben Foid, dark,

ANSWER,

Gextlevbn ;

—

I request you will accept my best acknowledgments for your congratu-

lation on my appointment to the first otlice of the nation. The kind

manner in which you mention my past conduct equally claims the

expression of my gratitude.

After we had, by the smiles of Heaven on our exertions, obtained the

object for which we contended, I retired, at the conclusion of the war,

with an idea that my country could have no further occasion for my
services, and with the intention of never again entering into public life

;

but, when the exigencies of my country seemed to require me once

more to engage in public afiairs, an honest conviction of duty superseded

my former resolution, and became my apology for deviating from the

happy plan which I had adopted.

If I could have entertained the slightest apprehension that the Con-

stitution framed in the Convention, where I had the honor to preside,

might possibly endanger the religious rights of any ecclesiastical society,

certainly I should never have placed my signature to it ; and, if I could

now conceive that the General Government might ever be so adminis-

tered as to render the liberty of conscience insecure, I beg you will be
persuaded that no one would be more zealous than myself to establish

effectual barriers against the horrors of spiritual tyranny and every

species of religious persecution. For you doubtless remember that 1

have often expressed my sentiments that every man, conducting him-

self as a good citizen, and being accountable to God alone for his reli-

gious opinions, ought to be protected in worshipping the Deity accord-

ing to the dictates of his own conscience.

While I recollect with satisfaction that the religious society of which
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jou are members have been throughout America, uniformly and ahnasi
unanimously, the firm friends of civil liberty and the persevering pro-

moters of our glorious Revolution, I cannot hesitate to believe that th«y
will be the faithful supporters of a free yet efficient General GoTemment.
Under this pleasing expectation, I rejoice to assure them that they
may rely on my best wishes and endeavors to advance their prosperity.

In the mean time, be assured, gentlemen, that I entertain a proper
sense of your fervent supplications to God for my temporal and eternal

happiness.

GeOXOB WASHIKOTOir.

The Methodist Episcopal Chukch

Has an active, Christian economy, eminently adapted to the

spirit and energy of the free institutions of a Christian repub-

lic. Its form of government, infused with the vital and earnest

power of its evangelical doctrines, is eflSicient and practical in

its administrative functions, and one of the most beneficent and

powerful agencies for good in the nation. No denomination of

Christians has exerted a more extensive and benign influence

on all the interests of the American nation and Government

than this numerous body. It has put into operation a system

of intellectual, moral, and spiritual forces, which have worked

mightily for freedom and all the interests which belong to a

Christian republic. In England, where this denomination was

first founded by John Wesley, it was said by John Newton, an

eminently pious minister of the Established Church, that "before

the rise of Methodists the doctrines of grace in England were

seldom heard from the pulpit, and the life and power of religion

but little known."

The Methodist Episcopal Church in America dates its dis-

tinct organization during the Revolution. In 1784 the first

official act towards its organization in the United States took

place in England. Mr. Wesley's account of it is as follows.

" In America," says he, '* there are but few parish ministers ; so

that for some hundred miles together there is none either to

baptize or administer the Lord's Supper. Here, therefore, I am
at full liberty to appoint and send laborers into the harvest to

feed and guide the poor sheep in the wilderness. Know all men,

that I, John Wesley, therefore, under the protection of Almighty

God and with a single eye to his glory, have set apart, by the

inspiration of my hands and prayer, Thomas Coke, Doctor of

Civil Law and a presbyter of the Church of England, for thia

great work."
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Francis Asbury came with Dr. Coke to America, and in Balti-

more, at a Conference of sixty ministers, the latter ordained

Asbury as Bishop; apd thus the Methodist Episcopal Church

in the United States was formally and officially instituted. But

the influence and fruits of this great denomination began their

development in this country in 1736, John and Charles Wesley

came that year from England to Georgia, and devested them-

selves to building up the kingdom of Christ. " They returned

to England in less than two years, and designed to return again,

but were providentially prevented." They preached and esta-

blished Sunday-schools in Savannah, and so began an organized

influence which has spread over the nation and the world. The
American Methodist Church has now " a million of members,

with thousands of churches and preachers, spreading from age

to age and nation to nation, until the name of Wesley and the

tenets of Methodism are known and cherished in every Chris-

tian land, and the earth has been almost girdled with the love-

feasts of its disciples."

"The introduction of Sunday-schools into America, in an

efficient form, is due to Francis Asbury, first Bishop of the

Methodist Episcopal Church,—a man whose labors for the evan-

gelization and civilization of this country are among the marvels

of Christian history. In 1786 he established a Sunday-school

in Hanover, Virginia, which was the parent of a multitude. It

is clear, from a statement in Bishop Asbury's Journal (vol. ii.

p. 65), that he set up such schools in many other parts of the

country about the same time. So far as we can learn, no other

denomination of Christians shared the labors or the reproach of

this enterprise at that early period. Repros^ch there was, and

it often took the severe form of persecution. In 1787 George

Daughaday, a Methodist preacher in Charleston, South Carolina,

was drenched with water pumped from a public cistern ' for the

crime of conducting a Sunday-school for the benefit of the

African children of that vicinity/ Nothing daunted by such

rebukes, the pioneers of Methodism went on with their work.

The Minutes of 1790 contain the first of church legislation on the

subject known, perhaps, either in Europe or America. . • .

The path opened by the Methodists was soon entered by other

laborers. In December, 1790, a meeting was held in the city

of Philadelphia, ' for the purpose of taking into consideration

the establishment of Sunday-schools for that city.' On the
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26th of that month a constitution was adopted for the 'Firat-

Day or Sunday School Society.' On the 11th of January, 1791^

the officers of the Society were elected, and in March of the

same year their first school was opened for the adnnssrion of

children. If we are rightly infornred, these schools were taught

by paid teachers, and were devoted exclusively to the instruction

of poor children. It was not until 1816 that the system of un-

paid teaching was introduced by the Philadelphia Society. This

valuable organization was the parent of the American Sunday-

School Union. In the mean time the Methodist schools were
going on under the gratuitous system ; and in the notes to tha

Discipline of 1796 the bishops urge the * people in cities, towns,

and villages to establish Sunday-schools, wherever practicable,^

for the benefit of the children of the poor.'
''

A Conference of the Church met in New York, May 28, 1789,

the same year, and almost at the same time, that the Consti-

tution of the United States went into operation. Congress

was in session during the sittings of that Conference, and, as

Washington had just been inaugurated and the new Grovernment

gone into practical operation, the Conference gave expression to

their loyalty and patriotism in an official act. Bishop Asbmy^
a few days after its sessions commenced, offered i> proposition

to Conference, *' whether it would not be proper for ns, as a
Church, to present a congratulatory address to General Wash-
ington, who had been lately inaugurated President of the United

States, in which should be embodied our approbation of the

Constitution, and professing our allegiance to the Government."

The Conference unanimously approved of the mecbsure ; and the

bishops. Coke and Asbury, drew up the address on the same
day. Rev. Thomas Morrell, a member of Conference, and who
had been a commissioned officer in the American army, was

appointed to wait on President Washington with a copy of the

address, and to request him to designate a day when he would

publicly receive the bishops, " This address was not intended,**

Bays a writer in the " National Magazine, "^ " to court popular

favor by a servile fawning at the feet of a great man, bat was

intended as a tribute to God for favoring the American people

with such a noble monument of his wisdom and goodness in the

person of the illustrious chief, and in that admirable Constitu-

tion which his hands helped to frame and which he was now called

upon to administer and carry into effect. It was natural to

,y
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rejoice in beholding the adoption of a Oonatitution which gua-

ranteed to all denominations their rights and privileges equally,

and to see this Constitution committed to the hands of men who
had ever manifested an impartial regard for each religious sect

and for the inalienable rights of all mankind."

Address of the Bishops of the Methodist £piscx)fal Church.

To the President of the United States.

Sir :—
We, the Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church, humbly beg

leave, in the name of our Society, collectively, in these United States, to

express to you the warm feelings of our hearts and our sincere congra-

tulations on your appointment to the Presidentship of these States.

We are conscious, from the signal proofs you have already given, that

jou are a friend of mankind, and under this established idea place as

full confidence in your wisdom and integrity for the preservation of

those civil and religious liberties which have been transmitted to us by
the providence of God and the glorious Bevolution, as we believe ought

to be reposed in man.
We have received the most grateful satisfaction from the humble and

entire dependence on the great Governor of the Universe which you
have repeatedly expressed, acknowledging him the source of every

blessing, and particularly of the most excellent Constitution of these

States, which is at present the admiration of the world, and may in future

become its great exemplar for imitation; and hence we ei\joy a holy

expectation that you will always prove a faithful and impartial patron of

genuine, vital religion,—the great end of our creation and present pro-

bationary existence. And we promise you our fervent prayers to the

throne of grace that God Almighty may endue you with all the graces

and gifts of his Holy Spirit,—that he may enable you to fill your im-

portant station to his glory, the good of his Church, the happiness and
prosperity of the United States, and the welfare of mankind.
Signed in behalf of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Thokas Coke,

Francis Asburt.
Kiw York, May 20, 1780.

ANSWER.

7b the Bishops qf the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States of

America,

GSXTLBMBN :

—

I return to you individually^ and through you to the Society collect-

ively in the United States, my thanks for the demonstrations of afifeo-

tion and the expressions of joy offered in their behalf on my late

appointment. It shall be my endeavor to manifest the purity of my
inclinations for promoting the happiness of mankind, as well as the sin-

cerity of my desire to contribute whatever may be in my power towards

the civil and religious welfare of the American people. In pursuing this

line of conduct, I hope, by the assistance of Divine Providence, not
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altogether to dusappoint the confidence which you haye been pleased to
repose in me.

It always affords me satisfaction when I find a concurrence of senti-

ment and practice between all conscientious men, in acknowledgments
ofhomage to the great Governor of the Universe and in professions of sup-

port to a just civil government. After mentioning that I trust the people
ofevery denomination, who demean themselves as good citizens, will have
occasion to be convinced that I shall always strive to prove a faithful and
impartial patron of genuine, vital religion, I must assure you in parti-

cular that I take in the kindest part the promise you make of present-

ing your prayers at the Throne for me, and that I likewise implore the

Divine benediction upon yourselves and your religious community.
George Washingtox.

The loyalty and patriotism of the Methodist Church are

displayed in the following article in their Church Constitution,

adopted at the first Conference in Philadelphia, in 1784:

—

AiTicLB 33.

—

Op the Rulers of the United States of America.

The Congress, the General Assemblies, the Governors, and councils of

States, as the delegates of the people, are the rulers of the United States

of America, according to the division of power made to them by the

general Act of Confederation and by the Constitutions of their respective

States. And the said States ought not to be subject to any foreign power.

Subsequently the following was added :

—

As far as it respects civil affairs, we believe it is the duty of Christians,

and especially of Christian ministers, to be subject to the supreme

authority of the country where they may reside, and to use all laudable

means to ei\join obedience to the powers that he ; and therefore it is expe-

dient that all our preachers and people who may be under the British

Government, or any other Government, will behave themselves as

peaceable and orderly subjects.

"These declarations," says a Methodist author, "embrace

the doctrine of the Church in regard to civil government; and

whoever is not governed by this doctrine, and is not loyal to the

Grovernment where he may reside, cannot be a Methodist of the

American stamp."

In the Convention that formed the Constitution of the United

States, the Methodist Church was represented by Kichard Bas-

sett, of Delaware, a distinguished lawyer, and a confidential

friend of Bishop Asbury. He, with other influential Methodists

of Delaware, George Bead, John Dickinson, and their associates,

urged the people of Delaware to adopt the Constitution, which

they did in 1787.
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The Quakers,

As a Christian denomination, have exerted no unimportant in-

fluence on the religious character and sentiments of the nation.

They took their rise in England ahout the middle of the seven-

teenth century, and called themselves at first Seekers, from the

fact that they professed to seek pure truth ; afterwards, how-

ever, from their peace principles and conduct, they assumed the

name of Friends.

George Fox was the founder of the Friends' Society, in

1648. In 1669 he visited America, and, spending two years in

this country, he formally organized the denomination on this

continent. It was, however, left for Penn to give system and

vigor to the Society. In March, 1681, he obtained from Charles

II. *a grant of all the territory which now bears the name of

Pennsylvania, where he desired to ''spread the principles and

doctrines of the Quakers, and to build up a peaceful and virtuous

empire in the new land, which should diflFuse its examples far

and wide to the remotest ages." In 1682 Penn set sail for this

country, and in the following year founded Philadelphia, and laid

the permanent basis of a civil and religious society in accord-

ance with the principles of the Quakers.

They rapidly rose to prominence, and their influence for good

has been extended over the continent. During the Kevolution,

many of this denomination declined to take up arms against

George III., because forbidden by a fundamental article of

their faith. Stephen Hopkins, of Rhode Island, a signer of the

Declaration of Independence, was a member of the Friends'

Society and labored zealously for its prosperity. This body of

Christians, by their principles and the example of their peaceful

lives, have done much to give a higher moral tone to our

national character. Their patriotism and attachment to the

new Government were evinced in the following congratulatory

address to Washington on his being inaugurated President of

the United States.

The Address of the Religious Societt called Quakers, from their

Yearly Meeting for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, and
thb western fart of maryland and virginia.

To the President <if the United States,

Being met in this our annual assembly, for the well-ordering the

affairs of our religious society and the promotion of universal right-
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eousness, our minds have been drawn to consider that the Almighty, who
ruleth in heaven and among the kingdoms of men, having permitted

a great revolution to take place in the government of this country, we
are fervently concerned that the rulers of the people may be favored

with the counsels of Grod,—the only sure means of enabling them to

fulfil the important trusts committed to their charge, and in an especial

manner that Divine wisdom and grace vouchsafed from above may
qualify thee to fill up the duties of the exalted station to which thou
art appointed.

We are sensible thou hast obtained a great place in the esteem and
affection of the people of all denominations over whom thou presidest

;

and, many eminent talents being committed to thy trust, we much desire

they may be fully devoted to the Lord's honor and service, that thua

thou mayest be an happy instrument in his hands for the suppression

of vice, infidelity, and irreligion, and every species of oppression on the

persons or concerns of men, so that righteousness and peace, which
truly exalt a nation, may prevail throughout the land, as the only solid

foundation that can be laid for prosperity and happiness.

The free toleration which the citizens of these States enjoy in the public

worship of the Almighty agreeably to the dictates of their consciences,

we esteem among the choicest of blessings ; and we desire to be filled with

fervent charity for those who differ from us in matters of faith and prac-

tice,—^believing that the general assembly of saints is composed of the sin-

cere and upright-hearted of all nations, kingdoms, and people, so we trust

we may justly claim it in others. In full persuasion that the divine prin-

ciple we profess leads into harmony and concord, we can take no part

in warlike measures on any occasion or under any power, but we are

bound in conscience to lead quiet and peaceable lives in godliness and
honesty among men, contributing freely our proportion to the indigencies

of the poor and to the necessary support of the civil government;
acknowledging those that rule to be worthy of double honor, having

never been chargeable from our first establishment as a religious society

with fomenting or countenancing tumult or conspiracies, or disrespect

to those who are placed in authority over us.

We wish not improperly to intrude on thy time and patience ; nor is it

our practice to offer adulation to any. But, as we are a people whose
principles and conduct have been misrepresented and traduced, we take

the liberty to assure thee that we feel our hearts affectionately drawn
towards thee, and those in authority over us, with prayers that thy

Presidency may, under the blessing of Heaven, be happy to thyself and
to the people, that through the increase of morality and true religion

Divine Providence may condescend to look down upon our land with a

propitious eye, and bless the inhabitants with the continuance of peace,

the dew of heaven, and the fatness of the earth, and enable us grate-

fully to acknowledge his manifold mercies.

And it is our earnest concern that he may be pleased to giant thee

every necessary qualification to fill thy weighty and important station to

his glory, and that finally, when all terrestrial honors shall pass away,

thou and thy respectable consort may be found worthy to receive a
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crown of unfading righteousness in the mansions of peace and joy for-

ever.

Signed in and on behalf of the said meeting, held at Philadelphia, by
adjournment, from the 28th of the 9th month to the 3d of the 10th

month inclusive, 1789.

Signed, Nicholas Waln, Clerk,

ANSWER.

To the Religious Society called Quakers, at their Yearly Meeting for Pennsyl'

vania. New Jersey, Delaware, and the western part of Maryland and Virginia*

Gentlemen :

—

I receive with pleasure your affectionate address, dnd thank you for

the friendly sentiments and good wishes which you express for the

success of my administration and for my personal happiness.

We have reason to rejoice in the prospect that the present national

Government, which, by the favor of Divine Providence, was formed by
the common counsels and peaceably established with the common con-

sent of the people, will prove a blessing to every denomination of them.
To render it such, my best endeavors shall not be wanting.

Government being, among other purposes, instituted to protect the

persons and consciences of men from oppression, it certainly is the duty
of rulers not only to abstain from it themselves, but, according to their

stations, to prevent it in others.

The liberty enjoyed by the people of these States of worshipping

Almighty God agreeably jx> their consciences, is not only among the

choicest of their blessings, but also of their rights. While men perform

their social duties faithfully, they do all that society or the state can
with propriety demand or expect, and remain responsible to their Maker
for the religion or modes of faith which they may prefer or profess.

Your principles and conduct are well known to me ; and it is doing

the people called Quakers no more than justice to say that (except their

declining to share with others the burthen of the common defence) there

is no denomination among us who are more exemplary and useful

citizens.

I assure you, very explicitly, that, in my opinion, the conscientious

scruples of all men should be treated with great delicacy and tender^

ness; and it is my wish and desire that the laws may always be as

extensively accommodated to them as a due regard to the protection

and interests of the nation may justify and permit.

Georqe Washikqton.
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CHAPTER XX.

DirrOH BIFOSMBD CHVBCH—^TBIDUTB OV OHANCBLLOR KENT—ADDBK88 Or THSIK

8TN0D TO WASHINGTON—HIS &BPLT—QB&MAir Lt7THB&AN CHUBCH—BABLT
BISTORT—ADDRESS TO WASHINGTON—HIS REPLY—CONVENTION OF THE UNI-

VBR8ALI9T SOCIETY—^ADDRESS TO WASHINGTON—^HIS REPLY—^ADDRESS OF THR
8WBDBNBOROIAN CHURCHES TO WASHINGTON—HIS REPLY—^ADDRkSS OV THR
HEBREW CONGREGATION TO WASHINGTON—^HIS ANSWER—^UNITED BRETHRRX
CHURCH—BABLY HISTOBT— ADDBBSS TO WASHINGTON— HIS RBPLY—THE
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH—ADDRESS IN A ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH OF PHILA-

DELPHIA IN 1779—^ARCHRISHOP CARROLL—^ADDRESS OF THE CATHOLIC CHAP-

LAIN ON THE SURRENDER OF CORNWALLIS—^ADDRESS OF ROMAN CATHOLIO

CLERGYMEN AND LAITY TO WASHINGTON—HIS ANSWER.

The Dutch Reformed Church

In the United States has an ancient and honorable origin, and a

history replete with the achievements of piety and patriotism.

It is the oldest branch of the great Presbyterian family in

America, its ecclesiastical history beginning in New York as

early as 1626,—^almost cotemporaneous with that of the Puritans.

The State of New York and its great commercial metropolis

were both colonized by emigrants from Holland of this Chris-

tian faith. The Dutch Reformed was the established Church

of the colony until it passed under the jurisdiction of the

British in 1664, when, by an act of Parliament, the Episcopal

Church was established, to whose support the Dutch Reformed

and English Presbyterians, and all others, were, for almost a

century, compelled to contribute.

This Church has ever been the zealous promoter of learn-

ing and the champion of civil and religious liberty. Her
history is adorned with some of the brightest and most honor-

able names in the Christian and civic annals of the country,

who, in the persons of the Livingstons and others, largely shared

in the work of building up a Christian empire and establishing

a free government.

The Christian, catholic spirit of the Dutch Reformed Church,

in all the works of piety and patriotism, is well expressed in

the Church motto, '*JEendragt maakt Magt" (Union creates
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Strength). "Let," said Dr. De Witt, "this motto handed down
to us be inscribed on all our banners and lodged in our hearts,

and then let us enlist under the common banner of the Captain

of our salvation, with the tribes of Israel. The word eendragt,

which we translate union, is a compound one, literally signifying

Ofie pnlL So let it be ' A long pull, a stronq pull, and a
PULL ALL TOGETHER.'"

^' The character of the Church," says Dr. De Witt, "has been,

throughout her history, conservative and catholic, steadfastly

adhering to her faith and order, and dwelling in quietness and

kindness by the side of other evangelical denominations. The
history of our State [New York] shows the pervading spirit of

patriotism among her members, in adherence to popular rights

and civil liberty, throughout the colonial annals and the Revo-

lutionary contest."

• The tribute paid by Chancellor Kent to the early Dutch

settlers of the State, in his address before the New York
Historical Society in 1828, will be found characteristic and

just:—"The Dutch discoverers of New Netherlands (New
York) were grave, temperate, firm, persevering men, who
brought with them the industry, the economy, the simplicity,

the integrity, and the bravery of our Belgic sires; and with

those virtues they also imported the lights of the Roman civil

law and the purity of the Protestant faith. To that period we
are to look with chastened awe and respect for the beginning

of our city, and the works of our primitive fathers, our Albani

patreSf atque altcB Mxnia Homce"
After Washington's inauguration, the Synod of this Church

presented to him the following address :

—

Nkw Tobk, October 9, 1789.

To the President qf the United States,

Sir:—
The Synod of the Keformed Dutch Church in North America emhraoe

the occasion of their annual session, being the first since your appoint-

ment, to present you their sincere congratulations, and to join in that

great and general joy testified by all descriptions of citizens on your
acceptance of the highest office in the nation.

We cannot forbear expressing our gratitude to God for preserving your

valuable life amidst so many dangers till this time ; for inspiring you
with a large portion of the martial spirit, and forming you also for the

milder and more agreeable arts of government and peace ; for endow-
ing you with great virtues, and calling them into exercise by great

events ; for distinguishing you with honors, and giving you remarkable
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prudence and moderation ; and for making your extraordinary talents

the more conspicuous, useful, and durable, by superinducing the noble

ornament of humility. Your country has, with one voice, attested your

excellency by inviting you again to public life, and you have confirmed

its judgment by returning to fresh scenes and toils after you had retired

to the shade from the burden and )ieat of a long day.

Among the many signal interpositions of Divine Providence, we re-

mark the late important change in the General Government,—a change

neither effected by accident nor imposed by force, but adopted in the

bosom of peace, after a free and mature deliberation, and in which a

people widely extended, and various in their habits, are united beyond
the most raised expectations. In these respects the United States of

America stand single among all the nations of the earth. Other revo-

lutions may have been more diversified and splendid, but none more
honorable to human nature, and none so likely to produce such happy
effects. This government being now completely organized, and all its

departments filled, Ave trust that God will give wisdom to its councils

and justice to its administration, and that we shall at length realize

those blessings which animated our hopes through a difficult and ruinous

war.

To our constant prayers for the welfare of our country and of the

whole human race, we shall esteem it our duty and happiness to unite

our earnest endeavors to promote the pure and undefiled religion of

Christ ; for as this secures eternal felicity to men in a future state, so we
are persuaded that good Christians will always be good citizens, and that

where righteousness prevails among individuals the nation will be great

and happy. Thus, while just government protects all in their religious

rights, true religion affords to government its surest support.

We implore the Lord God to be your sun -and shield. May your
administration be prosperous. May the blessings of millions come upon
you, and your name be grateful to all posterity. Above all, may you
finish your course with joy, be numbered among the redeemed of the

Lord, and enter into everlasting rest.

In the name and by the order of Synod.

John H. Livingston, Dieck Lsfferts,

William Linn, Isaac Rovbrett,

GeRADUS a. KuTFERSy RiCHARD YaRICK,

Peter Louw, Henry Roome.

Gentlemen :

—

I receive with a grateful heart your pious and affectionate address, and
with truth declare to you that no circumstance in my life has affected

me more sensibly, or produced more pleasing emotions, than the friendly

congratulations and strong assurances of support which I have received

from my fellow-citizens of all descriptions upon my election to the Pre-

sidency of these United States.

I fear, gentlemen, your goodness has led you to form too exalted an
opinion of my virtues and merits. If such talents as I possess have been
called into action by great evente, and those events have terminated

happily for our country, the glory should be ascribed to the manifest
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interposition of an overruling Providence. My military services have

been abundantly recompensed by the flattering approbation of a grateful

people ; and if a faith^l discharge of my civil duties can insure a like

reward, I shall feel myself richly compensated for any personal sacrifice

I may have made by engaging again in public life.

The citizens of the United States of America have given as signal a

proof of their wisdom and virtue, in framing and adopting a consti-

tution of government without bloodshed or the intervention of force,

as they on a former occasion exhibited to the world of their valor, forti-

tude, and perseverance ; and it must be a pleasing circumstance to every

friend of good order and social happiness to find that our new govern-

ment is gaining strength and respectability among the citizens of this

country in proportion as its operations are known and its effects

felt.

You, gentlemen, act the part of pious Christians and good citizens by

your prayers and exertions for that harmony and good will towards men
which must be the basis of every political establishment ; and I readily

join with you, " that, whilejust government protects all in their religious

rights, true religion affords to government its surest support."

I am deeply impressed with your good wishes for my present and
future happiness, and I beseech Almighty God to take you and yours

under his snecial care.
^

George WASHiNGToif.

The German Lutheran Church,

Bearing the name of the great Reformer, was a zealous colaborer

in the cause of freedom during the Revolution. In Europe,

particularly in Germany, they wield a commanding influence,

and in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Prussia, Belgium, and

many of the smaller States of Germany, it is the established

religion. This denomination has ever been distinguished for

its zeal in learning and its devotion to the cause of civil and

religious liberty. They have a greater number of colleges and

universities under their care than any other Protestant denomi-

nation, and are devoted to Bible and missionary operations in

every part of the world.

Among the first emigrants to Pennsylvania and the adjoining

colonies, they took an active part in the great work of Chris-

tian colonization, and have since spread through almost all

parts of our extending country ; and wherever they have gone,

schools, and all the vitalizing forces of a Christian civilization,

have sprung into being. They now number a thousand congre-

gations, with a hundred thousand members.
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Address or the Ministers, Ghurch-Wajidens, and Vestrtmen or thb
German Lutheran Conoreoations in and near the City or Phila-
delphia, TO HIS Excellency George Washington, President or the
United States.

Sir :—
It is with inexpressible satis&ction that we, the ministers, church-

wardens, and vestrymen of the German Lutheran Congregations in and
near the city of Philadelphia, address your Excellency on the present

occasion. The entire esteem, the exalted consideration, with which we
view your character, delightfully combine with the duty we owe to this

our country and the love we bear to every fellow-citizen throughout these

States, in exciting us to announce the joy we entertain in your appoint-

ment to the station of President-in-Chief.

The affairs of America, in which your Excellency bore so illustrious a
part from the very beginning of a most arduous contest, all along ex-

hibited more than the symptoms of a great and general prosperity to be
at leugtli completed. The most clouded portions of our time were not
without some ray of hope, and numerous occurrences, through the

blessing of Divine Providence, were brilliant and eminently fortunate.

The present happy crisis sheds a lustre on the past events of our Union,

and it seems to be the presage of every thing desirable to come.

Pleasingly do we anticipate tlje blessings of a wise, efficient government,

equal freedom, perfect safety, a sweet contentment spreading through

the whole land, irreproachable mannei-s, with pure religion, and that

righteousness which exalteth a nation.

Though as individuals we can be but very little known to you, yet as

representatives, in some respect, of a numerous people in this city, and
being so situated as to know well the minds of our German brethren

nearly through this State, we can with some propriety come forward in

this manner. It is, therefore, with assurance and pleasure we affirm

that there is no body of people whatsoever that can, or ever shall, exceed

those with whom we are connected, in affection for your person, confi-

dence in your abilities, patriotism, and distinguished goodness. You
are the man of their bosoms and veneration. On this ground may we
be entitled to some excuse for what might seem to be intrusion in the

midst of your numerous weighty engagements. And here permit us to

subjoin that we shall never cease to address the throne of grace with

the same warmth and sincerity of heart for your present and everlasting

happiness as for our own.

ANSWEB.
Gentlemen :

—

While I request you to accept my thanks for your kind address, I must
profess myself highly gratified by the sentiments of esteem and con-

sideration contained in it. The approbation my past conduct has received

from so worthy a body of citizens as that whose joy for my appointment

you announce, is a proof of the indulgence with which my future trans-

actions will be judged.

I could not, however, avoid apprehending tliat the partiality of my
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countrymen in favor of the measures now pursued, had led them to

expect too much from the present government, did not the same Provi-

dence which has been visible in every stage of our progress to this

interesting crisis, from a combination of circumstances, give us cause to

hope for the accomplishment of all our reasonable desires.

Thus partaking with you in the pleasing anticipation of the blessings

of a wise and efficient government, I flatter myself that opportunities

will not be wanting to show my disposition to encourage the domestic

and public virtues of industry, economy, patriotism, philanthropy, and
that righteousness which exalteth a nation.

I rejoice in having so suitable an occasion to testify the reciprocity of

my esteem for the numerous people whom you represent. From the
excellent character, the diligence, sobriety, and virtue, which the Ger-

mans in general who are settled in America have ever maintained, I

cannot forbear felicitating myself on receiving from so respectable a
number of them such strong assurances of their affection for my person,

confidence in my integrity, and zeal to support me in my endeavors for

promoting the welfare of our common country.

So lon^ as my conduct shall merit the approbation of the wise and the

good, I hope to hold the same place in your affections which your friendly

declarations induce me to believe I possess at present ; and, amidst all

the vicissitudes that may await me in this mutable existence, I shall

earnestly desire the continuance of an interest in your intercessions at

the throne of grace.

Georgb Washington.

The Convention of the Universalist Cliurch assembled in

Philadelphia, in 1790, sent the following address to Washing-

ton:

—

To the President qf the United Staies.

Sir:—
Permit us, in the name of the Society whom we represent, to concur

in the numerous congratulations which have been offered to you since

your accession to the government of the United States.

For an account of our principles we beg leave to refer you to the

pamphlet we have now the honor to put into your hands. In this pub-

lication it will appear that the peculiar doctrine which we hold is not

less friendly to the order and happiness of society than it is essential to

the perfection of the Deity.

It is a singular circumstance in the history of this doctrine, that it

has been preached and defended in every age since the promulgation of

the gospel ; but we represent the first society professing this doctrine

that have formed themselves into an independent Church. Posterity

will hardly fail of connecting this memorable event with the auspicious

years of peace, liberty, and free inquiry in the United States which dis-

tinguished the administration of General Washington.

We join thus publicly with our affectionate fellow-citizens in thanks

to Almighty God for the last of his numerous signal acts of goodness to

our country, in preserving your valuable life in a late dangerous indis-

30
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position ; and we aagure you, sir, that duty will not prompt us more than
a£Pection to pray that you may long continue the support and ornament
of our country, and that you may hereafter fill a higher station, and
6i\joy the greater reward of being a king and priest to our Gk}d.

Signed in behalf and by order of the Convention.

John Mureat.
Wh. Euginb, SeereUtry.

ANSWER.
GsiTTLmN:

—

I thank you cordially for the congratulations which you offer on my
appointment to the office I have the honor to hold in the Government
of the United States.

It gives me the most sensible pleasure to find that in our nation, how-
ever different are the sentiments of citizens on religious doctrines, they

generally concur in one thing ; for their political professions and practices

are almost universally friendly to the order and happiness of our civil

institutions. I am also happy in finding this disposition particularly

evinced by your Society. It is, moreover, my earnest desire that all the

members of every association or community throughout the United
States may make such use of the auspicious years ofpeace, liberty, and free

inquiry with which they are now favored, as they shaU hereafter find

occasion to rejoice for having done.

With great satisfaction I embrace this opportunity to express my
acknowledgments for the interest my affectionate fellow-citizens have
taken in my recovery from a late dangerous indisposition ; and I assure

you, gentlemen, that, in mentioning my obligations for the effusions of

your benevolent wishes in my behalf, I feel animated with new zeal that

my conduct may ever be worthy of your favorable opinion, as well as

such as shall in every respect best comport with the character of an
intelligent and accountable being. George Washington.

Address from the Members of the Kew (Swedenborgian) Church at

Baltimore.

To George Washington, Etq,

Sir:—
While the nations of the earth, and the people of the United States

especially, have in their various denominations paid the tribute of respect-

ful deference to the illustrious President thereof, permit, sir, a Society,

however small in numbers, yet sincere, they trust, in their attachment,

to offer up, in the dawn of ilieir institution, that mark of dutiful esteem

which well becometh new associations, to the Chief Magistrate "of

America.

We presume not, sir, to enter into any reiterated panegyric of match-

less virtues or exalted character, but, assuming causes with effects, we are

led to believe that you were a chosen vessel for great and salutary pur-

poses, and that both in your actions and in your conduct you justly

stand one of the first disinterested and exemplary men upon the earth.

Neither in this address can we, were it expected, enter into a detail of

the profession of our faith ; but we are free to declare that we feel our-
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edves among the number of those who have occasion to r^oice that the

^ord literally is spiritually fulfilling ; that a new and glorious dispen-

sation, or fresh manifestation of Divine Loye, hath commenced in our

land, when, as there is but one Lord, so is his name becoming one
throughout the earth; and th&t the power of Light, or truth and
righteousness, is in*an eminent degree universally prevailing, and even

triumphing over the power of darkness ; when priestcraft and kingcraft,

those banes of human felicity, are hiding their diminished heads, and
equidity in State, as well as in Church, proportionably to merit, are con-

sidered the true criterion of the majesty of the people.

Oh, sir, could we, without being charged with adulation, pour out the

fulness of our souls to the enlightened conduct of him who stands chief

among the foremost of men, what a volume of truth mightwe dcvservedly

oflTer to the name of Washington on the altar of liberty uncircum-

scribed ! Allow us, by the first opportunity, to present to your Excellency,

among other tracts, the Compendium of the New Church, signified by

the New Jerusalem in the Revelation, as the readiest means to furnish

you with a just idea of the heavenly doctrines.

That the Lord Jesus, whom alone we acknowledge as ** the true God
and eternal life," will preserve you long to reign in the hearts of the

people, and lastingly to shine as a gem of the brightest lustre, a star of

the first magnitude, in the unfading mansions above, is the fervent aspi-

ration of your faithful citizens and affectionate brethren.

Done, in behalf of the members of the Lord's New Church, at Balti-

more, the 22d day of January, 1793.

Teste, W. Y. Didier,

tSee'ypro tern,

•
ANSWER,

To the Members of the Swedenhorgum Church, Baltimore*

Gentlbmxn :

—

It has ever been my pride to merit the approbation of my fellow-citi-

xens by a faithful and honest discharge of the duties annexed to those

stations in which they have been pleaded to place me ; and the dearest

rewards of my services have been those testimonies of esteem and confi-

dence with which they have honored me. But to the manifest inter-

position of an overruling Providence, and to the patriotic exertions of the

citizens of United America, are to be ascribed those events which have
given us a respectable rank among the nations of earth.

We have abundant reason to rejoice that in this land the light of

truth and reason has triumphed over the power of bigotry and supersti-

tion, and that every person may here worship God according to the

dictates of his own heart. In this enlightened age, and in this land of

equal liberty, it is our boast that a man's religious tenets will not forfeit

the protection of the laws, nor deprive him of the right of attaining and
holding the highest oflioes that are known in the United States.

Your prayers for my present and future felicity are received with

gratitude ; and I sincerely wish, gentlemen, that you may, in your social
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and individual capacities, taste those blessings which a gracious God
bestows upon the righteous.

Geobgs Washington.

Address of the Hebrew Congregation in Newport, Rhode Island, t9
THE President of the United States or America.

Sir:—
Permit the children of the stock of Abraham to approach yoa with

the most cordial affection and esteem for your person and merit, to join

with our fellow-citizens in welcoming you to Newport.

With pleasure we reflect on those days of difficulty and danger when
the God of Israel, who delivered David from the peril of the sword^

shielded your head in the day of battle ; and we r^oice to think thai

the same spirit that rested in the bosom of the greatly beloved DanieU
enabling him to preside over the provinces of the Babylonish empire^

restSf and ever will rest, upon you, enabling you to discharge the arduous

duties of Chief Magistrate of these States.

Deprived as we have heretofore been of the invaluable rights of free

citizens, we now (with a deep sense of gratitude to the Almighty Dis-

poser of all evapnts) behold a government erected by the Majestt of

the People,—a government which to bigotry gives no sanction, to perse-

cution no assistance, but generously affording to all liberty of coBscienoe

and immunities of citizenship, deeming every one, of whatever nation,

tongue, or language, equal parts of the great governmental machine.
This so ample and so extensive federal union, whose base is philanthropy,

mutual confidence, and public virtue, we cannot but acknowledge to be
the work of the great God who ruleth in the armies of heaven and among
the inhabitants of the earth, doing whatsoever seemeth him good.

For all the blessings of civil and religious liberty which we enjojAinder

a benign administration, we desire to send up our thanks to the Ancient

of Days, the great preserver of men, beseeching him that the angel

who conducted our forefathers through the wilderness into the promised
land may graciously conduct you through all the difficulties and dangers

of this mortal life. And when, like Joshua, full of days and full of

honors, you are gathered to your fathers, may you be admitted into the

heavenly paradise, to partake of the water of life and the tree of im-
mortality.

Done and signed by the order of the Hebrew Congregation in New-
port, Rhode Island.

S^ed, MosmSsiXAS, Warden.
Newport, August 17, 1790.

ANSWER.
Gextlemen :

—

While I receive with much satisfaction your address, replete with ex-

pressions of affection and esteem, I rejoice in the opportunity of assuring

you that I shall always retain a grateful remembrance of the cordial

welcome I experienced in my visit to Newport, from all classes of citizens.

The reflection on the days of difficulty and danger which are past is

rendered the more sweet from a consciousness that they are succeeded
by days of uncommon prosperity and security.
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If we have wisdom to make the best use of the advantages with which

we are now favored, we cannot fail, under the just administration of good

government, to hecome a great and happy people.

The citizens of the United States of America have a right to applaud

themselves for having given to mankind examples of an enlarged and
liberal policy,—a policy worthy of imitation. AH possess alike liberty

of conscience and immunities of citizenship. It is now no mo^e that

toleration is spoken of as if it was by the indulgence of one class of

the people that another ei^'oyed the exercise of their inherent natural

rights. For happily the Government of the United States, which gives

to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance, requires only that

those who live under its protection should demean themselves as good
citizens, in giving it on all occasions their effectual support.

It would be inconsistent with the frankness of my character not to

avow that I am pleased with your favorable opinion of my administration

and fervent wishes for my felicity. May the children of the stock of

Abraham, who dwell in this land, continue to merit and to eigoy the good

will of the other inhabitants, while every one shall sit in safety under
his own vine and fig-tree, and there shall be none to make him afraid.

May the Father of all mercies scatter light, and not darkness, in our

paths, and make us all in our several vocations useful here, and, in his

own due time and way, everlastingly happy.

G. Washington.

Addrxss or TEX Hjsbrsw Oongrboation of the City of Savannah to thb
Frbsidsnt of the United States.

Sie:—
We have long been anxious to congratulate you on your appointment

by unanimous approbation to the Presidential dignity of this country,

and of testifying our unbounded confidence in your integrity and im-
blemiflhed virtue. Yet, however exalted the station you now fill, it is

still not equal to the merit of your heroic services through an arduous
and dangerous conflict, which has embosomed you in the hearts of her
citizens.

Our eccentric situation, added to a diffidence bounded on the most
profound respect, has thus long prevented our address

; yet the delay

has realized anticipation, giving us an opportunity of presenting our
most grateful acknowledgments for the benedictions of Heaven through
the energy of federal influence and the equity of your administration.

Your unexfiunpled liberality and extensive philanthropy have dis-

pelled that cloud of bigotry and superstition which has long, as a veil,

shaded religion, unriveted the fetters of enthusiasm, enfranchised us
with all the privileges and immunities of free citizens, and initiated us

into the grand mass of legislative mechanism. By example you have
taught us to endure the ravages of war with manly fortitude, and to

eigoy the blessings of peace with reverence to the Deity and benignity

and love to our fellow-creatures.

May the great Author of worlds grant you all happiness, an uninter-

rupted series of health, addition of years to the number of your days,
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and a continuance of guardianship to that freedom which, under tbe
auspices of Heaven, your magnanimity and wisciom have giren these
States. LEri Sheftal, PretiderU,

In behalf of the Hebrew C<mgregatim.

To the Hebrew congregation of the city of Savannah, May,
1790, Washington sent the following address :

—

Gextlkmen :

—

I thank you with great sincerity for your congratulations on my ap-

pointment to the office which I have the honor to hold by the \inani'

mous choice of my fellow-citizens, and especially for the expressions

which you are pleased to use in testifying the confidence that is reposed

in me by your congregation.

As the delay which has naturally intervened between my electiem and
your address has afforded an opportunity for appreciating the merits

of the Federal Government and for communicating your sentiments of

its administration, I have rather to express my satisfaction than regret

at a circumstance which demonstrates (upon experiment) your attach*

ment to the former, as well as approbation of the latter.

I rejoice that a spirit of liberality and philanthropy is much more
prevalent than it formerly was among the enlightened nations of the

earth, and that your brethren will benefit thereby in proportion as it

shall become still more extensive. Happily, the people of the United

States of America have in many instances exhibited examples worthy
of imitation, the salutary influence of which will doubtless extend much
farther, if, gratefully eiyoying those blessings of peace which, under the

favor of Heaven, have been obtained by fortitude in war, they shall con-

duct themselves with reverence to the Deity and charity towards their

fellow-creatures.

May the same wonder-working Deity who long since delivered the

Hebrews from their Egyptian oppressors, and planted them in the pro-

mised land, whose providential agency has lately been conspicuous in

establishing these United States as an independent nation, continue to

water them with the dews of Heaven, and to make the inhabitants of

every denomination participate in the temporal and spiritual blessings

of that people whose God is Jehovah*

Gbosqe Washington.

The MojiAviAN Church,—^Ukitas Fratrum—^Ukiteb

Brethren,

Deserve an honorable record iu the story of the labors and

achievements of American freedom. Rising into denominational

existence at the time of the Reformation under Luther, and

corresponding with him and Calvin, and other Reformers, the

great apostles of religious liberty, the Moravian Church waa as

notable for its steadfast devotion to freedom as it has ever been
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for the simplicity of its Cliristian faith and the fervor of its piety.

The various colonies, transplanted to America and principally

settled in North Carolina, brought with them their ardent love

of liberty, and bore an honorable part in praying and fighting

for independence and freedom. They,* " with other German Pro-

testants, were firmly attached, from the commencement, to the

principles which gave vitality to our Declaration of Inde-

pendence" and formation to our free institutions. Evangelical

and enlightened, their Church not only watered the tree of

liberty with their tears, prayers, and blood, but, in their grow-

ing influence and importance as a spiritual and active body of

Christians, they aided in the great work of preserving our fi:ee

institutions and in perfecting our Christian civilization.

Address or thb Unitkd Bbethren to Frssidknt Washington.

To his ExceReney George Washington^ President of the United States of

America. The Address of the Directors qf the Uniied Brethren for Pro*

pagating the Gospel among the Heathen,

Sir:—
The Directors of the Society of the United Brethren for Propagating

the Gospel among the Heathen, do, in the name of thi^ Society, and in

the name of all the Brethren's congregations in these United States,

most cordially congratulate you on being appointed President of the

United States of America.

Filled with gi*atitude towards God and our Saviour, imto whose good-

ness and kind interpoution we ascribe this great and joyous event, we
rely on his mercy and on the influence of his good Spirit, when we ex-

pect that your administration will prove salutary and a blessing to that

nation whose unanimous voice has called you to preside over it.

We embrace this opportunity to present you a small treatise which
contains an account of the manner in which the Protestant Church of

the Unitas Fratrum, or United Brethren, preach the gospel and carry

on their missions among the heathen. You will be pleased, sir, to

accept it as a token of our affection and reverence, and of the confidence

we repose in you to patronize all undertakings for propagating Ghris-

tianity among the heathen. Permit us at the present time to recom-

mend in a particular manner the Brethren's mission among the Indians

in the territory of the United States, which is at present at Petquotting,

on Lake Erie, and in a very dangerous situation, to your kind notice and
protection, and to lay before you the ardent wish and anxious desire of

seeing the light of the glorious gospel spread more and more over this

country, and great multitudes of poor, benighted heathen brought by
it to the saving knowledge of Christ our Saviour, who gave himself a
ransom for all, and who will have all men to be saved and to come to

the knowledge of the truth.

We fervently pray the Lord to strengthen your health, to support
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yoa daily by hia IMvine aasiBtaiice, and to be hmiBelf your shield and
great reward.

Signed in behalf of the Society of the United Brethren for Propa-
gating the Gospel among the Heathen, and in behalf of all the Congre-

gations in the United States.

John Abnxb Aubneb, Chaeles Gotthold Reichxl,

Hans Cnv Schweikin, Paul Hinsteb,

Frederick Peter, Dayid Zeirlerger, Junior.

; BsTHLBHKVi July 10, 1789.

To the Directors of the /Society qf the United Brethrenfor PropagaUng the Gospel

amxmg the Heathen.

Gentlemen :

—

I reoeive with satisfaction the congratulations of your Society, and of

the Brethren's Congregations in the United States of America. For
you may be persuaded that the approbation and good wishes of such a
peaceable and virtuous community cannot be indifferent to me.
You will also be pleased to accept my thanks for the treatise [mission-

ary paper] you presented, and be assured of my patronage in your laud*

able undertakings.

In proportion as the General Government of the United States shall

acquire strength by duration, it is probable that they may have it in

their power to extend a salutary influence to the aborigines in the ex-

tremities of their territory. In the mean time, it will be a desirable

thing for the protection of the Union to co-operate, as far as circum-

stances may conveniently admit, with the disinterested endeavors of

your Society to civilize and Christianize the savages of the wilderness.

Under these impressions, I pray Almighty God to have you always in

his holy keeping.
George Washington.

The Address of the Ministers and Elders of the German Reformed
Congregations in the United States, at their General Meeting
HELD at Philadelphia on the 10th Day of June, 1789.

2b the President of the United /States.

Whilst the infinite goodness of Almighty God, in his gracious provi-

dence over the American people of the United States of America, calls

for sincerest and most cordial gratitude to Him that ruleth supremely

and ordereth all things in heaven and on earth in unerring wisdom and
righteousness, the happy, the peaceful establishment of the new Govern-

ment over which you so deservedly preside cannot fail but inspire our

souls with new and most lively emotions of adoration, praise, and
thanksgiving unto his holy name.
As it is our firm pxurpose to support in our persons a Government

founded injustice and equity, so it shall be our constant duty to impress

the minds of the people intrusted to our care with a due sense of the

necessity of uniting reverence to such a Government and obedience to its

laws with the duties and exercises of religion. Thus we hope, by the

blessing of God, to be in some measure instrumental in alleviating the
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burden of that weighty and important charge to which you have been

called by the unanimous voice of your fellow-citizens, and which your

love to your country has constrained you to take upon you.

Deeply possessed of a sense of the goodness of God in the appoint-

ment of your person to the highest station in the national Government,

we shall continue in our public worship, and in all devotions before the

throne of grace, to pray that it may please God to bless you, in your per-

son, your family, and your Government, with all temporal and spiritual

blessings in Christ Jesus.

Signed by order of the meeting,
Th. Hjsndel, /). t PrcBS,

F. Delliksn, p, t. Scriba,

ANSWER.
Gentlemen :

—

I am happy in concurring with you in the sentiments of gratitude and
piety towards Almighty God which are expressed with such fervency

of devotion in your address, and in believing that I s^all always find

in you, and the German Reformed congregations of the United States,

a conduct correspondent to such worthy and pious sentiments.

At the same time, I return you my thanks for the manifestation of

your firm purpose to support in your persons a Government founded in

justice and equity, and for the promise that it will be your constant

study to impress the minds of the people intrusted to your care with a

due sense of the necessity of uniting reverence to such a Government
and obedience to its laws with the duties and exercises of religion. Be
assured, gentlemen, it is by such conduct very much in the power of

the virtuous members of the community to alleviate the burden of the

important office which I have accepted, and to give me the occasion to

rejoice in this world for having followed therein the dictates of my
conscience.

Be pleased also to accept my acknowledgments for the interest you
80 kindly take in the prosperity of my person, family, and adminis-

tration. May your devotions before the throne of grace be effectual in

calling down the blessings of Heaven upon yourselves and your country,

George Washington.

The Eoman Catholic Church

Contributed largely to the success of the cause of liberty and
the Eevolution.

"It is a curious fact/' says Headley, "that in our first

struggle for liberty, and in all the wars Aat the republic has

since waged, even till now, when the North is struggling against

a monstrous rebellion, Eoman Catholic chaplains have sent up

iheir prayers side by side with Protestant ones." They have

presented the delightful spectacle of working together to sup-

port free institutions. The following address, delivered in a
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Roman Catholic church in Philadelphia, July 4, 1779, is a fair

illustration of the spirit they exhibited throughout. After a Te
Deum was chanted, the chaplain spoke as follows :

—

Gextlevin :—We are afisembled to celebrate the anniTereary of that

day which Providence has marked in his eternal decrees to become the

epocha of liberty and independence to the thirteen United States of

America. That Being, whose almighty hand holds all existence beneath

its dominion, undoubtedly produces in the depth of his wisdom those

great events which astonish the universe, and of which the most pre-

sumptuous, though instrumental in accomplishing, dare not attribute to

themselves the merit. But the finger of God is still more peculiarly

evident in the happy, the glorious Revolution which calls forth this

day's festivity.

He hath struck the oppressors of a free people—^free and peaceable—
with the spirit of delusion, which always renders the wicked the arti-

ficers of their own proper misfortunes.

Permit me, my dear brethren, citizens of the United States, to address

you on this occasion. It is God, the all-powerful God, who hath directed

your steps when you knew not where to apply for counsel ; who, when
you were without arms, fought for you with the sword of eternal justice

;

who, when you were in adversity, poured into your hearts the spirit

of courage, of wisdom, and of fortitude ; and who at length raised up
for your support a youthful sovereign, whose virtues bless and adorn a
sensible, a faithful, and a generous nation. This nation has blended her
interests with your interests and her sentiments with yours. She particir

pates in all yourjoys, and this day unites her voice to yours at the foot

of the altars of the eternal Qod to celebrate that glorious Revolution

which has placed the sons of America among the free and independent
nations of the earth.

We have nothing to apprehend but the anger of Heaven, or that the

measure of our guilt should exceed the measure of his mercy. Let us,

then, prostrate ourselves at the feet of the immortal Gk>d, who holds the

fate of empires in his hands, and raises them up at his pleasure or

breaks them to the dust. Let us implore him to conduct us by the way
which his providence has marked out for arriving at so desirable an end

;

let us offer unto him hearts imbued with sentiments of love, consecrated

by religion, by humanity and patriotism. Never is the august ministry

of his altars more acceptable to his Divine majesty than when it lays at

his feet homages, offerings, and vows so pure, so worthy of the common
Parent of mankind. God will not reject our joy, for he is the author of

it, nor will he reject our prayers, for they ask but the full accomplishment
of his decrees that he hath manifested. Filled with this spirit, let us,

in concert with each other, raise our hearts to the Eternal ; let us im-

plore his infinite mercy to be pleased to inspire the rulers of both
nations with the wisdom and force necessary to perfect what it hath
begun. Let us, in a word, unite our voices to beseech him to dispense

his blessings upon the councils and arms of the allies, that we may soon

eivioy the sweets of a peace which will cement the union and establish
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the prosperity of the two empires. It is with this view we shall cause

the canticle to be performed which the custom of the Catholic Church
hath consecrated to be at once the testimonial of public joy, a thanks*

giving for benefits received from Heaven, and a prayer for the continu-

ance of its success.

Archbishop Carroll, brother of Charles Carroll, who signed the

Declaration of Independence, was able and eloquent in defence

of the American cause. Those who heard him say " that when
he recited the terrors, the encouragements, the distresses, and

the glories of the struggle for independence," he was moved
with intense emotion, and swayed the feelings of his audience

with the strains of his patriotic and pious eloquence.

Noyember, 1781. \

Address deliversd by M. Paul Bardols to Congress, the Supreme Exe-

cutive Council, and the Assemblt of Pennsylvania, Ac. &c., who
were invited by his Excellency the Minister op France to attend in

the Roman Catholic Church in Philadelphia, during the Celebration

OF Divine Service and Thanksgiving for the Capture of Lord Corn-

WALLIS.

Gentlemen :

—

A numerous people assembled to render thanks to the Almighty for

his mercies is one of the most affecting objects, and worthy the atten-

tion of the Supreme Being. While camps resound with triumphal

acclamations, while nations rejoice in victory and glory, the most honors

able office a minister of the altar can fill is to be the organ by which
public gratitude is conveyed to the Omnipotent.

Those miracles which he once wrought for his chosen people are

renewed in our favor ; and it would be equally ungrateful and impious

not to acknowledge that the event which lately confounded our enemies

and frustrated their designs was the wonderful work of that God who
guards our liberties.

And who but he could so combine the circumstances which led to

success ? We have seen our enemies push forward amid perils ahnost

innumerable, amid obstacles almost insurmountable, to the spot that

was destined to witness their disgrace ; yet they eagerly sought it as the

theatre of their triumph 1 Blind as they were, they bore hunger, thirst,

and inclement skies, poured their blood in battle against brave repub-

licans, and crossed immense regions to confine themselves in another

Jericho, whose walls were fated to fall before another Joshua. It is He
whose voice commands the winds, the seas, and the seasons, who formed

a junction on the same day, in the same hour, between a formidable fleet

from the south, and an army rushing from the north like an impetuous

torrent. Who but He in whose hands are the hearts of men could

inspire the allied troops with the friendship, the confidence, the tender-

ness, of brothers 7 How is it that two nations, once divided, jealous,

inimical, and nursed in reciprocal prejudices, are now become so
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ANSWEB.
Gkntuirn :

—

While I now receive with much satisfaction your congratulationB on
my being called by a unanimous vote to the first station ofmy country,

I cannot but duly notice your politeness in offering an apology for the

unavoidable delay. As that delay has given you an opportunity of

realizing, instead of anticipating, the benefits of the General Gi>vern-

ment, you will do me the justice to believe that your testimony to the

increase of the public prosperity enhances the pleasure which I should

otherwise have experienced from your affectionate address.

I feel that my conduct in war and in peace has met with more gene-

ral approbation than I could have reasonably expected ; and I feel dis-

posed to consider that fortunate circumstance as in a great degree result-

ing from the able supportand extraordinary candor of my fellow-citizens

of all denominations.

The prospect of national prosperity now before us is truly animating,

and ought to excite the exertions of all good men to establish and
secure the happiness of their country in the permanent duration of its

freedom and independence. America, under the smiles of Divine Pro-

vidence, the protection of a good Government, the cultivation of man-
ners, morals, and piety, can hardly fail of attaining an uncommon
degree of eminence in literature, commerce, agriculture, improvements
at home, and respectability abroad.

As mankind become more liberal, they will be more apt to allow that

those who conduct themselves as worthy members of the community
are equally entitled to the protection of civil government. I hope ever

to see America among the foremost nations in examples of justice and
liberality. And I presume that your fellow-citizens will not forget your
patriotic part in the accomplishment of their Revolution and the esta-

blishment of their Government, or the important assistance which they

received from a nation in which the Boman Catholic religion is professed.

I thank you, gentlemen, for your kind concern for me. While my
life and my health shall continue, in whatever situation I may be, it

shall be my constant endeavor to justify the favorable sentiments you
are pleased to express of my conduct. And may the members of your
society in America, animated alone by the pure spirit of Christianity,

and still conducting themselves as the faithful subjects of our free

Government, ergoy every temporal and spiritual felicity.

GSORQE WaSHINOTON.
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CHAPTER XXL

0HBI8TIAN CHAKAOTIB OF WASHilfOTOK

—

^WBBSTEK'S VISW OF WABHIKOTOK

—

HBNBT'B—JEFFERSON'S FOX'S—^LOKD EKSKINE'S—LOBD BBOnOHAM's—BAN-

OBOFT's—IBYINO'S—0HBI8TIAN PBIMCIPLE8 THE BASIS OF WASHINGTON'S LIFB

AND CHA&AOTER—EA&LT CHRISTIAN TRAINING BT HIS MOTHER—HER LIBRARY

bale's religious work—EXTRACTS FROM IT—^WASHINGTON'S MAXIMS
WHEN A BOT—HIS FILIAL REVERENCE—WASHINGTON A MODEL FOR TOUNO MEN
—^ATTENDS CONSTANTLY THE PUBLIC WORSHIP OF GOD—HIS REVERENCE FOR

THB SABBATH—HIS RESPECT FOR MINISTERS—HIS HABITS OF PRATER

—

COMMEMORATES THE LORD's SUPPER—LIBERAL TO THE POOR—A PRACTICAL

EMANCIPATOR—HIS LIBERAL CHRISTIAN SPIRIT—HIS ACCURATE BUSINESS

BABITS—WASHINGTON A CHRISTIAN HERO, A CHRISTIAN STATESMAN, A CHRIS-

TIAN POLITICIAN, A CHRISTIAN MAGISTRATE—HIS DEVOTION TO THE UNION

—HIS CHRISTIAN PATRIOTISM—HIS LOVE Of ACKICULTURE—HIS CHRISTIAN

HOME—THB DEATH OF WASHINGTON—PROCEEDINGS OF CONGRESS—ADDRESS

OF THE SENATE—REPLY OF THB PRESIDENT—^LES'S ORATION ON WASHINGTON
—APOSTROPHE TO WASHINGTON.

Washington gives to American annals and institutions their

chief historic grandeur. His genius was impressed on the

organic formation of the republic, and his spirit and principles

are its highest political and moral power. In a model republic

it was providentially ordained that he who was its founder

and father should be a model character, worthy of universal

imitation. Washington is that model. Like a finished and

faultless piece of painting, the more his life is studied the

more will he be admired and the brighter will his virtues

shine. He is one of the few men whose fame and influence

constitute the common inheritance of the race and will live

through all time. The impersonation of every great and true

virtue, he gathers around him the aflFections of the good and

commands the admiration of the world. In the republic which

he founded, and over which he presided with singidar integrity

and felicity, he has enthroned his influence and embalmed his

memory. Its annals speak his praise, proclaim his illustrious

labors, and enshrine his genius and his works. Whatever con-

stitutes the true and lasting glory of the republic, or is excellent

and exalted in human character, finds a happy exemplification

in the life and character of Washington. The republic will die
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only when the principles and spirit impressed upon it by Wash-
ington shall have ceased to animate it; and it will live in

replenished purity and vigor in proportion as they are applied

and transfused through the civil institutions of the nation.

" The character of Washington," said Webster, " is a fixed

star in the firmament of great names, shining without twinkling

or obscurity, with clear, steady, beneficent light. It is associated

and blended with all our reflections on those things which are

near and dear to us. If we think of the independence of our

country, we think of him who was so prominent in achieving it;

if we think of the Constitution which is over us, we think of

him who did so much to establish it, and whose administration

of its powers is acknowledged to be a model for his successors.

If we think of glory in the field, of wisdom in the cabinet, of

the purest patriotism, of the highest integrity, public and pri-

vate, of morals without a stain, of religious feelings without

intolerance and without extravagance, the august figure of

Washington presents itself as the personation of all these ideas."

He adorned and dignified every station which he filled, and

left the impress of his greatness upon all with whom he acted.

As a member of the Continental Congress of 1774, Patrick

Henry said, " If you speak of solid information and of sound

judgment, Washington was unquestionably the greatest man of

them all."

" There is something charming to me," said John Adams, " in

the conduct of Washington,—a gentleman of one of the first

fortunes upon the continent, leaving his delicious retirement, his

family and friends, sacrificing his ease, and hazarding all in the

cause of his country. His views are noble and disinterested."

"On the whole," said Jefferson, "it may be truly said that

never did nature and fortune combine more perfectly to make a

great man, and to place him in the same constellation with what-

ever worthies have merited from man an everlasting remem-

brance. His integrity was the most pure, his justice the most

inflexible, I have ever known."

"I cannot, indeed, help admiring," says Fox, in the British

Parliament, January 31, 1794, "the wisdom and fortune of

this great man. Notwithstanding his extraordinary talents and

exalted integrity, it must be considered as singularly fortunate

that he should have experienced a lot which so seldom falls to

the portion of humanity, and have passed through such a variety
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of scenes without stain and without reproach. It must, indeed,

create astonishment that, placed in circumstances so critical and

filling for a series of years a station so conspicuous, his charac-

ter should never once be called in question,—that he should in

no instance have been accused either of improper insolence or

of mean Submission in his transactions with foreign nations.

For him it was reserved to run the race of glory without

experiencing the smallest interruption to the brilliancy of his

career. Illustrious man ! deserving honor less from the splendor

of his situation than from the dignity of his mind,—before

whom all borrowed greatness sinks into insignificance, apd all

the potentates of Europe become little and contemptible."

Lord Erskine, in writing to Washington, expressed his reve-

rence for him in these words :
—" I have a large acquaintance

among the most valuable and exalted classes of men ; but you

are the only human being for whom I ever felt an awful reve-

rence. I sincerely pray God to grant a long and serene evening

to a life so gloriously devoted to the Universal happiness of the

world."

Lord Brougham says, "In Washington we may contemplate

every excellence, military and civil, applied to the service of his

country and of mankind :—a triumphant warrior, unshaken in

confidence when the most sanguine had a right to despair ; a

successful ruler in all the difficulties of a course wholly untried,

directing the formation of a new government for a great people,

the first time so rash an experiment had ever been tried by man^
voluntarily and unostentatiously retiring from supreme power,

with the veneration of all parties, of all nations, of all mankind,

that the rights of men might be conserved and that his example

might never be appealed to by vulgar tyrants. It will he the

duty of the historian and the sage, in all ages, to omit no

occasion of commemorating this illustrioics man; and until time

shall be no more will a test of the progress which our race ha»

made in wisdom and in virtue be derived from the veneration

paid to Hie immortal name of Washiv^ton."

Bancroft draws the following true and beautiful portraiture

of Washington:

—

*' Courage was so natural to him that it was hardly spoken of

to his praise. No one ever at any moment of his life discovered in

him the least shrinking in danger ; and he had a hardiho6d of

daring which escaped notice because it was so enveloped by supe-
81
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rior calmness and wisdom. He was as cheerful as he was spirited,

frank and communicatiye in the society of friends, fond of the

fox-chase and the dance, often sportive in his letters, and liked

a hearty laugh. This joyousness of disposition remained to the

last, though the vastness of his responsibilities was soon to take

from him the right of displaying the impulsive qualities of his

nature, and the weight which he was to bear up was to overlay

and repress his gayety and openness.

" His hand was liberal, giving quietly and without observation,

as though he was ashamed of nothing but being discovered in

doing good. He was kindly and compassionate, and of lively

sensibility to the sorrows of others; so that if his country

had only needed a victim for its relief, he would willingly have
offered himself as a sacrifice. But, while he was prodigal of

himself, he was considerate for others,—ever parsimonious of the

blood of his countrymen.
" He was prudent in the management of his private affairs,

purchased rich lands from Ihe Mohawk valley to the flats of the

Kanawha, and improved his fortune by the correctness of his

judgment ; but as a public man he knew no other aim than

the good of his country, and in the hour of his country's poverty

he refused personal emolument for service.

" His faculties were so well balanced and combined, that his

constitution, free from excess, was tempered evenly with all the

elements of activity, and his mind resembled a well-ordered

commonwealth ; his passions, which had the intensest vigor,

owned allegiance to reason ; and, with all the fiery quickness of

his spirit, his impetuous and massive will was held in check by

consummate judgment.

"He had in his composition a calm which gave him in

moments of highest excitement the power of self-control, and

enabled him to excel in patience even when he had most cause for

disgust. Washington was offered a command when there was little

to bring out the unorganized resources of the continent but his

own influence, and authority was connected with the people by

the most frail, most attenuated, scarcely discernible, threads; yet,

vehement as was his nature, impassioned as was his courage, he

80 restrained his ardor that he never failed continuously to exert

the attracting power of that influence, and never exerted it so

diarply as to break its force.
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' ** In secrecy he was unsurpassed ; but his secrecy had the cha-

racter of prudent reserve, not of cunning or concealment.
'* His understanding was lucid, and his judgment accurate : so

that his conduct never betrayed hurry or confusion. No detail

\vas too minute for his personal inquiry and continued super-

vision ; and, at the same time, he comprehended events in their

widest aspects and relations. He never seemed above the object

which engaged his attention, and he was always equal without

an effort to the solution of the highest questions, even when
there existed no precedents to guide his decision,

" In this way he never drew to himself admiration for the pos-

session of any one quality in excess, never made in council any

one suggestion that was sublime but impracticable, never in

action took to himself the praise or the blame of undertakings

astonishing in conception but beyond his means of execution.

It was the most wonderful accomplishment of this man, that^

placed upon the largest theatre of events, at the head of the

greatest revolution in human affairs, he never failed to observe

all that was possible, and at the same time to bound his aspira-

tions by that which was possible.

"A slight tinge in his character, perceptible only to the

observer, revealed the region from which he sprung ; and he

might be described as the best specimen of manhood as developed

in the south ; but his qualities were so faultlessly proportioned

that his whole country rather claimed him as its choicest repre^

sentative, the most complete expression of all its attainments

and aspirations. He studied his country, and conformed to it.

His countrymen felt that he was the best type of America,

and rejoiced in it and were proud of it. They lived in his

life, and made his success and his praise their own.
" Profoundly impressed with confidence in God s providence,

and exemplary in his respect for the forms of public worship,

no philosopher of the eighteenth century was more firm in the

support of freedom of religious opinion, none more tolerant

or more remote from bigotry ; but belief in God and trust in

his overruling power formed the essence of his character.

Divine wisdom not only illumines the spirit, it inspires the will-.

"Washington was a man of action, and not of theory or

words; his creed appears in his life, not in his professions,

which burst from him very rarely, and only at those great

ittioments of crisis in the fortunes of his country when earth
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and heaven seemed actually to meet, and his emotions became
too intense for suppression ; but his whole being was one con^

tinued act of faith in the eternal, intelligent, moral order of the

universe. Integrity was so completely the law of his nature

that a planet would sooner have shot from its sphere than he
have departed from his uprightness, which was so constant that

it often seemed to be almost impersonaL

"They say of Giotto that he introduced goodness into the

art of painting. Washington carried it with him to the

camp and the cabinet, and established a new criterion of human
greatness. The purity of his will confirmed his fortitude, and,

as he never faltered in his faith in virtue, he stood fast by that

which he knew to be just, free from illusions, never dejected by
the apprehension of the diflSculties and perils that went before

him, and drawing the promise of success from the justice of his

cause. Hence he was persevering, leaving nothing unfinished,

—

free from all taint of obstinacy in his firmness, seeking and gladly

receiving advice, but immovable in his devotedness to right.

"Of a 'retiring modesty and habitual reserve,' his 'ambi-

tion was no more than the consciousness of his power, and was

subordinate to his sense of duty ; he took the foremost place,

for he know from inborn magnanimity that it belonged to him,

and he dared not withhold the service required of him : so that,

with all his humility, he was by necessity the first, though never

for himself or for private ends. He loved fame, the approval

of coming generations, th^ good opinion of his fellow-men of his

5wn time, and he desired to make his conduct coincide with

their wishes; but not fear of censure, not the prospect of

applause, could tempt him to swerve from rectitude; and the

praise which he coveted was the sympathy of that moral senti-

ment which exists in every human breast and goes forth only

to the welcome of virtue.

"There have been soldiers who have achieved mightier

victories in the field and made conquests more neariy corre-

sponding to the boundlessness of selfish ambition; statesmen

who have been connected with more startling upheavals of

society ; but it is the greatness of Washington that in public

trusts he used powersolely for the public good; that he was the

life and moderator and stay of the most momentous revolution

in human afiairs, its moving impulse and its restraining power.

Combining the centripetal and the centrifugal forces in their
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Titmost strength and in perfect relations, with creative grandeur

of instinct he held ruin in check and renewed and perfected

the institutions of his country. Finding the colonies discon-

nected and dependent, he left them such a united and well-

ordered commonwealth as no visionary had believed to be possi-

ble. So that it has been truly said, ' he was as fortunate as

great and good.'

"

" It is the harmonious union of the intellectual and moral

powers, rather than the splendor of any one trait," says Sparks,

" which constitutes the grandeur of Washington's character. If

the title of a great man ought to be reserved for him who can-

not be charged with an indiscretion or a vice, who spent his life

in establishing the independence, the glory and durable pros-

perity of his country, who succeeded in all he undertook, and

whose successes were never won at the expense of honor, justice,

integrity, or by the sacrifice of a single principle, this title will

not be denied to Washington."

"The character of Washington," says Irving, "may want

some of those poetical elements which dazzle and delight the

multitude, but it possessed fewer inequalities and a rarer union

of virtue than perhaps ever fell to the lot of one man. Pru-

dence, firmness, sagacity, moderation, an overruling judgment,

an immovable justice, courage that never faltered, patience that

never wearied, truth that disdained all artifices, magnanimity

without alloy. It seems as if Providence had endowed him in

a pre-eminent degree with the qualities requisite to fit him for

the high destiny Jie was called upon to fulfil,—to conduct a

momentous revolution which was to form an era in the history

of the world, and to inaugurate a new and untried government,

which, to use his own words, was to lay the foundation ' for the

enjoyment of much purer civil liberty and greater public happi-

ness than have hitherto been the portion of mankind.'

" The fame of Washington stands apart from every other in

history,—shining with a truer lustre and a more benignant

glory. With us his name remains a national property, where

all sympathies throughout our widely-extended and diversified

empire meet in unison. Under all dissensions and amid all the

storms of party, his precepts and example speak to us from the

grave with a perpetual appeal ; and his name, by all revered,

forms a universal tie of brotherhood,—a watchword of our

Union."
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" In what," says Winthrop, " did the power of Wasbingtoa

consist ? I hazard nothing in saying that it was the high moral

elements of his character which imparted to it its
.
preponde-

i'ating force. His incorruptible honesty^ his uncompromising

truth, his devout reliance on God, the purity of his life, the

scrupulousness of his conscience, the disinterestedness of his pur-

pose, his humanity, generosity, justice,—these were the ingre-

dients which, blended harmoniously with solid information and

sound judgment and a valor only equalled by his modesty, made
up a character for which the world may be fearlessly challenged

for a paraUeU
" Of him we feel it to be no exaggeration to say,

* All the ends he aimed at

Were his country's, his God's^ and Truth's/ "

" The splendor erf his character," said Professor Tappan, in

1800, " arose not so much from the striking predominance of

any one virtue, as from the singular union and culture of all,

and the wonderful adaptation of his leading moral qualities U>

his peculiar and arduous situations.

"This bright assemblage of virtues strikea us with Jes^

astonishment when we add that their possessor was, both in

faith and praetiee, a Christian. Whatever influence we ascribe

to the peculiar structure of his mind and his polished education,

yet, as Christian principles were early interwoven with thi&

structure and education, they must, under the Divine blessing^

have principally contributed to his excellent character."

. Washington received the rudiments and foundation of hi&

great life and character in a Christian household and trainings

He was blessed with pious parents, who were members of the

J^piscopal Church, under the ecclesiastical establishment of the

Church of England, which was then almost the only denomi-

nation of Christians known in the colony of Virginia. He was

consecrated to God in faith and prayer, and in the rite of bap-

tism according to the creed of that Church. The record of

this religious act is found in the family Bible of his parents.

His father not only instructed his son in the obligations of

morality, but that " the fear of the Lord is the beginning of

wisdom." Piety, as the source of all goodness and the element-

ary basis of all true greatness, was the cherished aim and the chief

effort of Washington's father; and from him and his mother
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he received the inestimable blessing of a sound religious educa-

tion; but; in common with most illustrious men who have

adorned our race, Washington points, as the chief earthly

source of his successes and greatness, to home influence directed

hy a Christian mother.

"Tradition," says Irving, "gives an interesting picture of

the widow, with her flock gathered round her, as was her daily

wont, reading to them lessons of religion and morality out of

some standard work. Her favorite volume was Sir Matthew

'Hale's 'Contemplations, Moral and Divine.' The admirable

maxims therein contained for outward actions, as well as self-

government, sank deep into the mind of George, and doubtless

had a great influence in forming his character. They certainly

jfeve exemplified in his conduct throughout life."

His mother, being an eminently Christian woman, constantly

inculcated the fear of God and the strict observance of the

moral virtues. It was her habit not only to pray for her chil-

dren, but to urge this duty upon them with maternal earnest-

ness. " My son, neglect not the duty of secret prayer," was

the injunction she was accustomed to give to her children and

grandchildren as they surrounded Her domestic altar or left

the maternal mansion.

A volume entitled " Contemplations, Moral and Divine, by

Sir Matthew Hale, Knight, late Chief-Justice of the King's

Bench," and which his mother so frequently read to him, passed

into the hands of General Washington, and was found, after

his death, in the library at Mount Vernon. It bears marks of

frequent use, and the tradition in the &mily is that " it was a

counsellor of past days." As this book had doubtless a large

influence in forming t^e character and guiding the conduct of

Washington, some of its leading truths are transcribed.

In this work Chief-Justice Hale represents the good steward

as giving his account to God as follows :

—

"As to all the blessings and talents wherewith thou hast

intrusted me, I have looked up to thee with a thankful heart,

as the only Author and Giver of them. I have looked upon

myself as unworthy of them. I have looked upon them as

committed to my trust and stewardship to manage them for

the ends that they were given,—^the honor of my Lord and

Master. I have therefore been watchful and sober in the use

and exercise of themi lest I should be unfiaithful in them. If
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I have at any time, through weakness, or inadvertence, or

temptation, misemployed any of them, I have been restless till

I have in some measure rectified my miscarriage by repentance

and amendment.

"As touching my conscience and the light thou hast given

me in it, it hath been my care to improve that natural light and

to furnish it with the best principles I could. Before I had the

knowledge of thy word, I got as much furniture as I could

from the writings of the best moralists and the examples of the

best men ; after I had the light of thy word, I furnished it with

those pure and unerring principles that I found in it.

" Concerning my speech, I have always been careful that I

offend not with my tongue : my words have been few, unlesa

necessity or thine honor required more speech than ordinary.

My words have been true, representing things as ^they were,

and sincere, bearing conformity to my heart and mind.
' "I have esteemed it the most natural and excellent use of

my tongue to set forth thy glory, goodness, power, wisdom, and

truth ; to instruct others^ as I had opportunity, in the knowledge

of thee, in their duty to thee, to themselves and others ; to

reprove vice and sin, to encourage virtue and good living ; to

convince errors; to maintain the truth; to call upon thy name,

and by vocal prayers to sanctify my tongue and to fix my
thoughts to the duty about which I was ; to persuade to peace

and charity and good works.
" I have always observed that honesty and plain dealing in

transactions, as well public as private, is the best and soundest

prudence and policy, and commonly, at the' long run, over-

matcheth craft and subtlety (Job xii. 16) ; for the deceived and

deceiver are thine, and thou art privy to the subtlety of the

one and the simplicity of the other; and thou, as the great

Moderator and Observer of men, dost dispense success and dis-

appointment accordingly.

"Touching my eminence of place or power in this world,

this is my account. I never sought or desired it, and that for

these reasons. 1. Because I easily saw that it was rather a

burden than a privilege. It made my charge and my accounts

the greater, my contentment and rest the less. I found enough

in it to make me decline it in respect of myself, but not any

thing that could invite me to seek or desire it.

" The external glory and splendor that attended it I esteemed
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as vain and frivolous in itself, a bait to allure vain and incon-

siderate persons to aflFect and delight,—^not valuable enough to

invite a considerate judgment to desire or undertake it. I

esteemed them as the gilt that covers a bitter pill, and I looked

through this dress and outside, and easily saw that it covered a

state obnoxious to danger, solicitude, care, trouble, envy, dis-

content, unquietness, temptation, and vexation.

" When I undertook any place of power or eminence,

—

First, I

looked to my call thereunto to be such as I might discern to be

thy call, not my own ambition. Second, that .the place were

such as might be answered by suitable abilities in some measure

to perform. Third, that my end in it might not be the satis-

faction of any pride, ambition, or vanity in myself, but to serve

thy providence and my generation honestly and faithfully. In

all which, my undertaking was not an act of my choice, but of

my duty.

" In the holding or exercising of these places, I kept my heart

humble : I valued not myself one rush the more for it. Firsts

because I easily found that that base affection of pride, which

commonly is the fly that haunts such employments, would render

me dishonorable to thy Majesty and disserviceable in thy em-

ployment. Second, because I easily saw great places were slip-

pery places, the mark of envy. It was, therefore, always my
care so to behave myself in it as I might be in a capacity to

leave it, and so to leave it as that when I had left it I might have

no scars or blemishes stick upon me. I carried, therefore, the

same evenness of temper in holding it as might become me if I

were without it. Third, I found enough, in great employ-

ments, to make me sensible of the danger, troubles, and cares

of it ; enough to make me humble, but not enough to make me
proud and haughty.

" I never made use of my power or greatness to serve my own

turns, either to heap up riches, or to oppress my neighbor, or to

revenge injuries, or to uphold or bolster out injustice. For,

though others thought me great, I knew myself to be still the

same ; and, in all things besides the due execution of my place,

my deportment was just the same as if I had been no such man.

For, first, I knew that I was but thy steward and minister, and

placed there to serve thee and those ends which thou proposedst

in my preferment, and not to serve myself, much less my
passions or corruptions. And, further, I very well and practi-
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cally knew that place and honor and preferment are things

extrinsical, and have no ingredience into the man. His value

and estimate before, and under, and after his greatneafl, is

still the same in itself; as the counter that now stands for a

penny, anon for six-pence, anon for twelve-pence, is still the

same counter, though its place and extrinsical denomination

be changed.
" I improved the opportunity of my place, eminence, and great-

ness to serve thee and my country in it, with all, vigilance, dili-

gence, and fidelity. I protected, countenanced, and encouraged

thy worship, name, day, and people. I did faithfully execute

justice, according to that station I had. I rescued the oppressed

from the cruelty, malice, and insolence of their oppressors. I

cleared the innocent from unjust calumnies and reproaches. I

was instrumental to place those in offices, places, and employ-

ments of trust and consequence, that were honest and faithful.

I removed those that were dishonest, irreligious, false, or unjust.

" Touching my reputation and credit. 1. I^iever affected

the reputation of being rich, great, crafty, or politic; but I

esteemed much a deserved reputation of justice, honesty, integ-

rity, virtue, and piety.

" 2. I never thought that reputation was the thing primarily

to be looked after in the exercise of virtue ; for that were to

affect the substance for the sake of the shadow, which had been

a kind of levity and impotence of mind ; but I looked at virtue

and the worth of it as that which was the first desirable, and

reputation as a handsome and useful accession to it.

"3. The reputation of justice and honesty I was always

careful to keep untainted, upon these grounds. First, because

a blemish in my reputation would be dishonorable to thee.

Second, it would be an abuse of a talent which thou hadst com-

mitted to me. Third, it would be a weakening of an instru-

ment which thou hadst put into my hands, upon the strength

whereof much good might be done by me.
" I will use all fidelity and honesty, and take care that it

shall not be lost by any default of mine ; and if, vjotwithstand-

ing all this, my reputation be soiled by evil or envious men or

angels, I will patiently bear it, and content mysdf vnth the

serenity ofmy own conscience. Sic mums ahenius esto.

'* When thy honor or the good of my country was concerned,

I then thought it was a seasonable time to lay out my reputation
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for the advantage of either; and to act it, and by and upon it,

to the highest, in the use of all lawful means. And upon

such an occasion the counsel of Mordecai to Esther was my
encouragement (Esther iv. 14) :

—
' Who knoweth whether God

hath given thee this reputation and esteem for such a time

as this ?'

"

The treatise on "Redeeming Time" contains the following

admirable maxims :

—

*' How time is to be redeemed. The particular methods of

husbanding time, viz. in relation to opportunity, and in rela-

tion to our time of life, shall be promiscuously set down. Now,

the actions of our lives may be distinguished into several kinds;

and in relation to those several actions will the employments of

our times be diversified. 1. There are actions natural, such as

are eating, drinking, sleep, motion, rest. 2. Actions civU, as

provision for families, bearing of public offices in times of peace

or war, moderate recreations and divertisements, employments

in civil vocations, as agriculture, mechanical trades, liberal pro-

fessions. 3. Actions morale . . . whether relating to ourselves, as

sobriety, temperance, moderation, or relating to others, as acts

of justice, charity, compassion, liberality. 4. Or, lastly, actions

religious, relating to Almighty God, as invocation, thanksgiv-

ing, inquiring into his works, will, obedience to his law and
commands, observing the solemn seasons of his worship and
service, and—which must go through and give a tincture to all

the rest—a habit of fear of him, love to him, humility and integ-

rity of heart and soul before him ; and, in sum, a habit of religion

towards God in his Son Jesus Christ, which is the magnum opor-

tetf the one thing necessary, and overweighs all the rest.

"Be obstinately constant to your devotions at certain set

times, and be sure to spend the Lord's day entirely in those

religious duties proper to it ; and let nothing but an inevitable

necessity divert you from it.

" Whatever you do, be very careful to retain in your heart a

hahit of religion, that may be always about you, and keep your

heart and life always as in his presence and tending towards

him. This will be continually with you, and put itself into

acts, even though you are not in a solemn posture of religious

worship, and will lend you multitudes of religious applications

to God, upon all occasions and interventions, which will not at all

hinder you in any measure in your secular occasions, but better
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and further you. It will make you faithful in your calling,

through rpflection on the presence and command of Him you
fear and love. It will make you thankful for all successes and
supplies ; temperate and sober in all your natural actions

;
just

and faithful in all your dealings
;
patient and contented in all

your disappointments and crosses; and actually consider and
intend his honor in all you do; and will give a tincture of

religion and devotion upon all your secular employments, and
turn those very actions which are materially civil or natural,

into the very true and formal nature of religion, and make your

whole life to be an unintermitted life of religion and duty to

God. For this habit of piety in your soul will not only not lie

sleeping and inactive, but almost in every hour of the day

will put forth actual exertings of itself in applications of short

occasional prayers, thanksgivings, dependence, resort unto that

God that is always near you and lodgeth in a manner in your

heart by his fear and love, and habitual religion towards him.

And by this means you do eflFectually and in the best and rea-

diest manner imaginable doubly redeem your time.

" Now, the fear of Grod, being actually present upon the soulj

and exerting itself, is the greatest motive and obligation in the

world to consideration and attention touching things to be done

or said. It mightily advanceth and improveth the worth and

excellency of the most humane actions in the world, and makes

them a nobler kind of thing than otherwise without it they

would be.

*' Take a man that is employed as a statesman or politician :

though he have much wisdom and prudence, it commonly de-

generates into craft and cunning and pitiful shuffling, without the

fear of God; but mingle the fear of Almighty God with that kind

of wisdom, it renders it ndble, and generous, and staid, and

honest, and stable. Again, take a man that is much acquainted

with the subtler kind of learning, as philosophy, for instance

;

without the fear of God upon his heart, it will carry him over

to pride, arrogance, self-conceit, curiosity, presumption; but

mingle it with the fear of God, it will ennoble that knowledge,

carry it up to the honor and glory of that God who is the

Author of nature, to the admiration of his power, wisdom, and

goodness; it will keep him humble, modest, sober, and yet

rather with an advance than detriment to his knowledge."

The lessons of such a volume so early impressed upon the
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mind and heart of Washington laid the foundation of his future

fame, and finished his finely-formed character in the mould of

Christian virtues. When thirteen -years of age, he wrote for

his self-government and conduct many moral rules, from which

the following are selections :

—

1. Every action in company ought to be with some sign of

respect to those present.

2. Be no flatterer.

3. Let your countenance be pleasant, but in serious matters

somewhat grave.

4. Show not yourself glad at the misfortune of another,

though he were your enemy.

6. Let your conversation with men of business be short and

comprehensive.

6. Wherein you reprove another, be unblamable yourself; for

example is more prevalent than precept.

7. Be not hasty to believe flying reports to the disparage-

ment of any.

8. Associate yourself with men of good quality, if you esteem

your own reputation ; for it is better to be alone than in bad

company.

9. Be not apt to relate news, if you know not the truth

thereof.

10. Be not curious to know the afiairs of others; neither

approach to those that speak in private.

11. Undertake not what you cannot perform ; but be careful

to keep your promise.

12. Speak not evil of the absent; for it is unjust.

13. Be not angry at the table, whatever happens ; and if you

have reason to be, show it not. Put on a cheerful countenance,

especially if there be strangers ; for good humor makes one dish

of meat a feast.

14. When you speak of God or his attributes, let it be seri-

ously, in reverence.

15. Honor and obey your natural parents, though they be

poor.

16. Let your recreations be manly, not sinful.

17. Labor to keep alive in your breast that little spark of

celestial fire called " conscience."

18. Avoid gaming. This is a vice which is productive of

every possible evil, equally injurious to morals and health.
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19. Mock not nor jest at any thing of importance.

20. Use no reproachful language against any one, neither

curse nor revile.

21. Be not forward, but friendly and courteous; the first to

salute, hear, and answer.

22. Detract not from others, neither be excessive in com-

mending.

23. A good moral character is the first essential in a man«

It is, therefore, highly important to endeavor not only to be

learned but to be virtuous.

24. Let your conversation be without envy, for it is a sign

of a tractable and commendable nature ; and in all causes of

passion, admit reason to govern.

Among the most beautiful Christian elements of Washington's

character was his filial love and reverence for his mother. Ho
affectionately and conscientiously through all his life obeyed

the Divine precept, ** Honor thy father and thy mother;" and

he realized the promised blessing,
—" that it may be well with

thee, and that thy days may be long in the land which the Lord
thy Qod giveth tiiee"

He cheerfully relinquished, at the age of fifteen, his purpose

to enter the naval service of Great Britain, saying to his mother,

with tears, " My dear mother, I did strongly desire to go, but I

could not endure being on board the ship and knowing you

were unhappy." His letter to his mother, in July, 1755, imme-

diately after the defeat of Braddock, to relieve her anxiety

about his safety, and giving her an account of the battle, closes

with, " I am, honored 'madam, your dutiful son." In his letter

to her, in August, 1755, commencing, "Honored Madam,"

he says, in reference to accepting the command to Ohio, "If

the command is pressed upon me . by the general voice of

the country, it would reflect dishonor on me to refuse it;

and that, I am sure, must or ought to give you greater un-

easiness than my going into an honorable command." In

his diary, in 1760, after his marriage, appears this record

of his visit to his mother :
—" Reached my mother's, and then

went to Fredericksburg. Returned in the evening to my
mother's : all alone with her." After this, he was in the habit

of regularly visiting his mother once or twice a year, as long as

she lived, travelling about fifty miles to perform this filial duty.

The last visit he paid his venerable mother was just preceding
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his departure from Mount Vernon to assume the Presidency at

Philadelphia. The Fredericksburg newspaper of March 12,

1789, has the subjoined notice:
—"On Saturday evening last

his Excellency General Washington arrived in town from

Mount Vernon, and early on Monday morning he set out on

his return. The object of his Excellency's visit was to take

leave of his aged mother, previous to his departure for the new
Congress, over the councils of which the united voice of Ame-
rica had called him to preside." That solemn and parting

interview—^the last they ever had—is one of the most affecting

instances of filial aflFection recorded in history.

As a pattern to young men, Washington is worthy of con-

stant study and imitation. His youthful' character was moulded

into the finest form of virtue, and at a very early age he

attracted public notice and was called into active service. His

disinterested devotedness to serve his country was early exem-

plified in his seeking an appointment in Braddock's expedition

to the Ohio, which proved so disastrous to that British oflicer

and so fortunate for the fame of Washington. "The sole

motive," wrote Washington to the Speaker of the House of

Delegates, under date of. Mount Vernon, 20th April, 1755,

"which invites me to the field, is the laudable desire of serving

mi/ country, not the gratification of any ambitious or lucrative

plans,"

Having no sons of his own to educate, he adopted two grand-

children of his wife at the death of their father, one of whom
Was George Washington Parke Custis, in whose education and

welfare he manifested a paternal solicitude. His counsels to

him at college are full of practical wisdom and contain advice

worthy the attention of all young men. Washington writes to

him as follows :

—

*' The assurances you give me of applying diligently to your

studies, and fulfilling those obligations which are enjoined by
your Creator and due to his creatures, are highly pleasing and

satisfactory to me. I rejoice in it on two accounts : first, as it

is the sure means of laying the foundation of your own happi-

ness, and rendering you, if it should please God to spare your

life, a useful member of society. You are now entering into •

that stage of life when good or bad habits will be formed,—when
the mind will be turned to things useful and praiseworthy, or

to dissipation and vice. Fix on whichever it may, it will stick
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by you ; for you know it has been said, and truly, that ' as the

twig is bent, so it will grow.' This in a strong point of view

shows the propriety of letting your inexperience be directed by
mature advice, and of placing guard upon the avenues which

lead to idleness and vice. The latter will approach like a thief,

working upon your passions, encouraged, perhaps, by bad

examples. Virtue and vice cannot be allied, nor can idleness

and industry. It is the nature of idleness and vice to obtain

as many votaries as they can.

" Endeavor to conciliate the good will of all your fellow-stu-

dents, rendering them every act of kindness in your power. But,

above all, be obedient to your tutors. Let it be your pride to

demean yourself in such a manner as to obtain the good will of

your superiors and the love of your fellow-students.

" I would guard you against imbibing hasty and unfiivorable

impressions of any one. Let your judgment always balance

well before you decide; and even then, when there is no occa-

sion for expressing an opinion, it is best to be silent, for there

is nothing more certain than that it is at all times more easy to

make enemies than friends. And, besides, to speak evil of any

one, unless there is unquestionable proof of their deserving it,

is ah injury for which there is no adequate reparation. For,

as Shakspeare says, ' He that robs me of my good name en-

riches not himself, but renders me poor indeed,' or words to

that effect."

In Washington's counsels to his young ward in reference to

reading, he remarked that he was particularly gratified to hear"

that the young man was about to commence a course of solid

reading under the direction of the President of Princeton

College, Dr. Samuel Stanhope Smith, and says, " Light reading

(by this I mean books of little importance) may amuse for a

moment, but leaves nothing solid behind."

His advice to young Custis on the early marriage of students

is worthy of attention. On this point Washington wrote,

" I have with much surprise been informed of your devoting

much time and paying much attention to a certain young lady

of that place [Annapolis], Recollect the saying of the wise

man, ' There is a time for all things ;' and sure I am this is not

a time for a hoy of your age to enter into engagements which

might end in sorrow and repentance."
** Enter upon the grand theatre of life with the advantages
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of a finished education^ a highly-cultivated mind, and a proper

sense of your duties to God and man."

In a letter to his nephew, Bushrod Washington, who was

a student of law in Philadelphia, Washington, under date of
" Newburgh, 15th Jan., 1783," wrote as follows :

—

"The last thing which I shall mention is first in import-

ance ; and that is, to avoid gaming. This is a vice productive

of every possible evil, equally injurious to the morals and

health of its votaries. It is the child of avarice, the brother

of iniquity, and father of mischief. It has been the ruin of

many worthy families, the loss of many a man's honor, and the

cause of suicide."

These and all other vices were offensive to Washington's
" sense of moral and religious propriety, and therefore discou-

raged from principle,, through every period of his life. Btts

example was in harmony with his precepts."

The obligations and duties of a Christian life had in

Washington a conscientious and constant fulfilment in his

private and public life.

He was a member of a Christian Church (the Episcopal), into

which he was baptized, and under the influence of which he grew

up to manhood, and of which he lived and died an active and

consistent member. His mother was a member of the church at

Fredericksburg, where Washington's youth was spent, and the

family Bible of his mother contains, in her own handwriting,

the date of his birth, his baptism, and the names of his religious

sponsors. After his location at Mount Vernon and marriage,

he was a member and a vestryman of the Pohick church, in

whose temporal and spiritual welfare he manifested a constant

interest and care, and where he habitually worshipped till the

commencement of the Eevolutionary War. After the close of

the war, and his return to Mount Vernon, in December, 1783,

his place of worship was in Alexandria, where, in Christ's

Church, he had a pew, and constantly attended. For the sup-

port of the ministry and the perpetual maintenance of religious

institutions and services, he drew up a paper subjecting the

pews of the church to an annual rent, the first olause of which

is as follows :
—" We, the subscribers, do hereby agree that the

pews we now hold in the Episcopal church at Alexandria shall

be forever charged with an annual rent of five pounds, Virginia

money, each. In witness whereof we have hereunto set our
82
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hands and seals, this 25th day of April; in the year of our Lord
1785." This pew-rent Washington when President, and resi-

dent a large portion of the year at Philadelphia, directed his

steward regularly to pay.

He was through his whole life, private and public, a con-

stant and reverential attendant on the public worship of God.

The Rev. Lee Massey, the rector of the parish in which

Pohick Church was located, and who shared largely in the

esteem of Washington, was heard often to say, "I never

knew so constant an attendant on church as Washington; and

his behavior in the house of God was ever so deeply reverential

that it produced the happiest effects on my congregation, and

greatly assisted me in my pulpit-labors. No company ever

withheld him from church. I have often been at Mount
Vernon on the Sabbath morning, when his breakfast-table was

filled with guests; but to him they furnished no pretext for

neglecting his God and losing the satisfaction of setting a good

example ; for, instead of staying at home out of false complai-

sance to them, he used constantly to invite them to accompany

him."

The same habit was kept up during his military life. One of

his secretaries, Judge Harrison, often said that " whenever the

general could be spared from camp on the Sabbath, he never

failed riding out to some neighboring church to join those who
were publicly worshipping the great Creator." This was done

when there was no public worship in the camp.
• After Washington was chosen President, he chiefly resided at

Philadelphia, and during the eight years of his administration

he was punctual in his attendance on public worship. He had

a, pew in Christ Church, of which the venerable Bishop Whit«

was rector ; and it was seldom vacant when the weather would

permit him to attend. Mrs. Custis, of Arlington, bears this

testimony to the habit of Washington in attending public wor-

ship at Philadelphia :

—

" On Sundays, unless the weather was uncommonly severe,

the President and Mrs. Washington attended divine service at

Christ Church ; and in the evenings the President read to Mrs.

Washington, in her chamber, a sermon, or some portion of the

sacred writings."

Bishop White, of the Episcopal Church, says, " The Father

of his Country, as well during the Revolutionary War as in his
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Pi'esHency, attended divine service in this city [Philadelpliia].

Dmring his Presidency our vestry provided him with a pew. It

was habitually occupied by himself, by Mrs. Washington, who
was a regular communicant, and by his secretaries. His be-

havior was always serious and attentive."

After he retired from the Presidency, he continued the same

habit. The church in Alexandria was again his place of worship.

The distance was nine miles ; yet his pew was seldom unoccupied

on the Lord's day. Neither in the parade of military life, nor

in the cares of civil administration, nor in the retired circle of

home, did Washington ever forget to worship God in a reveren-

tial and public manner.

Washington obeyed the Divine injunction, " Thou shalt reve-

rence my Sabbath," and " remember it to keep it holy."

The wisdom and piety of Washington combined to render

him a strict observer of the Sabbath and a jealous advocate

of its authority and sanctity. Of this his conscientious and

habitual attendance on the services of the sanctuary would bo

sufficient testimony. There seemed to be, during his ; Presi-

dency, an increased regard and reverence for the Sabbath, and

the discipline of his house was strictly conformed to its obliga-

tions and proprieties. It was an established rule of his man-

sion, during the eight years of his administration, that visitors

could not be admitted on Sundays. " No visitors," says Custis,

** were admitted to the President's house on Sundays, with the

exception of Mr. Speaker Trumbull," who was one of the most

pious men of the age.

An incident while travelling in Connecticut will illustrate his

regard for the Sabbath and the laws which protect its sacredness.

Being unable, on account of the roughness of the roads, to reach

the town on Saturday night where he designed to spend the

Sabbath, on Sunday morning he proceeded on his journey to an

inn near the place of worship which he proposed to attend. His

coachman was accosted by a plain man from a cottage, who
enquired if there was any urgent reason for his travelling

on the Lord's day. General Washington explained the circum-

stances to the officer, and said " nothing was further from his in-

tention than to treat with disrespect the laws and usages of

Connecticut relative to the Sabbath, which met with his mo»t

cordial approbation,'*

It is not known that he ever wantonly violated the Lord's
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3ay in a single instance. In no CHie duty of Iiis life can a more
fixed purpose of obedience be traced than in reference to this

obligation.

Washington, at every period of his life, had a ^cial respect for

the office and perspns of the ministers of the Christian religion.

** He honored the calling as one of Divine appointment, and

him who filled it as the living representative of the Divine

Author of Christianity. This was the combined result of his

good sense, pious afiections, and faith in the gospel of Christ."

Through every stage of his illustrious career, the marks of this

wise and patriotic course can be distinctly traced. He knew
their piety and patriotism, and saw their auspicious and power-

ful influence on society, on the army, and on the affairs of

governmeut, and sought their counsels and entreated their

prayers. Among his most cherished and confidential advisers

during the war, and his^civil administration, were nunisters of

the gospel. In his first youthful military campaign he earnestly

labored for the appointment of chaplains, and frequently during

the war of the Kevolution he called the attention of Congress to

their appointment, pay, and character, and wrote to churches

requesting them to grant permission to their pastors to labor as

chaplains in the army. His estimate of the influence and

labors of pious and intelligent ministers of the Christian religion,

and his high respect for them, may be found in the correspond-

ence of Washington with the churches, in another chapter of

this volume, to which the reader's attention is directed for fur-

ther information on this point.

Washington was a man of prayer, and had faith in its divine

efficacy.

He was no less punctual and constant in the duties of secret

prayer than in those of the public sanctuary. In the French

and IndianWar, Colonel B. Temple testified to his habit of reading

the Scriptures and praying with his troops on Sunday, in the

absence of the chaplain, and " that on sudden and unexpected

visits into Washington's marquee he has more than (Mice found

him on his knees at his devotions."

His private devotions during the gloomy winter of 1777, at

Valley Forge, are a matter of authentic history. " He was fre- i

quently observed to visit a secluded grove/' and General Knox I

and others were fully apprized that 'prayer was the object of

his frequent visits to that consecrated spot. Other instances
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occurred during the war, in which Washington was heard, as

he tarried for a night, engaged in his private religious worship.

During his residence at Philadelphia, as President of the

United States, it was the habit of Washington to retire winter

and summer, at nine o'clock, and he was seen '' upon his knees

at a small stand, with an open Bible upon it." This habit was

conscientiously and constantly observed in the French and

Indian War, and through the Eevolutionarj War, and during his

Presidential terms, and no doubt till the end of his life.

It was in reference to this trait in the Christian character of

Washington that Dr. Mason, of New York, on the occasion of

his death, said, in a sermon, " That invisible hand which guided

him at first continued to guard and guide him through the suc-

cessive stages of the Revolution, Nor did he account it a weak-

ness to bend the knee in homage to its supremacy, and prayer

for its direction. This was the armor of Washington, this the

salvation of his country.

" The example of Washington," continues Dr. Mason,

"teaches a poignant reproof to those who think, or act as if

they thought, that religion is incompatible with greatness. The
majesty of his character forbids a suspicion that his reverence

for the worship of God, and his solicitude for the prevalence of

religious jprinciples, were either a tribute to prejudice or a

stratagem of state.

" But every possible doubt is removed by the fact that it was

his uniform practice to retire at a certain hour for ike devotion

of the dosetP

"He was not one of those," said his adopted daughter, "who
act and pray that they may be seen of men. He communed
with God in secret. When my aunt. Miss Custis, died suddenly

at Mount Vernon, before they could realize the event he knelt

by her and prayed most fervently, most afiFectionately, for her

recovery."

In the montli of November, 1829, 1 was in Fredericksburg, Va., and
in the family of the Rev. Mr. Wilson, pastor of the Presbyterian church

in that place. He occupied the house in which the mother of Washing-

ton lived and died. Mr. Wilson informed me that a nephew of Wash-
ington, Captain Lewis, who had been his clerk, and had the charge of

his books and papers, and was daily in his library until his decease, re>

lated to him the following occurrence. It was the custom of Washing-

ton to retire to his library every evening precisely at nine o'clock, and,

although he had visitors, he invariably left at that hour, and did not
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return. He remnioed alcpne in his library till ten o'clock, and passed
into his bedchamber by an inner door. Captain Lewis had long won-
dered how he spent thiit hour, knowing that he wrote nothing, and that
the books and papers were as he himself left them the preceding day.
During a violent storm of wind and rain, and when there were no visitors^

he crept in hi« 8to«king-feet t^ the door, and through the key-holo
lie beheld him o» his kncet, with a large book open before him, which he
had no doubt was a Bible,—a large one being constantly in the room.

Nath. Hewit.
BanioBPOBT, January 10, 1859:

" The commander-in-chief,'^ saya Eev. Albert Barnes^ " of

the American armies, was observed constantly to retire for the

purpose of secret devotion. He went alone and sought guid-

ance of the God of armies and of light."

"These incidents perfectly accord with that humble and

devout spirit which steadily marked his visible conduct, and

distinguished even his political addresses. His inaugural speech

to Congress in 1789 is a signal display of this spirit. It

strongly expresses his sense of his own deficiencies, his faith in

Divine communications to the human mind,, and his prayerful

dependence upon them. Sound philosophy, as well as Chris-

tianity, justify a belief that his wisdom and virtue as a man, his

conduct and success as a hero and statesman, were eminently

indebted to his habitual devotion. If any admirers of our

departed sage despise or neglect prayer and other offices of

piety^ they pour contempt on his past precepts and example on

earth and hisi present employments in heaven."

Washington commemorated the love of the Saviour of the

world, by frequently observing the sacrament.

This act of obedience to the Saviour was, according to the

testimony of many residing in the neighborhood of Mount
Vernon, frequently performed at Pohick Church previous to

the Revolutionary War, of which he was a member and a com-

municant. "General Washington," said Mrs. Washington's

grand-daughter, " always received the sacrament with my
grandmother, before the Revolution."

Washington at the Communion-Table in the Presbt-

TERiAN Church at Morristown, New Jersey.

It is the Sabbath. The congregation are assembled in the

house of worship ; and among their number is the commander-

in-chief of the American army. With a willing and devout
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spirit he unites with thQ people of Grod in the ordinances of*

religion. After a solemn sermon from a venerable minister, a

hymn is sung, and the invitation given to the members of sister

Churches to unite in the celebration of the Lord's Supper, A
well-known military form rises in response to the invitation.

With solemn dignity and Christian meekness he takes his seat

with Christ's people and partakes of the bread and wine. It is

Washington at the communion-table in a Presbyterian church.

The Kev. Dr. Cox, of Brooklyn, New York, first gave to the

public the circumstances attending this interesting event, which

he received from Dr. Hillyer, who had them from the lips of

Eev. Dr. Timothy Johnes himself, the latter being the pastor of

the church at Morristown at the time :

—

' "While the American army, under the command of Washing-

ton, lay encamped in the environs of Morristown, New Jersey,

it occurred that the service of the communion, then observed

semi-annually only, was to be administered in the Presbyterian

church of that village. On a morning of the previous week, the

general, after his accustomed inspection of the camp, visited the

house of the Rev. Dr. Johnes, then pastor, of that church, and,

after the usual preliminaries, thus accosted him :
—

' Doctor, I

understand that the Lord's Supper is to be celebrated with you
next Sunday. I would learn if it accords with the canons of

your Church to admit communicants of another denomination.'

The doctor rejoined, ' Most certainly : ours is not the Presby-

terian table, general, but the Lord's Table; and we hence

give the Lord's invitation to all his followers, of whatever name/
" The general replied, ' I am glad of it : that is as it ought to

be : but, as I was not quite sure of the fact, I thought I would

ascertain it from yourself, as I propose to join with you on that

occasion. Though a member of the Church of England, I have

no exclusive partialities.'

''The doctor reassured him of a cordial welcome, and the

general was found seated with the communicants the next

Sabbath."

This incident in the life of Washington shows, in the first

place, his own impression that he was a religious man, entitled

to the privileges of the household of &ith; and, in the second

place, that he understood the spirit and principles of the Thirty-

Nine Articles, which recognize members of all evangelical

Churches as belonging to the true Catholic Church* The anec«
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dote in either aspect commends itself to thoughtful considera-

tion.

" From the lips of a lady of undoubted veracity," says Rev.

Dr. Chapman, " I received the interesting fiact that soon after

the close of the Bevolutionary War she saw Washington par-

take of the consecrated symbols of the body and blood of Christ,

in Trinity Church, New York."

Washington was liberal in his charities to the poor and in his

Christian benefactions.

The traditions of Mount Vernon, still fresh in the memories

of many in that region, rehearse the story of Washington's

benevolence, and keep in remembrance his numerous and dis-

interested deeds of kindness. Almsgiving—^a beautiful orna-

ment and an excellent evidence of the presence of real piety

—^was not an impulse, but a principle, in the Christian character

of Washington.

From his head-quarters at Cambridge, 26th of November,

1775, he wrote as follows to the manager of his estates, during

the Revolutionary War :

—

"Let the hospitality of the house with respect to the poor be

kept up. Let no one go hungry away. If any of this kind of

people should be in want of corn, supply their necessities, pro-

vided it does not encourage them in idleness ; and I have no

objection to your giving my money in charity to the amount

of forty or fifty pounds a year, when you think it is well

bestowed. What I mean by having no objection is that it is

my desire it should be done. You are to consider that neither

myself nor wife is now in the way to do these kind offices."

" I had orders," said Mr. Peake, one of his managers after

the war, " from General Washington to fill a corn-house every

year for the sole use of the poor in my neighborhood, to whom
it was a most seasonable and precious relief, saving numbers of

poor women and children from extreme want, and blessing them

with plenty."

He also provided for the poor around him in other ways.
" He owned several fishing-stations on the Potomac, at which

excellent herring were caught, which when salted proved an

important article of food to the poor. For their accommo-

dation he appropriated a station, one of the best he Jaad, and

furnished it with all the necessary apparatus for taking herring*

By this means all the honest poor around him had the means of
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procuring, free of expense, a competent stock of this valuable

food for their families."

His benefactions to persons in pecuniary embarrassments

were timely and liberal, amounting sometimes to many thousands

of dollars ; and the recipients " never laid down their heads at

night without presenting their prayers to Heaven for their

'beloved Washington.'
'*

In his will he bequeathed four thousand dollars " towards the

support of a free school in Alexandria, for the purpose of edu-

cating orphan children, or the children of such other poor and

indigent persons as are unable to accomplish it with their own
means."

Besides this annuity secured by him to the Alexandria free

school, he also endowed Washington College with ten thousand

dollars, of which he was elected the honorary President.

This constant liberality, which he practised himself, he in-

culcated and urged upon others. In his paternal counsels to

young Custis when at college, Washington writes from Phila-

delphia in 1793, "Never let an indigent person ask without

receiving something, if you have the means,—always recollect-

ing in what light the widow's mite was viewed."

To his nephew Bushrod Washington, afterwards a distin-

guished Christian judge of the Supreme Court of the United

States, when a student of law in Philadelphia, Washington, in

1783, wrote :—
" Let your heart feel for the afflictions and distresses of every

one, and let your hand give in proportion to your purse, re-

membering always the estimation of the widow's mite, but that

it is not every one that asketh that deserveth charity : all, how-

ever, are worthy of the inquiry, or the deserving may suffer."

Washington was a practical lover of liberty for all men, and

declared his faith by an act of emancipation to all his slaves.

In an interview with the two bishops of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, Asbury and Coke, at Mount Vernon, on the

26th of May, 1785, Washington "gave them his opinion on

that institution [slavery] ; expressed his wishes for its abolition,

and said that he had already delivered his sentiments upon the

subject to some leading men of the State, and that in case any

movement should be made for that purpose his suffrage should

not be wanting."

His last will and testament, signed only a few days before
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his death, December, 1799, declares the emancipation of his

slaves :

—

I, George Washington, of Mount Vernon, a citizen of the United
States, and lately President of the same, do make, ordain, and declare

that instrument, which is written with my own hand, and every page

thereof subscribed by my own hand, to be my last will and testament.

. . , Upon the decease of my wife, it is my will and desire that all the-

slaves whom I hold in my own right should receive their freedom. Ajid

I do most pointedly and most solemnly enjoin it upon my executors to

see that this clause respecting slaves, and every part thereof, be reli-

giously fulfilled.

" Read his last will,'' says Professor Tappan, of Cambridge

University, " and see his anxious, tender, and effectual provision

for the liberation of all his African servants, for the comfort of

such of them as are aged or infirm or united by the sacred ties

of marriage, and for the useful education of their infant oflf-

spring. This provision, added to his corresponding humanity

while living, and the filial tears, shed by his domestics on his

tomb, erect one of the noblest monuments to his fame. These

are monuments infinitely superior to those loud but hypocritical

clamors for liberty and. equality which distinguish many nominal

patriots and real tyrants of the present day."

Washington constantly manifested a Christian spirit towards

all religious denominations.

" A friend to our holy religion," said an officer in the United

States army, January, 1800, "he was ever guided by its pious

doctrines, and had embraced the tenets of the Episcopal Church;

yet his charity, unbounded as his immortal mind, led him
equally to respect every denomination of the followers of Jesus.

Meek and distrustful of himself, he was liberal and candid to

others. Superior to the little prejudices which subsist among
different sects,—prejudices which deform the beauty and destroy

the harmony of the religious world,—he loved and wept and

prayed for all."

This spirit of Christian union and love was peculiarly pleasing

to Washington, and on his final withdrawal from public life, in

answer to an address of the ministers of various denominations

in and around Philadelphia, he especially congratulated them

and the country on its growing prevalence and happy influence,

Washington was exact and thoroughly honest in all his

business transactions.
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,
' "In the * management of his prwate aflfairs," says Chief-

Justice Marshall, " he exhibited an exact yet liberal economy.

His accounts were all made in his own handwriting, and every

entry made in the most particular manner." He kept his

financial matters in such perfect order that, though his estate

was large, little trouble was found by the executors, after his

death, in settling it.

• His pecuniary transactions with the Government were cha-

racterized by the same honesty and accuracy, and his original

account, on file in the Treasury Department, is an honorable and
suggestive memorial of his exact business habits and sterling

integrity. In accepting the command of the American army,

in June, 1775, Washington, in an address to Congress, said,

—

^'As to pay, sir, I beg leave to assure the Congress that, as no
pecuniary consideration could have tempted me to accept this

arduous employment a4 the expense of my domestic ease and
happiness, Ido not wish to make any profitfrom it, Iwill keep

an exact account of my expenses, T/iese, I doubt not, they

will discharge; and that is all I ask,"

His integrity in business is exemplified by the incident that

every barrel of flour which bore the brand " George Washington,

Mount Vernon," was exempted from the customary inspection

in the West India ports, that name being regarded as an ample

guarantee of the quality and quantity of any article to which

it was affixed. His vast business transactions illustrated the

sentiment in his farewell address, that "Honesty is always the

best policy."

"His exact and exemplary method of transacting all his

business enabled him to accomplish more, and in a more perfect

and advantageous manner, than perhaps any other man of the

age.

The military life and character of Washington have an

authentic record in the chapter in this volume on the Chris-

tianity of the American army. The splendor of his military

campaigns, and that which crowned them with moral glory and

final victory, consisted in the presiding and guiding presence of

the Christian religion. He invoked constantly the blessing of

the God of battles, profoundly and constantly recognized the

providence of God in all the occurrences and conflicts of the

war, discouraged and prohibited the vices so prevalent in an

army, and enjoined his troops to act as Christian soldiers, and
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issued orders to his army declaring that it was in vain to hope

for success in the glorious struggle for liberty and independence

unless they received the guidance and blessing of Almighty

God. As a Christian hero he stands in solitary grandeur, and

in contrast to most of the leading warriors of the world.

"In Washington," says Lord Brougham, in his remarks on

Napoleon and Washington, " we truly behold a marvellous con-

trast to almost every one of the endowments and the vices

which we have been contemplating. This is the consummate

glory of the great American: a triumphant warrior, but a

warrior whose sword only left its sheath when the first law of

our nature commanded it to be drawn ; and, dying, he bequeathed

to his heirs the sword he had worn in the war for liberty,

charging them 'never to take it from the sheath but in self-

defence, or in defence of their country and her freedom ;' and com*

manding them that when it should be Jihus drawn they should

never sheathe it, nor ever give it up, but prefer falling with it in

their hands to the relinquishment thereof; words the majesty

and simple eloquence of which are not surpassed in the oratory

of Athens and Rome. To his latest breath did this great

patriot maintain the noble character of a captain the patron of

peace, and of a statesman the friend of justice."

The military character and conduct of Washington have a

noble illustration in his tribute of praise to the patriotism of

the soldiers of the army, and in his Christian sympathy for

their sufferings. His cheeks were wet with manly tears at the

hardships and trials they endured, and on every occasion he

urged the justice of their claims upon the authorities of the

land, and vindicated their valor and heroic labors.

The following passage from his general orders, issued at

Newburgh, New York, April 18, 1783, on the cessation of

hostilities, displays the admirable traits of a humane man and

of a Christian military chieftain. He says,

—

While the general recollects the almost infinite variety of scenes

through which we have passed, with a mixture of pleasure, astonish-

ment, and gratitude, and while he contemplates the prospects before us

with rapture, he cannot help wishing that all the brave men, of whatever

condition they may be, who have shared in the toils and dangers of

effecting this glorious Revolution, of rescuing millions from the hand
of oppression, and of laying the foundations of a great empire, might

be impressed with a proper idea of the dignified part thoy have been

called to act (under the smiles of Providence] on the stage of human
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aiiairs; for happy, thrice happy, shall they be pronounced hereafter

who have contributed any thing, who have performed the meanest
office, in erecting this stupendous fabric of Freedom and Empire on the
broad basis of independency ; who have asserted; in protecting, the
rights of human nature, and established an asylum for the poor and
02)])ressed of all nations and religions.

The glorious task for which we flew to arms being thus aocomplished,

the liberties of our country being fully acknowledged and firmly secured

by the smiles of Heaven on the purity of our cause and the honest
exertions of a free people against a powerful nation disposed to oppress

them, and the character of those who have persevered through every

extremity of hardship, suffering, and danger being immortalized by
the illustrious appellation of the patriot armyy nothing now remains but
for the actors of this mighty scene to preserve a perfect unvarying con-

sistency of character through the very last act,—to close the drama with

applause, and to retire from the military theatre with the same appro-

bation of angels and men which has crowned all their former virtuous

actions.

The Statesmanship of Washington

Was pre-eminently Christian. This feature of his public life

and character grew out of his inward religious life, and

was impressed with the purity and immutability of the princi-

ples of piety. "In him religion was a steady principle of

action. He was a firm believer in the Christian religion ; and

at his first entrance on the civic administration he made it

known. He brought it with him into office, and he did not

lose it there."

" To excel," says Dr. John M. Maaon, of New York, February

22, 1800, "equally in military and political science, has been

the praise of a few chosen spirits, among whom, with a proud

preference, we enroll the Father of our country. When he

entered on his first Presidency, all the interests of the continent

were vibrating through the arch of political uncertainty. The

departments of the new Government were to be marked out and

filled up, foreign relations to be regulated, the physical and

moral strength of the nation to be organized, and this at a time

when skepticism in politics^ no less than in religion and mordla,

was preparing throughout Europe to spring the mine of revolu-

tion and ruin."

In the midst of innumerable difficulties he began the admi-

nistration of the new Government ; and the sequel showed that ho

gave it a moral and Christian impress, and enunciated in his
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political principles and governmental acts the just and true ideas

of a Christian Government.

As a statesman he at all times recognized Grod as the Euler

and Governor of nations. This ultimate fact in the science and

wants of civil government Washington carried out in his whole

civil career. The success of the Government, the harmony

of political interests, the conciliation of party prejudices, the

suppression of vices that tend to the destruction of republican

institutions, the spread of the virtues that give strength and

life and moral glory to a state, and the sources of lasting pros-

perity and greatness to the republic, as existing in the Christian

religion, Washington uniformly and fully ascribed to God. He
affirmed, in every variety of official enunciation, that the nation

could not live and prosper without recognizing the presence and

supremacy of God. "It is impossible,'' he said, "to govern the

universe without God," and, '^ afortwri, impossible to govern a

nation without him."

T^his great Christian truth shines out in luminous brightness

in his official state papers, which all have the moral impress of

this great fact and are transparent with its purity and majesty.

" It is the duty of all nations," said he, among his first official

declarations, " to acknowledge the providence of Almighty God,

to obey his wUl, to be grateful for his benefits, and humbly to

implore his protection and favor."

His address to the Governors of the several States, in 1783,

contains the following admirable thoughts on the same point.

He says,

—

" I now make it my earnest prayer that God would have you,

and the State over which you preside, in his holy protection;

that he would incline the hearts of the citizens to cultivate

a spirit of subordination and obedience to Government; to

entertain a brotherly affection and love for one another, for

their fellow-citizens of the United States at large, and particu-

larly for their brethren who served in the field ; and, finally,

that he would most graciously be pleased to dispose us all to

do justice, to love mercy, and to demean ourselves with that

humility and pacific temper of mind which were the character-

istics of the Divine Author of our blessed religion, and without

an humble imitation of whose example in these things we can

never hope to be a liappy nation*''

In the same address he refers to education, commerce, refine-
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ment of manners, and liberality of sentiment, as promising a

favorable influence, and then adds, " But, above all, the pure
and benign light of revelation has had a meliorating influence on

mankind and increased the blessings of society."

During the close of his administration, and after his retire-

ment from the Presidency, the atheistic convulsions of France

were upheaving her foundations of state and society. The mind
of Washington was at times saddened by the contemplation of

the scenes of anarchy and blood which that unhappy country

presented to the world, and by the knowledge that efforts were

being made by misguided sympathizers in this country to

entangle the American republic with France in her suicidal

career. But, with a sublime moral courage, he stood firm, and,

with his usual trust in Crod, said,

—

" I cannot but hope and believe that the good sense of the

people will ultimately get the better of their prejudices. I do

not believe that Providence has done so much for nothing.

" The great Governor of the Universe has led us too long

and too far on the road to happiness and glory to forsake us in

the midst of it. By folly and improper conduct, proceeding

from a variety of causes, we may now and then get bewildered
;

but I hope and trust that there is good sense and virtue enough

left to recover the right path before we shall be entirely lost.

" The rapidity of national revolutions appears no less asto-

nishing than their magnitude. In what they will terminate is

known only to the great Kuler of events ; and, confiding in his

wisdom and goodness, we may safely trust the issue to him,

without perplexing ourselves to seek for that which is beyond

human ken,—only taking care to perform the part assigned to

us in a way that reason and our own consciences approve."

The following tribute to the administration and Christian

principles of Washington, as displayed in his acts as a politi-

cian and a statesman, is extracted from the funeral oration

delivered before Congress, by Richard Henry Lee, on the 26th"

of December, 1799 :

—

"Commencing with his administration: what heart is not

charmed with the recollection of the pure and wise principles

announced by himself as the basis of his political life ? He best

understood the indissoluble union between virtue and happiness,

between duty and advantage, between the genuine maxims of

an honest and magnanimous policy and the solid rewards of
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public prosperity and individual felicity. Watching with an
equal and comprehensive eye over this great assemblage of

communities and interests, he laid thefoundation of our national

policy in the unerring and immutable jmnciplea of morality
based on relioion, exemplifying the pre-eminence of free

government by all the attributes which win the aflFections of its

citizens or command the respect of the world."
" We derive a presage," said a body of Christian ministers

and laymen (Episcopalians), " from the piety of your character.

Public virtue is the most certain means of public felicity, and

religion is the surest basis of virtue. We therefore esteem it a

peculiar happiness to behold in our Chief Magistrate a steady,

uniform, avowed friend of the Christian religion, who has corrv-

menced his administration in rational and exalted sentiments

of piety, and who in his private conduct adorns the doctrines

of the gospel of Christ."

His Farewell Address contains among its Christian axioms

and sentiments the following statements, which cannot be too

often repeated, or too profoundly pondered by the American

people. He says,

—

The propitious smiles of Heaven can never be expected on a nation

that disregards the eternal rules of right and order which Heaven itself

has ordained.

Observe good faith and justice towards all nations; cultivate peace

and harmony with all. Religion and morality eiyoin this conduct.

Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, re-

ligion and morality are indispensable supports. In vain would that man
claim the tribute of patriotism who should labor to subvert these great

pillars of human happiness, these firmest props of the duties of men
and citizens. The mere politician equally with the pious man ought to

respect and to cherish them. A volume could not trace out aU their

connections with private and public felicity.

Let us with caution indulge the supposition that morality can be
maintained without religion. Whatever may be conceded to the influ-

ence of refined education on minds of peculiar structure, reason and
experience both forbid us to expect that national morality can prevail

in exclusion of religious principles. It is substantially true that virtue or

morality is a necessary spring of popular government. The rule,

indeed, extends with more or less force to every species of free govern-

ment. Who that is a sincere friend to it can look with indifference

upon attempts to shake the foundation of the fabric ?

It will be worthy of a free, enlightened, and, at no distant period, a
great, nation, to give to mankind the magnanimous and too novel exam-
ple of a people always guided by an exalted justice and benevolence.

Who can doubt that in the course of time and things the fruits of suoh
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a plan would richly repay any temporary advantages which might be
lost by a steady adherence to it ? Can it be that Providence has not

connected the permanent felicity of a nation with its virtue ? The ex-

periment at least is recommended by every sentiment which ennobles

human nature. Alas I is it rendered impossible by its vices ?

" The conduct of President Washington," says David Tappan,

Professor of Divinity in Cambridge University, " was a humble

and visible representation of the Divine government, in the uni-

form purity of its principles, measures, and objects. He ap-

proved himself the vicegerent of God by his profound wisdom,

impartial justice, unsuspected uprightness, and steady consist-

ency,—by his disinterested and universal love, his intense, un-

wearied, and successful exertions for the common good."

As A Christian Politician,

Washington, in his principles and action, is a model to public

men. " He was the only man," says Jefferson, " in the United

States that possessed the confidence of all : there was no other

man who was considered any thing else than a party leader."

His unselfish patriotism, the outgrowth of the Christian reli-

gion, comprehended all the great and true interests of the coun-

try, and harmonized with its permanent and progressive pros-

perity. No selfish interest ever prompted a single public act

;

and he Wiis one of the few men in the world who rose above all

party bias and prejudice and consecrated himself to the good

of his country.
'* No man," says Chief-Justice Marshall, " ever appeared upon

the theatre of public action whose integrity was more incor-

ruptible, or whose principles were more perfectly free from the

contamination of those selfish and unworthy passions which find

their nourishment in the conflicts of party. Having no views

which required concealment, his real and avowed motives were

the same; and his whole correspondence does not furnish a

single case from which even an enemy would infer that he was

capable, under any circumstances, of stooping to the employment

of duplicity. No truth can be uttered with more confidence than

that his ends were always upright and his means always pure.

. He exhibits the rare example of a politician to whom wiles

were absolutely unknown, and whose professions to foreign

Governments and to his own countrymen were always sincere.

In him was fully exemplified the real distinction which forever

83
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exists between wisdom and cunning, and the importance as well

as trut^ of the maiim that ' honesty is the best policy/
"

In reference to parties he said, '' If we mean to support the

liberty and independence which it has cost us so much blood

and treasure to establish, we must drive far away the demon of

party spirit.

" It is devoutly to be wished that faction was at an end, and

that those to whom every thing dear and valuable is intrusted

would lay aside 'party views and return to jir%t principles.

Happy, happy, thrice happy country, if such were the govern-

ment of it I But, afew ! we are not to expect that the path is

to be strewed with flowers. That great, good Being who rules

the universe has disposed matters otherwise, and for wise pur-

poses, I am persuaded."

"There is an opinion that parties in free countries are

useful checks upon the administration of the Government, and

serve to keep alive the spirit of liberty.

" This, within certain limits, is probably'true, and in Govern-

ments of a monarchical cast patriotism may look with indul-

gence, if not with favor, upon the spirit of party ; but in those

of the popular character—^in Governments purely elective—it is

a spirit not to be encouraged. From their natural tendency, it

is certain there will always be enough of that spirit for every

salutary purpose ; and, there being constant danger of excess,

the effort ought to be by force of public opinion to mitigate

and assuage it. A fire not to be quenched, it demands a uni-

•form vigilance to prevent its bursting into a flame, lest instead

of warming it should consume."

The political character of Washington has its noblest illus-

tration " in the pure and sublime maxims on which he founded

his auspicious administration, and the steady magnanimity

which marked his adherence to them. While such maxims and

conduct reflected equal honor on his understanding and heart,

while they illustrated the transcendent beauty and dignity

of a Christian policy, they gave, at a critical period, the most

salutary direction to our new political machine, and afforded a

precious example to all succeeding patriots."

As A Cheistian Ruler,

Washington was firm and inflexible in the administration of the

Government, The rigid and impartial enforcement of the Con-
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stitution and the laws lie regarded as vital to the very existence

of the nation, and never for a moment did he relax the reins of

government while he held them in his hands. On this point he
says,

—

" The very idea of power, and the right of the people to

establish government, presupposes the duty of every individuaZ

to obey the established Governmeyit. All obstructiona to the exe-

cution of its lawSf all combinations a7%d associations^ under

whatever plausible character^ with the real design to direct, con-

trol, counteract, or awe the regular deliberations and action of
the constituted authorities, are destructive of this fundamental
principle, and offatal tendency"

During the administration of Washington a practical test of

these views and principles of the supreme power of the Govern-

ment was applied. A portion of a sovereign State (Pennsyl-

vania), in 1793, rebelled against the Greneral Government, in

resistance to an excise-law for revenue-purposes. Washington

took immediate steps to vindicate the supremacy of law and to

suppress the rebellion. He declared the insurrection to be

*' subversive of the just authority of the Government," and

that " the efforts of misguided or designing men were to

substitute their misrepresentations in the place of truth, and

their discontents in the place of stable government." He
earnestly entreated, in an official form, all " to call to mind

that, as the people of the United States have been permitted,

under the Divine favor, in perfect freedom, after solemn deli-

beration, and in an enlightened age, to elect their own govern-

ment, so will their gratitude for this inestimable blessing be

best distinguished by firm exertion to maintain the Constitution

and the laws,"

" When, therefore," he continues, " every form of conciliation, not

inconsistent with the being of the Government, has been adopted with-

out effect,—^when, therefore, Government is set at defiance,—the contest

being whether a small portion of the United States shall dictate to the

whole UnioTit and, at the expense of those who desire peace, indulge a

desperate ambition;" "now, therefor, I, George Washington, Presi-

dent of the United States, in obedience to that high and irresijiiible duty con'

signed to me by the Constitution^ * to take care that the laws be faithfully

executed,' deploring that the American name should be sullied by the outrages

of citizens on their own Grovemment, but commiserating such as remain

obstinate from delusion, have Resolved, in perfect reliance on that gra-

cious Providence which so signally displays its goodness towards this

country, to * reduce the refractory to a due subordination to the law ;* and, witha^
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the most solemn convictions of the essential inieresU of the Unim demand
ity that the very existence of the OcvemmerU and the fundamental prineiplee qf
wcuU order are materially involved in the issue, and that the patriotism

and firmness of all good citizens are seriously called upon, as occasion

may require, to aid i/i the effectual suppression of so fatal a spirit."

The rebellion was effectually suppressed; and Wastfngton, m
view of the great triumph of constitutional government and
the vindication and establishment of the -supremacy of the

laws, says, in his Message to Congress in 17&4,

—

It has been a spectacle displaying to the highest advantage the value

of republican government, to behold the most and the least wealthy of

our citizens standing in the same ranks as private soldiers, pre-eminentfy

dutinguis/ied by 6evig the amxy of the Constitution, ... To every descriptioD

of citizens let praise be given; but let them persevere m their affee-

tionate vigilance over that precious deposit of American happiness,—the ConstitH''

turn of the United tSlates, Let them cherish it, too, for the sake of those

who, from every clime, are daily seeking a dwelling in our land. And
when, in the calm moments of reflection, they [the instigators of the

rebellion] shall have retraced the origin and progress of the insurrec-

tion, let them determine whether it has not been fomented by combi-

nations of lAen, who, careless of consequences, and disregarding the

unerring truth that those who originate cannot always appease a civil

convulsion, have disseminated, from an ignorance or perversion of facts,

suspicions, jealousies, and accusations against the whole Government.

In 1786, a rebellion broke out in Massachusetts, headed by
Daniel Shays, but was soon suppressed. In reference to this

Washington expressed himself to Henry Lee as follows :-j-

You talk, my good sir, of employing influence to appease the pre-

sent tumults in Massachusetts. (I) I know not where that influence is

to be found, or, if attained, that it would be a proper remedy for the

disorders. Influence is not government. Let us have a government, by
which our lives, liberties, and properties will be secured, or let us know
the worst at once,—^know precisely what the insurgents aim at. If

they have real grievances, redress them, if possible ; if tbey have not,

employ the force of Government against them at once. These are my senti-

ments. Let the reins of governments then, be braced with a steady hand, and

every violation of the Gmstituiion be reprehended.

To the same import "Washington wrote, March 31, 1787, to

Madison :

—

I have my doubts whether any system, without the means of coer-

cion in the sovereign, will enforce due obedience to the ordinances of

the General Government, without which every thing else fails.
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Washington's Devotion to the Union

Grew out of hi& love for liberty and a strong government. He
had a profound sense of the value of the Union to constitutional

government and the blessings of freedom, and always felt that

the destruction of the Union would be the destruction of the

Government, the loss of liberty, and to establish the reign of

civil anarchy- He says,

—

The unity of government which constitutes you one people is also now
dear to you. It is justly so 4 for it is a main pillar in the edifice of your
real independence, the support of your tranquillity at home, your peace
abroad,—of your safety, of your prosperity, of that very liberty which
you so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee that, from different causes

and from different quarters, much pains will be taken, many artifices

employed, to weaken in your minds the conviction of this truth ; as this is

the point in your political fortress against which the batteries of internal

and external enemies indll be most constantly and actively (though often

covertly and insidiouslj) directed, it is of infinite moment that you
should properly estimate the immense value of your national union to

your collective and individual happiness ; that you should cherish a
cordial, habitual, and immovable attachment to it ; accustoming your-

selves to think and speak of it as of the palladium of your political safety

and prosperity, watching for its preservation with jealous anxiety, dis-

countenancing whatever may suggest even a suspicion that it can in

any event be abandoned, and indignantly frowning upon the first

dawning of every attempt to alienate any portion of our country from
the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred ties which now link together the

various parts.

He consecrates and commits the Grovemment, with all its pre-

cious interests, to Grod, in the following solemn and suggestive

words :

—

Kay that Almighty Being who rules over the universe, who presides

in the councils of nations, and whose providential aid can supply every

defect, consecrate to the liberties and happiness of the American
people a Government instituted by themselves, for public and private

security, upon the basis of law and equal administration ofjustice, pre-

serving to every individual as much civil and political freedom as i«

consistent with the safety of the nation.

While jost government protects all in their rights, true rdigion gives (0

government its svirest support, . . . The general prevalence of piety, philan*

thropy, honesty, industry, and economy seems, in the ordinary course

of human aflbirs, particularly necessary for advancing and confirming

the happiaeas of onr country:. • . . ReUgiom and mormUty are essential supports

is society^
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As A Christian Patriot,

Washington 'earnestly urged the Christian edficati(Mi of the

people. He was a liberal patron of science and literature; and
popular education under Christian auspices, he believed, was
the only guardian of liberty and constitutional government.

In reply to an .address from the President and Fellows of

Harvard University, October 27, 1789, Washingtc«i says,

—

It gives me sincere satisfaction to learn the flourishing state of your
literary republic. Assured of its action in the past eve»tt of our poli-

tical system, and of its further influence on those means which make
the best support of good gorernnient, I rejoice that the direction of its.

measures is lodged with men whose approved knowledge, integrity^

and patriotism give unquestionable assurances oftheir success.

That the Mines may long enjoy a tranquil tesidence within the
walls of your university, and that you, gentlemen, may be happy
in contemplating the progress of improvement through the various

branches of your important departments, are among the most pleasing

of my wishes and expectations. You will do me the justice of believing^

confidently in my disposition to promote the interests of science and
true religion.

In answer to an address from the Corporation of Rhode Island

College, August 17, 1790, Washington again gave his testimwiy

to the influence of learning in the cause c^ liberty and the

Eevolution, in the following words:

—

In repeating thus publicly my sense of the zeal you displayed for tlie

success of the cause of your country, I only add a single suffrage to the

general testimony, which all who were acquainted with you in the most
adverse and doubtful moments of our struggle for liberty and inde-

'

pendence have constantly borne in your favor.

While I cannot remain insensible to the indulgence with which you
regard the influence of my example and the tenor of my conduct, I

rejoice in having so favorable an opportunity of felicitating the State

of Rhode Island on the co-operation I am sure to find in the measures

adopted by the guardians of literature in this place for improving the

morals of the rising generation, and inculcating upon their minds
principles peculiarly calculated for the preservation of our rights and
liberties. You may rely on whatever protection I may be able to afford

in so important an object as the education of our youth.

The President and Faculty of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, in April, 1789, presented an address of congratulation to

Washington, to which he replied,

—
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I am not a little flattered by being considered by the patrons of lite-

rature as one of their number. Fully apprized of the influence which
sound learning has on religion and manners, on government, liberty,

and laws, I shall only lament my want of abilities to make it still more
extensive.

I conceive hopes, however, that we are at the eve of a very enlight-

ened era. The same unremitting exertions which, under all the blast-

ing storms of war, caused the arts and sciences to flourish in America^
will doubtless bring them nearer to maturity, when they shall have been
sufficiently invigorated by the milder rays of peace.

I return you my hearty thanks for your devout intercession at the
throne of grace for my felicity both here and hereafter. May you also,

gentlemen, after having been the happy instruments of diffusing the
blessings of literature and the comforts of religion, receive the just

Compensation for your virtuous deeds.
Gbobgs Washington.

.
" Promote," he says, " as an object of primary importance,

institutions for the general -diffusion of knowledge. In propor-

tion as the structure of a government gives force to public

opinion, it is essential that public opinion should be enlight-

ened."

The Pursuits of Aqricultube

Had for Washington a delightful charm, and harmonized with

his Christian taste and culture.

"The life of a husbandman," says he, " of all others is the

most delightful. It is honorable, it is amusing, and, with judi-

cious management, it is profitable." " For the sake of human-
ity, it is devoutly to be wished that the manly employment of.

agriculture and the humanizing benefit of commerce should

supersede the waste of war and the rage of conquest; that the

Bwords might be turned into ploughshares, the spears into

pruning-hooks, and, as the Scriptures express it, ' the nations

learn war no more.'
"

*' At the age of sixty-five," he writes, in 1797, " I am now
recommencing my agricultural and rural pursuits, which were

always more congenial to my temper and disposition than the

noise and bustle of public employment."

A Christiak Home

At Mount Vernon was the crowning glory and happiness of

Washington's private life. He was blessed with one of the

happiest homes on earth. Intelligence, taste, wealth, books.
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Kterature, friends, the picturesque scenes of surrounding nature,

a wife who "was the most perfect model of female excellence,"

who never omitted her private devotions or domestic or public

duties, and with whom Washington " was perfectly united and

happy," these, crowned and beautified with the genial presence

of piety, constituted the Christian home at Mount Vernon a

model for loveliness and happiness. And such a home Wash-
ington most dearly loved. He says,

—

" I am now, I believe, fixed at this seat, with an agreeable

partner, for life; and I hope to find more happiness in retire-

ment than I ever experienced in the wide and bustling world!*'

" I can truly say, I had rather be at Mount Vernon, with a

friend or two about me, than to be attended at the seat of

government by the officers of state, and the representatives of

every Power in Europe." " I should enjoy more real happi-

ness," he writes to his wife, " in one month with you at home
than I have the most distant prospect of finding abroad if my
stay were to be seven times seven years." "The great Searcher

of hearts is my witness that I have no wish but which aspires to

the humble and happy lot of living and dying a private citi-

zen on my own farm." *' The scene is at last closed. I feel

myself eased of a load of public care. I hope to spend the re-

mainder of my days in cultivating the affections of good men,

and in the practice of the domestic virtues." " Freed from the

clangor of arms and the bustle of camp, from the cares of public

employment and the responsibility of office, I am now enjoying

domestic ease under the shadow of my own vine and my own fig-

tree. And in a small villa, with the implements of husbandry

and lambkins around me, I expect to glide down the stream

of life till I am entombed in the mansions of my fathers."

Washington died December 14, 1799, aged sixty-eight years.

" Great as he was in life, he was also great in death. He had

fought the good fight, and death to him had no terrors." His

death was worthy of his Christian faith and character. '^ I die

hard," said he; "but I am not afraid to die. I shxytdd have,

been glad, had it pleased God, to die a little easier; but Idovhi

not it is for my good. 'Tis well! Father of mercies, take me
to thyself" On his dying bed lay an open Bible, the book of

Grod, which he had read in the family circle and in his private

devotions, and in the light of its heavenly truths his great

soul pasBedi doubtless, into the light and immortality of heaven^
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His Funeeal

Presented a solemn scene of sorrow. "A multitude of persons/'

says an eye-witness, " assembled, from many miles around, at

Mount Vernon, the choice abode and late residence of the illus-

trious chief. There were the groves, the spacious avenues, the

beautiful and sublime scenes, the noble mansion; but, alas! the

august inhabitant was now no more. That great soul was gone.

In the long portico, where oft the hero walked in all his glory,

now lay the shrouded corpse. The countenance, still composed

and serene, seemed to express the dignity of the spirit which

lately dwelt in that lifeless form."

The mortal remains were laid to rest at the bottom of the

elevated lawn, on the banks of the Potomac, where the family

vault was then placed. On the ornament at the head of the

coffin was inscribed the Christian sentiment, Surge ad Judi-

cium; about the middle of the coffin, Gloria Deo; and on the

silver plate, his name, age, and the day of his death. The
vault, in which now rest his remains, bears the inscription of

that glorious doctrine of the gospel,

—

" I AM THE Resurrection and the Life."

On the death of Washington, appropriate and solemn services

were directed and observed by Congress, then in session at

Philadelphia. The Senate presented the following address :

—

To THB FrKSIDENT OF THX IJnITSD StATSS.

The Senate of the United States respectfully take leave, sir, to

express to you their deep regret for the loss the country has sustained

in the death of General Georqk Washington.
This event, so distressing to all our fellow-citizens, must be peculiarly

heavy to you, who have been long associated with him in deeds of

patriotism. Permit us, sir, to mingle our tears with yours: on tliis

occasion it is manly to weep. To lose such a man, at such a crisis, is

no common calamity to the world. Our country nvDurns her father.

The almighty Disposer of human events has taken from us our greatest

benefactor and ornament. It becomes us to submit to Him who
" maketh darkness his pavilion."

With patriotic pride we review the life of our Washington, and com-
pare him with those of other countries who have been pre-eminent in

fame. Ancient and modern times are diminished before him. Great-

ness and guilt have too often been allied ; but his fame is whiter than

it is brilliant. The destroyers of nations stood abashed at the migecty

of hiB virtues. It reproved the intemperanoe of their ambition, and
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darkened the splendor of victory. The scene is closed ; and we are no
longer anxious lest misfortune should sully his glory: he has travelled

on to the end of his journey, and carried with him an increasing

weight of honor; he has deposited it safely where misfortune cannot

tarnish it, where malice cannot blast it. Favored of Heaven, he de-

])arted without exhibiting the weakness of humanity. Magnanimous
in death, the darkness of the grave could not obscure his brightness.

Such was the man whom we deplore. Thanks to God, his glory is

consummated. Washington yet lives on earth in his spotless exam-
ple ; his spirit is in heaven.

Let his countrymen consecrate the memory of the heroic general,

the patriotic statesman, and the virtuous sage. Let them teach their

children never to forget that the fruits of his labors and his example
are their inheritance.

Samukl Livermors,

Preiidmt of the Senate pro tempore.

The Preaident of the United States made the following

reply:—

Gentlemen or the Senate:—
I receive with the most respectful and affectionate sentiments, in

this impressive address, the obliging expressions of your regard for the

loss our country has sustained in the death of her most esteemed,

beloved, and admired citizen.

In the multitude of my thoughts and recollections on thb melan-

choly event, you will permit me only to say that I have seen him in

the days of adversity, in the scenes of his deepest distress and most
trying perplexities, I have also attended him in his highest elevation

and most prosperous felicity, with uniform admiration of his wisdom,

moderation, and constancy.

Among all our original associates in that memorable League of the

Continent, in 1774, which first expressed the sovereign will of a free

nation in America, he was the only one remaining in the General

Government. Although with a constitution more enfeebled than hisi

at an age when he thought it necessary to prepare for retirement, I feel

myself alone, bereaved of my late brother, yet I derive a strong conso-

lation from the unanimous disposition which appears in all ages and
classes to mingle their sorrow with mine on this common calamity to

the world.
' The life of oui: Washington cannot suffer by a comparison with

those of other countries who have been most celebrated and exalted in

fame. The attributes and decorations of royalty could only have
served to eclipse the majesty of those virtues which made him, from
being a modest citizen, a more resplendent luminary. Misfortune, had
he lived, could hereafter have sullied his glory only with those super-

ficial minds who, believing that -characters and actions are marked by
success alone, rarely deserve to enjoy it. Malice could never blast his

honor, and envy made him a singular exception to its universal rule.

For himself, he had lived enough to life and to glory. For his fellow-
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citizens, if their prayers could hare been answered, he would have
been immortal. For me, his departure is at a most unfortunate

moment. Trusting, however, in the wise and righteous dominion of

Providence over the passions of men and the results of their councils

and action!^, as well as over their lives, nothing remains for me but

humble resignation.

His example is now complete; and it will teach wisdom and virtue to

magistrates, citizens, and men, not only in the present age, but in

future generations, as long as history shall be read. If a Tr%jan found

a Pliny, a Marcus Aurelius can never want biographers, eulogists, or.

historians.

John Adams.
United States, December 23, 1799.

Major-General Lee, at the request of Congress, prepared and

delivered on the 26th of December, 1799, a funeral oration, of

which the following are the closing sentences :

—

Methinks I see his august image, and hear falling from his yenerable

lips these deep-sinking words :

—

"Cease, sons of America, to lament our separation ; go on and con-

firm by your wisdom the fruits of our joint counciU, joint efforts, and
common dangers; reverence religion; patronize the arts and sciences;

let liberty and order be inseparable companions ; control party spirit,

the bane of free government ; olwerve good faith to, and cultivate peace

with, all nations ; shut up every avenue to foreign influence ; contract

rather than extend national connection ; rely on yourselves only ; be

American in thought, word and deed. Thus will you give immortality

to that union which was the constant object of my terrestrial labors

;

thus will you preserve undisturbed to the latest posterity the felicity

of a people to me most dear ; and thus will you supply (if my happi-

ness is aught to you) the only vacancy in the round of pure bliss high

Heaven bestows."
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The following comprehensive and eloquent apostrophe was

written at Mount Vernon, by an English traveller, as is sup-

posed, on the back of a mirror which hung in the public room
of the mansion :

—

WASHINGTON,
The DmNDBR of his Countrt, the Founder of Libertt,

The Friend of Man.
History and Tradition are explored in tain

For a Parallel to his Character.

In the Annals of Modern Qreatness

He stands alone,

And the noblest Names op Antiquitt

Lose their Lustre in his Presence.

Born the Benefactor of Mankind,

He united all the Qualities necsssart

To AN Illustrious Career.

Nature made him Great ;

He mads himself Virtuous.

Called bt his Country to the Defence of her Liberties,

He triumphantly vindicated the Rights of Humanity,

And on the Pillars of National Independence

Laid the Foundations of a Great Republic.

Twice inyestsd with Supreme Magistracy

By the Unanimous Voice of a Free People,

He surpassed in the Cabinet

The Glories of the Field,

And, voluntarily resigning the Sceptre and the Sword,

Retired to the Shades of Private Life.

A Spectacle so New and so Sublime

Was contemplated with the Profoundest Admiration ;

And the Name of Washington,

Adding new Lustre to Humanity,

Resounded to the Remotest Regions of the Earth.

Magnanimous in Youth,

Glorious through Life,

Great in Death.

His Highest Ambition the Happiness of Mankind,

His Noblest Victory the Conquest of Himself,

Bequeathing to Posterity the Inheritance of his Fame,

And building his Monument in the Hearts of his Countrymen.

He lived the Ornament of the Eighteenth Century,

He died regretted by a Mourning World.
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CHAPTER XXII.

FAST AND THANK80IVIN0 DATS—DITINS IN THKIlt ORIGIN—^THE PBAOTIOK OV

THB PURITANS—FAST-DAT IN VIRGINIA IN 1774—IN MA88A.0HirSETTS IN

1775—FAST AND THANKSGITING DATS APPOINTBD BT THE CONTINENTAL CON-

GRESS—THE PROCLAMATIONS OF THE CONTINENTAL 00N0RB8S—^PROCLAMATIONS

BT PRESIDENT WASHINGTON—BT PRESIDENT ADAMS—BT PRESIDENT MADI-

SON—ACTS OF CONGRESS AUTHORIZING THEM—DEATH OF PRESIDENT HARRI-

SON—RECOMMENDATION OF T1CB*PRESIDENT TTLBR— RBCOMMENDATION BT
PRESIDENT TAYLOR IN VIEW OF THE CHOLERA—DBATH OF PRESIDENT TATLOR
—MESSAGE OF VICE-PRESIDENT FILLMORE ON HIS DEATH—^ACTION OF CON-

GRESS—REMARKS OF MEMBERS ON THE DEATH OF PRESIDENT TATLOR—DR.

butler's prater—PROCLAMATION OF PRESIDENT BUCHANAN ON THE EVE OF

THE REBELLION—ACT OF CONGRESS IN 1861 REQUESTING PRESIDENT LIN-

COLN TO APPOINT A FAST-DAT—THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION—RESOLU-

TION OF THE SENATE IN 1863 APPOINTING A DAT OF FASTING AND PRATER

—

THE president's PROCLAMATION—THESE STATE PAPERS PROVE THE CHRIS-

TIANITY OF OUR CIVIL INSTITUTIONS.

Civil Governments an all ages have consecrated special days

to«prayer and the public worship of God. This national custom

has a Divine origin and sanction, and was designed, and is emi-

nently adapted, to give religious culture to the national heart

and conscience and to exert a beneficent influence on the civil

and religious interests of a people. The Hebrew common-
wealth had three great annual religious festivals, besides days

of special prayer and worship, occasioned by national exigen-

cies and the judgments and marked interventions of God.

The Puritans of New England, from their earliest history,

were distinguished for similar observances. Thanksgiving and

fast days constitute an instructive and important part of their

Christian history, and were observed with great solemnity and

profit. They were seasons of special praise for the smiles or of

prayer under the frowns of Providence, and became regular

civil and religious ordinances of the colonies, which were uni-

versally observed. The custom extended to the other American

colonists under the English Gt)vernment; and thus it became a

distinctive American Christian service, evincing the high and

universal Christian tone of all the Colonies.
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The fstthers 6i the republic, in the earliest period of the

Revolution, adopted the custom of consecrating, by acts of legis-

lation, days of thanksgiving and prayer for special religious

worship ; and thus the public mind received a higher religious

culture through the civil authorities of the country.

At the beginning of the great conflict for liberty and an

independent nationality and government, Mr. Jefferson,

—

who, whatever were his peculiar views of the Christian system,

always acknowledged the government and providence of God in

national affairs—recommended in Virginia the appointment

and observance of a day of public prayer and humiliation. In

June, 1774, when the news of the Boston Port Bill reached Vir-

ginia, the Colonial Legislature, then in session, appointed such a

fast-day for that colony. Mr. Jefferson's account of it is as

follows :

—

We were under the conviction of the necessity of arousing our people

from the lethargy into which they had fallen as to passing events, and
thought that the appointment of a day of general fasting and prayer

would be most likely to call up and alarm their attention. No example
of such solemnities had existed since the days of our distresses in th^

war of '55,—since which a new generation had grown up. With the

help, therefore, of Rushworth, whom we rummaged over for the reso-

lutionary precedents and forms of the Puritans of that day, preserved

by him, we made up a resolution, somewhat modernizing their phrases,

for appointing the Ist day of June, on which the Port Bill was to

commence, for a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer, to implore

Heaven to avert from us the evils of civil war, to inspire us with firm-

ness in support of our rights, and to turn the hearts of the king and
Parliament to moderation and justice.

To give greater emphasis to our proposition, we agreed to wait the

next morning on Mr. Nicholas, whose grave and religious character was

more in unison with the tone of our resolution, and solicit him to move
it. We accordingly went to him in the morning. He moved it the

same day. The 1st of June was proposed, and it passed with6ut oppo-

sition. The Governor dissolved us. We returned home, and in our

several counties invited the clergy to meet the assemblies of the people

on the 1st of June, to perform the ceremonies of the day and to

address them in discourses suited to the occasion. The people met
generally, with anxiety and alarm in their countenances ; and the effect

of the day through the whole colony was like a shock of electricity,

arousing every man and placing him erect and solidly on his centre.

Washington, then a member of the House of Burgesses, sent

a special message to his family and constituents to observe

this day ; and Mason, a distinguished patriot, also a member,
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"charged his household to keep the day strictly, and to attend

church clad in mourning/'

WiLLiAMBBUBO, May 30, 1774.

The House of Burgesses of Virginia, on the 24th of May,

adopted the following resolution, which was directed to be forth-

with printed and published :

—

Tuesday, 25th of May, 14th George III., 1774.

This House, being deeply impressed with apprehension of the great

dangers to be derived to Briivsh America from the hostile invasion of the

, city of Boston, in our sister colony of Massachusetts Bay, whose commerce
and harbor are on the 1st day of June next to be stopped by an armed
force, deem it highly necessary that the said Ist 'day of June be set

apart by the members of this House as a day of fasting, humiliation, and
prayer, devoutly to implore the Divine interposition for averting the

heavy calamity which threatens destruction to our civil rights, and the

evils of civil war, to give us one heart and one mind firmly to oppose,

by all just and proper means, every iiyury to American rights, and that

the minds of his Majesty and his Parliament may be inspired from
above with wisdom, moderation, and justice, to remove from the loyal

people of America all cause of danger from a continual pursuit of mea-

sures pregnant to their ruin.

Ordered, therefore. That the members of this House do attend in their

places, at the hour of ten in the forenoon, on the said 1st day of June
next, in order to proceed, with the Speaker and mace, to the church in

the city, for the purpose aforesaid ; and that the Reverend Mr. Price

be appointed to read prayers and to preach a sermon suitable to the

occasion.

By the House of Burgesses,

George Wytue, C. H. B.

" The Journals of the Continental Congress contain numerous

appointments of thanksgiving and fast days, and the resolu-

tions expressing the wishes of Congress upon this subject were

in the form of recommendations to the executive heads of the

State Governments, reciting in appropriate terms the occa-

sions which prompted the observance, and the favors which a

benign Providence had conferred upon them as a people.

With one exception, Congress suspended business upon the days

it had appointed for thanksgiving ;" and the army under Wash-
ington observed them with devout reverence. These ofiScial state

papers are rich in Christian doctrines, and confirm the great

truth that the religion of the fathers of the Revolution and

the founders of our civil Governments was the religion of the

Bible. The proclamations issued by Congress make known the
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religious sentiments and feelings of the members of Congress,

and constitute a rich part of the political Christian literature

of the republic. These papers, in their regular chronology

and historical incidents, will form the contents of the present

chapter, and may be found in the annals of the Continental

Congress.

Monday, Jane 12, 1775.

The committee appointed for preparing a resolve for a fast reported

as follows :

—

As the great Governor of the world, by his supreme and universal

providence, not only conducts the course of nations with unerring wis-

dom and rectitude, but frequently influences the minds of men to serve

tlie wise and gracious purposes of his providential government, and it

being at all times our indispensable duty devoutly to acknowledge his

superintending providence, especially in times of impending danger

and publick calamity, to reverence and adore his immutable justice, as

well as to implore his merciful interposition for our deliverance

:

This Congress, therefore, considering the present critical, alarming,

and calamitous condition of these colonies, do earnestly recommend the

twentieth day of July next to be observed by the inhabitants of all the

English colonies on this continent as a day of publick humiliation, fast-

ing, and prayer ; that we may with united hearts and voices unfeign-

edly confess and deplore our many sins, and offer up our joint supplicar

tions to the all-wise, omnipotent, and merciful Disposer of all events

;

humbly beseeching him to forgive our iniquities, to remove our present

calamities, to avert those desolating judgments with which we are

threatened, and to bless our rightful sovereign King George the Third

and inspire him with wisdom to discern and pursue the true interests

of all his subjects ; that a speedy end may be put to the civil discord

between Great Britain and the American Colonies^ without further effusion

of blood ; and that the British nation may be influenced to regard the

things that belong to her peace, before they are hidden from her eyes

;

that these colonies may be ever under the care and protection of a
kind Providence and be prospered in all their interests ; that the

Divine blessings may descend and rest upon all civil rulers and upon
the representatives of the people, in their several assemblies and con-

ventions ; that they may be directed to wise and effectual measures for

preserving the union and securing the just rights and privileges of the

colonies ; that virtue and true religion may revive and flourish through-

out the land ; and that America may soon behold a gracious interposi-

tion of Heaven for the redress of her many grievances, the restoration

of her invaded rights, a reconciliation with the parent state, on terms

constitutional and honorable to both, and that her civil and religious

privileges may be secured to the latest posterity:

Ordered, That a copy of the above be signed by the President and
attested by the Secretary, and published in the newspapers and in

handbills.
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In Massachusetts this proclamation was read in all the

churches and distributed throughout the colony :

—

Satarday, March 16, 1776.

Mr. W. Livingston, pursuant to leaye granted, brought in a resolution

for appointing a fast, which, being taken into consideration, was agreed

to, as follows :

—

In times of impending calamity and distress, when the liberties of

America are imminently endangered by the secret machinations and
open assaults of an insidious and vindictive administration, it becomes
the indispensable duty of these hitherto free and happy colonies, with

true penitence of heart and the most reverent devotion, publicly to

acknowledge the overruling providence of God, to confess and deplore

our offences against him, and to supplicate his interposition for averting

the threatened danger and prospering our strenuous efforts in the

cause of freedom, virtue, and posterity.

The Congress, therefore,, considering the warlike preparations of the

British ministry to subvert our invaluable rights and privileges, and to

reduce us by fire and sword, by the savages of the wilderness, and our

own domestics, to the most abject and igno'minious bondage,—desirous,

at the same time, to have people of all ranks and degrees duly im-
pressed with a solemn sense of God's superintending providence, and
of their duty devoutly to rely, in all their lawful enterprises, on his aid

and direction,—do earnestly recommend that Friday, the 17th day of

May next, be observed by the said colonies as a day of humiliation,

fasting, and prayer; that we may, with united hearts, confess and
bewail our manifold sins and transgressions, and, by a sincere repent-

ance and amendment of life, appease his righteous displeasure, and
through the merits and mediation of Jesus Christ obtain his pardon

• and forgiveness ; humbly imploring his assistance to frustrate the cruel

purposes of our unnatural enemies, and, by inclining their hearts to

justice and benevolence, prevent the further effusion of kindred bloo^.

But if, continuing deaf to the voice of reason and inhumanity, and
inflexibly bent on desolation and war, they constrain us to repel

their hostile invasions by open resistance, that it may please the Lord
of hosts, the God of armies, to animate our officers and soldiers with

invincible fortitude, to guard and protect them in the day of battle, and
to crown the Continental arms, by sea and land, with victory and suc-

cess. Earnestly beseeching him to bless our civil rulers, and the repre-

sentatives of the people, in their several assemblies and conventions

;

to preserve and strengthen their union; to inspire them with an
ardent, disinterested love of their country ; to give wisdom and sta-

bility to their councils, and direct them to the most efficacious mea-
sures for establishing the rights of America on the most honorable and
pennanent basis ; that he would be graciously pleased to bless all his

people in these colonies with health and plenty, and grant that a spirit

of incorruptible patriotism and of pure, undefiled religion may uni-

versally prevail, and this continent be speedily restored to the bless-

ings of peace and liberty, and enabled to transmit them inviolate to
34
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the latest posterity. And it is recommended to Christians of all deno-

minafions to assemble for public worship, and abstain from servile

labor, on said day.

Monday, December 9, 1776.

Itesolved, That a committee of three be appointed to prepare an
address to the inhabitants of America, and a recommendation to the

several States to appoint a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer.

The members chosen, Mr. Witherspoon, Mr. R. H. Lee, and Mr.

Adams.
Wednesday, December 11, 1776.

The committee appointed to prepare a resolution for appointing a

day of fasting and humiliation brought in a report, which was read

and agreed to, as follows :

—

Whereas the war in which the United States are engaged with

Great Britain has not only been prolonged, but is likely to be carried

to the greatest extremity, and whereas it becomes all public bodies, as

well as private persons, to reverence the providence of God, and look

up to him as the Supreme Disposer of all events and the arbiter of the

fate of nations : therefore,

.Resolvedy That it be recommended to all the United States, as soon as

possible, to appoint a day of solemn fasting and humiliation, to implore

of Almighty God the forgiveness of the many sins prevailing among all

ranks, and to beg the countenance and assistance of his providence in

the prosecution of the present just and necessary war.

The Congress do also, in the most earnest manner, recommend to all

the members of the United States, and particularly the officers, civil

and military, under them, the exercise of repentance and reformation ;

and, further, require of them the strict observation of the articles of

war, and particularly that part of the said articles which forbids pro-

fane swearing and all immorality, of which all such officers are desired

to take notice.

^ It is left to each State to issue out proclamations fixing the day that

appears most proper within its bounds.
Ordered, That the above be published by the committee who brought

in the report.

Thanzsgiving-Days for Victory over Burgoyne.

The Annals of Congress record the following :

—

Friday, October 31, 1777.

Resolvedf That a committee of three be appointed to prepare a recom-
mendation to the several States to set apart a day for thanksgiving for

the signal success lately obtained over the enemies of these Unite<l

States. The members chosen were Mr. S. Adams, Mr. R. H. Lee, and
Mr. Roberdeau.

Saturday, Norember 1, 1777.

The committee appointed to prepare a recommendation to the

several States to set apart a day of public thanksgiving, brought in a

report, which was taken into consideration and agreed to, as follows :

—
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Forasmuch as it is the indispensable duty, of all men to adore the

superintending providence of Almighty God, to acknowledge with

gratitude their obligations to him for benefits received, and to implore

such further blessings as they stand in need of; and it having pleased

him in his abundant mercy not only to continue to us the innumerable

bounties of his common providence, but also to smile upon us in the pro-

secution of a just and necessary war for the defence and establishment

of our inalienable rights and liberties, particularly in that he hath

been pleased in so great a measure to prosper the means used for the

support of our troops and to crown our arms with most signal success

:

it is, therefore, recommended to the legislative or executive powers of

these United States to set apart Thursday, the 18th day of December,
for solemn thanksgiving and praise ; that with one heart and one voice

the good people may express the grateful feelings of their hearts and
consecrate themselves to the service of their Divine Benefactor, and
that together with their sincere acknowledgments of kind offerings

they may join the penitent confession of their manifold sins, whereby
they had forfeited every favor, and their humble and earnest supplica-

tion that it may please God, through the merits of Jesus Christ, merci-

fully to forgive and blot them out of remembrance ; that it may please

him graciously to afford his blessing on the Governments of these States

respectively, and prosper the public councils of the whole ; to inspire

our commanders both by land and sea, and all under them, with that

wisdom and fortitude which may render them fit instruments, under
the providence of Almighty God, to secure for these United States the

greatest of all blessings,—independence and peace ; that it may please

him to prosper the trade and manufactures of the people and the

labor of the husbandman, that our land may yield its increase ; to take

schools and seminaries of education, so necessary for cultivating the

principles of true liberty, virtue, and piety, under his nurturing hand,

and to prosper the means of religion for the promotion and enlarge-

ment of that kingdom which consisteth in righteousness, peace, and
joy in the Holy Ghost.

And it is further recommended that servile labors and such recrea-

tions as, though at other times innocent, may be unbecoming the pur-

pose of this appointment, be omitted on so solemn an occasion.

Friday, November 7, 1777.

Ordered, That a duplicate of the recommendation to the several

States to set apart a day of thanksgiving, signed by the Presidtmt, be
sent to the several States and to General Washington and General

Gates.

The proceedings of Congress were sent to all the States by

Henry Laurens, President in Congress, with an official request

that each Governor would be pleased to take the necessary

measures for carrying the resolve into effect in the State over

which he presided.

Washington, when the above proclamation reached him, was
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on his march to Valley Forge, and halted his whole army
during the day, and the chaplains held religious services with

their several corps and brigades, upon which the commander-
in-chief exhorted all officers and soldiers to " attend with reve-

rence the solemnities of the day."

Saturday, Norember 7, 177S.

Ordered, That the chaplains of Congress prepare and report a recom-
mendation to the several States to set apart the 30th day of December
next, as a day of general thanksgiying throughout the United States.

Tuesday, Norember 17, 1778.

Congress resumed the consideration of the recommendation to the
States for setting apart a day of thanksgiving, which, being amended, is

as follows :

—

It having pleased Almighty God, through the course of the present

year, to bestow many great and manifold mercies on the people of these

United States, and it being the indispensable duty of all men grate-

fully to acknowledge their obligations to him for benefits received

;

Resolved, That it be, and is hereby, recommended to the legislative

or executive authority of each of the said States to appoint Wednesday,
the 30th of December next, to be observed as a day of public thanks-

giving and praise, that all the people may, with united hearts, on that

day, express a just sense of his unmerited favors
;
particularly in that it

hath pleased him, in his ovenruling providence, to support us in a just

and necessary war for the defence of our rights and liberties, by afford-

ing us seasonable supplies for our armies, by disposing the heart of a

powerful monarch to enter into an alliance with us and aid our cause,

by defeating the councils and evil designs of our enemies and giving us

victory over their troops, and by the continuance of that union among
these States which, by his blessing, will be their future strength and
glory.

And it is further recommended that together with devout thanks-

givings may be joined a penitent confession of our sins, and humble
supplication for pardon, through the merits of our Savioiu*; so that,

under the smiles of Heaven, our public councils may be directed, our

arms by land and sea prospered, our liberty and independence secured,

our schools and seminaries of learning flourish, our trade be restored,

our husbandry and manufactures be increased, and the hearts of all

be impressed with undissombled piety, with benevolence and zeal for

the public good.

And it is also recommended that recreations unsuitable to the purpose

of such a solemnity may be omitted on that day.

Done in Congress, the 17th day of November, 1778, and in the third

year of the independence of the United States of America.

Henry Laurens,

Prendent in Qmgrus*

Attest: Charles Thomson, Secretary,
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Saturday, Mareh 20, 1779.

Whereas, Almighty God, in the righteous dispensation of his provi-

dence, hath permitted the continuation of a cruel and desolating war

in our land ; and it being at all times the duty of a people to acknow-

ledge God in all his ways, and more especially to humble themselves

before him when evident tokens of his displeasure are manifested, to

acknowledge his righteous government, confess and forsake their evil

ways, and implore his mercy

;

Resolveiy That it be recommended to the United States of America
to set apart Wednesday, the 22d day of April next, to be observed as a

day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer; that at one time and with one

voice the inhabitants may acknowledge the righteous dispensations

of Divine Providence, and confess their iniquities and transgressions,

for which the land mourneth;. that they may implore the mercy and
forgiveness of God, and beseech him that vice, profaneness, extortion,

and every evil may be done away, and that we may be a reformed and
a happy people; that they may unite in humble and earnest suppli-

cation that it may please Almighty God to guard and defend us against

our enemies, and give vigor and success to our military operations by
sea and land ; that it may please him to bless the rulers and people,

strengthen and perpetuate our Union, and in his own good time

establish us in the peaceable ei^joyment of our rights and liberties

;

- that it may please him to bless our schools and seminaries of learning,

and make them nurseries of true piety, virtue, and useful knowledge

;

that it may please him to cause the earth to yield its increase and to

crown the year with his goodness.

March 20, 1779.

Whereas, in just punishment for our manifold transgressions, it hath

pleased the Supreme Disposer of all events to visit these United States

with a calamitous war, through which his Divine Providence hath
hitherto in a wonderful manner conducted us, so that we might acknow-
ledge that the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong;

and whereas, notwithstanding the chastisement received and benefits

bestowed, too few have been sufficiently awakened to a sense of their

guilt, or warmed with gratitude, or taught to amend their lives and turn

from their sins, so he might turn from his wrath ; and whereas, from a

consciousness of what we have merited at his hands, and an appre-

hension that the malevolence of our disappointed enemies, like the

incredulity of Pharaoh, may be used as the scourge of Omnipotence
to vindicate his slighted majesty, there is reason to fear that he may
permit much of our land to become a prey of the spoiler, our borders to

be ravaged, and our habitations destroyed

;

Resolved, That it be recommended to the several States to appoint

the first Thursday in May next to be a day of fasting, humiliation,

and prayer to Almighty God that he would be pleased to avert these

impending calamities, which we have but too well deserved ; that h^
will grant us his grace to repent of our sins and amend our lives

according to Aw holy word; that he will continue that wonderful pro-

tection which hath led us through the paths of danger and distress;
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that he will be a husband to the widow and a father to the fatherless

children who weep over the barbarities of a savage enemy ; that ho
will grant us patience in suffering and fortitude in adversity ; that he
will inspire us with humility, moderation, and gratitude in prosperous

circumstances; that he will give wisdom to our councils, finnness to

our resolutions, and victory to our arms ; that he will bless the labors

of the husbandman, and pour forth abundance, so that we may ei^oy

the fruits of the earth in due season ; that he will cause union, har-

mony, and mutual confidence to prevail throughout these States; that

he will bestow on our great ally all those blessings which may enable

him to be gloriously instrumental in protecting the rights of mankind
and in promoting the happiness of his subjects ; that he will bounti-

fully continue his paternal care to the commander-in-chief and the

officers and soldiers of the United States; that he will grant the

blessings of peace to all contending nations, freedom to those who are

in bondage, and comfort to those who are afflicted ; that he will diffuse

useful knowledge, extend true religion^ and give us that peace of mind
which the world cannot give ; that he will be our shield in the day
of battle, our comforter in the hour of death, and our kind parent and
merciful judge through time and through eternity.

Done in Congress, this 20th day of March, in the year of our Lord
one thousand seven hundred and seventy-nine, and in the third year

of our independence.
John Jay, President.

Attest: Charles Thomson, Secretary.^

Thurtday, October 14, 177ft.

Resolved, That it will be proper to set apart the second Thursday of

December next as a day of general thanksgiving in these United

States, and that a committee of four be appointed to prepare a recom-

mendation to the said States for this purpose.

The members chosen were Mr. Root, Mr. Holter, Mr. Muhlenberg,

and Mr. Gouverneur Morris.

Wednesday, October 20, 1779.

The c<Mnmittee reported as follows :

—

Whereas it becomes us humbly to approach the throne of Almighty

God with gratitude and praise for the wonders which his goodness has

wrought in conducting our forefathers to this "Western world, for hia

protection to them and to their posterity amidst difficulties and dangers^

for raising us, their children, from deep distress, to be numbered among
the nations of the earth, and especially for that he hath been pleased

to grant us the ervjoyment of health, and so to order the revolving

neasons that the earth hath produced her increase in abundance,

blessing the labors of the husbandman and spreading plenty through

the land ; that he hath prospered our arms and those of our ally, been

a shield to our troops in the hour of danger, pointed their swords to

victory, and led them in triumph over the bulwark of the foe ; that he
has gone with those who went out into the wilderness against the

savage tribes; that he hath stayed the hand of the spoiler, and turned
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back his meditated destruction ; that he hath prospered our commerce,

and given success to those who fought the enemy on the face of the

deep; and, above aU, thai he hoik diffused the glorious light of the gospel^

whereby, through the merits of our gracious Redeemer, we may become the heirs

of his eierruil glory : therefore,

JResolced, That it be recommended to the several States to appoint

Thursday, the 9th of December next, to be a day of public and solemn
thanksgiving to Almighty God for his mercies, and of prayer for the

continuance of his favor and protection to these United States; to

beseech him that he would be graciously pleased to influence our
public councils, and bless them with wisdom from on high, with una-
nimity, firmness, and success; that he would go forth with our hosts

and crown our armies with victory ; that he would grant to his Church the

plentiful effusions of Divine grace, and pour out his Holy Spirit on all ministers

of the gospel; that he would bless and prosper the means of education,

and spread the light of Christian knowledge through the remotest comers of the

earth; that he would smile upon the labors of his people, and cause the

earth to bring forth her fruits in abundance ; that we may with gratitude

and gladness ^ivjoy them f that he would take into his holy protection

our illustrious* ally, give him victory over his enemies, and render him
signally great, as the father of his people, and the protector of the

rights of mankind ; that he would be graciously pleased to tmm the

hearts of our enemies, and to dispense the blessings of peace to contend*

ing nations ; that he would in mercy look down upon us, pardon ouv
sins, and receive us into his favor ; and, finally, that he would establish

the independence of these United States upon the basis of religion and
virtue, and support and protect them in the ex\joyment of peace, liberty,

and safety.

Done in Congress, the 20th day of October, one thousand seven

hundred and seventy-nine, and in the fourth year of the independence
of the United States of America.

Saxusl Huntinotok, President,

Attest: Charlbs Thoxson, Secretary.

A Proclamation vor a Fast.

Saturday, Maroh 11, 1780.

It having pleased the righteous €k)vemoT of the world, for the

punishment of our manifold offences, to permit the sword of war still

to harass our country, it becomes us to endeavor, by humbling our-

selves before him and turning from every evil way, to avert his anger

and obtain his favor and blessing: it is, therefore, recommended to the

several States

That Wednesday, the twenty-sixth day of April next, be set apart

and observed as a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer, that we may
with one heart and one voice implore the sovereign Lord of heaven
and earth to remember mercy in his judgments ; to make us sincerely

penitent for our transgressions ; to prepare us for deliverance, and to

remove the evil with which he hath been pleased to visit us ; to banish

yice and irreligion from among us, and establish virtue and piety by
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his Divine' grace; to blesg all public councils throughout the United
States, giving them wisdom, firmness, and unanimity and directing

them to the best measures for the public good ; to bless the magistrates

and people of every rank, and animate and unite the hearts of all to

promote the interests of their country; to bless the public defence,

inspiring all commanders and soldiers with magnanimity and perse*

verance, and giving vigor and success to the military operations by sea

and land ; to bless the illustrious sovereign and the nation in alliance

with these States, and all who interest themselves in support of our

rights and liberties; to make that alliance of extensive and perpetual

usefulness to those immediately concerned, and mankind in general;

to grant fruitful seasons, and to bless our industry, trade and manu-
factures; to bless all schools and seminaries of learning, and every

means of instruction and education; to make wars to cease, and to

establish peace among the nations.

Tuesday, March 20, 1780.

The United States, in Congress assembled, agreed to the

following r

Proclamation.

At all times it is our duty to acknowledge the overruling providence

of the Great Governor of the universe, and devoutly to implore his

Divine favor and protection. But in the hour of calamity and impend-
ing danger, when, by fire and the sword, by the savages of the wilder-

ness, and by our own domestics, a vindictive enemy pursues a war of

rapine and devastation with unrelenting fary, we are peculiarly excited

with true penitence of heart to prostrate ourselves before our great

Creator, and fervently to supplicate his gracious interposition for our

deliverance.

The United States in Congress assembled, therefore, do earnestly

reconmiend that Thursday, the third day of May next, may be observed

as a day of humiliation, fasting, and prayer, that we may with united

hearts confess and bewail our manifold sins and transgressions, and by
sincere repentance and amendment of life appease his righteous dis-

pleasure, and, through the merits of our blessed Saviour, obtain pardon
and forgiveness; that it may please him to inspire our rulers with

inoorruptible integrity, and to direct and prosper their councils; to

inspire all our citizens with a fervent and a disinterested love of their

country, and to preserve and strengthen their union; to turn the

hearts of the disaffected, or to frustrate their devices ; to regard with

Divine compassion our friends in captivity, affliction, and distress, to

comfort and relieve them under their sufferings, and to change their

mourning into grateful songs of triumph ; that it may please him to

bless our ally, and to render the connection formed between these

United States and his kingdom a mutual and a lasting benefit to both

nations; to animate our officers and forces, by sea and land, with

invincible fortitude, and to guard and protect them in the day of

battle, and to crown our joint endeavors to terminate the calamities

of war with victory and success; that the blessings of liberty and peace
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may be established on an honorable and permanent basis, and trans-

mitted inviolate to the latest posterity; that it may please him to

prosper our husbandry and commerce, and bless us with health and
plenty ; that it may please him to bless all schools and seminaries of

learning, and to grant that truth, justice, and benevolence and pure

and undefiled religion may universally prevail.

Wednesday, October 18, 1780.

Congress took into consideration the resolution reported for setting

apart a day of thanksgiving and prayer, and agreed to the following

draft:—
Whereas it hath pleased Almighty Grod, the Father of all mercies,

amidst the vicLssitudes and calamities of war, to bestow blessings on
the people of these States, which call for their devout and thankful

acknowledgments, more especially in the late remarkable interposition

of his watchful providence in rescuing the person of our commander-
in-chief and the army from imminent danger at a moment when trea-

son was ripened for execution ; in prospering the labors of the husband-

man, and causing the earth to yield its increase in plentiful harvests

;

and, above all, in continuing to us the gospel of peace

:

It is, therefore, recommended to the several States to set apart

Thursday, the 7th day of December next, to be observed as a day of

public thanksgiving and prayer; that all the people may assemble on
that day to celebrate the praises of our Divine Benefactor, to confe^^s

our unworthiness of the least of his favors, and to offer our fervent

supplications to the God of all grace, that it may please him to pardon
our heinous transgressions and incline our hearts in the future to keep
all his laws; to comfort and relieve our brethren who are anywise
afflicted or distressed; to smile upon our husbandry and trade; to

direct our public councils, and lead our forces, by land and sea, to

victory ; to take our illustrious ally under his special protection, and
favor our joint councils and exertions for the establishment of speedy

and permanent peace; to cherish all schools and seminaries of edu-

cation, and to cause the knowledge of Christianity to spread over all

the earth.

Ddne in Congress, this 15th day of October, 1780, and in the fifth

year of the independence of the United States of America.

Friday, October 26, 1781.

The committee, consisting of Mr. Witherspoon, Mr. Montgomery,
Mr. Yarnum, Mr. Sherman, appointed to prepare a recommendation
for setting apart a day of public thanksgiving and prayer, reported the

draft of a proclamation, which was agreed to, as follows :

—

Proclamation.

WhereaSk it hath pleased Almighty God, the Father of mercies,

remarkably to assist and support the United States of America in

their important struggle for liberty against the long-continued effort

of a powerful nation, it is the duty of all ranks to observe and thank-

fully to acknowledge the interpositions of his providence in their
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behalf. Through the whole of the contest, from its first rise to this

time, the influence of Divine Providence may be clearly perceived in

many signal instances, of which we mention but a few.

In revealing the councils of our enemies, when the dincoveries were
seasonable and important and the means seemingly inadequate or for-

tuitous ; in preserving, and even improving, the union of the several

States, on the breach of which our enemies place their greatest

dependence; in increasing the number and adding to the zeal and
attachment of the friends of liberty ; in granting remarkable deliver-

ances, and blessing us with the most signal success, when affairs

seemed to have the most discouraging appearance; in raising up for

us a generous and most powerful ally in one of the first of European
Powers; in confounding the councils of our enemies, and suffering

them to pursue such measures as have most directly contributed to

frustrate their own desires and expectations; above all, in making
their extreme cruelty to the inhabitants of these States when in their

power, and their savage devastation of property, the very means of

cementing our union and adding vigor to every effort in opposition to

them.
And as we cannot help leading the good people of these States to a

retrospect on the events which have taken place since the beginning of

the war, so we recommend in a particular manner to their observation

the goodness of God in the year now drawing to a conclusion ; in which
the confederation of the United States has been completed ; in which
there have been so many instances of prowess and success in our armies,

particularly in the Southern States, where, notwithstanding the difficul*

ties with which they had to struggle, they have recovered the whole
country which the enemy had overrun, leaving them only a port or two
on or near the sea ; in which we have been so powerfully and effectually

assisted by our allies, while in all the conjunct operations the most
perfe«t harmony has subsisted in the allied army ; in which there has

been so plentiful a harvest, and so great abundance of the fruits of the

earth of every kind, as not only enables us easily to supply the wants of

our army, but gives comfort and happiness to the whole people ; and
in which, after the success of our allies by sea, a general of the first

rank, with his whole army, has been captured by the allied forces under
the direction of our commander-in-chief.

It is therefore recommended to the several States to set apart the 13th

day of December next, to be religiously observed as a day of thanks-

giving and prayer ; that all the people may assemble on that day, with

grateful hearts, to celebrate the praises of our gracious Benefactor ; to

confess our manifold sins, to offer up our most fervent supplications to

the God of all grace that it may please him to pardon our offences, and
incline our hearts in the future to keep all his laws ; to comfort and
relieve all our brethren who are in distress or captivity ; to prosper our

husbandmen, and give success to all engaged in lawful commerce ; to

impart wisdom and integrity to our councillors, judgment and fortitude

to our officers and soldiers ; to protect and prosper our illustrious ally,

and favor our united exertions for the speedy establishment of a safe,

honorable, and lasting peace ; to bless all seminaries of learning, and

\
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cause the knowledge of God to cover the earth as tlie waters cover the

sea.

Done in Congress, this twenty-sixth day of October, 1781, and in the

sixth year of the independence of the United States of America.

Thomas McKean, President.

Attest : Charles Thohson, Secretary.

General Washington, in reply to a letter from the President ^

of Congress, enclosing this proclamation, thus wrote from

Mount Vernon, November 15j 1781 :

—

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the Slat

ult., covering the resolutions of Congress of the 26th, and a Proclama-

tion for a day of public prayer and thanksgiving, and have to thank

you, sir, for the very polite and affectionate manner in which these

enclosures have been conveyed. The success of the combined arms
against our enemies at York and Gloucester, as it affects the welfare and
independence of the United States, I viewed as a most fortunate event.

In performing my part towards its accomplishment, I consider myself

to have done only my duty, and in the execution of that I ever feel my-
self happy ; and at the same time, as it augura well to our cause, I take

a particular pleasure in acknowledging that the interposing hand of

Ileaven in the various instances of our extensive preparations for this

operation has been most conspicuous and remarkable.

Tuesday, Mareb 19, 1782.

Proclamation.

The goodness of the Supreme Being to all his rational creatures de- •

mands their acknowledgments of gratitude and love ; his absolute

government of this world dictates that it is the interest of every nation

and people ardently to supplicate his favor and implore his protection.

When the lust of dominion or lawless ambition excites arbitrary power
to invade rights or endeavor to wrest from a people their sacred and
inalienable privileges, and compels them, in defence of the same, to en-

counter all the horrors and calamities of a bloody and vindictive war»

then is that people loudly called upon to fly unto that God for protection

who hears the cries of the distressed and will not turn a deaf ear to the

supplications of the oppressed.

Great Britain, hitherto left to infatuated councils and to pursue

measures repugnant to her own interest and distressing to this coun-

try, still persists in the design of subjugating these United States

;

which will compel us into another active and perhaps bloody cam-
paign.

The United States in Congress assembled, therefore, taking into con-

sideration our present situation, our multiplied transgressions of the

holy laws of our God, and his past acts of kindness and goodness

towards us, which we ought to record with the liveliest gratitude, think

it their indispensable duty to call upon the several States to set apart

the last Thursday in April next as a day of fasting, humiliation, and
prayer, that our joint supplications may then ascend to the throne of
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the Ruler of the universe, beseeching him to diffuse a spirit of univer-

sal reformation among all ranks and degrees of our citizens, and make
us a holy, that we may be a happy, people ; that it would please him to

impart wisdom, integrity, and unanimity to our counsellors; to bless

and prosper the reign of our illustrious ally, and give success to his

arms employed in the defence of the rights of human nature ; that he
would smile upon our military arrangements by land and sea, adminis-

ter comfort and consolation to our prisoners in a cruel captivity, pro-

tect the health and life of our commander-in-chief, grant us victory

over our enemies, establish peace in all our borders, and give happi-

ness to all our inhabitants ; that he would prosper the labor of the hus-

bandman, making the earth yield its increase in abundance, and give a
proper season for the ingathering of the fruits thereof; that he would
grant success to all engaged in lawful trade and commerce, and take

under his guardianship all schools and seminaries of learning, and make
them nurseries of virtue and piety ; that he would incline the hearts of

all men to peace, and fill them with universal charity and benevolence,

and that the religion of our Divine Redeemer, with all its benign influ-

ences, may cover the earth' as the waters cover the seas.

Done by the United States in Congress assembled, &c. &c.

Friday, October 11, 1782.

On the report of the committee, consisting of Mr. Wither-

epoon, Mr. Montgomery, and Mr. Williamson, appointed to pre-

pare a recommendation to the States setting apart a day for

thanksgiving and prayer. Congress agreed to the following act :

—

It being the indispensable duty of all nations not only to offer up
their supplications to Almighty God, the Giver of all good, for his gra-

cious assistance in time of distress, but also in a solemn and public

manner to give him praise for his goodness in general, and especially

for great and signal interpositions of his providence in their behalf;

therefore the United States in Congress assembled, taking into consi-

deration the many instances of Divine goodness to these States in the

course of the important conflict in which they have been so long

engaged, the happy and promising state of public affairs, and the

events of the war in the course of the year now drawing to a close,

particularly the harmony of the public councils, which is so necessary

to the success of the public cause ; the perfect union and good under-

standing w^Iiich has hitherto subsisted between them and their allies,

notwithstanding the artful and unwearied attempts of the common
enemy to divide them ; the success of the armies of the United States

and those of their allies, and the acknowledgment of their independ-

ence by another European Power, whose friendship and commerce

must be of great and lasting advantage to these States ; do hereby re-

commend it to the inhabitants of these States in general, to observe,

and request the several States to interpose their authority in appointing

and commanding the observation of, Thursday, the 25th day of Novem-

ber next, as a day of solemn thanksgiving to God for all his mercies

;

3
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and they do further recommend to all ranks to testify their gratitude

to God for his goodness, by a cheerful obedience to his laws, and by pro-

moting, each in his station and by his influence, the practice of true

and undefiled religion, which is the great foundation of public prosperity

and national happiness.

Done in Congress, &c. &c.

Satarday, October 18, 1783.

The committee, consisting of Mr. Duane, Mr. S. Huntington,

and Mr. Holter, appointed to prepare a proclamation for a day
of thanksgiving, reported a draft, which was agreed to as fol-

lows :

—

By the United States in Congress assembled,

A Proclavation.

Whereas it has pleased the Supreme Buler of all human events to

dispose the hearts of the late belligerent Powers to put a period to the

effusion of human blood, by proclaiming a cessation of all hostilities by
sea and land, and these United States are not only happily rescued from
the dangers and calamities to which they have been so long exposed, but
their freedom, sovereignty, and independence are ultimately acknow-
ledged ; and whereas, in the progress of a contest on which the most
essential rights of human nature depended, the interposition of Divine
Providence in our favor hath been most abundantly and most graciously

manifested, and the citizens of these United States have every reason

for praise and gratitude to the God of their salvation : impressed, there-

fore, with an exalted sense of the blessings with which we are surrounded

and of entire dependence on that Almighty Being from whose goodness

and bounty they are derived, the United States in Congress assembled

do recommend it to the several States to set apart the second Thursday
in December next as a day of public thanksgiving, that all the people

may then assemble to celebrate, with grateful hearts and united voices,

the praises of their supreme and all-bountiful Benefactor for his num-
berless favors and mercies ; that he hath been pleased to conduct us in

safety through all the vicissitudes of the war; that he hath given us

unanimity and resolution to adhere to our just rights ; that he hath

raised up a powerful ally to assist in supporting them, and hath sd far

crowned our united efiforts with success that in the course of the present

year hostilities have ceased, and we are left in the undisputed possession

of our liberty and independence, and of the fruits of our land, and ii>

the free participation oi the treasures of the sea ; that he hath pros-

pered the labors of our husbandmen with plentiful harvests ; and, above

aU, that he hath been pleased to continue unto us the light of the blessed gospel,

and secured to us in the fullest extent the rights of conscience in faith

and worship ; and while our hearts overflow with gratitude, and our

lips set forth the praises of our great Creator, thatwe also offer up fervent

supplications that it may please him to pardon all our offences, to give

wisdom and unanimity to our public councils, to cement all our citizens

in the bond of affection, and to inspire them with an earnest regard for
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the national honor and interest, to enable us to improve the days of

prosperity by every good work, and to be lovers of peace and tranquillity

;

that he may be pleased to bless us in our husbandry, our commerce and
navigation u to smile upon our seminaries and means of education, to

cause pure religion and virtue to flourish, to give peace to all nations,

and to fill the world with his glory.

Done by the United States in Congress assembled. Witness his Ex-

cellency EliAS BocDiNOT, our President, this 18th day of October, in the

year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-three, and
of the sovereignty and independence of the United States of America

the eighth. Elias Boudinot, PrcMeni,

Charles Williamson, Secretary.

Thanksqiving for Peace.

A committee of the Committee of the States, consisting of Mr. Head,

Mr. Dana, and Mr. Hand, to whom was referred the motion of Mr.

Read of the 2d instant, " That a committee be appointed to prepare a
proclamation for a day of solemn prayer and thanksgiving to Almighty
God, to be observed throughout the United States of America, on the

exchange of the instruments of ratification of the definite treaty of

peace between the United States of America and his Britannic Majesty,

and the happy completion of the great work of independency and
peace to these United States," reported the following form of a pro-

clamation :

—

By the United States of America in a Committee of the Slates assembled.

A Proclamation.

Whereas it has pleased the Supreme Ruler of the universe, of his

infinite goodness and mercy, so to calm the minds and do away with

the resentment of the Powers lately engaged in a most bloody and de-

structive war, and to dispose their hearts towards amity and friendship,

that a general pacification hath taken place, and particularly a definitive

treaty of peace between the United States of America and his Britunnic

Majesty was signed at Paris, on the third day of September, in the year

of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-three ; the instru-

ments of the final ratification of which were exchanged at Passy, on the

12th day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred
and eighty-four, whereby a finishing hand was put to the great work of

peace, and the freedom, sovereignty, and independence of these States

fully and completely established ; and whereas, in pursuit of the great

work of freedom and independence, and the progress of the contest in

which the United States of America have been engaged, and on the

success of which the dearest and most essential rights of human nature

depended, the benign interposition of Divine Providence hath, on

many occasions, been most miraculously and abundantly manifested

;

and the citizens of the United States have the greatest reason to return

their most hearty and sincere pnaises and thanksgiving to the God of

their deliverance, whose name be praised. Deeply impressed, tliereft)re, with

a sense of his mercies manifested to these United States, and of the
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blessings which it hath pleased God to shower down on us, of our future

dependence at all times on his power and mercy, as the only source from
which so great benefits can be derived :

—

We the United States of America, in the Committee of the States

assembled, do earnestly recommend to the Supreme Executive of the
several States to set apart Tuesday, the nineteenth day of October
next, as a day of public prayer and thanksgiving, that all the people of

the United States may then assemble in their respective churches and
congregations, to celebrate with grateful hearts and joyful and united
voices the mercies and praises of their all-bountiful Creator, most holy
and most righteous, for his innumerable favors and mercies vouchsafed
unto them,—more especially that he hath been graciously pleased so to

conduct us through the perils and dangers of the war as finally to

establish the United States in freedom and independency, and to give

them a name and a place among the princes and nations of the earth,

—that he hath raised great captains and men of war from amongst us

to lead our armies, and in our greatest difi&cultias and distresses hath
given us unanimity to adhere and to assert our just rights and privi-

leges,—and that he hath been mgst graciously pleased also to raise up
a most powerful prince and magnanimous people as allies to assist us

in efl:ectually supporting and maintaining them; that he hath been
pleased to prosper the labor of our husbandmen; that there is no
famine or want seen throughout our land ; and, above all, that he hath been

pleased to continue to us the light of gospel truth, and secured to us in the

fullest manner the rights of conscience in faith and worship.

And while our hearts overflow with gratitude and our lips pronounce
the praises of our great and merciful Creator, that we may also offer up
our joint and fervent supplications that it may please him of his infinite

goodness and mercy to pardon all our sins and offences ; to inspire with

wisdom and a true sense of the public good all our public councils ; to

strengthen and cement the bonds of love and affection between all

our citizens; to impress them with an earnest regard for the public

good and national faith and honor, and to teach them to improve the

days of peace by every good work ; to pray that he will in a more espe-

cial manner shower down his blessings on Louis, the most Cliristian

king, our ally, to prosper his house, that his son's sons may long sit on
the throne of their ancestors a blessing to the people intrusted to his

charge ; to bless all mankind, and inspire the princes and nations of

the earth with the love of peace, that the sound of war may be heard

of no more ; that he may be pleased to smile upon us and bless our

husbandry, fishery, our commerce, and especially our schools and semi-

naries of learning ; and to raUe up from among our youth men eminent for

virtue, learning, and piety, to his service in Church and Slate; to cause virtue and

true religion toflourish ; to give to all nations amity, peace, and concord,

and to fill the world with his glory.

Done by the United States in the Committee of the States assembled.

Witness the Honorable Samuel Hardy, Chairman, this third day of

August, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and
eighty-seven, and in the ninth of the sovereignty and independence

of the United States of America.
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National Thanksgiving under Washington's Adminis-
tration.

A resolution was adopted in the House of Eepresentatives,

September 25, 1789, in the following words :

—

On motion,

—

Ji^soived, That a joint committee of both Houses be directed to wait
upon the President of the United States to request that he would
recommend to the people of the United States a day of thanksgiving

and prayer, to be observed by acknowledging with grateful hearts the

many signal favors of Almighty Gt>d, especially by affording them an
opportunity peaceably to establish a constitution of government for

their safety and happiness.

Ordered, That Mr. Boudinot, Mr. Sherman, and Mr. Silvester be of

the said committee on the part of this House.

Concurred in by the Senate the same day.

Washington, as President of the United States, on the 3d day

of October, 1789, issued a proclamation, in pursuance of the

above proceedings of Congress, which may be found on page

275 of this volume.

The following proclamation, by Washington, was made, with-

out special authority from Congress, in view of the suppression

of the rebellion in Western Pennsylvania in 1795, which for a

time threatened the safety of the Union. It is invested with

new and profound interest in view of the great Southern rebel-

lion of 1863, and is a striking evidence of the prophetic vision

of Washington, foreboding good or ill to the nation according

to its adherence to, or departure from, the principles of order,

morality, and piety.

A Proclamation.

When we review the calamities which aflElict so many other nations,

the present condition of the United States affords much of consola-

tion and satisfaction. Our exemption hitherto from foreign war, an

increasing prospect of the continuance of that exemption, the great

degree of internal tranquillity we have enjoyed, the recent confirmation

of thai iranquillity hy the suppression of an insurrection which so wantonly

threatened it, the happy course of our public affairs in general, the

unexampled prosperity of all elapses of our citizens, are circumstances

which peculiarly mark our situation with indications of the Divine

beneficence towards us. In such a state, it is in an especial manner

our duty as a people, with devout reverence and affectionate ^titude,
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tx> acknowledge our many and great obligations to Almighty God, and
to implore him to continue and confirm the blessings we experience.

Deeply penetrated with this sentiment, I, George Washington, Presi-

dent of the United States, do recommend to all religious societies and
denominations, and to all persons whomsoever within the United States,

to set apart and observe Thursday, the 19th day of February next,:

as a day of public thanksgiving and prayer, and on that day to meet
together and render their sincere thanks to the Great Ruler of nations

for the manifold and signal mercies which distinguish our lot as a nation,

particularly for the possession of constitutions of government which unite,

and by their union establish, liberty with order ; for the preservation of

our peace, foreign and domestic ; for the seasonable control which has been

given to a spirit of disorder in the suppression of the late insurrection

;

and, generally, for the prosperous course of our aflfairs, public and
private; and at the same time humbly and fervently to beseech the

kind Author of these blessings graciously to prolong them to us; to

imprint on our hearts a deep and solemn sense of our obligations to

him for them ; to teach us rightly to estimate their immense value ; to

preserve us from the arrogance of prosperity^ and from hazarding the

advantage we enjoy by delusive pursuits; to dispose us to inherit the

continuance of his favors by not abusing them, by our gratitude for

them, and by a corresponding conduct aa citizens and as men; to

render this country more and more a safe and propitious asylum for

the unfortunate of other countries ; to extend among us true and useful

knowledge; to difiuse and establish habits of sobriety, order, morality,

and piety ; and, finally, to impart all the blessings toe possess, or ask for our*

selvfSy to the wholefamily of mankind.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the sfeal of the United States

of America to be affixed to these presents, and signed the same with

my hand. Done at the city of Philadelphia, the first day of January,

one thousand seven hundred and ninety-five, and of the independence
of the United States of America the nineteenth.

G. Washington.

Proclamations under Adams's Administration.

Proclamation for a National Fast.

March 23, 1798.

As the safety and prosperity of nations ultimately and essentially

depend on the protection and blessing of Almighty God, and the

national acknowledgment of this truth is not only an indispensable

duty which the people owe to him, but a duty whose natural influenoo

is favorable to the promotion of that morality and piety without which
social happiness cannot exist nor the blessings of a free government
be enjoyc(l; and as this duty, at all times incumbent, is so especially

in seasons of difficulty and of danger, when existing or ' threatening

calamities—the just judgments of God against prevalent iniquity—are

a loud call to repentance and reformation ; and as the United States

of America are at present placed in a hazardous and afflictive situatioA

36
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by the nnlHendly disposition, conduct, and demands of a foreign

Power, evinced by repeated refusals to receive our messengers of recon-

ciliation and peace, by depredations on our commerce, and the inflio-

tion of injuries on very many of our fellow-citizens while engaged in

their lawful business on the seas; under these considerations, it has
appeared to me that the duty of imploring the mercy and benediction

of Heaven on our country demands at this time a special attention

from its inhabitants.

I have, therefore, thought fit to recommend—and I do hereby re-

oommend—that Wednesday, the 9th day of May next, be observed

throughout the United States as a day of solemn humiliation, fasting,

and prayer; that the citizens of these States, abstaining on that day
from their customary worldly occupations, offer their devout addresses

to the Father of mercies, agreeably to those forms or methods which
they have severally adopted as the most suitable and becoming ; that

all religious congregations do, with the deepest humility, acknowledge
before God the manifold sins and transgressions with which we are

justly chargeable as individuals and as a nation ; beseeching him at

the same time, of his infinite grace, through the Bedeemer of the world,

freely to remit all our offences, and to incline us, by his Holy Spirit,

to that sincere repentance and reformation which may afibrd us reason

to hope for his inestimable favor and heavenly benediction ; that it

be made the subject of particular and earnest supplication that our

country may be protected from all the dangers jwhich threaten it ; that

our civil and religious privileges may be preserved inviolate and per-

petuated to the latest generations ; that our public councils and magis-

trates may be especially enlightened and directed at this critical

period ; that the American people may be united in those bonds of

amity and mutual confidence and inspired with that vigor and forti-

tude by which they have in times past been so highly distinguished,

and by which they have obtained such invaluable advantages ; that the

health of the inhabitants of our land may be preserved, and their

agriculture, commerce, fisheries, arts, and manufactures be blessed and
prospered; that the principles of genuine piety and sound morality

may influence the minds and govern the lives of every description of

our citizens ; and that the blessings of peace, freedom, and pure religion

may be speedily extended to all nations of the earth.

And, finally, I recommend that on the said day the duties of humilia-

tion and prayer be accompanied by fervent thanksgiving to the

Bestower of every good gift, not only for having hitlicrto protected

and preserved the people of these United States in the independent

enjoyment of their religious and civil freedom, but also for having

prospered them in a wonderful progress of population, and for con-

ferring on them many and great favors conducive to the happiness

and prosperity of a nation.

Given, &c, John Adams.
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Proclamation for a National Fabt.

March t, 1799.

Ab no truth is more clearly taught in the volume of inspiration, nor
any more fully demonstrated by the experience of all ages, than that

a deep sense and a due acknowledgment of the governing providenoe

of a Supreme Being, and of the accountableness of men to him as the
searcher of hcarU and righteous distributor ofrewards and punishments,

iMre conducive equally to the happiness and rectitude of individuals

and to the well-being of communities ; as it is, also, most reasonable in

itself that men who are made capable of social acts and relations, who
owe their improvements to the social state, and who derive their en-

joyments from it, should as a society make their acknowledgments of
dependence and obligation to Him who hath endowed them with these

capacities and elevated them in the scale of existence by these distino-

tions ; as it is, likewise, a plain dictate of duty, and a strong sentiment

of nature, that in circumstances of great urgency, and seasons of

imminent danger, earnest and particular supplications should be made
to Him who is able to defend or to destroy ; as, moreover, the most pre*

cious interests of the people of the United States are still held in jeo-

pardy by the hostile designs and insidious acts of a foreign nation, as

well as by the dissemination among them of those principles, subversive

to the foundations of all religious, moral, and social obligations, that

have produced incalculable mischief and misery in other countries ; and
as, in fine, the observance of special seasons for public religious solem-

nities is happily calculated to avert the evils which we ought to depre-

cate, and to excite to the performance of the duties which we ought to

discharge, by calling and fixing the attention of the people at large to

the momentous truths already recited, by aflbrding opportunity to teach

and inculcate them, by animating devotion, and giving to it the cha-

racter of a national act.

For these reasons, I have thought proper to recommend, and I do
hereby recommend accordingly, that Thursday, the twenty-fifth day of

April next, be observed throughout the United States of America as a

day of solemn humiliation, fasting, and prayer ; that the citizens on that

day abstain, as far as may be, from their secular occupations, and devote

the time to the sacred duties of religion, in public and in private ; that

they call to mind our numerous oflfences against the most high God,

confess them before him with the sincerest penitence, implore his par-

doning mercy, through the Groat Mediator and Redeemer, for our past

transgressions, and that, through the grace of his Holy Spirit, we may
be disposed and enabled to yield a more suitable obedience to his

righteous requisitions in time to come; that he would interpose to

arrest the progress of that impiety and licentiousness in principle and
practice so offensive to himself and so ruinous to mankind ; that he

would make us deeply sensible that " righteousness exalteth a nation,

but that sin is the reproach of any people ;" that he would turn us from

our transgressions and turn his displeasure from us ; that he would

withhold us from unreasonable discontent, from disunion, faction, sedi-

tion, and insurrection ; that he would preserve our country from the
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«i6«olating sword ; that he would EAre our cities and towns from a rep^
iition of those awful pestilential Tisitationa under which tbej hsre
lately suffered so severely, and that the health of our inhabitants gene*
Tally nuiv be precious in his Fight ; that he would favor us with fraitfdl

aea»^>ns, and so bless the iab^>rs of the husbandman as that there may
be food in abundance for man and beast ; that he would prosper our
commerce, manufactures, and fi&heries, and give success to the people
in all their lawful industry and enterprise; that he would smile on our
colleges, academies, school;, and seminaries of learning, and make the»
nurseries of f<ound science, morab, and religion ; that he would bless all

magiittrates from the highest to the lowest, give them the true spirit of
(heir station, make them a terror to evil-doers and a praise to them thail

do well ; that he would preside over the councils of the nation ai this

critical p<'riod, enligliten them to a just discernment of the public

interest, and save them from mistake, division, and discord; that he
would make succeed our preparations for defence, and bless our anna-
inents Viy land and by sea ; that he would put an end to the effusion of
human blood and the accumulation of human misery among the con*

tending nations of the earth, by disposing them to justice, to equality,

u> benevolence, and to peace ; and that he would extend the blessings

of knowledge, of true liberty, and of pure and undefiled religion through-

out the world.

And I do recommetKl that, with these acts of humiliation, penitence,,

and prayer, fervent thanksgiving to the Author of all good be united,

for the countless favors which he is still continuing to the people of the

United States, and which render their condition as a nation eminently

happy when compared with the lot of others.

Given, &c. Joun Adams.

Pboclamations undee Madison's Administration.

The second war with Great Britain was declared by the

Government of the United States in 1812, and peace was re-

stored in 1815. The calamities of war developed the Christian

element of the Government and people in the following acts and

proclamations :

—

In April, 1812, Congress passed the following resolution :

—

It being a duty peculiarly incumbent, in a time of public calamity

and war, humbly and devoutly to acknowledge our dependence on Al-

mighty God, and to implore his aid and protection; therefore,

Jiesolordf by the tSciiate and Jlousc of Juj r- , idaikcs in Congress assembled,

that thoy appoint a committee of both I].»iim'> of Congress to wait on
the rresidont of the United States and r(Mi\i<\st that he recommend
a day of public humiliation and prayer, to bo observed by the people of

the United States with religious solemnity and the offering of fervent

•upplications to Almighty God for the safety and welfare of these Statea*

his blessing on their army, and a speedy restoration of peace.
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President Madison immediately issued the following

Proclamation.

Whereas the Congress of the United States, by a joint resolution of the

two Houses, have signified a request that a day may be recommended to

l>e observed by the people of the United States with religious solemnity,

as a day of public humiliation and prayer ; and whereas such a recom-

mendation will enable the several religious denominations and societies

«o disposed to offer at one and the same time their common vows and
adorations to Almighty God, on the solemn occasion produced by the

war in which he has been pleased to permit the ii\justice of a foreign

Power to involve these United States ; I do therefore recommend the

third Thursday of August next, as a convenient day, to be set apart for the

devout purpose of rendering the Sovereign of the Universe and the

Benefactor of mankind the public homage due to his holy attributes

;

of acknowledging the transgressions which might justly provoke the

manifestations of his divine displeasure ; of seeking his merciful for-

giveness, and his assistance in the great duties of repentance and amend-
ment ; and especially of offering fervent supplications that in the present

reason of calamity and war he woiild take the American people under
his peculiar care and protection ; that he would guide their public coun-

cils, animate their patriotism, and bestow his blessing on their arms

;

that he would inspire all nations with a love of justice and of concord,

and with a reverence for the unerring precept of our holy religion, to do
to others as they would require that others should do to them ; and,

finally, that, turning the hearts of our enemies from the violence and
injustice which sway their oouncils against us, he would hasten a resto-

ration of the blessings of peace.

[L.S.] Given at Washington, the ninth day of July, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twelve.

James Madison,
,

James Monroe,

By the President. Secretary qf Stale.

Thanksgiving at the Peace of 1815.

The official notification of peace with Great Britain was com-

municated to the House of Representatives, by the President,

February 18, 1815, and the same day the following resolution

was introduced :

—

It being a duty particularly humbly and devoutly to acknowledge our

dependence on Almighty God, and to implore his aid and protection,

and in times of deliverance and prosperity to manifest our deep and
undissembled gratitude to the Almighty Sovereign of the Universe

;

therefore,

Itesolved, by the Senate and House of Jtepresentatives of the United States qf

America^ in Congress assembled^ That a joint committee of both Houses
wait on the President of the United States, and request that he reoom-
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mend a day of thanksgiving to be observed by the people of the Unfted
States, with religious solemnity, and the offering of devout acknow-
ledgments to God for his mercies, and in prayer to him for the continu-

ance of his blessings.

In accordance with this request, the President issued the fol-

lowing

Proclamation.

The Senate and House of Representatives of the United States have,

by a joint resolution, signified their desire that a day may be recom-

mended to be observed by the peoi>le of the United States, with reli-

gious solemnity, as a day of thanksgiving, and of devdut acknowledg-

ments to Almighty God for his great goodness manifested in restoring

to them the blessings of peace.

Ko people ought to feel greater obligations to celebrate the goodness

of the Great Disposer of events and of the destiny of nations than the

people of the United States. His kind providence originally ccmducted
them to one of the best portions of the dwelling-place allowed for the

great family of the human race. He protected and cherished them
under all the difficulties and trials to which they were exposed in their

early days. Under his fostering care, their habits, their sentiments, and
their pursuits prepared them for a transition in due time to a state of

independence and of self-government. In the arduous struggle by
which it was attained, they were distinguished by multiplied tokens of his

benign interposition. During the interval which succeeded, he reared

them into strength, and endowed them with the resources which have en-

abled them to assert their national rights and to enhance their national

character in another arduous conflict, which is now happily terminated

by a peace and reconciliation with those who have been our enemies.

And to the same Divine Author of every good and perfect gift we are

indebted for all those privileges and advantages, religious as well as

civil, which are so richly enjoyed in this favored land.

It is for blessings such as these, and more especially for the restora-

tion of the blessings of peace, that I now recommend that the second

Thursday in April next be set apart as a day on which the people of

every religious denomination may, in their solemn assemblies^ unite

their hearts and their voices in a free-will offering to their heavenly

Benefactor of their homage of thanksgiving and of their songs of

praise.

Given at the city of Washington, on the fourth of March, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifteen, and of the inde-

{UMulence of the United States the thirty-ninth.

Jambs MAnisoir.

Kecommendation of a Fast-Day by President Tyler.

On the 7th day of April, 1841, William Henry Harrison,

President of the United States, expired in the Presidential
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mansion. By this providential visitation upon the nation, John

Tyler, of Virginia, Vice-President, became, by the Constitution,

the acting President. After he entered upon his duties, he

issued the following

Recommendation.

April 13, 1841.

To the People of the United States.

When a Christian people feel themselves to be overtaken by a great

public calamity, it becomes them to humble themselves under the dis-

pensation of Divine Providence, to recognize his righteous government
over the children of men, to acknowledge his goodness in times past, as

well as their own unworthiness, and to supplicate his merciful protec-

tion for the future.

The death of William Henry Harrison, late President of the United
States, so soon after his election to that high office, is a bereavement

particularly calculated to be regarded as a heavy affliction, and to im-

press all minds with a sense of the uncertainty of human things, and
of the dependence of nations, as well as individuals, upon our heavenly

Parent.

I have thought, therefore, that I should be acting in conformity with

the general expectations and feelings of the community in recommend-
ing, as I now do, to the people of the United States, of every religious

denomination, that, according to their several modes and forms of

worship, they observe a day of fasting and prayer, by such religious ser-

vices as may be suitable on the occasion ; and I recommend Friday,

the fourteenth day of May next, for that purpose ; to the end that on
that day we may all, with one accord, join in humble and reverential

approach toHim in whose hands we are, invoking him to inspire us with

a proper spirit and temper of heart and mind under the frowns of his

providence, and still to bestow his gracious benedictions upon our

(Jovemment and our country.

JoHK Tyler, President,

In the summer of 1849, a pestilence, in the form of the

Asiatic cholera, visited a second time the United States. The
President, in view of its general prevalence, and to seek its re-

moval, issued the following

Recohhekdation. '

At a season when the providence of God has manifested itself in the

isitationof a fearful pestilence which is spreading itself throughout the

land, it is fitting that a people whose reliance has ever been in his

protection should humble themselves before his throne, and, while

•oknowledging past transgressions, ask a continuance of the Divine

mercy.

It is therefore earnestly recommended that the first Friday in Angnsl

be observed throughout the United States as a day of fssting, humilift-

.
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tion, and prayer. All busing will be suspended in the various branches

of the public service on that day ; and it is recommended to persons of

'

all religious denominations to abstain as far as practicable from secular-

occupation/ and to assemble in their respective places of public worship,

to acknowledge the infinite goodness which has watched over our 'ex-'

istence as a nation and so long crowned us with manifold blessings, and
to implore the Almighty, in his own good time, to stay the d^troying

hand now lifted against us.

Z. Taylor.
Washiitotok, July 3, 1849.

Zachaey Tayloe, President of the United States, died on

the 9th day of July, 1850. The proceedings in Congress on

the event are as follows ; but no proclamation was issued :

—

Washington, July 10, 1850.

Fbllow-Citizens of the Senate and House of Representatives:—
I have to perform the melancholy duty of announcing to you that it

has pleased Almighty God to remove from this life Zachart Tatlob, late,

President of the United States. He deceased last evening, at the hour
of half-past ten o'clock, in the midst of his family and surrounded by
affectionate friends, calmly and in full possession of all his &oultie& ^

Among his last words were these :
—" I have always done my duty. I am

ready to die. My only regret is for the friends I leave behind me."
A great man has fallen among us, and a whole country is called to an.

occasion of unexpected, deep, and general mourning.

To you, Senators and Representatives of a nation in tears, I can say

nothing to alleviate the sorrow with which you are oppressed. I rely,

upon Him who holds in his hands the destinies of nations, to endow.,

me with the requisite strength for the task, and to avert from our coun-.

try the evils apprehended from the heavy calamity which has befallen,

us. I shall most readily concur in whatever measures the wisdom of the
,

two Houses may suggest as befitting this deeply melancholy occasion.

Millard Fillmore.

In the House of Representatives, before the session for the

day began, the Rev. Dr. Butler, Chaplain of the Senate,

made the following prayer :

—

Almighty God, King of kings and Lord of lords, who only hath

immortality, dwelling in the light which no man can approach unto,

thou doest according to thy will in the army of heaven and among the

inhabitants of the earth. Just and true are thy ways, thou King of

saints. Clouds and darkness are about thy throne ; but righteousness

and judgment are the habitation of thy seat I

Thou hast seen fit. Almighty God, to take out of this world our be-

loved and honored Chief Magistrate, the President of these United
States. Thou didst cover his head in the day of battle ; and thou hast

given his life to the sickness that destroyeth at the noonday. We
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desire to bow In resignation to thy blessed will, and to realize that thon

doest all things well. Now that thy judgments are abroad in the land,

make us to learn and love and practise righteousness.

We ask thy special blessing for thy servant upon whom thy providence

hath devolved the momentous duties of the Chief Magistracy of this

republic. Thou hast seen fit to summon him to the great duties of his

new position in a crisis of gloom and storm and danger. Let thy fatherly

hand ever be over him. Let thy Holy Spirit ever be with him. Give him
the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and ghostly

strength, the spirit of knowledge and true godliness, and fill him with

thy holy fear now and forever. Preserve him in health and prosperity,

and BO bless his administration that all the States of this vast republic,

reconciled, happy, and fraternal, may be able unitedly to adore thee for

tiiy goodness, and to declare that the Lord of Hosts is with us, the God
of Jacob is.our refuge 1

Bless the deliberations of the Senate and Representatives in Congress

assembled, to the advancement of thy glory, the good of thy Church,

the safety, honor, and welfare of thy people; that peace and happiness,

truth and justice, religion and piety, may be established among us for

all generations.

Look with pity upon the sorrows of thy servants, the family of the

departed Chief Magistrate of this land. Remember them, Lord, in

mercy; sanctify thy fatherly correction to them; endow their souls

with patience under their afilictions, and with resignation to thy blessed

will ; comfort them with a sense of thy goodness ; lift up thy counte-

nance upon them, and give them peace.

Grant, O Lord, that when we shall be summoned to go the way of all

the earth, we may die in the communion of thy Church, in the confi-

dence of a certain faith, in the comfort of a religious and holy hope, in

favor with thee, our God, and in charity with the world.

All which we ask and offer in the name and for the sake of Jestu

Christ, our Lord and Saviour. Amen.

The House, after the prayer, adopted the following :

—

Whereas it hath pleased Divine Providence to remove from this life

Zachart Taylor, late President of the United States, the House of

Representatives, sharing in the general sorrow which this melancholy

event must produce, is desirous of manifesting its sensibility on the

occasion. f

The death of the President of the United States was regarded

by Congress and the nation as a providential national calamity,

and Senators and Eepresentatives, in their seats in Congress,

gave expression to this truth in their remarks on the event.

Mr. Downs, of Louisiana, said, " The chief of a nation of more
than twenty millions of freemen is suddenly withdrawn from

the world by an act of Gfod,"
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Mr. Webster, of Massachusetts, said, "It has pleased Divine

Providence to visit the two Houses of Congress, and especially

this House, with repeated occasions for mourning and lamenta-

tion. Great as this calamity is, we mourti, but not as those

without hope. We have seen one eminent man, and another

eminent man, and at last a man in the most eminent station, fall

away from the midst of us. But I doubt not there is a Power

exercising over us that parental care that has marked our

progress for so many years. I have confidence still that the

place of the departed will be supplied, that the kind, beneficent

favor of Almighty God will still be with us, and that we shall

be borne along, and borne onward and upward, on the wings

of his sustaining providence."

Mr. Cass, of Michigan, said, " He has been called by Provi-

dence from his high functions with his mission unfulfilled. Let

us humbly hope that this afflictive dispensation of Providence

may not be without its salutary influence upon the American

people and their representatives."

Mr. Underwood, of Kentucky, said, "The providence of

God has terminated his earthly career. He was removed by

the Ruler of the universe. Whatever purposes of the Deity

the future may unfold, the present is a day of mourning."

Mr. King, of Alabama, said,. "It depends essentially upon

us, and the co-ordinate branch of the Government, to improve

this afflictive dispensation of Almighty God to purposes at once

salutary and beneficial to the great interests of the country."

In the House of Representatives, similar sentiments were

uttered.

Mr. Winthrop, of Massachusetts, said, "As we now behold

the late President borne away by the hand of God from our

sight, in the very hour of peril, we can hardly repress the

exclamation which was addressed to the departing prophet of

old, 'My father, my father! the chariot of Israel, and the horse-

men thereof!' Let us hope that this event may teach us all

how vain is our reliance upon any arm of flesh. Let us hope

that it may impress us with a solemn sense of our national as

well as individual dependence on a higher than human power.

Let UB remember, sir, that ' the Lord is King, be the people

never so impatient; that he sitteth between the cherubim, be

the earth never so unquiet.' Let us, in language which is now

hallowed to us all as having been the closing and crowning senti-
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ment of his Inaugural Address, and in which he, 'being dead,

yet speaketh,'

—

" ' Let U8 invoke a continuance of the same protecting care

which has led us from small beginnings to the eminence which

we this day occupy; and let us seek to deserve that continuance

by prudence and moderation in our councils; by weU-directed

attempts to assuage the bitterness which, too often unavoidable^

marks differences of opinion; by the promulgation and practice

of jv^t and liberal principles; and by an enlarged patriotism,,

which shall acknowledge no limits but those of our own wide-

spread republic*
"

Mr. Hilliard, of Alabama, said, "It is an interposition of

Providence; and it comes to us in a trying hour. My trust in

Providence is unshaken. Our country has been delivered,

guided, and made glorious by a good Providence. It will be so

still. I remember when the prophet referred to was surrounded

by a hostile force, and all hope of escape seemed to be cut ofiF,

that a young man who was with him cried out in great fear;

and the reply of the prophet was a prayer that the young

man's eyes might be opened. He then saw that all within the

hostile lines were 'chariots and horsemen of fire,' ready to

succor and deliver the beleaguered city. So will it be with us.

The very event which we deplore will be overruled for good;

and He that sitteth on high, mightier than the water-floods,

will put forth his power and cause a great calm."

The following proclamation was issued by the President of

the United States when the nation was imperilled by the open*

ing scenes and acts of the great Southern rebellion :

—

To THE People of the United States,—^A Becommendatiok.

Numerous appeals hare been made to me by pious and patriotic asso-

ciations and citizens, in view of the present distracted and dangerous

condition of our country, to recommend that a day be set apart for

humiliation, fasting, and prayer throughout the Union.

In compliance with their request and my own sense of duty, I desig-

nate Friday, the fourth day of January, 1861, for this purpose, and
recommend that the people assemble on that day, according to their

several forms of worship, to keep it as a solemn fast.

The union of the States is at the present moment threatened with

alarming and immediate danger; panic and distress of a fearful cha-

racter prevail throughout the land; our laboring population are without
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employment, and consequently deprived of the means of earning their

bread. Indeed, hope seems to have deserted the minds of men. All

classes are in a state of confusion and dismay, and the wisest counsels

of our best and purest men are dij^regarded.

In this Hour of our calamity and peril, to whom shall we resort for

relief but to the God of our fathers? His omnipotent' arm only can
save us from the awful effects of our own crimes and follies,—our own
ingratitude and guilt towards our heavenly Father.

Let us, then, with deep contrition and penitent sorrow, unite in

humbling ourselves before the Most High, in confessing our individual

and national sins, and in acknowledging the justice of our punishment.
Let us implore him to remove from our hearts that false pride of

-

opinions which would impel us to persevere in wrong for the sake
of consistency rather than yield a just submission to the unforeseen

exigencies by which we are now surrounded. Let us, with deep
reverence, beseech him to restore the friendship and good will which
prevailed in former days among the people of the several States;

and, above all, to save us from the horrors of civil war and *' blood-

guiltiness." Let our fervent prayers ascend to his throne, that he
would not desert us in this hour of extreme peril, but remember us as

he did our fathers in the darkest days of the Revolution, and preserve

our Constitution and our Union, the work of their hands, for ages yet

to come.

An Omnipotent Providence may overrule existing evils for per*

manent good. He can make the wrath of man to praise him, and the

remainder of wrath he can restrain. Let me invoke every individual,

in whatever sphere of life he may be placed, to feel a personal responsi-

bility to God and his country for keeping that day holy, and by contri-

buting all in his power to remove our actual and impending calamities.

James Buchanan.
Washington, Dec. 14, 1860.

Several months after the civil war had commenced, and the

Government had struggled unsuccessfully to subdue the rebel-

lion in th6 Southern States, Congress passed the following reso-

lution :

—

Itesolvcdf hy the Senate and House of Itepresentatives of the United Statet

qf America in Congress assembled. That a joint committee of both Houses
wait on the President of the United States, and request that he recom-
mend a day of public humiliation, prayer, and fasting, to be observed

by the people of the United States with religious solemnity, and the

offering of fervent supplications to Almighty Grod for the safety and
welfare of these States, his blessings on their arms, and a speedy restora-

tion of peace.

Approved, August 5, 1861.

The President, seven days afterwards, issued the following
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Proclamatiok.

• By the President of the United States of America,

Whereas a joint committee of both Houses of Congress has waited on
the President of the United States, and requested him to recommend a
day of public humiliation, prayer, and fasting, to be observed by the

people of the United States with religious solemnities, and the offering

of fervent supplications to Almighty God for the safety and welfare of

these States, his blessing on their arms, and a speedy restoration of

peace;

And whereas it is fitting and becoming in all people at all times to

acknowledge and revere the supreme government of God, to bow in

humble submission to his chastisements, to confess and deplore their

«ins and transgressions in the full conviction that the fear of the Lord
is the beginning of wisdom, and to pray with all fervency and con-

trition for the pardon of their past offences, and for a blessing upon
their present and prospective action

;

And whereas when our beloved country—once, by the blessing of

God, united, prosperous, and happy—is now afficted with faction and
civil war, it is peculiarly fit for us to recognize the hand of God in this

Tisitation, and, in sorrowful remembrance of our own faults and crimes

as a nation and as individuals, to humble ourselves before him, and to

pray for his mercy,—to pray that we may be spared further punish-

ment, though justly deserved, that our arms may be blessed and made
effectual for the re-establishment of law, order, and peace throughout
our country, and that the inestimable boon of civil and religious

liberty, earned, under his guidance and blessing, by the labors and
sufferings of our fathers, may be restored in all its original excellence,

—

Therefore, I, Abraham Lincoljt, President of the United States, do
appoint the last Thursday in September next as a day of humiliation,

prayer, and fasting for all the people of the nation ; and I do earnestly

recommend to all the people, and especially to all ministers and
teachers of religion of all denominations, and to all heads of families,

to observe and keep that day, according to their several creeds and
modes of worship, in all humility, and with all religious solemnity, to

the end that the united prayer of the nation may ascend to the throne

of grace, and bring down plentiful blessings upon our own country.

n testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the

great seal of the United States to be affixed, this twelfth day of August,

A.D. 1861, and of the independence of the United States of America the

eighty-sixth.

By the President

:

Abraham Lincoln.

William H. Seward, Sec'y of Stale,

At the clase of the session of Congress, the Senate of the

United States, March 2, 1863, passed the following resolution:

—

Resolved^ That, devoutly recognizing the supreme authority and jusfe

government of Almighty Qod in all the affairs of men and of nations,

and sincerely believing that no people, however great in numbers and
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resources, or however strong in the justice of their cause, can prosper

without his favor, and at the same time deploring the national ofifences

which have provoked his righteous judgment, yet encouraged, in this

day of trouble, by the assurances of his word, to seek him for succor

according to his appointed way, through Jesus Christ, the Senate of the

United States do hereby request the President of the United States, by
his proclamation, to designate and set apart a day for national prayer

and humiliation, requesting all the people of the land to suspend their

secular pursuits and unite in keeping the day in solemn communion
with the Lord of Hosts, supplicating him to enlighten the councils and
direct the policy of the rulers of the nation, and to support all our

soldiers, sailors, and marines, and the whole people, in the firm dis-

charge of duty, until the existing rebellion shall be overthrown and the

blessings of peace restored to our bleeding country.

In pursuance of this resolution and request, the President

issued the following

Proclamation.

Whereas the Senate of the United States, devoutly recognizing the

supreme authority and just government of Almighty God in all the

affairs of men and nations, has, by a resolution, requested the President

to designate and set apart a day for national prayer and humiliation

;

And whereas it is the duty of nations, as well as of men, to own their

dependence upon the overruling power of God, to confess their sins

and transgressions in humble sorrow, yet with assured hope that

genuine repentance will lead to mercy and pardon, and to recognize the

sublime truth announced in the Holy Scriptures, and proven by all

history, that those nations only are blessed whose God is the Lord

;

And insomuch as we know that, by his divine law, nations, like indi-

viduals, are subjected to punishments and chastisements in this world,

may we not justly fear that the awful calamity of civil war, which now
desolates the land, may be but a punishment inflicted upon us for our

presumptuous sins, to the needful end of our national reformation as a
whole people ? We have been the recipients of the choicest bounties

of Heaven. We have been preserved, these many years, in peace and
prosperity. We have grown in numbers, wealth, and power as no other

nation has ever grown. But we have forgotten God. We have forgotten

the gracious hand which preserved us in peace, and multiplied and
enriched and strengthened us ; and we have vainly imagined, in the de^

oeitfulness of our hearts, that all these blessings were produced by

some superior wisdom and virtue of our own. Intoxicated with un-

broken success, we have become too self-suflScient to feel the necessity

of redeeming and preserving grace, too proud to pray to the God that

made us I

It behooves us, then, to humble ourselves before the offended Power,

to confess our national sins, and to pray for clemency and forgiveness.

Now, therefore, in compliance with the request and fully concurring

in the views of the Senate, I do, by this my proclamation, designate and
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set apart Thursday, the 30th day of April, 1863, as a day of national humi-
liation, fasting, and prayer. And I do hereby request all the people to

abstain on that day from their ordinary secular pursuits, and to unite,

at their several places of public worship and their respective homes, in

keeping the day holy to the Lord and devoted to the humble discharge

of the religious duties proper to that solenm occasion.

All this being done in sincerity and truth, let us then rest humbly in

the hope, authorized by the Divine teachings, that the united cry of the

nation will be heard on high, and answered with blessings no less than
the pardon of our national sins, and restoration of our now divided and
suflfering country to its former happy condition of unity and peace.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal

of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the city of Washington this thirtieth day of March, in the

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three,

[l.s.] and of the independence of the United States the eighty-

seventh.

Abraham Lincolk. *

By the President

:

William H. Seward, Secretary of State,

The historical and official records presented in this chapter

are cumulative and conclusive proofs of the Christian life and

character of the fcivil institutions of the United States, and

form a rich and an instructive part of the political Christian

literature of the nation. Their statements affirm, in unequivocal

terms, that the whole fabric of the civil Governments and the

social civilization of the nation had their origin and vigor from

the Christian religion, and that the same Divine system alone

can keep them pure and transmit them to future ages.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

THAHKSOITINO FB8TITAL8—PURITAN ORIGIN—RICAICB NATIONAL—^HBIR INFLU-

INCI ON THE FAMILY—^N THB CHURCH—ON THl STATE—^RELATION OF THl
FAMILY TO THB STATE—AMERICAN POLICY TO SECURE HOMESTEADS SIMILAR

TO THB HEBREW POLICY—DR. BEECUBR'S STATEMENT—YIEW OF THB BARLY
NBW ENGLAND FAMILIES—BANCROFT'S PICTURE OF NEW ENGLAND FAMILIES

—

THANKSGIVING-DAY OF 1862—PROCLAMATIONS OF THE VARIOUS GOVERNORS

—

OF THE MAYOR OF WASHINGTON CITY—ABSTRACT OF PROCLAMATIONS BY
DIFFERENT GOVERNORS—^THB CHRISTIAN CHARACTER OF THB GOVBRNMBNT
DECLARED BY THESE 8TATB PAPERS—THE MARRIAGE INSTITUTION—ACT Of

CONGRKSa TO PROTECT IT—PUNISHES POLYGAMY—VINDICATES A CHRISTIAN

, ORDINANCE—THE RECOGNITION OF GOD'S GOVERNMENT AND OF THB CHRISTIAN

RELIGION IN PRESIDENTIAL MESSAGES—THB STATEMENT OF AN AMERICAS
JURIST THAT THE GOSPEL 18 THB GLORY OF A STATE.

The annual festival of Thanksgiving originated in New Eng-

land, and was the fruit of Puritan faith and piety. It has

become national, and is commeraorated with devout demon-

strations of Christian worship and of social and family remem-
brances and reunions. It is a day canonized in the Christian

and civil annals of the various State Governments, and carries

with it the authority of legislative and executive action as well

Bn the sanctions and solemnities of religion.

The influences of this festival are wide-spread and beneficent.

It affords to the ministers of religion a favorable opportunity

for the discussion of the great principles of civil and religious

liberty which underlie our system of government, to review the

Christian history which has marked the origin and progress of

civilization and the civil and political institutes of the nation,

and to inculcate the fundamental fact that the Christian faith

and principles of the founders of the republic alone can preserve

its hfe and perpetuity. Its social and family scenes and Chris-

tian services cultivate the best aflFections of human nature, and

give fresher and purer tone and strength to the three great

organic institutions of God,—the Family, the Church, and the

State.

These institutions are divinely united, and must live or perish

together. The family, first in the order of its institution, is

the source of growth and perpetuity to the Church, and of
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purity and moral strength and beauty to the State. The State

covers with its shield of legislation the family and the Church,

and thus fosters and diflFuses those Christian virtues and influ-

ences that are the only durable pillars of civil society and the

only true and lasting glory of States. These three institutions^

Divine in their origin and authority, are designed to be per-

petual, and alone can Work out the social, moral, political, and

spiritual regeneration of nations and the race.

As the family is the foundation of the civil state and the

germ of its life and growth and source of its strength and

glory, the republic of North America has not only been dis-

tinguished for the best types of the family organization, but

the legislation of the national and State Grovernments has given

the easiest facilities for the acquisition of family homesteads,

out of which might flow the best and strongest influences to

support and bless the State.

Congress, by an act " to secure Homesteads to actual settlers

on the Public Domain," passed May 20, 1862, and approved by
the President, secures a free homestead " to any person who is

the head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-

one years, and is a citizen of the United States, or who shall

have filed his declaration of intention to become such, as

required by the naturalization laws of the United States, and

who has never borne arms against the United States Govern-

ment or given aid and comfort to its enemies." It was also re-

-quired in that Act that the person making application for such

homestead must declare that " the said entry is made for the

'purpose of actual settlement and cultivation, and not, either

directly or indirectly, for the use or benefit of any person or

persons whomsoever."

This national policy in reference to securing a home and an

ownership in the soil has a beneficent influence in the culture of

all the virtues, and gives to the people who support the Govern-

ment a deeper and a stronger love of country. This feature

of our Government and institutions has a striking analogy to

the republican institutions of the Hebrew commonwealth, which

were established under the immediate direction and authority

of God. ^

Dr. Lyman Beecher, an American divine of great eminence,

eloquence, and piety, whose long life and talents were devoted

to the defence and difiusion of the fundamental doctrines of
36
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Christianity and to the true welfare of the American republic,

in his lecture on the republican elements of the Old Testament,

Bays,

—

" The most admirable trait in the republican system of the

Jews is the distribution of land, which made every adult male

a land-holder,—not a tenant, but the owner himself of the soil

on which he lived. This is the great spring of civil liberty,

.
industry, and virtue. By this simple arrangement the great

body of the nation were elevated from the pastoral to the agri-

cultural state, and were at once exempted from the two extremes

most dangerous to liberty,—an aristocracy of wealth and a

sordid vicious poverty. It was the design of Heaven to secure

a state of society eminently adapted to virtue and liberty ; and,

by this distribution of the soil to each individual and family, he

made the whole nation agricultural. The single principle of

universal ownership, in fee simple, of the soil, secured at once

intense and universal patriotism, indomitable courage, untiring

industry, and purity of morals : neither an hereditary nobility,

nor a dependent peasantry, nor abject poverty, could exist

While the sun shone, or the streams flowed, or the hills re-

mained, liberty and equality must exist among them. The
whole land was kept in the line of family descent : no poverty

or vice on the part of a man could deprive his family of the

privilege of inheriting its portion of the soil,—thus attaching

them to the community as independent members, with all those

inducements to freedom and intelligence and virtue which apper-

tain to the owners and cultivators of the soil."

These results which were wrought out by the policy of the

Hebrew commonwealth have been in some good measure

gained under the republican institutions of the United States.

The loyalty and love of country, and the settled and solemn

purpose of the American people to maintain the unity of their

nationality and' the integrity of their civil institutions, which

have had a new and sublime development in the great conflict

arising out of the Southern rebellion, have their origin and

fruitfulneas in the fact that the Government, in its past and pre-

sent policy, secures, on the easiest terms, ownership in the soil

and a homestead for every family. It is a recognition of the

vital need of the family, in its best estate, to the prosperity and

perpetuity of the republic. •

What, then, can make the families of this great nation happy,
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pure, moral, and orderly? Certainly nothing else but the

power and resources of piety, and the cultivation of family

religion. Here, in the sacred sanctuary of home, must virtue

and piety exert their holy influences in the purification of these

original fountains, and then every stream that flov^p from them
on society and Government will be eminently healthy and

saving. For the cultivation of family religion, and the Chris-

tian education auttd training of children, involve the whole issues,

of human happiness and the well-being of all civil Govern-

ments.

Let family religion flourish,—^let the children who are to

occupy this glorious domain, and to wield the civil and political

destinies of this great republic, be trained and educated under

Christian influences,—and all fear of danger to the integrity and

perpetuation of our free institutions will be removed. This

will plant the fear of God in every heart, it will give right

principles of moral action to every citizen, and send forth those

pious and refreshing influences that will water the tree of

American liberty, cause its roots to fix themselves deep in

the rich soil, send the sap of a virtuous and a vigorous life

through all its parts, and preserve in their purity and integrity

the civil institutions of the country, and bless every interest

of the nation.

" The family," says a modern divine, " is God's first institu-

tion. It was founded in Eden, and will last to the end of time.

All other institutions come after it, cluster round it, grow out

of it, and have the deepest roots both of their strength and

weakness in it. The school is what the family makes it. The

state is what the family makes it. So it is with communities

and nations. So it is with universal human society, and with

the whole raoe of man. They are all but so many streams of

which the family is the fountain, circles of which it is the

centre, superstructures of which it is the foundation, branches

of which it is the root What it is they are and must be. Its

spirit makes their life; its fibres shape their boughs ; its juices

feed their leaves and fill their fruits. All other institutions of

' society are to be formed and reformed, generated and regene-

rated, only through the family itself."

New England has ever been distinguished for its lovely

pictures of home-life and the comforts and independence of its

families. Before the century in which the Pilgrims settled at^
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Plymouth had expired, it was said of New England, by Eer.

John Wise, that " Religion is placed and exercised in its prin-

ciples, virtues, and governments, through the families of the

country, as so many little sanctuaries. There is no such spot of

earth on the earthly globe so belabored with family devotion,

reading (rod's word, catechizing and well-instructing yoath, with

neat and virtuous examples, and divine prayers, non ex codice,

sed ex eorde, not out of books, but out of hearts, the solem-

nizing Sabbaths and family attendance on public means, as in

New England.

Bancroft bears a similar testimony. " A lovely picture," says

he, " of prosperity, piety, and domestic happiness was presented.

Every family was taught to look up to God, as to the fountain

of all good ;
yet life was not sombre. The spirit of frolic

mingled with innocence ; religion itself sometimes wore the

garb of gayety, and the annual thanksgiving to God was, from

primitive times, as joyous as it was sincere/*

The festival of Thanksgiving—the symbol of family reKgion

and love, and the fountain of beneficent and extensive good to

the Church and the State—^mingles its songs of praiseandjoy from

ocean to ocean, filling the continent with the incense of a Chris-

tian sacrifice precious to the American citizen and acceptable to

God.

The annual Thanksgiving of 1862, in the loyal States, was
observed with more than usual interest and attention. In the

midst of a great rebellion, the people paused from worldly pur-

suits, went up to the temples of God, and "entered into

his gates with thanksgiving, and into his courts with praise."

Not a sanctuary, scarcely, in all the land but was vocal

with praise and prayer, and in them the ministers of God
reviewed the manifold blessings with which God had crowned

the year, and especially dwelt upon the blessings of our

civil institutions, and the duty of preserving the Union

and perpetuating the integrity of the Government against the

rebellion of the Southern States. The capital of the nation

—

the city founded by Washington and hearing his name, the seat

of civil power, and the home of the President of the United

States, his Cabinet, and of Congress—observed with great

unanimity and appropriateness the Thanksgiving of the year

1862.

A peculiar feature of the Thanksgiving of the year 1862
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was its observance on the tented fields and in the numerous hos-

pitals of the Government, in different parts of the country.

The loyal States, in order to arrest and subdue the rebellion

and to maintain the unity of the republic and vindicate the

majesty and integrity of the Government, had, when the

Thanksgiving of 1862 was observed, eight hundred thousand

armed soldiers in the field. Thousands of these heroic men
were accustomed to observe Thanksgiving-day. in their own
quiet homes ; and now, amidst the scenes of war, in the camp,

or in hospitals, they recalled the home-pictures of former

days, and under the happy auspices of the day, and with loyal

hearts, consecrated themselves anew to the cause of liberty and

religion and to the salvation of the imperilled republic.

This chapter will be devoted to the oflBicial recognition of the

Christian religion by the Gt)vernors of most ot the States of

the Union, in their annual proclamations for thanksgiving.

Those of the year 1862, from all the loyal States except Cali-

fornia, are given in full, as they are not only state papers of a

high Christian tone, but relate also to the great rebellion of

the Southern portion of the republic. The proclamation of

Governor Andrew, of Massachusetts, for 1861, is inserted, as

it is a noble Christian paper and a model of its kind. The
proclamations of several of the Southern States for 1858 are

also given. Other proclamations by the Governors of various

States are given in brief. They will all be found interesting

and cumulative in reference to the Christian life and character

of the civil institutions of the United States.

NEW YORK.

The first appointment of a Thanksgiving day in the State of

New York, after the General Government went into operation,

was made by John Jay, Governor and commander-in-chief of

the State. He was among the most eminent Christian states-

men of the Revolutionary and constitutional eras of the republic,

and had largely contributed to give the civil and political insti-

tutions of New York and the nation a Christian impress ; and

among his first official acts when elected Governor was to

appoint a day for thanksgiving unto God. In his proclamation

for that year, 1794, he says,

—

Whereas the great Creator and Preserver of the Universe is the Su-
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preme Sovereign of nations, and does, when and as he pleases, reward
or punish them by temporal blessings or calamities, according as their

national conduct recommonds them to his favor and beneficence or
excites his displeasure and indignation

;

And whereas in the course of his govemment he hath graciously-

been pleased to show singular kindnetss to the people and nation of
which this State is a constituent member, by protecting our ancestors in

their first establishment in this then savage wilderness, by defending

them against their enemies, by blessing them with an uncommon degree

of peace, liberty, and safety, and with the civilizing light and influence

of his holy gospel, by leading us, as it were by the hand, through the
various scenes of the late revolution, and crowning it with success*

by giving us wisdom and opportunity to establish governments and
institutions auspicious to order, security, and national liberty, by con-

stantly favoring us with fruitful seasons, and, in general, by giving us

a greater portion of public welfare and prosperity than to any other

people ; it appears to me to bo the public duty of thb State, collect-

ively considered, io render unto God their sincere and humble thanks
for all these his great and unmerited mercies and blessings, and also

to ofifer to him their fervent petitions to continue to us his protection

and favor; to preserve to us the undisturbed eiyoyment of our civil

and religious rights and privileges, and the valuable life and usefulness

of the President [Washington] of the United States; to enable all

oar rulers, councils, and people, to do the duties incumbent on them
respectively, with wisdom and fidelity, to promote the extension of

true religion, virtue, and learning, to give us grace to cultivate national

unity, concord, and good will, and generally to bless our nation, and
all other nations, in the manner and measure most conducive to

our and their best interests and real welfare ; being perfectly convinced

that national prosperity depends, and ought to depend, on national

gratitude and obedience to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe.

PROCLAMATION

By Daniel D, JbmpkinSt Governor qf the State of New York, General amd Chnh-

mander-in-Chie/ of all the MiHtia, and Admirai of the Navy of the same, on the

Restoration <^ Peace, in 1815.

In compliance with a resolution of the Senate and Assembly of this

State, I do hereby set apart the second Thursday of April next, to bo
devoted to public prayer, thanksgiving, and praise ; and I do most
earnestly recommend to the g^od people of this State, of every denomi-
nation, to abstain from all kinds of labor and business on that day, to

•neot in their respective places of worship, and there unite their hearts

ill fervent prayer to the Most High» in humble acknowledgment of his

all-protecting influence, and in consideration of his goodness manifested

to us, a nation, in that he has been pleased to signalize our arms by so

many splendid victories, to conduct our country successfully through

the perils of the late war, to restore to us the blessings of peace, and to

preserve unimpaired our civil and religious institutions.

In testimony whereof, I have caused the privy seal of the State of
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New York to be hereunto, affixed [L.S.] at the city of Albany, the

seventeenth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and fifteen.

Daniel D. Tompkins.

By his Excellency the Governor

:

BoBERT TiLLOTSON, Private Secretary,

De Witt Clinton, as the Governor of the State of New York,

appointed Thanksgiving-day in 1817-22, 1825, 1826, and 1827.

In these proclamations he declares it

" An obvious and solemn duty to render the obligations of

devout and grateful hearts to Almighty God for the manifold

blessings conferred upon us at all times by the gracious dispensa-

tions of his providence." In the enumeration of the blessings for

which " the State had been greatly distinguished by the dis-

pensation of a benign Providence" in the various years of hia

administration, the Governor designates " an augmentation of

the lights of religion and knowledge." He states as his "solemn

conviction that private happiness and public prosperity are in-

dissolubly connected with the cultivation of religion, and a
deep solicitude to endeavor to merit the favor of Divine Provi-

dence ;" and that, in view of the " Divine pleasure in promoting

the diffusion of religion, advancing the interests of knowledge,

prospering internal improvements, and vouchsafing the enjoy-

ment of liberty, peace, and plenty," " demonstrations of grati-

tude are enjoined by the most impressive considerations of

patriotism and the most solemn obligations of religion."

Joseph C. Yates, as Governor of New York, in his proclama-

tions of 1823-4, says,

—

" The people of this State have been highly favored with un-

merited blessing, from the protecting hand of the benefioent

Creator and Euler of the Universe, Signally manifested by
continuing to promote the cause of religion in our land^

the diffusion of it abroad, and the dissemination of usefol

knowledge among all classes of citizens ;" and '' by enabling the

constituted authorities, under his superintending care and
guidance, peacefully to organize a government according to a

constitution formed and adopted by the people; securing to

tbem the blessings of liberty, and tJie undisturbed fruition of

their own labor and exertions."

New York, in 1821, formed a new Constitution, which waf*

adopted by a popular vote in February, 1822, and went into full
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operation on the 1st day of January, 1823 ; and for this Divine
blessing the Governor calls upon the people to render special

thanksgiving to God.

Nathaniel Pitcher, the acting Governor of the State of New-
York after the death of De Witt Clinton, in his proclamation

of 1828, calls upon the people to render thanksgiving unto Al-

mighty God.
" In permitting us to enjoy the blessings of republican insti-

tutions, in the diflFosion of moral instruction and science, by
sustaining our Colleges, academies, and Sabbath and common
school institutions ; in continuing to us the light of revelation

and the consolation and toleration of religious profession and
worship."

Enos T. Throop, acting as Governor after the resignation of

Governor Van Buren, in his proclamations of 1829-30, says,—
*' It has pleased Almighty God to give us strength and wis-

dom, and by his guidance we have become members of a
national and State Government which secures to each of us our

due civil rights and freedom of religious opinion. By his great

goodness our hearts have been disposed to cultivate the growth

of knowledge and virtue by the instrumentality of public wor-

ship, of schools, and of benevolent and charitable institutions,

and to consider them as means of individual happiness and

national prosperity."

" Whereas," he continues, " the wisdom of man is but a small

light shining around his footsteps, showing the things that are

near, while all beyond is shrouded in darkness, manifesting our

dependence upon a God of infinite wisdom, the Creator and

Guide of all things, who directs our path through the dark and

unseen places, and to ends -which human wisdom foresees not,

and evincing that our condition here, whether of good or evil,

is according to his good pleasure, operating upon our hearts

and minds, and not according to our own wills." " Deeply im-

pressed with these truths," he recommends the people of New
York to render praise to Almighty God " for the general dif-

fusion of knowledge and learning, to the enlightenment of our

minds, and fitting us for the enjoyment of our social advantages,

and the prosecution of our inestimable privileges as a nation

;

for having cultivated in us a spirit of charity and an enlighi*-

ened sense of religious and moral duties, and preserved to ua

an unrestrained religious worship.
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"And in our aspirations letus beseech God to banish from among
us superstition, contention, ignorance, and ill will, and hasten

that era which we hope is within the plan of his providence,-

and now dawns upon us, when the human understanding shall

be so enlarged, and the passions of men so chastened, that war
shall cease, that civil institutions, founded on the principles of

equality, shall be adopted by all nations, and that the love of

man for his fellow-creatures shall be manifested in deeds of

kindness and benevolence ;" and with united hearts renew to

God our acknowledgments of gratitude fot his "remarkable

interposition in staying the desolating moral pestilence of in-

temperate drinking."

William L. Marcy, Governor of New York, issued thanks-

giving proclamations for 1833-38, in which he says,

—

To acknowledge the bounties of the Giver of all good, and to cherish

grateful recollections of his beneficence, is eminently worthy of an in-

telligent and highly favored people. In view of the numerous favors

and blessings with which the past year has been crowned, our thoughts
should be naturally directed to our munificent Benefactor, and our
hearts moved to expressions of gratitude and thanksgiving. The same
almighty arm which protected and sustained our' forefathers has also

been our shield of defence ; the same bountiful hand which adminis-

tered temporal and spiritual blessings to them has been more abundant
in good gifts to us. Our civil and religious rights have been ei\joyed

without molestation ; moral and intellectual improvement has rapidly

advanced ; the spirit of enterprise has been active in multiplying the

means of social happiness ; and industry, in all its various branches, has

received appropriate rewards. All things essential to our prosperity

have been graciously offered for our acceptance. Surrounded as we are

t by numerous and signal manifestations of the Divine goodness towards

j
ns, as individuals, and in our social and political relations, it behooves ua

)
to render to our beneficent Benefactor the tribute of our love and grati-

tude.
r

William H. Seward, Secretary of State during the adminis-

tration of President Lincoln, when Governor of the State of

New York, issued his proclamation for a day of thanksgiving in

1839, in which he says,

—

Let us also beseech God to deliver the oppressed throughout the

world, and vouchsafe to all mankind the privileges of civil and religiouk

liberty, and the knowledge, influences, and blessed hopes of the gospel

of his Son our Saviour.

' In 1840, his proclamation said,^- .

ft
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However much we may be separated by opinions or associationSi all

the citizens of the republic have equal political rights, and have the
same motives to desire its peace, happiness, and perpetual prosperity.

The Church of the living God is one, and embraces all those who in

humility of spirit receive his holy faith and through Divine aid seek to

keep his commandments. Let us, therefore, in perfect harmony and
charity one with another, as patriots and Christians, implore him to

sustain and bless all our civil and religious institutions, and to dispense

to us abundantly that heavenly grace which, with faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ, leads, through the ways of virtue here, to the blessed

society of the redeemed in his everlasting kingdom.

Governor William C. Bouck, in his proclamation of 1844, de-

clared that

The blessed gospel has been gradually but surely extending its benign

influence. Actuated by its diffusive benevolence, Christian missionaries

have not only labored among the waste and desolate places at home,
but have gone forth to proclaim ''Christ and him crucified" to the
dark and benighted regions of the earth. With our thanksgiving let

us mingle our prayers for a continuance of the numerous blessings we
enjoy, and especially that there may be an outpouring of the Spirit of

God, to revive pure and undefiled religion among us,—the best security

of our civil and political institutions. We should always remember
that " righteousness exalteth a nation.''

Silas Wright, as Governor of the State of New York, in his

proclamation for 1845, makes this official statement with respect

to the Christian religion :

—

A Christian people should unite in a tribute of thanksgiving to Him
who tempers the seasons and blesses the earth and makes it fruitfuL

Exercises such as these, entered into in the spirit and with the feelings

which these considerations should excite, cannot fail to turn the mind
to the lively remembrance of the immeasurably greater blessings of the

redemption through a Saviour, and the revelation to fallen man of the

way of salvation,—blessings for which the human heart cannot be suffi-

ciently thankful.
" The gift of a Saviour," he says, in his proclamation for 1846, " and

the full light of Divine revelation, are spiritual blessings which should

awaken to expressions of devout thankMness the hearts and voices of

a Christian people."

John Young, Governor of New York, in proclamations for

1847, '48, says,—

A day of public thanksgiving is due to Almighty GU>d for blessings

bestowed upon the people of this State. The State of New York pr^
Bents a gladsome picture of universal happiness and prosperity. The
blessings of free government^ the means of umyersal education, and
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the supremacy of law and order have been vouchsafed to us in an emi-

nent degree. As a Christian people, we are admonished that these

blessings are the gifts of a beneficent God, and, while we thus rejoice in

his bounty, we should not forget the homage due from grateful hearts.

Hamilton Fish, Governor of the State of New York, in

proclamations for 1849, '60, refers to Christianity in these

words :

—

Civil and religious liberty continue to be vouchsafed to all within

our borders, and the blessings of the gospel are extended to all who de-

sire to enjoy its comforts and consolations.

And on this occasion we should not forget that, while an inscrutable

Providence has seen fit to remove the Chief Magistrate of our Union
[President Taylordied July 9, 1850], that same Providence has preserved

us under the trial a free and a united people, has saved us from
anarchy or civil commotion, and has continued to us the mild operation

of a Government of our own adoption and rulers of our own choice.

Washington Hunt, Governor of New York, in his procla-

mations for 1851, '62, says,

—

The maintenance of social order and free institutions, imparting fresh

vigor to the cause of civil liberty, the diffusion of religion and learning,

and the innumerable benefits which have been conferred upon our
commonwealth, proclaim tlie infinite goodness and protecting care of

tlie Creator and Supreme Ruler of the universe.

Horatio Seymour, Governor of New York, in proclamations

for 1853, '54, declares,—

An acknowledgment of our dependence upon Gh>d and our obliga-

tions to him is at all times the duty of a Christian people. Let ua
mingle prayers for a continuance of the numerous blessings we as a
people eiyoy, remembering that his wisdom alone can rightly direct,

his power support, and his goodness give strength and security.

Governor Myron H. Clark, of New York, in his procla-

mations for 1855, '56, made the following declaration :

—

Every department of honorable human culture has advanced. The
arts that adorn a republican state have not languished. The love of

freedom has burned with a brighter flame. Our political rights have
remained safe in the care of an enlightened and order-loving people.

The public morals have not degenerated ; and Religion has not failed to

cheer us by her consolations, to warn us by her solemn admonitions,

and to inspire us by her eternal hopes.

And while we pray for forgiveness of our sins, as citizenB of the State

and subjects of the Divine government, let us consecrate ourselves anew
on that [Thanksgiving] day to a religious life, which neglects no private
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or public obligation on earth, while it confides in the grace of God for

the hope of an immortal life in heaven.

John A. King, Governor of New York, in his proclamations

for 1857, '68, says,—

The promise that seed-time and harvest shall never fail has been

most signally manifested during the past season. The people of this

State have been permitted to witness and enjoy during another year

the noble works of God's hands,—^the fostering care of his goodness and
mercy. We are called upon to acknowledge the power and goodness

of our Almighty Father, the Lord and Giver of life, that we have re-

ceived his merciful care, and beheld the wonderful works of his provi-

dence, and enjoyed the advantages and security which freedom, the

public schools, and equal laws have established for ourselves and pos-

terity.

I

Proclamation bt Edwin D. Morgan, Govbrnor of thb Statb or New
York, 1862.

* From the depth of national affliction we come, with stricken hearts

and chastened spirits, to own our dependence upon the Most High,

and to render, with grateful sense, our thanksgivings for his mercies,

countless in number and infinite in extent. A year fraught with the

heaviest sorrows has yet, in the merciful plan of Providence, been dis-

tinguished by the most conspicuous blessings. Although it is num-
bered among the dark periods of history, and its sorrowful records

graven on many hearth- stones, yet the precious blood shed in the

cause of our country will hallow and strengthen our love and our

reverence for it and its institutions, while the bitter sorrows of the

year will discipline us into humility. Whatever was passionate in the

earlier period of the war has given way to a deep and subdued con-

viction of duty in defending the integrity of the Union. Reflection has

made clear our obligations, and the issued of the momentous struggle

present themselves in more flefinite form. Our national aims have
been elevated, and our sacrifices have made us less selfish ; our Govern-

ment and institutions placed in jeopardy have brought us to a more
just appreciation of their value. Looking beyond the wicked leaders

who have precipitated th!s terrible calamity of civil war upon us, we
see that the people in arms against the Government possess the higher

qualities of our national character ; and though their minds have been
perverted by passion and prejudice, yet on many occasions their

prowess and devotion to their cause have been such as to win our

respect. We are permitted to see that the war is developing the man-
hood of the nation ; and, when peace shall return, we have faith that

the American republic will be more powerful, the Government more
permanent, the elements of society more perfectly blended, and the

people more firmly united than ever.

We have* other causes for gratitude. Disease has been averted at

home; the unacclimated armies have been protected from pestilences

which it was feared would follow them in distant latitudes. Earth's
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best fruits have been lavishly bestowed, the arte have prospered, the

employments of peace have been rewarded, and the good order of

society has been ftilly maintained. Reverses to our arms have been
followed by successes on land and sea which specially call for thanks-

giving, and justify the most sanguine expectations as to the final result

of the contest.

That we may publicly signify our deep thankfulness for these, and
countless other blessings of the past, and for the promise that his mer-
cies endure forever; that we may fully acknowledge our dependence
upon the Supreme Being, and hear anew from his specially chosen ser-

vants that judgments follow those nations wherein his prerogatives are

usurped, and who give not God the glory in all things ; and that, in

proper spirit, we may ask that victory shall attend our armies and pros-

perity our dwellings, that peace may be restored, and that we may
have strength to meet the trials of the future, I do appoint Thursday,

the twenty-seventh day of November next, as a day of praise, thanks-

giving, and prayer to Almighty God ; and I do recommend that, sus-

pending all ordinary business pursuits, the people of this State do meet
together, in their own chosen places of worship, and that the said day,

throughout, be appropriately observed.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and affixed the

privy seal of the State, at the city of Albany, this first day of October,

in the year Of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two.

Edwin D. Morgan.
By the Governor:

LocKwooD L. Doty, Private Secretary,

MASSACHUSETTS.

The proclamation of Governor Andrew, of Massachusetts,

for 1861, is au important Christian state paper, and is a model

of its kind for Christian rulers :

—

Proclamation for a Day of Pubuc Thanksgiving and Praise, Novembir
21, 1861.

The example of the fathers, and the dictates of piety and gratitude,

Bummon the people of Massachusetts at this, the harvest-season, crown-

ing the year with the rich proofs of the wisdom and love of God, to

join hi a solemn and joyful act of united praise and thanksgiving to

the bountiful Giver of every good and perfect gift.

I do, therefore, with the advice and consent of the Council, appoint

Thursday, the twenty-first day of November next,—the same being the

anniversary of that day, in the year of our Lord sixteen hundred and
twenty, on which the Pilgrims of Massachusetts, on board the May-

flower, united themselves in a solemn and written compact of govern-

ment,—to be observed by the people of Massachusetts as a day of public

thanksgiving and praise. And I invoke its observance by all the people

with devout and religious joy.
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"Sing aloud unto God our strength: make a joyful noiso unto the
God of Jacob.

" Take a psalm, and bring hither the timbrel, the pleasant harp with
the psaltery.

" Blow up the trumpet in the new moon, in the time appointed, on
our solemn feast day.

" For this was a statute for Israel, and a law of the God of Jacob."
—^Ps, Ixxxi. 1-4.

"O bless our God, ye people, and make the voice of his praise to be
heard

:

'* Which holdeth our soul in life, and suffereth not our feet to be
moved.
"For thou, God, hast proved us: thou hast tried us, as silver is

tried."—Ps. Ixvi. 8-10.

Let us rejoice in G;od and be thankful—for the fulness with which he
has blessed us in our basket and in our store, giving large reward to the
toil of the husbandman, so that " our paths drop fatness ;"

For the many and gentle alleviations of the hardships which, in the
present time of public disorder, have afflicted the various pursuits of
agriculture

;

For the early evidences of the reviving energies of the business of
the people

;

For the measure of success which has attended the enterprise of

those who go down to the sea in ships, of those who search the depths
of the ocean to add to the food of man, and of those whose busy skill

and handicraft combine to prepare for various uses the crops of the
earth and the sea

;

For the advantages of sound learning, placed within the reach of all

the children of the people, and the freedom and alacrity with which
those advantages are embraced and improved

;

For the opportunities of religious instruction and worship universally

eiyoyed by consciences untrammelled by any human authority

;

For the " redemption of the world by Jesus Christ, for the means of

grace, and the hope of glory."

And, with one accord, let us bless and praise God for the onene<^s

of heart, mind, and purpose in which he has united the people of this

ancient commonwealth for the defence of the rights, liberties, and
honor of our beloved country.

May we stand forever in the same mind, remembering the devoted

lives of our fathers, the precious inheritance of freedom received at

their hands, the weight of glory which awaits the faithful, and the

infinity of blessing which it is our privilege, if we will, to transmit to

the countless generations of the future.

And while our tears flow in a stream of cordial sympathy with the

daughters of our people, just now bereft, by the violence of the wicked

and rebellious, of the fathers and husbands and brothers and sons,

whose heroic blood has made sacred the soil of Virginia, and, mingling

with the waters of the Potomac, has made the river now and forever

ours, let our bouls arise to God, on the wings of praise, in thanksgiving
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that he has again granted us the privilege of living unselfishly and of

dying nobly in a grand and righteous cause

;

For the precious and rare possession of so much devoted valor and
manly heroism

;

For the sentiment of pious duty which distinguished our fallen in

the camp and in the field

;

And for the sweet and blessed consolations which accompany the

memories of these dear sons of Massachusetts on to immortality.

And in our praise let us also be penitent. Let us " seek the truth

and pursue it/' and prepare our minds for whatever duty shall be
manifested hereafter.

May the controversy in which we stand be found worthy, in its con-

summation, of the heroic sacrifices of the people and the precious blood

of their sons, of the doctrine and faith of the fathers, and consistent

with the honor of God, and with justice to all men. And

—

** Let God arise, let his enemies be scattered : let them also that hate

him flee before him.

"As smoke is driven' away, so drive them away."

—

Vs. Ixviii. 1, 2.

"Scatter them by thy power; and bring them down, Lord, our

shield."—Ps. lix. 11.

Given at the Council-Chamber, this thirty-first day of October, in the

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, and the

eighty-sixth of the independence of the United States of America.

John A. Andrew.
By his Excellency the Governor, with the advice and consent of the

Council.
Oliver Warner, Secretary,

God save the Cohmonwealth of Massachusetts.

A Proclamation for a Day of Public Thanksgiving and Praise in 1862.

By and with the advice and consent of the Council, I do hereby appoint

Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November current, to be observed

throughout this Commonwealth as a day of public thanksgiving and
praise. And I do earnestly invite and request all the people of Massa-

chusetts to set apart that day for the grateful and happy remembrance
of the boundless mercies and loving-kindness of Kim in whose name
our fathers planted our commonwealth, and to whose service they con-

secrated their lives and devoted their posterity.

" The Lord hath established his throne in the heavens, and his king-

dom ruleth over all." He is the " Sovereign Commander of all the world,

in whose hand is power and might, which none is able to withstand ;"

and to him only belong ascriptions of glory, who is " the only Giver of

victory." Let our hearts, therefore, ascend higher than all the inte-

rests that entangle, all the doubts that bewilder, the passions that ensnare,

ftnd the prejudices that obscure,—consenting to be led, illumined, and
governed by his infinite intelligence and love.

In the meditations of the house of praise, let us take comfort and be
thankful for the numberless manifestations of heroic and manly virtue

which, amid the distractions of war, in the duties of the camp, and ia
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the perils of battle, have illustrated the character of the sons of Maasa*
chusctts, and for the serene and beautiful devotion with which her
daughters have given the dearest offerings of their hearts to the support
of their country and for the defence of humanity.

Let us not forget the bountiful bestowments of the year, filling the
granaries of the husbandman, and rewarding the toil of the laborer, the
enterprise, thrift, and industry of all our people. No pestilence bath
lurked in the darkness of night, nor assailed us in the light of day.
Calamity hath not overwhelmed us, nor hath any enemy destroyed.

Rising to the height of our great occasion, reinforced by courage,

conviction, and faith, it has been the privilege of our country to per-
ceive in the workings of Providence the opening ways of a sublime
duty. And to Him who hath never deserted the faithful, unto Him
" who gathereth together the outcasts of Israel, who healeth the broken
in heart/' we owe a new song of thanksgiving. " He showeth his word
unto Jacob, his statutes and his judgments unto Israel. He hath not
dccilt so with any- nation."

Putting iiside all fear of man, which bringeth a snare, may this people
put on the strength which is the Divine promise and gift to the faithful

and obedient. " Let the high praises of God be in their mouth, and a
two-edged sword in their hand." Not with malice and wickedness, but

. with sincerity and truth, let us keep this fast; and, while we "eat the
fat and drink the sweet, forget not to send a portion to him for whom
nothing is prepared." Let us remember on that day the claims of all

who are poor or desolate or oppressed, and pledge the devotion of our
lives to the rescue of our country from the evils of rebellion, oppression,

and wrong *, and may we all so order our conduct hereafter that we may
neither be ashamed to live nor afraid to die.

Given at the Council-Chamber, in Boston, this twenty-seventh day of
October, in the year one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, and the
eighty-seventh of the independence of the United States of America.

John A. Andrew.
By his Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Council.

Oliver Warner, Secretary,

God save the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

PENNSYLVANIA.

In the name and by the authority of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-

vania, Andrew G. Curtin, Governor of the said Commonwealth.

A Proclamation.

Whereas it is a good thing to render thanks unto God for all his

mercy and loving-kindness : therefore

I, Andrew G. Curtin, Governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania^

do recommend that Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November next,

be set apart by the people of this Commonwealth as a day of solemn
prayer and thanksgiving to the Almighty, giving him tumble thanks

that he has been graciously pleased to protect our free institutions and
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Government, and to keep us from sickness and pestilence, and to cause

the earth to bring forth her increase, so that our garners are choked with

the harvest, and to look so favorably on the toil of his children that

industry has thriven among us aild labor has its reward ; and also that

he has delivered us from the hands of our enemies, and filled our officers

and men in the field with a loyal and intrepid spirit, and given them
victory, and that he has poured out upon us (albeit unworthy) other

great and manifold blessings.

Beseeching him to help and govern us in his- steadfast fear and love,

and to put into our minds good desires, so that by his continual help

we may have a right judgment in all things, and especially praying him
to give to Christian Churches grace to hate the thing which is evil, and
to utter the teachings of truth and righteousness, declaring openly the

whole counsel of God, and most heartily entreating him to bestow upon
our civil rulers wisdom and earnestness in council, and upon pur mili-

tary leadei*s zeal and vigor in action, that the fires of rebellion may be
quenched ; that we, being armed with his defence, may be preserved

from all perils, and that hereafter our people, living in peace and quiet-

ness, may from generation to generation reap the abundant fruits of

his mercy, and with joy and thankfulness praise and magnify his holy

name.
Given under my hand and the great seal of the State, at Harrisburg,

this twentieth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-two, and of the Commonwealth the eighty-

seventh.

Andrew G. Curtin.

By the. Governor

:

Eli Slifer, Secretary of the Commonwealth,

NEW JERSEY.

Proclamation.

It being eminently right and proper that we, as a people, should at

stated periods offer united thanks to Almighty God for his goodness to

us as manifested bysufiering us to lie down and rise up in safety even
in these ** troublous times," by the bestowal of health and plenty and
innumerable temporal blessings, but, above all, by the inestimable gift

of his dear Son Jesus Christ, for all the blessings of free salvation

through him " for the means of grace and the hope of glory," I recom-
mend tilat on Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November instant,

the people of this State do assemble in their wonted places for public

worship, to acknowledge their entire dependence on him, to render

hearty thanks for his loving-kindness during the bygone year, and
Jiumbly to supplicate a continuance of his favor.

., Given under my hand and privy seal, this third day of November
A.D, eighteen hundred and sixty-two.

Chas. S. Olden.

Attest : Chas. M. Herbert, Private Secretary.

37

/
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OHIO.

Thanksqitino Proclamation.

State of Ohio, Exkcutits Depabtmbht,
|

CoLUXBUS, October 25, 1862. j

The time-honored custom, adopted by the fathers of our State, of set-

ting apart one day in each year for praise, thanksgiving, and prayer to

Aknighty God for his goodness and mercy to us as a people, should be
preserved. Especially at a time like the present should all good citi-

zens unite in laying aside the ordinary business of life, at least for a
day, and devote themselves to the teachings of their Maker.

The eflTort made by the legally constituted authorities of the land to

put down the wicked rebellion against the Federal Government, the

best ever ei^oyed by any people, in which effort the gallant sons of

Ohio have borne so conspicuous and proud a part, has filled every

neighborhood with mourning. Our brave soldiers are yet exposed to

the dangers of the field of battle and to the hardships and sickness of

camp-life ; and our system of government, in form after God's own
laws, and so gentle that its reins were scarcely felt by the governed,

is yet in peril.

Our heavenly Father can console the distressed, and heal the sor-

rows of the mother's and widow's heart ; he can protect from danger

our patriotic soldiers now in the field ; he can paralyze the arm of the

enemy of our good Government.

Now, therefore, in obedience to the request of the General Assembly

of the State of Ohio, and to the end that a simultaneous petition to him
may ascend to heaven from all parts of our State, I do hereby fix upon,

and set apart, Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November next, as a

day of praise, thanksgiving, and prayer to Almighty God. And I do
recommend that, abstaining from all business pursuits, the good and
pure-minded people of our State meet together at their usual places of

worship, and, with one voice, humbly ask the God of all nations to smile

upon the distressed of our land ; that he give wisdom and purity to those

in authority ; that he prostrate the enemies of our Government ; and
that in all things he give such wisdom to all the people of the earth

as will enable them to conform to his laws, to the end that peace and
good will shall prevail throughout the world.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the great

seal of the State of Ohio, the day and year above written.

David Tod.

B. F. Hoffman, Private Secretary,

Salmon P. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury during the ad-

ministration of President Lincoln, and Governor of the State

of Ohio during the years 1856-59, presents in his proclamations

for thanksgiving a clear and full statement of the Christian

origin of all our social and family blessings, and that our civil
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and religious liberties and institutions, as well as our hopes of

immortality, are derived from the Christian religion. In his

proclamation for 1856 he uses the following language :

—

Assembling in our respective places of worship, or gathering around
^•^^ our domestic altars, let us devoutly acknowledge God as the gracious

Author of every blessing and every benefit. Let us gratefully thank
him especially for our prosperity and for our security ; for our institu-

. . , tions of education, religion, and charity ; for the products of our agri-

culture and of our arts ; for the intercourse of commerce ; for the pre-

servation of health ; for homes endeared by sweet family affections ; for
'

. ^
the mercies of redemption, and for the hopes of immortality. Adoring

"^^ the Divine wisdom by which our fathers wei*e guided in establishing the

foundations of united empire in North America upon the solid basis

^.^ of civQ and religious freedom, and the Divine goodness by which the

institutions of government which they founded have been transmitted

to their children, let us give thanks for liberty guarded by law and de-

fended by union. Confessing humbly our unworthiness of these in-

estimable benefits, let us fervently invoke our Father in heaven to con-

tinue them graciously to us and to our posterity forever. Nor let us

forget in our rejoicings or in our supplications our fellow-men less happy
"

'

than ourselves. Of our abundance let us give liberally to those who
need ; nor let us fail to presen^bcfore the throne of infinite justice our

sincere prayers for the downfall of tyranny, for the deliverance of the

oppressed, for the enfranchisement of the enslaved, and for the estar

bll^hment everywhere of human rights and just governments.

;'' His proclamation for 1857, after a specific enumeration of the

common bounties of the Divine munificence, for which the people

are to *' present sincere oflferings of humble adoration and

grateful praise," and the distribution of their abundance to

those who need, says,

—

' And, invoking earnestly his gracious favor, that we may walk before

him continually in the way of his commandments, to the end that his

blcf^sing may remain upon us, and upon our children, and upon the
•' good land which he hath given us, forever.

t

His proclamation for 1858 recommends the people of the

State to observe the day

By public and private offerings of praise and gratitude for the multi-

form and manifold blessings and benefits, national, social, and personal,

which God hath been graciously pleased to bestow upon us ; and by fer
^ vent prayers that he will cause his goodness to abound yet more and
i^' more towards protecting our whole country from foreign enemies and

s domestic dissen»<ions, distinguishing by his favor our State institutions

of Government, cdurntion, and benevolence, and conducting each of
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us, through the blessed ways of penitence and faith, to the glorious oon-

«umination of earthly hopes in heavenly rest.*.

His proclamation for 1859 has the following Christian exhort-

ations :

—

And offer unfeigned thanks to oar heavenly Father for ail the bles*-

jn^s wherewith he hath blessed us as a nation, as a State, and aa indir

viduals, and that they joiu to these offerings of gratitude and praise

their fervent prayers that he will continue and multiply his grace and
favor upon us and upon our land ; that our institutions may be esta-

blished in righteousness ; that wisdom and knowledge may be the

stability of our times ; and that peace, prosperity, and freedom may be
the portion of om* people.

William Dennison, Governor of Ohio daring the years I860;

'61, in his proclamation for thanksgiving, ascribes all oar bless-

ings, temporal and social, civil and religious, to God, and de-

clares us distinguished.as a Christian people. His proclamation

for 1860 recommends that the people

Offer up their devout thanks to God for our institutions, national and
State, civil and religious, educational and benevolent, for the peace that

prevaib throughout our borders, the health with which he hath blessed

us, the abundant harvest wherewith he hath graciously rewarded the

labors of the husbandman, the prosperity of our commerce and the

mechanic arts, our social comforts and privileges, and for whatever

contributes to our happiness as a community and as individuals.

And, while thus rendering to the Supreme Author of every blessing

our grateful acknowledgments for his unbounded goodness, let as sup-

plicate a continuance of the Divine protection and favor to this people,

and to the people of all the States and Territories of our National Coiv-

federacy, throughout all generations ; and, fraternally remembering in

our rejoicings our fellow-men of other nations who are less happy than

ourselyes, let us fervently implore him that in his benign providence

he will confer upon them, and their posterity forever, like blessings of

civil and religious liberty and social happiness which he hath been

graciously pleased to bestow upon us.

His proclamation for 1861 recommends the people of Ohio to

•return praise to God "for the inestimable privileges of our civil

an^ religious institutions, for protecting our homes from the

ravages of war, and for the manifold blo^^sings, individual and

social,^ which surround and 'support us," and to "offer fervent

prayer to our heavenly Father that he may continue to remem-

ber us in his mercy, remove the calamities of civil strife which

afflict the nation, restore concord between the States, confirm
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azid perpetuate our political union, and secure to us and to our

posterity the privileges and advantages which distinguish a
Christian people."

These views in the state papers of the Governors. of Ohio

are in harmony with the Constitution of the State, formed in

1802, and reaffirmed in the new Constitution of 1862, which

state that
"" Religion, morality, and knowledge, being essentially necessary

to the government and the happiness of mankind, schools and the

means of instruction shall forever be encouraged by legislative

provisions not inconsistent with the rights of conscience."

KENTUCKY.

Proclamation,

The acknowledgment of national as well as individual dependence
upon the Supreme Ruler of the universe is the highest evidence of

refined civilization ; and no people ever prospered for any great length

of time who did not admit and invoke his power and mercy ; nor will

any such ever rise to true greatness as a nation.

The spirit of the American people has bec^n wcllnigh crushed by the

terrible realities of the intestine war into which the nation has been
plunged by the disappointed ambition of maddened and reckless men ;

and it is the part alike of wisdom and of duty for us all to prostrate

ourselves in humiliation before the Author of all good, and supplicate

his omnipotent arm to arrest this wicked and ui\just rebellion and re-

store to a distracted people the blessings of peace, unity, and fraternal

affection.

But, while thus humiliating ourselves before the Almighty Disposer

of events, we should remember that w^e have abundant cause to offer

the homage of grateful hearts for the manifold blessings he has vouch-

safed to us as a people. The seasons have been propitious ; the labor

of the husbandman has been crowned ivith ample returns ; we have not
been called upon to mourn the ravages of extended disease in the

country ; the public health has nevl&r been more marked than during

the year which is drawing, to a close ; and while, therefore, we have to

lament the terrible consequences of the fratricidal war which afflicts

and desolates the land, we yet have am^le. reason for returning thanki

to him that we are free from those awful scourges—^pestilence and
famine—which so often afflict the human family, and not unfrequently

add their horrors to those involved in war.

It is meet, therefore, that the time-honored custom of dedicating one
day in the year to' devotional exercises tb Him who holds the destinies

of nations and individuals alike in his hands, should be preserved,

and, while pouring out our gratitude for the incalculable benefits we
ei\joy, bow ourselves in earnest sui)plication to Almighty God that he

will, in hifl infinite mercy, interpose his omnipotent arm to stay the
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spirit of intestine strife which is sweeping over and desolating the land,

restore peace and order to this hitherto Heaven-favored country, and
make all to feel that a return to the government of our fathers, which
has rendered us so powerful, prosperous, and happy, is at once the part

of patriotism and religious duty.

I, therefore, as Governor of the Commonwealth, do hereby set apart

Thursday, November 27th instant, as a day of thanksgiving and praise

to Almighty God for all his mercies to us, and request a general ob-

servance of it, to the end that we may manifest, in a proper spirit, our
dependence upon him, and supplicate his omnipotent power to protect

and guard us from future misfortunes as a nation.

Done at the city of Frankfort, this twelfth day of November, 1862,

and the seventy-first year of the Commonwealth.
By the Governor

:

J. F* Robinson.

D. C. WiCKLiFFB, Secretary </ State,

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, the first to enter the Union

under the Constitution of the United States, began its civiliza-

tion and organic life under the auspices of the Christian re-

ligion. Its opening scenes let in the light of Divine truth ; and

the pioneers, though unpolished in the manners of courtiers,

carried with them a manly faith, which laid the foundation

of the State on a Christian basis. The first Constitution se-

cured " a perfect religious freedom and a general toleration."

"Thus," says Bancroft, "the pioneer lawgivers for the West

provided for freedom of conscience. A little band of hunters put

themselves at the head of the countless hosts of civilization in

establishing the great principle of intellectual freedom. Long
as the shadows of the Western mountains shall move round with

the sun, long as the rivers that gush from those mountains

shall flow towards the sea, long as seed-time and harvest shall

return, that rule shall remain the law of the West.

"When Sunday dawned, the great tree which had been their

council-chamber became their church. Penetrated with a

sense of the Redeemer's love, they lifted up their hearts to God
in prayer and thanksgiving, and the forest that was wont to

echo only the low of the buffalo and the whoop of the savage

was animated by the voice of their devotion. Thus began the

Commonwealth of Kentucky : it never knew any other system

than independence, and was incapable of any thing else."
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INDIANA.

KXBCUTIYB DBPARTmRT, ImDIANAPOUSi KoT. 11.

To the People of Indiana.

The people of the State of Indiana are earnestly requested to assemble

in their respective churches, and at their family altars, on Thursday, the

twenty-seventh day of November, 1862, to return thanks to AlmightyGod
for the manifold blessings he has bestowed upon them during the past

year, and to pray him in his mercy to avert from our beloved country

the evils by which it is now so deeply afflicted. It is their duty humbly
to acknowledge the many favors bestowed by his hand, and their entire

dependence upon his providence for deliverance from the evils by
which they are suffering. It is their duty to pray for the success of our

armies, for the suppression of this most wicked rebellion, and the pre-

servation of our Government ; that the lives of our brave soldiers may
be spared, and that they be returned in safety to their homes ; that the

hearts of our people may be inspired with a perfect confidence in the

ultimate success of a just cause, and that the minds of all men may be
awakened to a clear comprehension of the mighty interests for which
we are struggling, not only to ourselves, but to our posterity ; and they

should especially pray that the Divine will may put it into the hearts

of the people to provide for and protect the families of our gallant

soldiers and preserve them from aU want and neglect ; to cherish and
comfort with sedulous care the orphans and broken-hearted widows and
patents of such as have fallen in the field, or perished by disease in the

oamp.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and affixed the

seal of the State, at Indianapolis, this eleventh day of November, 1862.

Signed, Oliver P. Morton, Governor of Indiana,

Attest: Wm. A. Pbbllb, Secretary <if State,

NEW HAMPSHIRR

A Proclamation for a Dat of Public ThanksCivino and Praisb,

BY His Excsllbnct the Governor.

The revolution, of the seasons has brought again the period when it

is the usage to set apart a day for public thanksgiving to Almighty

God. In accordance with a time-honored custom, inaugurated by our

forefathers, and so much in harmony with the convictions of all Chris-

tian people, I do, by the advice of the Council, appoint Thursday, the

27th of November next, to be observed as a day of thanksgiving and
praise. And I hereby invite the people of this State to assemble in

their tisual places of public worship, to join in ascriptions of praise, and
other devotional exercises so suitable for dependent beings, and.of

which the many mercies of our heavenly Father, at this time, are so

eminently suggestive. Let us all meet to give him thanks for the

bountiful harvest with which he has gladdened the heart of man ; for
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peaceful homes, and the social, educational, and religious privileges

Touohsafed to us; for the progress of civil liberty; for the general

prevalence of health throughout our borders during the year approach-

ing its close, and in which, notwithstanding the existence of great

national calamities, there has been much to remind us of his nevei^

failing mercy and goodness. Let us adore and bless his holy name for

that Christian civilization which is our inheritaz^ee, and for the many
and illustrious examples which came to us with that heavenly boon,

of the patience, unfailing confidence, and heroic endurance of a
holy ancestry in seasons of affliction and peril. Let us humbly and
gratefully thank and praise the Disposer of £vents that such examples
of reliance upon his providential care have not been lost to succoeding

generations, but are now abundantly developed among a great people,

in a year the painful record of which will soon be closed ; a year when
the patriotism, courage and Christian faith of our fathers has been fully

realized in their children, who, disregarding the ties of affection, and
the comfort of happy firesides, are bravely enduring the perils of camp
and the storm of battle, that their country may live, and the cause of

good government and free institutions be transmitted to succeeding

generations. And, above ail, let us praise him for that revelation

which brings " life and immortality to light -,' for the it\junctions and
promises of that Book which for our fathers was the source of reliance

and consolation in seasons of disquietude and danger, and which may
with equal certainty and efficacy be appropriated by ourselves in this

season of doubt and peril. And, while we thank God for his mercies,

let not a day so suggestive of good works be permitted to pass without

the exercise of those offices of kindness for the needy which was an in-

junction of our Divine Redeemer, who published " peace on earth and
good will to men/'
Given at the Council-Chamber in Concord, this thirty-first day of

October, in the year of our L(M*d . one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-two, and of the independence of the United States the eighty-

seventh.
Nathaniel S. Berkt.

By his Excellency the Governor, with advice of the Council

:

Allen Tbnnt, S^etary of State.

CONNECTICUT.

Proclamation.

In the midst of civil strife, and a rebellion, which has arrayed the

enemies of our Government in hostile and deadly conflict against the

friends of national supremacy, it is wise and proper for us, as a people,

to allow our minds to dwell upon the blessings by which we are still

surrounded, and rest upon wellrgrounded hopes of future > good : in

iew of which we should lift up pur hearts and voices in thanksgiving

and praise unto Him who healeth all our diseases, who redeemeth our

lives from destruction, who crowneth us with loving-kindness and
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tender mercies, and "ezecuteth righteousness and judgment for all

that are oppressed."

I therefore recommend the people of this State to observe Thursday,

the twenty-seventh day of November next, as a day of public thanks-

giving and praise, and would lurge them to such acts of benevolence and
religious worship as will manifest their heartfelt gratitude to Almighty

God.

Let us praise him for healthful seasons, for abundant harvests, for the

means of knowledge, for social blessings, for religious liberty.

• Let us be grateful for the labors unostentatiously, performed, and the

pecuniary offerings spontaneously bestowed, to relieve the necessities,

to bind up the wounds, and to cheer the hearts of those who, with loyal

devotion to their country's weal, are battling for national unity.

Let us also be grateful for the blessed memory of the honored dead,

who in the camp and on the battle-field have cheerfully, heroically and
religiously offered their lives upon the altar of patriotism.

Let us rejoice and praise Grod that he holds the destinies of this

nation in his hands, that he confirms or changes the purposes of man
at his pleasure, and overrules all human designs to establish righteous-

ness, truth, and justice in the earth.

Given under my hand and the seal of the State, at the

city of Hartford, this, the thirty-first day of October, in the

[l.s.] year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two,

and in the year of the independence of the United States

of America the eighty-seventh.

William A. Buckinohak. *

By his Excellency's command:
J. Hammond Trumbull, Secretary qf State,

Governor Buckingham, in his proclamation for 1858, after

enumerating the general blessings vouchsafed to the State and

nation, closes with this explicit acknowledgment of the Chris-

tian religion and its fundamental doctrines :

—

And, above all, that " he hath not dealt with us after our sins, nor re-

warded us according to our iniquities," but has magnified the riches of

his grace in giving his Holy Spirit to revive his work and lead sinners

to repentance, and that the door of mercy is yet open, through which
the guilty and perishing may enter and obtain eternal life, by faith in

the atonement of Jesiis Christ his Son.

STATE OP EHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE
PLANTATIONS.

A Proclamation.

. Jn the midst of the greatest calamity. that has ever befallen our
country, we should not be immindful of the blessings which are show-

ered upon U8 by the all-wise Disposer of eventa and destinies. Our
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adversities should not tempt us to forget either our dependence upon 4

common Father or the multiplied mercies which accompany his cha*-

tenings. In the midst of war we are enjoying many of the blessings

of peace. Our granaries are filled to overflowing; many departments

of industry bring their usual rewards to the toiling masses; neither

pestilence nor famine assails us in our households ; order reigns in our

cities and towns; our common schools prosper; domestic quiet re*

wards obedience to the laws of man and God, and the people worship

securely in their temples.

Thus blest, it is fit that we should render thanks to the Supreme

, Ruler of the universe ; and I therefore appoint Thursday, the twenty-

seventh day of November instant, to be observed in this State as a day
of public thanksgiving, prayer, and praise.

On that day let us assemble in our places of worship and in our family

and social circles, and render to a beneficent Creator the adoration of

grateful hearts, beseeching him, also, that he will continue to us the

unnumbered mercies of the present, and especially that he will restore

to us the national unity, peace, and prosperity of former years; that he
will guide our rulers in the discharge of their duties; that he will

reward patriotism in the soldier and in the citizen ; that he will banish

treason, corruption, and imbecility from high places ; that he will pre-

serve our Constitution and save us from anarchy ; that he will restore

to us hostile States and estranged hearts ; that he will prosper all our

worthy enterprises and labors; and that he will prompt those upon
whom he has bestowed temporal blessings, to bind up the wounds and
cheer the hearts of such as faint beneath the heavy burdens of adversity.

In testimony whereof I have hereto set my hand and affixed the

seal of the State, at Providence, this sixth day of November, in the

year of our Lord 1862, of independence the eighty-seventh, and of the

founding of the State the two hundred and twenty-«ixth.

William Spraovi.
By his Excellency the Governor:

John B. Bartlett, Secretary of State,

The Governor of the State of Rhode Island and Providence

Plantations, Elisha Dyer, in his proclamation of 1858, calls

upon the people to return thanks to God for " the wide-spread

manifestations and presence of the Holy Spirit/' and the
'' means of grace and the hope of glory still offered us in the

religion of Jesus Christ."

MAINE.

Proclamation.

In times of calamity and trouble, our fathers did not neglect to cele.

brate their annual festival of Thanksgiving; and in this hour of tiie

country's sorest trial, when bereavement and anguish have been
brought to many hearts, their children will find strength and profit
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m its beautiful rites, its hallowed associations, and its gracious influ-

ences.

By advice of the Council, I appoint Thursday, the twenty-seventh

day of November next, to be observed by the people of this State as a

day of public thanksgiving and praise.

And may they all regard it as a day consecrated to emotions of grati-

tude and good will, to deeds of benevolence and love. Abstaining from
all employments and pursuits inconsistent with a proper observance of

the occasion, I invite them to repair to their temples of religious wor-

ship ; and there, and in all places, may they be led to a devout and
cheerful recognition of the many favors and privileges which have been
lavished upon them during the year whose great, eventful history is so

nearly made up. May they be unfeignedly thankful for the blessings of

material prosperity and health which have been so largely vouchsafed

to them ; for the exhibitions of constancy, fidelity, and manly virtue in

their countrymen, which have so often illustrated the dignity of human
nature and the capacity of man for self-government ; for the Christian

charity and brotherly kindness which a better acquaintance with, and a

more sensible dependence upon, each other, growing out of a common
cause and a common danger, have developed and cultivated in their

hearts; and especially may they be moved to praise and bless their

heavenly Father, the Lord of all things, that he has put it into the

heart of the chief magistrate of the nation to promulgate, in the fulness

of time, a decree of wisdom and uprightness which shall make their

beloved land strong, united, prosperous, peaceful, just, and forever

free.

Given at the Council-Chamber at Augusta, this seventeenth day of

October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-

two, and of the independence of the United States the eighty-seventh.

Israel Washburn, Jr.

By the Governor

:

Joseph B. Hall, Secretary t^ iStaU,

VERMONT.

PrOCLAM ATION.

Though the Almighty, in his providential dealings both with nations

and individuals, mingles adversity with prosperity, discipline and sorrow

with love and mercy, and his ultimate designs are often kept in a sacred

reserve which we cannot penetrate, still enough is revealed to inspire a

humble trust in his providence, and we are led to feel that even in times

of trouble and calamity "it is a good thing to give thanks unto the

Lord."

In obedience to custom and the universal sentiment of our people, I

do, therefore, appoint Thursday, the fourth day of December next, to

be observed by the people of this State as a day of public prayer, praise,

and thanksgiving ; and I invite them to lay aside the ordinary employ-

ments of life on that day, and to assemble in their usual places of public

worship, to render thanks to Almighty God ; for the fruitfulness of the
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yeaY, and the plenty that everywhere ^bounds'; for.therprosperityof our
material pursuits and interents; for the general prevalence of health;.

for our pleasant and comfortable homes, and the endearments and trea-

sures of domestic life ; for the pleasures and comforts of good neighbor-

hood, and the advantages of intelligent, well-ordered society ; for our
institutions of 'education, benevolence, and religion; for oiu* freedom

from the desolations of war within our territory ; for the fervent patriot-

iam, nationality of sentiment, and unity of purpose and effort which have

characterized the people of our State, leading thousands of its citizens

to go forth voluntarily and cheerfully to fight the battles of the repub-

lic, and mothers and daughters to give up to country the dearest objects

of their affection ; for the devotion to ox)untry so generally manifested

by the loyal people of the Union, and for the good order, the steadi-

ness and faithfulness of purpose, and obedience to authority and law,

which have universally prevailed and been a distinctive and striking

feature in the character and conduct of free society in the loyal States,

under a Grovernment so mild in its restraints as scarcely to be felt by the

governed.

. Let it be our special prayer to Almighty God that he will, in his good
time, restore our beloved republic in peace and prosperity, in unity

and power, and that therein the blessings of civil and religious liberty

may be dispensed to mankind to the end of time ; that he will dispose

all men, everywhere, to accept the mild reign of the Redeemer, and will

hasten the promised time when universally there shall be **peace on

eartht good will towards men"
And though many of us, while gathered around the festive board or

the domestic hearth, must inevitably observe the vacant chair, and
direct our ' thoughts to him who is in the tented field, or lies in the

soldier's grave, or, sick or wounded, is nursed by strange hands, yet let

our sadness be tempered by the thought of his manly and heroic purpose

to discharge the highest and last duty of the patriot to his country.

Given under my hand, and the seal of the State, in Executive. Cham-
ber, at Montpelier, this seventeenth day of November, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, and of the independ-

ence of the United States theeighty-seveiith.
Frederick Holbrook.

By his Excellency the Governor:

Sauuel Williams, iSccretary of Civiland MiUtary Affairs.

VIRGINIA.

The following proclamation is from the Governor of the State

of Western Virginia. An act of Congress, in 1863, admitted

this portion of the "Ancient Dominion of Virginia" into a

Beparate and independent State :

—

Proclamation.

In the midst of war and its afflictions, we are forcibly reminded of our
Uependence upon Divine Providence ; and, while in all we suffer wo
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should own his chastening hand, we should be ready to acknowledge
that it is of his mercy that we are not destroyed, and that so many of

the^blessings of life are preserved to us. "Seed-time and harvest"

have not failed, ** the early and the latter rain" have fallen in their

season, and the toil of the husbandman has been abundantly repaid.

It is, therefore, becoming that, while we earnestly pray that the days

of our affliction may be shortened, we should thankfully acknowledge
the manifold mercies of which, nationally and individually, we are still

the recipients.

Now, therefore, I, Francis H. Pierpoint, Governor of Virginia, do hereby
recommend to the good people of the Commonwealth the observance

of Thursday, the twenty-eighth instant, as a day of thanksgiving to

Almighty God for the blessings of the year, and of humble and fervent

prayer that he will, in more abundant mercy, bring to a speedy end the

heart-burnings and civil strife which are now desolating our country,

and restore to our Union its ancient foundation of brotherly love and
a just appreciation. And I do recommend that all secular business and
pursuits be, as far as possible,' suspended on that day.

In testimony whereof I have here set my hand, and caused the great

seal of the Commonwealth to be affixed, at the city of Wheeling, this

fourteenth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and sixty-one, and of the Commonwealth the eighty-sixth.

Francis H. Pierpoint.
By the Governor:

S. A. Hagans, Secretary of Commonwealth,

MARYLAND.

. , Proclamation.

To the People of the State,

The return of the season in which, in obedience to a custom well

becoming a Christian community, we have been taught to render annu-

ally to Almighty God our tribute of prayer and thanksgiving for the

bounties received at his hand, naturally calls to mind the propriety of

again designating a day for the discharge of that expected duty.

In conformity, therefore, with this established custom, I, Augustus

W. Bradford, Governor of Maryland, do, by this my proclamation,

designate and appoint Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November
next, to be observed by the people of the State as a day of general

thanksgiving and prayer.

Althou^'h the copious stream of national blessings which has so long

fltnved in upon us has been at length interrupted, and the prosperity

and peace that marked our career been arrested, by a war aimed at our

national existence,—a war all the more deplorable, waged as it is by
tho>e who have reaped with us the full share of these abundant boun-

ties,—still the blessings that yet remain demand our profound acknow-
ledgment >«.

We should thank God that a vast majority of our people still cherish

the unfaltering purpose to preserve the integrity and indivisibility of
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our nation with an earnestness and zeal that spurn aU other oonsidera-

tions. -We should thank him that he has so lavishly supplied us with

the means of accomplishing this cherished ol^ect; that our country

has everywhere teemed with such an overflowing abundance that our
own resources can feed and clothe our armies and still leave a surplus

so ample that few yet feel the wants that follow in the train of war.

We should thank him for the uninterrupted health which our whole
country, with scarcely an exception, has throughout the year enjoyed.

The pestilence that heretofore has habitually scourged certain portions

of our land seems, in despite of heartless calculations to the contrary-,

to have suspended its annual visitation, as if by special providential

interposition.

More especially should we in Maryland thank him that the attempt

so recently made to invade our State and transfer to its soil the scene

of the conflict has been so successfully resisted by our defenders

and so impresgively rebuked by our citizens ; and that, whilst war in

its most appalling asjjects has for the past eighteen months raged
within sight of our borders, our own people, with the exception of one
memorable week, have all practically enjoyed most of the advantages

of peace.

Let us, therefore, with grateful hearts, laying aside for the time all

secular pursuits, as well as all partisan animosities, offer up, on the day
above appointed, our united thanks for these and all the other blessings

we still eiy'oy, accompanied with our prayers that they may be still con-

tinued. Let us implore Him who throughout our national career has

so dLstinguished us with his favor, not to withdraw it now in the day
of our severest trial, but that, inspiring our rulers with the wisdom to

discern and strength to perform their responsible duties, he will cause

our Union to be re-established in all its recent power, restore peace to

our bleeding country, reunite its wrangling citizens, curb the mad am-
bition of those insanely attempting to dismember it, and the factious

spirit that would divide those offering to defend it, and allow it once
more to resume among the nations of the earth the proud position

which, through his unvarying goodness, it has been hitherto permitted

to maintain.

Given under my hand, and the great seal of the State of Maryland,

at the city of Annapolis, this twenty-seventh day of October, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, and of the

independence of the United States the eighty-seventh.

A. W. Bradford.
By the Governor:

Wm. B. Hill, Secretary of State,

MISSOURI.

A Proclamation.

The affairs of states and of individuals are alike under the super-

intendence of Divine Providence, and it is becoming that, as a people,

we should render to the supreme Ruler suitable acknowledgments of
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our dependence upon him, and suitable expressions of our thankful-

ness for the blessings he has conferred upon us during the year.

Although man's madness may have brought incalculable evils upon
our State, we may contrast the evils thus produced with the beneJBcent

results of a kind Providence acting for our good.^

We have heard the " confused noise" of battle, and " seen the gar-

ments rolled in blood," while he has kept still the tempest, the whirl-

wind, and the earthquake,—the ministers of his wrath.

We have seen the mother, the wife, the sister, clad in the garments
of mourning, and we knew that man had brought the woo, while he
held back the " pestilence that walketh in darkness," and tempered the

atmosphere to the preservation of our lives and health.

We have seen man wasting and destroying, while he points us to the

rich harvests which he has given, and calls us to praise him " for his

goodness to the children of men."
Let us, then, praise him with thankful hearts, and express our joy

that he reigns, and that he has been merciful to us amidst the calamities

which man has brought upon us, and let us rejoice for the assurance

that he will even " cause the wrath of man to praise him."

In view of the multiplied blessings conferred upon us as a people by
Divine Providence, I, Hamilton R. Gamble, Governor of the State of

Missouri, do appoint Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of this present

month of November, as a day of thanksgiving to God for his goodness

manifested to us during the year; and I do earnestly recommend to

the good people of the State to assemble on that day in their respective

places of woi>ihip, and present to God the "homage of grateful hearts,

in view of his abounding goodness, and invoke his protection for the

future.

In testimony whereof I have hereto set my hand, and caused the great

seal of the State to be affixed, this sixth day of November, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two.

(Signed) H. R. Ganblk.

MINNESOTA.

Proclamatiok.

Whereas it is meet, and in accordance with a good and cherished

custom of our fathers, worthy to be "a statute forever in all our dwell-

ings," that the people, "when they have gathered the fruit of the land,"

should '* keep a feast unto the Lord," in commemoration of his good-

ness, and by a public act of Christian worship acknowledge their

dependence as a community upon Him in whose hands the kingdoms

of the earth are but as dust in the balance

;

Therefore I, Alexander Ramsey, Governor of the State of Minne-

sota, do hereby set apart the twenty-seventh day of the present month
of November as a day of thanksgiving to Almighty God for his won-

derful mercy towards us, for all the good gifts of his providence, for

health and restored domestic peace, and the measure of general pros-

perity which we eiyoy.
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Especially let us recognize his mercy in that he has delivered our
borders from the savage enemies who rose up against us, and cast them
into the pit they had privily dug for us ; that our friends have been
rescued from the horrors of captivity, and that our homes and house-
hold treasures are now safe from the violence of Indian robbers and
assassins.

And let us praise him for the continued preservation of the Govern-
ment of our fathers from the assaults of traitors and rebels; for the
sublime spirit of patriotism and courage and constancy with which he
has filled the hearts of its defenders ; for the victories won by the valor

of our troox>s ; for the glorious share of Minnesota in the struggles and
triumphs of the Union cause; for the safety of her sons. who have

. passed through the fire of battle unscathed, and the honorable fame
of the gallant dead ; for the alacrity and devotion with which our citi-

zens have rushed from their unharvested fields to the standard of the

nation ; and, above all, for the assurance that their toils and perils and
wounds and self-devotion are not in vain ; for the tokens, now mani-
fest, of his will that through the blood and sweat of suflfering and
sacrifice the nation is to be saved from its great calamity, and' the

great crime of which it is at once the effect and punishment; and that

behind the thunders and lightnings and clouds of the tempest the

awful form of Jehovah is visible, descending in fire upon the mount,
to renew the broken tablets of the Constitution, and proclaim fres*

Dou as the condition and the law of a restored and regenerated

Union.

Given under my hand, and the great seal of the State, at the dty of

St. Paul, this third day of November, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand eight hundred and sixty-two.

Alexander Raxsbt.
By the Governor:

James H. Baker, Secretary of State,

MICHIGAN.

Proclamation.

Another year has passed away into history. It has been a year of

gi*eat events,—a year of civil war, and all the bloody sacrifices, harassing

doubts, and alternating triumphs and defeats which surely follow in its

track. Vast armies, raised from the midst of the people, have gone

forth to fight our country's battles. With a courage and constancy

which will brighten the history of the republic forever, they have beaten

back the hosts of rebellion and despotism from the loyal States and
saved our homes from the horrors of invasion. Our liberties and laws

are still preserved to us, and the power of the Government is gradually

but surely being established over all the territory of the Union. Rebel-

lion is being punished, and upon the wicked authors of this unseemly

strife is falling the sure reward of their unparalleled sin. The war is

carried into the midst of their country, and the victorious armies of the

Union hasten on to strike them a final blow in the strongholds of the
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far South. There are solid grounds of hope for speedy victory and per*

manent peace.

While many of our homes are made desolate by the inevitable casual-

ties of war, and all mourn the heroic dead, there is consolation in the

faith that the blood of the true patriot is never shed in vain.

Our people, under all these trials, still cling with unflinching firmness

and fidelity to the institutions and Government of our country. Trust-

ing in God and the righteousness of our cause, they are ready to incur

greater sacrifices and bear heavier biurdens, in the confidence and hope
that the future will more than compensate for the past, and that the

blessing of liberty will be permanently secured and greatly increased to

our posterity.

The destinies of nations and individuals are in the hand of God.
For bountiful harvests, for general health among the people, for civil

and religious liberty and the diffusion of knowledge and education, for

the continued existence of the republic and the triumphs of its arms,

and for all the great and good gifts of a benign Providence, our acknow-
ledgments and praises are due to him alone. That we may suitably

acknowledge our dependence upon Almighty God, and with reverent

thankfulness give glory to him, I do hereby set apart and appoint

Thursday, the twenty-seventh instant, as a day of public thanksgiving

and praise.

I request that upon that day the people may assemble in their places

of public worship, and in their homes, and keep this day in the spirit in

which our fathers kept it, with pure, religious, and patriotic hearts, full

of faith and hope.

Given under my hand, and the great seal of the State, at the Capitol,

in the city of Lansing, on the fifteenth day of November, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two.

Austin Blair.
James B. Fobtsr, Secretary of State,

ILLINOIS.

Froclaxation.

To the People of the State of Illinois.

It is the sacred duty of nations, as well as individuals, to acknowledge

the manifestations of God's enduring mercyAnd loving-kindness.

The perils which surround us, the trials under which the nation is

laboring, forcibly impress upon us the necessity and propriety of calling

upon Him who is able to save, for deliverance.

Nevertheless, amid present evils and dangers, the Almighty has not

left us without many signal evidences of his care and protection.

Our State has been blessed with an abundant harvest ; the patriotism of

our people is unparalleled in the history of nations ; our soldiers have
made as bright a record as that of the bravest of their brethren in anns,

and have been victorious on many hard-fought battle-fields ; the muni-
ficence of our citizens in administering to the sufferings of oiur troops

ifl worthy of a gonerous-hearted people ; and, above all, in the midst of

88
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an internecine war unparalleled in the history of the world, have the
people of our State been allowed to pursue their peaceful avocations un*
disturbed.

In view, then, of these and all other evidences of his continued care
and protection, and more particularly for the purpose of giving the
people of the State an opportunity of uniting together and thanking
Gk>d for his mercies, and of beseeching him to deliver our nation from
her present great affictions, to grant victory to our arms, a speedy sup-

pression of the rebellion, and a restoration of peace, I do hereby appoint
Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November next, as a day of thanka-
giving and prayer, and recommend that the people on that day, laying

aside ordinary avocations, meet in their several places of worship, to

render up the tribute of grateful hearts to the Almighty Ruler of the
universe.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the
great seal of the State of Illinois to be affixed, this twenty-seventh day
of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-two.

Richard Yatbs.

DELAWARE.

Froclavation.

The duty of a Christian people, and the observance of a long-est4;^

blished custom, alike demand that a day of thanksgiving and praise

be set apart to Almighty God for his wonderful goodness and mercy
extended to us during the past year.

Although our national calamities have been great, and brethren of a
once happy and united country have been arrayed in deadly strife against

each other, whereby gloom and sorrow and mourning have saddened
many hearts and darkened many hearthstones, yet we of Delaware,

through his Divine goodness, have been spared the dread ravages of war.

While many of our sister States have experienced the terrible effect of

his chastening hand in punishment of our manifold sins and wicked-

ness, he has graciously shielded us from invasion from without and con-

vulsions within. Visible and manifest are the blessings which he has

lavishly bestowed upon us during the year now approaching its close.

He has blessed us with sunshine and with rain. He has continued to

us the inestimable enjoyments of good health and sound reason. Ho
has spared us from disease, pestilence, and famine. He has bountifully

rewarded the industry of the husbandman, and caused the earth to bring

forth her richest fruits, storing our garners and filling the land with

plenty. He has protected our institutions of learning and religion,

prospered the arts and sciences, and repaid the labors of the mechanic

and working-man.

In view of these and countless other manifestations of his loving-

kindness so graciously vouchsafed unto us, and in grateful recognition

thereof, I, William Burton, Governor of the State of Delaware, do hereby

appoint Thursday, the twenty-seventh day of November next, as a day
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of public thanksgiving and praise to Almighty Grod, and do earnestly

request that the people of this State will on that day abstain from their

usual vocations, and, assembling in their accustomed places of public

worship, unite in fervent prayers of thanksgiving and praise to the Giver
of all good and perfect gifts, and especially that with humble and con-

trite hearts they devoutly beseech him to restore a speedy and honors

able peace to our distracted country.

In testimony whereof I have hereto set my hand, and caused the great

seal of the Stat« of Delaware to be affixed.

Done at Dover, this twenty-ninth day of October, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, and in the eighty-

seventh year of the independence of said State.

William Burton.
By the Governor

:

Edward Ridolst, Secretary of State.

Proclamation.

ExECUTiva Offick, Iowa, Iowa Citt, Not. 8, 1862.

To the People of Iowa,

In token of our dependence upon the Supreme Ruler of the universe,

the more especially in this the hour of peril to the nation ; in fervent

thanksgiving to him that no pestilence has prevailed in our midst, that

the labors of the husbandman have been measurably rewarded, and
for the many blessings vouchsafed us as individuals and citizens ; in de-

vout acknowledgment of his sovereignty and overruling providence, and
in heartfelt gratitude that our armies in the field have won such renown
in the great cause of the Union, that our citizens at home have been

inspired with such devoted loyalty and munificence in relieving our brave

soldiers, and that we have been permitted to follow in a peaceable man-
ner our usual pursuits while war is desolating the land

;

I, Samuel J. Kirkwood, do hereby appoint Thursday, the twenty-

seventh day of November next, as a day of thanksgiving, prayer, and
praise, and do hereby entreat the people, abstaining from their usual pur-

suits, to assemble together on that day in their chosen places of worship,

and offer up their earnest prayers to Almighty God, humbly acknowledg-

ing their short-comings and dependence upon him, thanking him for the

manifold blessings on them by his hand, beseeching him to crown our

arms and cause with signal triumph, to confer strength upon our gallant

soldiery, to mitigate the sufferings of the sick, wounded, and imprisoned,

and to succor and heal the anguish of the bereft, and imploring a speedy

extinction of the rebellion, a return of peace in his own good time to

our distracted land, and that we may prove ourselves worthy of the

institutions bequeathed us by the fathers of the republic, by becoming

once more a united, fraternal, and happy people.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused tlie
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great seal of the State to be hereto affixed, this first day of Noyomber,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two.

By the Governor

:

Samuel J. Kirkwood.
Elijah Sells, Secretary ofState,

Ralph P. Lowe, Governor of Iowa, in his proclamation for

1858, uses this eminently Christian language :

—

Let us go into our temples of worship and fill them with thank-offer,

ings to the God of our fathers

;

Praise him for giving to this whole land so largely of his Spirit, by
which the faces of multitudes have been turned heavenwards;

Praise him for the Christian's faith, the spread of our holy religioD^

the triumphs of science, and the progress making in the peaceful arts

;

Praise him for the moral and social improvement of the race, by
means of the intercommunication of telegi'aphs and railways.

Let the spirit of Divine truth be invoked to push forward all the

great enterprises of the age, and that the outgoings of the morning
and evening may still continue to rejoice over us.

KANSAS.

Proclamation.

The second year of our existence as a State is drawing to a close. The
balance-sheet for 1862 will soon be struck. From the earliest settlement

of our country the autumn months have been deemed the most appro-

priate for recounting the blessings of Providence and making public

acknowledgment therefor in thankgiving and praise.

As a State we have been highly favored during the year now closing.

The earth has yielded abundantly, and health and general prosperity

have been allotted to us. While deadly civil war has been waged upon
our border and in many of the States, comparative peace and quiet

have been our lot. While we mourn that civil war still spreads its de-

solation in our country, there is cause for thankftilness that the immu-
table laws of God apply as well to nations as individuals, to war as well

as peace, and that there is some reason to hope that our nation is be-

ginning to understand the application of these laws to our present con-

dition as a people.

In view of the numberlessblessings showered upon our State and nation,

T appoint Thursday, the twenty-sevonth day of November next, as a

day of thanksgiving and praise to Almighty God, and earnestly invite

all good citizens to observe the same as b(nH)mes a Christian people, by
abstaining from labor and buf^iness occiii Mtions, by attendance upon
public worship, by deeds of charity to th'.' puor and needy, and by a

cultivation of the domestic and social virtues.

Given under my hand, and the seal of the State, at Topeka, this

twenty-ninth day of October, 1802. C. Robinson.

By the Governor

:

S. R. SiuPBERD, Secretary qf State.
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WISCONSIN.

Proclamatiok.

To the People of Wuconsin.

Amidst the manifold vicissitudes and calamities that have befallen

and surrounded us, threatening the life of our nation and the lives of

so many of its heroic and noble sons, it peculiarly becomes us to turn
with grateful hearts to the Supreme Being for the many blessings we
have enjoyed and the afflictions we have been spared.

The horrors and devastations of war, so fiercely raging around us,

have not touched the border of our State; excepting the brave men
who have rallied around our country's flag in this time of peril, our citi-

zens have been permitted to pursue their peaceful avocations ; our har-

vest, though not as abundant as Providence sometimes has pleased to

grant us, has yet well compensated the labor bestowed upon it, and well

filled our houses and bams ; the savage tribes upon our border settle-

ments, so threatening at one time to our peace, have been quieted and
kept under surveillanoe.

The great cause of our nation, it is true, has not triumphed yet over

its enemies, but neither has it yet failed : the enemy has been driven

from the soil of the loyal States ; our army has been reinforced by hun-
dreds of thousands of brave, patriotic, and noble men, ready to do
battle, and, if necessary, to die, for the integrity of the Union ; our re-

sources and energies are unimpaired ; we have reason to be hopeful for

the future, and, therefore, thankful for the past.

The loyalty, honor, and patriotism of the State of Wisconsin have
been nobly sustained by her brave sons upon every field of battle where
they have been called upon to vindicate our national flag. The just

pride which we feel in the bravery of our noble soldiers should fill our
hearts with gratitude to Almijghty God, who has sustained them in their

hour of triaL

For these and other uncounted blessings which the infinite goodness

of God has vouchsafed to us during the past year, we should thank him
from the depth of our hearts. And therefore, and in accordance with

a time-honored custom, I do hereby appoint Thursday, the twenty-

seventh day of November, 1862, as a day of thanksgiving and rest, and
recommend to the people of this State on that day to abstain from
secular labor, and to assemble at their usual places of worship, to show
their grateful hearts to the beneficent Ruler of the universe, and to pray

for a speedy suppression of the rebellion, and for peace to our distracted

country.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name, and
caused the great seal of the State to be affixed, this thirty-first day of

October, a.d. 1862.

Edward Salomon.

Edward Ilslkf, Asmtani Secretary of State,
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GEORGIA, 1858.

Proclamation.

Whereas it has pleased Almighty God to smile upon us as a people,,

in much mercy, another year, to crown our labors with rich blessings,

to protect and preserve us from war, hunger, and pestilence, and to pour
out his holy Spirit upon us in copious showers; and whereas these

manifestations of his protecting care and loving-kindness admonish us
of the debt of gratitude which we, as the people of a great State, owe to

the Giver of every good and perfect gift, and of our duty to be humble
and thankful, rendering praise to his great name " in psalms and hymna
and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in our hearts to the

Lord, giving thanks always for all things ;"

I do therefore issue this my proclamation, setting apart Thursday,

the twenty-fifth day of the present month, as a day of thanksgiving and
prayer. And I do earnestly invite the different congregations com-
posing all the religious denominations of every name in this State, to

meet at their respective places of worship on that day, and unite in

returning thanks and singing praises to our God for his wondrous works
in the past, and in fervent prayer for his protecting oare in the future,

remembering that the Psalmist has said, " Let the people praise thee

;

then shall the earth yield her increase, and God, even our God, shall

bless us."

Given under my hand, and the seal of the Executive Department, ai
the Capitol, in Milledgeville, this fourth day of November, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and the independ-

ence of the United States of America the eighty-third.

By the Governor: Joskph K Bsown»
H. H. Waters, Secretary Executive Depcaimeni.

NORTH CAROLINA, 1858.

Proclamation.

Whereas by an act of the General Assembly it is made the duty of the

Governor of the State for the time-being " to set apart a day in every

year, and to give notice thereof by proclamation, as a day of solemn and
public thanksgiving to Almighty God for past blessings, and of suppli-

cations for his continual kindness and care over us as a State and as a
nation ;"

Now, therefore, I do, by this my proclamation, appoint and set apart

'i'hursday, the twenty-fifth day of November next, as such a day, and do
most respectfully and earnestly recommend that it be observed accord-

ingly by all the good people of this State.

Given under my hand, and attested by the great seal of the State. Done
at the city of Kaleigh, this fourth day of November, Anno Domino one

thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight. . Thomas Braoo.

By the Governor

:

Pulaski Ck)0FSR, Private Secretary.
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SOUTH CAROLINA, 1868.

Proclamation.

Whereas, whilst we humbly bow before the Almighty, in meek Bub-

mission to the will of his inscrutable providence, chastening us with dis-

appointment of some of our cherished hopes, with disease, with loss of

faithful and valuable citizens, it becomes us as a people, now that the

pestilence is stayed in the city, and the bright beams of the autumnal
sun, with a bracing atmosphere, have dissipated the malaria of the fruitful

country, now that the harvest-home is over, and the staple resulta of

the seasons, wherever diminished, are still greater than we deserve at

the hands of a bountiful Benefactor, " to assemble and meet together

to render thanks for his great benefits that we have received at hia

hands, to set forth his most worthy praise, to hear his most holy word,

and to ask those things which are requisite and necessary as well for the

body as the soul ;''

Now, therefore, I deem it meet to appoint and set apart Thursday, the
twenty-fifth of November instant, as a day of thanksgiving and prayer

Accordingly, I do invite all persons on that day to assemble at their

respective places of worship to return thanks for our numerous blessings,

past and present, and to pray for the Divine guidance and blessing in

our future life.

Given under my hand and seal of the State, at Columbia, this eleventh

day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-
dred and fifty-eight, and in the eighty-third year of American inde-

pendence.

BoBXRT W. Allston.

Jamxs Fattxbson, Secretary of State.

FLORIDA, 1858.

Proclamation.

Whereas it is right and proper for States, as well as individuals, to

return thanks to Almighty God for his manifold blessings and mercies;

and whereas the fourth Thursday in November has been, by usage and
custom, adopted by most of the States of the Union as a day of thanks-

giving ; and in order that said day may be observed with uniformity

throughout the United States ; therefore

I, Madison S. Perry, do, by this my public proclamation, set aside

Thursday, the twenty-fifth day of November, as a day of public thanks-

giving, and respectfully ask the clergy of all religious denominations to

open their houses of worship, and deliver addresses suited to such an
occasion, and request the good people of the State to lay aside ^eir
usual avocations and join in the religious exercises of the day.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused to be
affixed the great seal of the State of Florida. Done at the Gapitol, in
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the city of Tallahassee, this third day of Novemher, Anno Domini one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight.

Madison S. Psrrt.

By the Governor

:

Attest: F. L. Villipioux, Secretary of 8taU.

TENNESSEE.

Proclamation.

Isham G. Harris, Governor of the State of Tennessee,

To all the people of said State, greeting :

—

Whereas it has pleased an all-wise Providence to bestow upon our
State peace, health, and prosperity, and to continue to us our civil and
religious liberty under those free institutions vouchsafed to us by the
same power, and in conformity to a commendable usage among Chris-

tian nations, I, Isham G. Harris, Governor aforesaid, do hereby appoint
Thursday, the twenty-fifth instant, as a day of thanksgiving and praise,

and earnestly invoke the people throughout the State to observe it aa
Bttch.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the
great seal of the State to be affixed, at the office in Nashville, on the
eighth day of November, Anno Domini, one thousand eight hundred
and fifty-eight.

By the Governor: Isham G. Harris.

J. E. R. Ray, SeereUary of StaU.

MISSISSIPPI.

Proclamation.

ExicuTiYB Officb, Citt op Jackson, October 12, 1858.

Whereas it is a time-honored custom, and is of itself right and proper
and becoming a Christian people, to observe annually a day of thanks-
giving, I do hereby appoint Thursday, the twenty-fifth day of November
next, for that purpose, and request its general observance throughout
the State ; for of all the people who have existed, none could so truly

say, ''The lines have fallen to us in pleasant places, and "we have a
goodly heritage." Then let us unite in one general thanksgiving, ex-

claiming, with the Psalmist, " Unto thee, God, do we give thanks

;

yea, unto thee do we give thanks.''

Wm. McWillir,

Proclamation by the Kator of Washington Citt.

Mayor's OrrioE, WASHnraToir, November 20, 1862.

Whilst another section of our country- is famine-worn, and sister cities

lie prostrate from evils dreadful to suffer and mournful to behold,
results of a blind and lawless resistance to constitutional authority and
the majesty of the law, an all-seeing Providence has averted from us
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this curse of treason, and with an unreluctant hand vouchsafed us

numerous evidences of his grace.

For that manifestation and this benediction it behooves us to be
thankful ; and I therefore, and in compliance with the following joint

resolution of the City Councils, request my fellow-citizens to abstain

from secular employment, and, assembling in their respective places of.

worship, on Thursday, 27th instant, unite with reverent love in grateful

expressions to Almighty God.
Richard Wallach, Mayor,

eJoiNT Resolution appointing a Day or Thanksqiving.

Whereas it is becoming in a Christian people to return thanks to the

Qiver of all good for the manifold blessings he vouchsafes them as a
community, and whereas it is peculiarly appropriate that the city of

Washington should unite with her sister cities in the observance of a
day of public thanksgiving and praise

:

Be it there/ore Resolved, dce.y That his honor the mayor is hereby

requested to set apart, by public proclamation, Thursday, 27th November
instant, as a day of thanksgiving and praise to Almighty God for the

mercies of the past year, and of prayer for the restoration of peace and
of fraternal feeling throughout the Union, inviting all citizens to abstain

from their usual secular employments and to unite in a proper observ-

ance of the day.

Alex. R. Shepherd,

President of Board qf Common Council,

Joseph F. Brown,
President of Board qf Aldermen.

Approved November 8, 1S62.

Richard Wallach, Mayor,

These proclamations are the official papers of the sovereign

States of the republic, and as such declare that the Christian

religion is the religion of the Government and the people.

They were authorized by special acts of legislation, and heartily

approved and observed by the American people.

The Marriage Institution

Has always been a subject of careful legislation by all the States

of the American Union. This institution was the first positive

social organization constituted of God for the welfare of society

and the purity and happiness of nations and the race. It is not

only Divine in its origin, but it has received the solemn sanction

of the constant legislation of God. Christ, the Divine author

of the Christian religion, restored it from its partial abrogation

by the Jews to its original integrity and purpose, and shielded

it by a new and solemn act of legislation. The Bible guards
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no one of its institutes with greater vigilance than that of the
ordinance of marriage.

Civil states have uniformly protected with the shield of legia*

lation the marriage institution. A Christian state recognizes

marriage as a branch of public morality and a source of civil

peace and strength. It gives dignity and harmony to a
civil state, and secures to it its highest prosperity and purity,

by the formation of families, out of which the state itself is

formed, and which are its crowns of social and moral glory, as

well as its sources of strength. The very safety and perpetuity

of a nation in its civil government and in all its organic forms

of society depend on the existence, purity, and power of the

marriage institution. Hence is it that the Christian states of

the American republic, from their first civil organization and
in all forms of legislation, have recognized marriage as a Divine

institution, and have thus affirmed the indissoluble union of the

civil state and the Christian religion.

The National Government,

By a solemn act of legislation, has also protected the marriage

institution from being corrupted and destroyed by polygamy.

In the United States, a religious sect, calling themselves
" Latter-Day Saints," or Mormons, sprung up into a mongrel

ecclesiastic and political system ; and among the various fanati- ^

cal and antichristian rites introduced and established by the

law of their Church was the practice of polygamy, or the

"spiritual wife" system. The Territory in which they settled,

and which they called Utah, belonged to the United States

and was under its jurisdiction. Congrfes, in order to vindicate

the civil and Christian integrity and sanctity of the marriage

institution from this unlawful invasion by this antichristian

sect, passed the following act, which was approved by the Presi-

dent :

—

An Act to punish and prevent the PtacUce of Polygamy in the Territories of the

United States and other Places, and disapproving and annulling certain Acts qf
the Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Utah,

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Jlepresentatives of the United Slates

of America in Congress assembled. That every person having a husband or

wife living, who shall marry any other person, whether married or

single, in a Territory of the United States or other place over which th©

United States have exclusive jurisdiction, shall, except in the cases
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specified in the proviso to this section, be a^udged guilty of bigamy,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding
five hundred dollars, and by imprisonment for a term not exceeding
five years; Provided, nevertheldks. That this section shall not extend
to any person by reason of any former marriage whose husband or wife

by such marriage shall have been absent for five successive years with-

out being known to such person within that time to be living ; nor to

any person by reason of any former marriage which shall have been dis*

solved by the decree of a competent court ; nor to any person by reason

of any former marriage which shall have been annulled or pronounced
void by the sentence or decree of a competent court on the ground of

the nullity of the marriage contract.

Sec. 2. And he it further enacted. That the following ordinance of the

provisional government of the State of Deseret, so called, namely:
'^An ordinance incorporating the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day

Saints," passed February eight, in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-

one, and adopted, re-enacted, and made valid by the Governor and
Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Utah by an act passed January
nineteen, in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-five, entitled "An act

in relation to the compilation and revision of the laws and resolutions

in force in Utah Territory, their publication and distribution," and all

other acts and parts of acts heretofore passed by the said Legislative

Assembly of the Territory of Utah, which establish, support, maintain,

shield, or countenance polygamy, be, and the same hereby are, disap*

proved and annulled: Provided, That this act shall be so limited and
construed as not to affect or interfere with the right of property legally

acquired under the ordinance heretofore mentioned, nor with the right
" to worship God according to the dictates of conscience," but only to

annul all acts and laws which establish, maintain, protect, or counte-

nance the practice of polygamy, evasively called spiritual marriage,

however disguised by legal or ecclesiastical solemnities, sacraments,

ceremonies, consecrations, or other contrivances.

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted. That it shall not be lawftil for any
corporation or association for religious or charitable purposes to acquire

or hold real estate in any Territory of the United States, during the exist-

ence of the territorial government, of a greater value than fifty thousand

dollars ; and all real estate acquired or held by any such corporation or

association contrary to the provisions of this act shall be forfeited and
escheat to the United States : Provided, That existing vested rights in

real estate shall not be impaired by the provisions of this section.

Approved, July 1, 1862.

When the Territorial Legislature of Utah convened, in De-

cember, 1862, Governor Harding, in his Inaugural Address,

said,

—

Much to my astonishment, I have not been able to find any law

upon the statutes of this Territory regulating marriage. I earnestly

recommend to your early consideration the passage of some law that

will meet the exigencies of the people.
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I respectfully call your attention to an act of Congress, passed the
first day of July, 1862, entitled *'An act to punish and prevent the prao>

tice of polygamy in the Territories of the United States, and in other
places, and disapproving and annulling certain acts of the Legislative

Assembly of the Territory of Utah," chap, cxzvii. of the Statutes ai

Large of the last session of Congress, page 501. I am aware that there

is a prevailing opinion here that said act is unconstitutional, and there-

fore it is recommended by those in high authority that no regard what-
ever should be paid to the same.

And still more to be regretted, if I am rightly informed, in some
instances it has been recommended that it be openly disregarded and
defied, merely to defy the same.

The law was enforced by the authority of the United States,

through the Governor of the Territory, who had the head of

the Church, Brigham Young, arrested, and held amenable to

the sovereign law of the Government for disannulling the mar-
riage institution and for tjie practice of polygamy.

This vindication of the Divine integrity of the marriage insti-

tution in all the Territories over which the jurisdiction of the

Government of the United States extends, tends to establish the

Christian character of the American Government, and is in

harmony with the whole legislative history of the nation, as it

stands related to the Christian religion.

The Presidents op the United States,

As well as the Governors of nearly all the States, have been

explicit, in their messages, in the recognition of the Christian

religion. Washington, Adams, JeflFerson, Madison, Monroe,

John Quincy Adams, and Jackson, were more or less full in

their official acknowledgments of our obligations to God and

the Christian religion for national existence, preservation, and

blessings. The more modern Presidents have united in the

same acknowledgments.

President Van Buren,

When entering upon the responsibilities of his office, said,

—

" I only look to the gracious protection of that Divine Being

whose strengthening support I humbly solicit, and whom I

fervently pray to look down upon us all. May it be among

the dispensations of his providence to bless our beloved country

with honors and length of days; may her ways be ways of

pleasantness, and all her paths peace."
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Similar sentiments were officially announced in all his mes-

sages. Mr. Van Buren publicly testified to the value of the

Christian religion by joining the Dutch Reformed Church in

the autumn of 1860. He died inspired with .the immortal

hopes of the gospel, saying " the atonement of Christ was the

* only remedy and rest of the soul."

President Harrison

Said, in his Inaugural,

—

" I deem the present occasion sufficiently important and

solemn to justify me in expressing to my fellow-citizens a pro-

found reverence for the Christian religion, and a thorough con-

viction that sound morals, religious liberty,- and a just sense

of religious responsibility, are essentially connected with all

true and lasting happiness; and to that good Being who has

blessed us with the gifts of civil and religious freedom, who
watched over and prospered the labors of our fathers, and has

hitherto preserved to us institutions far exceeding in excellence

those of any other people, let us unite in fervently commending

every interest of our beloved country in all future time."

When he entered upon his duties as President, he wrote to

his Christian wife, saying, " I retired into the presence of my
Maker, and implored his gracious guidance in the faithful dis-

charge of the duties of my high station."

The Sabbath was observed during his brief occupancy of the

Presidential mansion. He said to visitors, "We shall be

happy to see yo.u at any time except on the Sabbath." The
absence of a Bible at the President's house, when he occupied

it, was immediately supplied. Before his election to the Presi-

dency, General Harrison, for years, was a warm and active

friend of Sabbath-schools and Bible-classes (of which he was a

teacher), and a constant attendant on the public worship of

God. To his pastor—the pastor of the Presbyterian church

near his home on the banks of the Ohio—he said, " I think I

enjoy religion and delight in the duties of a child of God, and

have concluded to unite with the Church of God as soon as my
health will permit me to go out." This purpose he had re-

solved to carry out in Washington, after he had entered upon

his duties as President, by joining the Episcopal Church on

Easter Sunday; but his sudden death prevented. In a great

revival in the Methodist Church in Cincinnati, just previous to
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his election, he said to the pastor, " I know there are some of

my political opponents who will be ready to impugn my motives

in attending this revival-meeting at this peculiar time; but I

care not for, the smiles or frowns of my fellow-countrymen.

God knows my heart and understands my motives. A deep
and an abiding sense of my inward spiritual necessities brings

me to this hallowed place night after night."

President Tyler,

In his Message of 1843, said,

—

" If any people ever had cause to render up thanks to the
Supreme Being for parental care and protection extended to

them in all trials and difficulties to which they have been from
time to time exposed, we certainly are that people. From the
first settlement of our forefathers on this continent,—^through

the dangers attendant upon the occupation of a savage wilder-

ness,—through a long period of colonial dependence,—through

the War of the Revolution,—^in the wisdom which led to the

adoption of the existing form of republican government,—in the
hazards incident to a war subsequently waged with one of the

most powerful nations of the earth,—in the increase of our
population,—in the spread of the arts and sciences,—and in the

strength and durability conferred on our political institutions,

emanating from the people and sustained by their will,—the

superintendence of an overruling Providence has been plainly

visible. As preparatory, therefore, to entering once more upon
the high duties of legislation, it becomes us humbly to acknow-

ledge our dependence upon hirn as our guide and protector, and
to implore a continuance of his parental watchfulness over our

beloved country."

President Polz,

When inaugurated, in 1846, said,

—

" In assuming responsibilities so vast, I fervently invoke the

aid of the Almighty Ruler of the universe, in whose hands are

the destinies of nations and of men, to guard this Heaven-
favored land against the mischiefs which, without his guidance,

might arise from an unwise poUcy. I humbly supplicate that

Divine Being who has watched over and protected our beloved

country from its infancy to the present hour, to continue hia
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gracious benedictions upon us, that we may continue to be a

prosperous and happy people."

" No country," he said, in his message of 1847, " has been so

much favored, or should acknowledge with deeper reverence the

manifestations of the Divine protection. An all-wise Creator

directed and guarded us in our infant struggle for freedom, and

has constantly watched over our surprising progress, until we
have become one of the great nations of the earth." "The
gratitude of the nation," he says, in his annual message of 1848,
" to the Sovereign Arbiter of all human events should be com-

mensurate with the boundless blessings which we enjoy."

Mr. Polk, after his retirement from the cares of public life,

was deeply impressed with the need of a personal interest in

the Saviour. This conviction, indeed, was felt when in public

life. He said, before his death, " that when in office he had

several times seriously intended to be baptized; but the cares

and perplexities of public life scarcely allowed time for the

requisite solemn preparation; and so procrastination had ripened

into inaction."

About a week before his death he sent for the Rev. Dr.

Edgar, of Nashville, and said to him, with great solemnity,

" Sir, if I had supposed, twenty years ago, that I should come

to my death-bed unprepared, it would have made me an unhappy

man; and yet I am about to die, and have not made prepara-

tion. I have not been baptized. Tell me, sir, can there be

any ground for a man thus situated to hope?" During his

illness he evinced a thorough knowledge of the Scriptures,

which he said ''he had read a great deal, and deeply reverenced

as Divine truth." A week before his death he was baptized, and

received the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

President Taylor,

In his Inaugural Address, remarked,

—

" I congratulate you, my fellow-citizens, upon the high state

of prosperity to which the goodness of Divine Providence has

conducted our common country. Let us invoke a continuance

of the same protecting care which has led us from small begin-

nings to the eminence we this day occupy; and let us seek to

deserve that continuance by prudence and moderation in our

councils, by well-directed attempts to assuage the bitterness

which too often marks unavoidable differences of opinion, by
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the promulgation and practice of just and liberal principles,

and by an enlarged patriotism, which shall acknowledge no
limits but those of our own wide-spread republic."

His first and only message, 1849, says, "During the past

year we have been blessed by a kind Providence with an abun-

dance of the fruits of the earth; and although the destroying

angel for a time visited extensive portions of our territory with

the ravages of a dreadful pestilence, yet the Almighty has at

length deigned to stay his hand, and to restore the inestimable

blessings of general health to a people who have acknowledged

his power, deprecated his wrath, and implored his merciful pro-

tection."

The cholera, in 1849, revisited the United States; and Presi-

dent Taylor issued a proclamation for a day of prayer and

fasting; and his message alludes to that, in the passage

quoted. God heard and answered prayer, in staying the march
of the destroying angel.

President Taylor, on the Fourth of July, 1849, was present

at the Sabbath-school celebration in the city of Washington,

and made an address, in which he said, " The only ground of

hope for the continuance of our free institutions is in the proper

moral and religious training of the children, that they may be

prepared to discharge aright the duties of men and citizens."

President Fillmore,

Becoming such by the death of President Taylor, who died July

9, 1850, says, in his first message, " I cannot bring this com-

munication to a close without invoking you to join me in

humble and devout thanks to the Great Ruler of nations for the

multiplied blessings which he has graciously bestowed upon us.

His hand, so often visible in our preservation, has stayed the

pestilence, saved us from foreign wars and domestic disturbances,

and scattered plenty throughout the land. Our liberties, reli-

gious and civil, have been maintained; the fountains have all

been kept open, and means of happiness widely spread and gene-

rally enjoyed, greater than have fallen to the lot of any other

nation. And, while penetrated with gratitude for the past, let

us hope that his all-wise providence will so guide our counsels

as that they shall result in giving satisfaction to our constituents,

securing the peace of the country, and adding new strength to

the united Government under which we live,"
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His message of 1851 says, "None can look back on the

dangers which are passed, or forward to the bright prospect

before us, without feeling a thrill of gratification. At the same

time he must be inspired with a grateful sense of our profound

obligation to a beneficent Providence, whose paternal care is so

manifest in the happiness of this highly favored land." " We
owe these blessings," he says, in his message of 1852, " under

Heaven, {o the happy Constitution and Grovernment which were

bequeathed to us by our fathers, and which it is our sacred duty

to transmit in all their integrity to our children."

President Fillmore gives the following testimony to the value

of the Sabbath :
—

" I owe my uninterrupted bodily vigor to an

originally strong constitution, to an education on a farm, and to

life-long habits of regularity and temperance. Throughout all

my public life I maintained the same regular and systematic

habits of living to which I had previously been accustomed. I

never allowed my usual hours for sleep to be interrupted. The
Sabbath I always kept as a day of rest Besides being a reli-

gious duty, it was essential to health. On commencing my Presi-

dential career, I found that the Sabbath had frequently been

employed by visitors for private interviews with the President.

I determined to put an end to this custom, and ordered my door-

keeper to meet all Sunday visitors with an indiscriminate re-

fusal."

President Pierce,

In his Inaugural, 1853, says, " But let not the foundation of

our hopes rest on man's wisdom. It will not be sufficient that

sectional prejudices find no place in the public deliberations. It

will not be sufficient that the rash counsels of human passions

be rejected. It rmist be felt that there is no national security

but in the nation's humble, acknowledged dependence upon God

and his overruling Providence.

" Standing, as I do, almost within view of the green slopes

of Monticello, and, as it were, within reach of the tomb of

Washington, with all the cherished memories of the past

gathering round me, like so many eloquent voices from heaven,

I can express no better hope for my country than that the kind

Providence which smiled upon our fathers may enable their

children to preserve the blessings they have inherited."

His first annu'al message, 1863, declared that " We have still

39
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the most abundant cause for thankfulness to God, for an accu-

mulation of signal mercies showered upon us as a nation. It is

well that a consciousness of rapid advancement and increasing

strength be habitually associated with an abiding sense of de-

pendence on Him who holds in his hands the destiny of men and

of nations.

" Recognizing the wisdom of the broad principle of absolute

religious toleration proclaimed in our fundamental law, and re-

joicing in the benign influence which it has exerted upon our

social and political condition, I should shrink from a clear duty

did I fail to express my deepest conviction that we can place

no secure reliance upon any apparent progress if it be not sus-^

tainM by national integrity, resting upon the great truths
affirmed and illustrated by Divine Revelation."

" Public affairs ought to be so conducted that a settled con-

viction shall pervade the entire Union that nothing short of the

highest tone and standard of public morality fnarks every
PART of the administration and legislation of the GovemvientJ'

President Buchanan,

In his Inaugural, 1857, says, "In entering upon this great

office, I must humbly invoke the God of our fathers for wisdom

and firmness to execute its high and responsible duties in such

a manner as to restore harmony and ancient friendship among
the several States, and to preserve our free institutions through-

out many generations."

In his first annual message, 1857, he says, " And, first of all,

our thanks are due to Almighty God for the numerous benefits

which he has bestowed upon this people ; and our united prayers

ought to ascend to him that he would continue to bless our

great republic in time to come, as he blessed it in times past"

In his message on Central American affairs, of January, 1858,

President Buchanan declared the Divine law to be the basis of

the law of nations. He said, "The avowed principle which

lies At the foundation of the law of nations is the Divine com-

mand that ' all things whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, do ye even so unto them/ Tried by this unerring

rule, we should be severely condemned if we shall not use our

best exertions to arrest such expeditions against our feeble sister

republic of Nicaragua."
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President Lincoln,

In his Inaugural Address delivered on the 4tli of March, 1861,

amidst the opening scenes of the great rebellion, refers as fol-

lows to the justice of God as displayed in the government of

nations :

—

*' Why should there not be a patient confidence in the ulti-

mate justice of the people? Is there any better or equal hope

in the world ? In our present differences is either party with-

out faith in being right ? If the Almighty Ruler of nations,

wjth his eternal truth and justice, be on your side of the North,

or yours of the South, that truth and that justice will surely

prevail, by the judgment of this great tribunal of the American

people."

His message to Congress convened in extraordinary session,

on the 4th of July, 1861, closes as follows :

—

" Having thus chosen our course, without guile, and with

pure purpose, let us renew our trust in God, and go forward

without fear and with manly hearts.**

In his message to Congress at the opening of its session in

December, 1861, President Lincoln used the following closing

words :

—

"With a reliance on Providence all the more firm and

earnest, let us proceed in the great task which events have de-

volved upon us."

This chapter will appropriately close with the following para-

graphs from a work on the Institutes of International Law, by

Daniel Gardner, an eminent jurist and lawyer of New York,

He says,

—

" The permanent welfare and glory of every sovereign state

demand a faithful obedience to the laws of nations, founded on

the precepts of the gospel. Self-preservation calls for it ; inte-

rest and duty require it. International and municipal law are

based upon the gospel, and obedience to them is necessary to

the happiness and prosperity of every state. The violation of

those celestial doctrines has swept away the Assyrian, the

Egyptian, the Greek, and the Roman Empires ; and the ruins

of Baalbec, Palmyra, and Thebes, the shattered Parthenon, and

the remains of Roman grandeur, all attest the suicidal effect on

empires of disobedience to God's law of nations. Spain, onco
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great and powerful, has fallen by her atrocious national offences

from her vast power in the reigns of Charles V. and Philip II.

History teaches that national sins, by a fixed moral law, punish

the states that commit them. Self-preservation, as well as the

obligation of the Divine law, demands a voluntary obedience to

the precepts of the gospel in all international transactions.

" The sanctions of that law cannot be disregarded, or its sure

penalties avoided, as the King of kings enacted it. All nations

before him are as the small dust of the balance; they are

counted to him as less than nothing and vanity. He holdeth

the seas in the hollow of his hand ; he weigheth the mountains

in scales ; he sitteth on the circle of the earth ; he ruleth the

hosts of heaven and the inhabitants of the earth. His title is

Jehovah in the highest.

"May our republic and all nations obey that law and enjoy its

promised blessings.

" The precepts of the gospel are the basis of all law. It is

a moral code of general principles, which, intelligently and hon-

estly applied, will solve every question of international right

and duty. In this age of civilization and improvement, a

liberal code of public law, based upon the golden rule of the

gospel, and assented to by the leading nations of Europe and

America, is a great desideratum.

"Our American public and private international law is com-

posed in part of a written code, enacted in the form of a
national Constitution and State Constitutions and State laws,

and in part of the law of national comity.

" This law seems to rest on the golden rule of the gospel," and,

as the fruits of Christian civilization, to belong of necessity to

American jurisprudence, as God's appointed regulator of the

rights and duties of all national and State sovereignties.

Treaties, constitutions, and laws merely recognize and regulate

it in certain respects, but its true basis is in the command of

Jehovah to nations and states, as well as to individuals, ' Do
unto others as you 'would they should do unto you.' The ob-

servance of the principles of the gospel will insure the pros-

perity of every State and nation."
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CHAPTER XXIV.

m CAPITAL— BSLSCTED BT WABHIKGTON— LAYS THE C0BNEB-8T0NB OF THE
CAPITOL ->0HBI8TIAN 8BBVI0B— BBAOTT OF THE SITE—CONOBB8S MEETS IH

THE CAPITOL, IN ,1800— ADDBE88 OV THE PBSSIDBNT— BEPLIB8 OF THE
SENATE AND HOUSE THEIB CHBISTIAN TONE EXTENSION OF THE CAPITOL,

IN 1861—WBBSTEB'S ADDBESS— DBC0BATI0N8 OF THE CAPITOL—HISTOBIO

MBMOBIES OF THE CAPITOL—SENATE LEAVE THE OLD HALL—ADDBESS OF THE
VICE-PBESIDENT—DB. BEECHEB'S PABALLEL GBIMK^'S—CHABACTEB OF BCLEB8

DBSCBIBED BY THE BIBLE—INFLUENCE OF CHBISTIAN BULEBS—PBAYEBS IX

THE CAPITOL— UNION MEETINO IN THE CAPITOL—^PBAYEB AT ITS OPENING

8LAYBBY ABOLISHED IN THE DISTBACT OF COLUMBIA.

The Capital of the American republic, in its consecration to

virtue, Christian civilization, and the purposes of Christian

legislation, is in harmony with the genius and history of the

nation. Its foundations were laid with Christian services, and

the blessing of God invoked. Congress, on the 16th of July,

1790, set apart one hundred square miles, on the banks of the

Potomac, as the future capital. On the 15th day of April,

1791, the Hon. Daniel Carroll and Dr. Da;^rid Stewart super-

intended the fixing of the first comer-stone of the District of

Columbia, at Jones's Point, near Alexandria, where it was laid

with all the Masonic ceremonies usual at that time, and a

quaint address, almost all in scriptural language, delivered by
the Rev. James Muir. He said,

—

"Amiable it is for brethren to dwell together in unity: it is

more fragrant than the perfumes on Aaron's garment; it is

more refreshing than the dews on Hermon's hill ! May this

stone long commemorate the goodness of God in those uncom-

mon events which have given America a name among nations.

Under this stone may jealousy and selfishness be forever buried.

From this stone may a superstructure arise whose glory, whose

magnificence, stability, unequalled hitherto, shall astonish the

world, and invite even the savage of the wilderness to take

shelter under its wings."

On the 18th of September, 1793, the southeast corner-stone

of the Capitol was laid by Washington, with Masonic and Chris-

tian services and military demonstrations. The commissioners
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delivered to the President, who deposited it in the stone, a

silver plate, with the following inscription :

—

"This southeast comer-stone of the Capitol of the United

States of America, in the city of Washington, was laid on the

18th day of September, 1793, in the eighteenth year of Ame-
rican Independence, in the first year of the second term of the

Presidency of George Washington^ whose virtues in the civil

administration of his country have been as conspicuous and

beneficial as his military valor and prudence have been useful

in establishing her liberties, and in the year of Masonry 5793,

by the President of the United States, in concert with the

Grand Lodge of Maryland, several lodges under its jurisdiction,

and Lodge No. 22 from Alexandria, Virginia.

"Thomas Johnson, David Stewart, and Daniel Carroll, Com-
missioners; Joseph Clarke, R.W.G.M.P.T.; James Hoban and

Stephen Hallate, Architects."

The site was selected by Washington, and di&ptays his iisua}

taste and judgment. Mrs. Adams, the wife of the President, on

the 25th of November, 1800,—the month in which the President

of the United States first went to Washington City,—after an

amusing description of the unfinished and unfurnished mansion

which had been erected, and the inconveniences of opening it,

says, " It is a beautiful spot, capable of any improvement ; and

the more I view it the more I am delighted with it."

John Cotton Smith, a distinguished member of Congress from:

Connecticut, on his arrival to attend the first session of Con-

gress held in the city of Washington, says,

—

" I cannot sufficiently express my admiration of its local posi-

tion. From the Capitol you have a distinct view of its fine

undulating surface, situated at the confluence of the Potomac
and its eastern branch, the wide expanse of that majestic river

to the bend at Mount Vernon, the cities of Alexandria and

Georgetown, and the cultivated fiiclds and blue hills of Maryland

and Virginia on either side of the river, the whole constituting

a prospect of surpassing beauty and grandeur. The city has

ii\60 the inestimable advantage of delightful water, in many
i.ijjtances flowing from copious springs, and always attainable

by digging to a moderate depth; to which may be added the

singular fact that such is the due admixture of loam and clay

in the soil of a great portion of the city that a house may be

built of brick made of the earth dug from the cellar : hence it
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was not unusual to see the remains of a brick-kiln near the

newly-erected dwelling-house or other edifice. In short, when
we consider not only these advantages, but, what in a national

point of view is of superior importance, the location on a fine

navigable river, accessible to the whole maritime frontier of the

United States, and yet easily rendered defensible against foreign

invasion, and that by the facilities of internal navigation and
railways it may be approached by the population of the Western
States—^and, indeed, of the whole nation—with less inconvenience

than any other conceivable situation, we must acknowledge that

its selection by Washington as the permanent seat of the Fede-

ral Government affords a striking exhibition of the discern-

ment, wisdom, and forecast which characterized that illustrious

man/'

In the month of June, 1800, the archives of the Government
were removed from Philadelphia to Washington; and on the

25th of November of the same year the first Congress in the

present Capitol opened its session*

President Adams, in his message, made the following address

to the assembled legislators of the nation :

—

*

I congratulate the people of the United States on the assembling

of Congress at the permanent seat of their government; and I con-

gratulate you, gentlemen, on the prospect of a residence not to be
exchanged. It would be unbecoming the representatives of this nation

to assemble for the first time in this solemn temple without looking up
to the Supreme Buler of the universe and imploring his blessing. You
will consider it as the capital of a great nation, advancing with unex-
ampled rapidity in arts, in commerce, in wealth, and in population, and
possessing within itself those resources which, if not thrown away or

lamentably misdirected, will secure to it a long course of prosperity

and self-government. May this territory be the residence of virtue and
happiness I In this city may that piety and virtue, that wisdom and
magnanimity, that constancy and self-government, which adorned the

great character whose name it bears, be forever held in veneration!

Here, and throughout our country, may simple manners, pure morals,

and true religion forever flourish.

The Benate, in their address to the President, responded aa

follows :

—

Sir :—^Impressed with the important truth that the hearts of rulers

and people are in the hands of the Almighty, the Senate of the United

States most cordially join in your invocations for appropriate blessings

upon the Government and people of this Union. We meet you, sir.
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and the other branch of the legislature, in the city which is honored
with the name of our late hero and sage, the illustrious Washington,
with sensations and emotions which exceed our power of description.

While we congratulate ourselves on the convention of the legislaturo

at the permanent seat of government, and ardently hope that per-

manence and stability may be communicated as well to the Govern-
ment itself as to its .seat, our minds are irresistibly led to deplore the
death of him who bore so honorable and efficient a part in the esta-

blishment of both. Great, indeed, would have been our gratification

if his sum of earthly happiness had been completed by seeing the

Government thus peaceably convened at this place; but we derive con-

solation from the belief that, in the moment we were destined to expe^

rience it, the loss we deplore was fixed by that Being whose counsels can-

not err, and from a hope that, since in this seat of government which
bears his name his earthly remains will be deposited, the members of

Congress, and all who inhabit the city, with these memorials before

them, will retain his virtues in lively recollection and make his patriot-

ism, morals, and piety models for imitation.

We deprecate with you, sir, all spirit of innovation, from whatever
source it may rise, which may impair ^the 'sacred bond that connects

the different parts of this empire ; and we trust that, under the pro-

tection of Divine Providence, the wisdom and virtue of the citizens

of the United States will deliver our national compact unimpaired to a
grateful posterity.

The President made the following reply :

—

With you, I ardently hope that permanence and stability may be
communicated as well to the Government itself as to its beautiful and
commodious seat. With you, I deplore the death of that hero and
sage who bore so honorable and efficient a part in the establishment

of both. Great, indeed, would have been my gratification if his sum
of earthly happiness could have been completed by seeing the Govern-
ment thus peaceably convened at this place, himself the head. But,

while we submit to the decision of Heaven, whose counsels are inscru-

table to us, we cannot but hope the members of Congress, the officers

of Government, and all who inhabit the city or the country, will retain

his virtues in lively recollection, and make his patriotism, morals, and
piety models for imitation.

With you, gentlemen, I sincerely deprecate all spirit of innovation

which may weaken the sacred bond that connects the different parts

of this nation and Government; and with you I trust that, under the

protection of Divine Providence, the wisdom and virtue of our citizens

will deliver our national compact unimpaired to a free, prosperous,

happy', and grateful posterity.

To this end it is my fervent prayer that in this city the fountains of

wisdom may be always open and the streams of eloquence forever flow.

Here may the youth of this extensive country forever look up, withous

disappointment, not only to the monuments and memorials of the

deftdi but to the examples of the living, in the members of Congresn
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and officers of Government, for finished models of all those virtues,

grace£, talents, and accomplishments which constitute the dignity of

human nature and lay the only foundation for the prosperity or durar

tion of empires.

The House of Representatives addressed the President as

follows :

—

The final establishment of the seat of national government, which
has now taken place, within the District of Columbia, is an event of no
small importance in the political transactions of the country ; and we
cordially unite our wishes with yours that this territory may be the

residence of happiness and virtue.

Nor can we on this occasion omit to express a hope that the spirit

which animated the great founder of this city may descend to future

generations, and that the wisdom, magnanimity, and steadiness which

marked the events of his public life may be imitated in all succeeding

Mr. Adams responded to these sentiments of the House of

Representatives in a brief sentence corresponding to their

form and import.

The Capitol was enlarged by an act of Congress; and on the

Fourth of July, 1851, in the presence of an immense audience,

President Fillmore laid the comer-stone, and Daniel Webster,

Secretary of State, delivered the commemorative oration.

Beneath the stone, among other things, is deposited, in Mr.

Webster's own handwriting, the following record :

—

On the morning of the first day of the seventy-sixth year of the Indo-

pendence of the United States of America, in the city of Washington,

being the Fourth of July, 1851, this 'stone, designed as a corner-stone

of the extension of the Capitol, according to a plan approved by the

President, in pursuance of an act of Congress, was laid by

Millard Fillmore,

President of the United States,

assisted by the Grand Master of the Masonic Lodges, in the presence

of many members of Congress, of oflScers of the Executive and Judici«iry

Departments,—National, State and District,—of oflScers of the army
and navy, the corporate authorities of this and neighboring cities,

many associations,— civil, military, and masonic,—members of the

Smithsonian Institution and National Institute, professors of colleges

and teachers of schools in the District of Columbia, with their students

and pupils, and a vast concourse of people from places near and remote,

including a few surviving gentleman who witnessed the laying of the
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cornerstone of the Capitol by President Washington, on the 18th daj
of September, a.d. 1793.

If, therefore, it shall be hereafter the will of Gk>d that this etracture

shall fall from its base, that its foundation be upturned, and this

deposit brought to the eyes of men, be it then known that on this day
the union of the United States of America stands firm, that their Con-
Htitution still exists unimpaired and with all its original usefulness and
glory, growing every day stronger and stronger in the affections of the

great body of the American people, and attracting more anil more the

admiration of the world. And all here assembled, whether belong-

ing to public life or to private life, with hearts devoutly thankful U>

Almighty God for the preservation of the liberty and happiness of the

country, unite in sincere and fervent prayer that this deposit, and the

walls and arches, the donieft and towers, the columns and entablatures,

now to be erected over it, may endure forever!

God save the United States of America I

Dan'iel Webster,

Secretary of Staie of the United States.

Mr. Webster, standing on the spot where Washington stood

fifty-eight years before, in his address said, " This is the New
World! This is America! This is Washington ! And this

the Capitol of the United States I And where else among the

nations can the seat of government be surrounded, on any day.

of any year, by those who have more reason to rejoice in the

blessings which they possess? To-day we are Americans, all,

and are nothing biit Americans. Every man's heart swells

within him ; every man's port and bearing become somewhat

more proud and lofty as he remembers that seventy-five years

have rolled away and that the great inheritance of liberty is

still his,—^his, undiminished and unimpaired, his, in all its ori-

ginal glory, his to enjoy, his to protect, and his to transmit to

future generations. This inheritance which he enjoys to-day

is not only an inheritance of liberty, but of our own peculiar

American liberty.

"And I now proceed to add that the strong and deep-settled

conviction of all intelligent persons among us is that, in order

to preserve this inheritance of liberty, and to support a useful

and wise government, the general education of the people and

the wide diflfusion of pure morality and true religion are indis-

pensable. Individual virtue is a part of public virtue. It is

difficult to conceive how there can remain morality in the

government when it shall cease to exist among the people, or
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how the aggregate of the political institutions, all the organs of

which consist only of men, should be wise and beneficent and
competent to inspire confidence, if the opposite qualities belong

to the individuals who constitute those organs and make up that

aggregate.

" If Washington actually were among us, and if he could

draw around him the shades of the great public men of his own
day, patriots and warriors, orators and statesmen, and were to

addrciss us in their presence, would he not say to us, 'Ye men
of this generation, I rejoice and thank God for being able to

see that our labors and toils and sacrifices were not in vain.

You are prosperous, you are happy, you are grateful ; the fire

of liberty burns brightly and steadily in your hearts, while

DUXY and the law restrain it from bursting forth in wild and

destructive conflagration. CheriBh liberty, as you love it;

cherish its securities, as you wish to preserve it. Maintain the

Constitution which we labored so painfully to establish, and

which has been to you such a source of inestimable blessings.

Preserve the union of the States, cemented as it was by our

prayers, our tears, and our blood.' Be true to God, to your

country, and to your whole duty. So shall the whole eastern

world follow the morning sun to contemplate you as a nation

;

so shall all generations honor you as they honor us ; and so

shall that Almighty Power which so graciously protected us,

and which now protects you, shower its everlasting blessings

upon you and your posterity.'
"

The Capitol

Is a suggestive symbol of the political strength and growing

greatness of the American republic. " Every form of noble

architecture," says Ruskin, in his original and elaborate work
on this subject, " is in some sort the embodiment of the polity,

life, history, and religious faith of nations. In public build-

ings the historical purpose should be strikingly definite. There

should not be a single ornament put upon great civic structures

without some intellectual intention. Architecture is the art

which BO disposes and adorns the edifices raised by man, for

whatever uses, that the sight of them should contribute to his

mental health, power, pleasure," patriotism, and piety.

These ends are in a high degree attained in the magnificent

structure of the Capitol of the republic and the works of art
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which adorn its surroundings and interior finish. The struc-

ture, costing already more than seventeen millions of dollars, is,

in its gradual enlargement, stateliness, and strength, a noble

symbol of the growth and greatness of the republic as deve-

loped in its past history.

The paintings and statuary which adorn the rotunda and the

halls of Congress are all suggestive symbols of scenes in the

history of our Christian civilization, and of the triumph of

our principles of civil liberty and government. The nine

large paintings in the rotunda represent De Soto's Dis-

covery of the Mississippi, the Landing of Columbus, the Bap-

tism of Pocahontas, the Embarkation of the Pilgrims at Delft,

the Landing of the Pilgrims on Plymouth Rock, the Signing

of the Declaration of Independence, the Surrender of Bur-

goyne at Saratoga, the Surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown,

and the Resignation of Washington at Annapolis. Groups of

sculpture, representing scenes in our early Christian history

and in the westward march of civilization, adorn the various

parts of the Capitol, whilst similar symbols suggest Christian

ideas and scenes on the eastern portico, in front of which is an
area of ten acres or more, in the centre of which is a statue of

Washington, large as life, and on its pedestal inscribed, " First

IN War; First in Peace; First in the Hearts of his Coun-
trymen."

The Washington Monument is seen in its unfinished con-

dition from the western portico, grouped with the romantic

scenes of nature in Virginia and Maryland, Mount Vernon,

and the cities of Washington and Alexandria, with their

churches and the public buildings of the Government. The
Washington Monument is a massive structure, the corner-stone

of which was laid on the 4th of July, 1848, in the presence of

the President of the United States and an immense concourse

of citizens, and with masonic and Christian ceremonies. Robert

C. Winthrop, Speaker of the House of Representatives, delivered

a commemorative oration on Washington, in which he traced

his exalted goodness and greatness to the educating influence

of the Christian religion, which was followed by a consecrating

prayer by Rev. J. McJilton, of which the following are the

concluding sentences :

—

And now, Lord of all power and majesty, we humbly beseech thee
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to let the wing of thy protection be ever outspread over the land of

Washington 1 May his people be thy people I May his God be their

God 1 Never from beneath the strong arm of thy providence may they

be removed ; but, like their honored chief, may they acknowledge thee

in peace and in war, and ever serve thee with a willing, faithful, accept-

able service I Hear our prayer, we beseech thee, that the glory of thia

nation may never be obscured in the gloom of guilt ; that its beauty

may never be so marred by the foul impress of sin that the light of its

religious character shall be dimmed. Open the eyes of the people, and
let them see that it is their true interest to study thy laws, to seek thy

favor, and to worship thee with a faithful worship. Teach them and
deeply impress upon them the important political truth that opinions

and personal feelings, private advantages and sectional interests, are all

as nothing when compared with the great interest that every American
has in the union of the different States of the republic. Let them know
and feel that as Americans they are a common brotherhood, a single

family, and that any principle or proposition that would regard the

interests or advantages of the few to the detriment of the many is not

American in its character, but is hostile to American institutions and
must be destructive of our peace. May the watchword of the nation

ever be " union ;" and let the prayer ascend from every American heart

that it may ever be preserved ! May this pile, sacred in memorial to

the Father of his country, be the central point of union for the North
and the South, the East and the West. And when the people of every
section of the land shall look upon it, or think of it, may they feel that

they are Americans, fellow-citizens with the venerated Washington, and
strike hands and hearts together in the pledge that every thing shall fall

before the federal union of the States shall be dissolved 1

Direct us, Lord, in all our doings with thy most gracious favor, and
further us with thy continued help. While we acknowledge thee to be
the Lord our God, and offer thee the services of our lips, may our hearts

be devoted to thee, that we may bring forth the fruits of holiness in our

lives and show by our deeds that we are thy faithful servants I Be
pleased to perpetuate our free government, and continue its blessings to

mankind. When the men of the present generation shall have passed

away, may it be firmer and stronger than it was when committed to

their hands, and so may it continue, in the succession of perpetual

generations, the blessing of the American people, the envy and admi-

ration of the world. Endue us with wisdom and innocency of life, and,

when we shall have served thee in our generation, may we be gathered

to our fathers having the testimony of a good conscience in communion
with thy Church, in the confidence of a certain faith, in the comfort

of a reasonable, religious, and holy hope, in favor with thee our God,

and in perfect charity with all the world. All these mercies and bless-

ings wo ask in the name and mediation of Jesus Christ, our most
blessed Lord and Saviour. Amen.

The flag of the nnion and nationality of the republic which

waves over the Capitol daring the sessions of Congress is a
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symbol of Christian liberty, and has a grand historic interest

and significance. .Mr. Jeflferson, it is said, desired this emblem
of the republic to bear on its folds a profession of our national

faith in the Christian religion.

The following explanation of the colors and symbolic mean-
ing of the " Stars and Stripes" was written by a member of

the old Continental Congress, to whom (with others) was com-

mitted the duty of selecting a flag for the republic :

—

The stars of the new flag represent the new constellation of Statea

rising in the West. The idea was taken from the constellation Lyra,

which in the hand of Orpheus signifies harmony. The blue in the field

was taken from the edges of the Covenanters* banner in Scotland,

significant of the league and covenant of the United Colonies against

oppression, incidentally involving the virtues of vigilance, perseverance,

and justice. The stars were in a circle, symbolizing the perpetuity of

the Union,—the ring, like the circling serpent of the Egyptians, signify-

ing eternity. The thirteen stripes showed, with the stars, the number of

the United Colonies, and denoted the subordination of the States of the

Union, as well as equality among themselves. The whole was the blend-

ing of the various flags previous to the Union flag, viz. : the red flags of

the army and the white of the floating batteries. The red color, which
in Roman days was the signal of defiance, denotes daring ; and the

white, purity.

" That flag," says Henry Ward Beecher, " has ever been the

symbol of liberty, and men rejoiced in it. It went everywhere

upon sea and land, carrying the tidings and the hopes of free-

dom to the nations of the world. Our flag means liberty ; it

means all that our fathers meant in the Revolutionary War; it

means all that the Declaration of Independence meant; it

means all that the Constitution of our people, organizing for

justice, for liberty, for happiness, meant. Our flag carries

American ideas, American history, and American feeling. Be-

ginning with the colonies and coming down to our times, it

has gathered and stored chiefly this supreme idea,—^Divine

right of liberty in man. Every color means liberty ; every

thread means liberty ; every form of star and beam or stripe

of light means liberty,—organized, institutional liberty,—liberty

through law, and law through liberty.

" Under this flag rode Washington and his army. Before it

Burgoyne laid down his arms. It cheered our armies driven

from around New York, and in their solitary pilgrimage

through New Jersey. This banner streamed in light over
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their heads at Valley Forge and at Morristown. And when
the long years of war were drawing to a close, underneath the

folds of that immortal banner sat Washington, while Yorktown
surrendered its hosts, and our Revolutionary struggle ended in

victory. It waved thus over that whole historic period, and over

that period in which sat the immortal Convention that framed our

Constitution. In the War of 1812 that flag still bade defiance

to the imperial power of the British Empire, and waved in

victory on land and sea. How glorious, then, has been its origin

!

How glorious has been its history ! In all the world is there

any other banner that carries such hope, such grandeur of

spirit, such soul-inspiring truth, as our dear old American flag,

—

made by liberty, made for liberty, nourished in its spirit, car-

ried in its service, and never, not once, in all the earth, made to

stoop to despotism ?"

The historic memories of the Capitol, the display of forensic

eloquence, the great conflicts of opposing principles in politics

and in the policy and views of the distinguished statesmen

of the republic, living and dead, and the progress and final

triumph' of the principles of the fathers of the republic, con-

stitute the chief glory of the American Capitol, The halls of

Congress are associated with the most illustrious statesmen of

the republic since the days of Washington, who have adorned

its legislative history by their profound and masterly views ofl

government and politics; whilst the decisions and written

opinions of the judges of the Supreme Court constitute a

proud memorial of the judicial learning of the nation. The

archives in the Capitol are rich political treasures, worthy of

a free, enlightened. Christian republic. No other nation in

the history of the world, in so short a time, has elaborated

such treasures of political thought, such profound views of the

science of civil government, and such an amount of political

and judicial learning, enunciating the truest ideas of political

wisdom and of government, as are found in the archives of the

Capitol. Though justice and the principles of universal free-

dom and of eternal right have had temporary checks and

reactions, yet their progress and final triumph have been

witnessed and maintained. These historic memories are the

true glory of the American Capitol.

The Vice-President of the United States, when the Senate
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vacated its old Chamber, in 1858, for one more splendid and

sijacious, referred to the capital in these well-chosen words :

—

" This capital is worthy of the republic. Noble public build-

ings meet the view on every hand ; treasures of science and the

arts begin to accumulate. The spot is sacred by a thousand

memories, which are so many pledges that the city of Washing-

ton, founded by him and bearing his revered name, with its

beautiful site, bounded by picturesque eminences and the broad

Potomac, and lying within view of his home and tomb, shall re-

main forever the capital of the United States. Hereafter the

American and stranger, as they wander through the Capitol,

will turn with instinctive reverence to view the spot on which

so many and so great materials have accumulated for history.

They will recall the great and the good whose renown is the

common property of the Union. All the States may point with

gratified pride to the services in the Senate of their patriotic

sons. Fortunate will be the American statesman who, in this

age, or in succeeding times, shall contribute to invest the new
hall to which we go with historic memories like those which

cluster here.

'' Let us devoutly trust that another Senate, in another age,

phall bear to a new and larger chamber this Constitution vigor-

ous and inviolate, and that the last generation of posterity shall

witness the deliberations of the representatives of American

States still united, prosperous, and free."

The attainment of the highest prosperity and true glory of

the republic can be secured only by the choice of upright, moral,

Christian men to administer the Government. Ours is a Chris-

tian nation, and all our civil institutions rest on the Christian

religion; and hence duty demands, as does the very genius

of our institutions, that all who administer the civil affairs of

the nation should be men who will legislate and act in their

official functions in harmony with the principles on which our

institutions were founded by our Christian fathers.

"Our republic," says Dr. Lyman Beecher, "in its Con-

stitution and laws, is of heavenly origin. It was not bor-

rowed from Greece or Eome, but from the Bible. Where we
borrowed a ray from Greece or Rome, stars and suns were bor-

rowed from another source,—the Bible. There is no position

more susceptible of proof (the proof is in this volume) than

that as the moon borrows from the sun her light, so our Con-
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gtitution borrows from the Bible its elements, proportions, and

power. It was God that gave these elementary principles to our

forefathers as the 'pillar of fire by night and the cloud by
day,' for their guidance. All the liberty the world ever knew
is but a dim star to the noonday sun which is poured on man
by these oracles of Heaven. It is truly testified by Hume that

the Puritans introduced the elementary principles of republican

liberty into the English Constitution ; and when they came to

form colonial constitutions and laws, we all know with what
veneration and implicit confidence they copied the principles of

the constitution and laws of Moses. These elementary princi-

ples have gone into the Constitution of the Union and of every

one of the States ; and we have hence more consistent liberty

than ever existed in all the world, in all time, out of the Mosaic

code."

The Christian statesman and philosopher Thomas S. Grimk6,

of South Carolina, states the same fact of the harmony of our

civil institutions with the Bible. " If ever," he says, "a politi-

cal scheme resembled the Divine Government, it is ours, where

each exists for the whole, and the whole for each. As in the

planetary world, so in our system, each has its own peculiar

liuvs; and the harmonious movement of the whole is but a

natural emanation from the co-operative influence of the parts."

A Christian nation whoso civil institutions thus harmonize

with the Divine government should have in its seat of legisla-

tion men whose faith and official acts and private lives harmo-

nize with the purposes and principles of a Christian govern-

ment. The Bible, out of which rose the forms as well as the

spirit of our civil institutions, enjoins this policy on the part

of the people.

^^The God of Israel said^ the rock of Israel spake to me, He
that nddh over men must be just, ruling in the fear of God,"
" Thou shall provide out of all the people able men, such asfear

God, inen of truth, hatin-g covetousness, and place such over the

people to be riders.*' And to designate the exalted character

which civil rulers should possess, they are spoken of in the

New T^v^tament as " ministers oj God for good;" **for they are

God's viinistcrs, attcading continually upon Viis very thing"

The influence of the administration of such rulers upon national

virtue and prosperity is described under such emblems aa

these :

—

40
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"He [a Cliristian ruler] shall be as the light of the morning,

when the sun risethj even a morning without clouds; as the

tender grass springing out of the earth, by clear shining

after rain** "JSe shall come down like rain upon ih^ movon
grass ; as showers that water the earth. In his days shall the

righteousflourish, and ahundance of peace so long as the moon
endureth" "Then shall thy light breakforth as the morning, and
thy health shall spring forth speedily ; and thy righteousness

shall go before thee ; the glory of the Lord shall be thy reward.

Thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water

whose waters fail not. Then shall thy light rise in obscurity,

and thy darkness be as noonday, and the Lord shall guide thee

continually.
'*

Washington felt the importance of having all the offices

filled with such men. Writing to Gouverneur Morris in 1797, he

said, ''The Executive branch of this Government never has

sufiered, nor will suffer while I preside, any improper conduct

of its officers to escape with impunity." Himself one of the

noblest types of a Christian ruler, he desired to see all the civil

offices filled with upright, honest, kble men. Each department

of the Government has had those who have filled their offices as

Christian men, acting in the fear of God; but a Christian people

should be vic;ilant at all times to have the administration of their

Government conducted by rulers who will rule in the fear of the

Lord, and harmonize the legislation of the nation with the law

of God.

The Capitol of the republic has witnessed the rites of re-

ligion in both branches of its legislature, and daily and Sab-

bath services have had a gracious influence in directing the

deliberations of Congress and in calming the heated excitements

of the hour.

The following prayers of the chaplains during the Thirty-

Seventh Congress are recorded as illustrating the spirit of de-

votion and piety which daily was diffused through the halls of

national legislation :

—

Tuesday, January 7, 1862.

The Chaplain, Rev. Dr. Sunderland, offered up the following prayer

:

thou that seest from thy throne all the inhabitants of the earth,

by whose favor the nations flourish, as by thy frown they fall, we pray

thee for succor in this our time of need, as our fathers prayed before ub.
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Give us the foresight and the discretion of thy wisdom, that we may
know what to do and wherewithal to perform it. Imbue the whole
heart of the nation with a religious faith, so that none among us may
^irofane in any wise before thee. Fill us with the solemn spirit and the

uwful majesty of this crisis. Let every man forbear levity, that there be
no trifling Nero in the midst of burning Rome, that each may be vitally in

earnest, bearing his life in his hand, and moving gravely, as a living

sacrifice upon the altar of God and of country, of freedom and of re-

ligion. O thou Sovereign of our hope, prepare thy servants and
the whole people to vindicate in them thy sacred cause, thine honor,

and thy name, in the eight of all the genevutions. Amen.

Wedxesdat, January 8.

God, the most patient, wo, thy servants, faint and weary with the

business of the times, pray for strength and illumination to comprehend
thy mighty providence. Make us not as the king which once of old

bore the ark of thy covenant from among the profane to the place of

Its consecrated rest, the anxious instrument of tliy purpose and of thy

])Ower, May we know what we are doing, and what we ought to do, in

the present cause of constitutional Government and the predestined

birthright of human nature. Spread out here, in the high halls of

legislation, the glory of thy presence, as in the ancient Shekinah, the

symbol of human faith and hope. Mxiy thy servants make despatch in

their sublime and solemn duties ; and we beseech thee that when they

sliall come to frame a law it may be as the besom to sweep from the

land those vampires which come in the night of our country's woe, to

suck her life-blood at every monetary pore and fatten on her confusion

and distress. From these and all other foes we pray thee to deliver us

;

and, if it please thee, may oar soldiers, where thoy lie in camp, as once

\t was aforetime, hear the sound of thy comin<^ in the tops of the forest

trees, to prepare themselves for the battle. May every hour bo a pulse of

progress to waft them on to victory. O Lord of hosts, we pray thee succor

them, and give them speedy triumph, for thy name's sake. Amen.

Thursday, January 0.

God, who dost, as we have heard, make the very decay of nature to bo
but another ni\me for her continued existence, who dost call light from

the bosom of darkness, who dost make the very chaos of the universe

to pr(|duce all forms of bcjiuty and grandeur, brood, we beseech thee, by
thine eternal Spirit, upon the tumultuous elements of this nation, and
cause to spring from the present "winter of our discontent" a new
and higher form of civilization in this land. And we beseech thee, O
God, while the tliunders of thy power are rocking through the mountain
masses of human corruption, torn and wild with the old primordial fires

of guilty passion, may the broader wing of thy salvation cover the face of

the whole world, dropping its balm upon every bruised and scattered

fragment of our nature. God of truth and glory, the father and friend

of our humanity, after so many rude and bloody revolutions, we pray

that thy kingdom may fully come. Through Jesus Christ. Amen.
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Friday, January 10.

O God, most high, most holy, who dost visit our iniquities upon m^
,we confess to thee our unworthiness, and pray for thy compassion in

.this time of our nation's trouble and our own. Sorely pressed by

insurrection and bloody war, yet hast thou not, though with all our

faults, a ministry for this people, sacred as the soul of man, and lasting

as his destiny ? So will we believe, despite the hatred of rebellion at

home, and the sudden bristling of that foreign arrogance which has so

lately stirred the buried memories of a thousand wrongs in this ministry.

We pray that wo may ever keep the substance of justice, however
changing may be its temporary forms. Give us that Divine instinct of

equality, of equity, and of faith which clearly sees through the subtlety

of eloquence and the menace of power and patiently waits the hour ta

strike down intrigue and oppre^ssion. Without theo we can do nothing.

God, this day inspire us afresh. For Christ's sake. Amen. '

The following prayer was offered up by Dr. Sunderland, at

the opening of the session of the Senate of the United States,

on the first Monday of December, 1862 :

—

Almighty and everlasting God, who art in heaven, while we, thy crea-

tures, are upon earth, we come to thee in our prayer^ to be directed

aright this day before thee. We thank thee that thy servanta are met
again in the Capitol undisturbed. We thank tliee that thou hast gra-

ciously preserved them during the period of their sei)aratiou, and hast

brought them together in the high conclave of the nation to deliberate

.upon the affairs of a people greatly afflicted, but as yet not wholly

destroyed, and, while we remember with the deepest reverence and
humiliation that it has not pleased thee to fully answer all former sup-

plications from this place, we yet implore thy blessing upon the Congress

.now convened together in their coming councils and labors. May they

stand in more than Jewish reverence and in more than Koman virtue

before the people. Remove far away from the body and members of

the American Senate all levity of mind and of manners, all profanity

and volubility of speech, and all unworthy motives and desires, to give

to them influence with the people in tlieir high avocation as conscript

fathers and elders of the republic. Wo rejoice that the machinations

of foreign intervention have been, t})us far, postponed and defeated.

We rejoice in that proclamation which, a^ we hope, has begun to ftispire

aome salutary fear in the rebels of tlie South as well tus also to outreach

the false and lying prophets of th.e North. We rejoice in that terrible

fiery furnace through which we are passiu" to test the true spirit of the
people, and the real sentiments of those w.i-^ hav<^ so long and so loudly

cried out for the extinction of human boM<l::;;e. We pray that thou
wilt continue to uncover, on the one hand, the cruelties of mankind's
oppressors, and, on the other, the insincerity of their philanthropy,

and when our wounds and our wretchedness shall have been fully

probed, we pray, gracious God, for thy cleansing and healing and sancti-

fying power, through Je^us Christ, our Lord. Amen.
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The following prayer was offered up by Rev. Thomas H.
Stockton, Chaplain of the House of Representatives of the Con-

gress of the United States, at its opening session on the first

Monday of December, 1862 :

—

fc
O God, Fathfer of our Lord Jesus Christ, giver of the Holy Spirit,

:
maker of angels and of men, ruler of nations and of governments, havQ

^- mercy upon us, and inspire us with all needful aid to the performance

^ of the solemn duties which devolve upon us as a people and as legiA*

^ lators in this crisis of our nation. We thank thee for this reopening of

Y Congress ; that thy servants, having visited their homes, and seen and
^' heard the state and feeling of the country, are now returning to these

.»: halls of supreme legislation to renew their deliberations and enact-

^ ments in behalf of our noble and cherished Union. We thank thee

that our Government still stands in full and pristine power ; that nations

abroad that might have taken advantage of any apparent weakness to

1, aid in dividing our land and nation, so humbling our position and
reducing our influence in the world, are restrained by the development

^ and resources with which thou haat enriched and strengthened us, and
which transcend our own former foolish boastings as much as they have
proved to transcend the estimate of those nations and empires who
have so jealously watched us from afar. We thank thee that the life of

our beloved and honored President has been preserved; that the

],
Cabinet and Judiciary are in full union, and in harmony with the

[^
Executive, and our Legislature with both ; that our armies and navies

are daily multiplying and extending their national energies and intensi-

fying their moral aim, and that our people are becoming more convinced

of the necessity of and more content with the management of our coti-

servative and progressive war. Believing more profoundly that thou

[^
art superintending all its forms and all its issues, and bringing all things

to thy own plans, and that thou wilt ultimately accomplish thy will in

^
the promotion of the best interests of our country and of the whole

'

world, we thank thee for the brightening prospects for the liberty of

the slave, not the result of our own goodness and wisdom, but, as we
'

trust, of thy gracious and urgent ordination. We pray for the entire

abolition of the system whi^h has involved us in so much sin and
sorrow and shame, And which would be sure if continued to increase

our guilt and grief forever. Yet, Father, our common Father, we
'^'[ most earnestly beseech thee, of thy infinite mercy, to grant that this

end may be secured, not by violence, with blood and tears and helpless

cries of pain, but by repentance and faith and prudence, by forbear

ance and wisdom and love, with mutual concessions and consent and
oo-operation, followed by reconciliation and a restored Union, by per^

'*

petual peace and joy. So shall these United States by these blessings

become the praise of the whole earth. We thank thee for the recent
^''

official and national recognition of the sanctity of the Sabbath. Bless,

7' O Lord, in our land the seventh day of rest, and hallow it, and enable

^ us, under all circumstances, to remember and keep it holy. We pray
*'^

for a proclamation that will rebuke that covetousness which is idolatry
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and that profanity which is blasphemy and indignity to the glory of
thy name. And as we arc now brought in thy providence again to these
halls, we pray that wo may solemnly reaffirm with a whole heart thy
whole law, not by the assent of hundreds of thousands, but by the
amen and hosannas and halleltgahs of all our millions, shaking the
continent and the heavens which are above us with the voice of praise

and prayer. We pray, O Lord, that the time may soon 6omo when the
saints of the Most High shall take and convert and hold the land for^

ever, even forever, that righteousness may spread like the morning upon
the mountains, like the noon in our valleys, and like the erening upon
our prairies, and when the whole circle of our Confederacy shall rejoice

in the smile of Jehovah. We pray that in our conflicts just so far as
thou seest right thou wilt give us victory and advancement. Be mindfuU
O Lord, of the havoc and desolation that is falling upon the land through
this war. Remember the sick and the wounded and the dying. We
pray for our brethren now in arms against us. AVe thank thee that it

IS so easy for vis to obey the precepts of our Redeemer^ Love your ene-
mies. We cannot cease to love tliem. May they soon be indvoed to
relinquish the evil that is antongst them, and place higher value on the
great principles of the charter of our independence, and show that they

regard "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" as the right of all

mankind, and as beyond all mere local advantages^ bo that there shall

be a restored Union, with increased goodness^ and love and glory anci

joy upon the earth for ever and ever.

Our Father who art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy king-

dom come. Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven. Give us this

day our daily bread. And forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive those

who trespass against us. And lead us not into temptation ; but deliver

us from evil. For thine is the kingdom,, and the power, and the glory,,

for ever and ever. Anwn.

As the Capitol was consecrated to union, liberty, and virtue,,

it is proper to record, in a work like this, the act of worship

and the scenes and resolutions of a great Union meeting held

in its halls on the 11th of April, 1863. The President of the

United States, his Cabinet, many officers of the army and

navy, and a vast multitude of citizens, were present, filling the

House of Eepresentatives, the Senate Chamber, the rotunda,

and the halls. It was the largest political gathering ever held

in the Capitol, and its object was sanctioned by the purest

patriotism and piety. Its deliberations were opened by a
.solemn prayer offered by Dr. Sunderland, as follows :

—

Thou everlasting and glorious Lord God, whom we are hound to

acknowledge through Jesus Christ thy Son ; the God of Abraham, and
of Isaac, and of Jacob, and the God and Father of our I-iord Jesua

Christ; the God of thy people in all generations; the God of our

Others, and our God, and the God of our children after us; we implore
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thee to look down upon the hearts of this vast assemblage as now agun
we come unto thee for help in prayer ; and we beseech thee to add thy

blessing to the deliberations of this public assemblage on this occasion.

We pray thee to bless thy servants, the President and rulers and law-

givers and magistrates and all the people of this land.

We pray thee especially to bless the officers and men of our army
and of our navy, and do thou grant to be the arm of their strength and
the power of their inspiration and their defence in the fearM day of

battle; and we beseech thee, O Lord, that thou wilt make all this

people, from the highest to the lowest, of one spirit, of one mind; and
may we never, no, never, no, never give it up, until the cause of civil

and religious liberty shall be thoroughly established, not only in our

own land, but through all the earth, that the honor of thy great name
and the saving help of thy power may be known among all the nations

of mankind, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

The following resolutions, prepared and presented by Ex-

Governor Bell, of Ohio, were unanimously adopted:

—

We, the people of Washington, assembled in the National Capitol, do ^

this day resolve and proclaim :

—

1. That in this hour of peril, abjuring every minor consideration, we
swear allegiance to the Great Kepublic, one and indivisible, and rally

around her constituted authorities—come life or come death—^whOe

one traitor or rebel North or South dare plot sedition, flaunt a flag, or
|

fire a gun.

2. That we well remember and will never forget the day when, a pre-

vious Administration having given up half our priceless heritage as not

to be fought for, Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated President of the

United States ; when armies and navies we had none ; when open ene-

mies were in our front, their allies in our midst, and traitors in our rear

;

i

when the Potomac was blockaded, and the railways cut off; when i

patriots rushing to our relief were slain in the streets of Baltimore

;

when our forts and armies were basely surrendered ; and when not only

the Gulf States, but Virginia, Kentucky, and Missouri, were lost. How
changed is now the scene I We are deliberating in the Capitol. Mary-
land stands by the flag ; Missouri and Kentucky are redeemed ; Virginia,

North Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Texas are soon to be added

;

New England is not **left out in the cold," but South Carolina and all

the other Gulf States are to be " plucked as brands from the burning."

3. That more than half the battle is already fought and won. To the

timid we say. Safety is in the front, and not in the rear. To advance is

to save the republic, maintain our nationality, preserve our liberty,

prove our manhood, challenge the respect of our enemies, and com-
mend our institutions to all mankind. To retreat, to hesitate, to parley

with treason, is to dismember the nation, trail our flag in the dust,

assume the debts of traitors and repudiate our own, abandon our

fathers, enslave our wives and children, and consign our names to

eternal infamy.

4. That in this great struggle there is no middle ground for half-way

men to stand upon. It is loyalty or treason, liberty or bondage, demo*
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enay or deepotismi—^n one side free goTemment, free homes, fr^e

Bchools, security, peace, and American progress,—on the other the
mongrel aristocrats who dream of empire, coronets, and titles of nobility,

who sigh for the sympathy of the ruling classes of the Old World, to

aid them to enslave the poor, oppress honest toil, and shut the light of

knowledge out from the soul of man.
5. That, laying on the altar of our country all past political* feuds, we

here tender to the President and his Administration our confidence and
admiration, for stemming the torrent of treason, allaying dissensions at

home, holding at bay the enemies of freedom abroad, calling into being,

as from nothing, great armies and navies, and money for their support,

for striking boldly at slavery, the main-stay of the rebellion, and thus

deserving and receiving the plaudits of the good and the brave of all

lands, '* the considerate judgment of mankind, and the gracious favor

of Almighty God."

6. That the Congress just terminated will ever share this glory, for its

unfaltering support of the President with men and money, for its

foreign and internal revenue acts, for its great national currency, national

loan, and national enrolment laws, and its determined and firm protest

against all foreign intervention, interference, or counsel in the domestio

afifairs of our beloved country, for freedom in the District of Columbia*

for the national homestead. Pacific railway, Agricultural Colleges, and
other great measures beyond enumeration.

7. That we tender to our Union brethren of Kentucky, and to the

fifteen thousand brave Union volunteers of East Tennessee now fighting

in General Kosecrans's army, and to every loyal heart in all the South,

our plighted faith that not one of them or their little ones shall ever be
abandoned, but that, in the language of the Constitution, we "guarantee

to every State of the Union a republican form of government," under
the now dearer than ever flag of our fathers.

8. To our brethren in arms on land and sea we say, All hail I We will,

** with our voices, our votes, and our treasure, sustain you in the trials

of the camp and the dangers of the field, console your families in their

fears and their privations, and willingly prepare wreaths to crown, when
your service ends, the returning soldiers of freedom, defenders of the

republic, and saviors of the Union."
9. That we will never despair of the American republic. In the

cheering language of our greatest living friend abroad, John Bright,

"We cannot believe that civilization, in its journey with the sun, will

sink into endless night to gratify the ambition of the leaders of this

revolt, who seek to wade through slaughter to a throne, and * shut the

gates of mercy on mankind.' We have another and far brighter vision

before our gaze. Through the thick gloom of the present we see the

brightness of the future as the sun in heaven. We see one vast con-

federation stretching from the frozen North in one unbroken line to the

glowing South, and from the wild billows of the Atlantic to the calmer
waters of the Pacific main ; and we see one people, and one law, and
one language, and one faith, and over all this wide continent the home
of freedom and a refuge for the oppressed of every race."
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The District of Columbia, in which is located the Capitol of

the nation, has become free territory by the abolition of slavery.

On the 16th day of April, 1862, an act was passed by Congress

and approved by the President, of which the following is the

first section :

—

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives in Congresi

assembled^ That all persons held to service or labor within the District of

Columbia by reason of African descent are hereby discharged and freed

from all claim to such service and labor ; and from and after the pass-

age of this act neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except for

crime whereof the party shall be duly convicted, shall hereafter exist

in said District.

This act was in harmony with the spirit and precepts of the

Christian religion and with the genius and demands of the civil

institutions of the nation, as well as with national justice, honor,

and consistency. Lafayette expressed, in a letter published in the

"Historical Magazine" of 1827, his earnest desire to see some

measure of gradual emancipation in the District of Columbia

adopted, and declared that "the state of slavery, particularly

in that emporium of foreign visitors and European ministers, ia

a most lamentable drawback on the example of independence and

freedom presented to the world by the United States." His

wishes and those of many of his illustrious associates in the cause

of universal emancipation, as well as those of all true lovers

of their country at the present time, are at length consum-

mated, and the Goddess of Liberty which crowns the magnifi-

cent dome of the Capitol overlooks a national territory forever

consecrated to freedom. The influence of this act has inspired

a new life into the enterprise of the city of Washington;

and, if moral and Christian culture shall sanctify and direct

the material prosperity and the political operations of all de-

partments of the Government, the capital of the American re-

public will yet be the seat of virtue and religion, the centre

of beneficent influences to the nation, and realize the fondest

hopes of Washington and the patriotic and Christian founders

of this seat of civil empire.
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CHAPTER XXV.

OnRISTIAHITT 01 AHERIOAIf COURTS—^WASHINGTON'S TIBW 01 THSIB IXPOSTAHCB

—OHIir-JUSTICB HAL!— HIS CHRISTIAN CHARACTER CHRISTIAN JUDQBS

Of AHBRICAN COURTS—JAY—BU8HR0D WASHINGTON—MARSHALL— 8T0KT

MCLBAN—OTHERS

—

QRIMK£*8 TRIBUTE TO THE SUPREMB JUDGES OF THE UNITBJ>

STATES— DECISION OF TUB 8UJ>R£MB COURT OF PENNSYLVANIA IN FAVOR OF

CHRISTIANITY— OPINION OF TUB COURT— DECISION OF JUDQB PARSONS, OF

MASSACHUSETTS—DKCISION OF THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK, IN 1811

—OPINION GIVEN BY CHIKF-JUSTICE KENT— VIEWS OF JUDGE SPENCER IB

THB CONVENTION OF NEW YORK, IN 1821—DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT

OF NEW YORK, IN 1861.

The Constitution, ordained to "establish justice," makes pro-

vision for the institution of courts and the appointment of

judges. Washington, the first President, was called upon,

among his first official duties, to organize the judicial depart-

ment of the Government. He says, "Regarding the due

administration of justice as the strongest cement of good govera-

ment, I have considered the first organization of the judicial

department as essential to the happiness of the people and to

the stability of the political system. Under this impression it

has been with me an invariable object of anxious solicitude to

select the fittest characters to expound the laws and to dispense

justice.

" I have always been persuaded that the stability and success

of the national Government, and, consequently, the happiness

of the people of the United States, would depend in a con-

siderable degree on the interpretation and execution of its laws.

In my opinion, it is important that the judiciary system should

not only be independent in its operations, but as perfect as possi-

ble in its formation."

Under these convictions, Washington, by the appointment

of judges, carried into practical execution the provision of the

Constitution, and selected the most exalted characters to

expound the laws and to dispense justice. In this he gave new
evidence of his clear discrimination and sound judgment. They

were men of rare judicial integrity and attainments, who, as

Christian judges, ornamented the bench of a Christian nation
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and shed honor and glory on American jurisprudence. James

Wilson, who signed the Declaration of Independence and was a

member of the Convention that formed the Federal Constitution,

was selected by Washington as one of the first judges of the

Supreme Court of the United States. He said, in reference to a

judge, that " in his heart should be written the words of the law,

if the law says—and the law does say—that, in all ita judgments,

justice shall be executed in mercy. On the heart of a judge will

this heavenly maxim be deeply engraven. He ought to be a terror

to evil-doers, and a praise to them that do well. A judge is the

blessing or he is the curse of society. His powers are important.

His character and conduct cannot be objects of indifference."

The judiciary of England had an illustrious Christian judge

in Matthew Hale. In entering upon his official duties he drew

up, for the government of his official life, the following rules:

—

" 1. That in the administration of justice I am intrusted for

God, the king, and the country; and, therefore, 2. That it be

upright. 3. Deliberate. 4. Resolutely. That I rest not upon

my own understanding or strength, but implore and rest upon

the direction and strength of God."

This eminent English judge was a strict observer of the Sab-

bath.

The incorruptible chief-justice of England, at the time of

Cromwell and the Commonwealth, could not be seduced to dese-

crate the Sabbath by the example of crowned heads or by the

influence of learned divines. Neither a Puritan nor a Cavalier,

he was an honest Christian man, and an upright jurist. In his

instruction to his children Sir Matthew Hale says,

—

" I have, by long and sound experience, found that the due

observance of the Lord's day, and the duties of it, has been

of singular comfort and advantage to me; and I doubt not it

will prove so to you. God Almighty is the Lord of our time,

and lends it to us; and as it is but just we should consecrate

this part of that time to him, so I have found, by a strict and

diligent observation, that a due attention to the duty of this

day hath ever joined to it a blessing upon the rest of my time,

and the week that hath so begun hath been blessed and pros-

pered to me; and, on the other side, when I have been negli-

gent of the duties of this day, the rest of the week hath been

unsuccessful and unhappy to my own secular employments; so

that I could early make an estimate of my success in my secu-
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lar engagements the week following, by the manner of my paaa-

ing of this day; and this I do not write lightly or inconsider-

ately, but upon a long observation and experience."

" Of all places," said Webster, "there is none which so impera-

tively demands that he who occupies it should be under the fear

of God, and above all other fear, as the situation of a judge."

The judicial history of the American courts corresponds; in

its Christian features, to the earlier ages of the republic, in the

other departments of the Government. Before recording the

decision of the courts of the United States in favor of the

Christian religion being the religion of the Government as well

as of the nation, it will be instructive to notice the eminent

Christian characters of a number of the chief judges.

Eminent on the roll of Christian judges is John Jay. He
was the first Chief-Justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States, and presided as such with unsurpassed integrity and

wisdom. Webster, in alluding to him, said that " when the

spotless ermine of the judicial robe fell on John Jay it touched

nothing less spotless than itself."

Like Mansfield and Hale, of England, he ever sought " that

wisdom that cometh down from above" to guide him in all hia

official investigations and decisions.

" If the character of this eminent man," says his biographer,

*'ifl beautiful in its simplicity and its moral purity, it becomes

Btill more interesting when regarded as a bright example of

Christian virtue. The tone of his mind was always serious.

He regarded religious meditation and won^hip as no unim-

portant duties of life." He was a member of the Protestant

Episcopal Church. "This," says Judge Story, "was the religion

of his early education, and became afterwards that of hia

choice. But he was without the slightest touch of bigotry or

intolerance. His benevolence was as wide as Christianity

itself. It embraced the human race. He was not only liberal

in his feelings and principles, but in his charities. His hands

were open on all occasions to succor distress, to encourage

enterprise, and to support good institutions."

Associated with Jay on the Supreme Bench were James

Wilson, a Christian patriot and judge,—"of great learning,

patient industry, and uprightness of character,"—Cushing of

Massachusetts, Blair of Virginia, Iredell of North Carolina,

Paterson of New Jersey, and Bushrod Washington, a nephew
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of President Washington. These were all men distinguished

for their 16gal accomplishments and Christian virtues. Of

Judge Washington it was said that " the love of justice was a

ruling passion, it was the master-spring of his conduct. He
made justice itself, even the most severe, soften into the mode-

ration of mercy."
" There was," said Judge Story, " a daily beauty in his life,

which won every heart. He was benevolent, charitable, affec-

tionate, and liberal, in the best sense of the terms. He was a

Christian, full of religious sensibility and religious humility.

Attached to the Episcopal Church by education and choice, he

was one of its most sincere but unostentatious friends. He
was as free from bigotry as any man, and, at the same time he

claimed the right to think for himself, he admitted without.

reserve the same right in others. He was, therefore, indulgent

even to what he deemed errors in doctrine, and abhorred all

persecution for conscience* sake.

" But what made religion most attractive in him, and gave it

occasionally even a sublime expression, was its tranquil, cheer-

ful, unobtrusive, meek, and gentle character. There was a

mingling of Christian graces in him, which showed that the

•habit of his thoughts was fashioned for another and a better

world."

Among the most eminent of American judges was Chief-

Justice Marshall, of Virginia. He will ever be venerated as

one of the brightest intellects of the country, and as having shed

the most lucid light on the constitutional and legislative juria-

prudence of the Government. His logical intellect, severe sim-

plicity of character, legal knowledge, purity of life, and Chris-

tian faith, form one of the richest treasures of the American

nation. He was, in public and private life, continued to a

venerable age, loyal to his God, the Constitution of his country,

his own conscience, and the Christian religion.

"He had," says one, "a pure and childlike religious faith.

The hard, muscular intellect had not built up its strength on

the ruins of the heart. It is related of him that he once

chanced to be present at a discussion between two or three

young men upon the evidences of the Christian religion. They
indulged freely in sneers, and, at the end of their argument,

turned indifferently to the chief-justice—whom they took, from

his poor and plain costume, for some ignorant rustic—and
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asked him, jocularly, what he thought of the matter. If,"

said the narrator of the incident, '' a streak of lightning had at

that moment crossed the room, their amazement could not have

been greater than it was at what followed. The most eloquent

and unanswerable appeal was made for nearly an hour, by the

old gentleman, that he ever heard. So perfect was his recol-

lection that every argument used by the opponents of the

Christian religion was met in the order in which it was pre-

sented, Hume's sophistry on the subject of miracles was, if

possible, more perfectly answered than it had been done by
Campbell. And in the whole lecture there was so much sym-

metry and energy, pathos and sublimity, that not another word

was answered. An attempt to describe it would be an attempt

to paint the sunbeam."

This deep-rooted religious faith never wavered. Marshall

continued to repeat, night and morning, in his serene old age,

the prayer which he had been taught at his mother's knees;

and, at a period when skepticism was fashionable among culti-

vated men, he never uttered a word calculated to throw a doubt

on the Divine origin of Christianity. A lesson of the deepest

reverence for every thing holy was, on the contrary, taught by
his daily life; and he died, as he had lived, trusting in the

atonement of Jesus. This great jurist and eminent Christian

man regarded it as among the highest honors of his life to be a

teacher in the Sabbath-school. Here he was found, for many
years of his life, on every Sabbath, with his class, expounding

to them the law of God and the sublime truths of the gospel of

Christ.

Judge Story, of Massachusetts, for many years Associate

Justice on the Supreme Bench of the United States, was emi-

nent for his judicial and literary attainments and his Christian

virtues. He speaks thus of the Christian religion :

—

" One of the beautiful traits of our municipal jurisprudence

is, that Christianity is a part of the common law, from which it

seeks its sanction of its rights and by which it endeavors to

regulate its doctrine. And, notwithstanding the specious objec-

tion of one of our distinguished statesmen, the boast is as true

as it is beautiful. There has been a period in which the com-

mon law did not recognize Christianity as lying at its founda-

tion. For many ages it was almost exclusively administered

by those who held its ecclesiastical dignities. It now repu-
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diates every act done in violation of its duties of perfect obli-

gation. It pronounces illegal every contract offensive to its

morals. It recognizes with profound humility its holydays and

festivals, and obeys them as dies non jundioi. It still attaches

to persons believing in its Divine authority the highest degree

of competency as witnesses."

John McLean, of Ohio, adorned the judicial department of

the Government, by his eminent talents, learning, and civic

virtues, for more than a generation. He became in early life a

sincere and humble Christian, and for more than half a century

gave a most beautiful illustration of the pure and exalted vir-

tues of the Christian religion both in public and in private life.

Not one suspicious breath of corruption ever soiled his fiair fame,

or diminished the purity and power of his fame and influence.

He was in the highest degree a Christian statesman and an up-

right judge. His views of the need and importance of Chris-

tianity to civil government are expressed in the following

words :

—

" For many years my hope for the perpetuity of our institu-

tions has rested upon Bible morality and the general dissemi-

nation of Christian principles. This is an element which did

not exist in the ancient republics. It is a basis on which free

governments may be maintained through all time.

*^ It is a truth experienced in all time, that a free government

can have no other than a moral basis ; and it requires a high

degree of intelligence and virtue in the people to maintain it.

Free government is not a self-moving machine. It can only

act through agencies. And if its aims be low and selfish, if it

addresses itself to the morbid feelings of humanity, its tenden-

cies must be corrupt and weaken the great principles on which

it is founded.

" Our mission of freedom is not carried out by brute force,

by canon law, or any other law except the moral law and

those Christian principles which are found in the Scriptures."

He was for many of the last years of his life President of the

American Sunday-School Union, an institution whose beneficent

influence has been felt in every department of Church and State.

In accepting the Presidency of the American Sunday-School

Union, Judge McLean wrote the following letter :

—
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Cincinnati. April 10, 18^9.

Dbar Sir:—
Whilst I consider myself honored by the Board of Officers and Man-

agers of the American Sunday-School Union in being placed nominally
at their head, I cannot repress a fear that, in accepting the position, I
may stand in the way of some one of higher merit and greater usefixl-

ness.

The more I reflect upon Sabbath-schools, the more deeply am I im-
pressed with their importance. Education without moral training may
increa.se national knowledge, but it will add nothing to national virtue.

By a most intelligent and able report, made some years ago by Guizot,

it api)eared that in those departments of France where education had
boen most advanced, crime was most common. And, by later reports,

it is shown that in Prussia, Scotland, and England, where the means of*

education has been greatly increased—especially in Prussia and Scot-

land—criminal offences have increased. Making due allowance for the
growth of population and the aggregation of individuals in cari7ing

on various useful enterprises, the principal cause of this is a want of
moral culture.

Knowledge without moral restraint only increases the capacity^ of an
individual for mischief. As a citizen, he is more dangerous to society,

and does more to corrupt the public morals, than one without education.

So selfish is our nature, and so prone to evil, that w^o require chains,

moral or physical, to curb our propensities and passions. .

Early impressions are always the most lasting. All experience con-

duces to establish this. Who has forgotten the scenes of his boyhood,
or the pious instructions of his parents? Who does not caiTy these with

him all along the journey of life? However they may be disregarded

and contemned by an abandoned course, yet they cannot be consigned

to oblivion. In the darkest hours of revelry, they will light up in the

memory and cause remorse. And this feeling will generally, sooner or

later, lead to reformation.

Whatever defect there may be of moral" culture in our common
schools, it is more than supplied in our Sabbath-schools. Here the

whole training is of a moral and religious character, entirely free from

sectarian influences. The child is instructed in his duty to God
and to his fellow-beings, and for which he must answer in the groM
day of accounts. He becomes familiar with the Scriptures by his Bible

lessons, which are fixed in his memory by his answer to questions pro-

pounded. Indeed, the whole exercises of the school are eminently

calculated to interest and elevate his mind.

Impressions thus made can never be eradicated. The associations of

the scliool miike the instruction more impressive than it could be under

other circumstances. As a general rule, it may be assumed that the

children who attend on Sunday-schools may be distinguished from

others at all times, and especially in a regard for the Sabbath and the

institutions of religion.

When We consider these schools as the nurseries of society, we can-

not too highly appreciate them. The children are taken as tender

plants ; every noxious branch is out off, and the ground is so prepared
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M to impart the utmost vigor and hcaltlifulness. Under such care, i^e

fruit must be good. The mind and heart of a child may be as certainly

formed for good works by moral training as the plant may be improved
by careful culture.

Who can estimate the influence on society of five millions of children

thus educated ? And it may not be an extravagant calculation to sup-

pose that, every ten years, five millions of persons who had been Sab-

bath-school scholars enter into active society. More or less they may
be supposed to be influenced by the principles inculcated at those

schools. Restrained themselves by moral considerations, their example
may have some influence on an equal number of their associates. Here,

tlien, is an element of power which must be salutary on our social and
political relations. The good thus done cannot be fully known and ap-

preciated, as the amount of evil which it prevents cannot be measured.

It may be assumed as an axiom that free government can rest on no
other basis than moral power. France has a republic which is main-

tained by bayonets. And there is reason to apprehend that in that

country there Ls not a sufficient moral basis for the maintenance of a
free government.

But are our own beloved institutions free from danger? Who has not

s*een the " yawning chasms" in our own beautiful edifice ? Its pillars

seem to be moved, its walls and its dome and the contour of the fabric

luive Hufferod ; and nothing can restore it to its pristine beauty and
strength but a united and a continued effort of the intelligent and
virtuous citizens of our country. And we must increase the number of

those by every possible means. Sabbath-schools must be relied on as a
principal agent in this great work. Without their aid, I should look to

the luture with little hope. But having their co-operation I do not de-

spair. Mere partyism should be discarded for principle ; and moral

power, founded as it must be on the justice and fitness of things, must
be made the ground of action.

When I consider the mighty trust, moral and political, which has

been committed to us ; when I reflect upon the extent and fertility of

our country, its diversified and healthful climates, and its capacity for

human enjoyment, I am overwhelmed with the vastness of the subject.

Kapidly as we have advanced for the last thirty years in the develop-

ment of our physical resources and in the arts and sciences, the bow
of promise still abides in the futuie. If faithful to our trust, we may
ex])ect to advance in the future more rapidly than we have done in time

past.

But a nation may be great in its physical powers and in its mental
attainments, without possessing the basis of moral power, which is the

only foundation for practical liberty. I have no fears of the concen-

trated Powers of the world. Wo could drive them from our shores, with-

out endangering our institutions. But, whilst I have no fear as to the

permanency of our Government from influences and powers from with-

out, I am not without apprehension from causes which arise among
ourselves. This is, indeed, a strange paradox. Can we not trust our-

selves ? " Is thy servant a dog, that he should do this thing ?"

There is no security against the enormities of our race, which have so
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often disgraced the history of the world, but a restraining influence,

which sets bounds to human passions. The superior civilization, mo-

deration, and justice of modern times is attributable to the benign

influence of Christianity. The ancient republics were destitute of this

power. They were united by military prowess,—^by the glory which
arises from the butchery of our race, and from acts of icgustice, rapine,

and plunder. Physical force was the arbiter of right and the dispenser

of justice. But now there is an element of moral power, which more
or less pervades all civilized nations, and which has its foundation in

the Bible. No nation can disregard this law with impunity. If it be
not embodied in any published code, yet it is not the less powerful. It

is written in the hearts and understandings of mankind. It shakes the

thrones of despots, who, through a line of ancestry of many centuries,

have governed with an absolute power.

To us, as a nation, are committed the great principles of free govern-

ment ; and we are responsible to those who shall come after us, for a
faithful discharge of the trust. Now, we must continue to build upon
the foundation of our fathers. They were equal to the crisis. Washing-
ton, and Hancock, and Adams, and their compatriots, were good men
as well as great men. They looked to a superintending Providence, and
to the precepts of the Bible. These they observed in their public and
private acts, and thereby inculcated the same rule of action upon others.

To reform all abuses and perpetuate our institutions, we need only the

force of such examples. There is enough of intelligence and virtue

and of honest purpose in the nation, if embodied and made active, to

free us from the prevailing corruptions of the day. And there is no
agency more efficient to strengthen this state of the jjublic mind than

our Sabbath-schools. They are the nurseries of virtue, of an elevated

patriotism, and of religion. I do not speak of a narrow or sectarian

principle, which admits of no merit or virtue out of its own system,

but of a principle which is as expansive, as benevolent, and as glorious

as the doctrines of the Saviour.

Who will not sustain the uplifted hands and expanded hearts of those

who are engaged in this work ? It is connected with all that is lovely

and of good report in this world, and all that is glorious in the world to

•come. It conduces to perpetuate an equality of human rights on the

great principles of virtue and immutable justice. And what nobler

motive could impel to human action ? Compare it with the motives

which lead to other lines of action and with their results. The aspira-

tion of the mere politician begins and ends in himself. The benefits

(if benefits they may be called) conferred on his supporters have no
higher motive than this. The same remark will apply to many who are

engaged in the pursuits of commerce, or in the prosecution of enter-

prises which ordinarily lead to the accumulation of individual and na-

tional wealth. They may become great in this respect, and advance the

wealth of their country, without being exemplary themselves or in-

creasing the public virtue. And so of professional renown. How
empty is that bauble which entwines the brow of the orator in the

senate, at the bar, or in the pulpit, whose heart is not full of the kindly
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feelings of humanity and who does not endeavor to mitigate the suffer*

ings and increase the happiness of his race 1

If we desire to make our nation truly great, and to transmit to pos-

terity our institutions in their primitive simplicity and force, we must
imbue the minds of our youth with a pure and an elevated morality,

which shall influence their whole lives. And I know of no means so

well calculated to produce this result as Sabbath-schools. Whether we
look to the good of our country, or to a future immortality, these

schools are recommended by considerations of the deepest importance.

I regret that my public duties will prevent my being present at your
annual meeting.

With the greatest respect, I am, dear sir, faithfully yours,

John McLean.

This eminent jurist and Christian died at a ripe and honored

age, in 1861, and closed his long life in the same serene Chris-

tian hope which ennobled and embellished his whole private

and public life. At his funeral, Dr. Clark, editor of the " Ladies*

Repository/' spoke of the life and character of Judge McLean as

follows :

—

We come not to-day to utter words of eulogy, but to mourn : yet it i«

not too much to say that through the long period of his public life

—

extending over nearly half a century—his character as a public officer,

as aman, and as a Christian, has stood out before the world untarnished,

—

nay, I may say, unsuspected. With e<j[ual honesty and ability has he
met and fulfilled every trust. The loss of such a man, at such a junc-

ture, is a public calamity.

When humanity, with mighty throes, is yearning for higher develop-

ments and for the realization of a nobler destiny, well may we mourn
the death of one whose own character was a living embodiment of what-

ever is noble in man, and whose influence was wide and powerful to

benefit the race.

As follow-citizens, well may we mourn the death of one whose history

linked us to the heroic age of the rej^ublic, the purity of whose patriot-

ism had been thoroughly tested, and whose very name was a talismauic

charm for the preservation of the Union, and of the constitutional

rights and liberties of our whole country, and of all our citizens, the

lowest as well as the highest.

When the Christian character and virtues are so rarely illustrated in

public life, well may we mourn the loss of the Christian statesman, tlie

beauty of whose ermine was surpassed only by the spotlessness of his

Christian life, whose devotion to his country was surpassed only by his

fealty to Christ, and whose life and character will ever be pointed to as

the means of inspiring the young men of our country with the convic-

tion that there are nobler ends to be attained, even in this life, than
the sordid gains of office or the selfishness of human ambition.

As members of the great Christian brotherhood, we have reason to

mourn the death of one who has honored the Christian name. A little
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more than half a century ago, Judge McLean was led to Christ, through

the instrumentality of that eminent minister of God, Rev. John Cbllins.

He immediately identified himself with the Methodbt Episcopal Church,

through whose ministry he had been converted. A man of so noble a
mind could not be otherwise than a man of iM'oad views and catholic

sympathies with all Christian denominations

He was jealous of the honor of the Christian name ; nor did he ever

forget^^ven amid the fascinations of social or public life—that by

•haracter and act, if not by word, he was called to be a witness for

Christ. He was faithful in the least of his Christian duties. In the closet

and in the class, as well as in the more public services of the sanctuary,

he obtained the spiritual nutriment which gave robustness to his Chris-

tian character. To the merely formal professor he could truly say, " I

have meat to eat that ye know not of."

Bellamy Storor, a Christian judge of Ohio, who iUuatrates

the beauty and dignity of Christian virtues in union with high

legal attainments and civic honors, and who was an intimate

friend, at a meeting of the bar of Cincinnati, after the death

of Judge McLean, paid the following tribute to his memory :

—

A beautiful remark is made by one of the ancients, thht we never

begin to live until we are dead ; and the remark applies with great pro-

priety on the present occasion. For the lamented judge, whose memory
we all cherish with so much sincerity, has now received his due ; his

many virtues are now justly estimated. The integrity of his character,

the purity of his principles, the justice of his decisions, his deliberate

judgment,—all these are now not weif^hod in thebalanceij of prejudice;

but they are valued by their real worth ; and wheji such a man dies, his

memory ought to be cherished.

Forty-four years ago in June next, he admitted me to the practice ofthis

bar. He had just taken his seat as Judge of the Supreme Court of this

State, and the moment he became acquainted with me he gave me the
hand of friendship. To a young man that was an exceedingly cherished

token of regard. But, more than that, he gave me his counsel, and
although he lived not in our immediate neighborhood, yet I saw him
often and knew him well. When, however, he sat as a judge of the
United States, I was brought into intimate communion with him. He
became my neighbor, and during the years that have followed we have
had many delightful interviews. I know his generous nature ; I know
in private life he was aU we could look for as a model, and in public life

he justified the highest expectations of tlio public. There was one fea-

ture of his character that Wiis pre-emineiitlN ;5"«vU : it was that he always
preserved an equanimity of temper,—not u applied to his nervous
temperament, but to his whole moral nature and all his intellectual

powers ; for he had so admirably composed them nil, that each and
every one had its influence upon the others, so that, like a well-tuned

instrument, his character was always in harmony. And the great secret

of this was, that he did not abide in the strength of his intellect, in his
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power or genius, but he felt as a magistrate below he was responsible to

Him who wa*« King above. He knew that all the authority which he
oould possibly exert was but an emanation from the powers above, and
be always so regulated himself. In the discharge of his duties in the

court of justice, he asked himself the question whether he was per-

forming his duty to his God. And this, brethren of the bar, is the great

secret of all success,—more especially upon the bench of justice. In

the future time, although we may survive a few years, and may remem-
ber the prominent characteristics of that great man, yet this, in the

history of the day, will stt^d out as a distinctive feature of hb cha-

racter,—that he was a humble and sincere Christian.

Th6 Supreme Court of the United States, and the judges

who sat upon its bench in 1827, received a just tribute from

Thomas S. Grimk^, in a speech he delivered in the Senate of

South Carolina, December 17, 1827. He says,

—

It is emphatically a court of the whole people and of every State, of

the Government of the Union and of the Government of every State.

It is as independent of the President and Congress as of the Governor
and Legislature of South Carolina. Its members are selected from
different States, and its bar gathers within its bounds the talents and
learning, the courage, virtue, and patriotism, of the East and the West,

of the North and the South. . . . No one, indeed, can possibly read

the judgments of this tribunal—equally beneficent and illustrious

—

and not be deeply impressed with its wisdom and learning, its

moral courage and justice, its high sense of duty, its love of peace

and order, its independence, dignity, and patriotism. I know not any
body of men who are entitled to more enlightened admiration, more
sincere gratitude, more profound respect for their talents, learning, vir-

tues, and services. Theirs is indeed a parental guardianship, full of

moral dignity and beauty^ sustained by the energy of wisdom >nd
adorned by the simplicity of justice and truth.

The brief sketches contained in this volume of some of the emi-

nent men who have adorned the judicial history of the republicand

ehed such light on the profound and important science of juris-

prudence, and who in their private character illustrated so nobly

the Christian virtues, were prepared, as they did in the adminis-

tration of justice and law, to practically believe and carry out

that true and admirable exposition of law, as given by the

venerable and learned Hooker, of Puritan memory. He says,

—

" Of law there can he no less acknowledged than that her seat

is the bosom of God, her voice the harmony of the world. All

things in heaven and earth do her homage ; the very leastfeel

her care, and the greatest are not exemptfrom her power. Both

angels and men, and creatures of what condition soever^
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though each in a-different sort and naine^ yet all vrith one uni-

form consent admire her as t/ie mother of ifieir peace and joy"

In giving practiciil form to this sublime eulogy on law and

its benignant power and results, the minds of many of the

most eminent judges of the State and national Governments

were illuminated, through prayer, with wisdom from heaven.

They kneeled before the Infinite Judge of the Universe and

humbly entreated that in the administration of earthly justice

and law they might be inspired and guided of God. This fact

is historic in the Christian lives of many American judges.

In the earlier history of the country, it was customary to

open the colonial and State courts with prayer. South Caro-

lina practised this Christian usage for many years in her judicial

history, as did also the other Southern colonies and States, as

well as those of New England. The practice is still maintained

by some of the State courts.

The judicial system of the State of Ohio, first-born into the

Union under the Christian ordinance of freedom of 1787, was

inaugurated, the next year after the enactment of this organic

law of the nation, with the solemn service of prayer. The fol-

lowing is a historical description of the scene:

—

The first civil court ever held in the Northwest was that of the Court

of Common Pleas of Washington county, at Marietta, September 2^

1788, by BufuB Putnam and Benjamin Tupper, presiding justices. The
court was opened with pomp. A procession was formed, the sherifi^

with a drawn sword, in advance, followed by the citizens, oflScers of the

garrison at Fort Harmer, the members of the bar, the Judges of the

Supreme Court, the Governor, and a clergyman, with the Judges of the

Common Pleas, in the order in which they are named. Arriving at

the hall of the Campus Martius, the whole of the procession was counter-

marched into it, and the judges, Putnam and Tupper, took their seats

upon the bench. The audience was seated, and after alHvine benedic-

tion was invoked by the Rev. Dr. Cutler, the High Sheriff, Ebenezer

Sprout, advanced to the door and proclaimed aloud, "Oyezt Oyes! a
court is opened for the administration of even-handed justice to the
poor and the rich, to guilty and innocent, without respect of persons

;

none to be punished without a trial by their peers, and in pursuance of

the laws and evidence in the case/' Besides the crowds of emigrants

and settlers, there were present at the ceremonies hundreds of Indians,

who had their encampments in the vicinity for the purpose of entering

into a treaty with the Federal Government.

The following opinions of judges in the courts of several of

the largest and most influential States of the Union, affirming
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the great historic fact that the life and character of the civil

institutions of the United States, as well as the whole fabric of

our freedom and civilization, flow from the Christian religion,

will present lucid and grateful views on this subject. They
form a rich part of the Christian history of our civil governments,

and are eminently worthy to be recorded and studied.

In 1824, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania reviewed the

subject most thoroughly and extensively, and the decision of

the court will repay a thoughtful perusal. The trial was on

an indictment for blasphemy, founded on an act of Assembly

passed in 1700. The decision may be found in Sergeant &
Rawle s Reports, page 394, and is as follows :

—

The court said that, even if Christianity was not part of the Uiw of

the land, it is the popular religion of the country, an insult on which
would be indictable as directly tending to disturb the public peace.

Christianity, general Christianity, is, and always has been, a part of the

common law of Pennsylvania ; not Christianity founded on particular

religious tenets; not Christianity with an established Church, and
tithes, and spiritual courts ; but Christianity with liberty of conscience

to all men. The first legislative act in the colony was the recognition

of the Christian religion, and the establishment of liberty of conscience.

It is called " the Great Law," and is as follows :

—

" Whereas the glory of Almighty God and the good of mankind is the

reason and end of government, and therefore government itself is a
venerable ordinance of God, and forasmuch as it is principally devised

and intended by the Proprietary and Governor and freemen of Penn-
sylvania and territories thereunto belonging, to make and establish such

laws as shall best preserve true Christian and civil liberty, in opposition

to all unchristian, licentious, and ui\just practices, whereby God may
have his due, Csesar his due, and the people their due

;

" H^solvedj therefore, that all persons living in this Province, who con-

fess and acknowledge the one Almighty and Eternal God to be the

Creator, upholder, and ruler of the world, and who hold themselves

obliged in conscience to live peaceably and justly in civil society, shall

in no wise be molested," fto.

The court, after quoting the whole law at length, further says,

—

Thus this wise legislature framed this great body of laws for a Chris-

tian country and a Christian people. Infidelity was then rare, and no
infidels were among the first colonists. They fled from religious intole-

rance to a country where all were allowed to worship according to their

own understanding. Every one had the right of adopting for himself

whatever opinion appeared to be the most rational concerning all mat-

ters of religious belief; thus securing by law this inestimable freedom

of conscience, one of the highest privileges and greatest interests of the
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baman race. Thus is the Christianity of the common law incorporated •

into the great law of Pennsylyania ; and thus is it irrefragably proved
that the laws and inBtitutions of this State are built on the foundation

of reverence for Christianity. On this the Constitution of the United
States has made no alteration, nor in the great body of the laws, which
was an incorporation of the common-law doctrine of Christianity, as

suited to the condition of the colony, and without which no free govern-
ment can long exist. Under the Constitution penalties against cursing

and swearing have been enacted. If Christianity was abolished, all

false oaths, all tests by oath in common form by the book, would cease

to be indictable as perjury. The indictment must state the oath to be
on the Holy Evangelists of Almighty God.

After reviewing a series of decisions made in Pennsylvania

and elsewhere, the court continues thus:—"It has long been

firmly settled that blasphemy against the Deity generally, or

an attack on the Christian religion indirectly^ for the purpose

of exposing its doctrines to ridicule and contempt, is indictable

and punishable as a temporal offence. The principles and
actual decisions are that the publications, whether written or

oral, must be malicious, and designed for that end and purpose."

After stating that the law gave free permission for the serious

and conscientious discussion of all theological and religious

topics, the court said,

—

A malicious and mischievous intention is, in such a case, the broad
boundary between right and wrong, and that it is to be collected from
the offensive levity, scurrilous and opprobrious language, and other cir-

cumstances, whether the act of the party was malicious ; and, since the
law has no means of distinguishing between different degrees of evil

tendency, if the matter published contains any such evil tendency it

is a public wrong. An offence against the public peace may consist

either of an actual breach of the peace, or doing that which tends to

provoke and excite others to do it. Within the latter description fall

all acts and all attempts to produce disorder, by written, printed, or

oral communications for the purpose of generally weakening those

religious and moral restraints without the aid of which mere legislative

provisions would prove ineffectual.

Np society can tolerate a wilful and despiteiul attempt to subvert

its religion any more than it would to break down its laws,—a general,

malicious, and deliberate attempt to overthrow Christianity, general

Christianity. This is the line of indication where crime commences,
and the offences become the subject of penal visitation. The species

of offence may be classed under the following heads :

—

1. Denying the Being and Providence of God. 2. Contumelious re-

proaches of Jesus Christ; profane and malevolent scoffing of the Scrip-

tures, or exposing any part of them to contempt and ridicule. 3.
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Certain immoralities tending to subvert all religion and morality, which
are the foundations of all governments. Without these restraints no
free governments could long exist. It is liberty run mad to declaim
against the punishment of these offences, or to assert that their punish*

ment is hostile to the spirit and genius of our Government. They are

far from being the friends to liberty who support this doctrine ; and
the promulgation of such opinions, and the general receipt of them
among the people, would be the sure forerunner of anarchy, and,
finally, of despotism. No free government now exists in the world
unless where Christianity is acknowledged and is the religion of the
country.

Christianity is part of the common law of this State. It is not pro-

claimed by the commanding voice of any human superior, but ex-

pressed in the calm and mild accents of customary law. Its founda-

tions are broad and strong and deep ; they are laid in the authority,

the interest, the affections of the people. Waiving all questions of

hereafter, it is the purest system of morality, the firmest auxiliary

and only stable support of all human laws. It is impossible to admi*
nister the laws without taking the religion which the defendant in error

has scoffed at, that Scripture which he has reviled, as their basis ; to lay

aside these is at least to weaken the confidence in human veracity, so

essential to the purposes of society, and without which no question of

property could be decided, and no criminal brought to justice ; an oath
in the common form on a discredited book would be a most idle cere-

mony. No preference is given by law to any pardcuiar religious per-

suasion. Protection is given to all by our laws. It is only the malicious

reviler of Christianity who is punished.

While our own free Constitution secures liberty of conscience and
freedom of religious worship to all, it is not necessary to maintain that

any man should have the right publicly to vilify the religion of his

neighbors and of the country. These two privileges are directly op-

posed. It is an open, public vilification of the religion of the country

tliat is punished, not to force conscience by punishment, but to pre*

serve the peace of the country by an outward respect to the religion

of the country, and not as a restraint upon the liberty of conscience

;

but licentiousness, endangering the public peace, when tending to cor-

rupt society, is considered as a breach of the peace, and punishable by
indictment. Every immoral act is not indictable ; but when it is destruc-

tive of morality generally it is, because it weakens -the bonds by which so-

ciety is held together, and government is nothingmore than public order.

This is the Christianity which is the law of our land ; and (continues

the court) I do not think it will be an invasion of any man's right of
^

private judgment, or of the most extended privilege of propagating

his sentiments with regard to religion in the manner which he thinks

most conclusive. If, from a regard to decency and the good order

of society, profane swearing, breach of the Sabbath, and blasphemy, are

punishable by civil magistrates, these are not punished as sins or

offences against God, but crimes injurious to, and having a malignant

influence on, society; for it is certain that by these practices no one
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pretends to prove any supposed truths, detect any supposed error, or

advance any sentiment whatever.

Christianity presents to all men one Supreme Being, the only object

of worship, unchangeable, infinite, omniscient, all-wise, all-good, all-

powerful, all-merciftil, the God of all, and the Father of all. It develops

one complete system of duties, fit for all times and all stations,—for the

monarch on the throne and the peasant in the cottage. It brings all

men to the same level, and measures all by the same standard. It

humbles in the dust the proud and the arrogant ; it gives no heed to

the glory of princes, or conquerors, or nobles. It exalts the lowly

virtues, the love of peace, charity, humility, forgiveness, resignation,

patience, purity, holiness. It teaches a moral and final accountability

for every action. It proposes and sanctions finite precepts of no earthly

reach, but such as are infinite, unchangeable, and eternal. Its rewards

are the promises of immortal bliss ; its punishments, a fearful and over-

whelming retribution. It excuses no compromises of principles, and
no paltering with sin. It acknowledges no sacrifice but of a broken
and contrite spirit; no pardon but by repentance of heart and amend-
ment of life. In its view this life is but the entrance upon existence,

—

a transitory state of probation and trial,—and the grave is the portal to

that better world, where ** God shall wipe all tears from our eyes ; and
there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall

there be any more pain."

To minds engrossed with such thoughts, and fixed in such a belief,

what could there be seducing or satisfying in the things of this world?
It would be impossible for them, for a moment, to put in competition

the affairs of time with the dazzling splendors and awful judgments
of eternity.

The Supreme Court of Massacliufletts, Judge Parsons pre-

siding, gave a similar decision in favor of Christianity. It was

a case in which a Christian Church in Falmouth had occasion

to vindicate the Third Article of the Constitution of the State,

respecting religion and its support. Judge Parsons, who de-

livered the opinion of the court, was regarded by men of legal

learning as the equal of Hale, Holt, Mansfield, Marshall, Kent,

and Story. His decision, so luminous and full, in reference to

Christianity and its relations to civil government, is, therefore,

of the highest authority. The article of the Constitution of

Massachusetts, on which the decision is based, is as follows :

—

Art. 3. As the happiness of a people and the good order and pre-

servation of civil government essentially depend on piety, religion, and
morality; and as these cannot be generally diffused throughout the

community but by the institution of a public worship of God, and of

public institutions in piety, religion, and morality; therefore, to pro-

mote their happiness, and to secure the good order and preservation
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of their Government, the people of this Commonwealth have a right to
invest their Legislature with power to authorize and require, and the
Legislature shall from time to time authorize and require, the several

towns, parishes, precincts, and other bodies politic, or religious socie-

ties, to make suitable provision, at their own expense, for the insti-

tutions of the public worship of God, and for the support or mainte-
nance of public Protestant teachers of piety, religion, and morality, in

all cases where such provision shall not be made voluntarily.

The decision made by Judge Parsons is as follows:

—

The object of a free government is the promotion and security of its

citizens. These effects cannot be produced but by the knowledge and
practice of our moral duties, which comprehend all the social and civil

obligations of man to man, and the citizen to the state. If the civil

magistrate in any state could procure by his regulations an uniform
practice of these duties, the Government of that state would be per-

fect.

To obtain that perfection, it is not enough for the magistrate to

define the rights of the several citizens, as they are related to life,

liberty, property, and reputation, and to punish those by whom they
may be invaded. Wise laws, made to this end, and faithfully exe-

cuted, may leave the people strangers to many of the enjoyments of

civil and social life, without which their happiness will be extremely
imperfect. Human laws cannot oblige to the performance of the
duties of imperfect obligation; as the duties of charity and hospitality,

benevolence, and good neighborhood ; as the duties resulting from the

relation of husband and wife, parent and child, of man to man as

children of a common parent; and of real patriotism, by influencing

every citizen to love his country and to obey all its laws. These are

moral duties, flowing from the disposition of the heart, and not subject

to the control of human legislation.

Neither can the laws prevent by temporal punishment secret offences

committed without witness, to gratify malice, revenge, or any other

passion, by assailing the most important and most estimable rights of

others. For human tribunals cannot proceed against any crimes unless

ascertained by evidence; and they are destitute of all power to prevent

the commission of offences, unless by the feeble examples exhibited in

the punishment of those who may be detected.

Civil government, therefore, availing itself only of its own powers, is

extremely defective ; and unless it could derive assistance from some
superior power, whose laws extend to the temper and disposition of the
human heart, and before whom no offence is secret, wretched indeed

would be the state of man under a civil constitution of any form.

This most manifest truth has been felt by legislators in all ages ; and
as man is born not only a social but a religious being, so in the pagan

world, false and absurd systems of religion were adopted and patronized

by the magistrates, to remedy the defects necessarily existing in a
government merely civil.
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On these principles, tested by the experience of mankind and by the

refloctions of reason, the people of Massachusetts, in the frame q^ their

Government, adopted and patronized a religion which, by its benign

and energetic influences, might co-operate with human institutions, to

promote and secure the happiness of the citizens, so far as might bo

consistent with the imperfections of man.
In selecting a religion, the people were not exposed to the hazard of

choosing a false and defective religious system. Christianity had long

been promulgated, its pretensions and excellencies well known, and its

Divine authority admitted. This religion was found to rest on the

basis of immortal truth ; to contain a system of morals adapted to man
in all possible ranks and conditions, situations and circumstances, by

conforming to which he would be ameliorated and improved in all the

relations of human life ; and to inrnish the most efficacious sanctions,

by bringing to light a future state of retribution. And this religion, as

understood by Protestants, tending by its eflects to make every man
submitting to its influences a better husband, parent, child, neighbor,

citizen, and magistrate, was, by the people, establ^hed as a fundamental

and essential part of their Constitution.

The manner in which this establishment was made is liberal, and
consistent with the rights of conscience on religious subjects. As reU-

gious opinions, and the time and manner of expressing the homage
due to the Governor of the universe, are points depending on the sin-

cerity and belief of each individual, and do not concern the public

interest, care is taken in the second article of the Declaration of Rights

to guard these points from the interference of the civil magistrate;

and no man can be hurt, molested, or restrained in his person, liberty,

or estate for worshipping God in the manner and season most agree-

able to the dictates of his own conscience, or for his religious profession

or sentiment, provided he does not disturb the public peace, or obstruct

others in their religious worship ; in which case he is punished, not for

his religious opinions or worship, but because he interrupts others in

the enjoyment of the rights he claims for himself, or because he has

broken the public peace.

Having i?ecured liberty of conscience on the subject of religious

opinion and worship for every man, whether Protestant or Catholic,

Jew, Mohammedan, or Pagan, the Constitution then provides for the

public teaching of the precepts and maxims of the religion of Pro:

testant Christians to all the people. And for this purpose it is made
the right and duty of all corporate religious societies to elect and sup-

port a public Protestant teacher of piety, religion, and morality ; and
the election and sui)port of the teacher depend exclusively on the will

of a mtyority of each society incorporated for those purposes. As

public instruction requires persons who may be taught, eveiy citizen

may be enjoined to attend on some one of those teachers, at times and
seasons stated by law, if there be any on whose instructions he can con-

acientiously attend.

In the election and support of a teacher, every member of the cor-

poration is bound by the will of the majority; but as the great object
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of this provision was to secure the election and support of public Pro-

testant teachers by corporate societies, and some members of any cor-

poration might be of a sect or denomination of Protestant Christians

different from the majority of the members, and might choosS to unite

with other Protestant Christians of their own sect or denomination in

maintaining a public teacher, who by law was entitled to support, and
on whose instruction they usually attended, indulgence was granted,

that persons thus situated might have the money they contributed to

the support of public worship, and of the public teachers aforesaid^

appropriated to the support of the teacher on whose instructions thoy

should attend.

Several objections have at titoes been made to this establishment,

which maybe reduced to three: that when a man disapproves of any
religion, or of any supposed doctrine of any religion, to compel him by
law to contribute money for public instruction in such religion, or doc-

trine, is an infraction of his liberty of conscience; that to compel a

man to pay for public religious instructions on which he does not

attend, and from which he can, therefore, derive no benefit, is unrea-

sonable and intolerant; and that it is anticfaristian for any state to

avail itself of the precepts and maxims of Christianity to support civil

government, because the founder of it has declared that his kingdom is

not of this world.

These objections go to the authority of the people to make this Con-

stitution, which is not proi)er nor competent for us to bring into ques-

tion. And although we are not able, and have no inclination, to aRsume
the character of theologians, yet it may not be improper to make a few

j«hort observations to defend our Constitution from the charges of perse-

cution, intolerance, and impiety.

Whrm it is remembered that no man is compellable to attend on any
reli^'ious instruction which he conscientiously disapproves, and that he
is absolutely protected in the most perfect freedom of conscience in his

religious opinions and worship, the first objection seems to mistake a

man's conscience for his money, and to deny the State a right of levy-

ing and of appropriating the money of the citizens, at the will of the

legislature, in which they are all represented. But as every citizen

derives the security of his property and the fruits of his industry

from the power of the State, so, as the price of his protection, he is

bound to contribute, in common with his fellow-citizens, for the publio

use, so much of his property and for such public uses as the State shall

direct. And if any individual can lawfully withhold his contribution

because he dislikes the appropriation, the authority of the State to levy

taxes would be annihilated; and without money it would soon cease to

have any authority. But all moneys raised and appropriated for public

uses by any corporation, pursuant to powers derived from the State, are

raided and api>ropriated substantially by the authority of the State.

And the people in their Constitution, instead of devolving the support

of public teachers on the corporations by whom they should be elected,

might have directed their support to be defrayed out of the publio

treasury, to bo reimbursed by the levying and collection of State taxes.
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And against this mode of support the objection of an individual disap-

proving of the object of the public taxes would have the same weight
it can have against the mode of public support through the medium
of corporate taxation. In either case, it can have no weight to main-
tain a charge of persecution for conscience' (^ake. The great error lies

in not distinguishing between liberty of conscience in religious opinions

and worship and the right of appropriating money by the State. The
former is an unalienable right, the latter is surrendered to the State as

the price of protection.

The second objection is that it is intolerant to compel a man to pay
for religious instruction from which, as he does not hear it, he can derive

no benefit. This objection is founded*wholly in mbtake. The object

of public religious instruction is to teach and to enforce by suitable

arguments the practice of a system of correct morals among the people,

and to form and cultivate rcoftonable and just habits and manners, by
which every man*s person and property are protected from outrage and
his personal and social enjoyments promoted and multiplied. From
these eflfects every man derives the most important benefits, and, whether
he be or be not an auditor of any public teacher, he receives more solid

and permanent advantages from this public instruction than the admi-

nistration of justice in courts of law can give him. The like objection

may be made by any man to the support of public schools if he have
no family who attend ; and any man who has no lawsuit may object to

the support of judges and jurors on the same ground ; when if there

were no courts of law he would unfortunately find that causes for law-

suits would sufliciently abound.

The last objection is founded upon the supposed antichristian con-

duct of the State in availing itself of the precepts and maxims of

Christianity for the purposes of a more excellent civil government. It

is admitted that the Founder of this religion did not intend to erect a

temporal dominion, agreeably to the prejudices of his countrymen,

but to reign in the hearts of men by subduing their irregular appetites

and propensities, and by moulding their passions to the noblest pur-

poses. And it is one great excellence of his religion, that, not pretend-

ing to worldly pomp and power, it is calculated and accommodated to

ameliorate tlie conduct and condition of man under any form of civil

government.

The objection goes further, and complains that Christianity is not left

for its promulgation and support to the means designed by its author,

who requires not the assistance of man to effect his purposes and inten-

tions. Our Constitution certainly provides for the punishment of many
breaches of the laws of Christianity ; not for the purpose of propping

up the Christian religion, but because those breaches are offences against

the laws of the State ; and it is a civil as well as religious duty of the

magistrate not to bear the sword in vain. But there are many precepts

of Christianity of which the violation cannot be punished by human
laws ; and as the obedience to them is beneficial to civil society, the

State has wisely taken care that they should be taught and also enforced

by explaining their moral and religious sanctions, as they cannot be

enforced by temporal punishments. And from the genius and temper
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of this religion, and from the benevolent character of its Author, wo
must conclude that it is his intention that man should be benefited by-

it in his civil and political relations, as well as in his individual capacit}

.

And it remains for the objector to prove that the patronage of Chris-

tianity by the civil magistrate, induced by the tendency of its precepts to

form good citizens, is not one of the means by which the knowledge of

its doctrines was intended to be disseminated and preserved among the
human race.

The last branch of the objection rests on the very correct position

that the faith and precepts of the Christian religion are so interwoven

that they must be taught together ; whence it is inferred that the State,

by eiyoining instruction in its precepts, interferes with its doctrines,

and assumes a power not intrusted to any human authority.

If the State claimed the absurd power of directing or controlling the

faith of the citizens, there might be some ground for the objection. But
no such power is claimed. The authority derived from the Constitution

extends no further than to submit to the understandings of the people

the evidence of truths deemed of public utility, leaving the weight of

the evidence and the tendency of those truths to the conscience of

every man.
Indeed, this objection must come from a willing objector; for it

extends in its consequences to prohibit the State from providing for

public instruction in many branches of useful knowledge which natu-

rally tend to defeat the arguments of infidelity, to illustrate the doc-

trines of the Christian religion, and to confirm the faith of its pro-

fessors.

As Christianity has the promise not only of this but of a future life,

it cannot be denied that public instruction in piety, religion, and
morality by Protestant teachers may have a beneficial efifect beyond the

present state of existence. And the people are to be applauded, as

well for their benevolence as for their wisdom, that in selecting a reli-

gion whose precepts and sanctions might supply the defects in civil

government, necessarily limited in its power, and supported only by
temporal penalties, they adopted a religion founded in truth ; which in

its tendency will protect our property here, and may secure to us an
inheritance in another aqd a better country.

In the Supreme Court of New York in 1811, in the case of

the people against Kuggles for blasphemy^ the subject was fully

and ably discussed by that eminent and upright judge, Chief-

Justice Kent. In delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court,

Judge Kent declared that

The authorities show that blasphemy against God, and contumelious

reproaches and profane ridicule of Christ or the Holy Scriptures, which

are equally treated as blasphemy, are offences punishable at common
law, whether uttered by words or writings. The consequences may be

less extensively pernicious in the one case than in the other; but in

both instances the reviling is still an offence, because it tends to corrupt
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the morals of the people and to destroy good order. Such ofiences
have always been considered independent of any religious establish-

ment or the right of the Church. There is nothing in our manners and
institutions which has prevented the application or the necessity of
this point of common law. We stand equally in need now as formerly
of all that moral discipline and of those principles of virtue which
help to bind society together. The people of this State, in common
with the people of this country, profess the general doctrines of Chris-

tianity as the rule of their faith and practice ; and to scandalize the
Author of these doctrines is not only in a religious point of view ex-
tremely impious, but even in respect to the obligations due to society

is a gross violation of decency and good order. Nothing could be more
offensive to the virtuous part of the community, or more iiyurioxis to

tlie tender morals of the young, than to declare such profanity lawfuL

It would go to confound all distinction between things sacred and pro-

fane ; for, to use the words of one of the greatest oracles of human
wit^dom, *• profane scoffing doth by little and little deface the reverence

of religion," and who adds, in another place, "two principal causes

have I ever known of atheism,—curious controversies and profane scoflP-

ing." The very idea of jurisprudence, with the ancient lawgivers and
philosophers, embraced the religion of the country.

Though the Constitution has discarded religious establishments, it

does not forbid judicial cognizance of those offences against religion a^d
morality which have no reference to any such establishment or to uny
particular form of government, but are punishable, because they strike

at the root of moral obligation and weaken the security of the social

ties. The legislative exposition of the Constitution is conformable to

this view of it. Christianity in its enlarged sense, as a religion revealed

and taught in the Bible, is not unknown to our law. The Statutefor pre-

veJiiit^g immorality (Laws^ Vol. I. p. 224) consecrates the first day of the

week as holy time, Und considers the violation of it immoral. The Act

concerning OatJis (Laws, Vol. I. p. 405) recognizes the common-law mode
of administering an oath, " by laying the hand on and kissing the

Gospels." Surely, then, we are bound to conclude that wicked and
malicious words, writings, and actions which go to vilify those Gospels

continue, as at common law, to be an offence against the public peace

and safety. They are inconsistent with the reverence due to the

administration of an oath, and, among other evil consequences, they

tend to lessen in the public mind its religious sanction.

This decision was concurred in by all the associate judges on

the bench with Chief-Justice Kent.

In 1821, a Convention to revise the Constitution of New York

met in Albany, and this decision of the Supreme Court of the

State was unsparingly denounced by General Root, who said

'*he wished for freedom of conscience, and that if judges under-

take to support religion by the arm of the law it will be

brought into abhorrence and contempt."
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Chancellor James Kent, the eminent son of the eminent

jurist who gave this decision, in defending it, said,

—

Such blasphemy was an outrage on public decorum, and if sanctioned

by our tribunals would shock the moral sense of the country and
degrade our character as a Christian people. The authors of our Con*
Btitution never meant to extirpate Christianity, more than they meant
to extirpate common decency. It is in a degree recognized by the
statutes for the observance of the Lord's day, and for the mode of admi-
nistering oaths. The court never intended to interfere with any reli-

gious creeds or sects, or with religious discussions. They meant to pre*

serve, so far as it came within their cognizance, the morals of the

country, which rested on Christianity as the foundation. They meant
to apply the principles of common law against blasphemy, which they

did not believe the Constitution ever meant to abolish. Arb wb mot a
Christian People ? Do not ninety-nine hundredths of our fellow-citi-

zens hold the general truths of the Bible to be dear and sacred ? To
attack them with ribaldry and malice, in the presence of these very

believers, must and ought to be a serious public ofifcnce. It dis-

turbs, and annoys, and offends, and shocks, and corrupts the public

taste. The common law, as applied to correct such profanity, is the

application of common reason and natural justice to the security of the

peace and good order of society.

Mr. Tompkins, who was President of the Convention and

Vice-President of the United States, said,

—

The court had never undertaken to uphold by the authority of law

any particular sect, but they had interposed, and rightfully interposed,

as the guardians of the public morals, to suppress those outrages on
public opinion and public feeling which would otherwise reduce the

community to a state of barbarism, corrupt its purity, and debase the

mind. lie was not on the bench at the time when the decision alluded

to took place, but he fully accorded in the opinions that were advanced,

and he could not hear the calumnies that had gone forth against the

judiciary on that subject, without regret and reprobation. No man of

generous mind, no man who regarded public sentiment, or that deli-

cacy of feeling that lies at the foundation of moral purity, could defend

such an outrage on public morals, or say that the decision was unmerited

or unjust.

Chancellor Kent never intended to declare Christianity the legal reli-

gion of the State, because that would be considering Christianity as the

established religion of the State, and making it a civil or political insti-

tution. The Constitution had declared that there was to be "no die-

crimination or preference in religious profession or worship." But
Christianity was, in/act, the religion of the people of this State; and that

fact was the principle of the decision. The Christian religion was the

foundation of all belief and expectation of a future state, and the

source and security of moral obligation. To blaspheme the Author of
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that religion, and to defame it with wantonness and malioe, was an

offence against public morals, and injured the social ties and moral

sense of the country ; and in thaft view it was indictable.

The legislature had repeatedly recognized the Christian religion, not

as the religion of the country established by law, but as being in fact

the actual religion of the people of this State. The statute directing the

administration of an oath referred to the Bible as a sanction to it, and

on the ground that the Bible was a volume of Divine inspiration, and

the oracle of the most affecting truths that could command the assent

or awaken the fears or exercise the hopes of mankind. So the act for the

religious observance of the Lord's day equally recognizes the universal

belief in Christianity, and the moral obligation and eminent utility of

its precepts. In this sense, we may consider the duties and ii\junctionB

of the Christian religion as interwoven with the law of the land, and

as part and parcel of the common law.

Chief-Justice Spencer, also an eminent jurist, said he was in

favor of striking out the words " no particular religion ahaU

ever be declared or adjudged to he the law of the land**

I am opposed to this provision in the Constitution, as it would go to

prevent punishment for blasphemy, and thereby endanger the morals

of the community. By particular religion he imderstood it was the

Christian religion, distinct from Judaism, Mohammedanism, &c., without

regard to any particular sect of the Christian religion. Are we pre-

pared to send forth to the people a provision in our Constitution that

shall suffer any man to blaspheme, in the most malicious manner, his

God and the religion of the Redeemer of the world ? If this provision

be sanctioned, it will put it out of the power of any court to punish for

the most infamous blasphemy.

Eufus King, a statesman of ripe attainments, and possessing

a national reputation, on the same point said,

—

I hesitate in agreeing to the legal doctrine now recommended to our

acceptance, and which seems to deny to the Christian religion the

acknowledgment, protection, and authority to which I have believed it

to be by law entitled. The laws of every nation in Christendom have

for ages acknowledged the Christian religion, and in virtue of the

laws and statutes of England the Christian religion for many centuries

has been acknowledged and established in that nation.

While all mankind are by our Constitution tolerated, and free to

ei\joy religious profession and worship within this State, yet the religious

professions of the Pagan, the Mohammedan, and the Christian are not,

in the eye of the law, of equal truth and excellence. According to the

Christian system, men pass into a future state of existence when the

deeds of their life become the subjects of rewards and punishments.

Themoral law rests upon the truth of this doctrine, without which it has

no sufficient sanction. Our laws constantly refer to this revelation, and,
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by the oath which they prescribe, we appeal to the Supreme Being so

to deal with us hereafter as wo observe the obligations of our oaths.

The pagan world were and are without the mighty influence of this

principle, which is proclaimed in the Christian system ; their morals were
destitute of its powerful sanction, while their oaths neither awakened
the hopes nor the fears which a belief in Christianity inspires.

While the Constitution tolerates the religious professions and worship
of all men, it does more in behalf of the religion of the gospol, and by
acknowledging, and in a certain sense incorporating its truths into the
laws of the land, we are restrained from adoi)ting the proposed amend-
ment whereby the Christian religion may lose that security which every

other Christian nation is anxious to atibrd it.

In 1861, the Supreme Court of New York sustained and re-

peated the ancient decisions of the courts of that and other

States in favor of Christianity.

Decision of the Supreme Court.

Febrxvary Tenn, 1861,

—

Justices Clarke, Sutfierland, and Alien,

In the case of Gustav LindenmuUer, Plaintiff in Error, v«.

The People, Defendants in Error, convicted under the act of

April, 1860, of giving dramatic representations on Sunday, the

opinion of the court was given May 29, 1861. As the test

case, and as involving important principles, the following a6-

stract of the views of the court will command deserved atten-

tion and general approbation. The full opinion is very elaborate

and voluminous. Judge Allen is understood to be its author :

—

Christianity is part of the common law of this State, in the qualified

sense that it Is entitled to respect and protection as the acknowledged

religion of the people. The right of unconstrained religious belief, and
the, proper expression of it, is guaranteed to all ; but it must be exer-

cised with strict regard to the equal rights of others ; and when belief

or unbelief leads to acts which interfere with the rights of conscience

of those wlio represent the religion of the country as established,—^not

by law, but by immemorial consent and usage,—their acts may be re-

strained by legislation. If Christianity were established by law, it

would be a civil or political institution, which it is not. It is, in fact, the

religion of the people, and ever has been, and has been so recognized

from the first by Constitutional Conventions, legislatures, and courts of

justice.

It is not disputed that Christianity is a part of the common law

of England. By the Constitution of 1777, the common law as it was

then in force, subject to legislative changes, and with specified excep-

tions, was, and ever has been, a part of the law of this State. The claim

that the constitutional guarantees of religious liberty are inconsistent

with the recognition of Christianity as the religion of the people, ie re-
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pelled by the known character and histoiy of the framers of the Con-

stitution. They would not sacrifice their freedom or their religion.

They and their forefathers were the friends and champions of both.

In the several Constitutions of 1777, 1821, and 1846, and in the pro-

ceedings of the Constitutional Conventions, there are abundant pro-

visions and recitals very clearly recognizing some of the fundamental
principles of the Christian religion, embodying the common faith of the

community with its ministers and ordinances, existing without the aid

of or political connection with the State, but as intimately connected

with a good government, and the only sure basis of sound morals.

These conventions also opened their meetings with prayer, observed the

Christian Sabbath, and excepted that day from the time allowed to the

Governor for returning bills to the legislature.

The recognition of different denominations of Christians does not

detract from the force of the recognition of Christianity as the religion

of the peoi5le ; but it was intended to prevent the unnatural connection

between Church and State. It was believed that Christianity would be

purer and more prosperous by leaving the individual conscience free

and untrammelled ; and " wisdom is justified of her children" in the

experiment ; which could hardly be said if blasphemy. Sabbath-break-

ing, and kindred vices were protected by the Constitution. They pro-

hibited a Church establishment, and left every man free to worship God
according to the dictates of his own conscience, or ftot to worship, as he

pleases. But they did not suppose they had abolished the Sabbath as a

day of rest for all, and of Christian worship for those who were dis-

posed to engage in it, or deprived themselves of the power to protect

religious worshippers from unseemly interruptions. Compulsory wor-

ship is prohibited ; and religious opinion is beyond the reach of law ; but

this liberty of conscience is entirely consistent with the existence in

fact of the Christian religion, entitled to and enjoying the protection of

the law. The public peace and safety are greatly dependent upon the

protection of the religion of the country, and the preventing and pun-

ishing of olBTences against it and acts subversive of it. The claim of the

defence, carried to its necessary sequence, is that the Bible and religion

with all its ordinances, including the Sabbath, are as effectually abolished

as they were in the Revolution of France, ,and so eftectually abolished

that duties may not be enforced as duties to the State, because they

have been heretofore associated with acts <^ religious worship or oon-

nticted with religious duties.

The opinion proceeds to cite the decisions in our own and other

State courts in support of the views expressed, and shows that in the

Constitutional Convention of 1821 the question was intelligently dis-

oussed and settled by our most eminent jurists, so as to make the inter-

pretation of Chancellor Kent, in the ca««' of Tlie People v*. Ruggles,

that the Christian religion was the law of tho land, in the sense that it

was preferred over all other religions, and entitled to the recognition

and protection of the temporal courts as the common law of the State,

the fixed meaning of the Constitution. The Christian Sabbath, as one

of the institutions of that religion, may be protected from desecration

by such lawa as the legislature may deem necessary to secure to the
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eommunity the privilege of undisturbed worship, and to the day itself

that outward respect and observance which may be deemed essential

to the peace and good order of society ; and this not as a duty to God,
but as a duty to society and to the State. Upon this ground the law in

question could be sustained ; for the legislature are the sole judges of the
acts to be prohibited with a view to the public peace, and as obstructing

religious worship or bringing into contempt the religious institutions

of the people.

CIVIL BASIS OF SUNDAY LAWS.

As a civil and political institution, the establishment and regulation

of a Sabbath is within the just power of the civil Government. Older

than our Government, the framers of the Constitution did not abolish,

alter, or weaken its sanction, but recognized it, as they might otherwise

have established it. It is a law of our nature that one day in seven

should be observed as a time of relaxation, and experience proves a day
of weekly rest to be '' of admirable service to a State, considered merely

as a civil institution." (4 Bl. Com. 63.) Physical laws accord with the

Decalogue. All interests require national uniformity in the day ob*

served, and that its observance should be so far compulsory as to protect

those who desire and are entitled to the day.

As a civil institution the sanction of the day is at the option of the
legislature ; but it is fit that the Christian Sabbath should be observed

by a Christian people, and it does ndt detract from the moral or legal

sanction of a statute that it conforms to the law of God, as recognized

by the great majority of the people. Existing here bycommon law, all

that the legislature attempts to do is to regulate its observance. The
common law recognizes the day ; contracts, land-redemption, &c., ma-
turing on Sunday, must be performed on Saturday or Monday. Judicial

acts on the Sabbath are mostly illegal. Work done on Sunday cannot

be recovered for, &c.

The Christian Sabbath is, then, one of the civil institutions of the

State, to which the business and duties of life are by the common law

made to conform and adapt themselves. Nor is it a violation of the

rights of conscience of any that the Sabbath of the people, immemo-
rially ei\joyed, sanctioned by common law, and recognized in the Con-

stitution,* should be respected and protected by the law-making power.

The existence of the Sabbath as a civil institution being conceded, as

it must be, the right of the legislature to control and regulate it and its

observance is a necessary sequence. Precedents are found in the

statutes of every Government really or nominally Christian, from the

period of Athelstan to the present day. Even the " Book of Sports" of

James I., to which our attention has been called, prohibited, as unlaw-

ful, certain games and sports on Sunday, "interludes" included: so that

Lindenmuller's theatre would have been proscribed even by the Royal
" Book of Sports."

Nearly all the States of the Union have passed laws against Sabbath-

breaking, and prohibiting secular pursuits on that day ; and in none
have they been held repugnant to the Constitution, with the exception

of California ; while in most States the legislature has been upheld by
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the courts and sustained by well-reasoned opinions. As the Sabbath

is older than the Government, and has been legislated upon by colonial

and early State authorities, if there were any doubt about the n>eaning

of the Constitution securing iVeedom in religion, the cotemporaDeoaa

and continued acts of the legislature under it would be very good evi-

dence of the intent of its framers, and of the people who adopted it

as their fundamental law. From 1788 downward, various statutes have

been in force to prevent Sabbath-desecration, and prohibiting acts upon
that day which would have been lawful on other days. Early in the

history of the State Government, the objections made to the act of 1860

were taken before the Council of Revision to an act which undertook to

regulate Sabbath-observance. The Council overruled the objections, and
held them not well taken. The act now complained of compels no
religious observance, and offences against it are punishable not as sins

against God, but as injurious to society. It rests upon the same found-

ation as a multitude of other statutes,—such as those against gambling,

lotteries, horse-racing, &c.,—^laws which do restrain the citizen and de-

prive him of some of his rights ; but the legislature have the right to

prohibit acts injurious to the public, subversive of the Government, and
which tend to the destruction of the morals of the people and to dis-

turb the peace and good order of society. It is exclusively for the legis-

lature to determine what acts should be prohibited as dangerous to the

community. Give every one what are claimed as natural rights, and
the list of mala prohibita of every civilized state would disappear, and
civil offences would be confined to those acts which are maia in 9e; and
ft man may go naked through the streets, establish houses of prosti-

tution, and keep a faro-tiible on every street-corner. This would be

repugnant to every idea of a civilized government. It is the right of

the citizen to be protected from offences against decency, and against

acts which tend to corrupt the morals and debase the moral sense of the

community. It is the right of the citizen that the Sabbath, as a civil

institution, should be kept in a way not inconsistent with its purpose

and the necessity out of which it grew as a day of rest, rather than as

ft day of riot and disorder, which would be to overthrow it and render

it a curse rather than a blessing.

But it is urged that it is the right of the citizen to regard the Sabbath

as a day of innocent recreation and amusement. Who, then, is to judge

and decide what amusements and pastimes are innocent, as having no
direct or indirect baneful influence upon the community,—as not in any
way disturbing the peace and quiet of the public,—as not interfering

with the equally sacred rights of conscience of others? May not the

legislature, like James I. cited to us as a precedent, declare what re-

uroations are lawful and what are not lawful, as tending to a breach of

the peace or a corruption of the morals of the people? That is not

innocent which may operate iiyuriously upon the morals of old or

young, which tends to interrupt the quiet worship of the Sabbath, and
which grievously offends the moral sense of the community, and thus

tends to a breach of the peace. It may well be that the legislature

thought that a Sunday theatre, with its drinking-saloons and its usual
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indacexnents to licentiousness and other kindred vices, was not con-

sistent with the peace, good order, and safety of the city. They might
well be of the opinion that such a place would be *' a nursery of Tioe^

a school of preparation to qualify young men for the gallows and youjo^

women for the brothel." But, whatever the reason may have been, it

was a matter within the legislative discretion and power, and their will

must stand as the reason of the law.

We could not, if we would, declare that innocent which they have
acyudged baneful and have so prohibited. The act, in substance,

declares a Sunday theatre to be a nuisance, and deals with it as Buch«

The Constitution provides for this case, by declaring that the liberfy

of conscience secured by it " shall not be so construed as to excuse acts

of licentiousness, or justify practices inconsistent with the peace and
safety of the State." The legislature place Sunday theatres in this

category,- and they are the sole judges. The act is clearly constitu-

tional as dealing with and having respect to the Sabbath as a civil and
political institution, and not affecting to interfere with religious belief

or worship, faith or practice.

It was conceded upon the argument that the legislature could

entirely prohibit theatrical exhibitions. This, I think, yields the whole
argument; for, as the whole includes all its parts, the power of total

suppression includes the power of regulation and partial suppression.

The conviction was right, and the judgment must be affirmed.

As the solemnity of an oath and its administration more
properly belongs to the judges of courts than to any other class

of civil officers, we insert in this pla.ce the form of an oath

prescribed by an act of Congress :

—

Chap. CXXVIII.—-4n Act to prescribe an Oath of Qfike, and /or other

purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Itepreseniathes qf the United Statea

^America in Congress assembled^ That hereafter every person elected or

appointed to any office of honor or profit under the Gk>vernment of the

United States, either in the civil, military, or naval departments of the

public service, excepting the President of the United States, shall,

before entering upon the duties of such office, and before being en-

titled to any of the salary or other emoluments thereof, take and sub>

scribe the following oath or affirmation :

—

** I, A B, do solemnly swear (or

affirm) that I have never voluntarily borne arms against the United
States since I have been a citizen thereof; that I have voluntarily given
no aid, countenance, counsel, or encouragement to persons engaged in

armed hostility thereto; that I have neither sought nor accepted nor
attempted to exercise the functions of any office whatever, under any
authority or pretended authority in hostility to the United States ; thai

I have not yielded a voluntary support to any pretended Government,
authority, power, or constitution within the United States, hostile or

inimical thereto. And I do further swear (or affirm) that^ to the best
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ofmy knowledge and ability, I will support and defend theConstitatioa

of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I

will bear tme faith and allegiance to the same; that I take this obliga-

tion freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of eyasion, and
that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on
which I am about to enter, so help me God ;'' which said oath, so taken

and signed, shall be preserved among the files of the court, House of

Oongress, or department to which the said office may appertain. And
any person who shall falsely take the said oath shall be guilty of per-

jury, and, on conviction, in addition to the penalties now prescribed

for that offende, shall be deprived of his office, and rendered incapable

forever after of holding any office or place under the United States.

Approved, July 2, 1862.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Tm OIVIL WAB or THX UNITED BTATB8— THX RSBCLLION OF TBI SOVTBXBir

STATES—8SGRETABY STAHTON'S STATEMENT—THE CAUSE OF THE REBELLION
—SLAVERY THE CORNER-STONE OF THB SOUTHERN CONFEDERACY—CONGRESS
DXGLARE8 THE OBJECT OF THE WAR— PROVIDENCE OF GOD IN THE WAR

—

CHRISTIAN ELEMENT ON THE SIDE OF THE CONSTITUTION— TWO MORAL
RESULTS OF THB WAR—MORAL USES OF CIVIL WAR STATED BY MILTON

THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC TO REALIZE MILTON'S VIEW OF A REOEMERATED
NATION—DR. BRAINERD*S FAST-DAY SERMON—AN EXTRACT—CHRISTIAN FACTS

DEVELOPED— PRESIDENT LINCOLN'S ADDRESS ON LEAVING HIS HOME FOR

WASHINGTON— HIS JOURNEY— PRAYERS FOR HIS SAFETY—FORT SUMTER

PRAYER AROUND THE FLAG-STAFF— MAJOR ANDERSON— PREVALENCE Of

PRAYER—ADDRESS OF THE PASTORS OF RHODE ISLAND—PRAYER-MEETING IN

THE PRESBYTERIAN GENERAL ASSEMBLY— FORMS OF PRAYER FOR EPISCOPA-

LIAN CHURCHES— STATEMENT OF A RELIGIOUS PAPER ON THE PREVALENCB
OF PRAYER—PRESIDENT APPOINTS A DAY OF FASTING AND PRAYER— RESO-

LUTIONS OF RELIGIOUS DRNOMINATIONS ON THB STATE OF THB COUNTRY IN

1861—RESOLUTIONS IN 1862—RESOLUTIONS IN 1868—RELIGION THB STAT

OF THB GOVERNMENT— PROCLAMATION OF FREEDOM— CHRISTIAN ORGANI-

SATIONS—OFFICIAL RECOMMENDATIONS—THB SABBATH—ADDRESSES TO THB

PRESIDENT ON THB SABBATH—HIS ANSWER AND ORDER—VIEWS OF OFFICERS

IN THE ABMY AND NAVY ON THB SABBATH— PATRIOTIC AND CHRISTIAN

WORK AND INFLUENCE OF THB WOMEN—ARMY CHAPLAINS—TESTIMONIALS TO

THEIR USEFULNESS—MINISTEB8—THEIR LOYALTY AND LABORS DURING THB CON-

FLICT—FAST-DAY IN 1868—PROCLAMATIONS FOR ITS OBSERVANCE—THANKB-

OIVINO DAYS APPOINTED FOR VICTORIES—PROCLAMATION BY THE PRESIDENT

^ORDER OF THB SECRETARY OF WAR—HIS VIEW OF THB CAUSES OF VICTORIBB
—^VICTORY AT OBTTYSBUBG CHRISTIAN ADDRESS OF THB PBBSIDBNT TO THB

OOVNTRY—GENERAL MBADB'S TBANKSOIVINO ORDRR TO THB ARMY—VICTORY

AT TICKSBUBG—GENERAL REJOICING—SUBLIME SCENES IN PHILADELPHIA

—

PRBSIDENT'S proclamation for THANKSGIVING—BISHOP POTTER'S FORM OP

THANKSGIVING—NATIONAL INFLUBNCB OF THE DAY OF THANKSGIVING—BIQNI-

nOANCE AND GRANDEUR OF THB CHRISTIAN FACTS IN THIS VOLUME.

Thb civil war of the United States, rising out of the Southern

rebellion, ia the most important event in modern history, and

will constitute the most instructive chapter in the annals of the

American republic. It produced new policies in political parties,

new and extraordinary action in the civil and military depart-

ments of the Grovernment, developed the unselfish patriotism of

the people, and brought out, in purity and efficiency, the Christian

element of the nation. The thirteen colonies had, by a common
' 665
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patriotism and costly sacrifices in a successful and sublime

struggle for liberty, achieved their independence, and founded

a system of constitutional government unequalled for wisdom

and excellence. Under the beneficent influences of their political

and civil institutions, the nation advanced rapidly in prosperity

and greatness, and soon rose to be a first-class political Power

among the empires of earth.

Agriculture, commerce, manufactures, all industrial pursuits,

in auspicious harmony with education, the arts and sciences,

social culture, and the blessings of liberty and religion, had for

eighty-four years poured out their blessings upon the nation.

The prosperity and happiness of the people were unexampled in

the history of the world.

In the midst of this national culture and prosperity at home,

and of the highest international prestige abroad, the States of

South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana,

Mississippi, Florida, Arkansas, Texas, Tennessee, and Virginia

seceded from the Union and rebelled against the General

Government.

The incipient stages of the rebellion, and its insidious pro-

gress and results, are summed up in the following statement

made by Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War under President

Lincoln's administration :

—

War DcPABTiniirT, Washihotov, Feb. 14, 1862.

The breaking out of a formidable insurrection, bafied on a conflict

of political ideas, being an event without precedent in the United

States, was necessarily attended with great confusion and perplexity of

the public mind.

Disloyalty, before unsuspected, suddenly became bold, and treason

astonished the whole world by bringing at once into the field military

forces superior in numbers to the standing army of the United States.

Every department of the Gi>vemment was paralyzed by treason.

Detection appeared in the Senate, in the House of Representatives, in

the Cabinet, and in the Federal courts. Ministers and consuls returned

from foreign countries to enter the in8ur|rectionary councils or land or

naval force. Commanding and other officers in the army and in the

navy betrayed their councils or deserted their posts for commands in

the insurgent forces. Treason was flagrant in the revenue and the post-

office services, as well as in the Territorial Governments and in the

Indian reserves.

Not only Gt)vemor8, judgee, legislators, and ministerial officers in the

States, but even whole States, rushed one after another, with apparent

unanimity, into rebellion.

The capital was beleaguered, and its connection with all the Stibtet
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cut off. Even in the portions of the country which were most loyal,

political combinations and societies were found furthering the work of

disunion ; while, from motives of disloyalty or cupidity, or from excited

passions or perverted sympathies, individuals were found furnishing

men, money, materials of war, and Applies to the insurgents* military

and naval forces. Armies, ships, fortifications, navy-yards, arsenals,

military posts and garrisons, one after another were betrayed or aban-

doned to the insurgents.

Congress had not anticipated, and so had not provided for, the emer-
gency. The municipal authorities were powerless and inactive. The
judicial machinery seemed as if it had been designed not to sustain the

Government, but to embarrass and betray it.

Foreign intervention was openly invited and industriously instigated

by the abettors of the insurrection; and it became imminent, and hae
only been prevented by the practice of strict and impartial justice,

with the most perfect moderation, in our intercourse with other natioiis.

The public mind was alarmed and apprehensive, though fortunately

not distracted or disheartened. It seemed to be doubtful whether the

Federal Government, which one year ago had been thought a model
worthy of universal acceptance, had indeed the ability to defend and
maintain itself. Some reverses, which perhaps were unavoidable, suf-

fered by newly-levied and insufficient forces, discouraged the loyal,

and gave new hopes to the insurgents. Voluntary enlistment seemed
to cease, and desertions commenced. Parties speculated upon the

question whether conscription had not become necessary to fill up the

armies of the United States.

In this emergency, the President felt it his duty to employ with

energy the extraordinary power which the Constitution confides to him
in cases of insurrection. He called into the field such military and
naval forces authorized by existing laws as seemed necessary. He
directed measures to prevent the use of the post-office for treasonable

correspondence. He subjected those going to and from foreign coun-

tries to a new passport regulation ; and he instituted a blockade, sus-

pended the habeas corpus in various places, and caused persons who
were represented to him as being engaged, or about to engage, in dis-

loyal and treasonable practices, to be arrested by special civil aa well

as military agencies, and detained in military custody, when necessary,

to prevent them and deter others from such practices. Examinations

of such cases were instituted, and some of the persons so arrested have

been discharged from time to time, under circumstances or upon con*

ditions compatible, as was thought, with the public safety. Meantime,

a favorable change of public opinion has occurred. The line between

loyalty and disloyalty is plainly defined. The whole structure of the

Government is firm and stable. Apprehensions of public danger and

facilities for treasonable practices have diminished with the passions

which prompted the heedless persons to adopt them.

The occasion of the rebellion was alleged violations of the

constitutional rights of the Southern States by Congress and the
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Northern States, and the election of Abraham Lincoln, of Illi-

nois, as President of the United States, in 1860; but the cause of

the rebellion was the long-cherished purpose of Southern poli-

ticians and statesmen to establish a Southern Confederacy on
the basis of human bondage. This principle was announced by
Alexander H. Stephens, the Vice-President of the Southern Con-

federacy, in these words :
—" Th^foundations of the new Govern-

ment are laid upon the great truth that slavery—subordination

of an inferior race—is the negro's natural and moral con-

dition; that it is the first Government in the history of the

world based upon this great physical, philosophical, and moral

truth; and that THE stone which was rejected by the
FIRST BUILDERS IS, IN THIS EDIFICE, BECOME THE CHIEF STONE

OF THE CORNER."

On the 11th day of April, 1861, by the authority of the

Southern Confederacy, Fort Sumter, the property of the United

States, was fired upon, and surrendered; and this inaugurated

the civil war. This f8U3t thrilled the heart of the nation, and

developed the patriotism and loyalty of the twenty millions

of people in the Northern States. The sublime and universal

uprising of the people to vindicate the insulted flag of the

nation, to preserve the integrity of the Government and the

unity of the republic, had no parallel in history, and was worthy

of a free and Christian nation.

President Lincoln, who had been inaugurated on the 4th of

March, 1861, convened Congress in extraordinary session on

the Fourth of July, 1861, His message, after revealing the

facts and causes connected with the rebellion, and recommend-

ing such measures as the imperilled condition of the Govern-

ment and country required, closed with these words of Christian

trust and courage :
—" Having chosen our course without guile

and with pure purpose, let us renew our trust in God, and go

forward without fear, and with manly hearts."

Congress, soon after its meeting, declared the object of the

war, on the part of the General Government, in the following

resolution :

—

Thai ike present deplorable civU war has been forced upon the country by th$

disunumUts of the Southern States, now in arms against the constitutional Govern-

ment and in arms around the capital; ihaly in this national emergency, Congress,

banishing all feeling <f mere passion or resentment^ will recollect only its duty to

the whole country; that this wear is not waged on their part in any spirit of op-

pression, or for any purpose of conquest or subjugation or purpose qf overthrowing
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or interfering icith the rights or estahlished institutions of those States^ hut to

dtfend and maintain the supremacy of the ConstUutionf and to preserve the Unions

with all the dignity, equality^ and rights of the several States unimpaired; and

thai as soon as these objects are accomplished the war ought to cease.

This great conflict, in its progress, impressed the public

mind with the providence and presence of God, and developed

largely and hopefully the Christian element of the nation. All

devout and thoughtful minds felt that God, while he chastened

and humbled the nation on account of its sins, would again

interpose for the preservation and perpetuity of the nation.

" I do not forget," says Choate, " that a power above man's

power, a wisdom above man's wisdom, a reason above man's

reason, may be traced, without the presumptuousness of fana-

ticism, in the fortunes of America. I do not forget that God
has been in our history. Beyond that dazzling progress of art,

society, thought, which is of his ordaining, although it may
seem to a false philosophy a fatal and inevitable flaw,—beyond

this, there has bcctif and there rnay he again, interposition, pro-

videntialf exceptional, and direct, of that Supreme Agency with-

out which no sparrow faUcthJ*

This great conflict assumed, on the part of the North, the

moral grandeur of a religious war; "not in the old fanatical

sense of that phrase; not a war of violent excitement and pas-

sionate enthusiasm; not a war in which the crimes of cruel

bigots are laid to the charge of a Divine impulse; but a war by

itself, waged with dignified and solemn strength, with clean

hands and pure hearts,—a war calm and inevitable in its pro-

cesses as the judgments of God."

The Christian element had greatly aided in achieving the

liberties of the republic and in forming our constitutions of

government; and now, as these were threatened with sub-

version and destruction, the Christian element again came

forth with fresh and earnest life and energy to shield and save

the institutions of the nation. The rebellion aimed not only to

exterminate the life of a great Christian nation, but it was an

attack on the Christian religion and the institutions of a Chris-

tian civilization which had grown out of it and were cherished

and sustained by it. It w<is in harmony, therefore, with the

traditional history and genius of the Christian religion that ii

should array its whole force against the rebellion, and rally, in

its spirit and principles, to defend and support the General
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Government. The Christian element developed itself in two

prominent ways.

The first was the infusion into the loyal heart of the nation

of a profound and universal conviction of right, thus giving to

the conflict the devdtion and heroism of a Christian war. This

fact gave to the martial enthusiasm of the people a high moral

tone, inspired the armies and the navy with an indomitable and

a Divine courage, impressed the acts of the national and State

Governments with a religious dignity and authority, and

elevated and strengthened the Christian piety and patriotism

of the people. The pulpits, churches, and ecclesiastical denomi-

nations of the nation sent forth their voices to encourage and

support the Government, and were the source of its hope and

the right arm of its strength.

The second result of the Christian element was, and will be,

to reinvigorate and recover the republic, its institutions and

functions of civil government, and its political and social cha^

racter, from the decay and degeneracy of national virtue, and

to replenish the life of the nation with increased moral vigor

and purity. This is the genius and the uniform fruits of the

Christian religion. It is not only the life of a nation, but it is

the only means to restore national life when impaired and

enfeebled from national vices and degeneracy.

Civil war has its moral uses and results. " For civil war,*'

says Milton, *' that it is an evil I dispute not. But that it is

the greatest of evils, that I stoutly deny. It doth indeed

appear to the misjudging to be a worse calamity than bad

government, because its miseries are collected together within a

short space and time and may easily at one view be taken in

and perceived. . . . When the devil of tyranny hath gone into

the body politic, he departs not but with struggles, and foaming,

and great convulsions. Shall he, therefore, vex it forever, lest

in going out he for a moment tear and rend it ?"

The civil war, though attended with many direful calamities,

yet in its moral uses and results, through the prevalence and

power of the Christian religion, will realize, in the future of a

renovated and an ennobled nation, those other weighty words

of Milton, that the American nation " has not degenerated, nor

is drooping to a fatal decay, but destined, by casting off the old

an*d wrinkled skin of corruption, to outlive these pangs and

wax young again, and, entering the glorious waya of truth and
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prosp^ous virtue, become great and honorable in these latter

ages, Methinks I see in my mind a great and puissant nation

rousing herself like a strong man after sleep, and shaking her

invincible locks. Methinks I see her as an eagle mewing her

mighty youth, and kindling her undazzled eyes at the full mid-

day beam, purging and unsealing her hng-ohused sight at the

fountain iiself of heavenly radiance, while the whole noise of

timorous and flocking birds, with those also that love the

twilight, flutter about, amazed at what she means, and in

their envious gabble would prognosticate a year of sects and

schisms."

Rev. Dr. Brainerd,

Pastor of the Pine Street Presbyterian Church, the historic re-

membrances of which are so honorable to the Christian patriot-

ism of its Revolutionary pastor (Rev. Mr. Duffield) and people,

preached a sermon on the day of fasting and prayer appointed

by the President of the United States, April 30, 18G3, on
" Patriotism aiding Piety." That sermon has the following

just statements on the moral and ennobling results of the great

civil war of the country :

—

We are also to confess the sins of our people, as did Daniel. This

admission of our national sinfulness as the just cause of our n&tional

judgments does not compel us to believe that we are more guilty than

other nations, nor that we have backslidden from the virtues of our

fathers. Each age has its own virtues and crimes ; and every age has

crimes to deserve God's judgments. "Say not that the former timfeb

were better than these; for thou dost not judge wisely concerning thu
thing."

My impression is, that in Sabbath-keepihg, and attention to the means
of grace, in efforts to diffuse universal education and the circulation of

religious truth, by Bibles, tracts, churches, preaching and Sabbath-

school teaching, in efforts to establish institutions for the aged, th0

imbecile, and the unfortunate, in endeavors to help the sailor, th«

prisoner, the widow and the orphan, our own age and land have
developed a piety and charity not common in the world.

Indeed, I cannot avoid suspecting that this war is on our hands not

because this age and people are worse than other times and men, but
because we have risen to a higher principle, a holier aim, and more
adhesive regard to justice and humanity.

« * « * » « «

Our war is the proper protest of justice and humanity against in-

justice, cruelty, and perfidy. It is the struggle of right and philan-

thropy against outrage, oppression, and bloody treason.
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We have received from ages gone by the fruits of man's long stmg^es
for civil and religious liberty and the right of self-government; we
have received a broad, beautiful, and healthful country, to every foot of

whose soil we have an equal claim as citizens ; we have received a civil

constitution, which embraces the concentrated wisdom of the sages of

the Revolution ; and we have taken up arms to declare that no traitor

hand shall cut the telegraphic wire on which these blessings are passing

down to other generations. The cry of humanity from ages to come
has called us to this bloody strife. It is simply a defence of our own
institutions.

In such a contest we are not to interpret any defeats into an impeach-

ment of our national virtue or our cause, but rather regard them as a

moral discipline through which God purifies us from remaining oo^

ruptions, to make us *' perfect" for our high national mission ** through

sufferings.*'

The war has certainly unveiled an appalling amount of individual

selfishness, covetousness, fraud, cowardice, and perfidy. But it has also

shown in our people a pure, unselfish patriotism, developed in the pecu-

niary sacrifices of the rich and poor, in the devotion of their lives by

hundreds of thousands of our young men, in the rich, unfailing

charities, esi)ecially of our ladies, for the suffering soldiers, in the

patient suffering of our martyrs in the hospital or on the battle-field.

War has ennobled as well as tried us ; and I must thank God to-day for

the grace he has given you, as well as exhort you to be penitent for

your sins.

While I say this, I still believe that our sufferings are made necessary

by our sins, and that the nearer wo approach to holiness the fewer will

be our disasters and the more certain our triumphs.

The present chapter will record the manifold and beneficent

developments of the Christian element during the progress of

the civil war, and show how the Christian religion is in earnest

and practical sympathy with liberty, the rights of man, and our

noble system of civil government, and how our Christian

republic, struggling for its life and institutions, is aided by the

Christian element, and the national virtues cultivated and the

people ennobled in their efibrts to preserve the civil institutions

of the country.

The President Elect,

Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, anticipating the formidable scenes

which were to open with his inauguration, felt sincerely and

deeply the need of God's upholding and guiding hand in the

grave responsibilities he was about to assume. When leaving

his home in Springfield, Illinois, for Washington, he said,

—

Mt Friends :—One who has never been placed in a like position can-

not understand my feelings at this hour, nor the oppressive sadneM I
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fcel at this parting. For more than twenty-five years I have lived among
you, and during all that time I have received nothing but kindness
at your hands. Here the most cherished ties of earth were assumed.
Here my children were bom, and here one of them lies buried.

To you, my friends, I owe all that I have, all that I am. All the
strange, checkered past seems to crowd now upon my mind. To-day I

leave you. I go to assume a task more difficult than that which devolved
upon General Washington. Unless the great God who assisted him
Khali be with and aid me, I cannot prevail ; but, if the same Omniscient
mind and the same Almighty arm that directed and protected him
shall guide and support me, I shall not fail; I shall succeed. Let
us pray that the God of our fathers may not forsake us now. To him I

commend you all. Permit me to ask that with equal sincerity and*

faith you will all invoke his wisdom and guidance for me.
With these few words I must leave you, for how long I know not.

Friends, one and all, I must now wish you an affectionate farewell.

On his way to "Washington he was encircled in an atmosphere

of prayer; and, whilst the people everywhere met to welcome

liim, multitudes of Christians were in earnest prayer to God for

his safe journey and successful inauguration. In some cities

banners were thrown across the streets with the significant

motto, " We will pray for you."

On the day of his inauguration, the Christian public,

impressed with the imperilled condition of the nation and for

the personal safety of the President, then to assume his solemn

responsibilities, met, in many places in the North, for special

prayer, and continued their intercessions till after the scenes

of the inauguration had closed. The only parallel to this waa

that of Washington. On the day of his inauguration, seventy-

three years previous, all denominations of Christians in New
York met, and held a season of special prayer for the new
President and the Government then to be put into practical

operation. Both cases were full of Christian interest and hope-

ful for the nation. After Mr. Lincoln's inauguration, and when
the rebellion had cropped out into frightful proportions, he said

that nothing encouraged him so much as to know that Chris-

tians were praying for him.

The first war-scene in the great conflict was at Fort Sumter;

and it was enveloped in an atmosphere of prayer. 'The flag of

the Union, the symbol of the nationality of the republic, was

to be unfurled over the fort. The flag-stafi" was planted, and

the banner about to be run up. As Major Anderson, the com-

mander of the fort, and his little band of loyal soldiers, gathered
43
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round the flag-stafiF, they all knelt with reverence, and the

chaplain led in a fervent prayer to Almighty God to protect

the flag and preserve the nation. After the prayer, the banner

went up and floated over the fort; but in two days it was

stricken down.

Major Anderson, in describing his course while in command
of Fort Sumter, says,

—

Gtod has really seemed to bless us in every important step we have

taken since I have been in command. My constant appeal has been

for wisdom and understanding of his Divine will, and for strength of

purpose and resolution to perform my whole duty. We have been aided,

too, by the prayers of our Christian friends. I humbly believe he has

graciously listened to our prayers. I hope all Christians of our beloved

country will continue in prayer, entreating God to have mercy on our

people, to save us Irom our sins, and to unite us again as a people, not

only in our civil Government, but one people in our love and adoration

of his holy name.
Iput my trust in God; and Ifirmly believe that Grodput it into my heart to do

what I did. I believe, truly, that every act that was performed in that harborfrom

the 2\8t of November, when I took command, was ruled by thai God whom w/f

all should adore, and whom we must adore if we wish to do well both in

this world and the next. I believe that every act done there was neces-

sary in order to bring up the public heart to that sentiment of patriot-

ism which now pervades throughout the North.

The spirit and power of prayer became prevalent throughout

the North as the great conflict progressed. The Christian

public and all serious-minded men felt that the moral influence

of prayer must guide and guard the national armaments and

hover over and inspire our armies. Hence, in every closet,

round every family altar, in every praying circle, in the Sabbath

convocation, there was an outpouring of fervent prayer that

^God would vindicate the cause of the Government and suppress

speedily the rebellion.

The various ministers of Providence, Ehode Island, met and

issued, in June, 1861, the following circular:

—

To the Pastors, Churches, and Coyxgregatvons of the State,

Christian Brethren and Fellow-Citizens:—
We, who are of different denominations, and are resident together in

this city, take a liberty, which you will not count assumption, to pro-

pose to you an observance of special prayer, now, for our country. We
deem the exercises of such a service entirely appropriate to the Sabbath,

and the Sabbath the day of the seven for the fullest attendance upon
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it> and for its highest influence for good. And, hoping that if it be a
little deferred it may be the more extensively and effectually observed,

we name for it the third Sabbath, occurring on the 19th day, of this

month, May, 1861.

We make this proposal, because you and we all believe in a special

Providence, and that its most special interpositions are granted to united,

effectual, fervent prayer, and because, also, our precious country now
urgently needs great Divine doings for us. Already have we, more or

less, betaken ourselves to the mercy>seat for these great Divine move>
ments on our behalf. And, when we had scarcely 8tanimere<l the timid

preface to our petition, a wonder answered that will long amaze the

thoughtful to adoration. Up to that moment, doubtful in ourselves

and distrustful of one another, in an instant our millions leaped to

their feet, a giant unit of patriotism ; life and property largely offered

one readiest gift for our glorious land and its best, noblest Government
on earth.. This is the Lord's doing ; it is marvellous in our eyes. For
it let our glad thanksgivings mingle and vie with all the prayer we
have yet to offer on this behalf. Indeed, let us daily hold our gratitude

faithful before God for each new brightening omen.
Yet we have vast needs remaining, which he only can meet. Our

first infinite need is, ever devoutly to feel that he is our all in all of

help, and with all our heart to be delightedly jealous for his sole honor,

as being all this to us. And to so great grace we can attain only
as his Spirit shall steadily move us to it. We need to know that the

battle is not to the strong, except as he shall fill the measure of their

needed strength every moment of their conflict unto victory. Our bravo

patriotism, also, he only can hold steadfast, ever growing stronger. But
all our great needs he will meet, if we but duly ask, and, duly asking,

also duly act. " Ask," he says, "and ye shall receive," " If ye agree,

it shall be done unto you."

And let us begin our requests where it so becomes sinners to begin,

penitently confessing to God our own and our nation's sins, and jm-
ploring him most graciously to forgive them all, and by his Spirit most
effectually to turn ourselves and our whole people from them all ; we,

while we so pray, turning ourselves "with full purpose of heart," in

the Spirit's jKiwer, from all our Heaven-offending ways. And let us

appeal to our infinite Helper that he will give complete and speedy
success to the whole right in this struggle for it, and will do it in so

clear lighting down of his own mighty arm that the praise shall rise

from all hearts, as to him alone ; and let us ask that he will so dp it as

chiefly to magnify peace while, if it must be, he also duly magnifies

righteous war. Let us beseech him that he will ever guide and guard
all our rulers, leaders, soldiers, and people ; that he will gi'eatly bless

our own citizen soldiery and their homes ; that he will signally, in

highest mercy, revolutionize the whole mind of the South to repent-

ance, to thorough Christian government and liberty, will also fix all

minds in the North, from this time, complete and immovable in the

principles of such government and liberty, and that he will wonderfully

annihilate the power of Satan from this national scene of wicked,

treacherous, bloody usurpation and oppression, and will issue it all in
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the most glorious salvation of souls by his Spirit : that aU these thin^
and far more, he will do, for the sake of his dear Son.

For so great a rescue and blessing of our country, should not our
whole State, on the day set apart, be one importunate concert of the
prayerful, in the closet, the family, the prayei^meeting, and the housa

of prayer?

Yours, for Christ and our country's cause.

In the month of May^ 1861, the Creneral Assembly ot iha

Presbyterian Church (New School) met at Syracuse, New York.

During their session special seasons of prayer were set apart,

in which the piety and patriotism of the Assembly were delight-

fully developed. The following is an account of the second

prayer-meeting of the Assembly :

—

The second prayer-meeting, held last evening by the General Assem*
bly in Rev. Dr. Canfield's church, was remarkable for the number of

|>er8ons present, the exciting character of the exercises, and the dia*

tinguii^hed men who participated. Rev. Dr. Jenkins, of Philadelphia,

jiresided, and various prayers were offered and numerous addresses

made. The character of all the exercises was that of earnest Christian

)>atriotism, and the warmest love for Christ and our country. Kev. Dr.

Nelson, from St. Louis, said that the recent conflict in that city between

the citizens and Foldiers was almost within sight of his church. He had
faith in the steadfastness of the State, and did not believe she would
be faithless to her duty or the Constitution. It was his conviction that

(rod designed it as a chtiFtisement and as a means of grace to the

country. He thought the camp was now one of the most interesting

fields of Christian labor, and there, he thought, might be put forth the

most successful religious efforts. Thousands were first giving them*

selves to their country, and then to their God. He saw no reason to

doubt that there woulayet be an extensive camp-revival.

Rev. Mr. Emerson, from the ** Fea-Patch" in Delaware, said that he
had recently visited the fort in his neighborhood. He found Urge
numbers of pious young men among the soldiers, some of whom were

very active as Christians. Sonoe who never before had manifested any

interest in religion were earnest readers of the Bible. Two or three

young men had proposed a prayer-meeting and the study of the Scrip-

tures. Some of their comrades olgected, but offered to compromise by
having the Bible read and omitting the prayers. This was done ; but it

resulted in the establishment of both exercises, and some conversions.

They said they had given themselves to their country, ami, as they

might soon be called to die for her, they h nl re^-olved to die Cliristians.

They were having the most common soldiero' tare, and sleeping upon
straw, and yet they were happy and contented. He added that Dela-

ware was loyal to the country and the Constitution, and always had
been, and always would be ; and, though small, she was the *'Diamond"
Htate. Delaware was the first to adopt the Coiistitution^ and would be
the last to desert it.
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Rev. Dr. Darling, of Philadelphia, said he was delighted to hear from
his brother Emersoii such gratifying details from Fort Delaware. He
had two of the most valued young men in his church in that fortress.

Just before he left.home, he saw them, and they united together in

prayer. Not many days since, in Philadelphia, he stood by the bedside

of the venerable Dr. Nott, who then was supposed to be on his dying

bed. It was at that period when Washington City was in periL Drums
were heard, and the tramp and cheers of soldiers. The venerable man,
stirred ia his heart by the passing events, roused himself iip, and said,

** I don't know how you young men stand thi«, but it almost takes the

heart out of me. I saw the Constitution adopted, but I don't want to

live to see it destroyed.'' Dr. Darling said, I see no cause for despond-
ency. The hour of trial has come. The peril is upon us. Yet I am
more proud than ever of my country. Can we expect vigor without

hardships, or manhood without perils? England has passed through

fiery trials, been baptized in blood, and this has made her what she is,

—

established her as the mistress of the world.

Rev. Asa Eaton said there was in the house, near him, a venerable

man, who was nearly a century old, who had been a minister of the

gospel over sixty years I He alhided to the Rev. Mr. Waldo. The
venerable man, still hale and healthy, was led forward, and mounted
tlie platform with ease and almost elasticity, although now pinety-nine

years old I In a clear and almost powerful voice, with the vast audience

almost hushed to stillness, he spoke a few words and then uttered a
brief but most solemn, expi^essive prayer. He said he remembered well

the battles of Lexington and Bunker Hill, being then thirteen years of

age. He felt how important was the war, and he was only afraid then

it would be over before he would be old enough to join in it. He never

expected to live to see the Constitution destroyed. Nothing had ever

grieved him 86 much as the present state of things. He knew there

were lovely men at the South, good Christian men, but wicked people

were now trying to ruin the country and destroy the Union. But he
was glad there was unanimity North. This harmony was delightful. He
was glad the Constitution was to be sustained ; but one of the best ways
to maintain it was through the prayers of the children of God.

Rev. Dr. Cox introduced Rev. Pastor Fische. He expressed great

delight in having had his stay prolonged in this country so that he
could visit this General Assembly and be present at the prayer-meeting.

He arrived here in September, and had witnessed the canvass and saw
all the war-movements. The Protestants of Europe are looking to your
struggles with intense interest. Political and religious liberty is invoked
in your efforts. If you succeed, it will be a day of rejoicing with us.

You are remembered in our prayer-meetings. War is a great evil, but
out of it in France has come much good. The army is the best part of

the people, but yet they are aU forced soldiers. They often cut off their

fingers to escape enlistmeat. Among them the Bible is studied, and
this book is freely circulated. We will pray for you, and you must pray

for us. Your country is a blessed country. You are the hot current

which carries religious liberty and civilization everywhere.

Rev. Mr. Ga&field, the pastor of the church, said some surprise had
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been expressed that there was no flag floating from its steeple. It was
hardly necessary. It was here (patting his hand upon his heart) with

him and his people. The meeting had been in session over two
hours, and no one seemed willing to have it terminate. But all things

must have an end, and the presiding officer, Rev. Dr. Jenkins, said it had
been proposed that another meeting would be held the succeeding

(Saturday) evening. " I am not certain/' said he, " that these are not

the best days this country ever saw.'' After the benediction was pro-

nounced, the choir, accompanied by the organ and the entire audience,

sang superbly the " Star-Spangled Banner.'' The entire exercises of

the evening were of the most exciting, but chastened, patriotic, Chiistian

character.

The Right Reverend Bishop Potter, of the Episcopal Church,

issued the following form of prayer, to be used in the churches

in his diocese :

—

O Almighty God, who art a strong tower of defence to those who put
their trust in thee, whose power no creature is able to resist, we make
our humble cry to thee in this hour of our country's need. Thy pro-

perty is always to have mercy. Deal not with us according to our sins,

neither reward us according to our iniquities; but stretch forth the
right hand of thy majesty, and be our defence for thy name's sake.

Have pity upon our brethren who are in arms against the constituted

authorities of the land, and show .them the error of their way. Shed
upon the counsels of our rulers the spirit of wisdom and moderation

and firmness, and unite the hearts of our people as the heart of one
man in upholding the supremacy of law and the cause of justice and
peace. Abate the violence of passion ; banish pride and pr^udice from
every heart, and incline us all to trust in thy righteous providence and
to be ready for every duty. And oh that in thy great mercy thou

wouldst hasten the return of unity and concord to our borders, and so

order all things that peace and happiness, truth and justice, religion

and p'^ety, may be established among us for all generations. These

things, and whatever else thou shalt see to be necessary and convenient

for us, we humbly beg, through the merits and mediation of Jesus

Christ our Lord and Saviour. Amen.

The Bishop of Minnesota issued the following pastoral letter

and form of prayer:—

Faribault, April 17, 18W.

To the Clergy and Congregaiions qf the Diocese of Minnesota,

Dear Brethren:—^Our beloved country is imperilled by civil war.

Every thing which the Christian and patriot holds dear is in jeopardy.

Our country's flag is dishonored. Our Government is defied. Our laws

are broken. Bitterest hatred is kindled between sections of a common
country. Brother is arrayed against brother. £very thing Beemft to
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foreshadow the most awful strife which has ever darkened our land.

The duty of the Christian is plain. He must be loyal to the Govern-
ment. Our only hope in this day of peril, under the protection of

Almighty God, is to stand firm as loyal and law-abiding citizens. Every
tie of party, friendship, and kindred sinks into insignificance before

the impending danger. The lessons of our holy religion teach loyalty,

—first"", loyalty to God, and second, loyalty to those whom the providence

of Qod has made the guardians of our country.

The duty is no less plain, as followers of Jesus Christ, to seek and
pray for peace. Let us, therefore, be careful that no word or deed of

ours fans the flame of discord. Let us ever have the olive-branch in

our hands, and the love of God in our hearts! Let the memory of

happier days tell us of the time when our fathers stood shoulder to

shoulder in fighting the battles of freedom.

Disobedience to God, irreverence for his holy name and word, dis-

loyalty to Government, and disregard of law, are the causes which have
brought the nation to the verge of ruin, and of which no portion of the

land is guiltless.

I earnestly beseech you, therefore, in this day of a' common sorrow,

to turn with all your hearts unto God. Let our churches be vocal with
prayer ; let our closets witness our devotions ; let us not look to any
arm of flesh, but to God, who alone can deliver us from our peril.

I hereby set forth the following prayer, to be used after the General
Thanksgiving at daily morning and evening prayer.

Fraying Grod to bless you all, I am your friend and bishop,

Henrt B. Whipplb, BUhtp of Mtrmewia,

Prater.

Almighty and everlasting God, our only refuge in the hour of peril,

look with pity upon the desolations of our beloved country. Our sins

have called for thy righteous judgments. We confess our guilt and
bewail our transgressions. I^ord, in thy judgment remember mercy.

Take away from us all hatred and strife. Spare us, for thy Church's

«ake, for the sake of thy dear Son, from the calamities of civil war
which have fallen upon us. Give thy Holy Spirit to our rulers, that

they may, under thy protection, save this great nation from anarchy

and ruin. Preserve them from all blindness, pride, prejudice, and
enmity. Give unto the people unity, a love of justice, and an under-

standing heart. Restrain the wrath of man, and save the effusion of

blood. Bring again the blessings of peace, and grant unto us a heart

to serve thee and walk before thee in holiness all the days of our life.

These things, which we are not worthy to ask, we humbly beg, for the

Bake of thy dear Son our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. Amen.

The following prayer was recommended to be used by the

tongregations of the United Brethren:—
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2h the CongregaJ&oni of the United Brethren in the Northern District qf the

United States,

We recommend that during the continuance of the present civil war
the subjoined petitions be substituted for the petitions in our Church
Litany designated as " to be prayed in time of war."

Your Brethren or the Proyincial Elders' Conference.

Bbthlbhkv, September 1, 1861.

thou Almighty Lord God of Hosts, who rulest and commandeat all

things,

We call upon thee in this time of our trouble

;

Take our cause into thine own hands

:

Lord, come and help us I

Saye and defend our country

;

Beyiye in all hearts a spirit of devotion to the public good

;

Fill the President of the United States with the spirit of wisdom and
understanding

;

Let thy Divine protection and guidance be over all who serve in

council or in the field ; and so rule their hearts and strengthen their

hands that they may preserve to us the goodly heritage which thou
gavest to our fathers;

Forgive our adversaries, and turn again their hearts toward us

;

Cause us to humble ourselves under thy mighty hand, and to confess

and bewail the grievous sins which have drawn these thy judgments
upon us

;

Turn us, God of our salvation, and cause thine anger toward us to

oease;

Oh, bring this unhappy war to a speedy end, and let a just and lasting

peace be soon again established, to the glory of thy name.
Hear t«, gracious Lord and Ood. ]

Thou Helper of aU who flee to thee for succor,

We commend to thy almighty care and protection all those who
have gone forth in our defence

;

Guard them, we beseech thee, from the dangers that beset their way

;

{W>m sickness, from the violence of enemies, and from every peril to

which they may be exposed

;

Give them comfort in every time of their need, and a sure confidence

in thee ; and of thy great goodness restore them to us, in due time, in

health and safety.

Hear us, gracious Lord and Ood,

Bishop Purcell, of the Catholic Church, in the Diocese of Cin-

cinnati, issued the following pastoral circular :

—

2b the Right Reverend Prelates, the Very Reverend and Reverend Clergy^ arid

beloved Laity of the I^ovince qf CUncinnaH,

Beloved Brethren and Fellow-Servants or Christ:—*
The Ecclesiastical Council of the province convenes in this city to
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morrow. It convenes under such circumstances as were never before

witnessed in this glorious republic since the proud day when it won its

high rank among the nations of the earth. The hearts of citizens and
friends are Alienated. The hands of brothers are raised to shed each

others' life-blood. The iron bands of our highways, which we once

fondly hoped would link us in indissoluble union, and the noble rivers

which bear the rich products of our lands and the creations of our

sciences and arts to our respective marts and homes, have failed to keep
us, what God and our fathers intended we should be, one people.

In the midst of the most formidable preparations of our fellow-citi-

zens for mutual destruction, the Church, in her peaceful meeting, gives

us a glimpse of the peace of the heavenly Jerusalem. She renews the

blessings of the "Truce of God." We pray God that hostilities may
cease, that wiser and better counsels may prevail, and that the great

heart of this magnificent land which our Council represents—the States

of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan—may send its throbbing pulses

of fraternal love t!b the most distant extremities of our common
country. We ought to be one people. We are all the children of the

same God, whom we should worship in peace ; we pray for all and love

all in spirit and in truth. May the Spirit of Peace, the Comforter, sent

us by Jesus Christ, descend as the dove, to breathe holy desires and
righteous counsels into every heart, and dispose the minds of Catholics

and Protestants to see in each other not enemies, but brethren, and
that all may work with willing hands and hearts for the tranquillity and
glory of our common country.

J. B. PuRCELL, Archbishop of Cincinnati,

"There has probably been more prayer," said a religious paper,

"offered for this country, within the last twelve months, than in

all the years before since the war of the Revolution. And it is

now being answered. In fact, our successes began at the point

of our lowest humiliation, and have continued to advance ever

since. In our darkest hour we had to fall back upon the moral

convictions which lie at the foundation of our system,—the

Divine right of liberty and popular government, and the neces-

sity of Providential protection for the triumph of the right.

When we hardly believed that we any longer had a Govern-

ment, when the nation was reeling with the public confusion

and the fear that our whole system was collapsing, the con-

viction arose strong in the religious mind that God would not,

could not, give it over to destruction ; for, notwithstanding its

great corruptions, it was full of churches and other institutions

of faith and beneficence ; it had millions of praying people ; it

had momentous connections with the foreign interests of reli-

gion and civilization. It appeared impossible that God could

cast it away while thus intimately related to his general king-
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dom in the world. And, then, its history waa apparently but
begun ; not only had its career been comparatively brief in

time, but, great as had been its advances in industry^ invention,

commerce, education, it had evidently only begun to develop

its vigor and resources.

" It became the general sense that we were passing through
an ordeal of purification rather than destruction. A profound

moral feeling began to pervade the sorrow-stricken mind of the

country. Q-ood men betook themselves to importunate prayer.

Public fasts were observed ; religious assemblies were held in

behalf of the country. Almost every pulpit discussed public

affairs from a religious stand-point ; our social religious occa-

sions soon became characterized by a profound sympathy with,

and supplications for, the public interest; our family prayers

were burdened with the same theme; and millions of devout

men and women mourned in their closets of devotion over the

national sins and perils.

"Never since the American Revolution have the masses of

the American people entertained so general and impressive a
conviction of God's overruling providence in human affairs as

at the present time.

"Never before have so many earnest hearts been lifted in

prayer, night and day, to the God of battles as now,—^mothers

praying for their sons, sisters for their brothers, wives for their

husbands. Never in the thousands of Christian pulpits of the

free States has the gospel been more earnestly, broadly, and
fervently preached than during the present moral crisis of the

age. It is the testimony of many ministers that the exercise

of public prayer in the sanctuary—sprayer for the outpouring

of God's Spirit upon the people, for victories to our armies, for

the binding up of wounded hearts at home, for the sick languish-

ing in hospitals, for the Divine guidance of the President and

all others in authority—never has been more impressive, hearty,

and touching than in these very Sabbath days whose quietude

has been disturbed by the echoes of waj:.

"Can any one doubt that the prevailing moral tone of the

public mind is constantly improving? Every day witnesses

the cheering growth of a general sentiment favoring liberty

and justice, prompting to individual self-sacrifice, inspiring

a courageous spirit among the masses, kindling a general zeal
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of patriotism, and maintaining a cheerful faith that Qod will

give final victory to the right.

"The. religious spirit of the nation, instead of decaying, is

daily making men's hearts more reverent, more humble, more
courageous, and more worthy of our first national heritage of

liberty, which God is now a second time purifjring by fire
!"

The President of the United States, by a joint resolution of

request from Congress, issued, on the 12th day of August,

18G1, a proclamation appointing the last Thursday of Sep-

tember ensuing " as a day of humiliation, prayer, and fasting,

... to the end that the united prayers of the nation may
ascend to the throne of grace and bring down plentiful bless-

ings upon our own country." The proclamation will be found

in a former chapter of this volume. The day was devoutly

observed throughout the loyal States and in the capital of the

nation, and exerted a healthful religious influence upon the

people.

The Action of the Various Christian Denominations on
THE state of the CoUNTRY.

The Methodist Episcopal New York Conference, March, I86I.

Whereas an attack has been made on the flag of our country, in vio-

lation of the public peace, and threatening the existence of our Govern-

ment,—and whereas we love peace and are the ministers of the Prince

of peace, yet hold it to be the duty of all men to love their country and
to cherish freedom, and especially in times of peril to offer our civil

rulers our aid and sympathy: therefore,

Rrsolved, That we do here and now declare our earnest and entire

symi>athy with the cause of our country in this conflict, and our purpose

to use all means legitimate to our calling to sustain the Government of

the United States in defence and support of the Constitution and the

nation's welfare.

Resolved, That, in duty bound, we will not cease to pray in public and
in private for the Divine blessing upon our country, for the Buppreesion

of rebellion, and the speedy restoration of peace, especiaUy beseeching

Almighty God that, if in his justice he chastise us, his merdes may so

temper his wrath that we may not be wholly destroyed.

Erie Annual Conference or the Methodist Episcopal Church or

Pennsylvania, April, 1861.

Resolved^ That, in its prompt and vigorous efforts to preserve the

Union, and suppress rebellion and treason, the Government at Wash-
ington shall have our earnest sympathy and prayers, our hearty approval

And co-operation.
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Refiolvfd, That we are opposed to all compromises with armed traitors,

Indieving that unconditional submission to the Constitution and laws of

our country is a duty which our Government has both the right and

power to enforce.

lUsolved, That we confidently trust the time has come when slavery

shall no longer be the controlling power either in our domestic or

foreign relations, but that its influence in the affairs of the nation shall

grow less and less, until it shall please God to remove the great evil

altogether.

Resolved^ That, without intending any improper interference with tie

affairs of the army, we respectfully and earnestly recommend to ail

oflicers in command to respect the obligations of the holy Sabbath, and

to carefully guard the morab of our soldiers against those evils which

are but too common to a state of war. Our confidence in the justice of

our cause inspires the belief that complete success will be all the more

certain and speedy by the careful observance of Christian morals.

Bhods Island Evangelical Association, June, I86I.

The Rhode Island Evangelical Consociation assepibles in a day of

grave events. Several States of this Union, bound to the national life,

as all others, by all that is sacred in league and public compact, have

joined in a revolt fomented and enacted by robbery, treason, and tIo-

lence unparalleled in the history of nations.

We therefore declare our unqualified condemnation of this rebellion.

begun in shameless treason, carried on in foulest corruption and remoR=e-

less violence. We judge it a scheme abhorred of God, and deserving

the abhorrence of all good men to the end of time.

As Christian men and ministers of the gospel, we deplore with in-

expressible grief the collusion, in this iniquitous and devastating usurp-

ation, of Christian ministers and professed disciples of Him at who^

blessed kingdom these crimes are destructive strokes ; and while w<

deplore their participation in these " deeds of darkness," we sincerelj

pray, " Father, forgive : they know not what they do."

We also deeply sympathize with the numbers enforced by dominan

terrorism into silence, flight, or position in which love of life and lov

of country distress their choice ; and we remember them as bound will

them.
We al-H) would assure the Government of the United States of on

onceasing prayers to Heaven on their behalf; and we entreat all wh

direct affairs to continue to temper the retributions of justice wit

humane execution ; to make fidl provision for the moral and religioi

wants of the army by chaplains, and by such regulations and diis^en

nation of religious reading as shall shield our beloved friends eugag<

in the national service from the fatal contaminations of an otherwi

debased camp.

We also recognize with thanks to God the numbers of pious in«

both officers and privates, drawn from our churches and congrogatio*

and we assure them of our constant and affectionate remembrance.

This Consociation would also record their special approval of t
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decisive, generous, and timely patriotism of his Excellency the Governor
of this State, of the officers of the Government, and of the Assembly

co-operating with him and them.

We therefore pledge to one another, and to all engaged in the support

of our Government, our earnest supplications that the Divine blessing

and continued sympathy may attend them in a complete success.

Hudson Rivbr Baptist Association of New York, June, 1861.

The committee appointed to consider the duties that pertain to our

relations as Christian citizens and churches to the nation at large and
the Government that protects ns, beg leave to report the following state-

ment, preamble, and resolutions :

—

statement.

The letters from the churches that compose this association have

expressed, in the most solemn manner, their sense of painful bereave-

ment caused by the departure of their brethren, fellow-worshippers, and
Sabbath-school teachers, from their various fields of labor, to the camp
and the battle-field for the defence of our country against an armed
rebellion that seeks the utter destruction of the Constitution that

shelters us, and is aiming fatal blows at the foundation of all effective

government, of all righteous law, of all social order, and of national

prosperity. At the same time, these letters declare, without any ex-

ception, the fixed determination of our brethren, by means of every sacri-

fice that God may permit them to oflfer, to uphold our Federal Govern-

ment in the deadly contest that has been ruthlessly forced upon it, until

it shall have re-established its supreme authority over every part of its

)^^ domain whence that authority has been defied, and shall have caused

our desecrated banner to wave again over every spot of earth whence
the hand of treason may have displaced it.

y'-^" We hail with joy, with hope, and responsive devotion to a common
t'-^

* cause the expression of these stern and sacred resolves as the expression

i'j
•' of ** sentiments proper to the present crisis."

•t.^ Therefore, the Committee propose to this association the following

preamble and resolutions for their consideration and adoption :

—

,/ ]:^
^ PREAMBLE.

1
^"'

^ Whereas the Government of the United States, which was bequeathed
to us by our fathers, who established it by the sacrifice of blood and of

d '"''.; treasure for the protection of their own inalienable rights and of the

eo-^^^, children that should come after them, is now engaged in a struggle with
ot J'^'"^^ banded and armed traitors for its very existence ; and

lU'^.;, Whereas, Tliese men, the leaders of this war, having recognized

fli^'l''. the suprome authority of what in called "The Confederate States of

fiier-'^* America," have proclaimed as the vital doctrine of their coalition thafc

,;f
:»"

' *' All government begins with usurpation and is continued by force;

"That nature puts the ruling elements uppermost, and the masses

4 of F' \^ below and subject to those elements

;

j

..^p-"^". ** That less than this is not a government;

::J
•

1-'
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*' That the right to govern resides with a yery small minority ; and
the duty to obey is inherent in the great mass of mankind

;

" And that man's right of property in man is the true corner-stone of

a republio, and of all permanent social prosperity."

RESOLUTIONS.

Therefore, Resolvedy That we solemnly abjure, denounce, and re^^ist

these doctrines, as being essentially antichristian, pagan, barbarous, in-

human.
Resolved, That we declare it to be our solemn conviction, as Christian

men, who take the word of God as our rule of faith and practice, that the

cause which the Government of the United- States is now sust-aining by
its arms is the cause of righteousness, of freedom, and of humanity ; and
that for its support we pledge our toils, our prayers, " our lives, our
fortunes, and our sacred honor."

Resolved, Tliat in the spontaneous uprising of twenty millions of

people for the support and honor of our country's flag we recognize not
the working of a blind sentiment or unreasoning passion, but the out-

gush of a stronger, holier love, carrying the whole force of our moral
nature with it, because it is nourished by those lofty and eternal id^u
which emanate from the mind of God, which were enshrined in the
religion of our Messiah's cross, which are associated with the sacred
rights, the elevation and the progress, of our redeemed humanity.—i'^A.«

that are dear to the heart of our enthroned sovereign, to which we most
devoutly pledge unalterable allegiance, while we adopt the words of
the inspired Psalmist of Israel :

—" Thou hast given a banner to them
that feared thee, that it may be displayed because of the truth."

Resolved, That, while we desire peace and pray for peace as being in

its nature an inestimable blessing, nevertheless peace itself, or compro-
mise of any sort, would be worse than all the ravages of war, if the

enemies of our Government should so far prevail as to give the leading

character to public opinion or to a national policy ; because such a
state of things would separate us from the sympathies of Christendom,
and bring down upon ub the curses of every civilized community in

Europe, in Asia, in Australia, and in the "isles of the sea," because tho
course of events have brought us to a crisis that is ultimate, beyond which
there is no issue for which any party can make a stand in behalf of any
idea that enfolds a hopeful future ; and therefore better fo« us to perish

now in the struggle for the eternal right, than to experience the degr*-

dation of an inglorious life, or the pangs of a lingering death, under
that reign of terror which the enemies of our banner would be sure to
inaugurate.

Resolved, That, as Christian men, we recognize the truly righteous

character of this conflict ; that while it may be properly regarded as a
war for our nationality, or a war for the life of a constitutional govern*

ment, or for the maintenance of our flag, or as a war for the rights of
the people against the usurpations of an oligarchy, nevertheless beyond
all these aims we recognize the existence of a war waged for the abso-

lute supremacy of a despotic earthly power on the one hand, against

the rightful dominion of our Lord Jesus Christ, whose kingdom guarau-
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tees the inalienable and universal rights of our redeemed humanity, on
the other.

jResolved, That, in view of the death of our Lord and Saviour for mep
of every rank and class, of every nation, tribe, ** kith or kin," wo regard

the brotherhood of man, the moral and spiritual equality of all the races

of men, as an essential doctrine of the Christian religion ; that it rests

like a sure corner-stone upon the foundation that God hath laid in Zion

;

that whosoever falleth upon that stone shall be broken, but upon whom-
soever it shall fall it will grind him to powder.

Besolvedy That, in the patriotic devotion of the Christian women of

our land, we hail a " sign of the times" propitious of success ; and,

while we remember that for many centuries in Europe the virtues of

Christian womanhood have been a great barrier against the triumphs of

antichristian barbarism, we commend the cause of our country in its

day of peril to the prayers and co-operation of the mothers and daugh-

ters of Israel and to the cherished sympathies of every household.

Hesolvedt That we cherish a profound regard for the thousands of our

brethren within the bounds of the Southern States who arc loyal to the

Government for which their fathers as well as ours sacrificed treasure

and blood and transmitted to all as a common heritage; and while

many of them may have been deceived by misrepresentation in respect

to the sentiments we cherish towards them, and while all of them are

prevented from realizing in action personal convictions of truth and duty,

we extend to them the assurances of our fraternal confidence and of our

continuance in prayer that God would soon appear for their deliver-

ance, so that the bonds which have united us in former days may be
strengthened by the fiery trials through which they shall have passed.

Resolved, That the churches connected with this Association be re-

quested to set apart the last Friday of June as a day of solemn humilia-

tion and prayer for the re-establishment of our national union in peace

and prosperity.

Declaration and Besolutions op the Baptists, met at Brooklyx, New
York, May 20, 18G1.

The Assembly of Baptists, gathered from the various Northern States

of the Union, would, in the presentsolemn crisis of our national history,

put on record some expression of their judgment as Christians, loving

their country and seeking in the fear and from the grace of God its

best interests. We are threatened to be rent, as a people, into two
hostile camps: several States of the Union have claimed to release

themselves by their own act from the National Constitution and Union,

having formed what they designate as a confederacy. They have seized

the national forts, armaments, and ships. Such proceedings on the part

of a neighboring community would be actual war. Yet there has been
no precedent such as in modern contests inaugurates ordinary hos^

tilities. They have bombarded a national garrison. The General

Government at Washington have refused to recognize the right of seces-

sion, and have proclaimed alike their own right and their own purpose

to occupy the national property and defences now usurped. One of the

foremost statesmen in the new movement, and himself the executive
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officer of the new iissun^ed Confederacy, had declared African slavery

the immediate cause of the revolution thus attempted. He has alleged

that the old—^and, as the North deems it, the only existing—ConBtitution

Regarded such slavery as wrong in principle, and that the founders of

this Constitution expected the bondage, in some way and at some time,

to vanish. He declares of the new Confederate States that they assume

as their basis the fundamental en*oneou8ness of such original estimate

and expectation on the part of the fathers of our land. Accepting not

only the propriety but the perpetuity of such servitude, he places the

new government on the alleged inferiority of the negro race as its

comer-stone. He claims for the new confederacy that it is the first

government in all history thus inaugurated on this new truth, as he

would call it. He invites the Northwestern States to enter the Con-

federacy. But he anticipate the disintegration of the older States;

and he declares that, in case of these last, admission to the new Con-

foderacy must not be merely by reconstruction, but reorganization and

assimilation. In other words, African bondage seems required as the

mortar that is to agglutinate and the rock that is to sanction the recom-

bined and rebuilt sovereignty that shall include even these last. Those

high in position in the new organization of the South have proclaimed

the intent of seizing the national capital and flaunting their flag on the

seats of Northern State government. The President C|f the United

States has summoned a large and formidable force to the metropolis of

the Union, rallying to the defence of the General Government. Remem-
bering their own character as the servants of the Prince of peace, this

Assembly would speak fraternally, not heedlessly exasperating strife,

but also with a frankness and decision as not endorsing itgustico. The

Church is a kingdom not of the world. But the men of the Church are

not the less bound to recognize and loyally to uphold all rightful secular

government.

The powers that be are ordained of God, and the magistracy is by his

will to bear the sword not in vain. Christ, in his Messiahship, would not

be made a judge or a divider as to the statutes and estates of this earth;

but he did not therefore abrogate the tribunals of earthly judgment.

To Ceesar he bade us render Ciesar's dues. He cherished and exem-

plified patriotism when answering to the appeal made to him in the

behalf of that Gentile ruler, as far as one who loved *'our*' (Jewish)

nation. He showed it when weeping as he predicted the coming woes

of his own people and of their chief city. The gospel of Christ, then,

sanctions and consecrates true patriotism. Shall the Christians of the

North accept the revolution thus to be precipitated upon them, as war-

ranted and necessary ? or shall they acquiesce in it as inevitably ditK

missing the question of its origin in the irrecoverable past? Shall they

wait hopefully the verdict of the nations and the sentence of Provi-

dence upon the new basis of this extemporized Confederacy ? Meanwhile,

shall they submit passively to the predicted disintegration of their own

North, pondering wistfully upon the possibilities of their own reorgani-

zation to qualify them for their admission on the novel platform, and

tor their initiation into the new principles of this most summary revo-

lution ? The memories of the past and the hopes of the future; history
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and Scripture; the fear of God and regard to the well-being of man;
the best interests of their own estranged bretliren at the South, and
their own rights and duties, not to themselves and their children only,

but as the stewards of constitutional liberty in behalf of all other

nations, encouraged by our success, as such remotest nations are baffled

and misled, a^ by our failure such nations would necessarily be,—^all

considerations unite in shutting up the Christians of the North to one
course.

The following resolutions present correspondingly what, in our judg-
ment, is the due course of our churches and people :

—

Resolved, That the doctrine of secession is foreign to our Constitution,

revolutionary, suicidal,—^setting out in anarchy, and finding its ultimate

issue in despotism.

Resolved, That the National Government deserves our loyal adhesion

and unstinted support in its wise, forbearing, and yet firm maintenance
of the national unity and life ; and that, sore, long, and costly as the

war may be, the North has not sought it, and the North does not shun
it, if Southern aggressions press it; and that a surrender of the national

Union and our ancestral principles would involve sorer evils, and
longer continuance, and vaster costliness.

Resolved, That the wondrous uprising, in strongest harmony and
largest self-sacrifice, of the whole North to assert and vindicate the
national unity, is the cause of grateful amazement and devoutest

acknowledgment to the God who sways all hearts and orders all events;

and that this resurgent patriotism, wisely cherished and directed, may,
in God's blessed discipline, correct evils that seemed chronic and irre-

mediable in the national character.

Resolved, That, fearful as is the scourge of war even in the justest

cause, wo need, as a nation, to humble ourselves before God for the vain-

glory, eelf-confidence, greed, venality, and corruption of manners too

manifest in our land; that in its waste of property and life, its invasion

of the Sabbath, its demoralization, and its barbarism, we see the evils to

which it strongly tends; but that, waged in a good cause and in the

fear of God, it may be to a people, as it often in past times has been, a

stern but salutary lesson for enduring good. In this struggle, the

cliurches of the North should, by prayer for them, the distribution of

Scripture and tract, and the encouragement of devout chaplains, seek

the religious culture of their brave soldiers and mariners.

Resolved, That the North seek not, in any sense, the subjugation of

the South, or the horrors of a servile war, or the devastation of their

homes by reckless and imbruted mercenaries, but believe most firmly

the rejection, were it feasible, of the Constitution and Union would
annihilate the best safeguard of Southern peace.

Resolved, That the churches of our denomination be urged to set

apart the last Friday in June as a day of solemn humiliation and prayer

for the interposition of God's gracious care to hinder or to limit the

conflict, to stay the wrath, and to sanctify the trial ; and that one hour

also in the Friday evening of each week be observed as a season of

intercession, privately, for our country during this period of her gloom
and peril.

^
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Resolved, That, brought nearer as eternity and judgment are in such
times of sharp trial and sudden change, it is the duty of all to redeem
the fleeting hour,—^the duty of all Christ's people to see that the walla

of Zion be built in troublous times, and to hope only and ever in that

wonder-working Gk>d who made British missions to India and the South
Seas to grow amid the Napoleon wars ; who trained, in Serampore mis-

sions, Havelock, the Christian warrior, as, two centuries before, he had
prepared in the wars of the Commonwealth the warrior Baxter, who
wrote, as army chaplain, the " Saint's Everlasting Rest," and the Bun-
yan who described for all after-time the " Pilgrim's Progress" and *' The
Holy War."

Resolved, That what was bought at Bimker Hill, Valley Forge, and
Yorktown was not with our consent sold at Montgomery; that we
dispute the legality of the bargain, and, in the strength of the Lord
God of our fathers, shall hope to contest through this generation, if need
be, the feasibility of the transfer.

Bishop Whittingham, of Maryland, issued the following cir-

cular to the Episcopal churches in his diocese, May, 1861 :

—

Reverend and Dear Brethren:—I have learned with extreme regret

that in several instances the " Prayer for the President of the Unit-ed

States and all in civil authority" has been omitted, of late, in the per-

formance of Divine service in the diocese.

Such omission in every case makes the clergyman liable for present-

ment for wilful violation of his ordination vow, by mutilation of the

worship of the Church ; and I shall hold myself bound to act on any
evidence of such offence laid before me after the issue of this circular.

I beseech my brethren to remember that current events have settled

any question that might have been started concerning citizenship and
allegiance. Maryland is admitted and declared by the Legislature and
Oovernor of the State to be at this time one of the United States of

America. As resident in Maryland, the clergy of this diocese are citi-

zens of the United States, and bound to the recognition and discharge

of all duties appertaining to that condition. It is clearly such a duty,

by the express word of God, to make supplication and prayer for the
chief magistrate of the Union, and for all that are in authority, thai

we lead a quiet and peaceful life, in all godliness and honesty ; and it is

clearly my duty, by the same direction, to put those whom God has

committed to my charge in mind to be subject to the principalities and
powers, to obey magistrates, to speak evil of no man, to be no brawlers.

To my deep distress and disquiet, I have too much reason to fear thai

in one instance a minister of Christ may have so far forgotten himself,

his place, and his duty as actually to commit the canonical offence

known as "brawling in the church," while resolving to do what an
archangel durst not to do, and to defend transgression of an injunc-

tion of the word of God.

We of the clergy have no right to intrude our private views of
the questions which are so terribly dividing those among whom we
minister, into the place assigned us that we may speak for God and
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rainiBter in hw worship. Still less claim have we to aeeume to frame
and fashion the devotions of the brethren by our private notions, and,

to that end, interpolate and mutilate the service of the Church. In
such times as these we are more strictly than ever bound to adhere to

the precise letter of the prescribed form, and to deserve the praise of

non-interference with others' rights by the closest seclusion within the

limits of our plain duty.

It is not merely my advice, dear brethren, but it is the solemn
injunction and caution of the word of God, to be reverenced and
regarded accordingly as you believe it to be his:—"My son, fear thou
the Lord and the king, and meddle not with them that are given to

change; for their calamity shall rise suddenly; and who knoweth of

them both f These things belong unto the wise."

Your loving friend and brother,

Wm. R. Whittinoham,
Bishop of MarylaruL

BALTnoRB, May 15, 1861.

Massachusetts Coxgreoational Association, July, 1861.

Whereas our nation is at the present time engaged in a war for the

suppression of treason and rebellion against the Government of the

United States

:

Resolved^ That we, the General Association of Massachusetts, devoutly

recognize and acknowledge our dependence upon the God of our

fathers for the success of our arms and the establishment of the laws.

Resolved, That we cordially approve the vigorous measures of the

Government for the maintenance of the Constitution, and that, we are

ready to devote our property, our influence, and, if need be, our lives,

in its vindication and support.

Resolved, That, while we earnestly desire the speedy return of peace

to our divided country, we deprec«ate any concession or compromise
which shall not secure the loyalty and obedience to the Federal Govern-

ment of all the States of the Unioiv, or wliich sliall be inconsistent with

the nationality of freedom.

R'^solved, That, believing the institution of Slavery to have been the

fruitful source of the great trouble now upon us, we cannot but pray

and hope that the present war may be overruled by Divine Providence

for the ultimate removal of human bondage from our land.

General Congregational Association op Illinois, June, 1861,

Met in a time of national convulsion and civil war, we, the General

Association of the Congregational ministers and churches of Illinois,

deem it important to place on record our solemn convictions with regard

to its origin and responsibility, and the duties which it devolves upon
the people of God and the nation: therefore,

Resolved, 1. That American slavery is responsible, before God and man,
for the present deplorable condition of our country ; that the neglect

to use appropriate measures in Church and State to secure the speedy

And peaceful overthrow of oppression has involved the nation in civil
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war ; that the slave-power has grown bolder and more rapacious in its

demands with every passing year ; and that its inability longer to control

the Government has led to secret plots and open treasonable efforts to

break up the Union and subvert our national Constitution.

Resolved, 2. That this rebellion is not only treason against the United

States Government, but a revolt against the Divine scheme for the

world's advance in civilization and religion, to which our land, with its

free institutions, sustains so important a relation, and is, therefore, a

high crime against universal humanity, and an impious defiance of

Divine Providence.

Resolved, 3. That the Union instituted by our fathers fresh from the

battles of liberty was intended to preserve and favor freedom and
limit and discountenance slavery; that the Union constituted the

several States one nation, with supreme political power in all the

respects named in the Federal Constitution ; and that the secession of

any State can only be revolutionary in nature ; while the present seces-

sion of slaveholding States is as destitute of moral justification as it is

of constitutional validity.

Resolved, 4. That the present civil war is a heavy but just judgment
from the hand of God for our national sins, and especially for the

heaven-provoking sin of oppressing the poor; and that as the whole

land has been involved in the guilt, so all its sections deserve and must
expect to bear the retribution.

Resolved, 5. That, as the war is but the ripe and bitter fmit of slavery,

we trust the American people will demand that it shall result in

relieving our country entirely and forever of that sin and curse, that

the future of our nation may never again be darkent^d by a similar

night of treason.

Resolved, 6. That in the spirit of our Puritan ancestors, who preserved

English liberty, and of our fathers, who fought in the battles of the

American Revolution, wo tender to the Federal authorities our cordial

support to the very last, in the present life-and-death struggle for

righteous laws and government, and assure them and the troops who
have gone to the defence of freedom, that our prayera shall be con-

tinually offered to God that they may have the courage, wisdom, and
success which the emergency demands and the nature of the conflict

leads us to expect.

Resolved, 7. That the people of God should aim to give a high moral
and religious tone to the war, as one means of obviating the evils

attendant upon such a conflict; and that, to this end, pastors of

churches, and chaplains in the army, should by their discourses purify

public sentiment, direct the current of national purpose, and elevate

military ardor, while the churches send f<M'th their members, in the

spirit of Christian patriotism, to fight the battU.s of their country, and
supply the means of bringing religious truih to bear in every appro*

priate way upon the mind and heart of the army.

Resolved, 8. That we urge upon the Government the duty of making
ample provision for the religious wants of the troops, as necessary alike

to the spiritual welfare of the soldiers and the success of the war ; and
that we remind the civil and military authorities that no armies w«ra
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ever more effective than those of the English Parliament, in which
Richard Baxter was a chaplain, and that the invincible regiment of that

army was ** the Ironsides," led by Oliver Cromwell, and composed of

godly men.
Resolved, 9. That we are gratified at the presence of so many religious

men in the army, and at the efforts already made under official auspices

to guard the troops against the demoralizing influences of war and to

provide for their spiritual instruction upon the Sabbath ; and we
express the hope that all possible precautions will be taken not to

encourage the desecration of the Sabbath by unnecessary parade or

labor.

Protestant Episcopal Church of Ohio.

Resolvedj By the Convention of Clergy and by Delegates of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio, now here assembled

in Cleveland, that we cordially approve the sentiment and appreciate

the wise counsels expressed by the bishop and assistant bishop on the

present condition of our beloved country, in their several addresses

yesterday, delivered to the Convention, and desire hereby fully to recog-

nize our obligations, as Christian men, in this crisis, to stand by the

Government in its efforts to maintain the Constitution.

Resolvedy That we fervently hope, and our earnest prayer to God is,

' that the delusion which has seized the minds of so many of our brethren

in the Southern States of this Union, originating, as we are constrained

to believe, in an erroneous estimate of State sovereignty and a corre-

sponding depreciation of the superior power of the National Govern-

ment, may be dispelled, and they be brought to unite with us in a holy

endeavor that the Union may be preserved, the just authority of the

Government maintained, and the blessings of peace again restored to

our borders.

Resolved, That we have undiminished confidence in the piety and
Christian spirit of the clergy and laity of the Protestant Episcopal

Church in the Southern States. We cannot, and we do not, believe

they would willingly do wrong. We earnestly invite them to retrace

their steps,—to reconsider their actions and their published opinions,

and to join with us in an effort to preserve the unity of the Church of

Christ in the United States of America. Brethren of the South, in a

question touching the existence of the Government under which we
live, should not Christian brethren in all parts of the country have a

voice?

Resolvedy That, whether these counsels be heeded or disregarded, we
still hope that our Southern brethren will not fail to send their bishops

and clerical and lay delegates to the next General Convention, in 1862,

that by prayer and supplication to God, by unimpassioned consulta-

tions and friendly conferences, we may yet adopt measures to prevent

the sundering of those ties which are so essential to the prosperity and
integrity of the nation.
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GkNSRAL GoNFBRBNCB of THB CoNOKEGATIONAL CbVRCHIS OP ObK)^ JvNI;

1861.

Recognizing the present calamities of our country as the Just jadg-

ment of God our heavenly Father sent upon us because of our sins

and designed for our reformation, we are led to inquire fw Ihe causes

which have thus brought his chastening hand upon us.

The brief enumeration of these calamities presents the spectacle of

unjustifiable and wicked rebellion:—^a band of conspirators in the

interest of a gigantic system of unrighteous oppression,—condemned
by the word of God and the Spirit of Christ,—seizing by fraud and

force upon the Government of States, trampling under foot the liberties
,

of their people, treasonably arraying their power against the General

Government and its principle of universal human freedom, and inaugii'

rating civil war, with its train of fearful and demoralizing evils, to deso-

late the land; the spectacle of large bodies of professedly CSxristiaD

ministers and Churches uniting with these conspirators in proetitutiiig

the word of God and debauching the public conscience to the service

of this monstrous sin; the spectacle of national industry paralyzed

and impoverished, the hard-earned wealth of years and generations

destroyed in a moment, by an immoral and profligate repudiation of

just obligations, and the consuming necessities of war; the spectacle

of a united, prosperous, and Christian nation approaching conditions

of unexampled power for the kingdom of Christ, evidently checked in

mid-career, its integrity and greatness imperilled, and its good name
and usefulness among the nations threatened with blasting and de-

struction.

Reviewing these calamities, we are compelled to behold in them

signal tokens of Divine displeasure with us as a nation, for that cupidity

and pride which has led us to tolerate, or even maintain by direct or

indirect means, that vast system of human chattelism for whose farther

aggrandizement this great nation is thus threatened with dismember-

ment and ruin^ or the destruction of its free and Christian institutions.

As the Conference of the Congregational Churches of Ohio, engaged

in establishing that kingdom whose foundations and spirit are righteous-

ness, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit, and the overthrow of every thing

opposed to this, we are, therefore.

Resolved, That we see in the madness and wickedness of the con-

spirators against our Government a new proof of that disorganizing

tendency of slavery which Christian statesmen and Christian philan-

thropists have ever asserted.

Resolved, That we acknowledge the Divine band in ovsr present

troubles, and that we discover in them a sign of righteous indigna-

tion, on the one hand, at the iniquity which has so cruelly degraded

the bondman, and, on the other, at the mercenary spirit which has per-

suaded this whole people to strike hands with oppression for the sake

of gain.

Resolved,, That with devout gratitude to our God we recognize the

presence and power of the Christian element of this nation in the

present conflict for the cause of truth and our national integrity, and
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that we regard this cheering fact as an assorance of ultimate and
complete re^establishment of the Government's authority, throughout

the whole extent of our country, upon purer and firmer foundations.

Re^olvedj That, with humble acknowledgment of our sins and unwor-
thiness as a nation, we make our united supplications unto God that

he will turn us away from our sins, giving all our people a heart to do
justly, love mercy, and walk humbly before him ; and that while we
yield ourselves to maintain the cause of right and righteous Govern-
ment at every cost, he will be graciously pleased to bestow upon our
rulers, the President of the United States, and all in authority with

him, a wise and understanding heart, that he will protect and strengthen

our armies, and that he will at length bestow upon our nation that

union and peace which shall be founded in righteousness, enduring
forever.

Nbw-School Gxnxbal Asssmblt or ths FussBYTSRiAif Chubch, Mat, 1861.

Whereas a portion of the people of the United States of America
have risen up against the rightful authority of the Government, have
instituted what they call the " Confederate States of America,'' in the

name and defence of which they have made war against the United
States, have seized the property of the Federal Government, have
assailed and overpowered its troops in the discharge of their duty, and
are now in armed rebellion against it, the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church of the United States of America cannot forbear

to express their amazement at the wickedness of such proceedings, and
at the bold advocacy and defence thereof, not only in those States in

which ordinances of "secession" have been passed, but in several

others; and
Whereas the General Assembly,—in the language of the Synod of

New York and Philadelphia on the occasion of the Revolutionary War,

—

'* being met at a time when public affairs wear so threatening an aspect^

and when (unless God in his sovereign providence speedily prevent it)

all the horrors of civil war are to be apprehended, are of opinion that

they cannot discharge their duty to the numerous congregations under
their care without addressing them at this important crisis; and as a
firm belief and habitual recollection of the power and presence of the

living God ought at all times to possess the minds of real Christians, so

in seasons of public calamity, when the Lord is known by the judgments
which he executeth, it would be an ignorance or indifference highly

criminal not to look up to him with reverence, to implore his mercy h^
humble and fervent prayer, and, if possible, to prevent his vengeance
by unfeigned repentance:"—^therefore,

1. Ruolvedy That, inasmuch as the Presbyterian Church, in her past

history, has frequently Lifted up her voice against oppression, has shown
herself a champion of constitutional liberty, as against both despotism

and anarchy, throughout the civilized world, we should be recreant to

our high trust were we to withhold our earnest protest against all such

unlawful and treasonable acts.

2. Besohed, That this Assembly and the churches whioh it represent!
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cherish an undiminished attachment to the great principl<^ of dvil and
religious freedom on which our national Government is based, under
the influence of which our fathers prayed and fought and bled, which
issued in the establishment of our independence, and by the preserva-

tion of which we believe that the common interests of evangelical

religion and civil liberty will be most effectively sustained.

3. JRewlved, That inasmuch as we believe, according to our Form (f

Qovemmenty that " God, the Supreme Lord and King of all the world,

hath ordained civil magistrates to be under him over the people for his

own glory and the public good, and to this end hath armed them with

the power of the sword for the defence and encouragement of them
that are good, and for the punishment of evil-doers,"—there is, in the

judgment of the Assembly, no blood or treasure too precious to be

devoted to the defence and perpetuity of the Government in all its con-

stitutional authority.

4. JRewlved, That all those who are endeavoring to uphold the Consti-

tution and maintain the Government of these United States in the exer-

cise of its lawful prerogatives are entitled to the sympathy and support

of all Christian and law-abiding citizens.

5. Besolved^ That it be recommended to all our pastors and churches

to be instant and fervent in prayer for the President of the United

States and all in authority under him, that wisdom and strength

may be given them in the discharge of their arduous duties ; for the

Congress of the United States ; for the lieutenant-general commanding
the army in chief, and all our soldiers, that God may shield them from

danger in the hour of peril, and, by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit

upon the army and navy, renew and sanctify them, so that, whether
living or dying, they may be the servants of ^he Most High.

6. Resolved, That in the countenance which many ministers of the

gospel and other professing Christians are now giving to treason and
rebellion against the Government, we have great occasion to mourn for

the injury thus done to the kingdom of the Redeemer; and that,

though we have nothing to add to our former significant and explicit

testimonies on the subject of slavery, we yet recommend our people to

pray more fervently than ever for the removal of this evil, and all

others, both social and political, which lie at the foundation of our

present national difficulties.

7. Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions, signed by the officers of

the General ABsembly, be forwarded to his Excellency Abraham Lincoln,

President of the United States.

Ol]>-School General Assembly of tri Presbyterian Church, May, 1861.

Gratefully acknowledging the distinguished bounty and care of

Almighty God towards this favored land, and also recognizing our obli-

gation to submit to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, this

General Assembly adopt the following resolutions:

—

1. Resolved, That, in view of the present unhappy and agitated con-

dition of this country, the first day of July next be set apart as a day
of prayer throughout our bounds, and that on this day ministers and
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people are c^led on humbly to confess and bewail our national sins, to

oflFer our thanks to the Father of Lights for his abundant and unde-
served goodness towards us as a nation, to seek his guidance and blessings

upon our rulers and their councils, as well as on the Congress of the

United States about to assemble, and to iitiplore him, in the name of

Jesus Christ, the Great Iligh-Priest of the Christian profession, to turn

away his anger from us and speedily, restore us the blessings of an
honorable peaee.

2. Rcsolvedf That this General Assembly, in the spirit of that Christian

patriotism which the Scriptures enjoin, and which has always charac-

terized this Church, do hereby acknowledge and declare our obligation

to promote and perpetuate, so far as in us lies, the integrity of these

United States, and to strengthen, uphold, and encourage the Federal

Government in the exercise of all its functions under our noble Con-

stitution; and to this Constitution, in all its provisions, requirements,

and principles, we profess our unabated loyalty. And, to avoid all mis-

conception, the Assembly declare that by the terms ** Federal Govern-

ment," as here used, is not meant any particular administration, or the

peculiar opinions of any political party, but that central administration

which, being at any time appointed and inaugurated according to the

forms prescribed in the Constitution of the United States, is the visible

representative of our national existence.

General Co^fOREOATiONAL Association of Connecticut, July, 1861,

Whereas the beneficent Government of these United States, the.

noble heritage which God gave to the toils, sacrifices, and prayers of our

fathers, is put in jeopardy by an organized rebellion,—a rebellion insti-

gated mainly and deliberately to secure the extension and permanence
of slavery,—we, as ministers of God's word, in General Association con-

vened, hereby record the sentiments we entertain in relation to this

contest, and adopt the following resolutions :

—

Jiesolvedf That we gratefully acknowledge the Divine goodness in

uniting so generally the people of the free States for the suppression

of this treason and the defence of the Federal Union.

Resolved, That the right of violent revolution can only exist in a case

in which a Government, through neglect to fulfil its proper functions,

or otherwise, becomes intolerably oppressive, and in which no possibility

remains of reform by regular and peaceful methods,—^the Divine word
requiring in all other cases obedience to human government as the

ordinance of Grod.

Resolved, That it is the duty of all citizens, especially all ministers

of the gospel and Christian people, to sustain at any and every sacrifice

the Federal Government in suppressing this wicked rebellion ; to repress,

in the conduct of the war, all unhallowed passions and whatever is con**

trary to the will of *God, and to exert all their influence against efforts,

should any be made, to secure a peace by unreasonable concessions in

the interest of slavery.

Resolved, That, regarding, as we do, the system of slavery in this

country as mainly the cause of this treasonable war against the Federal
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Government, we wait reverently on the providence of Ood, in the earnest

hope and prayer that he will bo overrule this oonflict and direct its

issues that it may result sooner or later, and as soon as may be, in the
peaceful and complete removal of this iniquitous and shameful system

of oppression. ^

The Synod of New York and New Jersey (Old School) passed,

unanimously, the following paper on the country, at their annual

session in Newark, N.J., November, 1861 :

—

Whereas the people of these United States, after the achievement
of their independence, established a government based on constitutional

liberty, giving to all just and equal rights ; and
Whereas a portion of the people of these United States have taken

up arms against the lawful Government and seized upon its property,

and are endeavoring to overthrow it,—a Government in which are

centred our dearest hopes and interests pertaining to civil liberty and
the advancement of civilization throughout the world ; and
Whereas the Presbyterian Church in the United States has ever

shown herself, in all her history, the advocate of civil liberty and free-

dom,—that freedom the defence of which drove our fathers from the

Old World, and for the security of which, in this land, they prayed
and fought and bled, ever lifting their voice and hands against anarchy
and tyranny and oppression in every form,—and believing that the

present solemn crisis in our national affairs calls upon us, as patriots and
Christians, to lay upon the altar of our country our influence, our pro-

perty, and our lives : therefore,

Besolved, That we pledge to the Government our individual support

and confidence, and will use all lawful means and efforts in our power
to aid it in maintaining its authority and in putting down this rebel-

lion, in its very nature so utterly causeless and unjust.

Hesolved, That we commend the President of the United States, his

constitutional advisers, the American Congress, the commander-in-chief

and soldiers of the army and navy, to the God of our fathers, humbly
praying that he will impart to them wisdom and unity in councils and
fidelity and courage in action, that the cause intrusted to their hands
may be brought to a speedy and successful issue.

Besolved, That, while we do not feel called upon to add any thing to

the repeated testimonials of our Church on the subject of slavery, nor

to offer any advice to the Government on the subject, still, fully believing

that it lies at the foundation of all our present national troubles, we
recommend to all our people to pray more earnestly than ever for its

removal, and that the time may speedily come when God, by his provi-

dence, shall in his own good time and way bring it to an end, that

nothing may be left of it but the painful record of Its past existence.

Besolved, Thatwe recommend to all our people to humble themselves,

and take a low place before God, in view of all our social and politic^

ina, and each one remember and lament his own personal oomplioity

with them all.
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Reply of Sbcrstaet Skward.

BEPARTKBirr or Statb, Wabhirgton, Noyember 27, 1861.

To the Synod qf New York and New Jersey,

Reverend Gentlemen :
—

^The minute containing your resolutions on
the condition of the country, which you directed to be sent to me, haa
been submitted to the President of the United States.

I am instructed to express to you his great satisfaction with those
proceedings, which are distinguished equally by their patriotic senti-

ments and a purely Christian spirit. It is a just tribute to our system
of government that it has enabled the American people to ei\joy unmo-
lested more of the blessings of Divine Providence, which affect the mate-
rial conditions of human society, than any other people ever enjoyed,

together with a more absolute degree of religious liberty than, before

the institution of that great Government, had ever been hoped for

among men. The overthrow of the Government, therefore, might justly

be regarded as a calamity not only to this nation, but a misfortune to

mankind. The President is assured of the public virtue and the public

valor. But these are unavailing without the favor of God. The Presi-

dent thanks you for the invocation of that indispensable support, and
he earnestly solicits the same invocations from all classes and conditions

of men. Believing that these prayers will not be denied by the God of

our fatliors, he trusts and expects that the result of this most unhappy
attempt at revolution will confirm and strengthen the Union of the

republic, and ultimately secure the fraternal affections among its mem-
bers, so essential to a restoration of the public welfare and happiness.

I am, very sincerely, your very humble servant,

William H. Sbwakd.

The Cincinnati Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

August, 1861.

State of the Country,

The committee, through J. T. Mitchell, made a report, closing with

the following resolutions,—all adopted by a rising vote:

—

1. That civil government is of God, and the obligation to obey just

human laws refers directly to Divine authority and sanction, as revealed

in the Holy Scriptures.

2. That the Constitution of the United States, and the laws of Con-
gress in conformity therewith, are the supreme law of this whole land,

binding on the inhabitants of every State and Territory.

3. That armed resistance to this law is a most wicked and unwar-

rantable rebellion; and that it is the sacred duty of those charged with

the administration of our national Government to put down this rebel-

lion by every proper means required to that end.

4. That it is the religious duty of every citizen to lend all practicable

support to the national Government, in the maintenance of its authori^

orer the whole land.

5. That the Union of the States is as pressing a necessity now aa
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when it waa originally formed by our fathers, and it is our bounden
duty to sympathize and co-operate with the thousands of loyal Union

men in the South, claiming their rights under the Constitution, and

anxiously awaiting the opportunity successfully to assert them.
6. That we can but look on the calamities which so grievously afflict

our country as the chastening of God for our national sins, by which he

is teaching us our duty by terrible things in righteousness, and that it

becomes us all to humble ourselves under his hand, to confess and

forsake our personal and national offences, and to implore the Divine

mercy in their forgiveness, that the work of righteousness may be

peace.

7. That we recommend to all our teachers and people the sincere

and devout observance of the National Fast appointed by the Presi-

dent of the United States for the 26th of the present month, and

that public religious services be held in all our churches in town and

country.

8. That'we regard with deep interest the provision made by the Gov-

ernment for the religious instruction and comfort of our citizen soldiery,

by the appointment of a chaplain to each regiment ; and that we assure

our brethren of other Churches who are appointed to that responsible

and difficult position, of our heartfelt sympathy and of our earnest

prayers for the success of their labors.

9. That we hail with unmingled satisfaction and gratitude to God the

General Order of Msyor-General McCIellan, commanding the Depart-

ment of the Potomac, on the proper observance of the holy Sabbath by

the army of the United States under his command, and assure him

that this order has thrilled the hearts of Christians throughout the

land, and especially of those who have husbands, sons, and brothers in

the field of conflict.

Southeastern Indiana Conpbrsnce, September, 1862.

The Committee on the State of the Country submitted the following,

which was adopted with a unanimous rising vote, and ordered to be pub-

lished in the "Western Christian Advocate:"

—

Your committee see no reason in the acts of the administration to

warrant the rebellion that now destroys the peace of the country ; that

it is the work of ambitious, bloody, and deceitful men, and if it should

prove successful must utterly destroy the safeguards the fathers have

80 wisely thrown ardund the liberties of the people. We can see in the

future no guarantee for the rights of conscience and free speech, save

in the suppression of the rebellion, and the holding of its leaders to the

penalty provided by the law of the land.

As the ministers of Christ, we deplore the existence of war. It is an

evil always demoralizing ; and yet we feel, terrible as war may be, it is

not so blasting in its effects as anarchy. Therefore,

Resoivedy That we do most heartily espouse the cause of the C^onsti-

tution and the laws, and pledge our prayers, together with all the

moral influence we may be able to exert, to the maintenance of the

Government.
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llesolvedy That we find nothing in the acts of the administration of the

Government to call for a change in the twenty-third Article of Religion,

as found in our Book of Discipline, and that we esteem it as a violation

of the law of God for the ministei-s or members of our Church to give

aid and comfort to the rebellion.

Resolved^ That we have read with pleasure the proclamation of the'

President setting apart a day of humiliation, fasting, and prayer to

Almighty God for the success of our arms and the restoration of peace

to the nation, and that we recommend to all our people a strict observ-

ance of the day.

liesohed^ That we have read with pleasure and heartily approve of

the order of Major-General McClellan in reference to the observance

of the Christian Sabbath in the army.

Jambs Havens, Chairman,

J. B. Latbrop, Secretary.

Northwestern Indiana Conference, September, 1861.

Whereas a formidable rebellion against the Constitution and author-

ity of the United States has been inaugurated by ambitious and in-

triguing men, whose course of procedure furnishes the clearest evidence

tliJit they are the enemies of this Government, thereby menacing the

very existence of the nation, desolating the country, and deluging it with

fraternal blood, threatening the safety of our homes and the lives of our

families

;

And whereas the Twenty-Third Article of Religion, in the Discipline

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, holds the following language:

—

'* The President, the Congress, the General Assemblies, the (lovernors,

and the Councils of State, as the delegates of the people^ are the rulers of

the United States of America, according to the division of power made
to them by the Constitution of the United States and by the Consti-

tutions of their respective States. And the said States are a sovereign

and independent nation, and ought not to be subject to any foreign

jurisdiction :" therefore,

licsolved, That we look upon this rebellion as wicked in the highast

dogree, and without any just excuse ; and that it calls for the indigna-

tion and united opposition of all good citizens.

liesolv'id. That we, as ministers of the gospel, ignoring all partisan

politics, will not cease to exert our influence in sustaining our Govern-

ment, in this trying hour, by all proper means within the sphere of our

calling.

Jicsolvfd, That the administration has our cordial sympathies, and
shall have our prayers that its eflbrts to put down this rebellion and
ro.-toro constitutional law and order may be successful.

Action hjis not yet been taken upon those of our number who have

gone at our country's call, and there seems to be considerable per-

ploxity connected with this new feature. All are favorably disposed,

liowever ; and, while the law of our Discipline will not be transcended,

such relation to the Conference will be given these brethren as will

doubtless give general satisfaction.
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The Wisconsin Contention of Congregational and Feesbttbeiah

Churches on the State op the Country, August, 1861.

In view of the distracted and perilous state of our beloved country,

^recognizing as we heartily and sorrowfully do the justice of the Divine

retribution now descending with terrible power upon the nation;

believing that the favor of our righteous God can be secured only

through a penitence that shall bear its legitimate fruits in our national

life, reformed from its great iniquities'; believing, moreover, that oui

national liberties can be perpetuated only in righteousness, justice, and
truth, and that our Union and Constitution, as the bulwarks of uni-

versal human freedom and of the sacred rights of humanity through-

out th<e world, ought to be maintained unbroken and inviolable at all

hazards

:

Resolved, 1. That we approve of the war now waged by this Govern-

ment for the crushing of rebellion ; that, by whatever means God
furnishes us, we will maintain the Constitution and the Union ; that we
favor a decided, prompt, and unwavering policy in conducting the war,

and a just and speedy punishment of the chief traitors for their enor-

mous crimes, while we warmly sympathize with all who may be forced

away from their allegiance to the Government by tyrannical leaders and

merciless mobs, and will welcome them heartily to their active loyalty

again.

2. That we regard it as indispensable to the best and most successful

prosecution of the contest that the moral principles involved be practi-

cally recognized by the people and the Government.

3. That, in our opinion, the institution of African slavery, as it exists

in a portion of our national domain, is the real cause of the present

rebellion, and of the wicked endeavors of certain States to dissever and

destroy this Federal Union ; and that, with our eye upon this iniquitous

fountain of our present calamities and perils, it becomes this people and

Government to inquire diligently, reverently, and anxiously of God,

what duties in this terrible exigency we owe to the negro held in un-

righteous and cruel bondage in out land, and to ourselves also as the

dominant and oppressing race.

4. That, while nations of the Old World are emerging from their

tyrannies and ascending exultingly into higher states of civil and reli-

gious liberty, we, as a confessedly Christian people, owe it to ourselves,

our fathers, to posterity, humanity, and God, to be second to no nation

in the sublime service of human freedom.

5. That to us, as a Christian people, the will of God, so far as we can

ascertain it, should be the only rule of our action, and the sole guide of

our national policy ; that politics and religion have an indissoluble con-

nection.

6. That we have observed with unspeakable regret the frequent and

needless violations of the Sabbath on the part of military leaders ; and

that we hail with delight the order for the better observancer of this holy

day recently issued by Major-General McClellan, commanding the Army
of the Potomac.

7. That we will do all in our power to render this national contest a
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war for justice, liberty, and humanity ; that we will give it, wherever
we can, the moral and religiouB aspect which should characterize it.

8. That we desire and are willing to accept no peace based upon a
timid compromise with treason and rebellion, but only such a peace as

shall rear its firm and substantial structure of national glory and pros-

perity on the grave of this Confederate rebellion, when the Union and
the Constitution shall be re-established forever upon the ashes of dead
and buried secession.

9. That we regard this struggle as for our very national existence

;

and that, God helping us, praying for our brethren in arms, or fighting

shoulder to shoulder with them, as our lot may be, we will maintain

and defend what we here resolve to the uttermost of ability and life.

10. That all traitors against the Government of the United States—

a

Government the most beneficent and excellent; under the sun—have
forfeited their lives by their crimes, and that, therefore, it were mercy
to try to save their lives by wresting from their wicked grasp their

suicidal weapon of slavery.

11. That we recommend the members of our churches in their various

localities throughout Wisconsin to engage actively and zealously in

petitioning the Congress of the United States at its next session to enact

a law which shall confiscate and endow with freedom all the slaves in

the country in the legal ownership of rebels against this nation, and to

set at liberty all remaining slaves by. compensation to all loyal slave-

holders.

Welch Congregational Conference of New York, 1861.

In view of the present disturbed state of affairs in our country, when
the Union of the States is endangered, the laws disregarded, and the

property of the Government pilfered, by men of ambitious and coiTupt

minds

:

Resolved, That we, as ministers and delegates of the New York Welch
Association assembled, declare publicly our fullest and most steadfast

adherence to the Constitution and the Union.

Resolved^ That as citizens and Christians we fully approve and heartily

co-operate with the President and his Cabinet in their measures to sub-

due rebellion in the seceded States and to restore order and peace in

our land.

Resolved, That we feel gratified at the bold and uncompromising stand

our ministers and churches have taken on the great principles of equity,

liberty, and the rights of man ; and we earnestly hope and pray that

they will continue in their efforts and fidelity until the source of the

present calamity be entirely removed.

Resolved, That we hope and pray that God, in his wise and beneficent

providence, may overrule the present disturbances in our country to

hasten the overthrow of slavery, which disgraces our land and threatens

the existence of our Government.

Miami Coktsrincs or ths Christian Denomination op Ohio, 1861.

Whereas our nation \b now in the midst of one of the worst rebellions
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ever known in the history of the world, led on by reckless thirst for

political power, and animated by a spirit drawn from a system of

oppression and slavery " the vilest which the sun ever saw/' bringing
upon us all the calamities and horrors of civil war, threatening the

overthrow of the Government whose institutions, under the blessing

of God, have secured to us the privileges of civil and religious liberty

and given us a career of prosperity unparalleled in the history of nations,

and whereas the issues of this war involve also the issues of human
and political liberty among the nations : therefore,

Resolved, That it is the duty of all loyal citizens, as Christian patriots,

friends of human liberty, and brothers of the human family, to main-
tain and defend this Government, their institutions and liberties, by
such means and measures as are necessary to disperse the traitors who
threaten them.

Resolved, That while we receive the gospel we profess as the gospel of

peace, forbidding us to take up arms in offensive operations, we believe

tliat now, when war is waged upon us, when our forts, arsenals, mints,

and other public property have been recklessly and violently taken by

the plundering hand of treason, and immense hordes of armed traitors

are threatening the destruction of our national capital and peaceful

commercial cities, when piracy is systematized, armed, and sent abroad
to plunder our commerce upon the high seas, the heaven-implanted
instincts of self-preservation, our obligations to God, who has given up

in sacred trust thi^ blessings which are thus threatened, our obligations

to coming generations to transmit to them the privileges we have
received, to the nations of the world to hold up before them un-
dimmed the beacon of liberty, our obligations to God to be true to

the trusts he has committed to us, call on us to resist these attacks, even
in the direful issues which are now presented.

The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

the largest missionary association in the world, at their annual

session, October, 1861, passed the following:

—

Resolved, 1. That we sympathize with our national Government in its

struggle with rebellion which threatens its very existence and imperils

the success of this Missionary Board ; and we fervently implore the God
of nations so to overrule the conflict that the rebellion may be crushed,

slavery, its prime cause, removed, and that peace, prosperity, and right-

eousness may be permanently established throughout our whole land.

Resolved, 2. That we not only thus pray for deliverance from our pre-

sent national distress, but that the nation, having been purified in the

furnace of affliction and made meet for the Master's service, shall here-

after render the same devotedness to the cause of Christ and Christian

missions which is now put forth for the preservation of our beloved

country.

The Presbytery of the Potomac (Old School), 1862.

The following resolutions, presented by the Bev. Dr. Tustin, were

unanimously adopted:

—
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Whereas it is more than intimated in the Sacred Scriptures (see

Komana xiii. from Ist to 7th verses inclusive) that all wise and whole-

some Governments are the product of the power, wisdom, and goodness

of Almighty God, and cannot, except for grossly abusing the trust com-
mitted to them, be resisted or overturned without incurring the fearful

jMUialty of the Divine displeasure; and whereas the Government of

tln'se United States is eminently the offspring of the abounding grace

of God to the people of this highly favored nation: therefore,

lloiolvcd^ That, in the opinion of this Presbytery, the causeless uprising

of a portion of our countrymen, with the view of overturning the best

human Government that the light of heaven over shone upon,—may
(iod forgive them !—is an exhibition of folly and wickedness which has

scarcely a parallel in the history of civilized nations.

Resolved, That we heartily approve the wise and vigorous measures

adopted by the President and his constitutional advisers in order to

preserve unimpaired, at all hazards, the precious and priceless legacy

bei{ueathed to us by our forefathers, now sleeping in their honored

graves.

lirsnlre.d. That our heartfelt thanks are due to the brave and patriotic

ofRe(»rs and men who compose our army and navy, for their generous

and voluntary oifering of blood and treasure in order to rescue our

bt'loved country from threatened dismemberment and consequent ruin.

Rtsolrtd^ That, inasmuch as large and extraordinary expenditures have

been noces.^arily made by the General Government in order to preserve

the Federal Union from disintegration and overthrow, we cheerfully

cons(Mit to boar our just proportion of the pecuniary responsibility

incurrofl for tliat purpo««e.

Resol'-i'l, That our deepest gratitude is due to the Great Ruler of

nations for liis gracious assistance vouchsafed during this fearful contest,

and esf)(cially for the manifestations of his grace and favor in the recent

victories which have crowned our arms upon field and flood ; and that

we will oontinue to invoke his guidance and protection until peace

and all its balmy influences shall again return to our weary and dis-

tracted country, and we become what we once were, a united, happy,

and pro^jKTOUs people.

R€Mtlv<.(l, xmanimoushj. That the proceedings of this meeting be pub-

lished in the National " Intelligencer," " Baltimore American," " Pres-

!)yterian," '* Standard and Expositor."

Evangelical Lutheran Synod, May, 18G2.

The Rov. Prof. L. Sternberg, of Ilartwick Seminary, New York, the

chairman of the committee, in presenting the resolutions, addressed

the Pr.'sidont as follows:

—

^Ir. Puksident:—We have tlie honor, as a committee of the General

Sa nu^l of the Lutheran Church in the United States, to present to your

cxcollc ncy a copy of the preamble and resolutions in reference to the

state of thrt country adopted by that body at its late session in the city

of Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

We are further charged to assure you that our fervent prayers shall

4i
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eherish an undiminished attachment to the great principle of civil and
religious freedom on which our national Government is based, under
the influence of which our fathers prayed and fought and bled, which
issued in the establishment of our independence, and by the preserva-

tion of which we believe that the common interests of evangelical

religion and civil liberty will be most effectively sustained.

3. Resolved, That inasmuch as we believe, according to our Form of

Oovemment, that '* God, the Supreme Lord and King of all the world,

hath ordained civil magistrates to be under him over the people for his

own glory and the public good, and to this end hath armed them with

the power of the sword for the defence and encouragement of them
that are good, and for the punishment of evil-doers,"—there is, in the

judgment of the Assembly, no blood or treasure too precious to be

devoted te the defence and perpetuity of the Government in all its con-

stitutional authority.

4. Besolved, That all those who are endeavoring to uphold the Consti-

tution and maintain the Government of these United States in the exer-

cise of its lawful prerogatives are entitled to the sympathy and support

of all Christian and law-abiding citizens.

5. JUsolved, That it be recommended to all our pastors and churches

to be instant and fervent in prayer for the President of the United

States and all in authority under him, that wisdom and strength

maybe given them in the discharge of their arduous duties ; for the

Congress of the United States; for the lieutenant-general commanding
the army in chief, and all our soldiers, that God may shield them from

danger in the hour of peril, and, by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit

upon the army and navy, renew and sanctify them, so that, whether

living or dying, they may be the servants of the Most High.

6. Besolvedj That in the countenance which many ministers of the

gospel and other professing Christians are now giving to treason and
rebellion against the Government, we have great occasion to mourn for

the injury thus done to the kingdom of the Redeemer; and that,

though we have nothing to add to our former significant and explicit

testimonies on the subject of slavery, we yet recommend our people to

pray more fervently than ever for the removal of this evil, and all

others, both social and political, which lie at the foundation of our

present national difficulties.

7. Resolved^ That a copy of these resolutions, signed by the officers of

the General Assembly, be forwarded to his Excellency Abraham Lincoln,

President of the United States.

Old-^hool General Assembly op the Presbttbrian Church, Mat, 1861.

Gratefully acknowledging the distinguished bounty and care of

Almighty God towards this favored land, and also recognizing our obli-

gation to submit to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, this

General Assembly adopt the following resolutions :

—

1. Itesolved, That, in view of the present unhappy and agitated con-

dition of thiB country, the first day of July next be set apart as a day

of prayer throughout our bounds, and that on this day ministers and
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tlcgree of political and religious freedom, security, and prosperity

unexampled in the history of the world, now finds itself involved in a
bloody war to suppress an armed rebellion against its lawfully consti-

tuted Government; and
Whereas the word of God, which is the sole rule of our faith and

practice, requires loyal subjection to " the powers that be," because they

are "ordained of God" to be "a terror to evil-tloers and a praise to

those who do well," and at the same time declares that thiey who
*' resist the power" shall receive to themselves condemnation ; and
Whereas we, the representatives of the Kvangelical Lutheran Synod

of the United States, connected with the several Synods assembled

in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, recognize it as our duty to give public

expression to our convictions of truth on this subject, and in eveiy

proper way to co-operate with our fellow-citizens in sustaining the

great interests of law and authority, of liberty and righteousness: Be
it, therefore,

liesolcedy That it is the deliberate judgment of this Synod that the

rebellion against the constitutional Government of this land is most
wirked in its inception, unjustifiable in its cause, unnatural in its cha-

racter, inhuman in its prosecution, oppressive in its aims, and destructive

in its results to the highest interests of morality and religion.

JicsoUcd, That in the suppression of this rebellion, and in the main-

tenance of the Constitution and the Union by the sword, we recognize

an unavoidable necessity and a Siicred duty which the Government
owes to the nation and the world; and that, therefore, we call upon
our peofile to lift up holy hands in prayer to the (Jod of battles, without

personal wrath against the evil-<loers on the one hand, and without

doubting the righteousness of our cause on the other, that he would

give wisdom to the Prei?ident and liis couii^ollors, and success to the

army and navy, tiiat our beloved land msiy si-t'cdily be delivered from

treason and anarchy.

Itcsoli.rd, That, whilst we regard this unhappy war as a righteouB

judgment of God visited upon us because of the individual and
national sins of which we have been guilty, we nevertheless regard thiij

rol>e.llion as more immediately the natural n»sult of the continuanee and
spread of domestic slavery in our land, and therefore hnil with uniiiin-

gledjoy the proposition of our<^>hief Magistrate, which has reeeiveil the

sanction of <'ongrcss, to extend aid from the General (iovernment to

any State in which slavery exists which shall deem fit to initiate a system

i)f constitutional emancipation.

Ht'solird, That we deeply sympathize with all loyal citizens and Thris-

tian patriots in tlie rebellious portions of our country, and we t-ordially

invite their co-operation in offering united supplications at a throne of

grace, that God would restore peace to our distracted countiy, re-esta-

blish fraternal relations between all the States, and make our land, in

all time to come, the asylum of the oppressed and the permanent abode

of liberty and religion.

ResolirAj That our devout thanks are due to Almighty God for the

success which has crowned our arms; and whilst we praise and magnify
his name for the help and succor ho has graciously afforded to our laud
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and naval forces, in enabling them to overcome our enemies, we regard
tliese tokens of his Divine favor as cheering indications of the final

triumph of our cause.

/»

Tub East Baltimore Coxferexcb op the Methodist Episcopal Church,
March, 1862.

Whereas since the annual session of this body a fearful rebellion has

broken out in several of the Southern States, threatening to overthrow
the best and most benign Government the world ever saw; and
Whereas the Fodoral authority has been compelled to use force of

arms to suppress said rebellion and to maintain its own supremacy ; and
Whereas patriot isiu is a Christian virtue, taught in the word of God

and enjoined upon us in our Twenty-Nine Articles of Religion : there-

fore,

1. Besohedy That, as a body of Christian ministers in Conference
assembled, we hereby express our abhorrence of the rebellion now
existing within our borders, as being treasonable in its origin, san-

guinary in its progress, and as tending to retard the advancement of

civil liberty through the world.

2. liCHofred, That wo hereby approve and endorse the present wise and
patriotic administration of the Federal Government in its efforts to

defeat the plans and to overcome the armed resistance of the so-called

Confederate States, with a view of maintaining the unity and perpetuity

of this Government.
3. Besolvcd, Tliat. in our patriotic efforts in the past or present to

sustain the Goverumcnt of our country in her time of trial, we are not

justly liable to the charge of political teaching, and in the inculcation

of loyal principles and sentiments wo regard the pulpit and the i>ress

as legitimate instrumentalities.

These resolutions were signed by Bishop Ames, and a com-

mittee appointed to present them to President Lincoln.

The committee proceeded to Washington for the purpose

specified, and—accompanied by Senator Wright, of Indiana,

Senator Willey, of Virginia, and Representative Leary, of Mary-

land—were formally presented to President Lincoln, by the Hon.

Mr. Leary, in a brief but eloquent address. The address of the

committee and the reading of the resolutions followed. During

the reading of the document the President listened with much

api>arent interest, and made the following response:

—

Gentlkmex:—lam happy to see you; but, iuiving no previous notioo

of your coming, I do not feel altogether prepared to reply to the paper

and addresses you have presented me in such terms as they merit.

Allow me to say, however, that I have the highest regard for the nume-
rous and influential Christian body whom you represent. I am pro-

foundly impressed with the influence you are exerting, as a Church, ou
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the morals of the nation, as also with the loyalty of your people to the

Government of the United States. I thank you, gentlemen, for your
kind words and loyal expressions, and will, at the earliest moment I can
command amid my pressing duties, reply to you in a more formal

manner.

The President's Beply,

ExECUTiYB Mansion, Washington, March 18, 1S62.

Rev. J. A. Gere, A. A. Reese, D.D., G. D. Chenoweth:—
Gentlemen:—Allow me to tender to you, and through you to tlie

East Baltimore Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, my
grateful thanks for the preamble and resolutions of that body, copies

of which you did me the honor to present yesterday. These kind
words of approval, coming from so numerous a body of intelligent

Christian people, and so free from all suspicion of sinister motives, are

indeed encouraging to me. By the help of an all-wise Providence, I

shall endeavor to do my duty ; and I shall expect the continuance of

your prayers for a right solution of our national difficulties, and the

restoration of our country to peace and prosperity.

Your obliged and humble servant,

A. Lincoln.

Black River Methodist Conference, New York, May, 18G2.

On the State of the Country,

Whereas our beloved nation is distracted and torn by rebellion, and
undergoing the peril of civil war, and has, in the order of God, a right

to claim our deepest sympathies and most complete support, and even

the sacrifice of the comfort, property, and the life of its citizens in its

defence; and
Whereas Christianity inspires the truest and most earnest patriotism,

and creates and develops those virtues in which it worthily consists, our

own loved Church recognizing it in the Twenty-Third Article of Religion

in our Book of Discipline, especially eiyoining upon us obedience to

the rulers of this nation ; and
Whereas, while we declare that our patriotism and loyalty are not

new virtues with us, and that we do not hold to or manifest them
because the strong arm of power obliges us to do so, but that our hearts,

our dearest earthly hopes and interests, together with our faith in the

superiority of our national organization, impel us ever to pray and
labor for our nation's welfare, yet in this time of \is peril we feel that,

more than ever before, God and humanity, gratitude and imperative

duty, move us to exert ourselves to the utmost within our allotted

sphere to uphold and 8upi)ort the Government of these United States

in its noble and mighty efforts to save and preserve this nation, which

is, in our opinion, more than any other nation the people*9 inheritance

:

therefore,

Bcsolvedy 1. That, first of all, with profound reverence and chastened

gratitude, we would render homage and thanksgiving to Almighty

God for the manifestation of his presence, seen in the succession of
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events transpiring in our land, in which his righteousness has been
mingled with mercy, not dealing with us according to our grievous
national and social sins, but while chastening yet reforming and
purifying us, teaching us impressively that " he reigneth, though
clouds and darkness may be round about him," and that the prayers
of the righteous are not offered to him in vain ; for we recognize in

the manifest tendency of these events that he answereth his people's

prayers.

2. That we join with the loyal millions of our countrymen in render-
ing praise to God for the victories that have attended our arms in the

navy and army, realizing, as expressed by our esteemed Secretary of

War, that we cannot in ourselves alone organize victory, but that if we
prevail our help must come from God, in whose hands is the destiny

of nations; while we also remember with gratitude our brave and self-

eacrificing citizens who have consecrated themselves upon the altar of

our country, which so many of tliem have baptized with their blood, as

did our fathers before them.

3. That we recognize slavery as the cause of the present rebellion and
civil war, and are more than ever convinced that either slavery or the
nation must perish ; and therefore we liail with joy the recent eman-
cipation of the slaves in the District of Columbia by Congress.

4. That we believe it to be the duty of all good men to sustain our
national administration by prayer to God for its guidance and support,

by their influence, and, if necessary, by their arms, recognizing, as we
do, the very great responsibilities of our Chief Magistrate, and we con-

fide in his integrity and his ability.

5. That we sympathize with our soldiers in their toil and peril,

and especially with the sick and wounded and those in the enemy's

prisons, and also with the thousands of widows and orphans, fathers

and mothers, who are bereft of their loved ones, sacrificed in their

country's service, and that, so far as in us lies, we do offer, and will by
God's grace carry, the consolations of our blessed Christianity to assuage

the griefs and bless the hearts of those afflicted ones.

6. That we would urge upon all good citizens, what events so im-

pressively teach us, the imperative obligation that rests upon every

Christian to participate in the election of our law-makers and rulers,

especially to attend primary elections or caucuses, remembering that

in this nation, where the people rule, God will hold every citizen

responsible for civil privileges and duties, and that no man will be held

excusable if he neglects to do all he can to elect good men to the places

of trust and responsibility in the Government; and we would also

remind Christian men that the cause of Jesus Christ is so involved in

tiii-4 as to demand that they should be untiring in vigilance and invin-

cible in their purpose and action to control the very origin and source

of civil power in this land.

7. That we renewedly pledge ourselves to our nation's welfare and

perpetuity; and may our right hand forget her cunning, and our

tongue cleave to the roof of our mouth, if we forget or cease to pray

for her.
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The New-School General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church, May, 1862, adopted the following paper, prepared by
Rev. Dr. N. S. Beman.

The 8taU of the Country,

Whereas this General Aasembly is called, in the providence of God,
to hold its deliberations at a time when a wicked and fearful rebellion

threatens to destroy the fair fabric of our Government, to lay waste our
beloved country, and to blight and ruin, so far as the present life is

concerned, all that is dear to us as Christians; and
Whereas, as a branch of the Christian Church, Presbyterians have

ever been found loyal and the friends of good order, believing, as they
do, that civil government is ordained of God, that the magistrate is the
minister of God for good, that he beareth not the sword in vain, and
they are, therefore, subject to this ordinance of God, "not only for

wrath," or under the influence of fear, " but also for conscience' sake,"

or under the influence of moral and Christian principle ; and
Whereas the particular Church whose representatives we are, and in

whoso behalf we are now and here called to act, have inscribed on oup
banner "The Constitutional Presbyterian Church," having never
favored secession or nullification, either in Church or State, deem it

quite becoming and proper in us to express ourselves with great Chris-

tian sincerity and frankness on those matters which now agitate our
country: therefore,

Bcsolvedy 1. That we deem the Government of these United States

the most benign that has ever blessed our imperfect world ; and should

it be destroyed, after its brief career of good, another such, in the ordi-

nary course of human events, can hardly be anticipated for a long time

to come; and, for these reasons, we revere and love it as one of the

great sources of hope, under God, for a lost world, and it is doubly dear

to our hearts because it was procured and established by the toil, sacri-

fice, and blood of our fathers.

Resolved, 2. That rebellion against such a Government as ours, and
especially by those who have ever enjoyed their full share of its pro-

tection, honors, rich blessings of every name, can have no excuse or

palliation, and can be inspired by no other motives than those of ambi-

tion and avarice, and can find no parallel except in the first two great

rebellions,—that which assailed the throne of heaven directly, and that

which peopled our world with miserable apostates.

Reeolvedj 3. That whatever diversity of sentiment may exist among
us respecting international wars, or the appeal to the sword for the

settlement of points of honor or interest between independent nations,

we are all of one mind on the subject of rebellion, and especially

against the best Government which God has yet given to the world;

that our vast army now in the field is to be looked upon as a great

police force, organized to carry into effect the Constitution and laws,

which insurgents, in common with other citizens, Iiave ordained by

their own voluntary acts, and which they are bound by honor and oath

and conscience to respect and obey, so that the strictest advocates of
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peace may bear a part in this deadly struggle for the life of th-^

Government.
Resolved, 4. That while we have been utterly shocked at the de*'n

depravity of the men who have framed and matured this rebellion, aii<l

who are now clad in arms, manifested in words and deeds, there i>;

another class found in the loyal States who have excited a still devp^r
loathing,—some in Congi'ess, some in high civil life, and some in the

ordinary walks of business,—who never utter a manly thought or

opinion in favor of the Government but they follow it, by way of

comment, by two or three smooth apologies for Southern insurrection-

ists, presenting the diflference between an open and avowed enemy in

the field and a secret and insidious foe in the bosom of oiu- own family.

Hesolvcd, 5. That, in our opinion, this whole insurrectionary niovemei:t

can be traced to one primordial root, and one only,—African .slavery,

the love of it, and a determination to make it perpetual ; and while

we look upon this war as having one grand end in view, the restora-

tion of the Union, by crushing out the last living and manifested fibre

of rebellion, we hold that every thing—the institution of slavery, if need
be—must be made to bend to this great purpose ; and while, under the

influence of humanity and Christian benevolence, we may commiserate

the condition of the ruined rebels, once in fraternity with ourselves,

but now, should the case occur, despoiled of all that makes the world
dear to them, we must be, at the same time, constrained to feel that

the retribution has been self-inflicted, and must add, Fiat juMitla, nttii

cadum,

Rcsolvcdy 6. That we have great confidence in Abraham Lincoln, Prt^

sident of the United States, and his Cabinet, and in the commanders of
our armies and our navy, and the valiant men of this republic, prose-

cuting a holy warfare under their banners ; and we bless God that he
has stood by them and cheered them on in what we trust will ever
stand as the darkest days of our country's humiliation, and crown«Ki

them with many signal victories. Knowing that ultimate success is with
God alone, we will ever pray that the last sad note of anarchy and mi^^

rule may soon die away, and the old flag of our country^ radiant with
stripes and brilliant with stars, may again wave over a great, undivided,

and happy people.

Resolved, 7. That we here, in deep humility for our sins and the sins

of the nation, and in heartfelt devotion, lay ourselves, with all we ar*)

and have, on the altar of God and our country; and we hesitate not ici

pledge the ch^irches and Christian people under our care as ready to

join with us in the same fervent sympathies and united prayers that our
rulers in the Cabinet, and our commanders in the field and 6n the
waters, and the brave men under their leadership, may take courage^

under the assurance that the Presbyterian Church of the United States

are with them, in heart and hand, in life and effort, in this fearful

existing conflict.

Resolved, finally. That a copy of these resolutions, signed by the ofiSoera

of the General Assembly, be forwarded to his Excellency Abraham
Lincoln, President of the United States, accompanied by the following

respectful letter :

—
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To (he President of the United States,

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, holding its annual
session in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, in transmitting the following

resolutions, beg leave most respectfully to express in a more personal

manner the sentiments of our Church in reference to yourself and the

great issues with which you are called to deal. It is with no desire to

bring a tribute of flattery when we assure you, honored sir, of the

affection and confidence of our Church. Since the day of your inaugu-

ration, the thousands of our membership have followed you with un-
ceasing prayer, beseeching the throne of Heaven on your behalf. In
our great church courts, in our lesser judicatures, in our weekly assem-

blages in the house of God, at our family altars, in the inner place of

prayer, you have been the burden of our petitions ; and when we look

at the history of your administration hitherto, and at the wonderful

way in which this people have been led under your guidance, we glorify

God on account of you. Wo give praise not to man, but to God. In

your firmness, your integrity, challenging the admiration of even your
enemies, your moderation, your wisdom, the timeliness of your acts ex-

hibited at critical junctures, your paternal words, so eminently fitting

the chosen head of a great people, we recognize the hand and power of

God. We devoutly and humbly accept it as from Him in answer to

the innumerable prayers which have gone up from our hearts. We
desire, as a Church, to express to you our reverence, our love, our dec']>

sympathy with you in the greatness of your trust, the depth of your

personal bereavements, and to pledge to you, as in* all the future, our

perpetual remembrance of you before God, and all the support that

loyal hearts can offer. We have given our sons to the army and navy

;

some of our ministers and many of our church-members have died in

hospittd and field. We are glad that we have given them, and we exult

in that they were true to death. We gladly pledge as many more as

the cause of our country may demand. We believe that there is but one
path before this people: this gigantic and inexpressibly wicked rebellion

must be destroyed. The interests of humanity, the cause of God and his

Church, demand it at our hands. May God give to you his great support,

preserve you, impart to you more than human wisdom, and permit you,

ere long, to rejoice in the deliverance of our beloved country in peace

and unity.

Signed, George Duffield, D.D., Moderator,

Edwin F. Hatfield, D.D., Stated Clerk,

These resolutions and letter were solemnly adopted by a unanimous

vote taken by rising. And, after this expression was taken, the congre-

gation were requested to unite with the Assembly in this vote by also

rising. The whole congregation arose, and while standing the Mode-
rator lifted up his hands in devout and thankful prayer for the Divine

blessing to accompany the letter. The prayer for the President was

hearty and touching.
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TJie PrendewCi Response to the General Assemhiy.

Departmrkt op State, Washixoton, Jane 9, 1863.

To THB General Assemblt of the Presbttbrian Church or the Ukitkd

States, holding its Annual Session in the City of Cincinnati.

Reverend Gentlemen:—I have had the honor of receiving your

address to the President of the United States, and the proceedings of

your venerable body on the subject of the existing insurrection, by

which that address was accompanied.

These papers have been submitted to the President. I am instructed

to convey to you his most profound and grateful acknowledgments for

the fervent assurances of support and sympathy which they contain.

For many years heroaftor, one of the greatest subjects of felicitation

among good men will bo tho signal success of the Government of the

United States in preserving our Federal Union, which is the ark of civil

and religious liberty on this continent and throughout the world. All

the events of our geniration which preceded this attempt at revolution,

and all that shall happen after it. will be deemed unimportant in con-

sideration of that-one indispensable and invaluable achievement. The
men of our generation whose memory will be the longest and the most

honored will be they who thought the most earnestly, prayed the most

fervently, hoped the most confidently, fought the most heroically, and

suffered the most patiently, in the sacred cause of freedom and humanity.

The record of the action of the Presbyterian Church seems to the Presi-

dent worthy of its traditions and its aspirations as an important branch

of the Church founded by the Saviour of men.
Commending our yet distracted counky to the interposition and

guardian care of the Ruler and Judge of nations, the President will

persevere steadily and hopefully in the great work committed to his

hands, relying upon the virtue and intelligence of the people of tho

United States and the candor and benevolence of all good men.
I have the honor to be, reverend gentlemen, your very obedient

servant.

William H. Seward.

The Old-School General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church, May, 1862, adopted the following paper, prepared by

Dr. R. J. Breckinridge.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America, in session at Columbus, in the State of Ohio, con-

sidering the unhappy condition of the country,—^in the midst of a bloody

civil war,—and of the Church,—agitated everyivhere, divided in senti-

ment in many places, and openly assailed by schism in a large section

of it,—considering also the duty which this chief tribunal, met in the

name and by the authority of the glorified Saviour of sinners, who is

also the Sovereign Ruler of all things, owes to him our Head and Lord,

and to his flock committed to our charge, and to the people whom we
are commissioned to evangelize, and to the civil authorities who exist

by hia appointment,—do hereby in this deliverance give utterance to
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our solemn convictions and our deliberate judgment touching the
matters herein set forth, that they may serve for the guidance of all

over whom the Lord Christ has given us any office of instruction or any
' power of government.

1. Peace is among the very highest temporal blessings of the Church,
as well as of all mankind ; and public order is one of the first necessi*

[ ties of the spiritual as well as the civil commonwealth. Peace has been
[

wickedly superseded by war, in its worst form, throughout the whole
land ; and public order has been wickedly superseded by rebellion,

[ « anarchy, and violence, in the whole Southern portion of the Union. All

f
this has been brought to pass in a disloyal and traitorous attempt to

I
overthrow the national Government by military force, and to divide the

;
nation contrary to the wishes of the immense majority of the people of

the nation, and without satisfactory evidence that the minority of the

people, in whom the local sovereignty resided, even in the States which
revolted, ever authorized any such proceeding, or ever approved the

fraud and violence by which this horrible treason has achieved what-

ever success it has had. This whole treason, rebellion, anarchy, fraud,

and violence is utterly contrary to the dictates of natural religion and

,
morality, and is plainly condemned by the revealed will of God. It is

tlie clear and solemn duty of the national Government to preserve, at

whatever cost, the national Union and Constitution, to maintiiin the laws

in their supremacy, to crush force by force, and to restore the reign of

,
public order and peace to the entire nation, by whatever lawful means

J

that are necessary thereunto. And it is the bounden duty of the people

who compose this great nation, each one in his several place and degree,

to uphold the Federal Government, and every State Government, and

^

all persons in authority, whether civil or military, in all their lawful and
proper acts, unto the ends hereinbefore set forth.

2. The Church of Christ has no authority from him to make rebellion,

or to counsel treason, or to favor anarchy, in any case whatever. On the

contrary, every follower of Christ has the personal liberty bestowed on
him by Christ to submit, for the sake of Christ, according to his own
conscientious sense of duty, to whatever government, however bad,

under which his lot may be cast. But, while patient suffering for Christ's

sake can never be sinful, treason, rebellion, and anarchy may be sinful,

most generally, perhaps, are sinful, and probably are always and neces-

.^arily sinful in all free countries, where the power to change the Govern-

tnent by voting, in the place of force, exists as a common right consti-

tutionally secured to the people who are sovereign. If in any case

treason, rebellion, and anarchy can possibly be sinful, they are so in the

case now desolating large portions of this nation and laying waste great

numbers of Christian congregations and fatally obstructing every good
word and work in those regions.

To the Christian people scattered throughout those unfortunate

regions, who have been left of God to have any hand in bringing oq
these terrible calamities, we earnestly address words of exhortation and
rebuke, as unto brethren who have sinned exceedingly and whom God
calls to repentance by feariiil judgment. To those in like circumstanoea

who are not chargeable with the sins which have brought such oalami*
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ties upon the land, but who have chosen, in the exercise of their Chris-
tian lil)orty, to stiind in their lot and suffer, we address words of affec-

tionate sympathy, praying God to bring them off conquerors. To those
in like circumstances who have taken their lives in their hands and
risked all for their country and for conscience' sake, we say we love such
with all our heart, and bless God such witnessses were found in the
time of tliick darkness. We fear, and we record it with great grief,

that the Church of God and the Christian people, to a great extent,

throughout all the revolted States, have done many things that ought
not to have been done, in this time of trial, rebuke, and blasphemy ; ^
but concerning the wide-spread schism which is reported to have
occurred in many Southern Synods this Assembly will take no action

at this time. It declares, however, its fixed purpose, under all possible

circumstances, to labor for the extension and permanent maintenance
of the Church under its care in every part of the United States.

Schism, so far as it may exist, we hope to see healed. If that cannot
be, it will be disregarded.

3. We record our gratitude to God for the prevailing unity of senti-

ment, and general internal peace, which has characterized the Church
in the iState^ that have not revolted, embracing a great majority of the

ministers, congregations, and people under our care. It may still be
called, with emphasis, a loyal, orthodox, and pious Church ; and all its

acts and works indicate its right to a title so noble. Let it strive for

Divine grace to maintain that good report. In some respects the inte-

rests of the Church of God are very different from those of civil insti-

tutions. Whatever may befall this or any other nation, the Church of

Christ must abide on earth triumphant even over the gates of hell. It

is, therefore, of supreme importance that the Church should guard itself

from internal alienations and divisions, founded upon questions and
interests that are external as to her, and which ought not by their

necessary working cause her fate to depend on the fate of things less

important and less enduring than herself. Disturbers of the Church
ought not to be allowed, especially disturbers of the Church in States

that never revolted or that have been cleared of armed rebels,—dis-

turbera who, under many false pretexts, may promote discontent, dis-

loyalty, and general alienation, tending to the unsettling of ministers,

to local schisms, and to manifold trouble. Let a spirit of quietness, of

mutual forbearance, and of ready obedience to authority, both civil and
ecclesiastical, illustrate the loyalty, the orthodoxy, and the piety of th»

Church. It is more especially to ministers of the gospel, and among
them particularly to any whose fii'st impressions had been on any
account favorable to the terrible military revolution which has been

attempted, and which God's providence has hitherto so signally rebuke<l,

that these decisive considerations ought to be addressed. And, in the

name and by the authority of the Lord Jesus, we earnestly exhort all

who love God and fear his wrath to turn a deaf ear to all counsels and
suggestions that tend towards a reaction favorable to disloyalty, scliisni,

or disturbance, either in the Church or in the country. There is hardly

any thing more inexcusable connected with the frightful conspiracy

ftgainst which we testify than the conduct of those office-beai'ers and
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members of. the Church who, although citizens of loyal States and sub-

ject to the control of loyal Presbyteries and Synods, have been faith-

less to all authority, human and Divine, to whicn they owed subjection.

Nor should any to whom this deliverance may come fail to bear in mind
that it is not only their outward conduct concerning which they ought
to take heed, but it is also, and especially, their heart, their temper,
and their motives, in the sight of God, and towards the free and benefi-

cent civil Grovernmcnt whicli he has blessed us withal, and towards the

spiritual commonwealth to which they are subject in the Lord. In all

these respects we must all give account to God in the great day. And
it is in view of our own dread responsibility to the Judge of quick and
dead that we now make this deliverance.

At the Yearly Meeting of the Quakers, May, 1862, th^y

adopted the following address, which originated in the women's

meeting, and which has been transmitted to the President of

the United States :

—

To the President, Seriatef and House of Bepreseyitatkcs of the United States of

A)n erica.

At the yearly meeting of Friends, held in Philadelphia for Pennsyl-

vania, New Jersey, Delaware, and the Eastern Shore of Maryland, by
adjournment from the twelfth day of the fifth month to the sixteenth

of tlie same, inclusive, Anno Domini one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-two.

The following minute was read, united with, directed to*be signed by
the clerks, and forwarded ;

—

This meeting has been introduced into a deep concern relative to tho

present condition of our country. Our minds have been directed to

those who preside over our national Government, and gratitude has

been felt to the Great Ruler of nations that he has so far moved the

hearts of these that they have decreed the District of Columbia free

from slavery. We earnestly desire that the Chief Magistrate of the

nation and our Congress may, in this season of deep trial, humbly seek

Divine guidance, that under this influence they may act for the cause

of justice and mercy, in that wisdom which is pure, peaceable, and
profitable to direct, and that the eftusion of blood may be stayed.

Signed by direction and on behalf of the meeting aforesaid.

• Mary S. Lippincott, Clerk of the Women's Meeting,

William Griscom, Clerk of the Mm's Meeting,

United Presbyterian Assembly, May, 18G2.

The Committee recommend the appointment of the last Thursday of

November as a day of thanksgiving, for the following reasons:—^tho

eiijoymont of gospel ordinances, our civil and religious liberty, the

Buj.ply of provisions so unusually cheap and abundant, that God has

stirred up the people to give themselves and their substance for the

defence of the country, and the abolition of slavery in the District of

Columbia.
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Resolutions on the State of the Country,

The following resolutions on the state of the country were presented

by the Committee:-^
Whereas our country suffers under a desolating civil war, and calami-

ties not often equalled in the history of the world are now endured by

our fellow-citizens; and whereas the ministers of the gospel, as wit-

nesses for Christ and watchmen on the walls of Zion, are bound by

their testimony to give the trumpet a certain and distinct sound in

order to warn the people of their danger and direct them in the way of

duty. Therefore,

Unsolved, That we recognize in the defeats and disasters of our forces

in the beginning of the conflict a deserved visitation of God's wrath

upon us for our complicity in the sin of slavery, and while we have

reason to fear further reverses to our arms, yet we feel and hereby ex-

press our gratitude to God for the recent victories and advantages

obtained over the enemy, and cherish the hope and belief that God will

continue his favor till rebellion shall be forever crushed and peace

restored.

Ri'solved, That, believing that so long as slavery lives no permanent
peace can bo enjoyed, we express our highest gratification at the

emancipation policy indicated in the President's recent proposition to

aid the slave States in the " abolishment" of slavery. We thank God
for the deliverance of the District of Columbia from the national curse

and disgrace of slavery, and would hail with pleasure the proclamation

of universal liberty; and wo trust that our President and Congress will

pursue the course of emancipation till liberty shall be proclaimed

throughout all the land to all the inhabitants thereof.

RcaoUu'd, That, believing compromise with wrong to be the rock on

whieh our Union has been in danger of splitting, we warn our fellow-

citizens, politicians, and statesmen that a compromise with rebellion in

bohalt* of slavery will be no less dangerous to the stability of our Govern-

ment than to the cause of human freedom.

Rcsofi^cd, That, believing it to be a duty specially incumbent on the

Church to let her light shine, and that her ministry are particularly

bound in the present perilous crisis of our country's history to cfeelare

the counsel of God regarding the sin and crime of slavery, we trust

that all the preachers of that gospel which proclaims liberty to the

ca|»tive of every denomination will hear and obey God's voice, now
(Milling upon them louder than ever before to open their mouth in

brimir of the dumb. And we would especially urge upon our brethren

un<h'i' our care to give a clear testimony on this subject in order to

iiiMlnnt our peoj)le and the nation in the great truth that righteousness

oxallolh a nation, whilst sin is a reproach to any people.

li\\soi,rd, Tliat, as we can only succeed by depending entirely on

I)lvin<' agency, we will call upon the Lord in our trouble, and ask him

to Mo overrule the present war, inaugurated for the purpose of extend-

ing and perpetuating slavery, that it shall issue in its final and completd

overthrow ; and that we will bear on our spirits continually, at a thrond

ul' grueo, our President, his counsellors, the Congress, the army and
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navy, and pray especially that God would preserve those who have
enliste t in the cause of their country from the perils of the camp ami
the field, and restore them to their families and friends in peace and
safety, and prepare those who may have to die in the conflict for a

victory over death and hell, and a triumphant entrance into heaven.

Adopted unanimously.

TlWIMONY OP THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF CONNECTICUT CONCERNING

THE Duty of Christian Citizens at the Present Crisis.

The General Association of Connecticut, being convened at Norwalk
on the third Tuesday in June, a.d. 1862, when the loyal people of the

United States are in the agony and crisis of a war for the Union and
the Constitution and for the great principle of popular self-government,

is called to put upon record and to publish to its constituency, the

associated Congregational pastors and ministers in this Commonwealth,
and to the churches, its testimony concerning the duty of all Christian

citizens at such a time as this.

I. We r^oice that we have no need to inculcate on our brethren in

the ministry, nor on our churches, the duty of sustaining our national

Government in this conflict, by unceasing prayer to (iod in public and
in private, by a cheerful submission to the burdens and sorrows in-

separable from so great a war, and by voluntary contributions and'

sacrifices for the comfort, the encouragement, and the moral and reli-

gious welfare of our brethren and our sons who are in arms, as well as

for the relief of those who are sutiering with wounds received in battle,

or with sickness induced by the iiardships and exposures incident to

military service. Yet it is not superfluous to insist distinctly on the

duty of a large and generous confidence in the men whom God's provi-

dence has called to the administration of our Government at this time.

When we bless God tliat the President of the United States has shown
himself from the beginning of his administration to tliis time eminently

sagacious and prudent as well as honest and patriotic, we express the

deep conviction and feeling of thousands of our f(>llow-citizens whose
voices were not given to make him President. If there be any thing

m the proceedings or the policy of our Government which, seen from

our point of view, seems doubtful, let it be remembered that, in the

present peril, the firet duty of every citizen is confidence in the consti-

tuted leadership till confidence shall be impossible.

II. While we acknowledge the justice of God in the present visitation

of his displeasure against the many sins of this most favored nation,

we record our conviction that the cause of this rebellion again«t popular

self-government is nothirg else than the institution of slavery, main-

tained in defiance of the first principles of natun I justice, as well as of

Christianity, and that no durable peace can be expected with the slave-

holding States till that institution, so odious in tlie sight of God and

80 long the abhorrence of the civilized world, shall have ceased to be

formidable as a power, and shall have received its death-wound. No-

thing else than such an institution, reducing millions of human beings

to the condition of merchandise, taking away from them by law the
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key of knowledge and thus forbidding them to read the Bible, robbing
them of all domestic rights and sanctities, and relentlessly maintaining
an infamous traffic in human beings for whom Christ died, could have
bred in such a land as this a population so ignorant, so barbarous, so

morally and socially degraded, though nominally free, as that which
wicked consj)irators, the leaders of the rebellion, have used at their

pleasure in this infamous and ever-memorable war against the most
beneficent Government which God has ever given to any people.

During all the progress of that great apostasy from the first principles

of Christian morality which has characterized the history of Chris-

tianity in the slavoholding States for the last thirty years, the General
Association of Connecticut, while studiously refusing to hold forth any
other doctrine concerning the relations and mutual duties of masters

and servants than that which was held forth by the apostles, has never
ceased to testify " that to buy and sell human beings, and to hold them
mid treat them as merchandise, or to treat servants, bond or free, in

any manner inconsistent with the fact that they are intelligent and
voluntary beings, made in the image of God, is a violation of the word
of (fod. and should be treated by all the churches as an immorality in-

consistent with a profession of the Christian religion." It has never

ceased to declare that it " regards the laws and usages in respect to

plavery which exist in many of the States of this Union, as inconsistent

with the character and responsibilities of a free and Christian people;"

nor to proclaim " the duty of every Christian, and especially of every

minister of the gospel, to use all prudent and lawful efforts for the

peaceful abolition of slavery." We have no occasion now to give any
other testimony on that point than what we have always given.

III. As we look forward in hope to the conclusion of this war, we
anticipate the restoration of the Constitution of the United States, and
of the acts of Congress and treaties made in conformity therewith, as

the supremo law of the land, in every one of the now revolted States.

For the abolition of slavery in those States, we look not to the action

of the Federal Government exercising any power inconsistent with the

Constitution, but rather to the all-wise and almighty providence of God
compelling those States to accept and to incorporate into their own
laws those principles of natural justice which are liberty to every man
unjustly held in bondage. We demand of our enemies that they shall

accept, and we trust in God that when he has sufficiently humbled
them by his power and scourged them in his justice he will give thera

the heart to accept with gladness, the priceless boon of freedom for all.

Then shall the word of God be no longer bound, but have free course

and be glorified, and our whole land shall be adorned with the beauty

an<l the riches of a truly Christian civilization.

• Meanwhile, we charge ourselves and we exhort our brethren of the

ministry and in the churches to be instant in prayer and ready for all

efforts and sacrifices.
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Tns Congregational Association of Bhodb Island, June, 1862.

Whereaa the great conspiracy against our national Government,
^vl^ich, before tlie last annual meeting of this body, had ripened into

open rebellion and revolt, though greatly crippled and weakened,
remains yet unsubdued ; and
Whereas, in the progress of the strife resulting therefrom, God in his

providence has graciously smiled upon us, preserving our Chief Magis-
trate from the hands of bloody men who lay in wait for his life, our
national ca2)ital from sacrilegious hands, our civil polity from being sub-

verted, strengthening our hands to war and our fingers to fight, while

he weakened our enemies in many an hour of decision ; and
Whereas he has also touched the hearts of our civil rulers as with the

finger of his love, moving them to undo the heavy burdens and break

every yoke from the necks of those who could be directly reached by
the arm of their authority, and also to propose a generous help in

breaking otheri which they cannot directly reach : therefore,

Rcsolvedy That this Consociation here makes devout acknowledgment
to Almighty God for his mercies in these regards, and here also lifts up
its voice in supplications that he will still be favorable unto us, that he
will give wisdom and virtue to our civil rulers, that he will lead our
armies to victory, that he will animate the hearts of all military governors

and generals with the true spirit of liberty and humanity, so that the

great power which they wield shall be so used as to secure his favor and
the advancement of this whole people in knowledge and virtue, thus

securing to us a righteous peace, purify our civil institutions from every

stain of oppression, and enable us to transmit them with blessings and
benedictions to the generations following.

The Iowa State Congregational Association^ June, 1862.

State qf the Country,

Bcsohu-f.l, The history of our country since the outbreak of the pre-

sent relHlIion has furnished occasion for unceasing and most devout

gratitude and praise to God, inasmuch as our defeats and disasters have,

throu«^'li his gracious overruling, contributed to the ultimate success of

the national cause scarcely less than the many glorious victories which

have bf«>n achieved.

JRrsn/rrd, The wisdom, impartiality, tenacity of purpose, endurance,

'•liilantliropy, honesty, and honor exhibited by our Chief Magistrate in

the administration of the Government, command our respect, confi-

dence, admiration, and love, as for a man of extraordinary fitness for

his high office in these times of unparalleled trial.

jRcsolvcdj We have observed with profound satisfaction the high

ground taken by Messrs. Grimes and Harlan of the United States

Senate, and Wilson of the House, from the State of Iowa, on the

various questions of national concern which have recently been under
consideration in the Federal legislature, and we rejoice in the great

ability, the undoubted patriotism, the sturdy independence, and humane
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policy which have distinguished the course of these gentlemen in the

discharge of their grave Congressional duties.

JUsolvedj While we rejoice in the great progress of anti-slavery senti-

ment throughout the loyal States, we deeply deplore before God th?

powerful pro-slavery sympathies and tendencies which are still manifest

among the people, and regard it as the duty of all Christians to continue

in labor and prayer for the deliverance of all the oppressed and hz

the proclamation of liberty throughout the land to all the inhabitanti

thereof.

Gbitkral Convention or Congrsgational Ministers and Churches nr

Vermont, June, 1862.

Whereas our country is now suffering under the dire calamities of citiI

war, as the result of a wicked rebellion ; and whereas the Church of

Christ in her membership is bound to bear witness to the truth, and

against all wrong : therefore,

Ji€solvedf 1. That we regard the war now being carried on by th?

Government to put down this unrighteous rebellion as an unavoidable
necessity, sanctioned alike by all right-minded, patriotic mon, and the

principles of the word of God.
Resolved^ 2. That we believe that, though other things may havo h^d

their measure of influence, yet that the hitherto cherished instiiufi'jn .»?*

slavery has been the principal and exciting cause and origin of tbi^

attempt to destroy the Constitution and break down the Government.
Resolved, 3. That we gratefully approve of the course the Government

has taken in freeing itself from all complicity with slavery, that we
sincerely hope that this institution may be done away, in the providence
of God, speedily and effectively, and that we desire the President and
Congress to use all their constitutional powers, in the present crisis, for

its removal.

Resolved, 4. That we tender to the President of the United States
and his associates in the Government, our hearty confidence and sup-

port, and to the army and navy our sincere sympathy, with the assurance
of our prayers that the same power which has been so visibly disj>lay»vi

in the past may guide to the complete re-establishment of the Union
on the principles of justice and republican freedom.

Report was adopted, and ordered that a copy, signed by the Mode-
rator and Scribe, be sent to the Secretary of State of the United State>,

to be laid before the President.

The Answer of the President thro^igh the Secretary of State,

Department op State, Washinotok, July 11, 1S62.

To Rev. Clark K Ferrin, Moderator, d-c.

Sir :—I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your note of

the 23d of June, accompanied by a coj>y of resolutions which were
unanimously adopted by the General Convention of Congregational

ministers and churches recently assembled at Norwich.

In compliance with your request, these resolutions have been sub-
mitted to the President of the United States.
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I am instructed to express his cordial thanks for the assurances of

confidence and support thus tendered to him by a body so deservedly

respected and so widely influential as the Congregational Church of

Vermont. *

The President is deeply impressed by the fervent and hopeful patriot-

ism and benevolence which i)ervade the resolutions. It is the Union
and the Constitution of this country which are at stake in the present

unhappy strife; but that Union is not a mere stringent political band,

nor is that Constitution a lifeless or spiritless political body. The Union
is a guarantee of perpetual peace and prosperity to the American people,

and the Constitution is the ark of civil and religious liberty for all

classes and conditions of men.
Who that carefully reads the history of the nations for the period

that this republic has existed under this Constitution and this Union
can fail to see and appreciate the influence it has exerted in amelio-

rating the condition of mankind ? Who that justly appreciates that

influence will undertake to foretell the misfortunes and despondency

which must occur on every continent should this republic desist all at

once from its auspicious career and be resolved into a confused medley
of small, discordant, and contentious States ? The duty of the Chris-

tian coincides with that of the patriot, and the duty of the priest with

that of the soldier, in averting so sad and fearful a consummation.
Be pleased, sir, to express these sentiments of the President to the

reverend gentlemen in whose behalf you have addressed me, together

with assurances of profound respect with which I have the honor to bo
their humble servant.

William H. Skward.

The Ohio Cokferbncb of thb Methodist Episcopal Church, September,

1862.

Whereas the war now raging in our beloved country thickens with

apparent disaster, which we cannot but regard as a chastisement from
God for the sin of the nation ; and
Whereas the interests of the Church, as well as the nation, are im-

perilled by the disasters of the times : therefore,

1. J^csohrcij That, as a Conference, we deeply deplore and humbly
confess before Almighty God our manifold natiobal sins, and do heartily

implore liis forgiv(*ness and grace for reformation.

2. Resolved, That we have unwavering devotion to the cause of human
freedom, and unshaken confidence in the God of battles and of

nations.

3. Resolved^ That, in our view, the Government should spare no vigor

and know no compromise in treating reheUioix,

4. Resolved, That we give all support consistent with our calling and
within our power to sustain the arms of the Government.

5. Resolved, That we redouble our efforts in promoting vital godliness,

both in the army and in civil life.
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Presbytery of Elyria, Ohio, September, 1862.

"Whereas the present session of this Presbytery occurs at a time of
great danger and distress, when dark clouds lower upon us as a nation,

and our minds are afflicted with fears and forebodings, if not for the

ultimate success of the struggle of arms now progressing, at least for

the lives of thousands, and for the multiplied interests of cirilization

and religion: therefore,

licsolvedf 1. That, as a Presbytery and as individuals, we deeply sym-

pathize with the great effort which loyal men of the nation are making
to put down this wicked and causeless rebellion.

2. That we feel ourselves called upon and bound to support, in every

legitimate way, by our influence, our prayers, and our efforts, our
national Executive in tlie great leading purpose which he has declared to

the world of preserving, by every means within his reach, the Unions

and of restoring and vindicating the outraged authority of our national

Government throughout all that territory now in rebellion.

3. That, esteeming American slavery to be the primary and imme-
diate cause of our present trouble, we believe that all protection and
forbenraiice to it on the part of the nation has been forfeited, and that

it is the duty of our national authorities, legislative and executive, to

bring it to an end just as soon as may be consistent with the success

of tli<} present conflict of arms in which we are engaged.

4. That we recognize it as a time for being humbled before God, in

view of the heavy judgments that have come upon us, and of discerning

the cause not only in the sin of enslaving and perpetuating the bondage

of tlio colored race, but in other national sins.

5. That tlio loyal men of the nation are, in our judgment, called

upon to look to Almighty God for deliverance, and to use every means
to propitiate his merciful favor, not only by putting away with a strong

hand the crime of American slavery, but by every other proper means.

Kspecially do wo feel that intemperance, profanity, and Sabbath-break-

ing, now fearfully prevalent, since they alienate from us the favor of

God, hIiouUI be looked upon as offences against our nation's cause, dis-

loyal tics iw well as sins.

(i. That the Lord's day should not be broken in upon and diverted

from Km original purpose, as a day of rest unto him, so long as in the
providoiHMi of God it is not rendered absolutely necessary, believing as

wn do that this course will best subserve not only the interests of reli-

gion, but the cause of our country.

Tjie Synod of Ohio (New-School Presbyterian), September, 18G2.

Jii'sohedy That we cordially approve the patriotic action of our General
AHH<inbly, at its late sessions in Cincinnati, on the state of the country,

and rejoice to know that our ministers and members with such una-
nhnity sustain the Government in its great struggle for existence, and
for the suppression of the vast and wicked rebellion now threatening

iU overthrow. \

j:idolved, That we regard the rebeUion as permitted in the righteous
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providence of God as a chastisement for our sins as a nation, and espe-

cially for the sin of enslaving our fellow-men and holding them in cruel

bondage ; and we therefore rejoice in the recent proclamation of our

worthy President, striking at the root of this evil by prohibiting our

armies from returning slaves escaping from their masters and coming
within our lines, by requiring the confiscation act to be enforced, and
by proclaiming liberty to the slaves of all those States that shall be

found in rebellion against our Government on the 1st day of January,

1863, and that we will exert our influence in all appropriate ways in

our several spheres of labor to give practical effect to these principles.

Itesolccd, That we will remember and sustain in the future, as we have
done in the past, by our prayers and sympathies and contributions, all

those engaged in the praiseworthy and noble work of maintaining our

free institutions intact, and preserving the integrity of our nation, and
suppressing this rebellion and eradicating its bitter root, so that we may
enjoy a righteous and honorable peace that shall bo enduring as our

mountains and deep and perpetual as the flow of our mighty rivers.

The General Association op New York (Congregational), September,

1862.

jResoIutions on the State of tlie Country,

1. RcsohecL, That, ina^tmuch as freedom to worship God according to

the unrestricted dictate of conscience, and the inalienable equality in

the rights and privileges of all, are the elemental and vitalizing prin-

ciples of our Church polity, we, as Congregationalists, are unalterably

devoted to the*holy cause of liberty, and always to the Government that

maintains it.

2. That we regard as the basis of civil and religious freedom the

eternal law of God, which requires that every man shall love his neigh-

bor as himself, and we rejoice that the Constitution of the United States,

in its article on the freedom of religious worship, recognizes the same
Divine and unchangeable principle.

3. That so long as this nation is true to the principle of equality of

civil and religious rights we can have no fear for the perpetuity of our

Union, which was constructed to maintain that principle for ourselves,

our posterity, and the world.

4. That we recognize with devout gratitude the unusual and con-

tin u^od spirit of prayer for the nation, and the repeated interpositions

of Divine Providence in our behalf, as the evidence that God has set his

seal of approbation on the efforts of the people and the Government to

preserve and perpetuate the Constitution and the Union.

5. That in the steady progress toward unity of sentiment, from the

day of the wanton attack on Fort Sumter, we see the educational process

of God in preparing us to take our proper stand in the great struggle

between Liberty and Despotism, on which the highest interests of our

nation and humanity are staked.

6. That we hail with great joy the late proclamation of the President

of the United States, in which he announces emancipation for tub
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enslaved; regarding it as eminently wise and timely, and as a grand

advance towards the desired consummation of our present conflict, in

the establishment of enduring peace with freedom throughout the

entire land.

7. Thatwe confidently anticipate thatwhen God shall have disciplined

and thoroughly purified us as a people, and delivered us from the degra-

dation and curse of slavery, he will make our example eminently eftect-

ive for the education of the struggling nations of the world in the

great principles of healthful civil and religious freedom, so fulfilling

his manifest purpose in the formation of this Christian republic on the
basis of popular intelligence, of wholesome liberty, and of constitutional

self-government.

8. That a delegation of this body be appointed to proceed to Wash-
ington City, personally to present the above resolutions to his Excel-

lency the President of the United States, with the assurance of our
profoundest sympathy with him in his present trying situation; and
that we shall continue our earnest daily supplications to God, the great

Ruler of Nations, that he would bestow upon him the wisdom and the

fortitude necessary for the prompt and faithful discharge of his duties.

General Conference of the Congregational Ministers or Massachu-
setts, September, 18G2.

Resolved, With humility and shame we confess the sins that have
brought the righteous judgments of God upon our nation. Our pride,

ambition, and worldliness have led us to sin with a high hand. We
have oppressed and enslaved the poor and needy. We have defiled the

good land that the Lord has given us.

Resolvedf We receive the fact that an armed rebellion still rages

unsuppressed and defiant against our Government not only as a proof

that we are not yet as a nation sufficiently humbled before God and
therefore not prepared for his deliverance, but also as an earnest call

for our greatly increased humiliation and prayers, and our augmented
energy and self-sacrifice for the defence of our liberties.

Resolved, While we acknowledge our entire dependence upon God for

the triumph of our Government, we believe that God will secure this

result through appropriate human agencies; and therefore we look

. for a complete and permanent restoration of union and peace to our

country only from the removal of slavery,—the chief source of this

rebellion.

Resolved, We believe that we express the unanimous feeling of our

churches m this State when we pledge our loyal support and sympathy
to the President of these United States in the most vigorous measures

for the suppression of this rebellion. We fervently implore for him,

his cabinet, and all our civil and military authorities, the wisdom and
guidance of Heaven, so necessary to the discharge of their present

solemn responsibilities ; upon our army and navy, the protection of God
and the courage which comes from his presence and obedience to his

holy commands ; and the consolations of the gospel upon the sick and
wounded, and the households mourning for the death of the slain.

\
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^Hesolved, That since the first distracting novelty of the war has given

place to deeper thoughtfulness in the public mind, and multitudes are

called to the most solemn duty of laying themselves or their friends on
the altar of their country,—and we know not but that more fearful

judgments of Heaven will yet take away one of every two in the field

and by the fireside,—it is the pressing duty of ministers and churches

to labor as never before for the immediate conversion of all hearts to

Christ.

United States Cokvsntiok of XJkivxrsalists, S£pteiiber, 1862.

liesolved, That while in our judgment we must accept the existing

strife as the natural and inevitable penalty of our national infidelity to

our republican principles and of an attempt to reconcile freedom and
slavery (which are essentially irreconcilable), we renewedly profess our

faith in the justice of our cause and in the certainty of our final

triumph, and renewedly tender to the President and his constitutional

advisers the assurance of our sympathy amid the great responsibilities

of their position, and of our hearty support in all proper and efficient

efforts to suppress this atrocious rebellion.

Resolved, That we have occasion in the midst of events through

which we are passing to be deeply impressed with the reality of God's

moral rule, and to learn anew the lesson that neither nations nor
individuals can safely defy his law, nor hope to escape from the inez*

orable ordinance that sinners must eat the fruits of their doings.

Tax Ohio Pbxsbytsbt of tbx HiroRiiXD Prbsbttxriak Church, Octobib»

1862.

The proclamation of emancipation, bearing date September 22, 1862,

by Abraham Lincoln, we regard—and no doubt enlightened and liberal

men over all the earth will regard—as one of the greatest events and
one of the best signs of our extraordinary times. To have been des-

tined to issue it is glory enough for one man. It will stand in future

history in the same category with Magna Charta and the Declaration

of American Independence. It is a living, hearty, and generous seed,

which will produce through God much good,—local and world-wide

fruit. It will save our nation. It is, in the result, the death of slavery

and the rebellion. This also oometh forth from the Lord of hosts, who
is wonderful in counsel and excellent in working. Therefore,

Revived, That this Presbytery recognizes the late proclamation of the

President of the United States in reference to the emancipation of the

slaves of those States now in rebellion against the (jovernment as

righteous and eminently proper; that we hail it as a favorable omen
that this nation is at last disposed to be just to the oppressed of the

land and place itself on the side of God and humanity.

That, in carrying out the principles of this proclamation, the Presi-

dent should receive the hearty support of all loyal citizens, and that

now more than ever we and the people under our care should re^nexn-
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ber him in all his enlightened efforts to save the nation and in all his

righteous measures for the emancipation of the oppressed.

New-School Presbyterian Synod op Wisconsin, September, 1862.

Whereas a fearful civil war still continues to rage with increasing

intensity in these United Stiites, and by its falling victims bringing

grief and mourning to a multitude of homes ; and
Whereas it comes like a withering blight over the fair heritage of

God, taking away the standard-bearers from our churches, and making
large drafts upon the young, who soon were expected to bo the effi-

cient laborers in the vineyard of the Lord, who, with hearts full of

loyalty and patriotism, have gone forth to their country's call : there-

fore,

Resolvedj 1. That we do penitently acknowledge the justice of Grod,

who has laid on us the rod of his correction for the national sins and
individual offences of which we have been guilty, though often rebuked

and reproved, and heartily pray that the time may soon be at hand
when his wrath may be averted, and peace be restored to our distracted

and bleeding country.

2. That as a Church our testimony in the past has ever been against

oppression and in favor of constitutional liberty: so we cannot now
withhold an earnest expression of our deepening hostility to the

infamous evil which is admitted as the guilty cause of what we are now
suffering.

3. That we are anxiously waiting to hear authoritatively proclaimed

from the seat of Government universal freedom to the oppr(\«sed,

which presents the only hope that the Divine displeasure will be turned-

away and the blessings of peace and prosperity again restored.

4. That the Church is most impressively urged to withdraw her con-

fidence from all human instrumentalities as adequate to overthrow this

gigantic rebellion, and to fix her eye unswervingly on the God of

nations and the God of battles in this day of our country's peril.

The Congregational Association of Western Pennsylvania, September,

18G2.

Inasmuch as God has permitted civil war to exist in this nation, and
to spread and gain in intensity and power till it involves the entire

energies of the nation and threatens the very existence of the Govern-

ment, it becomes us who profess to fear God, to love our Government
and the institutions which are sustained and cherished by it, to inquire

into the causes of this dire calamity, and to help put them away, that

peace may be restored and the blessing of God once more rest upon
the nation.

We believe that while there are many violations of God*s law, and
much that is evil, and only evil, provoking continually the Almighty

to jealousy and anger, yet still the great crowning evil, and that for

which God has poured his judgments upon us in so terrible a manner.
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is our system of slavery. As a Christian and democratic nation, wo
have so far departed from our principles as to hold four millions of our
fellow-beings as property. We have made the largest cities in the

nation slave-marts, where the voice of the auctioneer offering for money
" the souls and bodies of men" is almost continually heard. We have
made whole States slave-breeding and slave-selling States, in conse-

quence of which the sighs and tears caused by the separation of fami-

lies and kindred ties have never cccased to be heard or to flow. We
have prostituted our civil principles to this barbarous practice. Wo have
denied the equality of men's natural rights. We have by judicial

dicta thrown a whole race beyond the pale of Governmental pro-

tection. We have denied the sovereignty of God in the supremacj' of

his law, that this evil might be sustained. We have chased the poor fugi-

tive, and delivered him to his inhuman master, in direct contraven-

tion of the word of God and the violation of every principle of civili-

zation or feeling of humanity. Wo have built political parties on a
prejudice of color, and have gained political influence by the crushing

out of the African mind the last ray of hope of protection by the

Go\t>rnment for a solitary right. The religious influence of the nation,

as a great whole, has either participated in this] inhuman work or stood

by consenting.

For this great sin, deeply ingrained in the public character, God has
permitted this war to come ujion us. The hand of God has so directed

it as to make it, from a trifling beginning, to assume gigantic pro-

portions, already to have slain its hundreds of thousands, and is now
wasting with a fury seldom known in any land. If the nation escapes

an entire overthrow in all its material and moral interests, or even its

existence, it wiU be through God*s great mercy alone.

With these convictions upon our minds, and the fear of God before

our eyes, we do now confess this great sin of ourselves and the nation,

and we will continually pray for God's wrath to be averted, that the
nation may be restored to such a peace as God shall ordain and esta-

blish. Wo will especially pray for our rulers and the leaders in the
army and navy, that they may fear God, and be directed by Divine
wisdom in overcoming this rebellion, by destroying slavery, the cause
of it, and thereby secure again the favor and aid of the Almighty.
We will pray for the soldiers, every day, that they may be sustained

in the great sacrifices they are making for their country's good and in

accomplisliing the Divine purpose. We will sympathize also with the
friends of those who have fallen, or may fall, while fighthig for their

countr}\

As individuals, we pledge ourselves to go or stay, to give our substance
or suffer, as God in his providence may seem to require for our country's
good. And, acting under the conviction that the judgment of God is

resting upon us as a nation, we will abstain from amusements and grati-

fications in which we may have indulged in other circumstances, and
give ourselves up to self-denial, that God's wrath may be turned away,
and freedom and peace without sinful compromise be restored to the
nation, and vital godliness be revived and spread.
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'liii AtfUftiCAN Board or Commimic >[Eas ior Fohkign Missioki,

1802.

The Board of CJommiasionera for Foreign Misstlons, in its lost i

ineotirig, rendered iU sympathy in the Btniggle of our national Gq
meut with rebellion^ and it« prayer to the God of nations so to ovi

the conflict that the rebellion niay be crushed, bl&vtary, its prime c

removed, and that peace, prosperity, and rightoouaneas may be pn

nently eit-abli^hed throughout our land.

Again assembled for the annual review of our work in it^ pr<

and in its hindranceit, wi» are compelled to recognize again the rel

between the greiit extf*nsion of t.'hristian benevolence with whit

ure mtrustedf and the cunHict of our country with a huge and de^p

rebellion; we are reminded that wherever our missionarieii labor,

I>ersoital safety, tlieir liberty to pursue their work, and their prii

of fltandJng unawed before the rudest of barbarous nationsi, are |

dependent,, under the providence of Qod, on the fact thiit the;

citizens of the United States, protected in all parti* of the earth b

Influential power of the great republic, and we are compelled t

that what this rebellion aims at^—the divLHi<.>ri of our country arnonj

or more naturally independent confederacies, wenrk in thomselve

jealous and hostile towards each other—would weaken the ham
American mission ariei* in every part of the world. We are remit

too, that the entire moral influence of the American Churches upo
world is far more powerful and beneficent from the fact that the

the Churches of a great, united, sovereign, and &elf-goveraod j>c

Therefore it is impossible for us to entertain a thought of any i

nation of this war otherwise than in the perfect restoration o]

Union under the Constitution, which, by the favor of God, has i

this nation heretofore so great and prosperous in its freeedom.

record again our loyal sympathy with the President of the U
States in the struggle to vindicate and maintain **the supreme h
the land'* according to his inaugural oath, and our confidence

according to Lis proclaimed intention, he wiJl not fail to empk
that purpose againat the enemies* of the United States all those p
with which he is invested by the Constitution of the United States

all those means of subjugation which are warranted by the la

nations an<l the law of God. Anil with our renewed prayer to the

to whose displeasure at the wicke<lness which fills the earth with sac

and opprestaion all history has testified, and who so often wrc

deliverance for our fathers in their perils, we record our grateful

fidence that the rebellion will bo crushed, that slavery^ itii prime c

will be removed, and that peace, prosperity, and righteous^ness wi

permanently established in our land.

J
NfiTr-SciiooL SrNOU of P^xnsvlvania, October, 18Qli.

Wherew the Synod is called once more to meet in the mh
eivil conflict w^hicli has carried desolation and suffering through £
district of country i therefore,

JUmlvcdj 1. That we render derout thanksgivings to Almighty
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for that measure of success which has hitherto attended our arms; that

we humble ourselves, and acknowledge the justice of our heavenly
Father, wherein he has seen good to afflict us ; that we rejoice in the

integrity, the patriotism, and the firmness of our distinguished Chief
Magistrate; that we record with lively satisfaction his avowal of a
purpose to protect the unity of these States and the nationality of our
Government, at every expense of treasure and of blood, and that he
has recently, by his repeated proclamations, expressed his determination

to subordinate every local interest and institution to the great cause of

American freedom, of good government, and of the universal and per-

manent safety and prosperity of his native land.

2. That the Synod expresses its highest approbation of the brave,

faithful, and true-hearted men who have volunteered for their country's

protection ; that we sympathize with them in all their hardships and
sufferings; that we give them the assurance of our daily and fervent

prayers for their triumph in the day of battle, for their consolation if

cast down wounded, for their comfort in the hospital, and their support

in sickness and in death.

3. That in the bloody martyrdoms of this wicked rebellion we recog-

nize new motives to abhor the crime of treason against law, and new
inducements to condemn and abrogate that system of oppression which
has not only suggested treason, but the most cruel and bloody methods
of putting it into practice; and we urge upon all loyal people to mark
with their complete abhorrence all who resist the efforts of the Govern-
ment for its suppression.

4. That in the labors of our ministers and people for the benefit of

the sick and wounded soldiers, in the readiness of parents, wives,

sisters, and friends to surrender their objects of dearest affection to the

perils of war, in the large contributions of money and goods made to

the Government to aid in suppressing the unholy rebellion, in the

patient endurance with which our people have borne themselves in

seasons of social bereavement and national disaster, we recognize a

blessed revival of patriotism, humanity, and Christian devotion to the

pi|re, the noble, the right.

Harrisburo Presbttert, 1862.

1. That, while the Presbytery deeply mourns the continuance of the

unhappy war in which our country is involved, we see no other path

of duty for the Government and the loyal people of the land to walk

in than a vigorous prosecution of it, with all the means that God has

placed in our power and that humanity will approve, until the Union

of the States is restored and the authority of the Constitution is every-

where acknowledged.

2. That, recognizing the good providence of God which has hitherto

been with us to encourage us in the days of our country's deepest

humiliation and to grant many signal victories, and realizing that ulti-

mate success must come from God alone, we humbly pray that he

would .guide the councils and the armies of the Government to a speedy

and happy issue of all our troubles.
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3, That we regard Uie late proclamEtion of Pi^issident Lincoln,j

after the lafe of January, 1M3, confers efnanoipation upon
of all who ahfltl then be found in rebellion to the Govemme
mo^t Just and neceasury measure in seeuring the »i)eedy tcrmii:

of the war, and as an aiispieiouB providential opening for the

delivertine^ of the country from that system of iniquity which
chief Ltause of our ntilional wjirs,

4, That, reengniseing the hund and the power of Ood in that G<

rnent whidx wi* have ordained over us, we view with ahhorreno*

eali upon all loyal people to mark with their toinjilete di^iapprob

all etlbits, wherever iiui.d&^ to impair the confidence of the jieo]

the ('loveri^ment^ or to reaisjt hy word or deed the execution c

laws.

5, That we urge upon all Christian people, while confessing m
humiliation their own sins and the ein of the nation^ to cease not, i

weekly asaetnblageji of the house of God, at their family altars, a

the place of «ecret prayer* to iMjseeeh God for his blessing upo
Oovernment* the army and the navy, for the suppression of reht

an<l for the* >*peedy restoration of a righieout? and a permanent pel

C. That, in vif»w of the great demarnl whit^h h Wid upon the pra

beneficence of the country in behalf of the sick and woumJed »o

of tlie army, we urge upon our congregatiouH, and upon the p
everywhere, to repay their debt of gratitude to thejie btav© and
men by all poisible aire for their health and comfort. A

The Triennial CoNYEJfxioN of tub Phote^tant EptsroPAL Csmt
THE Un'Itid States, in SEssmN at the City or New York, Oci

Uffidhtd, By the Houjie of Clerical and Lay Deputies of thliJ

Triennial Convention, that assemblings as we have been called toi

a period of great national pt*i'il and deplorable civil connalsion,

meet and proper that we shouid call to mind, distinctly and pul

that the Protestjint Epii^copal Church in the United States hath

held nnd taiiglit, in the language of one of its articles of religion

"it it* the duty of all nien who are profif^sBors of tht> gospel t<

respectful obedience to ihe dvil authority reguhirly and legitin

constituted/' and hath accordingly incorporated into its Liturjc

prayer for the President of the United Stated and all tn civil aiitho

and a ** jirayer for tlie f.*ongress of the United States*, to he u:;*ed d
their session/' ami luxth bound all orders of iU minisitiy to the fa

and confitant observance, in letter and apirit, of these and all other

of ite pre^scnhed ritual.

Mcmhedi That we cannot he wholly blind to the eourse whid
been puraneil, in tlieir eeelewiastical t^ well as in their civil rcla

aince this Convention last met in perfect harmony and love, by
numbers of the miniiiterri anrl member* of this Church within e*

Stat^ of our Union which have arrayed themselves in open and u

iwstunce to the reguUrly constituted Government of our country

that while, in a spirit of Chrbtian forbearance, w© refi:ain from en
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ing towards them any terms.of condemnation and reproach, and would
rather bow in humiliation before our common Father in heaven for the

sins which have brought his judgment on our land, we yet feel bound
to declare our solemn sense of the deep and grievous wrong which they
will have inflicted on the great Christian communion which this Con-
vention represents, as well as on the country within which it has been
BO happily and harmoniously established, should they persevere in

striving to rend asunder those civil and religious bonds which have so

long held us together in peace, unity, and concord.

lirsof.ccd^ That while, as individuals and citizens, we acknowledge
our whole duty in sustaining and defending our country in the great

struggle in which it is engaged, we are only at liberty, as deputies to

this council of a Church which hath ever renounced all political asso-

ciation and action, to pledge to the national Government—as we now
do—the earnest and devout prayers of all, that its eflTorts may be so

guided by wisdom and replenished with strength that they may be
crowned with speedy and complete success, to the glory of God and the

restoration of our beloved Union.

Bcsohed, That if, in the judgment of the bishops, any other forms of

occasional prayer than those already set forth shall seem desirable and
appropriate, whether for our Convention or Church or our country, for

our rulers or our defenders, or for the sick and wounded and dying of

our army and navy and volunteers, we shall gladly receive them and
fervently use them.

During the sittings of the Convention, the House of Bishops,

with a dignity worthy of themselves and the occasion, ordered

a day of prayer and fasting in view of the great national crisis

through which we are passing. The official resolution was

worded as follows :

—

The House of Bishops, in consideration of the present afl3icted con-

dition of the country, propose to devote Wednesday, the 8th of October

instant, as a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer, and to hold in

Trinity Church a solemn service appropriate to the occasion.

The Bishoiwj affectionately request the House of Clerical and Lay
Deputies to join with them in said observance.

In accordance with this resolution, the Convention adjourned

for the day specified.

Long before eleven o'clock—the hour announced for the

service—the church was crowded. At eleven precisely the

bishops and clergy entered the church, and occupied the seats

leading to the middle aisle.

The order of Morning Service was modified for the occasion.

Instead of the Venite, the one hundred and thirtieth Psalm was

chanted :

—
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"Out of the deep have I called unto thee, Lord; Lord,

hear my voice,"—the proper Psalm for the day. The first

lesson was the forty-ninth chapter of Isaiah, and the second

from the sixth chapter of St. Luke, beginning at the twentieth

verse.

To the suffrage in the Litany for " unity, peace, and concord"

was added, " and especially to this nation, now afflicted by civil

war."

Immediately after the general thanksgiving the following

special prayers were read :

—

Almighty and most holy Lord our God, who dost command us to

humble ourselves under thy miglity hand that thou mayest exalt us in

due time, we, thine unworthy servants, desire most humbly to confess

before thee, in this the time of sore affliction in our land, how deeply

as a nation we deserve thy wrath. In the great calamities which have

come upon us we acknowledge thy righteous visitation, and bow down
our souls under the mighty hand of our holy and merciful God and

Father. Manifold are our sins and transgressions, and the more sinful

because of the abundance of our privileges and mercies under thy

providence and grace. In pride and living unto ourselves; in covet-

ousness and worldlincvss of mind; in self-sufficiency and self-depend-

ence ; in glorying in our own wisdom and richness and strength, instead

of glorying only in thee ; in making our boast of thy unmerited blessings,

as if our own might and wisdom had gotten them, instead of acknow-

ledging thee in all and seeking first thy kingdom and righteousness

:

in profanencss of speech and ungodliness of life ; in polluting thy Sab-

baths, and receiving in vain thy grace in the gospel of our Lord Jesu?

Christ, we acknowledge, Lord, that as a nation and people we have

grievously sinned against thy Divine Miyesty, provoking most justly

thy wrath and indignation against us. Righteousness belongeth unto

thee, but unto us confusion of face. Because thy compassions have

not failed, therefore we are not consumed. Make us earnestly to repent

and heartily to be sorry for these our misdoings. May the remembrance

of them be grievous unto us. Turn unto thee, Lord, the hearts of all

this people in humiliation and prayer, that thou mayest have com-

passion upon us and deliver us. When thy judgments are thus upon

us, may the inhabitants of the land learn righteousness. Have mercy

upon us, have mercy upon us, most merciful Father. For thy Son our

Lord Jesus Christ's sake, forgive us all that is past, and grant that we

may ever hereafter serve and please thee in newness of life, to the

honor and glory of thy name. Wo beseech thee so to sanctify unto us

our present distresses, and so to make haste to deliver us, that war

shall be no more in all our borders, and thai all resistance to the laur/ul

Government of iJie land shall utterhj cease. May our brethren who seek the

dismemberment of our national Union, under which this people by thy

providence have been so signally prospered and blest, be convinced of

their error and restored to a better mind. Grant that all bitterness
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and wrath and anger and malice may be put away from them and us,

and that brotherly love and fellowship may be established among us to

all generations. Thus may the land bring forth her increase, under the

blessings of peace, and thy people serve thee in all godly quietness,

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Grant, Lord, we beseech thee, to all such as are intrusted with the

government and defence of this nation, thy most gracious support and
guidance. Graft in their hearts a deep sense of dependence on thy

wisdom and power and favor, and incline them with all humility to

seek the same. In all their ways may they dutifully acknowledge thee,

that thou mayest direct their steps. Make thy word to be their light,

thy service their glory, and thine arm their strength. Further them
with thy continual help, that in all their works—begun, continue(d, and
ended in thee—they may glorify thy holy name. Under their heavy
burdens and trials be thou their refuge and consolation. By their

counsels and measures, under thy blessing, may the wounds of the

nation be speedily healed. For those our brethren who have gone
forth for our defence, by land or water, we seek thy most gracious

blessing and protection. In every duty and danger be thou their

present help. In all privations and sufferings give them j^atience and
resignation, and a heart to seek their comfort in thee. May they be
strong in the Lord and in the power of his might, hating iniquity,

fearing (iod, and obeying his word. Give them success in every enter-

prise that shall be pleasing to thee. Visit with the consolations of thy

grace all sick and wounded persons, all prisoners, and all those bereaved

of relatives and friends by reason of the present calamities. Prepare

to meet thee all those who shall die in this conflict. Give them
unfeigned repentance for all the errors of their lives past, and steadfast

faith in thy Son Jesus, that they may be received unto thyself. And
finally unite us all together in the blessedness of thy everlasting king-

dom, through Him who liveth and reigneth, with thee and the Holy
Ghost, ever one God, world without end. Amen.

Let thy continual pity, O Lord, cleanse and defend thy Church ; and
in these days of sore trial to thy people raise up thy power, and come
among us, and with great might succor us. Grant that, by the opera-

tion of the Holy Ghost, all Christians may be so joined together in

unity of spirit and in the bond of peace that they may be a holy temple

acceptable unto thee. May all counscLs of dissension and division be
brought to naught. Increase our faith and love and zeal in thy service

and for the coming of thy kingdom. Make the whole Church a light

in the world; and the more her afflictions abound, so much the more
may her consolations also abound by Christ, to the praise and glory of

thy name. Amen.

After the liturgical service, the thirty-second selection of

Psalms, beginning,

—

" Thy chastening wrath, Lord, restrain,"

—

-was song by the choir.
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The eightieth hymn was sung. It begins thus :

—

"Almighty God, before thy throne

Thy mourning people bend

;

'Tis on thy pardoning grace alone

Our prostrate hopes depend."

By special request the music was, in accordance with the

sentiment of the occasion, as simple and unpretending as pos-

sible.

Before the benediction a short prayer was read, beseeching

" Infinite Mercy" to appease the tumults among us, to bring to

an end the dreadful strife which is now raging in our land, and

to restore peace to our afflicted country.

The services were conducted by Bishops McCroskey, of Michi-

gan, Kemper, of Wisconsin, Smith, of Kentucky, Whittingham,

of Maryland, Hopkins, of Vermont, and Mcllvaine, of Ohio.

Bishop Mcllvaine prepared the following

Pastoral Address of tue House of Bishops to the Clergy and Laitt.

Brethren:—^We have been assembled together in our Triennial Con-

vention under most afflicting circumstances. Hitherto, whatever our

Church hud to contend with from the fallen nature of man, from the

power of this evil world, or the enmity of that mighty adversary who
Ls called by St. Paul the " god of this world," her chief council has

been permitted to meet, amidst the blessings of peace, within our

national boundaries and as representing a household of faith at unity

in itself. Our last meeting was in the metropolis of a State which has

long hold a high place and influence in the affairs of our Church and

country. Long shall we remember the affectionate hospitality which

was there lavished on us, and the delightful harmony and brotherly

love which seemed to reign, almost without alloy, in a Convention com-

posed of representatives of all our dioceses. Never did the promise of a

long continuance of brotherly union among all parts and sections of oiu*

whole Church appear more assuring; but, alas! what is man! how
unstable our surest reliances, based on man's wisdom or will!

How unsearchable His counsel who hath " his way on the sea, and
his path on the mighty waters," and whose footsteps are not known

!

What is now the change ! We look in vain for the occupants of seats

in the Convention belonging to the representatives of not less than ten

of our dioceses, and to ten of our bishops. And whence comes such

painful and injurious absence? The cause stands as a great cloud of

darkness before us, of which, as we cannot help seeing it and thinking

of it wherever we go and whatever we do, and that most sorrowfully, it

is impossible not to speak when we address you in regard to the con-

dition and wants of our Church. That cause is all concentrated in a

stupendous rebellion against the organio law and the constitutional
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Government of the country, for the dismemberment of our national

Union, under whicl'i, confessedly, all parts of the land have been sig-

nally prospered and blessed,—^a rebellion which is already too well

known to you, brethren, in the vast armies that it has compelled our
Government to maintain, and in the fearful expense of life and treasure,

of suffering and sorrow, which it has co»t on both sides, to need any
further description here.

We are deeply grieved to think how many of our brethren, clergy

and laity, of the regions over which that dark tide has spread, have
been carried away by its flood,—^not only yielding to it, so as to place

themselves, as far as in them lay, in severance from our ecclesiastical •

union, which has so long and so happily joined us together in one com-
munion and fellowship, but to a sad extent sympathizing with the move-
ment and giving it their active co-operation.

In this part of our letter we make no attempt to estimate the moral
character of such doings. At present we are confined to the statement

of notorious facts, except as to one matter of which this is the con-

venient place to speak.

When the ordained ministers of the gospel of Christ, whose mission

hi so emphatically one of peace and good will, of tenderness and con-

solation, do so depart from their sacred calling as to take the sword
and engage in the fierce and bloody conflicts of war,—^when in so doing

tliey are fighting against authorities which, as " the powers that be,"

the Scriptures declare " are ordained of God," so that in resisting them
they are resisting the ordinance of God,—when, especially, one comes
out from the exalted spiritual duties of an overseer of the flock of

Christ, to exercise high command in such awful work,—^we cannot, as

ourselves overseers of the same flock, consistently with duty to Christ's

Church, ministry, and people, refrain from placing on such examples
our strong condemnation. We remember those words of our blessed

Lord, uttered among his last words, and for the special admonition of

his ministers, ** they that take the sword shall perish with the sword."

Keturning to this great rebellion, with all its retinue of costs and
sacrifices, of tribulation and anguish, of darkness and death, there are

two aspects in which we must contemplate it, namely, as it comes by

the agency of man, and as it proceeds from the providence of God.

Wo desire, first, to call* your attention thereto, as it proceeds /ram the

providence of God. So comprehensive is that providence that it embraces

all worlds and all nations, while it is so minute that not a sparrow

falleth without the knowledge and will of our Father in heaven. In

its vast counsels, this deep affliction has a place; God's hand is in it;

his power rules it. It is his visitation and chastening for the sins of

the nation. Who can doubt it ? Just as the personal affliction of any
of you is God's visitation to turn him from the world and sin unto

himself, so is this national calamity most certainly his judgment on
this nation for its good. And wo trust, dear brethren, that we are in

no danger of seeming, by such interpretation of our distresses, to

excuse in any degree such agency as men have had in bringing them
upon us. God's providence has no interference with man's responsi-

bility. He works by man, but so that it is still man that wills as well
47
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as works. The captivities of God's chosen people were, as his word
declares, his judgment upon them for their sins; while the nations that

carried them captive were visited of God for heinous guilt in so doing.

Saint Peter declares that our Lord was delivered unto death by the

determinate counsel and foreknowledge of God, and that, neverthe-

less, it was by "wicked hands" that he was "crucified and slain."

Thus, we need be under no temptation to diminish our estimate of the

present dispensation of sorrow, as proceeding from the counsel of God,

in punishment for our sins, whatever the agency of man therein. So to

consider it is our duty, as Christians and as patriots, that it may do us

the good for which it is sent and may be the sooner taken away.

It is not possible for us in this address to set before you in detail, or

in their true proportions, all the national and other sins which make
us as a people to deserve and need the chastisements of a holy God. It

needy no Daniel, inspired from on high, to discover them. Surely you
must all be painfully familiar with many of them in the profaneness

of speech with which God's name and majesty are assailed; in the

neglect of public worship, which so dishonors his holy day; in the

ungodliness of life which erects its example -so conspicuously; and espe-

cially in that great sin for which Jerusalem was given over to be
trodden down by the heathen, and the people of Israel have ever

since been made wanderers and a by-word among the nations,—namely,

the rejection—^whether in positive infidelity or only in practical unbe-

lief—of God's great gift of grace and mercy, his beloved Son, our Lord
Jesus Christ, to be a sacrifice of propitiation for our sins and an all-

glorious Saviour of our souls.

But there is a passage in the Scriptures which is of great use as a

guide in the consideration of national sinfulness. It is a warning to the

nations of Israel, and is found in the eighth chapter of the book of

Deuteronomy, as follows:—"Beware th^t thou forget not the Lord thy

God, in not keeping his commandments, and his judgments, and his

statutes, which I command thee this day ; lest when thou hast eaten

and art full, and hast built goodly houses, and hast dwelt therein, and
when thy herds and thy flocks multiply, and thy silver and thy gold is

multiplied, and all that thou hast is multiplied, then thy heart be lifted

up, and thou forget the Lord thy God ; and thou say in thy heart, My
power and the might of my hand hath gotten me all this wealth. But
thou shalt remember the Lord thy God ; for it is he that givoth thee

power to get wealth. And it shall be that if thou do at all forget the

Lord thy God, as the nations which the Lord destroyed before your
face, so shall ye perish, because ye would not be obedient to the voice

of the Lord your God."

Now, it was because that nation wa*^ guilty of precisely such self-

glorying and such forgetfulness of it^ indebtedness to God and
dependence on his favor as this warning describes, that the grievous

calamities which so fill its history before the advent of Christ were

brought upon it. And it is because there is so much agreement between
this description and the aspect which we, as a peo2:>le, have presented

before God, that we place the passage before you.

Marvellously have we been prospered in every thing pertaining to
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national prosperity, riches, and strength. God has loaded us with

Lenetits, and with our benefits have grown our ingratitude, our self-

dependence and self-sufficiency, our pride and vain-glory.

A synopsis of the residue of the address can only be given.

After exhorting the people to repent of the sins which have caused

God's judgments on the nation, that they might be exalted in due
time, as God's hand was not sliortened tliat it could not save, the letter

broached the second point,—the agency of man in creating the trouble*

of the country. It was a subject which was approached with great diffi-

dence, but one which the House of Bishops could not refrain from men-
tioning, especially as the clergy and laity desired their expression on it.

They looked around and beheld the vacant seats of their absent brethren.

It was the first time the Convention hiui met since the calamities of

the nation commenced ; and might the Almighty order that, when
they should again convene, those calamities should have passed away
and peace and union reign throughout the land. When they reviewed

the state of the country, they found an immense force ready to effect

its division : they beheld all the sad results of the war ; they saw vast

armies in the field, sharing the perils of battle; milit«^ry hospitals were
thronged with the wounded, and everywhere they witnessed the painful

results of the conflict. The Church looked on the scene. What was

her duty, and how should she accomplish it? Her duty in the emer-

gency was to proclaim obedience to the Oovernment, or, in the words
of Scripture, the powers that be which are ordained of God, and to

declare that whoever resisted them resisted the ordinance of (iod and
was liable to damnation. That was the course of the Chupjh. The
obligations to remain in the Union were as logal and forcible on the

States which had seceded as those which remained in it.

Allegiance was rightly due to their common Government, and refusing

such allegiance was sin, which culminated in a great crime against the

laws of God and man wlifen it appeared in the form of rebellion. In

cases where States should leave the Government without cause, or in

the event of their suffering wrongs which provisions had been made to

redress, they were guilty of the horrors of the war which tlioy o|)onod.

The homilif aizainst rebellion denounced all attempts to .su))vcrt Ic^^ally-

constituted GovcM-nment. The letter next noticed, in eloquent terms,

the patriotism of the people in giving their substan^H^ :md treasure and
sending forth mighty armies to battle for the unity of the nation and
the Government. After stating that the troubles of th<' country nii^ht

lead many away from religion and draw others to God, it enjoined the

people to be constant in prayer, and not let thoir love of country
decrease their love of God. They should beecch the Alniishty in

mercy to take away the calamities which they all deplored, and which
were caused by sin. They should, however, remember that to hate

rebellion was a duty, but to hate rebels was the opjwsito of duty.

Let them under no circumstances be unmindful of the words of tlie

Saviour, who told them to love their enemies, and who, while they wer^j

themselves enemies, died on the cross for their salvation.
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Reply qf the President,

Right Heyerend and Dear Sir :

—
^The copy which you sent me of the

•* Pastoral Letter of the Bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

the United States of America" has been submitted to the President.

He authorizes me to assure you that he receives with the most grateful

satisfaction the evidences which that calm, candid, and earnest paper
gives of the loyalty of the very extended religious communion over

which you preside, to the Constitution and Government of the United
States. I am further instructed to say that the exposition which the

highest ecclesiastical authority of that communion has given in the

Pastoral Letter, of the intimate connection which exists between fervent

patriotism and true Christianity, seems to the President equally season-

able and unanswerable. Earnestly invoking the Divine blessing equally

upon our religious and civil institutions, that they may altogether

safely resist the storm of faction, and continue hereafter, as hereto-

fore, to sustain and invigorate each other, and so promote the common
welfare of mankind, I have the honor to be, right reverend and dear sir,

faithfully yours,

William H. Seward.

The General Convention of the Methodist Protestant Church, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, November, 1862.

Whereas our country continues to be involved in all the horrors and
dangers of a civil war unparalleled in the history of the world, alike in

its gigantic proportions and in the vit^l interests which it shall affect

for good or ill ; and
Whereas we cannot be cold spectators of the scenes occurring around

us, because they appeal to our sympathies and our princii^lcs as patriots,

as Christians, and as philanthropists ; and
Whereas we deem it our duty to our country, to the world at large,

and to our God, to utter our sympathies and sentiments in this hour

of danger to the country and to civil liberty : therefore,

1. Resolved^ That we cling with fond affection to the institutions

bequeathed to us by our Revolutionary sires, and that we infinitely prefer

them to any other that ever have been, or that may be, proposed as a

substitute for them.

2. Resolved^ That we therefore sanction, with all our hearts, the prose-

cution of the current war for their maintenance, and we recommend
that this war be pushed with the utmost energy and to the last

extremity ; because in its successful prosecution alone we see the pre-

vention of anarchy and misrule, of wide-spread dissensions and medi-

aeval tyranny and vassalage, of universal distraction, contentions, and
bloodshed, more fearfully desolating and terrible than any thing that

can now result from the course that we thus earnestly recommend.

3. Resolved, That we heartily endorse the Emancipation Proclamation

of President Lincoln, because it strikes at that baleful cause of all

our civil and ecclesiastical difficulties, American slavery,—" the sum
of all villanies," the darling idol of villains, the central power of yil-
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lanous secessionism, but now, by the wisdom of the President, about
to be made the agent of retributive justice in punishing that cul-

mination of villanous enterprises, the attempt to overthrow the most
glorious civil Government that God's providence ever established upon
earth.

4. Resolvtdy That we earnestly deprecate all dissensions and divi-

sions among those who profess loyalty to the Government and *attach-

ment to our free institutions ; and that we deem it suspicious at least,

if not strong evidence of sympathy with our enemies, when men in our
midst attempt to create such divisions or dissensions upon any pretext

whatsoever.

5. Resolved, That a committee be appointed to address the President

of the United States, and express to him, in the name of the Method-
ist Protestant Church, the sentiments of loyalty contained in these

resolutions, and to assure him that our people endorse his Proclamation,

sustain the war, and are ready to do and suffer all things necessary for

the maintenance of our glorious Government intact.

These resolutions were unanimously adopted by a rising vote,

followed by a solemn season of prayer for the President of the

United States.

The Synod of Nbw Jersey (Old-School Presbyterian), October, 18G2.

Whereas, heing deeply impressed with the sinfulness before God
of the present rebellion against our Government, with the wide-

spread wickedness of our whole nation, which has brought upon us

all the chastisement of civil war, with the necessity of that humilia*

tion which the Divine judgments demand and are well fitted to

induce, and with the duty of trusting sincerely in God alone for our
national deliverance, and fearing that our people at large are not duly
alive to the religious aspect of our public troubles : therefore.

Resolved^ 1. That this Synod express to all the people under its care

the deep and solemn conviction that the armed rebellion now in

progress against our national Government cannot be viewed in any
other light than as a grievous sin against God and his Church, and
that in the present conflict of our Government with this rebellion

there can be but two parties,—the friends and the enemies of thd

Government; and therefore all who in any way sympathize with or

uphold the rebellion are involved in the guilt of its great sin.

Rtsolved, 2. That we regard the continuance, the enlarged and
calamitous proportions, of our civil war as a solemn token of God's
righteous displeasure with our whole nation, and a most impressive

admonition that we are not suitably humbled for the manifold heinous

sins of corruption, pride, ambition, self-confidence, forgetfulness of

God, covetousness, Sabbath-desecration, irreligion, both of rulers and
people, and oppression, especially of the colored race.

Resolved, 3. That a committee be appointed to draft a memorial to

the President of the United States, to be signed by the Moderator and
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Stated Clerk, requesting him to appoint an early day for humiliation,

fasting, and prayer.

Bcsolvedj 4. That, in case the President shall not have preyiously

appointed such a day, this Synod hereby recommend to all its churches

to observe the said Thursday in December as a day of fasting, with

suitable public and private services of devout humiliation and prayer,

ihat the Lord may turn away his anger from our country, save the

Union from destruction, and restore peace and harmony to our whole

land.

Resolved, 5. That these resolutions be read by the ministers of this

Synod to their respective congregations from the pulpit.

TuE SvNOD OF Wheeling, Virginia (Old-Scqool Presbyterian), October,

1862.

In view of the present condition of our Church and country, caused

by the existing and terrible rebellion in the whole Southern portion

of this Union, calling forth tlie warmest sympathy of God's people in

behalf of our land and nation, the Synod of Wheeling do reaffirm her

attachment to our Federal Government and Constitution, and that it

is the imperative duty of all our people to maintain the same by
upholding all persons in authority in all their lawful and pr(^>er acta,

whether civil or military ; and, with profound humility and dependence
on the grace of God, we would seek for Divine guidance and assistance

in our national troubles, and be encouraged by the blessed truth that
** the Lord reigneth." And
Whereas God has revealed himself the hearer of prayer, and it is the

privilege and duty of Christians to cry earnestly to the Lord in the time

of individual or national calamity ; and
Whereas the united prayers of God's people might be prevalent with

the Most High to remove from our beloved land and nation the

chastening hand with which he is so severely afflicting us, and that he
would make us sincere in confessing our sins and humbling ourselves

before the Lord in consequence of his judgments, which rest so heavily

upon us, and, moreover, that he would grant grace unto those in rebellion

to change their hearts and make them willing to return to loyalty and
obedience to the Federal Government, which the God of nations has so

long upheld and so wonderfullv blessed in years that are past : there-

fore,

. Hesolved, 1. That the Synod of Wheeling, of the Presbyterian Church
(Old School), now in session at Washington, Pennsylvania, do respect-

fully, but earnestly, ask his Excellency the President of these United

States to appoint a day of humiliation, fasting, and prayer, to be observed

by all the people of this land in view of the distracted state of our

country.

Resolved, 2. That if his Excellency the President should fail to appoint

•aid day, then the Synod do appoint the first Thursday of December
next a day of humiliation, fasting, and prayer within our bounds, on
lirhich our people are recommended to meet in their respective churches,

^nd confess their individual and national sins, and pray to Almighty
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Gk>d in behalf of our beloved and bleeding country, its Government,
its army and navy, and its people, that 4trmed rebellion may be over-

thrown and cease, and that the constitutional authorities of the Govern-
ment may be vindicated, and that we may obtain a speedy, honorable,

and permanent peace.

Itewlved, 3. That the Stated Clerk of Synod be directed to forward a
copy of the firet resolution to the President of the United States as

soon as practicable.

The Syxod of Indiana (Old^chool Frssbtterian), October, 1862.

The Synod of Indiana, in session at Greensburgh, October 18, 1862,

recognizing the manifold and grievous evils of the civil war by which
the nation is convulsed and its very eiustence threatened, as the right-

eous judgment of God upon it for its national sins, and especially for

its complicity with, and support of, the system of slavery existing in

many of the States, for the instruction and guidance of the people

under its own pastoral care, and all men to whom its voice may come,

deems it its duty to declare

:

That the nation has no right to expect that God will turn away from
the nation his judgment, until the nation shall have, with sincere and
godly repentance, turned from the sins by which the judgment has been
provoked.

That itis, therefore, the imperative duty of the citizens of the nation,

while humbling themselves under the mighty hand of God, and con-

fessing their own sins and the sins of the nation, supplicating his

mercy upon it, to urge upon the national Government the exertion

of the whole power with which it is legitimartely invested, whether
under military law or otherwise, to withdraw the nation from all com-
plicity with and support of slavery.

That it is the sacred duty of the whole people, by all the means in

their possession and to the whole extent of their power, to sustain and
support the Government in all lawful and just measures for the sup-

pression of the traitorous rebellion which has been originated and sus-

tained in the interest of slavery and slavery propagandism and domi-

nation.

Ths Philaoslphia Baptist Association, October, 1862.

Resolved^ That, as members of the Philadelphia Baptist Association,

we reaffirm our unswerving loyalty to the Government of these United
States.

Besolved^ That in the trials through which we are passing as a nation

we recognize the guidance of the Almighty, and see, not dimly, the pur-

pose of his love to purify the fountains of our national life and develop

in righteousness the elements of our national prosperity.

Jlesolved, That, as Christian citizens of this republic, it is our bounden
duty to renounce all sympathy with sin, to rebuke all complicity with

evil, and cherish a simple, cheerful confidence in Him whose omnipo
tenoe flowed through a stripling's arm and sank into the forehead of

the Philistine.
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Budved, That, in pursuance of this Bplrit, we hail with joy the recent
proclamation of our Chief Kagistrate, declaring freedom on the \st

day of January next to the slaves in all the then disloyal States, and
say to him, as the people said to Ezra, " Arise, for the matter belongeth
unto thee ; we also will be with thee : be of good courage, and do it."

Jtuolved, That in the name of Liberty, which we love, in the name of

Peace, which we would make enduring, in the name of Humanity and
of Religion, whose kindred hopes are blended, wo protest ag^nst any
compromise with rebellion ; and for the maintenance of the war on such
a basis, whether for a longer or a shorter period, we pledge, in addition

to our prayers, our " lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor/'

Resolvedj That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to the Presi-

dent and his advisers, with assurances of the honor in which, as Chris-

tians, we hold them, and with our solemn entreaty that no one of them
will, in the discharge of duties however faithful for his country, neglect
the interests of his own personal salvation.

The following reply was received from Mr. Seward:

—

WAsanroTON, October 18, 1962.

To THE Philadelphia Baptist Association:—
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to acknowledge for the other heads

of Departments, as well as in my own hehalf, the reception of the reso-

lutions which were adopted by your venerable Association during the
last week, and to assure you of our high appreciation of the personal
kindness, patriotic fervor, and religious devotion which pervade their

important proceedings. You seem, gentlemen, to have wisely borne in

mind, what is too often forgotten, that any Government—especially a
republican one—cannot be expected to rise above the virtue of the
people over whom it presides. Government is always dependent on the
support of the nation from whom it derives all its powers and all its

forces, and the inspiration which can give it courage, energy, and reso-

lution can come only from the innermost heart of the country which
it is required to lead or to save. It is indeed possible for an adminis-

tration in this country to conceive and perfect policies which would be
beneficent, but it could not carry them into effect without the public

consent; for the first instruction which the statesman derives from
experience is that he must do, in every case, not what he wishes, but
what he can.

In reviewing the history of our country, we find many instances in

which it is apparent that grave errors have been committed by the

Gk>yernment, but candor will oblige us to own that heretofore the

people have always had substantially the very kind of administration

which they at the time desired and preferred. Political, moral, and
religious teachers exercise the greatest influence in forming and direct-

ing popular sentiments and resolutions. Do you, therefore, gentlemen,

persevere in the inculcation of the principles and sentiments which

you have expressed in your recent proceedings, and rest assured that, if

the national magnanimity shall be found equal to the crisis through

which the country is passing, no efforts on the part of the adinini»«
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tration will be spared to bring about a peace without a loss of any part

of the national territories or the sacrifice of any of the constitutional

safeguards of civil or religious liberty. I need hardly say that the satis-

faction which will attend that result will be immeasurably increased if

it shall be found also that in the operations which shall have produced
it humanity shall have gained new and important advantages. Com-
mending ourselves to your prayers, and to the prayers of all who desire

the welfare of our country and of mankind, I tender you the sincere

thanks of my associates, with whom I have the honor to remain,

gentlemen.

Your very obedient servant,

William II. Seward.

The State Baptist Convention of Ohio, October, 1862, passed

the following resolutions, prepared by Rev. Dr. M. Stone :

—

"Whereas the powers that be are ordained of God, and he that

resisteth the power resisteth the ordinance of God," and is threatened

with damnation : therefore, be it

ResolvecL, 1. That it is our right and duty, as a body of Christian citi«

sens, in these times of rebellion against our beneficent Government, to

tender our hearty sympathy and support to those who are intrusted

with it.

Eesolved, 2. That we will accord a cheerful and earnest support to our
rulers and our armies in their endeavors to crush the wicked rebellion,

until that object shall be accomplished and peace and order restored

;

and that we will offer up our prayers and supplications daily to the

sovereign Disposer of events for his interposition in this behalf.

Mesolvedj 3. That since the present terrible civil war was begun by our

enemies, without any just cause or provocation, for the purpose of

extending^ strengthening, and perpetuating the wicked institution of slavery,

against the moral sense of the civilized world, and though in the

beginning we had no intention of interfering with the institutions of

the rebellious States, yet the progress of the war clearly indicates the

purpose of God to be the summary extinction of slavery, therefore we
approve the late proclamati^ of liberty of our President, and we will

sustain him in carrying out that proclamation till our beloved country

shall be purged of the accursed blot, both the cause of the war and the

chief means in our enemy's hands of carrying it on, and will stand by

our country in the adoption of such further measures as may be neces-

sary to put an end to this great rebellion.

Sensca Baptist Association op Nsw York, Sbptembsr, 1862.

That, while we deplore the evils of the war, we still believe that the

interests of humanity, freedom, and religion require its prosecution

until the rebellion is utterly crushed out.

That, as slavery has taken the sword, we should therefore let it perish

by the sword, being absolved from whatever legal or moral obligations

we may have been under to support it.
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That we recognize in the scenes of blood now being enacted, the

righteous judgments of God for our sins. It therefore becomes us to

bow in humility and penitence, lest iniquity be our ruin.

That the recent proclamation of the President is but a step in the

order of Providence, necessitated by the logic of events. We therefore

accept it, praying that the same Providence will make it a sure prochv-

mation for liberty.

That we cherish in our memories and prayers our brethren and
friends upon the field, making incessant eflfort to promote their spirit-

ual welfare, and trusting in God for their protection.

At the Baptist State Convention, October 7, 1862, in Ithaca,

the Committee on the State of the Country made the following

report, which was adopted unanimously :

—

Whereas the civil war which was in progress in our country at our

last annual meeting is still in existence, threatening the destruction of

our Government, with all the precious interests it involves : therefore,

Resolved, 1. That, as a religious body, we deem it our duty to cherish

and manifest the deepest sympathy for the preservation and perpetuity

of a Government which protects us in the great work of Christian

oivilization.

Resolved, 2. That, in our opinion, the history of civil governments
furnishes no example of more audacious wickedness than is exhibited

by the rebellion which has been inaugurated against the free govern-

ment framed by our fathers and so eminently in harmony with the

conscious and obvious rights of man.
Resolved, 3. That while we see, with the profoundest sorrow, thousands

of husbands, fathers, brothers, and sons falling on the battle-field, con-

sidering the interests to be preserved and transmitted to future gene-

rations, we cannot regard the sacrifice of treasure and of life too much
for the object to be secured.

Resolved, 4. That as human slavery in the Southern portion of our

country is, in our judgment, the procuring cause of the rebellion now
raging among us, having been proclaimed as the corner-stone of the

rebellion and as the institution for which they are fighting, as Christian

men and citizens we fully and heartily endorse the recent proclamation

of the President of the United States, declaring forever free all slaves

in the rebel States on the 1st of January, 1863.

Resolved, 5. That the spirit of the age, the safety of the country, and
the laws of God require that among the results of the present bloody

war shall be found the entire removal of that relic of barbarism, thai bane

and slmme of the nation, American slavery, and that the banner of free-

dom float triumphantly and truthfully over all the land.

Resolved, 6. That the foregoing preamble and resolutions be signed by
the officer's of the Convention, and transmitted to the President of the

United States.
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The Pennsylvania State CSontention of the Baptist Churches,

NOYEMBER, 1862.

Itesohedy That this Convention, representing fort}'^housand of the

citizens of Pennsylvania, mindful, in the present national crisis, of our

own solemn duties to our country and our God, hereby declare our pro-

found conviction of the intimate relation there is between the cause

of human liberty and the cause of pure religion, and also our set pur-

pose, as citizens, as Christians, and as Christian ministers, to employ our

whole influence in supporting the supremacy of our national Consti-

tution against all enemies whatever.

Resolved, That as the institution of slavery stands before the world as

the confessed feeding source of the present mighty and wicked rebel-

lion against our national Constitution, we most heartily approve of the

President's proclamation of emancipation, without modification in sub-

stance and without change of time in its execution.

Resolvrd, That a copy of these resolutions, duly authenticated, be
forwarded to the President of the United States.

.

The two following letters are in answer to resolutions which

the author was not able to obtain.

Department op State, September 29, 1862.

To the West New Jersey Baptist Association.

Reverend Gentlemen:—The resolutions concerning the state of

public affairs which you have transmitted to me have been communi-
cated to the President of the tTnited States. I am instructed by him
to reply that he aocepts with the most sincere and grateful emotions

the pledges they offer of all the magnanimous endeavors and all the

vigorous efforts which the emergencies of the country demand. The
President desires, also, that you may be well assured that, so far as ii

belongs to him, no vigor and no perseverance shall be wanting to sup-

press the existing insurrection and to preserve and maintain the union
of the States and the integrity of the country. You may further rest

assured that the President is looking for a restoration of peace on no
other ba.sis than that of the unconditional acquiescence by the people of

all the States in the constitutional authority of the Federal Government.
Whatever policy shall lead to that result will be pursued ; whatever

interest shall stand in the way of it will be disregarded.

The President is, moreover, especially sensible of the wisdom of your
counsels in recommending the cultivation by the Government and
people of the United States of a spirit of meeknes.s, humiliation, and
dependence on Almighty God, as an indispensable condition for obtain*

ing that Divine aid and favor without which all human power, though
directed to the wisest and most benevolent ends, is unavailing and
worthless. In a time of public danger like this, a State, especially a
republic, as you justly imply, ought to repress and expel all personal

ambitions, jealousies, and asperities, and become one united, harmonious,

loyal, and devotional people. Your obedient servant,

William H. SEirABAk
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Dbpartmemt or State, WASHiiioTOify October 6, 1862.

To THE Congregational Welsh Association of Pennsylyania.

Reverend Genalemen:—I have had the honor to receive the reso-

lutions which you have adopted; and, in compliance with your request^

I have submitted them to the consideration of the President of the

United States.

The President entertains a lively gratitude for the assurances you
have given him of your loyalty to the United States and your solicitude

for the safety of our free institutions, the confidence you have reposed

in him, and your sympathy with him in the discharge of responsibilities

whicli have devolved upon the Government. The President directs me
to assure you that wherever the Constitution of the United States leads

him, in that path he will move as steadily as shall be possible, rejoicing

with yourselves whenever it opens the way to an amelioration of the

condition of any portion of our fellow-men, while the country is escaping

from the dangers of revolution. The President is deeply touched by
your sympathies with those of our fellow-citizens who suffer captivity

or disease, and the grief with which you lament those who fall in

defence of the countrj' and humanity ; and he invokes the prayers of

all devotional mien that these precious sufferings may not be altogether

lost, but may be overruled by our heavenly Father to the advancement
of peace on earth and good will to all men.

I have the honor to be,

Reverend gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

William H. Seward.

Baptist Convention of the State of Massachusetts, October, 1862.

Resolved, That, in the present terrible national crisis in which we are

involved by the unreasonable and wicked insurrection of disloyal men
in the interest of a stupendous system of oppression, we hail with plea-

sure the proclamation of the President of the United States in favor of

emancipation, and the acts of harmony therewith, as a favorable indica-

tion of Divine Providence and as an important instrumentality for the

suppression of the rebellion.

Resolved, That in the fearful and wide-spread conflict now raging in

bur land we regard the interests of civil and religious liberty through-

out the world for future ages as deeply involved, and therefore regard

it as the solemn duty of every man to sustain the Government to the

whole extent of his ability.

Resolved, That, for the speedy and complete suppression of the rebel-

lion, we deem it eminently important that the loyal portion of the
nation, holding in abeyance all minor issues, should remain united and
present an unbroken front against the insurgents, and should therefore

put forth all their energies to prevent any division of the people in the

loyal States which shall weaken their support of the President in the

execution of his avowed policy.

Resolved, That whilst we mourn over our individual and national sins,

ftnd acknowledge the justice of Almighty God in the severe affliction
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which has befallen us, we also recognize his Divine sovereignty, that as

the race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong, so deliverance

from our present troubles can be effected only through his mighty and
beneficent agency, for which it becomes us to offer earnest and perse-

vering prayer.

Rcsolvedy That a copy of these resolutions, signed by the President

and Secretary of this Convention, be forwarded to the President of the

United States as expressive of our approval of his policy in the prose-

cution of the war, and as a pledge of our sympathy, prayers, and co-

operation with him in. his arduous efforts to restore the Union and
bring back to us national peace and prosperity.

The New-School Synod of Wabash, Indiana, October, 1862.

Whereas a giant rebellion is still struggling to plunge its dagger into

the heart of our beloved country, that it may establish an empire of

slavery on the ruins of our freedom ; and
Whereas our national Government is manfully struggling to crush

this rebellion and annihilate its power : therefore.

Resolved, 1. That wo do hereby express our unfaltering loyalty to the

Government under which we live, and do pledge all our means of influ-

ence, and our personal resources, for the preservation of the national

existence.

Rcsolvedy 2. That we tender to the President of the United States our

cordial esteem and sympathy, and we will not cease to pray that God
may give to him wisdom and courage and faith adequate to the re-

spousibilities of his position, and to the people patriotism equal to the

exigencies of the national peril.

Resolved, 3. That while we bow in humble and sorrowful acknowledg-

ment of our national sins that have provoked God's displetisure, and
deeply sympathize with the bereaved who have lost life-treasures and
heartrtreasures for the salvation of the nation, we yet cherish an un-

wavering faith in God, confirmed by the orderings of his providence

and the conquests of his truth in the progress of this struggle, that he
is disciplining us for a nobler national life in order to a wider national

usefulness and prosperity ; and we give thanks to God for the Executive

proclamation of freedom, which we trust may sound the death-knell of

slavery to the whole human race.

Western Keserve Synod of Ohio (New-School), October, 18G2.

While we are deliberating for the interests of that kingdom " which
is peace," we are reminded that the war begun by a wicked rebellion

till rages in the land.

The Synod, at their last annual meeting, adopted a carefully prepared

report upon the state of the country, in which they bore testimony

against the prime cause of the war, and pledged their support of the

Government in its efforts to re-establish its authority over the States in

revolt. Since that time the conflict has assumed larger proportions,

and gathered to itself greater moral interest. Battles have been fought;

new armies have been sent into the field; and legislationi and the
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supreme military power, have made, and have foreshadowed, important

changes in the political and social condition of the slave. These event«

have come to pass under the wise government of the Ruler of the

nations. God haa made himself known by acts of righteousness, and
by that wonderful overruling which has wrought in thoughtful minds
the belief that the exodus of the bondman is at hand.

It is fitting, then, that this body again give expression to their con-

victions in regard to the character of the war. and the duty of Christian

citizens in the emergencies which the progress of events has forced

upon the nation : therefore,

1. We reaffirm our unalterable belief that the cause of the Govern-

ment and of the loyal States is a ju3t one ; we express our sympathy
with the President of the United States in his position of peculiar trial

and grave responsibility ; and we exhort all Christians within the

bounds of the Synod to pray without ceasing that God will give to him
wisdom and strength for the right performance of his high duties.

2. Believing that Providence is shaping events for the extirpation of

slavery from the land, we heartily welcome the proclamation of emanci-

pation by the President. Receiving it as a measure of military neces-

sity, we yet gratefully record our admiration of that Divine government
which makes this measure harmonize with the demands of justice and
the requirements of Christian love ; and we pledge all our influence in

support of a policy so eminently wise and just.

3. Inasmuch as we believe God is punishing the nation for its sins,

and is seeking its reformation, we earnestly desire that the army and
navy, the exponents and the arms of the nation's strength, may be

purified from all vices and crimes which may provoke the Divine dis-

pleasure and render them unfit instruments for the execution of the

Divine purposes. Therefore, wo lament that so much intemperance,

and profanity, and neglect of the Sabbath, and indulgence of brutal

and revengeful passions, exist in these branches of the public service,

and especially that so many who are intrusted with places of command
are chargeable with these grave offences. And we earnestly pray those

who have the requisite authority to remove from such places all those

who thus dishonor God and injure the national cause.

The New-School Presbyterian Svnod op Illinois, October, 18G2. »

1. The Synod of Illinois continues to sympathize with the Govern-

ment of the United States in it« efforts to put down rebellion and
restore the supremacy of the Constitution and laws.

2. We recognize the desolations of civil war as tokens of the dis-

pleasure of God kindled against us on account of our sins.

3. The principles of the word of God and the history of God's deal-

ings with other nations forbid us to hope for the turning away of his

wrath without national humiliation, confession, and repentance.

4. In this view, wo rejoice and give thanks to the great God, in whose
hands are the hearts of kihgs and presidents, that he has inspired the

President of the United States to issue that grand proclamation which

\a at once (1) a war measure which strikes at the very life of the rebel-
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Hon, and also (2) an act of national justice which will, we trust, go far to

propitiate the wrath of God.

5. As slavery and it« champions have forced this war upon the

country, we shall regard it as a signal illustration of God's retributive

justice if he shall cause the war to result in the utter extirpation of

slavery and in the humiliation of all who have sought or helped to per-

petuate or extend it. The prospect that we may become in truth ''the

land of the free
^—one people^ from ocean to ocean, and from the lakes to

the gulf—is a prospect grand enough to inspire the sublimest hopes and
nerve us to heroic endurance of the hon^ors of war.

6. To our brave defenders in the field, to the sick and wounded in

our camps and hospitals, to those who languish in the prisons of the

enemy, to the loyal men and womenVhom war has driven from their

sanctuaries and their homes, to all those among us wlio mourn the loss

of dear ones fallen as martyrs in our holy cause, we extend assurances

of our sympathy and of a constant remembrance in our ]>rayors.

7. We believe it to be the duty of all good men to frown upon all

attempts to weaken confidence in the Government, or to divide and
distract the loyal people of the country. The efforts of .-chc^ming

politicians and selfish demagogues, and of jin unprincipled or disloyal

newspaper press, to give aid and comfort to the re)>ellion l>y dividing

our people, and raising up a reactionary party that would sr^ljtf-Hlcc and
liberty and barter away all that is most sacred in our institutions for

the sake of the personal aggrandizement of a treacherous and shnrt-Vvcd peace

y

ought to receive the indignant condemnation of all who fear God and
love justice. None but a righteous peace can bo permanent.

8. We solemnly declare it as our conviction that this war should be
prosecuted with the utmost vigor until every traitor lays-down his arms,

until every State returns to its allegiance, and until all the rights

guaranteed by the Constitution, and especially the rights of /r^/j lahor,

free thought^ free speech, free press, and free worship, shall be secured to

every loyal citizen of the republic.

9. We enjoin upon our ministers and elders the duty of instructing

the people in the great first principles of the Bible concerning the con-

ditions of God's favor to nations, and wo exhort them to expound and
enforce the teachings of the gospel concerning the brotherhood of men
and the inalienable right of every man made in the imago of God to

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It is the disregard of these

principles and teachings which has brought all our woes upon us ; it

is only by a return to them and by their hearty observance that we can

hope for enduring national peace and prosperity.

10. We exhort all our people to personal humiliation and repentance,

to earnest prayer, to constant vigilance, and to a cheerful endurance of

the burdens of taxation, and, if needs be, of the perils of the camp and
the field.

11. Finally, we repeat, with the emphasis of convictions strengthened

and emotions intensified by a year of conflict, the language with which
we closed our action on this subject one year ago,—viz.

:

We urge all the members of our churches to sustain with a generous

confidence the GoTemment and all who do its bidding, and cherish
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such a view of the momentovis importance and sacredncss of our cause

that they shall bear with cheerfulness all the sacrifices which the war

imposes, and, whether it be long or short, cheerfully pour out, if needs

be, the last ounce of gold and the last drop <^ blood to bring it lo a righUffus

The Upper Wabash Conference of the United Brethren Church,

September, 1662.

Whereas the Church of the United Brethren in Christ is anti-slavery

in principle, as set forth in Sec. 22, Dis. ; and whereas there are found

among us members who, in this dark hour of our country's peril, are

sympathizing with rebellion by opposing those who stand to advocate

and defend the anti-slavery principles of the Church, by refusing them

their support : therefore,

Resolved, That we earnestly admonish those who may be found among

us operating against the spirit, letter, and intent of Discipline (Sec. 22) on

slavery, to consider the duty they owe to God, their eovaUry, and the

Church of their choice, to cease to manifest a spirit so contrary to the

teaching of the Church on this subject.

Resolved, That it be eig'oined on the circuit preachers to labor in the

spirit of meekness with those who are found acting in opposition to the

spirit of the gospel on this subject, and strive to bring them to a sense

of their obligations, and, should they refuse to desist from such a course,

to expel them from the Church.

Resolved, That we heartily sympathize with our Government in

striving to maintain the principles of civil and religious liberty against

slavery and rebellion, and pledge to it our prayers, our lives, our for-

tunes, and our sacred honor ; and should there be found any among us

who cannot respond to these sentiments, or who are found sympathizing

with traitors in any respect whatever, we admonish them, in the spirit

of brotherly love, to desist from such a course, or cease to remain in

membership with us.

The Central Methodist Conference of Ohio, April, 1863.

Resolved, That, in the judgment of this Conference, the declaration of

war, the marshalling of arms, the desolation and confiscaUon of pro-

perty, the robbery on land and the piracy on sea, the loss of life, the

blood that has already drenched the soil of Virginia and Missouri, are

all attributable to slavery as a cause.

Resolved, That, as the secessionists have forfeited, by rebellion, all

rights under the Constitution and laws, their slaves have a right to go

free ; and we hope the whole policy of the Government will be shaped

to this result.

Resolved, That, in the judgment of this Conference, the Proclamation

of General Fremont, declaring the emancipation of the slaves of all

rebels against the Government, is of paramount importance in the pre-

sent crisis, and meets the hearty approval of this body of ministera, and,

we believe, of all undeluded friends of tho Govemmeni.
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Resolvedy That we shall never cease to pray for our armies and nary
now engnged in war in defence of our country ; and we shall look for-

ward with hope and faith, when our hills and valleys shall shout, and
our mountains shall echo back the glad response, Universal emancipcUiim

from sloven/ and rebellum I

The New York Methodist Episcopal CoifFERENCB, April, 1863.

Whereas the Southern rebellion, gigantic in its proportions and un-
paralleled in its wickedness, continues to imperil the existence of this

republic; and
Whereas our national life is intimately identified not only with the

cause of civil and religious liberty in the world, but also with the best

interests of the kingdom of Christ,—for, so far as we may judge, our

nation is a choice and chosen instrument for the extension and establish-

ment of that kingdom on the earth ; and
Whereas in a crisis like the present it is the solemn duty of every

citizen to rally to the support of a cause so unspeakably important and
glorious: therefore.

Resolved, 1. That, as members and ministers of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church within the bounds of the New York Annual Conference,

wo cheerfully renew our vows of uncompromising and unconditional

loyalty to the United States of America, a nationality we are proud to

acknowledge, and resolved, with the blessing of Heaven, to maintain.

2. That it is our duty, enforced alike by the word of God and our
Book of Discipline, to submit to and co-operate with the regularly con-

stituted civil authorities, and to enjoin the same upon our people.

3. That while wc do not deny, but rather recognize and defend, the

right of our people to discuss the measures and policy of the Govern-

ment, at the same time we would counsel that, in the prasent critical

condition of public aflFairs, this right is to be exercised with great for-

bearance, caution, and prudence.

4. That the conduct of those who, influenced by political affinities or

Southern sympathies, and under the pretext of discriminating between
the Administration and the Government, throw themselves in the path

of every warlike measure, is, in our view, a covert treason, which has

the malignity, without the manliness, of those who have arrayed them-

selves in open hostility to our liberties, and is deserving of our sternest

denunciations and our most determined opposition.

5. That slaveiy is an evil incompatible in its spirit and practice with

the principles of Christianity, with republican institutions, with the peaoe

and prosperity of the country, and with the traditions, doctrines, and
discipline of our Church ; and our long and anxious inquiry. What shall

be done for its extirpation? has been singularly answered by Divine

Providence, which has given to Abraham Lincoln, President of the

United States, the power and the disposition to issue a proclamation

guaranteeing the boon of freedom to millions of Southern bond-

men.
6. That we heartily concur in this proclamation, as indicating the

righteousness of our cause, securing the sympathies of the liberty-loving
48
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the world over, and, above all, inBuring the approbation of the Uniyenal
Father, who is invariably on the side of justice and freedom.

7. That we find abundant reason for gratitude and encouragement in

the recent revival of the nation's patriotism, in the maintenance of the

public credit, in the change of public opinion abroad, especially in

^gland, and in the gradual, but we trust sure, progress of our arms.

8. That we cordially accept the President's recommendation to observe

the 30th day of the present month as a season of solemn fasting and
prayer, and that, assembling in our various places of worship, we will

humble ourselves, and earnestly supplicate the great Ruler of Nations

to forgive our national offences, to guide, sustain, and bless our publio

rulers, to look on our army and navy mercifully, giving success to our

arms, so that this infamous rebellion may be speedily crushed, and
peace, at once righteous and permanent, may return to smile on our

American heritage.

9. That our interest and sympathy for those who represent us in the

field continue unabated ; and that to all those who are suffering in con>

sequence of the havoc or desolation of this terrible war we offer our

sincerest sympathies and our Christian condolence.

10. That a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to the President

of the United States, and that they be published in *' The Christian

Advocate and Journal."

East Baltimore Conference, March, 1863.

Whereas the war which has been devastating our beloved land for the

past two years still continues, and whereas silence might be construed

into indifference in such a crisis : therefore,

Bewlved, By the East Baltimore Conference, in Conference assembled,

that we reaffirm our loyalty to the Government, and our most unflinch-

ing devotion to our country in the hour of her peril.

TnE Baptist Association op Illinois, June, 18G3.

In the midst of many dangers and reverses which have overtaken

our arms during the past year, we yet have great reason for thankful-

ness, not only for important victories vouchsafed to us, but for a far

juster conception, on the part of the masses of the people, of the great

moral issues involved in the struggle. We bless God that he has taught

us by the rod of disaster that there can be no peace until the claims of

Him whoso right it is to reign shall be recognized and obeyed.

Wo coniially support the administration in their efforts to put down

the rebellion, and hail with joy the proclamation of emancipation,

believing that when we as a nation shull " kcop the fast which God hath

ch^vson/' **that our light shall break forth as the morning, and our

hwiUh aluUl spring forth speedily."

Wo itHH>|Ccnize human slavery now, as wo have heretofore done, to be

Iho ^H^u*«* ^**' ^^® ^*r and its kindred evils, and we reiterate our convic-

tk^\* Ihnt there can be no peace and prosperity in the nation until it is

>V« tVvl thai the hope of our country in the suppression of treason
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in the revolted States, and in our midst, lies not merely in military suo-

cosses or in military orders, but in the incorruptible virtue and the pro-

found devotion of the people to the principles of the glorious gospel of

the blessed God.

We deeply sympathize with our brethren who have gone to fight the
battles of our country, with such as are sick and wounded in the
•haspitals, and with those who have been bereaved because their loved

ones have been stricken by the hand of deatli while connected with the
army. We pledge to our brave soldiers everywhere our sj-mpathies,

our prayers, and our utmost efforts that they may be sustained in all

their troubles, and that they may be abundantly successful in the great

task committed to their hands.

The Conference of the Western Unitarian Association, held at

Toledo, Ohio, June, 1803.

Whereas our allegiance to the kingdom of God requires of us loyalty

to every righteous authority on earth : therefore.

Resolved^ That we give to the President of the United States, and to

all who are charged with the guidance and defence of our nation in its

present terrible struggle for the preservation of liberty, public order,

and Christian civilization, against the powerful wickedness of treason

and rebellion, the assurance of our cordial sympathy and steady sup-

port, and that we will cheerfully continue to share any and all needful

burdens and sacrifices in the holy cause of our country.

Rcaoloedy That we hail with gratitude and hope the rapidly growing

conviction among tlie loyal masses of our countrymen that the existence

of human slavery is inconsistent with the national safety and honor, as

it is inconsistent with natural right and justice, and tliat we ask of the

Government a thorough and vigorous enforcement of the policy of

emancipation, as necessary alike to military success, to lasting peace,

and to the just supremacy of the Constitution over all the land.

Presbytery of St. Louis (Old-School), June, 18G3.

Whereas violent resistance to the authority of civil government, with-

out ade({uate cause, is, by the teaching of Scripture and the standards

of the Presbyterian Church, a sin againjii God ; and wheretvs our fellow-

citizens now in rebellion against our national and State Governments,

among whom are found a number of our own church-members, have

never experienced any wrong or grievance at the hands of those in

authority that could justify a resort to armed resistance to our established

Government; and whereas it is the duty of those who rule in the

(yhurch to guide the flock in the way of truth and righteousness and
warn them against error and sin : therefore.

Resolved, That we, the Presbytery of St. Louis, at^ting upon a sense of

cluty to the churches over which we rule, do hen'by earnestly entreat

and warn all members of our churches to abstain from all participation

in the present rebellion, or from giving countenance and encourage-

ment thereto by word or deed, as such participation, countenance, or

i
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encouragement involves sin against God, and will expose those engaged
therein to the penalties of ecclesiastical discipline.

PRESBYTERT OF RiPLEY, OhIO, ApRXL, 1863.

Besolved, 1. That while the terrihle judgments of God are inflicted

upon the Government and people, there should be universal reformation.

That all sinful practices should be abandoned, and that all systems of

oppression and wrong should be abolished. Among these are intempe-
> ranee, Sabbath-breuking, and slavery. These have been the moet promi-

nent sins of the nation.

2. That we recommend to the churches under our care to observe

carefully the fast proclaimed by the President, to be kept on the

30th day of the present month.

3. That, as civil government is an ordinance of God, it is the duty of

all persons to obey civil magistrates in all things that do not contravene

the law of God.

4. That, upon full investigation, it is evident that the Gov^emment
inflicted no wrong upon the slaveholding States, and that the rebellion

of the slave power against the Government is the most enormous and
criminal known to the world, and that the present calamitous war has

been forced upon the Government, and, consequently, that it is the duty

of all citizens to sustain the administration in suiJ2)ressing the rebellion

and the slaveholding combination by which it was instigated.

5. That disloyalty to the Government, as it tends to anarchy, robbery,

and murder, is one of the highest crimes against God and man : conse-

quently, that class of men in the free States who sympathize with the

rebels of the South, oppose the administration, and aim to sustain the

slave system, which has caused the murder of hundreds of thousands

of the most brave and noble men of the nation, and has brought upon
the whole country the most terrible calamities, are among the most
depraved, dangerous, and abominably wicked men eiusting on the

earth.

The General Convention of Congregational Ministers and Churches
OF Vermont, June, 1863.

Whereas our beloved country continues to be the scene of an un-

principled and wicked rebellion, tlie object of which, as openly avowed
by its leaders, is the overthrow of the Government established by the

wisdom, the toils, and the sacrifices of our fathers, the dismemberment
of the Union, and the establishment within our limits of a Confederacy

I founded upon the enormous wrong and outrage of human slavery:

therefore,
** Huoked^ 1. That we reaffirm the principles and declarations relating

to this subject, aa set forth in the last meeting of the Convention;

solemnly renewing our pledge of fidelity to tlic Government in the pre-

sent fearful crisis, and of our unwavering support by all lawful means
at our command.

Raolved, 2. That as " the powers that be are ordained of God/' and
submission to them is expressly required by the Divine will, and as the

t
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existing administration of our Government, rightfully appointed, con-

stitute for us ''the powers that be/' for lawful government, we recognise

the imperative duty of all classes of citizens to render to the adminis-

tration, striving in its appropriate sphere to put down the rebellion,

their hearty support and co-operation, such duty being involved in their

allegiance to God.

Resolved, 3. That we cordially approve of the proclamation of emanci-
pation, issued as a war measure by the President of the United States,

whereby millions of the enslaved are declared free, and promise is given

that, as a nation, by the dreadful discipline of war, we are ere long to

come to the realization of the truth so prominently set forth in the

Declaration of Independence, that all men are equally entitled to the

privileges of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." And we
rejoice to recognize the rapidly increasing favor with which the afore-

said proclamation is regarded throughout the loyal States of the Union,
and by many who at first doubted its expediency.

Resolved, 4. That we highly commend the measures which have been
adopted for the comfort and instruction of the slaves who, by means of

the war and the President's proclamation, have availed themselves of

the priceless boon of freedom ; thus laying a foundation for their ele-

vation to all that ennobles and blesses our common humanity.

Resolved, 5. That we tender the expression of our admiration and
thanks to our soldiers who, at their country's call, with patriotic ardor,

rushed to the field of danger to struggle for our national life. We
assure them that whatever we can do for their comfort in camp and
hospital shall be done ; that when permitted to return to their loved

homes, they will receive a hearty welcome ; and those who shall have
sacrificed life in our army and navy in the noble cause will long live in

our grateful remembrance. And we tender our warmest sympathy to

all the families who, by reason of this wicked rebellion, are mourning
for fathers, husbands, brothers, and sons whose faces they see on earth

no more.

Resolved, 6. T^at we commend the President of the United States, his

Cabinet, and all to whom great public trusts are committed, to the

special Divine guidance; that we acknowledge God's justice in our

national calamities, and would humble ourselves under his mighty

hand ; and we earnestly beseech the God of our fathers that, instructed

and purified by the things which we suffer, we may as a nation be
established in truth and righteousness, and become indeed a light and
blessing to the world.

The annual convention of the American Baptist Missionary

Union held its forty-ninth anniversary, at Cleveland, Ohio,

May, 1863, and passed the following paper. The President of

the meeting was Hon. Ira Harris, Senator in Congress from

New York.

The Committee appointed to prepare resolutions on the state of the

country reported, through its chairman, Rev. Dr. Dowling, the follow-

ing:—
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Whereas the officers and members of the American Baptist Mission-

ary Union, at their Inst annui^I meeting in May, 1802, unanimously
adopted a series of resolutions characterizing *' the war now waged by
the national Government to put down the unprovoked and wicked
rebellion that has risen against it, and to establish anew the reign of

order and of law, as a most righteous and holy one, sanctioned alike by
God and all right-thinking men," and also expressive of their con-

viction that " the principal cause and origin of this attempt to destroy

the Government has been the institution of slavery ; and that a safe,

solid, and lasting peace cannot be expected short of its complete over-

throw:" therefore,

Resolved, That the developments of the year since elapsed, in con-

nection with this attempt to destroy the best Government on earth,

have tended only to deepen our conviction of the truth of the senti-

ments which we then expressed, and which we now and here solemnly

reiterate and reaffirm.

Resolved, That the authors, aiders, and abettors of this slaveholders'

rebellion, in their desperate efforts to nationalize the institution of

slavery and to extend its despotic sway throughout the land, have
themselves inflicted on that institution a series of most terrible and
fatal and suicidal blows, from which, wo believe, it can never recover,

and they have themselves thus fixed its destiny and hastened its doom

;

and that, for thus overruling what appeared at first to be a terrible

national calamity, to the production of results so unexpected and glo-

rious, our gratitude and adoration are due to that wonder-working God
who still " maketh the wrath of man to praise him, while the remainder

of that wrath he restrains."—Psalm Ixxvi. 10.

Resolved, That in the recent acts of Congress, abolishing slavery for-

ever in the District of Columbia and the Territories, and in the noble

proclamation of the President of the United States, declaring freedom

to the slave in States in rebellionn we see cause for congratulation and
^

joy, and we think we behold the dawn of that glorious day when, as

in Israel's ancient jubilee, '* liberty shall be proclaimed throughout all

the land, unto all the inhabitants thereof."—Leviticus xxv. 10.

Resolved, That as American Christians we rejoice in the growing

sympathy of the enlightened portion of our Christian brethren in Great

Britain and other European nations with the Government and people

of the United States in this righteous war ; and that, while we cordially

thank our friends across the water for all expressions of their confidence

and approval, we embrace this opportunity of assuring them that,

within our judgment, the United States possesses within herself the

means, the men, and the courage necessary for the suppression of this

rebellion, and that, while we ask no assistance from other nations, we
will brook no intervention or interference with our national affairs

while engaged in this arduous struggle, which we believe will aoon

be completely successful in utterly suppressing and subduing this

rebellion.

Resolved, That we hereby pledge ourselves as ministers, and as

Christians and patriots, to sustain the President of the United States

•nd his associates in the administration by our prayers, our inflixence^
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and oar personal saciifioes, till this rebeUion shall be subdued, and
peace, upon the basis of justice, freedom, and Union* shall be again

restored.

Missionaries on thk Rebellion.

At the twenty-third annual meeting of the Mission to Western
Turkey, the Rev. William Goodell, D.D., the Rev. William G. Schauffler,

D.D., and the Rev. Cyrus Hamlin, D.D., were appointed a committee to

draft resolutions on the state of our country. They reported the follow-

ing, which were unanimously adopted by the mission:^

COKSTAJfTINOPLB, Maj 30, 1863.

lUsolvedf 1. That, although we have been many years absent from our
native land, yet we entertain the most loyal feelings towards our Govern-
ment, and assure the President of our being in full sympathy with him»
and with all loyal citizens in their efforts to suppress the great rebellion.

2. That, having given up to this cause some of our best and most
promising sons, and one of our former missionary associates having
fallen a sacrifice to it (Rev. Mr. Dunmore, near Helena, Arkansas), we
are still ready for any fiirther needed sacrifices for our country, and we
earnestly pray that God may inspire all our fellow-citizens with true

Christian patriotism, to smite this rebellion with ''the arrow of the
Lord's deliverance," not, as Joash, thrice, but " five or six tim^es/' until

it is utterly subdued.

3. That we recognize the righteous judgment of God in calling our

beloved country to this reckoning of blood for the national sins of

slavery, oppression, greed, and political corruption in high places, and
that we regard national repentance, and the abandonment of these and
other sins characterizing us as a people, as the only way to recover

national safety and prosperity.

4. That whereas God has vindicated in so remarkable a manner, and
before an attentive world, his glorious justice and mercy in pleading

the cause of four millions of down-trodden, degraded, and despised

•laves;

And whereas the Government has abolished slavery in the District of

Columbia, and prohibited the same in all the Territories, and the Presi-

dent, as commander-in-chief, has issued his proclamation of freedom to

the slaves of rebels ; and whereas the prejudices so long cherished in

our country by the white population against the colored race are evi-

dently yielding to the imperious pressure of providential circumstanoee

under the Divine discipline administered to our nation

;

Therefore it is the clearest duty of all loyal citizens to fall in with

this wonderful march of freedom and providence, and to count no
sacrifices too dear in order to attain a solid peace upon the basis of iiii»-

persal/reedom and equal rights,

5. That the courage, fidelity, sagacity, patient endurance, and absenoe

of cruelty and vindictiveness, exhibited so generally by the colored

nee, under eicasperating wrongs hardly paralleled in history, entitle it

to the respect and sympathy of the civilized world.

0. That the distinct recognition which the President, Senate, and
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many officers of the army and navy have made of God and his law, of

the Sabbath, and the necessity of prayer, is to us a matter of devout

gratitude.

7. That it is our Christian duty to pray daily and earnestly for the

President and his Cabinet, that they may have wisdom, energy, and
firmness equal to this crisis ; for the officers and soldiers of the army
and navy, that they may do valiantly for the Lord of hosts ; for the

millions of distracted Africans, that they may show themselves to be
men fighting for freedom and a home, and in abstaining from bloody

and lawless retaliation of wrong ; for the deluded people of the South,

that they may speedily renounce the tyranny of the slave-lords ; and
for the bereaved families of fallen patriots.

And may the God of peace shortly bruise Satan under our feet, and
redeem our souls from deceit and violence.

J. F. Pettibone, Otairman,

Tillman C. Trowbridge, Secretcay.

The following resolutions were passed at a State Sabbath-

Bchool Convention, Dayton^ Ohio, May, 1863. They show the

earnest Christian sympathy of Sabbath-schools throughout the

.

nation with the country struggling with a gigantic rebellion,

and were prepared and offered to the Convention by B-ev. B.

W. Chidlaw, a veteran in the cause of Sabbath-schools, and a

faithful chaplain in the army.

Whereas our Sabbath-schools are so largely represented in the army
and navy of our country, by our former associates in the Sabbath-

chool work, superintendents, teachers and scholars, now in the service,

cheerfully and heroically bearing the burdens of duty and suffering,

fighting for the flag, and living by the cross

;

lUsolvedy 1. That the Ohio State Sabbath-School Convention, assembled

in the city of Dayton, expresses its cordial greetings, and earnest sym-

pathies with our brethren in arms.

2. That we urge upon every Sabbath-school at once to open and main-

tain a correspondence with its absent members, to cheer and encourage

our loved ones in the camp, on the deck, or languishing in hospitals.

3. That we earnestly desire that all the children of our brave soldiers

and noble saUors should be gathered into the Sabbath-school fold and
taught the way of salvation.

4. That we would encourage all who at home have drilled in the

Sabbath-school army and studied the heavenly tactics, to fall into line,

and establish a Sabbath-school in the camp, and keep its bannen
waving for the spiritual benefit of themselves and comrades.

Tax Rkformsd Prssbttkrian Church, Dbcembir, 1862.

The Rev. A. M. Killigan, of New Alexandria, Pennsylvania, and the

Bev. J. R. W. Sloane, of New York, waited upon the President of the

United States, and, on behalf of the Reformed Presbyterian (Old-School
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Corenanter) Church in the United States, presented to him the follow-

ing address :

—

To HIS EXCSLLENCT ABRAHAM LlNCOLK, PrBSIDSNT OW THK UnITSD
States.

We visit you, Mr. President, as the representatives of the Reformed
Presbyterian, or, as it is frequently termed, "Scotch Covenanter"
Church,—a church whose sacrifices and sufiferings in the cause of civil

and religious liberty are a part of the world's history, and to which we
are indebted, no less than to the Puritans, for those inestimable privi-

leges so largely enjoyed in the free States of this Union, and which,
true to its high lineage and ancient spirit, does not hold within its pale

a single secessionist or sympathizer with rebellion in these United
States.

Our Church has unanimously declared, by the voice of her highest

court, that the world has never seen a conflict in which right was more
clearly wholly upon the one side, and wrong upon the other, than in

the present struggle of this Government with the slaveholders' rebel-

lion. She has also unanimously declared her determination to assist

the Government, by all lawful means in her power, in its conflict with

this atrocious conspiracy, until it be utterly overthrown and annihilated.

Profoundly impressed with the immense importance of the issues

involved in this contest, and with the solemn responsibilities which
rest upon the Chief Magistrate in this time of the nation's peril, our

brethren have commissioned us to come and address you words of sym-
pathy and encouragement ; also, to express to you views which, in their

judgment, have an important bearing upon the present condition of

affairs in our beloved country, to congratulate you on what has already

been accomplished in crushing rebellion, and to exhort you to perse-

vere in the work until it has been finally completed.

Entertaining no shadow of doubt as to the entire justice of the cause

in which the nation is embarked, we nevertheless consider the war a

just judgment of Almighty God for the sin of rejecting his authority

and enslaving our fellow-men, and are firmly persuaded that his wrath

will not be appeased, and that no permanent peace will be attained,

until his authority be recognized and the abomination that maketh
desolate utterly extirpated.

As an anti-slavery Church of the most radical school, believing slavery

to be a heinous and aggravated sin both against God and man, and to

be placed in the same category with piracy, murder, adultery, and theft,

it is our solemn conviction that God, by his word and providence, is

calling the nation to immediate, unconditional, and universal emanci-

pation. We hear his voice in these thunders of war, saying to us, " Let

my people go." Nevertheless^ we have hailed with delighted satis-

faction the several steps which you have taken in the direction of

emancipation ; especially do we r^oice in your late proclamation

declaring your intention to free the slaves in the rebel States on the

1st day of January, 1863,—an act which, when carried out, will give

the death-blow to rebellion, strike the fetters from millions of bondmen,

and secure for its author a place among the wisest of rulers and noblest
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oenefactors of the race. Permit us, then, Mr. President, most respect-

fully, yet most earnestly, to urge upon you the importance of enforcing

that proclamation to the utmost extent of that power with which you
are vested. Let it be placed on the highest grounds of Christian justice

and philanthropy ; let it be declared to be an act of national repentance

for long complicity with the guilt of slavery ; permit nothing to tarnish

the glory of the act or rob it of its sublime moral significance and
grandeur, and it cannot fail to meet a hearty response in the conscience

of the nation, and to secure infinite blessings to our distracted country.

Let not the declaration of the immortal Burke be verified in this

instance:—"Good works are commonly left in a rude and imperfect

state, through the lanH> ciro.umspection with which a timid prudence
so frequently enervates beneficence. In doing good we are cold, lan-

guid, and sluggish, and of all things afraid of being too much in the
right." We urge you, by every consideration drawn from the word of
Qod and the present condition of our bleeding country, not to be moved
from the path of duty on which you have so auspiciously entered, either

by the threats or blandishments of the enemies of human progress^

nor to permit this great act to lose its power through the fears of timid

friends.

There is another point which we esteem of paramount importance^

and to which we wish briefly to call your attention. The Constitution

of the United States contains no acknowledgment of the authority of
God, of his Christ, or of his law, as contained in the Holy Scriptures.

This we deeply deplore as wholly inconsistent with all claims to be con-
sidered a Christian nation or to eixjoy the protection and favor of Go<L
The Lord Jesus Christ is above all earthly rulers. He is King of kings
and Lopd of lords. He is the one mediator between God and man,
through whom alone either nations or individuals can secure the favor

of the Most High. God is saying to us in these judgments, ** Be wise
now, therefore, ye kings; be instructed, ye judges of the earth.

Serve the Lord with fear. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish
from the way when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all

they that tmst in him. For the nation and kingdom that will not
serve thee shall perish ; yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted."

This time appears to us most opportune for calling the nation to a
recognition of the name and authority of God, to the claims of Him
who will overturn, overturn, and overturn, until the kingdoms of this

world become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ. We indulge
the hope, Mr. President, that you have been called, with your ardent
love of liberty, your profound moral convictions manifested in your
Sabbath proclamation and in your frequent declarations of dependence
upon Divine Providence, to your present position of honor and influ-

ence, to free our beloved country from the curse of slavery and secure
for it the favor of the great Ruler of the Universe. Shall we not now
set the world an example of a Christian state, governed, not by the
principles of mere political expediency, but acting under a sense of
aocountability to God and obedience to those laws of immutable moral-
ity which are binding alike upon nations and individuals ?

Praying that you may be directed in your responsible position by
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Divine wisdom, that God may throw over you the shield of his pro*

tection, that we may soon see rebellion crushed, its cause removed, and
OUT land become Immanuel's land, we subscribe ourselves, in behalf of

the Reformed Presbyterian Church.

Yours, respectfully,

J. R. W. Sloanb,

A. M. MiLLIGAN.

Messrs. Milligan and Sloane were introduced to the President

by the Hon. John A. Bingham, M.C., of Ohio. They were very

cordially received.

General Syxod of tue Reformed Presbyterian Church, Mat, 1863.

Whereas there is a God revealed to man in Holy Scripture as the

Creator, Preserver, Redeemer, and Moral Governor of the world ; and
Whereas nations, as well as individuals, are the creatures of his

power, the dependants of his providence, and the subjects of hia

authority; and
Whereas civil government is an ordinance of God, deriving its ulti-

mate sanctions from his appointment and permission ; and
Whereas it is the duty of all men to acknowledge the true God in all

the relations they sustain ; and
Whereas there is no specific mention of the authority of God in the

Federal Constitution of the United States of America, the fundamental

law of their existence as a nation ; and
Whereas that Constitution and the Government which it organizes

and defines are now undergoing the trial of a defensive civil war against

a rebellion of a large portion of its own citizens and for its own national

existence; and
Whereas the exigencies of the war have brought the authorities of

the nation, civil and military, subordinate and supreme, to formal recog-

nitions of the being, providence, and grace of God and of Jesus Christ

bis Son, to an extent and with a distinctness such as the country has

never witnessed before : therefore,

Re&olvedy 1. That in the judgment of this Synod the time is come for

the proposal of such amendments to the Federal Constitution, in the

way provided by itself, as will supply the omissions above referred to

and secure a distinct recognition of the being and supremacy of the

God of Divine revelation.

Resolved, 2. That in the judgment of Synod the amendments or addi-

tions to be made to the national Constitution should provide not only

for a recognition of the existence and authority of God, but also of the

mediatorial supremacy of Jesus Christ his Son, "the Prince of the

kings of the earth and the Governor among the nations."

Besolved, 3. That, as several articles of the Federal Constitution hare

been and are construed in defence of slavery, Synod do earnestly ask

the appropriate authorities to effect such change in them as will remove

all ambiguity of phraseology on this subject, and make the Con8tittttioii»
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aa its framers designed it to be, and as it really is in spirit, a document
on the side of justice and liberty.

Resolved, 4. That Synod will petition the Congress of the United

States, at its next meeting, to take measures for proposing and securing

the amendments referred to, according to the due order.

Rewlvedj 5. That Synod will transmit a copy of such action as they

may themselves adopt to the several religious bodies of the country^

with the respectful request that they will take order on the subject.

.

Besolvcd, 6. That a committee be appointed, composed of a member
from each of the Presbyteries in Synod, to whom this matter shall be
referred, and whose duty it shall be to correspond with such Christian

statesmen and other individuals of influence as they may find disposed

to further thb dutiful and momentous object

Tbi Gsnsral Assembly or thb Combbrland Prbsbtteriak Church,

Mat, 1863.

Whereas this General Assembly of the Cumberland Presbyteriaa

Church in the United States of America cannot conceal from itself the

lamentable truth that the very existence of our Church and nation ia

endangered by a gigantic rebellion against the rightful authority of the
General Government of the United States, which rebellion has plunged
the nation into the most dreadful civil war ; and
Whereas the Church is the light of the world, and cannot withhold

her testimony upon great moral and religious questions, and upon
measures so deeply affecting the great interests of Christian civilization,

without becoming justly chargeable with the sin of hiding her light

under a bushel : therefore,

Besolvedt That loyalty and obedience to the General Goyemment, in

•the exercise of its legitimate authority, are the imperative Christian

duties of every citizen, and that treason and rebellion are not mere
political offences of one section against another, but heinous sins against

God and his authority.

Resolved, That the interest of our common Christianity, and the cause

of Christian civilization and national freedom throughout the world,

impels us to hope and pray God (in whom is all our trust) that this

unnatural rebellion may be put down, and the rightful authority of the
General Government re-established and maintained.

Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with our fellow-countrymen and
brethren who, in the midst of great temptation and sufferings, have
atood firm in their devotion to God and their country, and also with
those who have been driven, contrary to their judgment and wishes, into

the ranks of the rebellion.

Resolved, That in this time of trial and darkness we re-endorse the
preamble and resolution adopted by the General Assembly of the Pres^

byterian Church at Clarksville, Tennessee, on the 24th day of May, 1850,

which are as follows :

—

Whereas in the opinion of this General Assembly the preservation

of the Union of these States is essential to the civil and religious liberty

of the people, and it is regarded as proper and commendable in
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the Church, and more particulnrly in the branch which we represent

(it having had its origin within the limits of the United States of

America, and that soon after the blood of our Revolutionary fathers had
ceased to flow, in that unequal contest through which they were success-

fully conducted by the strong arm of Jehovah), to express its devotion,

on all suitable occasions, to the Government of their choice : therefore,

Resolved, That this General Assembly look with censure and disappro-

bation upon attempts, from any quarter, to dissolve this Union, and
would regard the success of any such movement as exceedingly hazard-

ous to the cause of religion as well as civil liberty. And this General

Assembly would strongly recommend to all Christians to make it a sub-

ject of prayer to Almighty God to avert from our beloved country a
catastrophe so direful and disastrous.

On the subject of American slavery, your committee submit that w©
should not view it as if it were about to bo introduced, but as already

in existence. We do not hesitate to declare that the introduction of

slavery was an enormous crime, surpassed by few crimes that have dis

graced the history of the world, and that there are at present great

evils connected with it, and that we believe will more or less be con-

nected with it while it exists. As to the remedy for these, the greatest

and best minds of our country and the world have greatly differed and
been much perplexed: therefore we would recommend to those who in

the providence of God have been placed in connection with' this insti-

tution, to continue prayerfully to study the word of God, to determine

tlieir duty in regard to their slaves and slavery ; and to those who are

not thus situated, that they exercise forbearance towards their brethren

who are connected with slavery,—as the agitation of this subject at the.

present time in tliat part of the Church where slavery docs not exist

cannot result in any good, either to the master or slave. Touching the

subject of American slavery as set forth in the memorial before us, your
committee are not prepared to make the simple holding of slaves a test

of church-membership, as they understand the memorial before them
to propose.

Rcsolvedy That we disavow any connection with, or sympathy for, the

extreme measures of ultra-abolitionists, whose efforts, as we believe,

have been, and are now, aimed at the destruction of our civil Govern-

ment in order to abolish slavery. The committee would say, in con-

clusion, that the report herein submitted b agreed upon as a compro-

mise measure, to unite the whole energies of our beloved Church and
harmonize all our interests in the future, and to bind the entire

membership of our Church, if possible, iji close bonds of Christianity

and fellowship.

The PassDYTSRiAN Gihiral Asskmblt (Old-School), Mat, 1863.

Your committee believe that the design of the mover of the original

resolution and of the large majority who apparently are ready to vote

for its adoption, is simply to call forth fi*om the Assembly a significant

token of our sympathy with this Goyemment in its earnest efforts to

•uppre^ a rebellion that now for over two years has wickedly stood in

armed resistance to lawful and beneficent authority. But as there are
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many among ub who are undoubtedly patriotic, who are willing to

express any righteous principle to which this Assembly should give

utterance touching the subjection and attachment of an American
citizen to the Union and its institutions, who love the flag of our
country and rejoice at its successes by .sea and by land, and who yet do
not esteem this particular act a testimonial of loyalty entirely becoming
to a church court, and as many of these brethren by the pressing of

this vote would be placed in a falso position, as if they did not love the

Union, of which that flag is the beloved symbol, your committee deem
themselves authorized by the subsequent direction of the Assembly to

propose a different action to be adopted by this venerable court.

It is well known, on the one hand, that the General Assembly haa
ever been reluctant to repeat its testimonies upon important matters of
public interest, but, having given utterance to carefully considered

words, is content to abideuialmly by its recorded deliverances. Nothing
that this Assembly can say can more fully express the wickedness of
the rebellion that has cost so much blood and treasure, can declare in

plainer terms the guilt, before God and man, of those who have inaugu-

rated, or maintained, or countenanced, for so little cause, the fratricidal

strife, or can more impressively urge the solemn duty of Government
to the lawful exercise of its authority, and of the people, each in his

several place, to uphold the civil authorities, to the end that law and
order may again reign throughout the entire nation, than these things

have already been done by previous Assemblies. Nor need this body
declare its solemn rebukes towards those ministers and members of the
Church of Christ who have aided in bringing on and sustaining these

unmense calamities, or tender our kind sympathies to those who are

overtaken by troubles they could not avoid, and who mourn and weep
in secret places, not unseen by the Father's eye, or reprove all wilful

disturbers of the public peace, or exhort those who are subject to our
care to the careful discharge of every duty tending to uphold the free

and beneficent Government under which we are, and this specially for

conscience* sake and as in the sight of God, more than in regard to all

these things the General Assembly has made its solemn deliverances

since these troubles began.

But, on the other hand, it may be well for this General Assembly to
reaflirm, as it now solemnly does, the great principles to which uttei^

ance haa already been given. We do this the more readily because

our beloved Church may thus be understood to take her deliberate and
well-chosen stand, free from all imputations of haste or excitement

;

because we recognize an entire hai'mony between the duties of the
citizen (especially in a land where the people frame their own lawa

and choose tlicir own rulers) and the duties of the Christian to the
Great Head of the Church ; because, indeed, least of all persons should

Christian citizens even seem to stand back from their duty when bad
men press forwiird for mischief; and because a true love for our country

in her times of pciil should forbid us to withhold an expression of our
attachment for the iiisuilicient reason that we are not accustomed to
repeat our utterances.

And because there are those among us who have scruples touching
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the propriety of any deliverance of a church court respecting civil

matters, this Assembly would add that all strifes of party politics

should indeed be banished from our ecclesiastical assemblies and from
our pulpits, that Christian people should earnestly guard against pro-

moting partisan divisions, and that the difficulty of accurately deciding,

in some cases, what are general and what party principles, shogld make
us careful in our judgments, but that our duty is none the less impera-

tive to uphold the constituted authorities because minor delicate ques-

tions may possibly be involved. Rather, the sphere of the Church is

wider and more searching, touching matters of great public interest,

than the sphere of the civil magistrate, in this important respect, that

the civil authorities can take cognizance only of overt acts, while the

law of which the Church of God is the interpreter searches the heart,

makes every man subject to the civil authority for conscience' sake,

and declares that man truly guilty who allows himself to be alienated

in sympathy and feeling from any lawful duty, or who does not con-

scientiously prefer the welfare and especially the preservation of the

Government to any party or partisan ends. Officers may not always

command a citizen's confidence; measures may by him bo deemed
unwise ; earnest, lawful effi:>rts may be made for changes he may think

desirable ; but no causes now exist to vindicate the disloyalty of Ameri-
can citizens towards the United States Government.

This General Assembly would not withhold from the Government of

the United States that expression of cordial sympathy which a loyal

people should offer. We believe that God has afforded us ample re-

sources to suppress this rebellion, and that, with his blessing, it will ere

long be accomplished; we would animate those who are discouraged

by the continuance and fluctuations of these costly strifes to remember
and rejoice in the supreme government of our God, who often leads

through perplexity and darkness ; we would exhort to penitence for all

our national sins, to sobriety and humbleness of mind before the Great

Ruler of all, and to constant prayerfulness for the Divine blessing ; and
we would entreat our people to beware of all schemes implying resist-

ance to the lawfully constituted authorities, by any other means than

are recognized as lawful to be openly prosecuted. And as this Assembly

is ready to declare our unalterable attachment and adherence to the

Union established by our fathers, and our unqualified condemnation of

the rebellion, to proclaim to the world the United States, one and un-

divided, as our country, the lawfully-chosen rulers of the land our

rulers, the Government of the United States our civil Government,

and its honored flag our flag, and to affirm that we are bound in the

truest and strictest fidelity to the duties of Christian citizens under a
Government that has strewn its blessings with a profuse hand, your
committee recommend that the particular act contemplated in the

original resolution be nofurther urged upon the attention of this body.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, New-
School, May, 1863, passed the following paper, prepared by
Rev. Albert Barnes :

—
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Whereas a rebellion, most ui\juBt and causeless in its origin and un-

holy in its objects, now exists in this country, against the Government
established by the wisdom and sacrifice of our fathers, rendering neoes-

lary the employment of the armed forces of the nation to suppress it,

And involving the land in the horrors of civil war ; and
Whereas the distinctly avowed purpose of the leaders of this rebellion

is the dissolution of our national Union, the dismemberment of the

country, and the establishment of a new (Confederacy within the pre-

sent territorial limits of the United States, based on the system of

human slavery as its chief comer-stone ; and
Whereas from the relation of the General Assembly to the churchei

which they represent, and as citizens of the republic, and in accordance

with the uniform action of our Church in times of great national peril,

it is eminently proper that this General Assembly should give expression

to its views in a matter so vitally affecting the interests of good govern-

ment, liberty, and religion ; and
Whereas on two previous occasions since the war commenced the

General Assembly has declared its sentiments in regard to this rebel-

lion, and its determination to sustain the Government in this crisis of

our national existence ; and
Whereas, unequivocal and decided as has been our testimony on all

previous occasions, and true and devoted as has been the loyalty of our

ministers, elders, and people, this General Assembly deem it a duty to

the Church and the country to utter its deliberate judgment on the

same general subject : therefore,

Resolved, That this General Assembly solemnly reaffirms the principles

and repeats the declarations of previous General Assemblies of our

Church, so far as applicable to this subject and to the present aspect of

public affairs.

Resolved, That in explanation of our views, and as a further and

solemn expression of the sentiments of the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America, in regard to the

duties of those whom we represent, and of all the American people at

the present time, we now declare

—

First. That civil government is ordained of God, and that sabmission

to a lawful Government and to its acts in its proper sphere is a duty

binding on the conscience, and required by all the principles of our

religion as a part of our allegiance to God.

Second. That while there is in certain respects a ground of distinction

between a Government considered as referring to the Constitution of a

country, and an administration considered as referring to the existing

agencies through which the principles and provisions of the Consti-

tution are administered, yet the Government of a country to which
direct allegiance and loyalty are due at any time is the administration

duly placed in power. Such an administration is the Government of a

nation, having a right to execute the laws and demand the entire, un-

qualified, and prompt obedience of all who are under its authority ; and
resistance to such a Government is rebellion and treason.

Third. That the present Administration of the United States, duly
aleoted under the Constitution, is the Government in the land to which
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alone, under God, all the citizens of this nation owe allegiance ; who,
as such, are to be honored and obeyed; whose efforts to defend the

Government against rebellion are to be sustained ; and that all attempts

to resist or set aside the action of the lawfully constituted authorities

of the Government in any way, by speech or action to oppose or em-
barrass the measures which it may adopt to assert its lawful authority,

except in accordance with the forms prescribed by the Constitution, are

to be regarded as treason against the nation, as giving aid and comfort

to its enemies, and as rebellion against God.
Fourth. That in the execution of the laws it is the religious duty of

all good citizens promptly and cheerfully to sustain the Government by
every'means in their power ; to stand by it in its peril, and to afford all

needful aid m suppressing insurrection and rebellion and restoring

obedience to lawful authority in every part of the land.

Resolved, That much as we lament the evils, the sorrows, the suffer-

ings, the desolations, the sad moral influences of war, and its effect on
the religion and character of the land, much as we have suffered in our

most tender relations, yet the war, in our view, is to be prosecuted with

all the vigor and power of the nation, until peace shall be the result of

victory, till rebellion is completely subdued, till the legitimate power
and authority of the Government be fully re-established over every

part of our temporal domain, and till the flag of the nation shall wave
as the emblem of its undisputed sovereignty, and that to the prose-

cution and attainment of this object all the resources of the nation, in

men and wealth, should be solemnly pledged.

Resolved, That the Government of these United States, as provided

for by the Constitution, is not only founded upon the great doctrine of

human rights as vested by God in the individual man, but is also

expressly declared to be the supreme civil authority in the land, for-

ever excluding the modern doctrine of secession as a civil or political

right. That since the existing rebellion finds no justification in the

facts of the case, in the Constitution of the United States, in any law,

human or divine, the Assembly can regard it only as treason against the

nation, and a most offensive sin in the sight of God, justly exposing its

authors to the retributive vengeance of earth and heaven; that this

rebellion, in its origin, history, and measures, has been distinguished by
those qualities which most sadly evince the depravity of our nature,

especially in seeking to establish a new nationality on this continent,

based on the perpetual enslavement and oppression of a weak and long-

iiVJured race ; that the national forces are, in the view of this Assembly,

called out not to wage war against another Government, but to suppress

insurrection, preserve the supremacy of law and order, and save the

country from anarchy and ruin.

Resolvedy In such a contest, with such principles and interests at stake,

affecting not only the peace, prosperity, and happiness of our beloved

country for all future time, but involving the cause of human liberty

throughout the world, loyalty, unreserved and unconditional, to the

constitutionally elected Government of the United States, not as the

transient passion of the hour, but as the intelligent and permanent
state of the public conscience, rising above all questions of party

49
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politics, rebating and opposing the foul spirit of treason, whenever and

in whatever form exhibited, speaking earnest words of troth and

soberness, alike through the pulpit, the press, and in all the walks of

domestic and social life, making devout supplications to God, and giving

the most cordial support to those who are providentially intrusted with

the enactment and execution of the laws, is not only a sacred obligation,

but indispensable if we would save the nation and perpetuate the glo-

rious inheritance we possess to future generations.

Besolved, That the system of human bondage, as existing in the slave-

holding States, so palpably the root and cause of the whole insurrection-

ary movement, is not only a violation of the domestic rights of human

nature, but essentially hostile to the letter and spirit of the Christian

religion; that the evil character and demoralizing tendency of this

system, so properly described, so justly condemned, by the General

Assembly of our Church, especially, from 1818 to the present time, have

been placed in the broad light of day by the history of the existing rebelr

lion. That in the sacrifices and desolations, the cost of treasure and

blood, ordained thereby, the Assembly recognize the chastening hand of

God applied to the punishment of national sins, especially the sin of

slavery ; that in the proclamation of emancipation issued by the Presi-

dent as a war-measure, and submitted by him to the consideratejudgment

of mankind, the Assembly recognize with devout gratitude that wonde^

working providence of God by which military necessities become the

instruments of justice in breaking the yoke of oppression and causing

the oppressed to go free; and, further, that the Assembly beseech

Almighty God, in his own time, to remove the last vestige of slavery

from the country, and give to the nation, preserved, disciplined, and

purified, a peace that shall be based on the principles of eternal right-

eousness.

Resolved^ That this General Assembly commends the President of the

United States, and the members of his Cabinet, to the care and guidance

of the Great Ruler of nations, praying that they may have that wisdom

which is profitable to direct, and also that the patriotism and moral sense

of the people may give to them all that support and co-operation which

the emergencies of their position and the perils of the nation $o

urgently demand.
Resolved, That, in the ardor with which so many members of our

churches and of the churches of all the religious denominations of our

land have gone forth to the defence of our country, placing themselves

upon her altar in the struggle for national life, we see an illustration,

not only of the principles of our holy religion, but in the readine^

with which such vast numbers have, at tlie call of the country, devoted

themselves to its service, we see a demonstration which promises

security to our institutions in all times of future danger. That we

tender the expression of admiration and hoarty thanks to all the ofiic^r'

of our army and navy, that those who have nobly fallen and the?*

who survive have secured an imperishable monument in the heart? of

their countrymen, and that this Assembly regard all efforts for the

physical comfort or spiritual good of our heroic defenders as among
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the sweetest charities which gratitude can impose or grateful hands can

minister.

JUsolved, That this General Assembly expects all the churches and
ministers connected with this branch of the Presbyterian Church, and
all our countrymen, to stand by their country, to pray for it, to dis-

countenance all forms of complicity with treason, to sustain those who
are placed in civil or military authority over them, and to adopt every

means, and at any cost, which an enlightened, self-sacrificing patriotism

may suggest as appropriate to the wants of its honor, having on this

subject one heart and one mind, waiting hopefully on Providence,

patient amid delays, and animated by revert^es, persistent and untiring

in effort, till, by the blessing of God, the glorious motto, " One Country,

one Constitution, and one Destiny," shall be enthroned in the sublime

fact of the present and more sublime harbinger of the future.

Resolvedf That this General Assembly tenders its affectionate condo-

lence and heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved families of all the heroic

men who have fallen in this contest for national life, and ct^pecially the

families and officers of our churches who have poured out their lives on
the altar of their country, with the assurance that they will not be for-

gotten in their bereavement by a grateful people.

Besoivedf That a copy of this action, duly authenticated, be trans-

mitted to the President of the United States, and that these resolutions

be read in all our pulpits.

This patriotic Christian paper was republished in England,

and noticed with distinguished favor by some of the leading

journals of that country.

After the adjournment of the Assembly, some sixty-five mem-
bers, as a committee, proceeded to Wasliington City and pre-

sented the resolutions to the President. They were introduced

by Rev. Dr. John C. Smith, the oldest pastor in Washington,

in appropriate remarks; and the Chairman, John A. Foote,

of Cleveland, Ohio, read the resolutions. The President re-

plied as follows :

—

It liHs been my happiness to receive testimonies of a similar nature

from, I believe, all denominations of Christians. They are all loyal, but

perhaps not in the same degree, or in the same numbers ; but I think

tliey all claim to be loyal. This to me is most gratifying, because from the

beginning I saw that the issues of our great struggle depended on the

Divine interposition and favor. If we had that, all would bo well. Tlie

l)roportions of this rebellion were not for a long time understood. I

saw that it involved tlie greatest difficulties, and would call forth all

the powers of the whole country. The end is not yet.

The point made in your paper is well taken as to *' the Government"
and ** the administration," in whose hands are these interests. I fully

appreciate its correctness and justice. In my administration I may have

committed some errors. It would be, indeed, remarkable if I had not.
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I have acted according to my best judgment in eyery case. The viewB

expressed by the Committee accord with my own ; and on this principle
'* the Crovernmenf is to be supported though the administration may
not in every case wisely act. As a pilot, I have used my best exertions

to keep afloat our ship of state, and shall be glad to resign my trust at

the appointed time to another pilot more skilful and successful than I

may prove. In every case, and at all hazards, the Government must be

perpetuated. Relying, as I do, upon the Almighty Power, and encou-

raged as I am by these resolutions which you have just read, with the

support which I receive from Christian men, I shall not hesitate to use

all the means at my control to secure the termination of this rebellion,

and will hope for success.

I sincerely thank you for this interview, this pleasant mode of pre-

sentation, and the General Assembly for their patriotic support in these

resolutions.

The General Synod and Contention of the Reformed Protestant
Dutch Church, June, 1863.

Whereas it is the duty of the Church of Christ, and of all those who
minister at her altars, agreeably to the teachings of the Scriptures, and
the injunctions of our standards and formularies of doctrine and wor-

ship, to yield at all times a cordial support, both by precept and exam-
ple, to the legitimate Government of the land ; and
Whereas this duty is especially incumbent at a period when the

Government is assailed by armed violence and insubordination, and its

very existence and integrity are sought to be subverted by a powerful

and persevering rebellion : therefore,

Resolved, 1. That we tender to the Government of the United States,

and those yOxo represent it, the renewed expression of our warmest and
deepest sympathy in its present protracted struggle to maintain its law-

ful authority and to preserve unbroken the integrity and union of these

States.

2. That we hold it to be our imperative duty as ministers of the gospel
and members of the Synod, while abstaining from all unseemly mixing
up of ourselves with mere party politics, in our own appropriate sphere
and by every possible means to strengthen the hands of the Govern-
ment at the present imminent crisis, wherein are put at stake the na-
tional life and the noblest example and experiment of constitutional

government the world has ever seen ; and that we will yield a cordial

support to all such measures, not incompatible with the great law of
righteousness, as may be necessary to suppress the existing rebellion

and to assert the complete authority t>f the Union over all proper terri-

tory and domain.

3. That we will hail with satisfaction the earliest practicable period
for the introduction and establishment of a salutary peace,—^a peace
founded on the full ascendency of law and rightful authority, and gua-
ranteed in its permanency by the removal or the sufficient coercion and
restraint of whatever causes tend necessarily to imperil the existence
of the nation and to endanger the preservation of the Union ; and
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until such a peace can be obtained, we hold it to be a sacred duty to

ourselves, our children, our country, the Church of God, and also to

humanity at large, to prosecute to the last a war forced upon us by an

imperative necessity, and waged on our part not in hatred or revenge,

but in the great cause of constitutional liberty and rational self-govern-

ment.
4. That we recognize devoutly our dependence upon €rod for a happy

issue and termination to our present troubles ; that we accept with pro-

found humility and abasement the chastisements of his hand ; that we
make mention of our deep unworthiness and sin ; and that we endeavor,

by continual searching, repentance, and careful walking before God, to

conciliate the Divine favor, so that ere long his heavyjudgments in our

national calamities may be removed, and a restoration may be accorded

to us of the blessings of peace, fraternal harmony, fraternal union, and
established government.

Thx Episcopal Convxntion or Fxknstlvania, Mat, 18d3.

Hewivedf That, in the present crisis of our national existence, we feel

called upon, as a Convention of the Church, not only to give to our be-

loved and bleedingcountry our earnest prayers, but to sustain the hands
of the Government by a distinct expression of our loyal sentiments.

Besolvcd, therefore, That we pledge to the constituted authorities of the

land our cordial sympathy and support in their efforts to suppress the

existing rebellion and re-establish our national Union ; and that we
will continue to offer our constant prayers to Almighty God that he will

be pleased to unite " the hearts of* his people as the heart of one man
in upholding the supremacy of law and the cause of justice and
peace."

Retolved, That we do solemnly recognize and reaffirm, as pertaining

to the character and requirements of our holy religion, the duty of

hearty loyalty to the Constitution and Government under which God,
in his good providence, has placed us, the duty of religiously abstaining

from and boldly rebuking all sympathy or complicity with the privy

conspiracy and rebellion from which we pray to be delivered, and the

duty of humbly acknowledging the hand of Almighty God in the chas-

tisements he inflicts, and of imploring his forbearance and forgiveness,

and his gracious interposition in speedily restoring to us the blessings

of union and peace, through Jesus Christ, our only Mediator and Re-

deemer.

Memorial op the Quakers to Congress.

The following extract, taken from a memorial to CongresSi

presented in February, 1863, by " the representatives of the

religious Society of Friends, commonly called Quakers, in

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, &c.," expresses the views

of this body of American Christiana on the rebellion. The
memorial; after stating " that the Friends as a body have ever
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felt it a religious duty to live a quiet and peaceable life, to obey

all laws which do not violate the precepts of our holy Redeemer,"

and that " we love our country, and thankfully appreciate the

many privileges and benefits which, through the blessings of

the Most High, have been vouchsafed to us under its mild and

liberal government, and desire to do all we conscientiously can

to maintain its integrity," and " that Friends have ever felt

themselves religiously restrained from any participation in

war," and that they cannot conscientiously pay penalties im-

posed as military fines, &c., concludes as follows :

—

We deplore and utterly condemn the wicked rebellion, fomented by

misguided and infatuated men, which has involved the nation in strife

and bloodshed ; and earnestly desire that, while the Lord's judgments

are so awfully manifest, the inhabitants of the earth may learn righteous-

ness, and through obedience to the requisitions of the only religion

which we all profess we may happily secure the favor of Him who has

all power in heaven and on earth, and by whose blessing only the nation

can be preserved and prosper, so that peace may once more be restored

throughout our whole land, and Christian liberty, harmony, and love

universally prevail among the people.

Signed on behalf and by direction of a meeting of the representatives

aforesaid, held in Philadelphia, the 2'4th of the 2d month, 1863.

Jos£PH Snowdon, Clerk.

A Convention of Methodist laymen met in the city of New

York, in May, 1863, on ecclesiastical matters, and closed their

deliberations by the passage of the fallowing resolutions :

—

Resolved^ 1. That we deem the present a fitting occasion, on the

assembling together of laymen of the Methodist Episcopal Church from

different States of the Union, to give expression to our sentunents as

Christian men, pledging our unqualified devotion and adherence to the

Union and the enforcement of the laws ; and that no effort of ours,

becoming those who are devoted to the furtherance of the interests of

humanity and religion, shall be spared to sustain the Government in

this crisis of its history.

lUmlvedj 2. We also recognize with great satisfaction the oourse of our

papers, the patriotic services of many of our ministers in the army and

navy at home and abroad in the national cause; and we indulge the

hope that the day is not far distant when these noble men shall have

the proud satisfaction of having contributed in no small degree in

bringing about a restoration of our beloved country to the blessings of

a glorious and permanent peace.

Resolved^ 3. That we extend to our brave brethren on the field and in

the army, now exposing their lives in defence of our common interests^

our cordial sympathy and support, and we pledge them an interest in

our prayers for themselves and our concern for their families at home.
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Numerous aelegates, many of whom occupied high civil and

military positions, were present from Ohio, Maryland, New
Jersey, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,

Massachusetts, Delaware, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Maine, the

District of Columbia, and the cities of New York and Brooklyn.

The Convention was presided over by Joseph A. Wright, of

Indiana, who had been (Jovernor of the State, a representative

in Congress, Minister at the Court of Berlin, in Prussia, and

during the first two years of the rebellion a Senator in Con-

gress. He was distinguished for his efforts to extend Christian

institutions and influences through the land, and for his devo-

tion to the country in its imperilled condition. His views on

the relation of Christianity to civil society are expressed in the

following words :

—

Too long has the sentiment of Lord Brougham been heralded forth,

" The schoolmaster is abroad." The proper sentiment is, The Biblx is

abroad. Out of the word of God spring the hope, the life, the vitality

of the nations of the earth ; without note or comment, freely circulated

among the people. Its principles underlie all civil institutions and
social structure.

Nations and men must fully recognize God's truth and providence in

all their doings and actions. Our fathers fully realized it ; and therein

alone consisted their power and strength.

Governor Wright was connected with a beautiful, patriotic,

and Christian incident in Berlin,, the metropolis of Prussia.

During his residence as minister to that court, he labored in a

missionary German Sabbath-school; and, returning to that city

in June, 1863, he bore from the capital of the American re-

public, where he had been a member of the Senate of the United

States, a very beautiful Bible, which was sent as a present by

the Sabbath-school connected with Wesley Chapel in Washing-

ton City. Governor Wrightmade a thrilling speech. The effect of

the presentation and of the speech on the children and teach-

ers was very marked, as was abundantly evidenced by smiling

faces and falling tears. The Governor referred to the past his-

tory of the school, and his connection with it, and also to his

intense anxiety for its future success. He spoke also of our

present national troubles, and requested the whole school to

kneel down and ask the Grod qi our fathers to .deliver us from

this horrible rebellion. " It was cheering," says the writer, " to

hear two or three hundred children and teachers, led by their
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pastor, offering up their earnest prayers that God would bless

America, the home of Washington, the land that these children

have learned to prize."

The National Convention of the Young Men's Christian

Association of the United States and the British Provinces

met in May, 1863, at Chicago, Illinois. Delegates were present

from most of the Northern States, the District of Columbia,

Canada, and England. The Association was presided over by
George H. Stuart, of Philadelphia, and passed the following

resolutions :

—

Bewlved, That we hereby reafBinn our unconditional loyalty to the

Government of the United States, and our determination to afford every

required and Christian aid for the suppression of the infamous re-

bellion.

Hesolvedj That we are gratified at the steps already taken by the ad-

ministration for the removal of the great sin of slavery,

—

*' the sum of

all villanies,"—and must express our candid conviction that the war
will last so long as its cause morally exists, and that when we as a nation

60fully right, God will not delay to give success to our arms.

Besolvedf That it is no time to confound liberty with lawlessness. We
cherish the dearest boon of freedom with jealous vigilance, biit remem-
ber that true freedom can only continue under restraints, and exist at

aU as guarded by law.

Resolved^ That neither is this a time for doubtful, timid measures.

The counsels of time-serving, self-seeking, inconsistent politicians are

not to be heeded ; but the loud voice of the loyal people, the heroic

demands of our teeming volunteers, and the vigorous measures of un-

selfish and uncompromising generals are to be-respected by those who
rule over us.

Resolved^ That we remember with honest gratitude the noble and
immense work accomplished by the Young Men's Christian Association

of our land, and the sanitary and spiritual fields opened up by the pro-

vidence of God for our willing hearts and hands, and pledge that we
wiU continue to pray for our army and navy, and to meet their wants

in the future with greater fidelity, if possible.

Hesolvedy That we recommend to daily prayer-meetings connected

with the Associations here represented to observe the usual hour of

Monday following July 4, 1863, as a season of special prayer for the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit on aU brave defenders of our country.

Other ecclesiastical bodies and Christian associations^ during

the rebellion, passed resolutions similar in tone and sentiment to

ihose recorded in this volume ; ajid all show in a most eminent

degree the harmonious action and sentiment of all denomina-

tions of Christians in sustaining the Oovernment of the United
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States and preserving the integrity and nationality of the re-

public. As a historic fact, unfolding the free genius of the

Christian religion and the loyalty of its ministers, members,

and Churches to liberty and free government, it is full of in-

struction, and reflects the highest honor on American Christian-

ity as developed in the Northern States.

As an important fact in the Christian history of the nation,

the resolutions of American Churches during the rebellion

on the subject of slavery correspond with the sentiments and

action of the Churches previous to and during the Revolution.

The Congregational Churches, Presbyterian Synods and Assem-

blies, Baptist Associations, and the Quakers, all passed resolu-

tions against slavery and labored for its abolition. The facts

demonstrating this historic harmony are too numerous to be

given in this volume.

The action of Christian denominations, as expressed in their

resolutions and sentiments, justifiesthe following statement, made
by Rev. Mr. Duryea before the American Tract Society, May,
1863 :—

You may talk of patriotism, but the Christian needs no other motive

than Christianity. If he is a Christian, he will have patriotism. When
patriotism has died out from all other hearts, you will find it warm and
true in the hearts of the Chrbtian Church.

During the darkest hour of our trial, some of the Christian gentlemen

of this land determined to go to the adminintration. I was made, un-

worthily, with Dr. Taylor, and Mr. ^tuart, of Philadelphia, the spokes-

man. I told the President that the foundation of his strength had been

in party constancy ; when that should be gone, he might come down
upon the people ; but when the people should be divided, and he should

find himself sinking, he need not despair, for in the lower depth he
would find a new resting-place : he would strike the Christian Church, and
tlien he would strike a rock. In high places in Washington, the secret

tears rolled down the cheeks of our rulers when I told them that CArw-

tian men and women^ and even little children, with clawed hands, were prayingfor

the President of the United States, his advisers and colaborers ; and the Presi-

dent said that that testimonial from the Christian Church had comforted

and strengthened him, and he thanked us and God for it.

Proclamation of Emancipation.

The Christian action of most of the Churches during the

second and third years of the rebellion, as well as the civil and
military policy of the Government, had reference to the follow-

ing important state paper :

—
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A Proclamation.

Whereas, on the twenty-second day of September, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two, a proclamation was

issued by the President of the United States, containing, among other

things, the following, to wit

:

" That on the first day of January, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand eight hundred and sixty-three, all persons held as slaves within any
State, or designated part of a State, the people whereof shall then be in

rebellion against the United States, shall be thenceforward and FoitBYKR

FREE, and the Executive Government of the United States, including

the military and naval authority thereof, will recognize and maintain

the freedom of such pi>r.sons, and will do no act or acts to repress such
persons, or any of them, in any efforts they may make for their actual

freedom.
'* That the Executive will, on the first day of January aforesaid, by

proclamation, designate the States and parts of States, if any, in which
the people thereof respectively shall then be in rebellion against the

United States ; and the fact that any State, or the people thereof, shall

on that day be in good faith represented in the Congress of the United
States, by members chosen thereto at elections wherein a majority of the

qualified voters of such State shall have participated, shall, in the

absence of strong countervailing testimony, be deemed conclusive evi-

dence that such State and the people thereof are not then in rebellion

against the United States."

Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United States,

by virtue of the power in me vested as Commander-in-Chief of the Army
and Navy of the United States in time of actual armed rebellion

against the authority and Government of the United States, and as a fit

and necessary war-measure for suppressing said rebellion, do, on this

first day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-

dred and sixty-three, and in accordance with my purpose so to do, pub-

licly proclaimed for the full period of one hundred days from the day
first above mentioned, order and designate as the States and parts of

States wherein the people thereof, respectively, are this day in rebellion

against the United States, the following, to wit :

—

Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana (except parishes of St. Bernard, Plaque-

mines, Jefferson, St. John, St. Charles, St. James, Ascension, Assump-
tion, Terre Bonne, Lafourche, St. Marie, St. Martin, and Orleans, in-

cluding the city of New Orleans), Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia,

South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia (except the forty-eight

counties designated as West Virginia, and also the counties of Berkeley,

Acoomac, Northampton, Elizabeth City, York, Princess Anne, and Nor-

folk, including the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth, and which ex-

cepted parts are, for the present, left precisely as if this proclamation

were not issued).

And, by virtue of the power and for the purpose aforesaid, I do order

and declare that all persons held as slaves within said designated

States and parts of States are, and henceforward shall be, FREE ; and
that the Executive Gk>vernment of the United States, including the
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military and naval authoritieB thereof, will recognize and maintain the

freedom of said persons.

And I hereby enjoin upon the people so declared to be free to abstain

from all violence, unless in necessary self-defence ; and I recommend to

them that in all cases, when allowed, they labor faithfully for reasonable

wages.

And I further declare and make known that such persons, of suit-

able condition, will be received into the armed service of the United
States, to garrison forts, positions, stations, and other places, and to man
vessels of all sorts in said service.

And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an act of justice, war-

ranted by the Constitution, upon military necessity , I invoke the consider-

ate judgment of mankind and the gracious favor of Almighty God.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the

seal of the United States to bo affixed.

Done at the City of Washington, this first day of January, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, and of the

independence of the United States of America the eighty-seventh.

Abraham Lincoln.

By the President:

William H. Seward, Secretary of State.

Christian Organizations

Made special eflForts to cultivate and strengthen the religious

element of the nation during the conflict. The American Bible

Society distributed to the men in the army and navy more than

a million of Bibles and Testaments. The American Tract So-

ciety of Boston had its head-quarters at Washington, and

through its agent, Mr. Alvord, accomplished a great work. He
says, " General Scott and his staff received the books with re-

markable favor, and the old general himself bid him God-speed

in the work of distribution. Government allowed the packages to

go in the mails, and furnished every facility for distribution, by

which the entire Army of the Potomac was reached once a week.

The books and tracts were eagerly received."

The American Tract Society of New York made systematic

and successful efforts to reach the army and navy with its

Christian literature, and received every encouragement from the

Government. Their work received from the President the fol-

lowing approval :

—

ExicvTTTB Maksioiv, Wasrihotor, B.C., Sept. t, IMl.

Rev. 0. Eastman, Secretary American Tract Society, New York,

Dear Sir:—I take pleasure in acknowledging for the President yoor

kind and patriotic note of the 3d instant. Allow me to express for the
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President his warm approbation of the work in which your Society is

engaged. Religion and good government are sworn aUiet,

Respectfully,

Jno. G. Nicolat, Privaie Secretary,

The President said to a member of the Society, " You may
have every thing,—transportation, fi^e passes, can go where you
please, and command the administration to the whole extent of

its ability and means, to help you take care of the religious in-

terests of the army."

The American Temperance Union was an efficient colaborer

in the moral and Christian work done for the army. Samuel

F. Carey, of Ohio, distinguished for his devotion to the cause

of temperance, and for his eloquence in defending the country

against the rebellion, said " that during the present civil war
volumes of facts can be adduced demonstrating that many of

our most serious disasters are directly attributable to intempe-

rance, and that intoxicating liquors do more than all other

things to deteriorate the character of the soldier and to unfit

him for the defence of his country. In eflforts made to promote

the temperance reformation, Greneral Scott, the veteran soldier

and world-renowned officer, early in the war gave a written

order to admit a temperance-lecturer within the lines, and

directed that every possible facility be afforded him to exert

an influence among the soldiers. President Lincoln, the com-

mander-in-chief of the army, warmly endorsed the movement

;

and when the advocate was denied an opportunity of perform-

ing his mission by liquor-loving officers, the President gave a

written and imperative command to receive him and facilitate

his object. Backed by this credential, he went from regiment

to regiment in 'the Potomac army ; and his influence for good

was felt and acknowledged. Commodores Foote and Porter, of

the navy, have in the most unqualified manner testified to the

necessity of total abstinence for the efficient conduct of the

navy.

"In view of the peculiar temptations in the army, and the

dangers of our soldiers contracting intemperate habits, tracts

have been prepared by Marsh, Delavan, Carey, and others, and

millions of pages distributed gratuitously by philanthropic

individuals and societies."

The Christian Commission was an extensive and an efficient

organization for the diffusion of religious influences during the
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war. It was organized on a national basis, with a large cora-

mittee oif the most distinguished ministers and laymen in the

various Northern States, and had its unpaid agents everywhere

in the army and navy, who were received with the most cordial

welcome. The following is the oflBicial statement of its object :

—

Their object is to promote the spiritual and temporal welfare of the

brave men who are now in arms to put down a wicked rebellion. They
propose to do this by aiding the chaplains and others in their work.

1. By furnishing to them religious tracts, periodicals, and books.

2. By aiding in the formation of religious associations in the several

regiments.

3. By putting such associations in correspondence with the Christian

public.

4. By cultivating, as far as possible, the religious sympathies and
prayers of Christians in their behalf.

5. By obtaining and directing such gratuitous personal labor among
the soldiers and sailors as may be practicable.

6. By improving such other opportunities and means as may, in the

providence of God, be presented.

7. By furnishing, as far as possible, profitable reading other than reli-

gious, and, wherever there is a permanent military post, by establishing a
general library of such works.

8. By establishing a medium of speedy and safe intercommunication

between the men in the army and navy and their friends and families,

by which small packages of clothing, books, and ihedicines, and memen-
toes of social affection, can be interchanged.

We propose to encourage in them whatever is good and keep fresh in

their remembraifce the instructions of earlier years, and to develop,

organize, and make effective the religious element in the army and navy.

The field is open to us. We can have free access to their immortal
souls ; the chaplains desire and call for our aid ; the Government wish
it; and the men ask for and receive religious reading and teaching with

an eagerness moat touching. Thousands who at home never entered

the house of God, and had none to care for their souls, now, in imminent
peril, desire to know of Him who can give them the victory over death

through our Lord Jesus Christ.

The following testimonials addressed to George H. Stuart,

of Philadelphia, Chairman of the Christian Commission, show
the value of this benevolent organization :

—

ExBCUTTVB Mansion, WASHncciTON, Deoember 12, 1861.

Mr DEAR Sir :—Your Christian and benevolent undertaking for the
benefit of the soldiers is too obviously proper and praiseworthy to admit
any difference of opinion. I sincerely hope your plan may be as sue*

cessful in execution as it is just and generous in conception.

A. LiirooLN.
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Wab DBPARTMBirr, December 13, 1861.

ThlB Department is deeply interested in the "spiritual good of the

soldiers in our army" as well as in their " intellectual improvement and
social and physical comfort," and will cheerfully give its aid to the

benevolent and patriotic of the land who desire to improve the condi-

tion of our troops. It confidently looks for beneficial results from so

'noble an enterprise, and begs you to exprons to the Commission its

sincere wish for the success of this great work in behalf of the soldier.

Simon Caseron, Secretary of War.

Navy Dbpartmbict, December 16, 1S61.

This Department will be gratified with any legitimate means to pro-

mote the welfare (present and future) of all who are in the service.

GiDXON Welles, Secretary of the Navy.

WASHDTOToy, Jannsiy 5, 1863.

The Christian Commission have in hand a noble work, and are per-

forming it, I am well assured, as only a labor of love can be performed.

M. Blair, Postnuuter-GeneraL

Hrad-Quartbrs, Arxt of the Potomac, )

Washdtotox, June 8, 1862. J

The objects of the Commission are such as meet my cordial approval,

and will, if carried out in the proper spirit, prove of great value.

George fi. McClellan.

War Department, WASHniOTOir, Jutaary 24, 1863.

Bishop Janes is authorized to state that he has received assurance

from the Secretary of War, £. M. Stanton, that every facility consistent

with the exigencies of the service will be afforded to the Christian

Commission, for the performance of their religious and benevolent pur-

poses in the armies of the United States, and in the forts, garrisons and
camps, and military posts.

Bureau op Equipmext and Recrttitikg, )

Washington, D.C, January 28, 1863. J

The object and importance of your Commission cannot be overesti-

mated. It will supply a hiatus long wanting in the army and navy, and
must enlist the sympathies and prayers of all true Christian patriots.

To supply the spiritual wants of the public service on the battle-field

and upon the ocean, and to lead our warriors to go forward valiantly to

the fight, acknowledging God as our Ruler and looking to him for

success, will, I have no doubt, soon cause this wicked rebellion to

culminate in the rcdtoration of our Union.

A. H. FoOTE, Admiral in the Navy.

Lieutenant-General Winfield Scott, at a public meeting of

the Christian Commission held in New York, December, 1861,

presided, and made the following address ;

—
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Fellow-Citizkns :—^The honor done me on this occasion, in calling mo
to occupy this chair upon an occasion of so much importance and
worth, gladdens the heart of an old soldier and fills him with gratitude

and love. New York has sent out her thousands upon thousands of

brave sons to fight the battles of our Constitution and Union, and has

not forgotten them in the field or upon their return home. Her care has

been incessant. She has given them every aid, has cared for their fami-

lies, and watched over the wounded, sick, lame, and halt upon their

return. The objects of this Association will be /explained to you by my
colleague in the duties of the chair, more fully than I shall attempt upon
this occasion. With such a cause, that God will prosper our efforts and
give us triumph no Christian man can doubt.

General Scott, as chief of the army of the United States,

and for a half-century distinguished in the military service of

his country, and exerting a large influence on society and the

Government, in public and in private, bore his testimony to the

divinity of the Christian religion, and its vital necessity to the

welfare and stability of human society and governments. In

1844, in a public letter, referring to the settlement of inter-

national difficulties, he said, "We should especially remember,

all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye

even so to them. This Divine principle is of universal obliga-

tion: it is as applicable to rulers in their transactions with

other nations as to private individuals in their daily intercourse

with each other. Power is intrusted by the Author of peace

and lover of concord 'to do good, and avoid evil/ Such is

clearly the revealed will of God."

He inculcated the highest moral virtues with the character

and conduct of an American officer and soldier, and enjoined, in

a general order, in 1842, that " every officer shall give himself

up entirely to the cultivation and practice of all the virtues

and accomplishments which can elevate an honorable profession.

. . . The officers should unite a high degree of moral vigor

with the courtesy that springs from the heart."

"To this distinguished man," said Dr. Channing, of Boston,

"belongs the rare honor of uniting with military energy and

daring the spirit of a philanthropist. ... It would not be easy

to find among us a man who has won a purer fame."

On Sabbath evening, February 22, 1863, the Christian Com-
mission held a meeting in the hall of the House of Represent-

atives, Washington City, which was one of the most remarkable

meetings ever held in the Capitol of the nation.
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Those who took part in the proceedings represented the

widest range of the most important interests. Secretary Chase,

who presided, represented the Government, the approval of

which was given most cordially not only by him, but also by
the letter received from the President, to the United States

Christian Commission, and its great national work for the army
and navy :

—

ExBCunTB ILursiov, WASHiNOTOir, Febniaiy 22, 1863.

Whatever shall be sincerely and in God's name devised for the good
of the soldiers and seamen in their hard spheres of duty can scarcely

fail to be blessed. And whatever shall tend to turn our thoughts from
the unreasoning and uncharitable passions, prq'udices, and jealousies

incident to a great national trouble such as ours, and to fix them upon
the vast and long-enduring consequences for weal or for woe which are

to result from this struggle, and especially to strengthen our reliance

on the Supreme Being for the final triumph of the right, cannot but be

well for us all.

The birthday' of Washington and the Christian Sabbath coinciding

this year, and suggesting together the highest interests of this life and
of that to come, is most propitious for the meeting proposed.

A. LiKGOLK.

The Sabbath,

In its proper observance and influence in the army and navy,

enlisted the earnest efforts of the Christian public. The follow-

ing petition was extensively circulated, and sent to the Presi-

dent :

—

To HIS EXCXLLINCT THB PrXSIDSNT, CoHHANDEB-IN-ChISF OF THX AeX7
AND Navy of thb United States.

The petition of the subscribers, loyal citizens of the United States,

and heartily pledging all righteous support to the national Government,

particularly in the present unhappy struggle with a rebellion most

criminal and fearful, very respectfully showeth

—

That we are, in fact, a Christian people, believing obedience to God's

will, revealed in the Holy Scriptures, to be our sole security for his

blessings ; that our soldiers and sailors go forth usually from Christian

communities and homes, with at least strong religious convictions ; tliat

many of them are communicants in Christian Churches; that our

army and navy, therefore, are distinctly a Christian army and navy,

and entitled, in war as well as in peace, to Christian care and privi-

leges ; that experience has conclusively proved that moral and religious

improvement, and a reasonable respect paid to conscientious oonvio-

tions, always promote the loyalty and efficiency of men engaged in war-

fare, while nothing can well demoralize and discourage them so

thoroughly as an apprehension that God's &vor has been forfeited by
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either themselves or their commanders; that men returning home
debauched in a service characterized by vice and irreligion ever prove

a bane to society ; and that the Christian people of this land, in sending

forth from their dwellings and 9hurches those who are to fight the

battles of the country, do therefore reasonably expect, as your peti-

tioners do most earnestly pray, that your Excellency will give careful

attention to the moral and religious interests of the whole army and
navy under your command ; and particularly

—

1. That you will adopt the most stringent measures to banish, as far as

possible, from our forces all temptation to intemperance or any other vice.

2. That you will employ your whole authority to secure the general

appointment of chaplains, regularly ordained, and of good standing in

their respective denominations, with a faithftil discharge of duty on
their part, and all proper encouragement and independence in the

same, and to insure to both officers and privates entire religious liberty

and the right of attending upon a ministry of their own choice.

3. That you will issue such orders respecting parades, reviews, recep-

tions, the admission of visitors, military services, and the giving of

battle, as will, excepting in cases of absolute necessity, secure uninter-

rupted the rest and worship of the Sabbath, to none more important,

for both body and soul, than to the soldier or sailor, and to him never

more important than upon the eve of battle.

And your petitioners will ever pray, Ac.

The ministers of Cincinnati, Ohio, addressed the President

the following paper :

—

#
OxNcnrHATi, Omo, Jane f9, 186L

To THE President of the United States :

Sir:—^The undersigned, members of the "Union of Protestant Minii^

ters of Cincinnati," desire to address you, briefly, on a subject which
lies very near to our hearts. It respects the moral and religious weUiBire

of the troops called forth to suppress the present causeless and wicked
rebellion. Our Churches, as you are aware, have fully and without

reserve entered into the purpose of the Government to defend and
maintain the national life. They have freely given of the choicest of

their members, and sent them to the camp and the fields of coafliot,

with their benedictions and their prayers.

At the same time, we cannot be indifferent to the moral dangers to

which they are exposed. They are mostly young men ; and, in their

name and in the name of those with whom they are assoeiated, we
therefore ask the Government to do all that it consistently can to guard
their morals and provide for their religious welfare. We would espe-

cially mention the steady encouragement of the observance ef the Sab-

bath in the camp, and the furnishing of all reasonable facilities for

religious instruction and editication. War, we know, has lifas own exi-

gencies ; and we would ask for nothing impracticable, or that wotild in

the least impair the efficiency of the military arm. It ia with great

satisfaction, also, that we have learned the determination of the Govern-

ment to provide for the maintenance of a chaplain in each regiment,
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while the army regulatioiiB in respect to religious matters must reoom-

mend themselves to every mind.

At the same time, we feel assured that the expression of the interest

of the Government in the carrying out of these regulations, its expreBsly

discouraging all unnecessary drilling and other work in the camp, and

the making suitable provision for the erection of sheds or other tempo-

rary accommodations for religious worship in stationary camps, would

have an exceedingly beneficial influence, and do much to strengthen

the religious element, which, we are happy to know, prevails so largely

among our troops, and which in all wars of principle has been found

to contribute so essentially to the final result.

Invoking upon you, sir, and your Cabinet the blessings of Heaven,

and assuring you of our fervent intercession, and those of our congre-

gations, in public and in private, at the throne of grace, in your behalf,

We are, respectfully.

The President made the following reply :

—

ExscuTiVB Mahsioh, July 21, 1861.

Rkvxrbnd and Dbar Sir :—I am directed by the President to acknow-

ledge the receipt of a communication signed by yourself and many

others of the " Union of Protestant Ministers of Cincinnati."

The President desires me to express his deep appreciation of the

motives which prompted your address, and his entire sympathy with

the views you hold, and to assure you that, as far as practicable, the

principles to which you give utterance shall guide the conduct of the

Government in the troubled scenes upon wAich we are entering.

I have the honor to be your most obedient servant,

John Hat, Assistant Secretary.

Address of the New York Sabbath Deputation to the President.

To the President :

We wait on you, Mr. President, as a Deputation from the New York

Sabbath Committee, in conformity with the request of a meeting of in-

fluential citizens from all parts of the country, held last August at Sara-

toga Springs, to promote the better observance of Sunday in the army

and navy of which you are the honored commander-in-chief. To this

end we respectfully solicit your sanction of an appropriate Qenenl
Order protecting the rights of our brave soldiers and sailors to their

weekly season of rest and worship,—the emergencies of the service ex-

cepted,—and recommending such use of sacred time as will best secure

its sanitary, moral, and religious benefits.

We deem it superfluous in this presence to discuss the civil or sacred

relations of an institution as old as time and as prevalent as freedom

and Christianity. We address the civil and military ruler of a repub-

lic whose busy population weekly pause in their industrial pursuits and

throng the temples of Christian worship, attesting their reverence

for the Lord's day and its Author, and whose laws and customs reflect,

as they have ever done, the popular appreciation of the national resv-
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day. It is no unintelligent, superstitious principle that has moulded
the legislation of more than thirty States of the Union and stamped
its impress on the character of the nation. The law of periodical rest

is written on the human constitution and on the framework of free,

self-governing institutions, as indelibly as it is on the pages of revela-

tion. A government of law must have its foundations in morality : its

liberties inhere, under God, in its virtues. But it is the recorded axiom
of the late Justice McLean, "Where there is no Christian Sabbath

there is no Christian morality; and without this free institutions can-

not long be sustained,"—^a sentiment impressively illustrated by the

fact that the only free nations in existence are those in which the civil

Sabbath is incorporated in their laws, as is the sacred Sabbath in their

cherished convictions and habits.

The respected Attorney-General of the United States has well defined

the fundamental connection of the Sabbath with public morals, and so

with regulated liberty. " The religious character," says Mr. Bates, " of

an institution so ancient, so sacred, so lawful, and so necessary to the

peace, the comfort, and the respectability of society, ought alone to be

sufficient for its protection ; but, that failing, surely the laws of the land

made for its account ought to be as strictly enforced as the laws for the

protection of person and property. Vice and crime are always pro-

gressive and cumulative. If the Sunday laws be neglected or despised,

the laws of person and property will soon share their fat« and be equally

disregarded." The Deputation may be pardoned for alluding to the

recent records of crime in New York City as a striking confirmation of

the Attomey-Generars views. They show that the partial suppression

of Sunday abuses and temptations resulted in a relative change of sixty-

five per cent, in the arrests for violating **the laws of person and pro-

perty," as compared with the period when •* the Sunday laws were neg-

lected or despised." The Deputation appeal to the results of our na-

tional system of moral discipline in the general supremacy of law and
liberty throughout the Northern States, even in a time of civil war, as

revealing at once the root and the fruits of the tree under whose shadow
the republic has sought its weekly repose and rendered its weekly

homage.
Assuming, then, as we surely may, the President's patriotic and Chris-

tian respect for the Lord's day, we pass to the specific object of the De-

putation.

In response to the call of the Government, nearly a million of citi-

zens have become soldiers. They have been transferred from home,
Church, and neighborhood influences, so fruitful in incitomentp to virtue

and restraints from vice, and are exposed to the temptations of the camp
and forecastle. The laws and habits of civil and domestic life are

superseded by the. military code and customs. It may be hoped that

individuals or entire commands have borne the transition without in-

jury to principle or character ; but the tendency of the novel influences

must be towards demoralization, and every available counteracting

agency is demanded by the highest considerations of philanthropy,

patriotism, and religion.

It is due to the army and navy. The common right of soldiers and
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tailors to their weekly rest, unless abridged by military necessity, will

not be questioned ; nor the correlative duty to observe the day according

to its design. But tens of thousands of men have enlisted into one or

other branch of the national service from Christian Churches. Bible-

classes, Sunday-schooLs, and religious homes,—twenty-seven froma sin^e

Bible-class within our knowledge. We would vindicate the rights of

these Christian men, and of all others who have moral sense enough to

make good soldiers, to immunity from outrage of feeling or oppression

of conscience in matters as sacred as life. They cherish, for example,

» profound reverence for the name of God, and regard "profane

cursing and swearing," as Washington did, as " a foolish and wicked

practice," "a vice so mean and low that every man of sense and dia-

racter detests and despises it." They esteem the Sabbath aa sacred to

rest and devotion, and have been taught from infancy " that the obser-

vance of the holy day of the God of mercy and of battles is cewr sacred

duty." They have been trained to devout reliance on the Divine arm

in their exposure of life itself in defence of a just cause, and they re-

coil from the violation of Divine statutes and from the wanton i^sre-

gard of them by their companions in arms. They may justly claim such

leadership and discipline as shall respect their most sacred convictions,

when those convictions contain the elements of principled counbge, un-

swerving obedience, and undying patriotism. If any of their officers

lack the tact, self-respect, or principle to recognize these claims, supe-

rior authorities should exact the recognition, as the simplest justice to

the men and the most obvious requisite of military' discipline. Immo-

rality and irreligion will sufficiently abound in spite of law and

example : when these are lacking, the drift is fearful towards moral de-

generacy and conscijucnt military inefficiency.

The official intervention we seek is due to the countr3^ The camp

cannot become a school of vice without entailing irreparable injury on

the numberless homes and hamlets represented in a vast volunteer

army, nor without lasting damage to the morals and so to the liberties

of the republic. Nor can the fact be overlooked that the cause itself

for which the country and the army are contending is imperilled just in

the measure in which impiety and immorality characterize its defenders

and provoke the displeasure of Heaven.

It is conceded that the limit of official interposition in this matter is

quite restricted. The rights of conscience are sacred. The exigencies

of military service, too, must frequently overrule the choice of com-

manders and the natural rights of the soldier. But is there not a

sphere within which the legitimate exercise of authority and moral in-

fluence may restrain the tendencies to evil that awaken alarm and grief

among right-minded citizens ?

The action we solicit might be mandatory so far as relates to needful

weekly rest, the wanton invasion of Christian rights, and the choice of

Sunday for aggressive warfare, due discretion being accorded to general*

commanding, under their responsibility to God and the Government,

Beyond this, paternal counsels only might suffice to encourage the vir-

tuous and self-respecting, and to bring into disrepute the lawless trifling

of officers or men with sacred interests.
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The records of our Revolutionary period furnish memorable prec^ •

dents for the action we venture to suggest. Repeatedly did the Father
of his Country address orders to the army rebuking immorality, and
encouraging purity of conduct as only befitting the holy cause for which
they contended, and reminding officers and men, as we need to be re-

minded, that " we can have little hope of the blessing of Heaven on
our arms if we insult it by our impiety and foUy/'

The President issued the following order :

—

ExBcuTivi Mavsiov, Wasbikotoh, D.G., Nov. 16, 1862.

The President, commander-in-chief of the army and navy, desires

and ei\join8 the orderly observance of the Sabbath by the officers and
men in the military and naval service. The importance for man and
beast of the prescribed weekly rest, the sacred rights of Christian

soldiers and sailors, a becoming deference to the best sentiment of a
Christian people, and a due regard for the Divine will, demand that

Sunday labor in the army and navy be reduced to the measure of strict

necessity. The discipline and character of the national forces should

not suffer, nor the cause they defend be imperilled, by the profanation

of the day or the name of the Most High. At this time of public dis-

tress, adopting the words of Washington in 1776, ''men may find

enough to do in the service of God and their country, without abandon-
ing themselves to vice and immorality." The first general order issued

by the Father of his Country, after the Declaration of Independence,

indicates the spirit in which our institutions were founded and should

ever be defended :—" The general hopes and trusts that every officer and
man will endeavor to live and act as becomes a Christian soldier de-

fending the dearest rights and privileges of his country."

Abraham Lincoln.

General McClellan, who for more than a year was commander
of the Army of the Potomac, issued the following order :

—

General Orders No. 7.

Heid-Quabtbbs Arhy op the Potomac, WASHiiroToir, Sept 7.

The M%jor-General conmianding desires and requests that in future

there may be a more perfect respect for the Sabbath on the part of his

command. We are fighting in a holy cause, and should endeavor to

deserve the benign favor of the Creator. Unless in case of an attack by
the enemy, or some other extreme military necessity, it is commended to

commanding officers that all work shall be suspended on the Sabbath

;

that no unnecessary movements shall be made on that day ; that the

men, as far as possible, shall be permitted to rest from their labors

;

that they shall attend Divine service after the customary morning in-

spection, and that officers and men alike use their influence to

insure the utmost decorum and quiet on that day. The general com-
manding regards thiB as no idle form. One day's rest is necessary for
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man and animals. More than this, the obsenrance of the holy day of
the God of mercy and battles is our sacred duty.

Signed Geo. B. McClellak.
M<yor^G€neral Commanding.

General Casey, a veteran officer of the United States army,

at a public meeting in Washington in January, 1863, held to

promote the observance of the Sabbath in the army, made the

following statement :

—

I have been thirty-six years in the military service, and I know that
the army need a Sabbath. I was five years in the Florida War. In long
marches better time will be made, and the men will go through in better

condition, by resting on the Sabbath than by continuous marching.
No prudent general will plan for a Sunday battle. I would appeal to the
American people to save our American Sabbath. If our wealth is loet

in this terrible war, it may be recovered ; if our young men are killed

off, others will grow up ; but if our Sabbath is loat^ it can never he restorecU

and all is lost.

Commodore Foote, who as a commander in the navy was dis-

tinguished for his eminent and practical piety, as well as for

his patriotism and earnest efforts to serve his country and put
down the rebellion, issued the following order in respect to the

Sabbath and profanity :

—

General Order No. 6.

A strict observance of the Sabbath, so far as abstaining from all unneoes-

sary work, and giving officers and men the opportunity of attending

public worship on board, will be observed by all persons connected with

the flotilla.

It is the wish of the commander-in-chief that on the Sabbath the
public worship of Almighty God may be observed on board of all the
vessels composing the flotilla, and that the respective commanders will.

either themselves, or cause other persons, to pronounce prayers publicly

I on Sabbath, when as many of the officers and men as can be spared

from duty may attend the public worship of Almighty God.

Profane swearing being forbidden by the laws for the better government
of the navy, all officers and men will strictly observe this law ; and every

officer who uses profane language towards the men in carrying on duty
will be held amenable for such gross violation of law and order.

Discipline, to be permanent, must be based on moral grounds, anci

officers must in themselves show a good example in morals, order, and
patriotism, to secure those qualities in the men.

Andrew H. Footk,

Flag-Officer ecmmanding UjS, Naval Farces on the We^em Waterm^
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The Chaplains of the Army
Were from all denominations of Christians; and the following

testimony to their fidelity and usefulness is from sources

entitled to the highest credit. Eev. Granville Moody, who
relinquished one of the largest and wealthiest pastorates of the

Methodist Church in Cincinnati in order to accept the position

of colonel in the army, and who was earnest and eloquent in

infusing a spirit of patriotism into the people from the pulpit,

bears the following testimony :

—

As I have had the amplest opportunities for noticing the operations

of chaplains in the army, allow me to pay a passing trihute to their

worth and work.

With very few exceptions, they have been men of one work, "watch-
ing for souls as they who must give account of the souls committed to

their care'' in the wise, Christian, patriotic, and humane provision for

their ofBce and work by our glorious Government.
It is, indeed, refreshing to meet these men of Grod in all the depart-

ments of military operations. In camp, on the toilsome march, on the

battle-fields, or in the hospitals with their crowded wards, we meet
these humble ministers of peace, vindicating their claims as successors

to the apostles, evangelists, pastors, teachers, and helps, who have
received their commissions from Him "who went about doing good'' to

the bodies and souls of men.
Pray for the chaplains in the army, in disseminating gospel truths, in

advertising and applying God's remedy for man's misery, in the timely

utterances of the precepts and promises of God, in restraining vice and
encouraging virtue, in consoling the afflicted, comforting the comfort-

less, pointing sinners to the Lamb of God, sanctifying patriotism, sus-

taining Government, and serving their generation in their day. They
are doing a great and glorious work, which will redound to the glory of

God and the good of men.
As they appear before listening thousands in these sun-hot Southern

groves, leading the solemn, simple, and sublime devotions of the Sab-

bafh in camp, we are compelled to say, with Gowper,

—

"Then itaodi the lolemn legate of the ikies,

His theme divine and hU credentials clear.

By him the violated law speaks out iti thnnden.

And by him, in strains as sweet as angels use.

The gospel whispers peace."

Long may the bright succession run, represented by those ''who shall

turn many to righteousness, and shine as the stars forever.'^

Gbanvillb Moonr,
Colonel emnumding 74th B^i 0. V,L

Bev. Mr. Alvord, Secretary and Superintendent of the opera-
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tions of the American Tract Society of Boston in its work

among the soldiers, and who was with the Army of the Potomac

in active Christian service for two years, and in frequent con-

ferences with chaplains, testifies as follows to their power and

influence :

—

Give the chaplains opportunityf/aeiHty, material; they are the organic,

estahlished ministration to the army, " God's ordinance," therefore, to

advance Christianity. They are to he strengthened, not thrwt adde.

Link them all hack to the people at home for sympathies and sap-

plies, and in every way rally the Christians of the army around them

;

then let all the volmiteer agency he as '* Aarons and Hurs," and, what-

ever the Government or mere military men may do, religion will,

under this Divine agency, magnify her supremacy and show her power

to save. This is the way God is evidently now w^orking. Christiui

appliances, etpeeiatly trough the chaplains, are rapidly gaining in effect.

Rev. Dr. Marks, as a chaplain in the Army of the Potomac,

who by his fidelity and fitness for the work won a high distinction

among the officers and soldiers, and who wrote a popular book

on the military and Christian scenes of the Peninsular campaign,

gives the following testimony :

—

'During more than two years of my connection with the Potomaa
army I was most intimately acquainted with a large number of the

chaplains in that service, and, with few exceptions, they were very ex-

cellent men, and, in spite of the difficulties of their position, accom-

plished an amount of good that never can be told. When sickness

came, they were the most patient and sympathizing of nurses and

friends. Their words of faith and loyalty cheered the soldiers in their

long marches and 6n entering into battle. As a general thing, their

office and character brought them into more intimate communion with

the troops than any other officers, and the men felt that the chaplain

was the link that bound them still to their homes, their churches, and

their other's house.

And to the wounded and dying on the battle-field they were tike

angels sent of God. Many a dying soldier have I seen, with his hand

grasping that of the chaplain as the friend to whom he clung in hii

last moments with the greatest confidence; and the presence and words

of the good man encouraged and blessed the departing hero.

His work, from the nature of the case, could not find place in bul-

letins and despatches from the field, but was no less valuable because

thus unheralded.

The various Christian agencies produced the most happy and

beneficent results.

The Christian sentiment of the loyal States^was elicited to sustain the
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Government and to relieve and benefit our brave men of the army and
navy. The Government was called on to confess and express its

dependence upon God for support, and to manifest deep interest for

the moral and religious welfare of our gallant defenders. Tlu Home
and the Church have been brought to the men in the field, and cheering,

consoling intelligence from the men in the field to the Home and the

Church. Thousands of lives have been saved to the country and to

loving home-circles. Thousands have been led to the Saviour, and
hundreds of thousands comforted, instructed, and cheered in the hour
of agony, despondency, or death.

The army felt it was engaged in a moat holy cause, and
the inspirations of religion and righteousness imparted faith,

courage, and resolution, in the protracted and terrible struggle

for the life of tlie republic and its free institutions agednst

the rebellion.

No army was ever set on foot so thoroughly imbued with enlightened

religious sentiment as ours. The Crimean army, with its Hedley Vickars,

and the large class of devout soldiers of whom he was a type, the

Indian army, with its Havelock, the Puritan hosts of Cromwell, are no
exceptions. The respect of our soldiers for the Sabbath, their family

altars in messes, their prayer-meetings, their devout observance of reli-

gious ordinances, and the numerous instances which have occurred

even of conversions in the camp, are circumstances which fill the Chris-

tian heart with delight. Whole companies have been devoted, with

prayer and self-consecration, to God's peculiar service.

The nation owe the heroic and patriotic men of the army and

navy a boundless debt of gratitude, and theirs is the honor and
imperishable glory of saving, under Grod, the republic, and
handing it down to future ages. Let the meed of praise be

given to the living, and a nation's tears and gratitude to the

memories of the hundred thousand fallen in battle.

The Loyal Women

Of the Northern States, during the great conflict, in their un-

selfish and ceaseless works of patriotism and piety, received the

following tribute from a leading religious journal :

—

It is inspiring to see the abounding and ever-increasing enthusiasm
of the intelligent Christian women of the North for the triumph of

liberty, righteousness, and truth, in that momentous national controversy

now coming at last to a conclusion and settlement through the dread

and final arbitrament of battle. What multitudes of women have met
during the last two years, in private houses, vestries, churches, with
spontaneous alacrity hastening together to prepare beforehand for the
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wants of the wounded, or for the comfort and relief of the rack, in the

campaign that is imminent! How many, with far more signal exhi-

bition of their love for the right, have sent their own husbands,

brothers, sons, into the field, or have bidden their betrothed go forth

undaunted in the cause bf God and their native land! How manj

pastors, preaching on the great and urgent theme and pouring their

full souls into their message, have been encouraged, reinforced, lifted

to higher levels of feeling, penetrated with more fervent and powerful

conviction, by the responses they have met from the voices or the faces

of those whose delicacy has been heretofore more conspicuous than

their daring, and into whose dwelling no sound of strife was ever

admitted I It is one of the most remarkable phenomena in that whole

series of astonishing woiulers which we have of late been permitted to

see.

Yet there is reason for this ; and the fietct has a vast and deep signifi-

cance. Women have reason to love the land which is their ample,

bounteous home. They have reason to value the social system which

cherishes and guards them with its chiefest care. They have reason to

prize the great institutions of civil and religious freedom, which fumisli

them with the richest means of culture and advancement, which open

to them the most varied paths to happiness and usefulness. No civih-

sation that has ever existed on the face of the earth has had a larger,

so large a claim on the love and loyalty of virtuous women as that

which we have here eig'oyed,—that which now is threatened and

assailed by the headstrong violence and the vindictive passion of the

Southern slave-masters. It is well, therefore, that women should rally

to contribute their part to maintain it,—^well and fit that they should

give all that God enables them to give in defence of a past so glorious

as ours, in defence of a present so sheltering and benign. They would

be unmindful of the sources of their own highest prosperity, or un-

grateful for the blessings that hitherto have distilled each day and hour

upon them and their children, except they did this I

But there is yet another relation of this wide-sweeping, spontaneous

enthusiasm, inspiring to contemplate. It indicates and vindicates

the holiness of the cause in which our whole vast Northern force is

now engaged. The moral instincts of such a multitude of Christian

women could not possibly have been enlbted or conciliated by any

enterprise of ambition or aggression, by any expedition prompted hy

desire of territorial expansion or of martial renown. Rather from such

a scheme or purpose, however plausibly advanced and advocated, such

is the Christian culture of the sex in our land and in our time, they

would have been instantaneously repelled. As one immense, un-

conquerable host they would have set themselves in the way of its pro-

gress, and with infallible certainty have arrested it. It is because they,

whose moral instincts are finer and more sensitive than man's, whose

moral judgments are more immediate and more authoritative, whose

souls stand nearer to God and to his Son, nearer the cross, nearer the

crown,—it is because they know and feel that this now coming and

imminent war, however protracted, fierce, and terrific it may be, is still

to be a war for freedom, for truth, for the gospel, for the coming Chrifr-
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tian civilization of the land, for the coming hope and gloiy of mankind,
therefore it is that they rise to the height of the sacrifice it demands

;

that they give to it the verdict of enthusiastic acceptance ; that they

dedicate themselves already not only to the mitigating of the sufferings

it must cause, hut to the furnishing of the ranks with their recruits, of

the soldiers with their equipments, of the whole army with their own
temper of intrepid, self-denying, and heroic faith.

God bless forever the worthy daughters of the glorious and ever-

honored Revolutionary mothers

!

Two thousand women of St. Louis, Missouri, entered into

the following

Plxi>ge.

We, the undersigned women of St. Louis, believing that in this hour
of national peril to our country every influence, moral as well as mili-

tary, should be brought to bear in the great struggle for national exist*

ence against a rebellion as crafty as it is wicked, and that while our

fathers, husbands, sons, and brothers are giving their treasure and
blood, it is our duty to contribute the influence God has given us in our

social sphere to the same holy cause, and that in this solemn crisis

loyalty is bound to be outspoken, even in the case of women, as truly as

loyalty to our God

:

We, therefore, do constitute ourselves as an association, to be known
as the Ladies' National League of St. Louis, and do pledge our uncon-

ditional adherence to our national Government in its struggle against

the present rebellion, engaging to assist it by whatever means may be
in our power, in the maintenance of our national Union and the inte-

grity of our national domain.

To this end, we do further resolve and pledge ourselves to encourage

and sustain our brave soldiers by acts of kindness and patriotic cheer

;

to use every fitting opportunity of expressing our unflinching determi-

nation to stand by our dear old flag and to honor those who fight in its

defence until the day of sure and permanent triumph ; and to prove,

in whatever way we can, that loyalty to our countryforms a part of our aUe-

giance io God,

The loyal women of New York formed an association and

passed the following resolutions :

—

We, the undersigned, women of the United States, agree to beoome
members of the " Women's Loyal National League," hereby pledging

our most earnest influence in support of the Government in its prose-

cution of the war for freedom and for the restoration of the national

unity.

Raolvedy That for the present this League will concentrate all its

eflTorts upon the single object of procuring to be signed by one million

women and upward, and of preparing for presentation to Congress

within the first week of its next session, a petition in the following

words, to wit :

—
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To THE Senate and House of Rbprbsbntatives of the United States.

The undersigned, women of the United States, above the age of

eighteen years, earnestly pray that your honorable body will pass, at

the earliest practicable day, an act emancipating all persons of Afiican

descent held to involuntary service or labor in the United States.

Resolved^ That, in furtherance of the above object, the Executive Com-
mittee of this League be instructed to cause to be prepared and stereo-

typed a pamphlet, not exceeding four printed octavo pages, briefly and
plainly setting forth the importance of such a movement at the present

juncture, a copy of the said pamphlet to be placed in the hands of

each person who may undert^Eike to procure signatures to the above
petition, and for such further distribution as may be ordered by the

said Executive Committee.

A " Loyal Women's League" was formed in Hartford, Con*

necticut, the members pledging themselves to " encourage and

sustain our brave soldiers by constant tokens of love, but still

more by the expression of a cheerful and unflinching determi-

nation to stand by the dear old flag till the day of its triumph,

be it near or remote," and so to instruct their children, and all

who may be dependent upon them, that " they may grow into

such filial reverence for this best of all governments as shall

make them always patriots, never mere partisans." These

true-hearted women also declare that they will '' in all ways
endeavor to create such a sentiment of devoted loyalty in the

circles in which they move, that no traitor to liberty, or cowardly

recreant, shall utter hU sentiments in their presence unre-

bvJced.** In token of their loyalty, they have determined to

wear publicly a Union badge '* until the day of our national

triumph."

The loyal women of Philadelphia received the following tri-

bute, for their devotion to the soldiers and the country, from

the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, New-School,

which met in that city, May, 1863 :

—

Resolved, That the Assembly hereby express their high admiration of

the manner in which the ladies of Philadelphia have contributed, and
are contributing, to the comfort of the soldiers who pass through this

city, and of those who return as sick and suffering to its hospitals, and
that as citizens of the country, and in behalf of thosewhom we specially

represent, we present to these ladies our hearty thanks,

" The politicians are not the great workers in a war of ideas

and principles like ours. Noble women, now, as ever, are the

great workers, the great feelers, the great hopers, the great
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lovers, who keep up the morale of mea and create the atmo-

sphere which their spirits breathe. Leaving the actual army-
work out of the account, they do actually more than the men."

The leading journals of the Northern States, both political

and religious, during the great conflict, and especially on the

observance of the days of fasting and prayer and of thanks-

giving designated by the Government, exerted a wide-spread

and beneficent influence in difi'using and strengthening the

Christian element, and in pervading the rulers and people of the

republic with a just sense of their responsibilities to God. They
discussed the religious aspects of the war, reviewed and rebuked

the sins of the nation which they stated were the causes of the

just judgments of God, exhorted the people to humiliation and

repentance, advocated the fundamental principles of the Bible

and an obedience to the laws of God as the only true basis of

national existence and prosperity, and proclaimed the great truth

that God must be honored and recognized in all governmental

and political transactions as well as in the social and private

walks of life, if the nation would be saved and preserved in its

institutions and integrity. Extracts from the elaborate editorials

of leading journals, on those great Christian principles which

underlie all civil institutions, had been prepared for this volume;

but the limits of the work forbid their record. It is, howeVer,

an important historic fact that the loyal political papers and

all the Christian journals of the country exerted a powerful

and a healthful influence in developing and difiiising the reli-

gious element.

The Ministers

Of religion, of all denominations, throughout the loyal States,

in the great crisis of the nation, were, with but few excep-

tions, true to freedom and the country. Their pulpits were

pillars of moral support and strength to the Government, and

their influence aided effisctively and powerfully in the suppres-

sion of the rebellion. Loyalty to the Government was a reli-

gious duty, which they in their sermons and examples incul-

cated upon their congregations and diffused through the nation.

Many of them went into the army ; and' no class of men made

greater sacrifices to save the republic and to purify and pre-

serve the Government in its integrity and unity. The funda-
*

mental principles of Christianity, as related to civil govern*
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raent and political policies, and to the causes that brought on
and sustained the rebellion, were by them thoroughly unfolded

and applied, and thus pure and wide currents of Christian in-

fluences flowed over all the interests and through every depart-

ment of the nation. A few illustrations of their earnest patriot-

ism and piety can only be given in this vohime.

An association of evangelical ministers of Cincinnati, in the

summer of 1861, discussed the question, " How can ministers

best serve the interests of our country at the present crisis ?"

and presented their views in the following paper:

—

Deeply grateful to Almighty God, our heavenly Father, for his past

mercies to this nation, and particularly noting at this time his gracious

goodness in leading our fathers to establish and preserve for us a consti-

tutional government unequalled among the governments of the earth

in guarding the rights and promoting the entire welfare of a great

people, we, the evangelical ministry of Cincinnati, have been led by a
constraining sense of accountability to him, the Author of all our good,

and by unfeigned love for our country, to adopt the following statement

and resolutions :

—

We are compelled to regard the rebellion which now afflicts our land

and jeopardizes some of the most precious hopes of mankind as thje

result of a long-contemplated and wide-spread conspiracy against the

principles of liberty, justice, mercy, and righteousness proclaimed in the

word of God, sustained by our constitutional Government, and lying at

the foundation of all public and private welfare. In the present con-

flict, therefore, our Government stands before us as representing the

oause of God and man, against a rebellion threatening the nation with

ruin in order to perpetuate and spread a system of unrighteous op-

pression. In tliis emergency, as ministers of God, we cannot hesitate

to support, by every legitimate method, the Government in maintain-

ing its authority unimpaired throughout the whole country and over

this whole people : therefore,

Resolvedj 1. That all Christian ministers and people should be exhorted

to unite their fervent supplications to the God of our fathers for his

protection of the Government formed under his approving providence,

without which neither an empire rises nor a sparrow falls.

2. That the interests of our country demand of all good citizens a

firm, united, and loyal support of the Government in destroying the

armed rebellion which has risen against it.

3. That, as ministers of the gospel, we will co-operate with the chap-

lains of the army, so far as we may, in securing regular services of

divine worship in camps and hospitals, the freest circulation of a health-

ful religious literature, especially of the word of God and the happy

influence of the Sabbath among the soldiers.

4. That we should be admonished by the present judgment of

Almighty God to call upon our nation to repent of the sin of oppression.
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with all those other vices for which he has thus entered into contro-

veray with us, so that iniquity may not be our ruin.

5. That we will remember, and seek also to impress upon the public

mind, that those with whom the Government is thus brought into con-

flict are our brethren,—misguided and criminal, but still our brethren,

towards whom we should maintain the spirit of compassion and kind-
ness even while waging war against them.

6. That, with humble faith, we fearlessly commit the issue of this con-

flict to the just and gracious God who presides over the destinies of

nations, assured that in the answer to the prayers of his people he will

cause the wrath of man to praise him and restrain the remainder
thereof, until he sends forth judgment unto victory, and the work of

righteousness be peace, and the effect of righteousness, quietness, and
assurance forever.

The following address " On the Christian's Duty in the Pre-

sent Crisis," is by Bishop Mollvaine, of the Episcopal Church,

who is distinguished for his catholic Christian spirit towards all

denominations, and for his influence in this country and in

England. He visited England during the great conflict, and
exerted a wide-spread influence in favor of the cause of the

Government and of the loyal States in suppressing the rebel-

lion. The address was published in 1861 :

—

War is upon us,—the worst, the most horrid, the most calamitous and
sorrowful of all wars,—not only civil war, but civil war in circumstances

beyond precedent painful and productive of all the bitterest passions

of man's evil nature. The cloud is exceedingly dark. But it reaches

not to heaven. God's light is behind it, however hid. His ways, how-
ever unsearchable, and " a great deep" to our eye, are in wisdom and
goodness; and still "God is our refuge, and a very present help in

trouble." But what is our duty? I mean the duty of disciples of

Christ,—ours as members of Chrises Churchy having brethren in Christ

everywhere,—in the States now in array against us, and even in the

army now perhaps on the march against us ?
^

First. Our duty is clearly, solemnly, steadily, patiently, bravely,

earnestly, to sustain our Government. There is no room for hesitation

here. Whatever may be said of persons or localities, or sections of

people, our Government has not provoked this war, the country has not.

We are pro patria, for our beloved country,—not Ohio, not this State or

that, not north, or east, or west, but our country, and our Government
as the only representative of our country. All duty says so. And
what we are and do in the discharge of this duty should be zealous,

devoted, selfnsacrificing, undaunted.

But, secondly, in what spirit as Christians ? There is no necessity of

coming down in the least from all that pertains to Christian spirit in

the discharge of such duty, wherever it may carry us. Good soldiers,

especially soldiers standing for their homes and institutions, repelling

invasion, encircling around their Qovornment, contending for the
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Union, have no need to*borrow a spirit not their own. There need be
no unhallowed passions, no spirit of bitter revenge, no cultivation of

hate, no ceasing to pray for enemies, no passing away of actual kind-

ness and readiness to do good to those arrayed against us, whenever
dufy, loyalty to our own cause, does not prevent. Especially with those

who stay at home and do not plunge into the actual conflict,—^the great

mass of praying, loving, Christian people,—the highest measure of
loyalty and of stern determination to sustain the Government is per-

fectly consistent with the cherishing in their hearts of all the tempers
and spirit, the charities, the kindness, the doing good to them that may
hate us, the praying for those who would " despitefully use us," which
our blessed gospel requires.

Under these general views, what is duty ?

1. Let us keep our hearts with all diligence, with B])ecial effort to pre-

vent the encroachment of a war feeling and excitement upon the

proper domain of the Spirit of God within you. The danger b great.

These strong excitements carry away the mind as with a flood. They
overwhelm us, unless our dikes be well kept. Duty to God, the duty

of a devotional mind, the duty of prayer, secret and daily and regular

and spiritual, remains. Eternity is only the nearer. God's blessing

and favor are only, if possible, the more needful. The more exciting

the crisis, the more the need of God. If we want an army in the field

with carnal weapons, we want also, and for the same cause, an army at

the throne of grace, taking hold, by constant prayer, on the arm of the

only real strength. In that army, while the other is composed only of

those between certain ages, and it must exclude the aged, the feeble,

—

in that army all can be marshalled; the praying child, the praying

woman, the heart on a sick-bed, tottering age,—all can contend in that,

and make a great and mighty host before God, holding up the hands of

those who go to the battle, praying for the blessings of peace, union,

stability, and brotherly love. Let us keep our hearts with all diligence,

that we may thus keep ourselves at the throne of grace. Never were

praying people more needed in our country than now.

2. Let us watch against the growth in our hearts of all bitterness of

spirit against those whom we must now call (most painful as it is) our

enemies. Many there are whom we must thus place under that name
who are enemies to us only because their cause is against ours, while

the bonds of Christian charity and real brotherly love of Christian

brethren towards us are not broken. I believe that most truly. So it

is, and must be, among us towards them. It is awful to be thus arrayed,

brother against brother. No greater affliction could come. It must not

be made more awful, so far as religious people can help it, by the kin-

dling of fires of evil passion, which the cause on neither side demands,

and by which any cause must be disgraced. Let us stand by the right*

but righteously, in the right mind, in the spirit of those whose rule of

mind is the word of God, and who desire to " approve themselves unto

God" and to have his blessing.

3. Let us still seek peace, and the measures that make for peace.

The President seeks peace, and has done nothing inconsistent with his

profession of a pacific spirit and aim. Let tu seek it also, and, while
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preparing for war, still cherisli the hope and the spirit of peace. We
may not see the way by which, consistently with what we ought to

maintain, peace can now be restored. But let us remember that toe se4

but little of the ways and power of God. Our hope of peace is not
destroyed because our eyes cannot detect its path or our Chief Magis-

trate and his counsellors cannot devise the means of obtaining it. The,

Lord reigneth. God is our refuge. " He hath his way in the sea, and
his path in the mighty waters." When the disciples of Christ were on
the billows, tempest-tossed, they knew not any path on those waves by
which their Master could reach them. It was ''the fcvrth watch of the

night" But he had a path in the sea, and they saw him walking
therein, and he came to them, and the waves were still. If there be no
way of peace, God can make one by dividing the sea. We are not hope-

less of peace because we cannot tell how it could be brought about.

Let us still hope, and still pray. With arms in hand let us do so. God
be with us ! God preserve and guide our counsellors, our Governors^

our President. May they all learn humbly to feel and acknowledge
their dependence on him for wisdom and strength. May the godlesa-

ness which has too long disgraced our public councils and affairs be cast

away. May our President seek his help in God, and his Cabinet ask

wisdom where only it is to be found, and our legislators know that God's

blessing is worth their seeking.

Bishop McHvaine, in a second address, in 1863, to the clergy

and laity of the diocese of Ohio, uttered similar sentiments.

"We long," says he, "for such peace as the permanent interests

of law and order, of justice and right, will permit our Govern-

ment to seek and accept."

An important part of the bishop's address of 1863 is taken

up with the statements of the Eight Rev. James Henry Otey,

D.D., LL.D., late Bishop of the Episcopal Church in Tennessee.

Bishop Otey said, in 1861, "I am well satisfied that the majority

of the people in the seceding States, if their voice could be

fairly heard, would speak loudly in favor of Union,"

That which I fear most of all is, that God is about to visit us, and
deservedly, for our national sins and ingratitude. The only foundation

of my hope is that "
the Lord reigneth" Oh, there is comfort in that

declaration, precious, full, and abiding I Let what changes in govern-

ment and overthrow of institutions come that may, we shall be safe

under the shadow of His wings who " ruleth in the armies of heaven,

and doeth all his pleasure among the inhabitants of the earth.''

Dr. Stephen H. Tyng, pastor of one of the largest and most

influential churches in the city of New York, in a sermon

preached on fast-day, April 30, 1863, reflected the loyalty and
fti

I
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sentiments of the American ministers on the great issues of

the conflict. It was entitled " Christian Loyalty/' and was

founded on a passage expressive of the loyalty and love of the

Hebrew people for their institutions and nationality. Brief

extracts only can be given.

"By the riven of Babylon, there we sat down. Yea, we wept when w«

remembered Zion. We hanged our harpe upon the wiUows in the

midst thereof. If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget

her cunning. If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleare to the

roof of my mouth ; if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy."—

Psalm exxxvii. 1, 2, 5, 6.

This (said Dr. Tyng) is the patriot's devotion to his country. It is a

living spirit in his heart. It clings to his own land and people in their

lowest depression as truly as in their highest prosperity. It is HTing

and active within him, to whatever contumely and reproach it may ex-

pose him.

1. My loyalty to Jerusalem is my love of her people. I am loyal to

my nation. I will never give my consent to its dismemberment or its

separation. I cling to the one Federal American people,—not to a con-

federacy of States, but to a consolidated nation. I desire not to live to

see a disunion of them for any reasons or upon any terms. ... My
loyalty is to the United States of America, that great federal nation,

which, whererer scattered or however collected, have dwelt together

under one glorious government, as one perpetual, indivisible people. . .

.

Be one people ; be one nation. . . . Let Jerusalem be still a city at unity

in itself, encircled with the walls of a common defence from foes abroad

and boimd together for a united subjugation of traitors at home.
2. My loyalty to Jerusalem is my love for her territory. I love my

country ; I love it with an intense affection. Every part of it is equally

mine, and equally dear to me. I am a citizen of the United States. I

will acknowledge no Northern rights nor Southern rights. I have a fee

simple, indisputable right in every portion of this soil, from sea to sea,

as a citizen of this nation. I will never consent to give it up. I am a

citizen of the whole. I have a right to a domicil, a protected home,

throughout the whole, which I will never yield. To separate this glo-

rious hard-earned land, to divide it, to disintegrate it, cut it up, parcel

it out to a set of wild conflicting provinces, farm it out to the ambition

of petty contending satraps, gaining in blood a short-lived triumph, if

a degradation and a social atrocity to which I will never consent. . . •

Let the land of your fathers, the sacred revered abode of a nation of

freemen, be transmitted, unbroken, solid, entire, untarnished, to the chil-

dren who succeed you. Die, if it must be so, for it, but never give it up.

3. My loyalty to Jerusalem is my love for the freedom which she hai

established. Men may call the testimonies of her Declaration of Inde-

pendence a tissue of " glittering generalities," when they have no

affinity with the liberty which it proclaims and no sympathy with the

grandly humanizing influence which it is designed and destined toexer^

ciae. To my mind, it stands on the highest platform of uninspired tes-
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timonies. In it the noblest emotions, aspirations, sentiments, and prin-

ciples of the heart of man speak out in golden, crystal sounds. ** W^
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal ; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving

their just powers from the consent of the governed." What nobler tes-

timony for human freedom or human exaltation was ever given?
When did the representative mind of progi'essive, rising humanity ever

announce its convictions and its purposes in a loftier strain or in a
grander formula? . . . Never yield this priceless inheritance of

human liberty ; never sacrifice by any compromise the unrestricted, uni*

versal freedom of your nation ; never consent to any arrangement in

which you may not look back upon your fathers' line and home, and
still triumphant say, *' Jerusalem, the mother of us all, is free."

4. My loyalty to Jerusalem is my love for her ConsHtuium, Jerusalem

had her glorious constitution from the Divine gift,—a book in the hands
of every one, to be read at home, to be studied by children, to be talked

of by the way. America has received her Constitution from the gracious

providence of God,—the grand result of ages of human experience and
observation,—the admired shape and cast of man's wisdom among the

nations of the earth.

Never was there a more majestic exhibition of sovereign power;

never was there a more honorable display of mutual concession and self-

restraint.

Such is the American Constitution,—a beautiful machinery of intel-

lectual conception and of moral influence, working with its powers and
restraints, its checks and balances, its provisions and prohibitions, in a

thoroughly a^'usted harmony, and in remarkable order and grandein*

of operation. . . . Never give up this contest for the Constitution.

Compel this rebellion to submit to its authority. And, if you must perish,

perish nobly maintaining the peerless cause of liberty, government, and
order.

6. My loyalty to Jerusalem is my love for her government. Her Con-

stitution is the charter of her goveiuiment, the fixed and final scheme
arranged for its construction and its perpetual control. . . .

I love this Government. I love it in its origin. I love it in its sim-

plicity. I love it in its supremacy. 1 love it in its individuality. I love

it in its constitutional strength. I love it in its personal power, deter-

mination, and will. It combines for me all the possible freedom of

liberty for the many consistent with order and tranquillity for the

whole, and the vast security of absolute authority in an ultimate ruler

from whom there is no appeal. It seems to me to have gathered the

gems from all regions to make this new, last crown of a monarchical

people,—a ruling nation.

To my nation, to my country, to the principle of freedom, to the Con-

stitution, to the Government, while I live, will I be faithful ; and, how-

ever depressed or downcast or desponding may be the incidents and
elements of the day. oven though in captivity I sit by the rivers of

Babylon, I will nevrr forgot, dishonor, or deny the Jerusalem 1 have
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U»v'A, IxfiCAth who*<e ^hade I h^re growB and
«r|j«^»«#> vmi and diiufrht^rf I bare gone to Um
•tr/*«H tiirUfshi. Still in prarcr for mr bdored
Ui« King of kingt* and Ixirdof lordi.

Dr. Byron Sunderland, paator of the Fim rr^cT*'-:!

CVnurch in Washington City, and chaplain of tbe SrCiit :i -^

UniUrd Statofi, preached a sermon on the natic^^ £i5>iij.l;"-

30, 1SC3, entith.'d "The Crisis of the Times," wLi.^ wis Lr-.

by an immense audience, and published by an ** Aawcsjiii i

patriotic citizens" and widely circulated through ike cc»"ur7.

The following is an extract :

—

When the nhip of ntate, freighted as it is with all oar foragd
ftll our hopoM, li(*i4 tot^ning in the tempest,—when it is no limt^ ft v*'^

tion of policy or pref^Tence a^ between rival parties and candidi^ 3

tinw* of peace, but a deeper, broader, more vital question of the trh=;^

of th<» G<jvornmont and the ctmio^r^ of the American people©« i <r"

tern of UMurpation and despotism sustained by an organised and srs^i

n^boUion against tliom,—now, when a fierce and bloody attempt is za^i^

to undormine the very foundations of social order and to poll dovn th«

nobl(»Ht structure of empire the sun has ever shone upon, and to nsder

a land that wart once most happy in all the arts and industries of

advancing civilisation, and to blot out from the face of the dobe

the unity of a mighty nation, and to impair forever the gmni«^

and the usofulneHrt of a people among whom the Divine principl'^

and preceptrt of Chrirttianity itself have had their freest and tht*ir

nohlost scope,—^would it not be thought a thing incredible that th*

OhrlKtion people and the Cliristian ministry of this land should sUn<l

aloof, should manifest a deep and profound indifference, should nndiH*-

take to live and act and preach and speak and think and feel as thoogk

there were no war and no judgment of God among us whatever? kn^

all this, too, while the whole history of the nation hitherto has be«n

marked by one continued succession of providential interpositions for

deliverance, one constant series of examples of the presence and inflo-

Hiee of the Christian element in working out our national destiny

!

Without Chrii^tianity, the story of America could never have beentoR

—these manifold and mighty monuments which cover the land could

never have lu^en reared. None but (lod can tell the effect of Christian

prayer and fidelity in the testimony of Christian truth upon the for-

tinu>s of this nation. And now, in such a land, with such a record sd<1

mteh a pros|>ect, and in such a condition, when we feel and know that

blow^ are beinjr stmek which, if not repelled, must not only destroy otf

civil horitjige* but also n>ll l>aek the ehar;» t of human salvation for*

tlunisand vi^rs, can the di<oiplos and mini^-ters of this religion, ^hkh

has more than all other thinss made the land a ble^ng, be excused

fW^m the duties and trials which now i>est upon the nation? Nay, do

you not loi>k to the Cliri>ti.An sentiment and opinion of thk eoontry for

ovnauixnanoe and sup(>ort ? Do you not rely on the loyalty and th«
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prayers of the Christian people of this country as constituting, under
God, the firmest and most unwayering prop and pillar of the nation's

strength ? If this be so, then I am here to declare, in the name of the

Christian Church, and of all that follow the great Head of the Church
in this land, that as they haye never, heretofore, been found wanting in

the hour of the country's need, so they will now not be found wanting.

For, when it comes to this, the old religion which has for eighteen hun*
dred years produced the heroes and martyrs of the world, will rise

again and lead her mighty processions into the thickest of the contest.

And not until the Church of Christ has been utterly overthrown, and
not until her last prayer goes out and her last soul is offered up on the

altar of expiring liberty, will it be time for men to say, " there is no
longer any hope." And not until then can the cause of America,

which we believe to be the cause of human nature everywhere, be
ruined. And for this reason it is that in the name of the Church we
lift up our voice, cry aloud and spare not, showing the people their

sins and transgressions. The Christian mind of this nation beholds the

spectacle we now present with a feeling of the deepest solemnity and the

most painful suspense. The Christian mind of this nation interprets the

afflictions we are suffering now, as the judgments of God for our moral
obliquity. It holds that there is a righteousness which exalteth a
nation, while sin is a reproach to any people. It holds that in a crisis

like this there is but one inspiration that can carry us through in tri-

umph, and that is the inspiration of the Almighty. It holds that

among the first signs of the presence of such an inspiration is the gene*

ral return of the people to sobriety and virtue ; and therefore it views

with pain and grief, with apprehension and alarm, the almost universal

reign of vice, vulgarity, and impurity. And because the nation has been
8o long blind and indifferent to the principles of truth, and so long dis-

obedient to the authority of God, he has not only kindled the fire of

this furnace, but he is adding fuel to the flames, and holding us in them,
that we may be either purified or consumed. That is the issue now be-

fore us,—purification or destruction. It is comparatively of little account

what may be the tidings from the great sieges or the battle-fields of our

military or naval operations, what may be the condition of the cur-

rency or the result of local elections, or, indeed, what may be the

daily contingencies or details that fall out to us in the history of this

great time ; but the true question is, whether amid all these millions

of human beings a sufficient number may be found upon whom the in-

spiration of the Almighty has descended, to render it consistent with

his most gracious purpose and with the character of his supreme govern-

ment over men, to interpose and give us the victory. If this point

in the moral and religious condition of the American people can be at-

tained, then we have no fear for the remainder. The same power that

delivered the Hebrew nation with a high hand and a stretched-out arm,
the same power that shielded the people of the Netherlands against the

combined attack of the greatest potentates of the time in Europe, th*

same power that brought our fathers through the bloody baptism of the

.

Bevolution, and gave to them, to bequeath to us, their children, this
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glorious inheritance, will thunder for us along all our lines of battle^

and put our enemies to rout and confusion forerer.

The Day of Fasting and Prayer

Appointed by the President, on Thursday, April 30, 1863,

the proclamation for which is on the 558th page of this volume,

was memorable in its Christian influence through the loyal

States. Stirring and timely truths were preached in the pulpits,

which tended greatly to impress the public mind and con-

science with religious sentiments and responsibility to God, and
to urge the people and all in civil and military authority to

repentance and reformation. "We believe," says Bishop

Mcllvaine, in an address to the clergy and laity of the Diocese

of Ohio, " the day was warmly welcomed by all the religious and
patriotic people of the loyal States, and was observed with

solemnity and prayerfulness in devout assemblies throughout

those portions of our country." The resolution of the Senate

requesting the President to appoint a day of fasting and prayer

was gratifying to the Christian public especially, because it dis-

tinctly recognized Christ as mediator, and the New-School

Indianapolis Presbytery, in view of it, passed the following:

—

Resolved, That this Presbytery, as an ecclesiastical court, called to wit-

ness for Christ before the world, cannot refrain from a public expression

of its gratification that the resolutions of the Senate of the United
States, asking the appointment by the President of a national fast» make
such distinct mention of our Lord Jesus Christ as the Heaven-appointed

way of access to God the Father. This recognition of our Divine Medi*
ator by our national authorities is as gratifying and appropriate as it ia

rare.

The Governors of several States, and the mayors of some of

the larger cities and towns, responded to the proclamation of

the President by issuing their own.

Washington City.

Proclaiiation by th£ Mayor.

JCator's OFncx, April S8, IMS.

The President, in compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the

United States, having set apart a day for national prayer and humiliation,

renders needless any thing of a like character from me. As requested

in the following joint resolution, my fellow-citisens will doubtless mani*

feet their appreciation of the occasion, as well as their respect for the

high authority from whence it emanates, by abstaining from secular
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employment^ and an obseryanoe of the day as ezgoined on na, ia

common with the whole country, by the proclamation of the President,

Richard Wallace, Mayor,

Joint JUsohUion relative to the observance <^ Thursday, 30(A Aprils as a day

offastingf humiliation^ and prayer.

Whereas the President of the United States has, by public proclama-

tion, recommended the observance of the 30th instant as a day of fasting,

humiliation, and prayer throughout these United States, and whereas
it is meet and proper that we should acknowledge our sins before

Almighty God, and pray that the evils of civil war be removed from us:

therefore

Be it Resolved, That the Mayor be, and is hereby, requested to issue his

proclamation inviting and enjoining upon the citizens of Washington
the observance of this day as a day of fasting, humiliation, and prayer,

•ad requesting the suspension of all secular business on that day.

Alex. R. Shefhbrd,

President <(f the Board of Oomnum OauneiL

JossPH F. Brown,
President qf the Board qf Aldermen*

Approved, April 28, 18d3.

Richard Wallaoh, Mayor,

Ordir bt thb Military Gk>vsRN0R or thb District of .Columbia.

GiNiRAL Orders, No. 15.

Head-Quartsrb Military District of Washikotov,

WABHiHOTOir, D.C., April 29, 1868.

In compliance with the proclamation of the President of the United
States, Thursday, the 30th of April instant, will be observed by officers

and men in this command as a day of fasting and humiliation.

Within the limits of the city of Washington and the District of

Columbia, the orders regulating the transaction of business and cloaing

of shops, stores, and bars on Sunday will be applicable to Thursday, the

dOth instant, and will be observed accordingly and enforced.

The President's proclamation devoutly recognizes the existence and
presence of Almighty God. It is impossible that such a Being should

not be interested in the affairs of men. No further appeal ought to be
necessary to those who publicly profess a Christian faith.

But to others, who are inclined to ask, '*What good can be gamed by
faating?'' the commanding general, while desiring their respectful oo-

operation in the obsenranoe of the day, suggests to them the following

answer:--

1. They will thereby manifest a soldierly respect to a recommendation
which comes to them from the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and
Navy of the United States ; and the company or regiment most imbued
with that quality of respect affords signal evidence that it possesses the

highest fighting quality.

2. A soldier who is moved to the performance of his duty in battle or
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elsewhere' by the inspiration of God's presence in the mind and pm^
poses will be incited by an influence of immense power.

Not the miraculous interposition of Divine agency, but the infusion

of new determination and earnestness into our own hearts, will be the

consequence, in the rudest minds, of our honest and manly obserrance

of the fast recommended by the President.

A whole nation stimulated and exalted by such influences would be

irresistible.

By command of Brigadier-General Martindale.

John P. Shsrbournx, A^.O,

GOVSRKOR OF NrW YoRK.

The President of the United States having set apart the last Thursday

of April as a day of national prayer, fasting, and humiliation, I, Horatio

Sbtmour, Governor of the State of New York, do recommend that the

day be observed throughout the State with suitable religious solemni-

ties.

Humblyacknowledging the manifold offences of our rulers and people,

let us humiliate ourselves before Almighty God, and fervently pray

that our sins may be forgiven. Acknowledging our dependence upon

his powers and mercy, let us put away pride and ingratitude, maJice

and uncharitableness, and implore him to deliver our land from sedi-

tious fury, conspiracy, and rebellion, and to restore the blessings of peace,

concord, and union to the several States of our distracted and afflicted

country.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto afllxed the privy seal of the

State, at the city of Albany, the 27th day of April, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three.

Horatio Sktmour.

By the Governor

:

R. B. MiLLiR, Jr., Private Secretary.

Mayor of New York.

Whereas the President of the United States, in compliance with a

resolution of the Senate, has issued his proclamation, setting apart

Thursday, the 30th day of April, 1863, as a day of national humiliation,

ftsting, and prayer; and
Whereas the scourge of civil war which is now desolating our country

and changing many of its happy homes into abodes of sorrow renders

such solemn service peculiarly appropriate at the present time

:

Now, therefore, in oflicial recognition of said proclamation and its

just and timely admonitions to the nation, I do hereby request that all

the public offices in this city be closed on that day, and that the people,

refraining from all secular pursuits, devote themselves with humble and

oontarite spirits to the religious duties suitable to the occasion.

Given under my hand and the seal of the Mayoralty, at the City Hall,

in the city of New York, this twenty-seventh day of April, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three.

Gboeob Ofdtks, Ifi^yor.
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Mator of Brooklyn.

Mator'8 OrnoB, Taesday, April 28, 1863.

Thursday, the 30ih day of April, 1863, having been set apart by the
President of the United States, in compliance with a resolution of the
Senate, as a day of national humiliation, fasting, and prayer, in accord-

ance therewith I do hereby direct that the various public offices of
the city be closed on that day; and I respectfully recommend, also,

that our citizens on that day refrain, as far as may be, from the pursuit

of their ordinary business avocations. The suffering and misery and
humiliation which during the past two years have fallen upon us as a
nation would seem to render an earnest and universal appeal to the
Divine mercy from us, as a people, especially a duty at this time; and
I doubt not that the recommendation of the President will be appro-

priately responded to by our citizens.

Martin Kalbflsisch, Mayor,

Mayor of Cincinnati.

Now, therefore, in pursuance thereof, believing that our cause is just

and righteous, feeling that in these times of trial tobur beloved country
we should humble ourselves before the Almighty in fjosting and in

prayer, ask his forgiveness for our sinfulness in the past and implore
His blessings and favor upon the future, I earnestly desire all citizens

to observe the day thus appointed by our Chief Magistrate in a becom-
ing and reverent manner, and that all places of business and amuse-
ment shall then be closed.

Len. A. Harris, Mayor of Cincinnati,

CivciNKATi, April 28, 1863.

Mayor of Philadblfhia.

Whereas the President of the United States, being moved thereto by
the Federal Senate, has set apart Thursday next, the 30th day of April,

as a day of national humiliation, fasting, and prayer; and whereas we
have cause, as a people, to take shame to ourselves before all nations

and before Almighty God that we have misused the civil blessings

wherewith we have been signally favored, by setting at naught the wis-

dom of our fathers, betraying the trust of self-government, winking at

unfaithfulness and corruption in high places, and giving ours^ves to

selfishness and disregard of ourselves as citizens:

Therefore it becomes us earnestly to beseech him that he will

enlighten us to the honest discharge of our duties as freemen ; that ho
will keep stead^Ast within us a true devotion to our country, to the con-

iiision of all traitors and workers of sedition ; that he will endow our
rulers with wisdom and firmness, and that he will lead our hosts and
give them strength in the conflict, that they may prevail over all rebel*

lion. And I do hereby call upon the people of this city to keep such
appointed day by foregoing the usual pursuits, closing their places of

employment, and presenting themselves, after their respective manner
of worship, before the Most High God ; that^ acknowledging his supreme
power, and the righteousness of the judgments that he has visited
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upon our land, we may implore him mercifully to withhold his oomo>
tions from us, and give us welfare and peace through the speedy ovei^

throw of all who resist the lawful authority of our national Government
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the

seal of the city of Philadelphia to be affixed, this twenty-seventh day of

April, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and obity-

three.

Alexandxr Hin&t, MoifCT of PkUaddphiau

Thanksgivin(j-Days for Victories.

As a Christian nation, it has been the uniform practice of the

civil authorities, when signal blessings were received or imporlr

ant victories obtainfid, to issue proclamations of th^ksgiviiig

and praise to Almighty God. During the winter and spring of

1862 important victories were won by the armies of the United

States, at Mill Spring, Kentucky, at Fort Donelson and Pittsburg

Landing, Tennessee, and at Pea Bidge, Missouri. In view of

these victories, Congress passed the following resolution :

—

A Ruduiion giving ike Thanks of Congress to tite Officers, Soldiers, and Seamen

of the Army and Navy, for their gallantry in the recent brilliant victories over

the enemies of the Union and the Oonstitution.

Besolvedj by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Slates of

America, in Congress assembled, That the thanks of Congress are due, and
are hereby tendered, to the officers, soldiers, and seamen of the Army
and Navy of the United States, for the heroic gallantry that, under the

providence of Almighty God, has won the recent series of brilliant vio-

tories over the enemies of the Union and Constitution.

Approved, February 22, 1862.

The President and Secretary of War issued the following

papers :

—

A Proclamation.

Wasbikotoh, April 10, IMS.

It has pleased Almighty God to vouchsafe signal victories to the land

and naval forces engaged in suppressing an internal rebellion, and ai

the same time to avert from our country the dangers of foreign inter-

vention and invasion. It is, therefore, recommended to the people of

the United States that at their next weekly assemblages in their accua*

tomed places of worship which shall occur after the notice of this pro*

damation shall have been received, that they especially acknowledge

and render thanks to our heavenly Father for these inestimable bless*

ings ; that they then and there implore spiritual consolation in behalf

of all those who have been brought into affliction by the casualties and
calamities of sedition and civil war; and that they reverently inyoke

tfao Divine guidance for our national councils, to the end that they may
speedily result in the reatoring of peace and harmony and unity through-
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out our borders, and hasten the establiahment of fraternal relations

among all the countries of the earth.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal

of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the city of Washington, this 10th day of April, in the year

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two.

(Signed) Abraham Lincoln.

War DsPARTMBifT, Wasdinotoit, April 9, 1863.

Order 1. That at meridian of the Sunday next after the reception of

this order, at the head-quarters of every regiment in the armies of the

United States, there shall be ofifered by its chaplain a prayer, giving

thanks to the Lord of Hosts for the recent manifestations of his power
in the overthrow of the rebels and traitors, and invoking the continu-

ance of his aid in delivering this nation, by the arms of patriotic sol-

diers, from the horrors of treason, rebellion, and civil war.

E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War,

The Secretary of War expressed the following sentiments:

—

The glory of our recent victories belongs to the gallant officers and
soldiers that fought the battles. No share of it belongs to me. ^

Much has recently been said of military combinations and organiz-

ing victories. I hear such phrases with apprehension. They com-
menced in infidel France with the Italian campaign, and resulted in

Waterloo. Who can organize victory? Who can combine the elements

of success on the battle-field? We owe our recent victories to the Spirit

of the Lord, that moved our soldiers to rush into battle and filled the

hearts of our enemies with terror and dismay. The inspiration that

conquered in battle was in the hearts of the soldiers and from on high •

and wherever there is the same inspiration there will be the same
results. Patriotic spirit, with resolute courage, in officers and men, is *
military combination that never failed.

We may well rejoice at the recent victories, for they teach us that

battles are to be won now and by us in the same and only manner thai

they were ever won by any people or in any age since the days of

Joshua,—by boldly pursuing and striking the foe. What, under the

blessing of Providence, I conceive to be the true organization of victory

and military combination to end this war, was declared in a few words

by General Grant's message to General Buckner:

—

*^I propou to nume

mmediaiely upon your works /"

The thanksgiving appointed by the President was generally

observed by the Churches in the loyal States. The followinc;

was a form used by the Episcopal churches in Ohio :

—

3fb the Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio,

In obedience to the proclamation of the President of the Unitea

States, and responding cordially to his acknowledgment of the good
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hand of our God upon us in giving victory to our national forces, I

hereby appoint and set forth the following collect of thanksgiving, and
prayers for the wounded, sick, and dying, and for the bereaved, to be
read during divine service in every church within this diocese, on the

Sunday after the receipt of this notice, and at other times at the discre-

tion of the minister. Affectionately, \

G. T. Bedell, Assigiani, Bishop in charge.

Collect or Thanksgiving after Victory.

Jh be used before the General Thanksffivinff,

(adapted.)

O Almighty God, the Sovereign Commander of all the world, in whose
hand is power and might which none is able to withstand, we bless

and magnify thy great and glorious name for these late happy victo-

ries. The whole glory thereof we do ascribe to thee, who art the only

giver of victory. And, we beseech thee, give us grace to improve this

great mercy to thy glory, the advancement of thy gospel, the honor
of our country, and the speedy re-establishment of such peace as will

maintain the supremacy of law, the securities of righteous liberty, and
the welfare of the Union. And, we beseech thee, give us such a sense

of this great mercy as may engage us to a true thankfulness, such as

may appear in our lives by an humble, holy, and obedient walking
before thee all our days, through Jesus Christ our Lord; to whom,
with thee and the Holy Spirit, as for all thy mercies, so in particular

for this victory and deliverance, be all glory and honor, world without

end. Amen.

The following is the prayer of thanksgiving for our victories

which Bishop Whittingham directed the Episcopal clergy of the

Diocese of Maryland to use on all occasions of public worship

during the next eight days :

—

Almighty God, the Sovereign Commander of all the world, in whose
hand is power and might, which none is able to withstand, we bless

and magnify thy great and glorious name for the happy successes

which thou hast of late vouchsafed in so many instances to the arms

of this nation, and more especially for the deliverance of this city and
district from the terrors of blockade and siege. And, we beseech

thee, give to us and to all this people grace to use this great mercy

shown towards us to thy glory, the advancement of thy gospel, the

honor of our country, and, as much as in us lieth, the good of all man-

kind. Stir up our hearts, Lord, to a true thankfulness, such as may
appear in our lives by an humble, holy, and obedient walking before

thee all our days, through Jesus Christ our Lord ; to whom, with thee,

O Father, and thee, Holy Ghost, as for all thy mercies, so in parti-

cular for these victories and this deliverance, be all glory and honor,

world without end. Amen.

On the first three days of July, 1863, a great victory was
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won by the army of the United States, under General Meade,
over the rebel army under General Lee. Pennsylvania and
Maryland were invaded by the army of the rebels, which
threatened to capture Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
Washington, the capital of the nation. The two armies, each

numbering about a hundred thousand men, met on the field of

battle at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, and a victory, great and

important in its immediate and future results, was won by the

national army. On the 4th of July, memorable in its historic

associations, the news of the defeat of the invading army spread

through the nation, and the President of the United States

issued the following brief, comprehensive, and Christian address

of congratulation to the country :

—

Wasbiitoton, July 4, 10 am., 1863.

The President announces to the country that news from the Army of

the Potomac up to ten p.m. of the 3d is such as to cover that army with

the highest honor, to promise a great success to the cause of the Union,

and to claim the condolence of all for the many gallant ftdlen, and that

for this he especially desires that on this day He whose will, not ours,

should ever be done, be everywhere remembered and reverenced with

profoundest gratitude. Abraham Lincoln.

General Meade assumed the command of the Potomac army,

by the appointment of the President, on the Sunday previous

to this important and decisive battle. In his address to the

army on Sabbath, June 28, 1863, he said,

—

By direction of the President of the United States, I hereby assume

command of the Army of the Potomac. The country looks to this

army to release it from the devastation and disgrace of a hostile inva-

sion. Whatever fatigues and sacrifices we may be called upon to

undergo, let us have in view constantly the magnitude of the interest

involved, and let each man determine to do his duty, leaving to an all-controlling

Providence the decision of the contest.

In General Meade these traits crown his conduct, that " no

one looks with more favor upon the true Christian who minis-

ters to the spiritual wants of the wounded^" and "an humble

recognition that victory is of the Lord, and that to him belongs

its glory." This is seen in the following order :

—

HEAD-QTrARTKRS ArMY 07 THR PoTOVAC, July 4, 1863.

General Order No, 68.—The commanding general, in behalf of tlie

country, thanks the Army of the Potomac for the glorious result of the

recent operations.
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Our enemy, superior in numbers and flushed with the pride of a ne-

ceiuiful invasion, attempted to overcome or destroy this army. Utterly

baffled and defeated, he has now withdrawn from the contest The

privations and fatigues the army has endured, and the heroic coiurage

and gallantry it has displayed, will be matters of history to be ever

remembered.
Our task is not yet accomplished ; and the commanding general looks

to the army for greater efforts to drive from our soil every vestige of the

presence of the invader.

It is right and proper that we should, on suitable occasions, return

our grate^l thanks to the Almighty Disposer of events, that, in the good-

ness of his providence, he has thought fit to give victory to the cause

of the just.

By command of Miyor-General Mbadx.
S. Williams, A.A,G,

On the 4th of July, 1863, Vicksburg, a strongly garrisoned

town on the Mississippi River, and the key to the commerce of

the Western States, surrendered to the national forces under

Major-General U. S. Grant. This important event, occurring

the same day with the news of the defeat of the invading army

at Gettysburg, thrilled the national heart with gratitude and

general joy. Thanksgivings to Almighty God ascended from

the loyal people in all parts of the Northern States. The fol-

lowing scene at Philadelphia on the reception of the news on

the 7th of July is one of great solemnity and sublimity,

heightened by the associations and remembrances of the day on

which these great victories were achieved, and the historic

inspirations of Independence Hall. The ministers of religion

who officiated in this scene of patriotism and piety stood exactly

in the same spot where the Declaration of Independence was

read eighty-seven years before. The editor of the "North

American and United States Gazette," of Philadelphia, Morton

McMichael, described the scene as follows :

—

We have read of the first prayer offered in the Continental Congress,

and of the sublimity and impresaiveness of the scene as the assembled

hody knelt while Jehovah was praised for the workings of his provi-

dence in ordaining frciedom to America.

Independence Square yesterday saw a sight emulating it in solemn

grandeur, and presenting a spectacle Philadelphia never before witnessed,

never may again. The tidings of the progress of the Union arms brought

it about. When iii-st promulgated, a large number of the members of

the Union League mot coincidently at the League rooms. The throng

increased until the place was nearly filled. Everybody had left their

places of business, and the members instinctively sought the League

House for mutual congratulation.
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It was proposed that something more than an informal recognition of

so bountiful a blessing of victory should be made, and the gentlemen
present took steps to make it. Birgfeld's Band of forty-six instruments

was secured, and, with this at its head, the Union League, headed by
the Rev. Kingston Goddard and Rev. Dr. Brainerd, moved down Chest-

nut street to Independence Square, keeping step to the glad strains of

national airs that have been familiar since the dear days of youth's

earliest dreams.

As the end of the line reached the square, all were uncovered. The
line filed to right and left, when Hon. Charles Gibbons ascended the

steps of Independence Hall. The concourse of people that now poured
into the square were thousands in number. They spread over a surface

beyond earshot of the loudest enunciation.

Mr. Gibbons made a brief address. He said that this day the begin-

ning of the end is in view. The rebels are losing their 8trongholds,.the

cause of the Union is approaching its final triumph. He drew a picture

of what we were as a nation, what we are, and what, in God's provi-

dence, we shall be. He spoke briefly and to the point, but was so over-

whelmed with cheers that we failed to catch his speech as he uttered it.

Kev. Dr. Brainerd now bared his head ; and instinctively—we believe

reverently, as by an intuitive impulse—every man present was unco-

vered. A hush fell upon the densely-crowded assemblage as the hand
of the reverend doctor was raised and an invitation given to the multi-

tude to follow him in rendering thanks to Heaven for its many mercies

and for crowning the arms of the country with victory.

Amid more profound silence, we verily believe, than an equal number
of people ever kept before, Dr. Brainerd gave praise. He thanked the

Almighty for the victories that were now crowning our arms. He had
chastened us in his displeasure, and alike in that chastening as now in

the blessing upon our work he recognized the hand of the Omnipotent.

He implored the Divine blessing upon the country and its people,—that

religion and truth and justice might take the place of pride and ar-

rogance and vain-glory, and that this people might recognize in every

event of life the ruling of Divine power. He prayed for the President

and Cabinet, for the continued success of our arms and for the resto-

ration of our national unity, for liberty to the oppressed, for freedom

to worship God everywhere, and for the coming of that day when his

kingdom shall extend over the whole earth.

When at the close of his prayer the Christian mmister pronounced the

word "Amen I" the whole multitude took up the Greek dissyllable, and
as with one mighty voice re-echoed it, reverently and solemnly, "Amen ! -^

While this prayer was being offered, the band silently disappeared.

As the final word of the supplication was pronounced, a strain of sacred

music burst from overhead. The band had ascended to the State-House
steeple, and there played, with effect that no tongue can adequately

describe, the air of Old Hundred, written by Martin Luther more than

three centuries ago.

Spontaneously a gentleman mounted a post, and started the melody'

to the worcb,

** PraiM Qo4, firom whom all blessings flow."
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The whole multitude caught it up, and a cloxology was sung with a
nugesty that Philadelphia never before heard. Every voice united.

The monster oratories that we have heard, with a vocal chorus of three

hundred singers, dwindled into insignificance in comparison to it. Rev.

Dr. Goddard then pronounced the benediction, and the vast audience

again covered themselves and slowly dispersed. The whole scene was
remarkable. It was a touching illustration of the fact that down deep
in every man's heart, no matter what may be the utterance of his lips,

or his daily walk and conversation, there is a recognition of the fact

that the Lord reigneth.

Proclamation bt. thb Govbrnoh of Maryland.

3b the People of Maryland.

State of Maryland, ExxcuTms Dbparthkxt.

The recent occurrences within or near our borders are well calculated

to profoundly excite the devotional feelings of our people, and incline

their hearts to ofifer to Almighty God their earnest thanks for his agency

in delivering the State from the dangers which recently threatened it,

in driving the invaders from our soil, and in crowning with victory the

efforts of those to whom, under his providence, we are indebted for that

deliverance.

Humbly, therefore, acknowledging our dependence on his favor, so

often before and now again so conspicuously extended to us, let us

embrace the earliest opportunity of publicly confessing it.

I, therefore, earnestly recommend to the people of the State to

unite, on Sunday next, the 19th instant, in their usual places of public

worship, in humbling themselves before God in acknowledgment of his

recent mercies ; and, while we offer up our thanks for the deliverance

he has sent and the victory he has vouchsafed to us, let us humbly en-

treat that his wisdom may so direct the councils of our rulers that the

result of these achievements may be the speedy restoration of our
beloved country to its former condition of a united, peaceful, and pros-

perous people.

Given under my hand and the great seal of the State, this fifteenth

day of July, in the year eighteen hundred and sixty-three.

A. W. Bradford.
By the Governor

:

Wm. B. Hill, Secretary of State.

The loyal ministers and Churclies of Maryland responded to

the appointment of the Governor, and the Bishop of the Epis-

copal Diocese issued the following circular letter :

—

To the Clergy and Laity of the Diocese ofMaryland.

Dear Brethren :—The Governor of the State having recommended
to the people to unite on Sunday next, the 19th instant, in their usual
places of worship, in humiliating themselves before Almighty God in

devout thanksgiving for his recent mercies, in delivering this State from
invasion and crowning with victory the arms of its lawful Government,
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you are earnestly requested and recommended to give due and reli-

gious heed to this laudable recommendation of the civil authority ; and,

in order thereto, I hereby set forth for use at the Morning Prayer, instead

of the VenitCf the last " Psalm or Hymn of Praise" in the ofiBco of
" Forms of Prayer to be used at Sea ;" and in both Morning and Even-

ing Prayers, after the general thanksgiving, the colled in the same office

which follows the aforesaid Hymn of Praise.

Your loving friend and brother,

William Rollinson Whittingham,
Bishop of Maryland,

Balthore, July 16, 1863.

National Thanksgiving.

The President of the United States, in view of the important

victories of the national armies, and in obedience to the wishes

of the Christian public and his own feeKngs, issued the follow-

ing

PEOCLAMATIOy.

It has pleased Almighty God to ^hearken to the supplications and
prayers of an afflicted people, and to vouchsafe to the army and the

navy of the United States victories on the land and on the sea so signal

and so effective as to furnish reasonable grounds for augmented confi-

dence that the Union of these States will be maintained, their Consti-

tution preserved, and their peace and prosperity permanently restored.

But these victories have been accorded not without sacrifices of life,

limb, health, and liberty, incurred by brjive, loyal, and patriotic citizens.

Domestic affliction in every part of the country follows in the train of

these fearful bereavements. It is meet and right to recognize and con*

fess the presence of the Almighty Father and the power of his hand
equally in these triumphs and in these sorrows.

Now, therefore, be it known that I do set apart Thursday, the sixth

day of August next, to be observed as a day for national thanksgiving,

praise, and prayer ; and I invite the people of the United States to assem-

ble on that occasion in their customary places of worship, and, in the

forms approved by their own consciences, render the homage due to

the Divine Majesty for the wonderful things he has done in the nation's

behalf, and invoke the influence of his Holy Spirit to subdue the anger

which has produced and so long sustained a needless and cruel rebellion,

to change the hearts of the insurgents, to guide the counsels of the

Go^rnment with wisdom adequate to so great a national emergency,

and to visit with tender care and consolation throughout the length and
breath of our land all those who, through the vicissitudes of marches,

voyages, battles, and sieges, have been brought to suficr in mind, body,

or estate ; and finally to lead the whole nation, through the paths of

repentance and submission to the Divine will, back to the perfect en-

joyment of union and fraternal peace.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the seal

of the United States to be affixed.

52
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Done at the city of Washington, the fifteenth day of July, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eiglit hundred and sixty-three, and of

the Independence of the United States of America the eighty-eighth.

Abraham Lincoln.

. By the President

:

William H. Seward, Secretary of Stale.

In obedience to the proclamation of the President, Bishop

Alonzo Potter, of the Diocese of Pennsylvania, prepared and

sent to the congregations under his pastoral care the following

form of thanksgiving. It expressed the Christian feeling of the

nation :

—

Almighty and everlasting God, who art the author and giver of all good

things, who visitest the earth and blessest it, crowning the year with thy

goodness, and giving to all their meat in due season, we praise and bless

thee for thy unbounded kindness to the people of this land. Our fathers

hoped in thee, they trusted in thoe, and thou didst deliver them. We
thank thee, Lord our God, for the goodly heritage which we enjoy, and
for blessings unbounded, both temporal and spiritual, which through thy

patience and long-suffering are still continued to us. We bless thee for

civil and religious liberty, for the administration of justice, and for all

the privileges which pertain to us as individuals and families, as Chris-

tians and as citizens. Grant that a sense of this thy great goodness

may engage our hearts and lives in thy service. Give wisdom and
strength and union to our public councils. Bless the Governor and
magistrates of this Commonwealth, and all who exercise civil or mili-

tary authority among us. Bless our Churches and all our religious

institutions. Bring back once more peace and concord to our borders.

Increase and multiply upon us thy mercy, that, thou being our ruler and
guide, we may so pass through things temporal that we finally lose not

the things eternal. All which we ask through Jesus Christ our Lord

and Saviour. Amen.
Almighty God, the sovereign commander of all the world, in whose

hand is power and might which none is able to withstand, we bless and
magnify thy great and glorious name for these happy victories, the

whole glory whereof we would ascribe to thee, who art the only giver

of victory. And, we beseech thee, give us grace to improve this great

mercy to thy glory, the advancement of thy gospel, the honor of our

country, and, as much as in us lieth, to the good of all mankind. Im-

print deeply on our hearts such a lively and lasting sense of these great

deliverances as may incite us to a true thankfulness, such as may ap-

pear in our lives by an humble, holy, and obedient walking before thee

all our days ; through Jesus Christ our Lord, to whom, with thee and

the Holy Spirit, as for all thy mercies, so in particular for these victo-

ries, be all glory and honor, world without end. Amen.
Eternal God, the shield of our help, beneath whose sovereign de-

fence thy people dwell in safety, we bless and praise, we laud and mag-

nify thy glorious name for all thy goodness to the people of this land,
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and especially for the success with which of late thou hast crowned our

efforts to maintain the authority of law and to restore once more the

blessings of union and peace. Inspire our souls with grateful love;

lift up our voices in songs of thankfulness ; make us humble and
watchful in our prosperity, and prepare us for whatever reverses thou
shalt see that we need. Give wisdom and grace to our rulers. Pour
constancy and courage and charity towards all men into the hearts

of our people. Draw towards us those who are now alienated from us

in appearance or in heart, and hasten, Lord of hosts, the blessed day
when as one people we may once more give thanks unto thee in thy

holy Church, and by our daily lives show forth thy praise, through Jesus

Christ our most blessed Lord and Saviour. Amen.

The Governors of several States, and the mayors of some of

the larger cities and towns, issued proclamations in harmony

with that of the President, in which there were official recog-

nitions of God as the author of these national victories, and of

the responsibility of the nation to the Divine government.

Christian denominations gratefully and joyfully responded to

these invitations, and the people went up to the temples of God
and entered into his gates with thanksgiving and into his courts

with praise. The day was memorable in the civil and Chris-

tian annals of the republic, and presented the sublime spectacle

of a whole nation offering praise and prayer unto the Lord of

hosts, who had ever been its shield and guide and who again

had wrought this signal deliverance. It had the happy effect

of diffusing and deepening the religious element of the nation,

and giving to the public mind and conscience a more practical

sense of dependence on God, and a higher appreciation of the

value and vital necessity of the Christian religion to the per-

petuity and permanent prosperity of the nation.

This volume, which traces to the Christian religion the life,

character, genius, fruits, and fame of the civil institutions of

the United States, closes while these songs of thanksgiving and

praise are echoing through the land. The historic and Chris-

tian facts of the volume are full of sublime significance and

instruction to all classes of American citizens, and reaffirm, in

prophetic voice, the declaration of one of the purest patriots

and most accomplished statesmen of the republic, "that the

BIBLE IS THE ONLY GENUINE MORAL CONSTITUTION OF SOCIETY,

AND ITS PRINCIPLES THE ONLY SAFE FOUNDATION OF ALL CIVIL

AND POLITICAL ESTABLISHMENTS."
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origin, and symbol, 621, 622 ; Henry
Ward Beecher's description of, 622,

623.

Foote, Admibal a. H.—Order for ob-

servance of the Sabbath^ 790.

Fbanklin, Benjamin.—Letter to Dr.

Stiles, 128; to Whitefield, 128, 129;
to Paine, 130; lecture on Provi-

dence, 131, 132, 133, 134; speech in

the Convention to form the Consti-

tution, 249, 250; memorializes Con-
gress to abolish slavery, 179; speech
in the Convention, 252; views on
the excellency of the Constitution,
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254, 256; his Tiew of the value of

the Bible, school, and newspaper to

free institutions, 184.

Peilinqhutsbn, Theodore. — Re-
marks on the Sabbath in the Senate
of the United States, 265, 206.

9ABDNEB, Hon. Daniel.—^Viewsofthe
relation of the gospel to civil States,

611, 612.

Qeorgia Colony.—Its Christian co-

lonization, 101, 102, 108, 104 ; Con-
stitution, 285.

God in History.—D*Aubign^*B view,

40; Bunsen's view, 41; Bancroft's

view, 41.

Green, Rev. Jacob.—Patriotism in

the Revolution, 866.

Greene, Gen.—His character, 158.

GaiMKi, Hon. Thomas S.—View of the

pervading element of Christianity

in our civil institutions, 25, 26;
importance of studying the genius

of our institutions, 88, 89; his

opinion of the Supreme Court of
the United States, 645 ; resemblance
of the American Government to the

Divine, 625.

Hale, Sir Matthew.— Contempla-
tions, Moral and Divine, 487, 488,

489, 490, 491, 492; his views of a
Christian judge, 685 ; on the Sab-
bath, 685.

Hancock, John. — Early religious

training, 117 ; his speech, in 1775,

117.

Harris, Gov. Isham G.—Proclama-
tion for thanksgiving, 600.

Harris, Hon. Len. A.—Proclamation
for fast-day, 809.

Headley, Thomas H.—Views of chap-

lains of the Revolution, 806, 807;
remarks on the union of Protestants

and Catholics in the Revolution, 478.

Henry, Hon. Alex. H.—Proclamation
for fast-day, 809.

Henry, Patrick.—Orator of the Re-
volution, 115; declares in a speech,

1775, that God will be with the

colonies, 115, 116; that righteous-

ness exalts a nation, 116; his favor-

ite religious books, 116; commends
religion in his will, 116; views of

slavery, 176.

HoLLBRooK, Gov. FREDERICK.—Pro-
clamation for thanksgiving, 588.

HoLLis, Thomas.—Sends books to the

colonieson civilgovernment, in 1766,
340.

Hooker, Dr. Thomas.— Apostrophe
to law, 645.

Howard, Rev. Mr.—Duties of civil

rulers, 842.

Huguenots.—Dr. De Witt's descrip-

tion of, 88 ; in South Carolina, 97, 98.

Hunt, Gov. Washington.—Proclama-
tion for thanksgiving, 571.

Irving, Washington.—His view of

the religious character of Columbus,
42, 48 ; of the character of Wash-
ington, 485; home-picture of the

Washington family, 487.

Jackson, Andrew.—Testimony to the

Bible, 186 ; letter on religion, 186,

187 ; Providence recognized in his

messages, 187 ; refuses to be buried
in a sarcophagus, 188; Abbott's

view of his faith and character, 189,

190; his strong utterance in favor

of evangelical Christianity, 101

;

declares, on his death-bed, the Bible

is the comer-stone of the republic,

191.

Jay,John.—Christian address, in 1777,

149, 150; charge to grand jury, 1777,

150, 151, 152; president of the

American Bible Society, lo'^ : habit

of prayer, 153; proclamation for

thanksgiving in New York, 505;
says the Bible is *'the book," G.36.

Jefferson, Tiio.mas.—Views of Pro-
vidence in national affairs, 135, 136;
letter to John Adams on the death
of his wife, 135; religious views,

136; establishes Virginia Univer-
sity, 186; designs a theological

seminary for all Christian denomi-
nations, 136 ; act of religious tolera-

tion, 232; opinions on slavery,

174.

Jones, Rev. David.—Preacher of the

Revolution, 872; chaplain under St.

Clair, 372; address to St. Clair's

Brigade, 1776, 873, 374.

Kent, Chancellor.—Views of Chris-

tianity, 657; tribute to the Re-
formed Dutch Church, 461.

Kkxt, Chief-Jvstice.—Decision in

favor of Christianity, 655.

Kixo, Gov. John A.—Proclamation
for thanksgiving, 572.

King, Rufus.—Remarks on the Chris
tian religion, 658.

KiRRwooD, Gov. Samuel J.—Procla

mation for thanksgiving, 595, 59^j.

Knoz, General.—Character of, 169.
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Lai)d, Da.^-His yiow of the providence
of God in the American Revolution,
r>03, 304, 305.

Lafayette.—Character and services,

160; views of American slavery, 176;
on slavery in the District of Colum-
bia, 633.

Lamartine.— Contrast of Christian

and infidel statesmen, 203, 204, 205.

Langdon, Dr. Samuel.—His sermon
on the necessity of righteousness
and righteous rulers to a nation,

346, 347, 348, 349.

Lkr, Henry.—God plainly seen in the

Revolution, 303.

Lessons on Christian Colonization.
—Faith of the Puritans in the divine
origin of civil government, 105;
subordination of civil government
to religion, 106, 107 ; civil govern-
ment to diffuse Christianity, 106,

107 ; position of ministers in civil

affairs, 107.

Lincoln, Abraham.— Proclamations
for national fasts, 557, 558, 550

;

inaugurated President, 668 ; address
on leaving Springfield, 672 ;

prayer
for his safety, 673; reply to the

committee of the Lutheran Synod,
706 ; reply to the committee of the

East Baltimore Conference, 708, 709

;

reply, through Mr. Seward, to the

New-School General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church, 1862, 714;
answer to the General Convention
of the Congregational ministers and
churches in Vermont, 1862, 722;
proclamation for fast-days, 557, 558;
proclamation of emancipation, 777,

778; proclamation for thanksgiving,

817; reply to the committee of the

New-Sciiool General Assembly, 771

;

reply to the Christian Commission,
7«S4; address of congratulation to

thf couniry, July 4, 1863, 813.

LiviNc.sToN. 15 Kv. John.—His church
and other Iteroinied Dutch churches,

in New York City, used by the Brit-

ish, 350, :^00; sermon on reopening
his church, 17VI0, 300, 361, 362.

LiviNOSTON, William. — Christian

views, 161 ; essay on liberty of con-

science, 162, 163, 1G4.

Lossinq, Benson J.—His view gf the

influence of Yale College in the Re-
volution, 80, estimate of Puritan
clergymen, 333

Maoaulat, Thomas.—His description

of the Puritans, 50.

Madison, James.—His messages, 155,

156; views of slavery, 177, 178; pro-
clamation for national fast, 549

;

proclamation for national thanks-
giving, 550.

Maroy, William L.—Proclamation for

thanksgiving, 569.

Marks, Rev. Dr.—Testimony to chap-
lains in the Potomac army, 702.

Marriagk Institution.—Civil legisla-

tion on the, 601, 602; act of the
General Government, 602, 603; law
enforced in Ctah, 60-4.

Marshall, John.— Character as a
Christian judge, 637 ; defends Chris-
tianity, 638; views of slavery, 176.

Martinuale, General.—Order to ob-
serve the fast, in 1863, 807.

Maryland Colony.—Christian colo-

nization, 94, 05; Christian article in

the Constitution, 234; religious tole-

ratioh, 95.

Mason, George.—Views of civil go-

vernment, 137 ; counsels to his sons,

138.

Massachusetts Colony.—^Its Chris-

tian colonization, 63, 64, 65 ; Con-
stitution of, 229; address to the

people, 1777, 241, 242.

Mather, Cotton.—His considerations

for the plantation of New England,
65, 66.

Mayflower.—Its mission, by Webst er,

48.

Mayhew, Dr. Jonathan.—The morn-
ing star of the Revolution, 3:{9: ser-

mon on the Stamp Act, 1765, 339.

McIlvaine. Bishop.—Union of Chris-

tianity to civil governinent, 209;
address to Christians on the civil

war, 799, 800, 801 ; prepares the
address of the Episcopal Conven-
tion, 736; his testimony in 186 >, 801.

McLkan, John.—A Christian judge,
639 ; letter to the American Sunday
School Union, (J40, 611, 64:i, 643;
tribute to him by Dr. (Mark, 643,

644; tribute by Judge Storer, 644,
645.

Mc.Master, Dr.—View of the end of

civil government, 226.

MoWillie, Gov. William.— Procla-
mation for thanksgiving, 600.

Mbaue, Gknkral Geohoe.—Order on
taking command of the army, 813;
order for thanksgiving for victory,

813.

Meoklenrtrg Convention.— Chris-

tian men in the, 100; resolutions

of independence, 100, 432.
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MiFFLiK, President.—^Hia reply to

Washington, 296.

Ministers in the REvoLrrioN.—In-

fluence on society and civil govern-
ment, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337,

838 ; extracts from their sermons,
339-380; addrei«s of ministers in

Newport to Washington, 380; of
ministers of Philadelphia to Wash-
ington, 381 ; of ministers of Massa-
chusetts to John Adams, 384, 385;
Webster's defence of American min-
isters, 386; Dr. Spring's view of

their influence, 387; the journal of

a minister in 1775, 34i»: their loy-

alty in the civil war, 797; address
of ministers of Cincinnati, 798.

BlissiONS.—Loyal resolutions of the

A. B. of C. F. M. C, 730 ; of Ameri-
can Baptist Missionary Union, 757,

758; of American missionaries in

Constantinople, 759.

Monroe, James.—His messages, 157;
views of slavery, 175.

Moody, Rev. Granville.—Testimony
to chaplains in the Western army,
791.

Morgan, Gov. Edwin D.—Proclama-
tion for thanksgiving, 572.

Morris, Gouvkrneur.—Views of the
Christian religion, 138, 139.

Morton, Oliver P.— Proclamation
for thank»<giving, 583.

Mi'Uli:nb£R(;, Peter.—Incident in his

church, 370, 371.

Nash, Judge.—His view of the mis-
sion of a civil state, 270.

New Haupshirr Colony.—Christian

colony, 70; Christian features of

the Constitution, 235.

N»w Jersey Colony,—Christian colo-

nization, 90, 91 ; Christian features

of the Constitution, 234 ; instructs

delegates to Congress, 234, 235.

New York.—Christian colonization of,

85, 86, 87, 88; ancient school memo-
rial, 89, 90; Constitution of, 230,

237 ; Legislature declares in favor of

Christianity, 238, 239; appoints
fust-day in 1776, 239.

Olden, Gov. Charles S.—Proclama-
tion for thanksgiving, 577.

Opdyke, Hon. Geokoe.—Proclamation
for fast-day, 808.

Ordinance of 1787, 275, 276.

Otis, Samuel.—Influence in the Re-
volution, 112; views of the divine

rights of human nature, 112.

Parsons, Juikiv.—Remftrks on tKe re-

ligious fefttnre of the Constitation,

264 ; decision in favor of Christianity,

650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 655.

Payson, Rev. Me.—Speech in the Con-
vention of Maasachusetts, 1789, 263.

Pkirpoint, Francis H.—ProclamatioB
for thanksgiving, 588, 599.

Pbnn, William.—Character and frame
of government, 83, B4.

Pknnstlvania Colony.—Its Christian

colonixation, 82, 83, 84, 85; its

Christian legislation, 85; Christian

article in Constitution, 233.

Perry, Gov. Madison S,—^Proclama-

tion for thanksgiving, 599, 600.

PiLOHER,Gov.Nathaniel.—Proclama-
tion for thanksgiving, 568.

PiMOKNEY, Charles C.~-€hristian cha-
racter, 140.

Poor, General.—Sermon to his bri-

gade, 1779, 374, S75.

Potter, Bishop Alonzo.—^Form of
prayer, 678; form of prayer for

thanksgiving, 817, 818.

Prayer.—First prayer in Colonial Con-
gress, 213 ; prayer for the Conven-
tion to form the Constitution, 253;
meeting for prayer by the Churches
of New York, 1789, 271. 272 ; prayer
of Washington. 552 ; prayers of the

women of the Revolution, 402, 403;
by Rev. Dr. Butler, 552 ; prayer of
Rev. Mr. McJilton, 620: prayers of
Dr. Sunderland, 626, 627, 628. ^MK
631 ; prayer of Dr. Stockton, 029. CS\) i

prevalence of prayer in the civil war,

674, 681, 682.

Preface, 5, 6, 7.

Prrnticx, Rev. Dr.—His view of the

divine Logos, in human affairs, 37,

38.

Proclamations fob Fastand Thanks-
giving Days.— General Court of
Massachusetts, 1776, 240, 241 ; Leg-
islature of Massachusetts, 1775, 241,
243, 244 ; colony of New York, 239,

240; Continental Congress, 1775,

528; in 1776, 529, 530; in 1777,530,
531 ; in 1778, 632; in 1779, 53.% 534:
in 1780, 635, 530, 637; in 1781,537,
538, 539 ; in 1782, 539, 540 ; in 17K5,

541 : in 1787, 642, 643; in 17S9, 275,
544 : in 1798, 645, 646 ; in 1799, 547;
in 1812. 548: in 1815, 549. 550; in

1841, 550, 551; in 1849, 651; in

1860, 555, 556: in 1861, 557; ia

1862, 810; in 1863, 657, 558, 817.

Pvrcell, Bishop.—Pastoral letter to

his diocese, 680, 681.
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PuftiTAMS.—Settlement on the con-

tinent, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48; character,

by Macaulay, 60 ; by Story, 80 ; by
Lord Brougham, 106 ; by Dr. Storrs,

106.

Ramsey, Gov. Albxandeb.—Procla-

mation for thanksgiving, 691, 692.

Bamset, Da.—Views of God in the

BeTolution, 302, 303.

Rawle.—Views of the Constitution,

246.

Religion.—Necessary to civil govern-
ment, 206, 207; this volume pat-
sim.—Inspires confidence in battles,

281.

Rhode Islaud Coloky.—Its Christian

coloniiation, 69 ; Christian charter,

236.

Robinson, Gov. C.—Proclamation for

thanksgiving, 596.

Robinson, Gov. J. F.—Proclamation
for thanksgiving, 681, 682.

Robinson, Rev. John.—Farewell ad-

dress to the Puritans, 47.

RooBKS, Rev. John.—Patriotism and
sermon in the Revolution, 366, 377.

Rush, Ricuabd.—Advocates the Bible

as a school-book, 141, 142; address

to the people of the United States,

142, 143; views of American slavery,

172, 178.

Sabbath.—Legislation by provincial

Congress, 224, 226; recognixed by
the Constitution of the United States,

264, 266; recognized by all the

States, 266 ; address of the clergy-

men of Cincinnati to the President

on the, 785, 786; address of New
York deputation to the President,

786, 787, 788, 789; President's order

on the Sabbath, 790; General Casey
on the Sabbuth, 790 ; Webster's ar-

gument for tho Sabbath, 199, 200;
McClellan's order, 789, 790; Admi-
ral Foote's order, 790.

Salomon, Gov. Edwabd P.—^Procla-

mation for thanksgiving, 697.

Scott, Genebal Winfield.—Remarks
at tho meeting of Christian Commis-
sion, 782; views of the Christian

religion, 783.

Sewabd, Hon. William H.—^Procla-

mations for thanksgiving, 669, 670;
reply to the New-School General
Assembly, 714; to the General Con-
vention of Congregational ministers

and charohes, 722, 723 ; to the Bap-
Uat Association of Philadelphia, 744,

746 ; to the West Jersey Baptist As-
sociation, 747 ; to Welsh Congrega-
tional Association of Pennsylvania,
748; to the Triennial Convention
of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
740.

Shabpb, Gbanville.—Letter to Dr.
Franklin on the Constitution, 179,

180.

Sherman, Roger.—Christian charac-
ter, 120, 121.

SioovBNEY, Lydia H.—Her poem on
the Puritans, 49.

Smith, Rev. John Blair.—Influence
in the Revolution, 371, 872.

Smith, Dr. William.—Sermon in Phi-
ladelphia, 1776, 363, 364, 366.

South Carolina Colony.—Christian
colonization of, 96, 97, 98; Chris-
tian Constit4ition, in 1778, 230, 231,
232.

Sparks, Jabed.—Estimate of Wash-
ington, 485.

Spencer, Chief-Justice.—Remarks
in the Convention of New York, 658.

Spraque, Gov. William.—Proclama-
tion for thanksgiving, 585, 686.

Stanton, Hon. Edwin M.—Statement
of the origin and progress of the

civil war, 606, 667 ; order for thanks-
giving in the army, 810; views of

God in victorieH, 811.

Statesmen of the Revolution.—
Their views of the Christian religion

as connected with society and civil

government, 110-180; their appeals
to God in their state papers, 167,

168; their views of slavery, 170, 171,

172, 173, 174. 176, 176, 177, 178,

179, 180; contrast of Christian and
infidel statesmen, 203, 204, 206.

Stilee, Dr. Ezra.—View of God's pro-

vidence in the war of the Revolu-
tion, 300, 301, 302; estimate of
Trumbull's character, 1 65.

Stockton, Dr. Thomas H.—Remarks
on the qualification of chaplains,

831 ; prayer at the opening of Con-
gress, 1862, 629, 630.

Storer, Bellamy.—Tribute to Judge
McLean, 644, 646.

Storrs, Rev. Richard S.—Statement
of the Puritan ends of civil govern-

ment, 106, 107.

Story, Judge.—Views on the Consti •

tution as connectedwith Christianity,

257, 268, 259 ; how the Constitution

is to be preserved, 269 ; opinion of
the Christian religion, 638; estimate

of the Puritan character, 69, 60.
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SrirDKRLAKD, Db. Btrok.—Introduc-

tion by, 7, 8, 0, 10, II, 12. 18, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, ly, 20; prHyers in

Congress, 626, 627. ti2H. 6:30, 631

;

his ecrmon on the national crisis,

804, 805.

Stnou ok Nrw England CnrRCHBs.

—

Defines the nature of civil goTem-
ment and duties of civil rulers, 53,

54.

Tatlor, Zachary.—Messages ; speech
at a Sunday-school ; his death ; re-

marks of members of Congress, 552,

553, 554, 555.

Tbmi'Brance, American, Union.—
Statement of 8. F. Carey, 780.

Thatcher, Mr.—Estimate of the in-

fluence of ministers. 335.

Thobbcrn, Grant.—Letter on Wash-
ington praying, 297, 2i»8.

TuROOp, E.sos T.—Proclamation for

thanksgiving, 568.

Tod, Day 1 d.—Proclamation for thanks-
giving, 578.

Tompkins, Daniel D.—Proclamation
for thanksgiving, 566. 567 ; remarks
in Convention of New York, 657.

Tract Society. American, Boston.—
Work and influence, 779.

Tract Socibtv, Ameuicax, New York.
—Work and influeBce, 779, 780.

Troute. Rev. Jaoob.—Sermon on the

eve of the battle of Drandywinc,
377, »78, 379.

Trumbull, Jonathan.—Christian cha-

racter, 164, 165.

Tyno, Dr. Stephen H.—His sermon
on Christian loyally, 801, 802, 803.

Vermont,—Christian feature of Con-
stitution, 2;^5.

Victories.—Thanksgiving for, 811,

812. 813, 817 ; scene of rejoicing and
thanksgiving at Philadelphia, 814,

815.

Virginia Colony.—Its coloBiiation,

92, 93, 94; Christian feature of Con-
stitution, 232, 233; religious tole-

ration, 232; delegates to form a
Constitution, 247.

Wallach. Richard.— Proclamations
for thanksgiving, 601, 808.

War, Civil, of the United States.—
An instructive chapter. 665 ; origin

and progress, 666, 667 ; cause, 668

;

Congress on the, 668 ; Christian ele-

ment in the, 669, 670; uses of civil

war, 670; ennobling influenoe of

the. 671. 672; development of th^

Christian element during the, 672.

War or the Rbvolltion.—Necessity

and results, :i77, 278. 279. 280; its

Christian features, 282-304).

Warren, Joseph. — Patriotism and
speeches, 113. 114.

WASHBrBN, Israel.Jr.—Proclamaiien
for thanksgiving. 5^6, 587.

Washinoton, Bushrod.—Character as

a Christian and a judge. tj37.

Washinuton. George.—Christian eha
raeter, 479; Webster's estimate of,

480; Jefl'ersen's, 480; Fox's, 480,

481 ; Erskine's, 481 ; Urougham's,
481 ; Bancroft's, 481, 482. 48:5, 484;
Sparks's, 485; Irving' s, 485; Win
throp's. 486; early training, 486,

487 ; religious reading in family.

487; rules of eonduct, 493. 494:
advice to young men, 495, 496;

church member, 497 ; observes the
Sabbath, 499 ; high regard for min-
isters, 500; hahit of prayer, WW,
501, 502; at the communion. 502,

503, 504; emancipates his slaves,

5lM>; liberality to the poor, 504, 505:

a Christian statesman, 5(K), 510, 51

U

512, 513 : a Chri.Mian politician. 513.

614, 515; H Christian ruler, 514.

515. 516, 517; a Christian patriot

and educator, 518, 519; love of agri-

culture, 619; love of home, 520;

Christian services at inauguration.

271 ; address, 273 : proclaims a day
•f thanksgiving, 275; letter to La-

fayette on slavery, 276; appointed
commander-in-chief, 281 ; appear-

ance at Cambridge, 1775, 285; Chris-

tian military character, 507, 50^.

609; Christian orders. 285. 286, 287.

288; recognition of God during the

war, 289, 290, 291, 292. 293, 294,

296; prayer at Valley Forge. 297.

298 ; reply to Die ministers of Nev-
pori, 880 ; to the ministers of Phi-

ladelphia, 382; to the ministers of

New Haven, 429^ 430; to the Church
at Medway, 431 ; to the General As-

seimbly of the Presbyterian Chnreh.
442 ; to the First Presbytery East-

ward, 443y 444; to the Protestast

Episcopal Church. 446. 447 ; to the

United Baptist Churches in Virginia.

451, 452; to the Bishops of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, 455.

456; to the religious Society of

Quakers, 459; to the Reformed Dutch

Church, 462, 468; to the German
Lutheran congregations in and seai
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Philadelphia, 464, 465 ; to the Con-
yention of UniTersalists, 466 ; to the

Swedenborgian Church at Baltimore,

467 ; to Hebrew congregations, 468,

469, 470; to the United Brethren
Church, 472; to the German Re-
formed congregations, 473; to the

Roman Catholic Church, 478; his

death, 620; address of the Senate
of the United States on his death,

521 ; President Adams's reply, 622,

528; oration of General Lee, 623;
apostrophe on his life, character,

and death, 624.

Washimqton, Martha. — Character,

412; accompanies Washington to

camp, 413; love of the soldiers, 418

;

letter after Washington's visit to the

Eastern States, 414, 415; resolutions

of Congress on the death of Wash-
ington sent to, 416, 417; her reply,

417.

Washington, Mart. — Her family

training, 411 ; reverenced by Wash-
ington, 411 ; farewell visit to his

mother, 412 ; address and reply, 412.

Webster, Hon. Daniel.—Views of the

Puritans, 58, 69 ; of the men and
State papers of the Revolution, 1 69

;

describes the scene of the first

prayer in Congress, 214; on its

necessity to sustain civil govern-
ment, 270, 277; defence of Chris-

tianity in the Girard will case, 198,

199, 200, 201, 202; his epitaph, 203.

Webster, Rbv. Samuel.—Election ser-
mon, 1777, 344; his prayer, 845.

Wesley, John.—His description of
Georgia emigrants, 102; labors in

America, 103.

West Point Academy.—Importance
of religion in the, 829, 880.

Whipple, Bishop.—Pastoral letter,

678; form of prayer, 679.

White, Bishop William.—Character
and influence in the Revolution, 869,
870.

Wbittingham, Bishop.—Pastoral let-

ters, 690, 691, 812; form of prayer,
812.

WiLSov, JuDOE.—States the progress
and prosperity of the United States
under the Constitution, 268.

Wise, Rev. JoHw.^View of the civil

government of New England, 71

;

his work on the government of New
England Churches, 841 ; studied by
statesmen, 341 ; his picture of family
life in New England, 564.

Witherspoon,Rev. Dr.—His sermons,
122, 128, 124, 125, 126, 127.

Women in the Civil War.—Tribute

to their patriotism, 793, 794, 795;
meeting of two thousand women of

St. Louis, 796 ; loyal women of New
York, 796; patriotic and Christian

labors of the loyal women of Phila-

delphia, 796 ; women the great help-

ers and movers, 796.

Women op the Revolution.—Influ-

ence in, 388; Webster's address to

the women at Richmond, 388 ; view
of Charles Francis Adams, 390, 891

;

patriotic associations of the, 891,

892 ; the women of Baltimore, 894

:

of Philadelphia, and Washington's
tribute, 396; of New Jersey, 395;
of Maryland, 396 ; letter to a British

officer, 396, 897, 898; women of

North Carolina, 398; letter of an
American woman, 399, 400, 401;
banner presented by the, 401 ; their

prayers, 402, 403 ; scene at Philadel-

phia in 1778, 408, 404; women of

Trenton welcome Washington, 418

;

position and influence during tlie

Revolution, 419.

Wright, Ex.-Gov. Joseph A.—Pre-
sides at the Lay Convention of

Methodists, 776; resolutions of the

Convention, 774 ; Christian incident

at a Sabbath-school in Berlin in

connection with, 776, 776.

Wright, Silas.— Proclamation for

thanksgiving, 570.

Tale College.—Early history, 76;
religious character of, 77, 78; in-

fluence of, 80.

Tates, Gov. Joseph C.—Proclamation
for thanksgiving, 567.

Tates, Gov. Richard.—Proclamation
for thanksgiving, 598.

TouNG, Gov. John.—Proclamation fot

thanksgiving, 570.

THE END.
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